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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
DIVISION OF MINING S1'ATISTICS AND TECHNOLOGY,

W ashingwn, January 23, 1892.
I have the honor to transmit herewith the seventh report of the
series "Mineral Resources of the United States," this volume being entitled "Mineral Resources of the United States, 1889 and 1890." The
first report of the series gave account of the mineral products of 1882
and part of 1883, and the subsequent volumes bring the statistics to
December 31, 1888. The present volume carries the statistical data to
December 31, 1890. .A report covering the year 1891, which you have
.a,uthorized, is in active preparation.
I beg to tender you my hearty appreciation for the consideration you
have shown to my very considerable demands on your time and attention and for your untiring interest in this work.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID T. DAY,
Geologist in Oharg~.
Hon. J. W. POWELL,
Director, U. S. Geological Survey.
v
SIR:

INTRODUCTION.

The present volume of the series "Mineral Resources of tbe United
States" presents a review of the mineral industries during the calendar
years 1889 and 1890. It is in continuation of the previous volume which
covered the year 1888. During part of the years J 889, 1890, and 1891.
the several contributors to this series were nearly all of them engaged
in preparing the volume on the mineral industries for the Eleventh
Census. The statistics here presented for 1889 are therefore those of
the Census Office, with a few minor exceptions. These exceptions are
the cases in which the mil1eral report for the Census Office did not consider certain industries which are usually included in the reports of this
series. The statistical tables of former years have been carried fonvard,
but the previous volumes should be consulted for all other information
concerning the mineral industries prior to 1889.
The scope of the present volume has been lessened slightly in the
effort to make the arduous work of complete statistics from all producers more accurate in the subjects of coal, iron ores, and other important subjects.
Units.-The different units adopted are those in common use for each
mineral. Pounds are avoirdupois and tons are short tons of 2,000
pounds, unless long tons of 2,240 pounds are specified.
Imports and exports.-These are obtained from the records of the
Bureau of Statistics of the Treasury Department. Recent years coincide with calendar years from January 1 to December 31., but earlier
statistics of imports are for the Government fiscal year ending June
30.
Delay in publication.-It has already been shown in previous volumes that it is impossible to gather complete reports on so many subjects and publish the resultant volume without much delay, since one
report can delay all the rest, and this is especially the case in·proportion as the inquiries are extenderl to individual producers. Efforts have
been made, however, to avail of the daily and technical press in giving
information regarding each subject as promptly as possible.
:fotals.-In preparing the statement of the total value of the mineral
product, the usual commercial value has been taken. Following the
rule adopted in the Census investigation, the value of a mineral is
taken at that stage in its production where it first becomes a salable
VII

VIII

INTRODUCTION.

article with a market value recognized in its trade. Thus, coal is
valued on cars at the mine, while lead is given its value in New York
City. Any valuations which might be adopted would involve inconsistencies, but this plan is best in accordance with ordinary usage.
The product indicated for 1890 is $656,604,698, an increase far beyond
any previous year. The year was a period of unexampled activity in
mining, particularly so in iron, silver, cor }er, coal, and petroleum.
This total is extraordinary, but the activity continued in 1891 until
checked by the feeling of insecurity following the English depression.
The year 1891 will show no marked contrast to 1890.

MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE UNITED STATES.
SUMMARY.
METALS.

Iron and steel.-The production of pig iron in the United States in
the year 1889 was 7,603,642 long tons, or 8,516,079 short tons, valued
at $120,000,000, taking as the standard of valuation the price of No. 1
anthracite pig iron in Philadelphia. This was greater than the product
of any previous year; but in 1890 the product increased greatly, reaching 10,307,028 short tons, valued at $151,200,410, and in 1891,9,273,455
short tons. The production of Bessemer steel in the United States
in 1890 was 4,131,535 short tons, against 3,281,829 short tons in 1889, a
gain of nearly 26 per cent. The consumption of limestone for flux in
iron ore smelting was 5,521,622 long tons in 1890.
Gold and silver.-In 1889 the mines of the United States produced,
according to the census returns, 1,590,869 fine ounces of gold, with a
coinage value of $32,886,744, and 51,354,851 ounces of silver, with a
coimng value of $66,396,988. In 1890 the product, according to the
Director of the Mint, was: Gold, 1,588,880 ounces, valued at $32,845,000,
and silver, 54,500,000 ounces, with a coining value of $70,464,645.
Oopper.-The copper product remained nearly stationary in 1889, being 231,246,214 pounds, and in 1890 increasing to 265,115,133 pounds.
It was worth, respectively, $26,907,809 and $30,848,797,
Lead.-The total product increased in 1889 to 182,967 short tons,
worth $16,137,689, compared with 180,555 short tons in 1888, worth
$15,924,951. In 1890 the product decreased to 161,754 short tons, worth
$14,266,703. The producers carried a stock of 10,389 short tons on
January 1, 1891, as compared with 7, 715 short tons on January 1, 1890.
The lead content of the ores imported from Mexico was 26,570 tons in
1889, and 18,124 tons in 1890. The production of lead in the first half
of 1891 increased to 95,121 short tons.
Zinc.-In1888 the total product of spelter was 55,903 short tons, worth
$5,500,855. In 1889 it increased to 58,860 short tons, worth $5,791,824,
and in 1890 to 63,683 short tons, worth $6,266,407. The stocks in
778 l\UN--1
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the hands of producers are small, considering the magnitude of the
industry. On January 1, 1890, these stocks were 2,535 short tons,
and on January 1, 1891, had decreased to 1,134 tons.
Quiclcsilver.-The industry continues to decline in spite of active prospecting for new supplies. In 1888 the product was 33,250 flasks of 76i
pounds net, valued in San Francisco at $1,413,125. In 1889 this de.
cliued to 26,484 flasks, although the price was $45 per flask, which was
sufficient to cause strong inquiry for new supplies. In 1890 the product
decreased to 22,926 flasks, the average price increasing to $48.33 per
flask. The product all came from California.
Nickel.-During the years 1889 and 1890 the condition of the industry
changed completely, due to the development of extensive supplies in
Canada. The inquiry for still other new deposits was nevertheless
stimulated by the successful tests of steel containing a small percentage of nickel for armor plates. Previously the markets were regulated
principally by the output of the New Caledonia mines. In 1888 the
total product in the United States was 20±,328 pounds. In 188{) this
increased to 252,663 pounds and in 1890 to 223,488 pounds, worth
$134,093. The product from Canadian matte was 35,000 pounds in
1889 and 100,000 pounds in 1890.
Cobalt oxicle.-The product has followed the nickel industry, except
that proportionately more nickel has been produced than cobalt oxide,
because the Canadian matte contains scarcely any cobalt. The New
Caledonian producers have produced a greater proportion of cobalt by
the aid of a manganiferous iron ore containing nickel and cobalt. ,-rhe
product in 1889 was 13,955 pounds and in 1890 6, 788 pounds. The price
remained at about $2.50 per pound in 1889 and $2.40 in 1890.
Chromic iron ore.-The industry remains unchanged. The supplies
come from California, together with increasing importations from
Turkey and Asia Minor. The output in California in 1889 was 2,000
long tons, and in 1890 3,599 long tons, worth $53,985.
Jlfanganese.-Product in 1889, 24,197long tons, which includes a small
shipment from Colorado. In 1890 the product was 25,684 long tons,
worth $219,050. The importations are increasing. In addition, manganiferou-s iron ores were produced to the amount of 83,434 tons in 1889
and 61,860 tons in 1890.
A.lumtinum.-The production of aluminum, including that in alloys,
continued and increased from about 19,000 pounds in 1888 to 47,468
pounds in 1889, and 61,281 pounds in 1890. The price decreased from
$4.50 per pound in 1888 to $1 per poun-d in 1890 for ingots. The manufacture of aluminum into musical in strum en ts, thin sheets for ornamental purposes, and into various utensils is increasing.
A.ntimony.-In 1889, 115 short tons were produced, valued at $28,000;
in 1890 this increased to 129 short tons, valued at $40,756. This included a slight product from a new source, Ketchum, Idaho.
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FUELS.

Ooal.-In 1889 the total product of coal of all kinds wa~ 141,229,513
short tons, valued at the mines, before any expenses for shipment, at
$160,226,323. The product included 45,600,487 short tons of Peuusylvania and other anthracite, worth $65,879,514, and 95,629,o:w short
tons of bituminous coal and lignite, valued at $94,346,809.
In 1890 the total product increased to 157,788,657 short tons, a gain
of over 4~ per cent. over 1889. The total value at the mines was
$176,804,573. Of the above, 46,468,641 short tons were anthracite,
worth $66,383,772, and 111,320,016 short tons were bituminous coal and
lignite, worth $110,420,801.
Petroleurn.-The product in 1889 was 35,163,513 barrels, valued at
$26,963,340.
In 1&90, the product was 45,822,672 barrels, worth
$35,365,105. The feature of the two years has been the successful refining of Lima (Ohio) oil, which now supplies a large share of the domestic
trade, and the great increase in the Pennsylvania product in 1890,
making this the year of greatest product.
Natttral gas.-The product, measured in terms of the coal displaced,
shows a decline from $22,629,875 in 1888 to $21,097,099 in 1889. The
product declined again in 1890 to $18,7 42~ 725.
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS.

Building stone.-The product in 1889 includes granite to the value of
at the place where produced and in the condition in which
it was first sold; marble, $3,488,170; sandstone, $10,816,057; bluestone, $1,089,606; limestone, $19,095,179; and slate, $3,482,513. In
1890 the total value of these products aggregates $54,000,000. Even
allowing for a considerable growth in the industry since 1888, these figures show that the statement then made was too small.
~14,464,095,

ABRASIVE MATERIALS.

Millstones.-The product continued to decrease. In 1889 the product
was valued at $35,155, and in 1890, at $23,720.
Grindstones.-The supply still comes from Ohio and Michigan. The
consumption has increased in grinding wood pulp. The product in
1889 was valued at $439,587, and in 1890, at $450,000.
Oilstones and whetstones.-This industry derives its supplies from well
established quarries in .Arkansas, Indiana, and New Hampshire. In
1889 the product amounted to 2,354,000 pounds, chiefly novaculite, and
valued at $32,980. In 1890 the value of the product was $69,909 in
~~~~~

~
MISCELLANEOUS.

Precious stones.-The product is small and with the exception of
agatized wood, the tourmalines regularly produced in Maine, and a few
gems from North Carolina, consists principally of tourists' jewelry. It
was valued at $188,807 in 1889 and $118,833 in 1890.

4
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Phosphate roclc.-In 1889 the production of phosphate rock was estab·
lished as a new industry in Florida and its importance is increasing.
The total product from all sources amounted to 550,245 long tons in
1889, which was the greatest amount ever reported. In 1890 the prod.
uct was 510,499 long tons, worth $3,213,795.
Marls.-The product in 1889 was 139,522 short tons, worth $63,956,
and in 1890, 153,620 short tons, worth $69,880. There is little change
in the industry.
SaZt.-Product in 1889, 8,005,565 barrels, worth $4,195,412, and in
1890, 8, 776,991 barrels, worth $4,752,286.
Bromine.-The product in 1889 was 418,891 pounds, valued at
$125,667. In 1890 this decreased to 387,847 pounds on account of the
accumulation of stock.
·
Borax.-In 1889 the product was 8,000,000 pounds worth $500,000,
increasing in 1890 to 9,500,000 pounds.
Sulphtw.-In 1889 and 1890 the Utah works were closed by litigation.
There was a small product from theN evada mines in 1889, amounting to
1,150 short tons. Efforts are being made to open the Louisiana mines.
Pyrites.-The product from Virginia, Massachusetts, and Vermont
amounted to 93,705 long tons, worth $202,119 in 1889, and in 1890 to
111,836 long tons, worth $273,7 45.
Barytes.-The use of this material is increasing. The main sources
of supply are mines in Missouri, Virginia, and New York. The tota1
product in 1889 was 19,161 long tons and in 1890, 21,911 long tons.
Gypsum.-In 1889 the product was 267,769 short tons of crude gypsum, worth $764,118, and in 1890, 182,995 short tons, worth $57 4,523.
Ozocerite.-Development work was continued in the regions near
Soldier's Summit, Utah; 50,000 pounds were produced in 1889, and
350,000 pounds in 1890.
Asphaltum.-During the last two years the product on the Pacific
coast has increased markedly and the price has declined. Product ill
1889, 51,735 short tons, worth $171,537, and in 1890, 40,841 short tons,
worth $190,416. The production of gilsonite in Utah continues and
amounted to 492 short tons in 1889 and 1,105 tons in 1890.
Soapstone.-The use of this material in the form of slabs for various
purposes increased. The total product of all kinds was 36,461 short
tons in 1889 and 54,024 short tons in 1890. Of this 23,7 46 short tons
and 41,354 short tons, respectively, consisted of fibrous talc from New
York.
Mica.-The production decreased in 1889, but is now increasing
ag~in; product in 1889, 49,500 pounds, worth $50,000, and in 1890, 60,000
pounds, worth $75,000.
Mineral paints.-The product includes ocher, metallic paints, and
some umber and sienna; it amounted to 32,307 long tons in 1889, and
4.5, 732 long tons in 1890.

SUMMARY.
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Graphite.-The principal product in 1889 was 400,000 pounds of refined graphite from Ticonderoga, New York, worth $33,000. In 1890
this product was about stationary. Besides this, cheaper grades were
obtained from several localities for use in making foundry facings, etc.
Fltwrspar.-The supply from Rosiclare, Illinois, and Evansville, Indiana, is sufficient for the gradually increasing use as a flux in cupola furnaces and for chemical purposes. The product was 9,500 short tons
in 1889, and 8,250 short tons in 1890. Some artificial fluorspar is made
as a by-product in the decomposition of Greenland cryolite.
Infusorial earth.-From the usual sources the product was 3,466 short
tons in 1889, and 2,532 short tons in 1890.
Mineral waters.-T-otal product in 1889, 12,780,471 gallons, worth
$1,748,458, and in 1890, 13,907,418 gallons, with a value of $2,600,750.

/
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Mineral p1·oducts of the United States for
1880.

Products.

Quantity.

1881.

Value.

Quantity.

Value.

METALLIO.

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10

11

Pig iron, spot value .............. long tons.. 3, 375, 912 $89, 315, 569
4, 144, 254 $87, 029, 334
Silver, coining value, .......... troy ounces .. 30,320,000
39,200,000 33,077,000
43,000,000
Gold, coining value ................... do.... 1, 741,500
36,000,000
1, 676,300
34,700,000
Copper, value at New York City ... pounds .. 60,480,000
11,491,200 71,680,000
12,175,600
Lead, value at New York City ... short tons..
97,825
9, 782,500
117,085
11,240,160
Zinc, value at New York City ......... do....
23.239
2, 277,432
26,800
2, 680,000
Quicksilver, value at San Francisco .. flasks..
59, 926
1, 797, 780
60, 851
1, 764, 679
Nickel, value at Philadelphia ...... pounds..
329, 968
164, 984
265, 668
292, 235
Aluminum, valuE> at Pittsbur~ ........ do .................................................... ..
Antimony, value at SanFranc1sco.shorttons .
50
10,000
50
10,000
Platinum, value (crude) at San Francisco,
100
400
100
400
troy ounces.
NONMETALLIO (SPOT VALUES).

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Bituminous coaL ................. long tons.. 38, 242, 641
53, 443, 718 48, 179, 475
60, 224, 344
Pennsylvania anthracite .............. do .... 25,580, 189
42,196, 678 28,500,016
64,125,030
Building stone . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 356, 055 . . . . . . . . . . • . 20, 000, 000
Petroleum .•••••...............•••.. barrels.. 26, 286, 123
24, 183, 233 27, 661, 238
25, 448, 339
Lime .................................. do.... 28,000, 000
19,000, OOC 30, 000, 000
20, 000, 000
Natural gas ...................................... - .... -...... - .. - .. -..... -. -... -. · ·-- - - -.. -· ·Cement .•..••.........•............. barrels._ 2, 072, 943
1, 852, 707
2, 500, 000
2, 000, 000
Salt ................................... do.... 5, 961, 060
4, 829, 566
6, 200, 000
4, 200, 000
Limestone for iron flux .......... long tons.. 4, 500,000
3, 800,000
6, 000,000
4, 100,000
Phosphate rock ....................... do....
211, 377
1, 123,823
266, 734
1, 980,259
Mineral waters .......••....... gallons sold.. 2, 000,000
500,000
3, 000,000
700,000
ZinC" white ...................... short tons..
10, 107
763, 738
10, 000
700, 000
Gypsum .............................. do....
90,000
400,000
85,000
350,000
Borax .............................. pounds.. 3, 692, 443
277, 233
4, 046, 000
304, 461
Mineral paints ................... long tons..
3, 604
135, 840
6, 000
100,000
Manganese ore ........................ do....
5, 761
86,415
4, 895
73,425
Asphaltum ...................... shorttons..
444
4,440
2,000
8,000
Pyrites ........................... longtons..
2,000
5,000
10,000
60,000
Crudebarytes ..........................do ....
20,000
80,000
20,000
80,000
Bromine ........................... pounds..
404, 690
114, 752
300, 000
75, 000
Corundum ...................... short tons..
1,044
29,280
500
"80,000
Marls ............................ longtons .. 1,000,000
500,000
1,000,000
500,000
Precious stones. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
50, 000 .. .. .. . . • .. .
60, 000
Gold quartz, souvenirs, jewelry, etc .................... -50,000 ...... . .....
50,000
Flint ............................ .long tons..
20, 000
80, 000
25, 000
100, 000
Fluorspar ....................... short tons..
4, 000
16, COO
4, 000
16, 000
Graphite ........................... pounds__ ......... _. .
49, 800
400, 000
30, 000
Novaculite ............................ do....
420,000
8, 000
500,000
8, 580
Feldspar ......................... longtons ..
12,500
60,000
14,000
70.000
Chrome iron ore ....................... do....
2, 288
27, 808
2, 000
30, 000
Mica ............................... pounds..
81, 669
127, 825
100, 000
250, 000
Slate ground as a pigment ....... long tons..
1, 000
10,000
1, 000
10,000
Cobalt oxide ....................... pounds..
7,251
24,000
8,280
25,000
Sulphur ......................... short tons..
600
21,000
600
21,000
Rutile .............................. pounds..
100
400
200
700
Asbestos .............................. do....
150
4,312
200
7,000
Potters' clay ..••••.•..•••..••..... longtons..
25, 783
200,457
25,000
200, 000
Grindstones .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . • . .. . • • • .. . . .. ..
500, 000 . . .. • • .. .. ..
500, 000
Millstones .........•....•.•...•..... _........ . . . • . . . . . . . .
200, 000 . . . . . . . . • . . .
150, 000
Ozocerite, refined ................... pounds ........................... ........................ .
Infusorial earth ................. shorttons..
1,8331
45,660
1,000
10,000
Soapstone ............................. do....
8, 441
66, 665
7, 000
75, 000
Fibrous talc ........................... do....
4, 210
54,730
5, 000
60,000
Lithographicstone ...•••••••••••...... do ................ ,..............
50
1,000

I

Total value of metallic products............. . . .. .. .. .. .. 190, 039, 865 .......... --~192, 892, 408
Tot~l value ofnonmetal!ic mineral products ...••••.•.... ,173, 279,135 ............ 206,783,144
Estimated value of mmeral products un- .. .. .. . • • . ..
6, 000, 000 .. • • • .. .. .. .
6, 500, 000
specified.
Grand totaL .••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••.•.... ,369, 319, 000 .. • • • • • • . • • . 406, 175, f>52
1
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SUMMARY.
the calMtdar years 1880 to 1890, inclusive.
1882.

Quantity.

1883.

Value.

4,623,323
36,197,695
1,572,186
91,646,232
132,890
33,765
5~. 732
281,616

$106, 336, 429
46,800,000
32, 500,000
10,038,091
12,624,550
3, 646,620
1, 487,042
309,777

60
200

60,861,190
31,358, 264

Quantity.

Value.

12,000
600

$91, 910. 200
46,200,000
30,000,000
18,064,807
12,322,719
3, 311, 106
1, 253,632
52,920
875
12,000
600

4, 097,868
37,744,005
1, 489,949
145, 221, 934
139,897
38,544
31,913
64,550
150
60
150

$73, 761, 624
48, 800, 000
30, 800, 000
17, 789, 687
10, 537, 042
3, 422,707
936,327
48,412
1, 350
12,000
450

]
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

76,076,4.87
70, 556,094

68,531, 500
34, 336,469

82,237,800
77, 257,055

73,730,539
33,175, 756

77,417,066
66, 351, 512

14

~~: ~~~: ~~~ ----- 2s: 449; 633-

31,000,000
................
3, 250,000
~· ~~~· ~;;g
'
.
332, 077
5, 000, 000
10, 000
100, 000
4, 236, !91
7, 000
4, 532
3, 000
12,000
20, 000

21,700,000
32,000,000
215,000---------------3, 672,750
4, 190,000
4, 320, 140
6, 192, 231
2, 310, 000
3, 814, 273
1, 992,462
378, 380
800, 000
7, 529, 423
700, 000
12, 000
450, 000
90, 000
338, 9o3
6, 5oo, ooo
105, 000
7, 000
6, 155
67, 980
10, 500
3, 000
72,000
25,000
80, 000
27, 000

~~g: ggg

Quantity.

4,595,510
35,733,622
1,451, 249
117,151, 795
143,957
36,872
46,725
58,800
83
60
200

····-ao: 5io: s3o ·

250, ~~g
1, 080, 000
•••••.... -.--.-.
• • • .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. •
25, 000
4, 000

1884.

Value.

~g; ggg
301, ~gg
540, 000
972, 000
75, 000 .. • .. • • • • . • • .. ..
75, 000 ...................... -........
100, 000
25, 000
20, 000
4, 000

~~: ~~~: g~g

--·-- 24; 2is: 438-

37, 000,000
19,200,000
475,000 --·-···--------4, 293, 500
4, 000,000
4, 211, 0±2
6, 514, 937
1, 907, 136
3, 401, 930
2, 270, 280
431, 779
1, 119, 603
10, 215, 328
840, 000
13, 000
420, 000
90, 000
585, ooo
7, ooo, ooo
84, 000
7, 000
92, 325
10, 180
10, 500
3, 000
137,500
35,000
108, 000
25, 000

1~6: ~~~
281, ~gg
486, 000
875, 000
74, 050 .......... -----133, 000 ... -.........................
100, 000
30, 000
20, 000
4, 000

fg:

11~

~~: ~~~: ~~g

1.5
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2"
;;
2
27
28

18,500,000
1,460,000
3, 720,000
4, 197, 734
1, 700, 965
2, 374, 7!l4
1, 459, Lt3
910, 000
390, 000
49o, ooo
84, 000
122, 160
10, 500
175,000
100, 000

~~

31

lg~; ~g~

!5

437, 500
82, 975
140, 000
120, 000
20, 000

34
35
30
37
38

~~: ggg 1
~~g; ~gg
ggg -· ·---ooo-- ... · ·-- ·i2; ooo- 39
14,000
70,000
14,100
71, 112
10,900
55,112 ~
2, 500
50, 000
3, 000
60, 000
2, 000
35, ~0~ 42
100, 000
250, 000
114, 000
265, 000
147, 410
368, a2a
43
2, 000
24, 000
2, 000
24, 000
2, 000
20 000 44
11, 653
32, 046
1, 096
2, 795
2, 000
5, 100 45
600
21, 000
1, 000
27, 000
500
12, 000 146
500
1, 800
550
2, 000
600
2, 000 47
1, 200
36, 000
1, 000
30, 000
1, 000
30, 000 48
30, 000
240, 000
32, 000
250, 000
35, 000
270, 000 49
....... --- .. • .. .
700, 000 -- ............. 600, 000 -- ..... -- ...... 570, 000 50
...... -- ..... --.
200, 000 --..............
150, 000 ........... --.. .
150, 000 51
.......... ------ ....... --- ....... . ............ -- ....... -- ..... -- ........... ----- ...... -- .. ------ 52
I
1, ooo
8, ooo
1, ooo
5, ooo
1, ooo
5, ooo
6, 000
90, 000
8, 000
150, 000
10, 000
200, 000 53
54
6, 000
75, 000
6, 000
75, 000
10, 000
110, 000 55

·soo:

219, 755, 109
231, 34.0, 150
6, 500,000

203, 128, 859 ............... .
243,812,214 .............. ..
6, 500, 000 ............... -

186, 109, 599
221, 879, 506
5, 000,000

457, 595, 259

453, 441, 073j .............. ..

412, 989, 1o5

I
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MINERAL RESOURCES.
Mineral proclucts of the United States jo1· the
1886.

1885.

Products.
Quantity.

Value:

Quantity.

Value.

METALLIC.

~

3
4
~
7

Pig iron, spot value ...•.......... long tons.. 4, 044,525
Silver, coining value ......•.•. troy ounces.. 39, 910, 279
Gold, coining value __ .. __ .. __ ......... do.... 1, 5B8, 376
Copper, value at New York City ... pounds .. 170, 962, 607
Lead, value at Rew York City .. short tons..
129,412
Zinc, value at New York City ......... do....
40, 688
Quicksilver, value at San Francisco .flasks..
32, 073

1go ~~~~{l:~~~~~~~~Ip~f&~~iphi~;: ~~~~(~~::
11

Antimony, value at San Francisco.shortton.
Platinum, value (crude) at San Francisco,
troy ounces.

277,

~~t

50
250

5, 083,329
$64, 712, 400
51,600,000 39,445, 312
1, 881,250
31,800,000
18,292,999 161, 235, 381
135, (i29
10,469,431
3, 539,856
42,641
29, 081
979, 189
179,975
214- 992
2, 550
a: ooo
10,000
35
187
50

$95, 195, 760
51, 000, 000
H5, 000, 000
16,527, 651
12, 667, 749
3, 752,408
1, 060,000
127, 157
27, 000
7, 000
100

82, 347, 648 65: 810, 676
76, 671, 948 34, 853,077
1!l, 000, 000 ______ . ____ .
19, 198, 243 28, 064, 841

78. <181, 056
76, 119, 120
19, 000, 000
19, 996, 313

~: ~~~: g~~ .~~~ ~~~~ ~~~.

i6:3, 990,
~fg: ~~~
000

NONMETALLIC (SPOT VALUES).

I~
14
15
16
17

Ig

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Bitlm1inous coal ................. long tons..
Pennsylvania anthracite ....... ----- .. do....
Building stone .. ____ ... __ .. ______ ., .. __ .. __ .
Petroleum. __ ....................... barrels..

64, 840, 668
34, 228,548

______ . __ ...
21, 84 7, 205

i{~~!:~ -i~~ ._._ ~ ~ -_ ~ -_-_ ~ ~ -_ ~ ._._._._._ ~ -. -.-. ~ ~ -. ~ ~ --~~:::: .~~~ ~~~~ ~~~.

Cement ............................ barrels.. 4, 150, 000
Salt ................................... do.... 7, 038,653
Limestone for iron flux .......... long tons.. 3, 356;956
Phosphate Tock ....................... do....
437, 856
Mineral waters, gallons sold. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. 9, 148, 401
Zinc white ...................... short tons..
15, 000
Gypsum .... -- .......•................ do....
90,405
Borax. -- ... ---- ....... __ .. __ ....... pounds__ 8, 000, 000
Mineral paints ................... long tons..
3, 950
Manganese ore ................... long tons..
23,258
Asphaltum ...................... short tons..
3, 000
Pyrites ---- ......... -- ........... long tons..
49, 000
Crude barytes .. ---------- .... -- ....... do....
15, 000
Bromine .... -- .. __ ............... __ pounds__
310, 000
Corundum .......... -- .......... short tons__
600
Marls .. -------- ......... -- ............ do....
875, 000
Precious stones ........ __ . ____________ .. ____ .. .. .. .. . . ..
Gold quartz, souvenirs, jewehy, etc __ .... __ ..... __ .. __ ..
Flint .. ---- ------ ... ----.---- ..... long tons..
30, 000
Fluorspar ..................... __ short tons..
5, 000
Graphite .. ------ ... -- .............. pounds..
327, 883
Novaculite ............................ do .. __ 1, 000, 000
Feldspar ........................ longtons..
13,000
Clu·ome iron ore ....................... do.. ..
2, 700
Mica ..... -- ... -- ................... pounds..
92, 000
Slate ground as a pigment ....... l011g tons..
1, 975
Cobalt oxide ....................... pounds..
68, 723
Sulphur ......................... shorttons..
715
Rutile ............................. pounds..
600
Asbestos ........................ short tons..
300
Potters' clay ..................... long tons..
36,000

2

3, 492, 500
4, 500, 000
4, 825,345
7, 707,081
1, 678, 478
4, 717, 163
2, 846, 064
430. 549
1, 312, 845
8, 950, 317
1, 050, 000
18, 000
405,000
95,250
480, 000
9, 778, 290
43, 575
15, 800
190,281
30,193
10, 500
3, 500
220, 500
55, 000
75, 000
10, 000
89, 900
428, 334
108. 000
645
437, 500
800, 000
09, 900 -- ....... - --~
140, 000 .. . .. .. .. . ..
120, 000
30, 000
22, 500
5, 000
26, 231
415, 525
15, 000
1, 160, 000
68,000
14,900
40, 000
2, 000
1U1, 000
40,000
24,687
3, 000
65, 373
35, 000
17,875
2,500
2,000
600
9, 000
200
275,000
40,000

4, 736,585
2, 830, 297
1, 872, 936
1, 284, 070
1, 440, 000
428, 625
488, 915
285, 000
277, 630
14, 000
220, 000
50, 000
141, 350
116. 190
400, 000
79, 056
40, 000
120, 000
22, 000
33, 242
15,000
74,500
30, 000
70,000
30,000
36, 878
75,000
2,000
6, 000
325,000

~~~~ ~Ji~s:~~1~~~~;~~:::::_::::.::_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:~~~~~~::
:::::::::::: ..... ~~~~ ~~~- :::::::::::: ... --~~~~~~~Infusorial earth ...............•. short tons..
1, 000

54
55

5, 000

1, 200
6, 000
12, 000
225, 000
12,000
125, 000
40
700
1-----1-----~ - - - - - - - - - Total value of metallic products ........ ·........ _... 181, 586, 587
215, ::l64, 825
Total value of nonmetallic mineral pro- ...•....•... 241,312,093
245, 139, 469

Soapstone .........•.........•.••...... do. . . .
10, 000
200, 000
Fibrous talc .......................... do....
10, 000
110,000
Lithographicstone .................... do.... ............ .............

ducts.
.
Estimated value of mineral products ............
unspecified.

5, 000,000

5, 000,000

Grand total ........................................ 427,898,680

465, 504, 294
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SUMMARY.
calendar years1880 to 1890, inclusive-Continued.
1887.

1888.

Value.

Quantity:

--Quantity.

Value.

1889.

Quantity.

1890.

Value.

Quantity.

Value.

7,603,642 $120, 000, 000
6,417,148 $121,925,800 6,489,738 $107, 000, 000
9, 202,703 ·$151, 200, 410 1 1
41,269,240 53,350,000 45,783,632 59,195,000 51,354,851
66, 396,988 54,GOO,OOO
70,464, 645
2
1,596,500 33,000,000 1,604,927
32,845,000
33, 175, 000
1,590,869
32,886,744
1,588,880
3
185,227,331 21,115,916 231,270,622
33,833,954 231,246,214
26,907,809 265,115,133
30,848,797
4
160,700 14,463,000
180,555 15,924,951
182,967
16,137,689
161,754 14,266,703
5
50,340
55,903
6, 266,407
4,782,300
5,500,855
58,860
5, 791,824
6il,683
6
33,825
33,250
26,484
22,926
1, 203,615
1,429,000
1,413,125
1,190, 500
7
252.663
134,093
205,566
204,328
127,632
151,598
223,488
133,200
8
18,000
47,468
61,281
61,281
19,000
65,000
97,335
59,000
9
75
100
20,000
115
129
40,756 10
15,000
28,000
448
500
2,000
500
600
2,500 11
1,838
2, 000

98,004,656 91,106,998 101, 860, 529 85,383,059
84,552,181 41,624,611 89, 020,483 40,714,721
25,000,000 ....................... 25,5QO, 000 .. ..................
18,877,094 27,612,025 17,947,620 35,163,513
23,375,000 49,087,000 24,543,500 68,474,668
..................... 15,817,500 .. ....... . . ........... 22,629,875 .. ..................
6,692,744
5, 021,139
7,000,000
5,674,377 6,503,295
8,055,881
4, 374,203
8,005,565
'i.i:l31,962
4,093,8461
6,318,000
5,377,000
5,438,000
2,719, 000
3,226,200
448,567
480,558
2, 018,552
550,245
1,836,818
8,259,609
1,261,473 9,578,648
1, 6791802 12,780,471
18,000
20,000
16,970
1,440,000
1, 600,000
425,000
110,000
267,769
550,000
95,000 1
11,000,000
8,000,000
550,000 7,589,000
455,340
20,000
310,000
24,000
32,307
380,000
34,524
29,198
24,197
333,844
279,571
4,000
16,000
53,800
331,500
51,735
52,000
54,331
93,705
210,000
167,658
15,000
20,000
19,161
75,000
110,000
199,087
307,386
418,891
61,717
95,290
589
2,245
600
108,000
91,620
600,000
139,522
300,000
300,000
150,000
.......................
88,600 ........................
64,850
....
.....................
75,000 .......................
75,000
32,000
185,000
30,000
175,000
5,000
20,000
6,000
30,000
416,000
400,000
34,000
33,000
1,200,000
16,000 1,500,000
18,000
5,982,300 J
10,200
6,970
56,100
8,700
50,000
3,000
40,000
1,500
2,000
20,000
70,500
142,250
48,000
49,500
70,000
2,000
20,000
2,500
2,000
25, ooo
18,340
18,774
13,955
8,491
15,782
1,150
3,000
100,000
.....................
1,000
1,000
3,000
1,000
3, 000
150
4,500
30
100
3, 000
43,000
340,000
36,750
300,000
294,344
...................
224,400 ......................
281,800 . ...................
.......................
81,000
100,000 ---------·
...................
4
3, 000
3,000 ......i5,o-oo·l
3,466
7,500
12,000
250,000
12,715
225,000
15,000
15,000
160,000
20,000
23,746
210,000
..............
....................
18
~

78,470,857
37,578,747
. - . --.... -- ..
28,278,866
46,750,000

}------

·----~~:~~~-~

I

I

-----------

I

................
..............
.....................

·····-·····

.

----·5o,ooo·

~;~~~

~~~.-~;~.~-5~-,:

94,346,809
65,879,514
42, 809,706
26,963,340
33,217,015
21,097, 099
5, 000, 000
4, 195,412
3,159, 000
2, 937,776
1, 748,458
1, 357,600
764,118
500,000
463,766
240,559
171,537
202,119
106, 313
125,667
105,565
63,956
188,807
49,137
45,835
72,662
32,980
39, 370
30,000
50,000
20, 000
31,092
7,850
3, 000
1,800
635,578
439,587
35,155
2, 500
23,372
231,708
244,170
243

99,392,871 110, 420, 801 12
41,489,858
66, 383, 112 I 13
.. ......................... 47, 000, 000 14
35, il65,105 15
45,822,672
60,000,000
35, 000,000 16
17
-------···· 18,742,725
6, 000, OOll 18
8,000,000
4, 752,286 19
8,776,991
5,521,622
2, 760,811 20
3, 213,795 21
510,499
13,907,418
2, 600,750 22
...................... 1, 600, 000 23
182,995
574,523 2i
9,500,000
617,500 25
661,992 26
45,732
25,684
219,050 27
190,416 28
40,841
273, 745 29
111,836
21,911
86, 505 30
104,719 31
387,847
1,970 I
89, 395 I 32
153,620
69,880 33
........................
118,833 134
35
13,000
57,400 36
8,250
55, 328 37
.......................
77,500 38
......................
69, 909 39
8,000
45,200 40
3,599
53,985 41
75, 000 <t2
60,000
2,000
20,000 43
6,788
16,291 44
.. .................. ......................... 45
400
1, 000 46
4, 560 47
71
756, 000 48
350,000
.. ......................
450, 000 49
...................
23,720 50
26,250 51
350,000
50,240 52
2,532
13,670
252, 309 53
41,354
389,196 54
----··----- ....................... 55

:::::::::: 256, 257, 517 . ............... 269, 590, 487 . .............. 307, 334, 207
287,416,320 ----------- 303, 241, 114 ............... 307, 6i0, 175 . ............. 339, 270, 491
5,000,000 , ___________ 10, 000,000 . ............. 10,000,000
5,000,000 ...............
542,691,374

.................

564, 498, 631

I· ____ .____ . 587, 230, 662

. .............

656, 604, 698

I

IRON AND STEEL.
THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED
STATES IN 1889, 1890, AND 1891.
COMPARED WITH THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRIES OF OTHER COUNTRIES.
BY JAMES

M. SWANK,

Geneml Manager of the American Iron and Steel Association.

Production of pig iron, by States, in .1889 and 1890.-The total pro·
duction of pig iron in the United States in 1889 was 7,603,642 long
tons, and in 1890 it was 9,202,703 long tons. In the following table is
given, in short tons, the exact production of pig iron in each of tbe
pig-iron producing· States in 1889 and 1890, the States being given in
the order of their prominence in 1890.
Production of pig iron, by States, in 1889 and 1890.
States.

1889.

Pennsylvania ..•..
0 hio ..............
Alabama ..........
Illinois ...........
New York ........
Virginia ..........
Te11nessee ...•..•.
Michigan .........
Wisconsin ........
New Jersey ....•••
Maryland .........
West Virginia ...•
Missonri. ..•••..•.

Short tons. Short tons.
4, 181,242
1, 215,572
791,425
601,035
297, 247
251, 356
294, 655
214,356
158,634
125,693
33,847
117,900
86,190

States.

1890.

4, 945,169
1, 389,170
914,940
785.239
369, 381
327,912
299, 741
258,461
246,237
177,788
165,559
- 144,970
100,550

Kentucky ........
Georgia ...........
Colorado ..........
Connecticut
Indiana ...••.••••.
Oregon ...........
Texas .............
Massaclmsetts ....
North Carolina ...
Maine ............
Washington ......
Total .......

1889.

1890.

----

---~

Short tons. /Sho'rt tons.
42,518
53, 60-!
27, 559
32, G87
2, 678
23,588
24, 143
22, 552
9,839
16, :!98
9,426
12,305
4. 544
10, 865
7, 751
5, 5:31
2, 898
3,181
5, 200
1, 200
10, 371 . .....................
8, 516,079

10,307,028

To show how great was the increase in the production of pig iron in
the United States in 1889 and 1890 another table is subjoined, which
gives in short tons the total production of pig iron in the United States
in the eighty-one years from 1810 to 1890. From 1877 to 1881 we more
than doubled our production of pig iron, and from 1885 to 1890 we
again more than doubled our production.
Annual production of pig iron for eighty-one years.
Years.
1810 ............
1820 ............
1830 ............
1840 ............
1850 ............
1854 .............
1855 ............
1856 ............
1857 ............
1858 ............
1859 ............
1860 ............
1861. ...........
1862 ............

""-
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Short tons.
60,377
22,400
184,800
321,331
632,526
736.218
784,178
883,137
798, 157
705, 094
840,627
919,770
731,544
787,662

Years.
1863 ............
1864 ............
1865 ............
1866 ............
1867 ............
1868 ............
1869 ...... ______
1870 ............
1871. ...........
1872 ............
1873 ............
1874 ............
1875 ............
1876 ............ ,

Short tons.
947, 604
1, 135, 996
931,582
1, 350,343
1, 461, 626
1, 603,000
1, 916, 641
1, 865,000
1, 911,608
2, 854, 558
2, 868,278
2, 689,413
2, 266,581
2, 093,236

Years.

Short tons.
-----

1877 ............ 2, 314,585
]878 ............ 2, 5Ti, 3131
1879 ............ 3, 070, 8i5
] 880 ............ 4, 295, 4]4
1881 ............ 4, 6Jl, 5fit
1882 ............ 5,178, 122
1883 ............ 5, 146.972
1884 ............ 4, 589,613
1885 ............ 4, 52!l. 869
1886 ............ 6, 365,328
1887 ............ 7, 187, 206
188!) ............ 7, 268, 507
1889 ............ 8, 5Hi, 079
1890 ............ 10,307,028
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Our production of pig iron cornpared with that of Great Britain.-To
show how rapidly we have in late years overtaken the production of
pig iron by Great Britain a table in long tons is appended, giving the
production of pig iron by both countries from 1882, when Great Britain
reached its maximum, until 1890. The long ton is here used because
it is the ton used by Great Britain.
Production of pig iron in the United States and Great Britain.
Years.
------

I

Great
Britain.

United

Years.

Great

Long tons. I Long tons.
1882 ...............
1883...............
1884...... .........
1885........ .... ...
1886... ... • ...... ..

8,586,680
8, 529, 300
7, 811,727
7, 415, ~69
7, 009, 154

United

Sta~ - - - - - - Britain.

Stat~

Long tons. Long tons.

4,623,323 "1887 ...............
4, 595, 510 I 1888...............
4, 097,868 1889. ..............
4, 044,526 1 1890. ..............
5, 683,329
1

7,559,518
7, 998, 969
8, 322,824
7, 904,214

6,417,148
6, 489, 738
7, 603,642
9, 202,703

Production of pig iron in the Southern States.-Since much attenti<;>n
still continues to be given to the rapid growth of the pig-iron industry
in the Southern States a table in shoFt tons is given below, showing the
production of pig iron in that section of our. country in the six years
from 1885 to 1890.
Production of pig iron in the Southern States for six yea~s.
States.

1885.

Alabama ..........
Tennessee ........
Virginia ..........
West Virginia ....
Kentucky .....•..
Georgia ...........
Maryland .•••..••.
Texas .. -. .........
North Carolina ...
Total ........

1886.

1888.

1887.

1889.

1890.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Sho'rt tons. Sho1·t tons.
227,438
161, 199
163,782
69,007
37,553
32,924
17,299
1, 843
1, 790

283,859
199, 166
156,250
98,618
54,8-14
46,490
30,502
3, 250
2,200

292,762
250,344
175,715
82,311
41,907
40,947
37,427
4, 383
3, 640

449,492
267,931
197, 396
95,259
56,790
39,397
17,606
6, 587
2, 400

791,425
294,655
251,356
117. !)()0
42; 518
27, 55!)
33, 8-!7
4, 544
2,898

712,835

875,179

929,436

1, 132,858

1, 566,702

I

914 ,940
299,741
327,912
144,970
53,604
32,687
165,559
10,865
3,181
1, 953,459

Production of spiegeleisen.-The following table shows in short tons
the production of spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese in the United
States from 1875 to 1890. This production is included in that of pig
iron already given.
Production of spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese.
Years.
1875 ............
1876............
1877 ............
1878 ............
1879 ............
1880 ............

Short tons.
7,832
6,616
8,845
10,674
13, !!31
19,603

Years.
188L ..........
1882 ............
1883 ............
1884 ............
1885 .......
1886 ........ ~~::

Short tons.
21,086
21,963
24,574
33,893
34,671
47,982

Years.
1887 ............
1888 -~·--·--·--1889. -······· ...
1890 ............

Short tons.
47,598
54,769
85,823
149,162

Production of crude steel.-The following table shows the production
of aJl kinds of crude steel in the United States, in the form of ingots or
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direct castings, in short tons. In the Bessemer Ct!)lumn the figures inelude also the production of steel by the Clapp-Griffiths and RobertBessemer modifications of the Bessemer process.
Production of crude steel of all kinds for six yea1·s.
Years.

Bessemer.

Crucible. Miscellaneous.

Openhearth.

Total.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Long tons.
1885 ..............
1886 ..............
1887 ..............
18R8 ..............
1889 . .•.••••••••••
1890 ..............

1, 701,762
2, 541,493
3, 288,357
2, 812, 500
3, 281,829
4, 131,535

149,381
245,250
360,717
352,036
419,488
574,820

64, 511
80, 609
84-,421
78,713
8±, 969
79,716

1, 696
2, 651
6, 265
4,124
5, 734
4, 248

1, 917, 350
2, 870,003
3, 739, 760
3, 247, 373
3, 792, 0:.!0
4, 790,319

1, 711,920
2, 562,503
3, 339,071
2, 899,440
3, 385, 732
4, 277,071

Production of all kinds of rolled iron, by States, in 1889 and 1890.-The
following table gives the production of all kinds of rolled iron, by
States, in short tons, in 1889 and 1890, rolled steel not included.
Production of 1·olled i1·on, by States, in 1889 and 1890.
States.
1889.

Maine ............
New Hampshire ..
Mas s achusett~ ..•.
Rhode Island ...•.
Connecticut ....•.
New York ........
New .Tersey .......
Pennsylvania . .••.
Delaware .........
Maryland and District of Columbia

Yt~t~%~~:::: :::::
West Virginia .•••
Kentucky ........

!:

States.

1889.

1890.

1890.

Short tons. Short tons.
10, 248
5, 680
39, 269
14, 140
17, 451
96,279
63,209
1, 355, 076
47,584

10, 588
3, 600
43, 540
14, 618
18, 231
93,971
62,535
1, 479,318
50, 812

11,164
51,783
50, 111
6, 043
27,766

5, 409
55,224
42,691
7, 046
29,053

Sh01·t tons. Short tons.
Tennessee ........
Georgia ...........
Ohio ..............
Indiana . ..........
Illinois .......... .
Missouri. .........
Iowa ..............
Michigan .........
·wisconsin . .. . ....
Minnesota ........
Colorado ..........

lal'ii:~~:::::::::

24-,792
1, 000
475, 120
37,534
126, 283
15, 975
3, 020
21,170
40, 055
300
4, 270
6, 002
35,061

Total .......

2, 586,385

22,061
1, 500
504,216
67, 734
146, 695
22,990

----------31,149
48,547
2, 565
8, 328
10,287
37,663
2, 820,377

Production of rolled steel.-In the following table is presented the
details of the production of rolled steel, by States, in short tons, in 1889
and 1890, excluding rails, which are given in another table.
Production of rolled steel in 1889 and 1890.
Total in

States.

188!l.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
New England States.........
5, 550
5, 261
106,618
117,429
97,831
New York ................... ~
134
3 076
86,637
89,847
109,242
New .Jersey .................. 5
'
872,246
Pennsylvania . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . .
39, 532
288, 131
673, 919 1, 001,582
2,188
11,570
Delaware and .Maryland .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .
2, 735
8, 835
2, 500
2,172
Virginia.....................
2,172 ....................... .
86,369
West Virginia and Kentucky.
57, 555
32, 335
8, 050
97,940
295,971
333,408
Ohio . .. .. .. • . . .. . . • • . .. . . . .. .
68, 614
66, 962
197, 832
In~ia~a ...... • • ...... · · · .. • • · ~ 17, 395
121, 905
87,410
139,300
IllinOIS ..................................

Mi_ssouri. and Michigan • • • • ..
W1sconsm ...................
California....................
Total •••••••••• .........

5

· ·· · · · ···- ··

250
3, 037
38 .......... ..
500 ........... .
191,740

401, 537

5, 800
24,138
2,236

9,087
24,176
2, 736

1, 235, 970

1,829, 247

9, 580
13,583
7,444

·-

1,584, 364
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Production of steel rails.-The following table shows the production
of Bessemer steel rails in 1889 ancl1890, by States, in short tons.
P1·oduction of steel rails.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _s_ta_t_es_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,__
18_8_9·_ _ _
18_9_o._
1

Pennsylvania...................................................
Illinois . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . ..• . .
Other States....................................................

Short tons. Short tons.

Total . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . .

1, 141, 350
522, 054
27, 860

I

1, 691, 264

1, 470,490
58'1, 537
33, 951
2, 091, 978

1

Production of rolled steel compared with rolled iron.-The following
table shows in short tons the total production of rolled steel in 1888,
1889, and 1890 in comparison with the total production of rolled iron in
the same years.
Production of rolled steel c01npared with ·rolled i1·on.
1889.

1888.

Articles.

Iron.

Iron.

Steel.

1890.

Steel.

Iron.

Steel.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
14,252 1, 557,892
Rails ...................
10,258 1, 694,610
15,548 2, 095,996
108,505
216,174
88,904
201,634
Cut nails ...............
90,307
191,740
471,193
Plates and sheets·.......
469, 312
213,694
331,283
505,642
401, 537
14,571
298,770
Wire rods ..............
19,798
492,153
14,460 I 393, 053
473,247 2, 001,570
658,394 2, 189,082
Other rolled products ... 1, 805,014
743,817
Total .............. 2, 411,654

2, 759,777

2, 820,377

2, 586, 38513,278,974

3, 925,243

Production of cut and wire nails.-The following table shows the
production by States of iron and steel cut nails, respectively, in 1890,
in kegs of 100 pounds, and the total production of that year compared
with the total production of 1889, to which is added the total production of wire nails.
Production of cut nails in 1890 and 1889.

States.

1890.
1 - - - - . , . - - - - - - : - - - - - 1 Total1889.

Iron.

Kegs.
Pennsylvania.......................... 1, 035,179
Ohio . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. . .
46, 351
West Virginia.........................
1, 252
Indiana . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .
12 865
New Jersey............................
257; 678
Tilinois ........................................... .
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80, 573
California...... .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. ..
210, 000
Virginia...............................
159,114

St.eel.

Kegs.

Total.

Kegs.

Kegs.

790, 645

1, 825, 824

1, ~~~: ~~
217,099
~. 689
130, 806
111, 000
10, 000
43, 446
194, ()54
765
5, 000

1, ~~~: ~~!
229,964
260, 367
130. 806
191, 573
220, 000
202, 560
194, 654
3, 883
5, 000

1, 834,899
1, 546,928
980,346
138,200
252,067
204,438
239, 903
242, 000
194,998
165,000
11,435
..•...••...•
544

Total cut nails................... 1, 806,130 ~ . 834, 81G
Wire nails .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . ..

5, 640,946
3, 135, 911

5, 810,758
2, 435, 000

Total nail production ................... :.. .. . . • .. .. .. . .. .

8, 776, 857

8, 245, 758

~i~~~~~k:: ~:: ::::: ::::::::::::::::: :: ······s: iis ·

Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Colorado .................................................................. .
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The following table gives the production of wire nails, by States, in
1889 and 1890, in kegs of 100 pounds.
P1·oduction of wi1·e nails in 1889 and 1890.
New
England,
New York,
and
New Jersey.

Wire nails-kegs.

280,000
335,595

1889 ----·· •••••••••••••••
1890- .••••• ············--

Penn_sylvama.

816,000
1, 061,639

I

Ohio.

I

944,000
1, 115,320

Other
States.

395,000
623,357

Total.

I

I

2,435, 000
3, 135,911

Iron and steel vessels built in the United States.-The following table
gives the number and gross tonnage of all iron and steel vessels, except
those for the Navy, which have been built in the United States in the
fiscal years from 1868 to 1891. Nearly all were steam vessels. Since
1883 we have built many vessels of steel, and the tendency now is to
use steel in constantly increasing quantities in the construction of both
merchant and naval vessels. This table has been compiled from the
reports of the Bureau of Navigation of the Treasury Department.
Years.

No.

Tons.

Years.

No.

- - II
1868 ..•••••.••.
1869. ---·······
1870.---------1871.--- ••• ---.
1872 .. ---- ••. -1873 .. ····--- -1874 .. - •••••...
1875 .•• •·•••· ..

--··
20
26
23
20

2,801 : 1876 ...•••••••. 25
4, 584 1877 ··········- 7
8, 281 I 1878. --·-······ 32
15, 479 1879 .•••••••••• 24
12,766 1880 .•••••••••• 31
26,548 1881. •••••••••• 42
33,097 1882 . •••••••••• 43
21,632 1883 ••••••••••• 35

Years.

No.

1884 .•••.••••••
1885 .. -········
1886 .. -- .••••••
1887 . . - ..••••••
1888 .. ----·-··1889 .•••.••••••
1890 .. ••·••••••
1891. ••••••••••

34
48
26
29
43
48
63
76

Tons.

'

21,346
5, 927
26, 9GO
22,008
25,582
28,392
40,097
39, G46

Tons.
35,631
44,028
14, 908
34. 354
3·6; 719
53, 5l3
80,378
105,618

I

Surnma1·y of production in 1889 and 1890.-In the following table are
given the statistics of the production of all leading articles of iron and
steel in 1889 and 1890. All products are given in short tons of 2,000
pounds, except nails, which are given in kegs of 100 pounds. (The
short ton has been used by the United States Census Office in 1870,
1880, ancl1890.)
Production of leading articles of iron and steel in 1889 and 1890.
Products.

1889.

1890.

~i!$ iron,_ including spiegeleisen, short tons ...•.•••.•••.•••..••.
Spwgele1sen, short tons ...........•••••.•••••..••.•••.•••....•..
Bessemer steel ingots, short tons ...•••••••••......•...•.•......
Bessemer steel rails, short tons ..••..•••••••.••••..•.......•....
Open-hearth steel ingots, short tons ...••••••••..•...........•..
Open-hearth steel rails, short tons ..•.•....•.•....•.•••..•..•••.
Crucible steel ingots, short tons ....•.....•••••••..•••.......•..
Rolled iron, except rails, short tons .....•.••••••.•••.•.....•.•..
Rolled steel. except rails, short tons ...•.•.•••••....•...•........
Iron rails, short tons .................••..••.••.•.•..•.. ".: •.•..••.
Pig, scrap, and ore blooms, sho~ tons .•••••........••...........
Kegs of iron cut nails, 100 pounds .......••.......•..••..•...•..
Kegs of steel cut nails, 100 pounds .•••.•.••..•....•.•••••••.....
Kegs of wire nails, 100 pounds ....••••••••••••.•.•.••••••••••••.
Iron and steel wire rods, short tons ....•••.••••••••.•••••••••••.

8, 516,079
85,823
3, 281,829
1, 691,264
419,488
3 346
8( 969
2, 576,127
1, 584,364
10,258
36,260
1, 778, 082
4, 032,676
2, 435,000
407,513

10,307,028
149, 162
4, 131,535
2, 091,978
. 574,820
4, 018
79,716
2, 804,829
1, 829, 247
15,548
30,783
1, 806, 130
3, 834 816
3, 135,911
511,951
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Average monthly prices of iron and steel in the United States in 1891.In the following table we give the average monthly prices of ten leading articles of iron and steel in Eastern markets in 1891. The prices
uame<l are per long ton of 2,240 pounds, except for bar iron and nails,
which are quoted by the hundred pounds and the keg, respectively. It
will be noticed that prices were not only very low all through the year
but that they did not greatly vary, the general tendency, however,
being steadily downward from January to December. The monthly
averages are obtained from weekly quotations.
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1. 85 1. 68 1. 55 1. 80
1.90 1 1.68 1. 55 1. 85

L

.A_verage yearly prices of iron and steel from 1886 to 1891.-The following table gives the average yearly prices of the articles mentioned in
the preceding table from 1886 to 1891, both years inclusive. The
prices ;:tre per ton of 2,240 pounds, with the exceptions mentioned
above. The yearly averages are obtained by averaging the monthly
quotations.
Average yearly prices of iron and steel j1·om 1886 to 1891.
Articles.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - ------~-Olcl iron T rails, at Philadelphia .......... $21.42
No.1 anthracite foundry pig iron, at Philadelphia ................................ 18.71
Gray forge pig iron, at Philadelphia ..•••• 16.40
Gray forge pig iron, Lake ore mixed, at
P1ttsbnrg ............................... 16.58
Bessemer pig iron, at Pittsburg ...•••..•. 18.96
Steel rails, at mi.lls in Pennsylvania ....•• 34.50
Best refined bar iron from store, at Philadelphia .................................
1. 92
.All muck bar iron, at Pittsburg ..........
1. 70
Cut nails (base price), at Pittsburg .......
2.17
Cut nails at Philadelphia, from store ..••.
2.27

$22.97

$22.23

$25.18

$22.05

20.92
17.79

18.88
16.21

$24.19

17.751 18.40
15.48
15.82

17.52
14.52

19.02
21.37
37.08

15.99
17.38
29.83

15.37
18.00
29.25

15.78
18.85
:n. 75

29.92

~. 20
1. 95
2.15
2. 30

2. 01
1. 77
1. 90
2. 03

1. 9i
1.71
1. !)9
2. 00

2.05
1. 85
1. 99
2. 00

1. 58
1. 86

14.06
1;). 95

1. 90
1.71
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Our production of Bessemer steel compared with that of Great Brita.i n.Since 1879 the United States has annually produced more Bessemer
steel rails than Great Britain, and since 1884 it has annually produced
more Bessemer steel ingots. In the following table we give the production of Bessemer ingots and rails in each country from 1877 to 1890.
Production of Bessemer steel in the United States and Great Britain.
United States.

Great Britain.

Years.
Ingots.

•

1877....................................
1878.................. •••••• ...... ......
1879. ........................ ...........
1880. ................ ...................
1881....................................
1882....................................
1883 ....................................
1884. ...................................
1885. ............ ............ ...........
1886. ............ .... ........ .... .... ••.
1887.................. ..................
1888. ................ ••.. ......... ...••.
1889 ....................................
] 890 ........ - ....... - -- .. - - ... -...... .. .

Rails.

Ingots.

Rails.

Long tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long tons.
500,524
653, 773
829,439
1, 074, 262
1, 374,247
1, 5U, 687
1,477,345
1, 375,531
1, 519,430
2, 269,190
2, 936,0:13
2, 511,161
2, 930,204
3, 688, 871

385,865
491 , 427
610, 682
852, 196
1, 187,770
1, 284,067
1, 148,709
996, 983
959, 471
1, 574,703
2, 101, 904
1 38G 277
1:510:057
1, 867,837

750, 000
807, 527
83!, 511
1, 0!4, 382
1, 441. 719
1, 673 , 641)
1, 553, 380
1, 299, 676
1, 304,127
1, 570, 520
2, 089,403
2, 032, 79J
2, 140,791
2, 014,843

508, 400
622.390
520, 231
732, 910
1, 023, 740
1, 235,785
1, 097,174
784,968
706,583
730,343
1, 021,847
979,083
943,048
1, 019,606

Reaction in the American iron trade in 18.91.-In the month of November, 1890, a serious financial panic occurred in London, growing out
of wild speculation in the Argentine Republic and elsewhere. This
panic was at once communicated to New York, and it also seriously affected financial operations in Paris, Berlin, and other financial centers.
Since its occurrence there has ensued a sharp reaction in the productive
activity of all manufacturing countries, their iron and steel industries
sharing conspicuously in this reaction. How sharp this reaction has
been in the iron and steel industries of the United States may be seen
from the following summary of the production of pig iron, Bessemer
steel, and Bessemer steel rails in the first six months of 1891, compared
with the first six months of 1890.
Compa1·ison of iron and steel activity in 1890 and 1891.
First six montl1s ofProducts.
1890.

1891.

Short tons. ShoTt tons.

~~~;!~~r· ~t~~i i.~:i~£;:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·.:: ~; 6~{: ~~g
Bessemer steel rails .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..

1, 032, 658

i; 579,
~6~; ~g~
929

In the months of July and August, 1891, an improved feeling was
manifested in all trade circles in the United States, growing out of the
large crops in our own country and the short crops in Europe. The
domestic iron trade shared conspicuously in this turn in the tide, and
during the second half of the year greater activity was noticeable in all
lines of production than in the first half. The production of pig iron,
which fell off' so greatly in the first half of 1891, was actually larger
in the second ha1f of the year than in either the first or second half of
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1890, as will appear from the following detailed statement. The production in each half of 1890 and 1891 was as follows, in long tons:
I-----Y_e_ar_·-s_-_Io_n_g_to_n_s_.- - - - - I - F-ir_s_t-h-alf
_ - [ Second half.
1890 ........•••.•••.. •••••••••••••··•••••••••·•··
1891 .... ·•···••••··•···••·•••····••·•••·••·••• .••

4, 560, 513 1
3, 368, 107

4, 642, 190
4, 911, 763

Total.
9, 202, 703
8, 279,870

Our production of pig iron in the second half of 1891 was 269,573 gross
tons larger than in the second half of 1890, which was the half year of
largest production in our history prior to 1891. Our production in the
second half of 1891 was at the rate of 9,823,526 long tons per annum.
It was larger than in any full year in our history down to and including
1885, and larger than Great Britain's production in any whole year
down to and including 1867. Although our production of pig iron in
the whole of the year 1891 declined as compared with the production in
1890, it was about 1,000,000 long tons larger than that of Great Britain
in 1891. The exact figures of Great Britain's production are, however,
not yet attainable.
The following table gives in short tons the production of pig iron in
each State of the United States during 1891, compared with the production in each of the three preceding years.
P1·oduction of pig iron in 1888, 1889, 1890, and 1891.
States.

1888.

Maine.................................
Massachusetts.........................
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NewYork .............................
New Jersey.................. . . . . . . . . . .
Pennsylvania..........................
Maryland

~~~~~~;~li~~::::::::::::::::::

::::::

Georgia................................
Alabama . .. . .. ....... ... . . . ... .. .... ..
Texas ....... ---... ... .. . . . .... .. ......
West Virginia.........................
Kentucky .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .
Tennessee . ............................
Ohio...................................
Indiana................................
Tilinois ... . .. .. . ... .. . .. ... .... .. .. ... .
M' h"

1889.

1891.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
5, 574
5, 200
1, 200 ........... .
13,248
21, 644
257,180
101, 882
3, 589, 186
17, 606

7, 751
24, 143
297,2-!7
125, 693
4, 181, 2,12
33, 847

5, 531
22, 552
369,381
177, 788
4, 945, 169
165, 559

39, 397
449,492
6, 587
95,259
56, 790
267,931
1, 103,818
15, 260
579,307
213,251
116,037
91, 783

25k
27, 559
791,425
4, 544
117,900
42, 518
294, 655
1, 215,572
9, 839
601,035
214,356
158,634
86, 190

32, 687
914,940
10,865
144,970
53, 604
299,741
1, 389,170
16, 398
785,239
258,461
246,237
100, 550

19~: ~~~

~~~

~i~c~~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Missour,i.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .
Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Colorado...............................
20,877
2,-678
Oregon .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .
2, 509
9, 426
Washington .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 093
10, 371
Total . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1890.

---7, 268, 507

32~J~i

10,069
24, 428
352,925
103, 589
4, 426, 673
138, 206

33~: ~~~

55, 841
891,154
20,902
96,637
50, 225
326,747
1, 159,215
8, 657
749, 506
238,722
220,819
32, 736
............
1, 373
23,588
20,290
12, 305
10, 411
............ , .......... ..

8, 516, 079 1 10, 307, 028 \ 9, 273, 455

The shrinkage in production in 1891 as compared with 1890 waE
shared by most of the pig-iron-producing States in theN orth and West,
most notably by Pennsylvania, which lost over half a million short
tons, all in the first half of the year. But the Southern States lost in
the aggregate less than 40,000 short tons, while many of them actually
778 MIN--2
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increased their production in 1891 over 1890, as will be seen from the
following table.
half 1891.

half 1891.

I Total1891.

Total1890 .

Texns . ..... . ............ .............. .
North Caroliua ...............•......•.

376,389
145,066
141,908
20, 977
18,779
20,401
49, 992
8,465
1, 003

514.765
181,681
188, 819
75,660
31,446
35,440
88,214
12,437
2, 600

891,154
326,747
330, 727
96, 637
50,225
55; 841
138,206
20, 902
3, 603

914,940
299,741
327,912
144, 970
53, 604
32,687
165, 559
10,865
3,181

Total. ..•...•••....•••.•••.....•...

782,980

1, 131,062 1 1, 914,042

1, 953,459

First

States-net tons.
.Alabama .............•........••...•...
Tennessee ............................ .

~e~i:tt1~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~~~1~~d::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

Second

THREE GREAT IRON AND STEEL MAKING COUNTRIES.

The United States, Great Britain, and Germany are the three leading
iron and steel making countries, as they long have been, but not in the
order named. There was a time when Germany was first and Great
Britain was second. For about 100 hundred years Great Britain has
been :first. For a number of years, however, as has been shown, the
United States has been the leading producer of Bessemer steel, and in
1890, as has also been shown, it was the leading producer of pig iron.
The reader will be interested in the authentic statistics of the production of pig iron by Great Britain and Germany for a long series of
years, which will now be given.
Great Britain.-The following table shows the growth of the pigiron industry of Great Britain from 1788 to 1890. For this valuable
and accurate table we are indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Richard
Meade, of the Mineral Statistics Branch of the Home Department of
Her Majesty's Government. The table is compiled from the records of
the department. It begins with the revival of the British iron industry which followed the general introduction of the use of coke in the
blast furnace in the latter half of the last century.
P1·od1wtion of pig i1'on in G·reat B1·itain since 1788.

Y_e_~_s_.___ ,_L_o_n_g _to_n_s_. I----Y_e_a_rs_.___ ,_L_o_n_g_to_n__'· ,1----Y_e~__s·--- r--L-on_g_t_on_s_.,

,____

1

1788............
1796............
1806............

~~~g::::::::::::
1823----- - ----- 1825 ..•.•••..•..
1827............
1828.-.-........
1830 ....•••.••..
1833 ....••••.••.
1836............
1839.-..... •• • ..
1840...... • .. .. .
1842 .•••••••• -..
1843 .•••••••••••
1.844 ••••••••••••
1845....... •• • • •
1847 •••••••••••.

68,300
125,079
243, 851

1852 ............
1854 ....•••.•...
1855 .....•...•..

2,701,000 J 1872 ..••..•..•..
3, 069, 838 1 1873 ............
3, 218, 154 . 1874. ....•......

6,741,929
6,566,451
5, 991,408

!6g:~~~ I ~~~~:::::::::::: ~:~~~: ~r~ ~~~t::::::::::: ~·~~~· ~~~
1

455, 166
581,3U7
690, 000
703, 184
677,417
700,000
1, 000, 000
1, 248, 781
1, 3!l6, 400
1, 099, 138
1,215,350
1,999,608
1, 512, 500
1,999,508

1858- --.---.---1859 ............
1860 ..•...•..•..
1861.---- .••• -.1862 . .....••....
1863 ......••••..
1864............
1865 ... -.-......
1866 ........ -- -1867............
1868 ............
1869 ............
1870-...........
1871. ••••••••••.

3, 456, 06! 1 1877 - - - -- -. --.- 3,7l2, !l0i 1878 ............
3,826, 752 ,1 1879 ............
3, 712, 390
1880 ---- ••. ---.3,943,469
1881 .........•..
4,510,04.0
1882 ............
4, 767, 951 l 1H83 .. . . • .. . .. ..
4, 825, 2G4 I 1884 -.... - .. - .. 4, 523, 897
1885 .. - -........
4, 761 , 023
1886 - .......... 4,970,206
1887 ............
5,445,757 1888 .. ...........
5, 963, 515 188!) . . • • • • . • .. . .
6,627,179 1890 •••••.•••.••

6: 608: 664
6,381, 051
5,995,337
7, 749, 233
8,144,449
8,586, 680
8, 529, 300
7, 811,727
7, 415, 469
7, 009, 754
7,559,518
7,998,969
8, 322, 824
7,904,214
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Exactly one hundred and fifty-one years ago, in 1740, the production
of pig iron in Great Britain was only 17,350 tons, the denudation of her
forests, from which a supply of charcoal fuel had been obtained, having
almost destroyed her pig-iron industry.
Great Britain has been a large importer in recent years of iron ore
from Spain, Italy, and other countries, but chiefly from Spain. In 1887
the quantity imported amounted to 3, 765,788 tons, in 1888 to 3,562,071
tons, in 1889 to 4,031,265 tons, and in 1890 to 4,471,790 tons. Great
Britain also annually imports large quantities of cupreous iron pyrites,
from which she obtains '~purple ore" as a residuum for use in her blast
furnaces. She obtained 447,580 tons of" purple ore" from this source
in 1887, 4G4,207 tons in 1888, 483,257 tons in 1889, and 492,669 tons in
1890. The total quantity of iron ore mined in Great Britain in 1887
amounted to 13,098,041 tons, in 1888 to 14,590,713 tons, in 1889 to
14,546,105 tons, and in 1890 to 13,780,767 tons. Great Britain, therefore, now imports nearly one-fourth of her annual supply of iron ore.
The sources of her supply of foreign ore in 1889 and 1890 and the quan·
tities and values of the imports in these years were as follows:
Sources of the foreign iron·ore supply of G,·eat B,·itain.
1889.

Countries from which imported.
Australasia ............................
Greece .................................

tt;1; :~~::::: ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
1

Spain ..................................

6'~b~~e~~~~-t~i~;::: : : :::: : :: :::: : :: :: : : :
TotaL ............................

1890.

Long tons.

Values.

Long tons.

Values.

1, 858
79,007
205,670
79,312
3, 627,646
19,588
18,184

.£8, 026
79,314
153,836
68, 5i2
2, 608,856
88, 131
17,900

3,475
112,764
237,609
46,517
4, 028,672
18,968
23,785

.£15, 266
101,662
190,940
43,411
3, 129,656
90,036
25,085

4, 031,265 £3,024,605

4, 471,790 £3,596,056

Great Britain's exports of iron ore are usually only nominal, but in
1886 and 1887 they attained respectable proportions. In 1886 they
amounted to 70,527 tons, of which 69,639 tons were sent to the United
States. In 1887 they amounted to 56,394 tons, of which 53,817 tons
were sent to the United States. In 1888 the total exports amounted
to 9,730 tons, in 1889 to 5,371 tons, and in 1890 to 7,567 tons.

As the prosperity of the British iron trade rests so completely upon
the abundant supply of bituminous coal, which is found in many parts
of England, Scotland, and Wales, the statistics of its production will
properly find a place in these pages. The following table shows the
annual production of coal in Great .Britain from 1855 to 1890. This
table has been carefully revised for this report by Mr. Meade.
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Annual p1·oduction of coal in Great Britain.
Years.

Long tons.

1855 . • .••• • •••. 64,453, 07!)
1856 ...•••••••. 66,645,450
1857 ....•••.•. . 65,394,707
1858 ..•••• • .••. 65,008,649
1859 . • ••••••••. 71,979,765
1860 ........... 80, 042, 698
1861. .•....•••. 84,013,941
1862 ........... 81,638,338
1863.oooooooooo 86,292,215
1864 .. ooooooooo 92,787,873
1865 .... ooooooo 98, 150,587
1866 ........... 101, 63o, 544

I

Years.

Long tons.

Years.

Long tons.

1867 ..••••••••.
1868. •••·•••••·
1869 . •••••••••.
1870 ...........
1871. .••..•••..
1872 . ••••.•.•..
1873 .••.•.•.•..
1874 ...........
1875 ...........
1876 . OOooOO 00 0.
1877 •.• 0000 .••.
1878 ...........

104, 500, 480
103,141,157
107,421,557
110, 431, 192
117,352,028
123, 497' 316
128, 680, 131
t26, 590, 108
133, 306, 485
134, 125, 166
134, 179, 968
13~, 612, 063

1879 ...........
1880 ..••••••••.
1881 .•••••••••.
1882 ...........
1883 .•••••••••.
1884 .•••••••••.
1885 . •••••• oooo
1886 ...........
1887 ...........
1888 ...........
1889 ...........
1890 ...........

133, 720, 393
146, 96!), 409
] 54, 184, 300
156, 499, 977
] 63, 737, 327
160, 757, 779
159, 351, 418
157, 518, -!B2
162, 119, 812
169, 935, 219
] 76, 916, 724
181, 614, 288

A steady decline in the production of coal in Great Britain from 1883
to 1886 will be noticed; but in 1887 the production increased, in 1888
and in 1889 it still further increased, and in 1890 the quantity of coal
mined reached the astonishing total of 181,614,288 tons.
Germany.-The growth of the iron and steel industries of Germany in
recent years has been very rapid. The following table, which has been
carefully revised for these pages by Dr. Hermann Wedding, of Berlin,
shows the production of pig iron in Germany and the Grand Duchy of
J.Juxemburg, included i.n the Zollverein, from 1844 to 1890.
Pig iron production of Germany from 1844 to 1890.
Years.
1844 . ......... .
1854 .......... 0
1860 . . 00000 •••.
1861. .•••••••••
1862 .. ooooooooo
1863.oooooooo••
1864 .••••••••• 0
1865 .. Ooooo ••••
1866 ..••• 000000
1867 .• ooooooooo
1868 .......... 0

Metric tons.
171,000
369,000
529, 087
591,593
696,350
812,555
904,658
988, 1!ll
1, 046,954
1,113, 606
1, 264,347

Years.
1869 ......... ..
1870 ......... ..
1871. •••..••••.
1872 .••••.••••.
1873 .......... 0
1874 .......... .
1875 .......... .
1876 .......... .
1877 ....• oooooo
1878 . oooooooooo
1879 .•••••••••.

Metric tons.
1, 413,029
1, 391,124
1, 563,682
1, 988,394
2, 240,575
1, 906,263
2, 029,389
1, 846,345
1, 934,726
2, 147,641
2, 226,587

Years.
1880 00000000000
1881 ......... 0.
1882 ooooooooooo
1883 ......... ..
1884.0000000000
1885 ·••••••oooo
1886 .......... .
1887 .......... .
1888 ooooooooooo
1889 ·······o••·
1890 ••••••••••.

Metric tons.
2, 729,038
2, 914,009
3, 380,806
3, 469,719
3, 600, 612
3, 687,433
3,52R, 658
4, 023,953
4, 337,421
4, 524,558
4, 658,451

In 1834, ten years earlier than the year first named in the table, the
production of pig iron in Germany and Luxemburg was only 110,000
metric tons.
Germany and Luxemburg produced 10,664,307 tons of iron ore in
1888, 11,002,187 tons in 1889, and 11,406,132 tons in 1890. Of the iron
ore produced in these commercially united countries more than one-half
is now supplied by the "minette" of Lothringen and Luxemburg. The
imports of iron ore into Germany and Luxemburg, chiefly from Spain,
amounted to 1,163,373 tons in 1888, 1,234, 789 tons in 1889, and 1,522,181
tons in 1890; and the exports, chiefly from Lothringen, amounted to
2,211,820 tons in 1888, 2,179,836 tons in 1889, and 2,208,120 tons in
1890. The exports are mainly to France and Belgium.
As the iron and steel industries of Germany owe their present promjnence in large part to the possession by Germany of an abundant local
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supply of mineral fu~l, a table is giyen below, also Yerified for these
pages by Dr. Wedding, showing the aggregate production of both coal
and lignite in Germany from 1853 to 1890.
P1·oduction of coal and lignite in Germany from 1853 to 1890.
Years.
1853 .. -- •.•.. -.
1857 ...........
18GO ...........
1861. ..........
1862 ...........
1863 ...........
18G! ...........
1H65 ...........
18G6 ...........
18:!7 ...•.......
Ul68 ...........

Motrio ton•· I

Years.

Metric tons.

10,714,556 1869 ..• ---··· ••
14, 867,121 1870 ...... ----Hi, 730, 492
1871. ..........
18,755, 361 1872 ...........
20, 6GO, 677 1873 ...........
22,366,203 1874 ...........
25. 612, 8!)9 1875 ...........
28,552,762 1876 ..••. ••••••
28, 162, 8o5 1877 ...........
30, 8ll2, 88!) i 1878 ... - ... -- ..
32, 879, 123 I 1879 .. ·- .......

I

34,343,913
34,003,004
37, 856, 110
42, 324,467
46,145,194
46,658.145
47, 80!, 054
49,550,461
48, 22!:!, 882
50, Gl9, 899
53,470,716

Years.

Metric tons.

1880 ..••••••• -·
1881 ...........
1882 ...........
1883 .•••••••••.
1884 ..•••• ·•••••
1885 ...........
1886 ...........
1887 ...........
1888 ...........
1889. --····· ••.
1890 ...........

59,118,035
61,540,485
65,378,211
70,442,648
72,113,820
73,675,515
73,682,584
76,232,618
81,960,083
84,973,230
89,290,834

I

• was only
In 1848 the total production of coal and lignite in Germany
5,800,985 metric tons.
Results accomplished by the United States in the prod~tetion of pig iron,
steel, iron ore, and coal.-The position of the United States among iron
and steel producing countries at the present time is correctly indicated
in the following table of the world's production of pig iron and steel of
all kinds, which has been compiled by the writer from the latest and
most reliable statistics that are accessible. Most of the details are
deriYecl from official sources, while only those relating to "other countries" haYe been estimated. This table places the world's production ·
of pig iron in 1890 at 26,937,113 tons and the world's prodnction of
steel in that year at 12,255,899 tons. The percentage of pig iron produced by the United States was 34.2 and its percentage of steel was
34.9. Tons of 2,240 pounds are used in giYing the statistics of Great
Britain, the United States, Canada, and " other countries," and metric
tons of 2,204 pounds for all the continental countries of Europe. As
the difference between the long ton and the metric ton is so trifling it is
not necessary, as has been explained in preyious references to foreign
statistics, to change official figures.
World's p1·oduction of pig iron and steel.
Countries.

Pig iron.
Years.

United States ................................. .
Great .Britain ................................. .
Germany and Luxemburg .................... ..
France ....................................... ..

!~~;~~ ~~~l ii~~g~~y-:: ~ ~~ ::::::::::::: ~ ~:~: ~ ~

Russia (including Siberia) ................... ..
Swedc4 ...................................... ..
Spain ........................................ ..

~~~~l~- ~ ~:: :~: ::::::: ::~:::::::::: :::::::::::::
Other countries ............................... .

1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1889
1890
1890
1889
1890
1890

Tons.
9, 202, 703
7, 904, 214
4, 658, 451
1, 970, 160
781, 958
925, 308
745. 872
456, 102
179,433
13,473
19,439
80,000

Total ............................................. 26,937,113
Percentage of the United States............... .. ... ...

Steel.
Years.
1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1890
1889
1890
1890
1889
1889
1£90

Tons.
4, 277,071
3, 679,043
2, 232,099
704,..013
239,266
440,605
263,719
169,286
63,011
157,899
24,887
5, 000
12,255,899

====·====I======
I=======!
34.2
34.9
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In the foJlowing table we also give the latest accessible information
concerning the production of coal and iron ore throughout the world.
•_rhe percentage of production of coal by the United States is seen by
this table to have been 27 .9, and its percentage of production of iron
ore is seen to have been 28.3.

•

The world's p1·oduction of i1·on ore and coal.
Iron ore.
Countries.
United States ....................... : •.....• --.
Great Britain ................................. .
Germany and Luxemburg ..................... .
France . ....................................... .
Belgium ...................................... .
Austria and Hungary ........................ ..
Russia (including Siberia) .................... .
Sweden ....................................... .
Spain ................ _........ __ ..... __ ....... .
Italy ......................................... ..
Cana<la ...................................... ..
Other countries (including Cuba) ............. .

Years.
1890
1890
1890
1887
1889
1890
1888
1890
1890
1889
1890
1890

Coal.

Tons.
16, 036, 043
13, 780, 767
11, 406, 132
2, 579, 465
202, 431
2, 200, 000
1, 433, 513
941, 241
5, 788, 742
173, 489
68, 313
2, 000, 000

Years.

Tons.

1890 140,882, 729
1890 181, 614, 288
1890 89, 290, 834
1890 25, 836, 953
1890 20, 343, 495
1889 25,326,417
1889
6, 228, 000
1890
258. 000
1891
1, 314; 14.7
1889
390, 320
1890
2, 783, 626
1890 11, 200, 000

Total ...................·......................... 56,610,137 ........ 505,468,809
Percentage of the United States ..................... ..

28.3

27.9

It is not pretended that all of the details in the above tables are absolutely accurate; at the present stage of statistical inquiry even in highly
civilized countries this would be impossible. But they are substantially
accurate.
To recapitulate: It is found by the foregoing tables that the United
States now produces over 34_per cent. of the world's production of pig
iron, over 35 per cent. of its production of steel, 28.3 per cent. of its production of iron ore, and nearly 28 per cent. of its production of coal.
These are wonderful and even amazing results. Such industrial progress in a brief time as is here illustrated the world has never before
known.

IRON ORES.
BY JOHN BIRKINBINE.

A .s the basis of iron manufacture is the natural raw material entering
into the production of the metal, a consideration of the advances made
in the exploitation of domestic iron ore mines and the quantities of the
various kinds of iron ores produced and eonsumed in the United States
appear to be proper starting points for statistical discussion of the iron
and steel industries, and for this purpose the following information
concerning the amount and character of iron ores mined in the various
States, alRo the quantities of foreign iron ores. imported, and of other
materials used as iron ores in the United States, is presented:
The estimated quantity of iron ore produced in 1890 (16,036,043 long
tons) and the foreign iron ore imported (1,246,830 long tons) does not
represent all of the material used as iron ores. Many of the blast furnaces employ as part of the eharge cinder from puddling and heating
furnaces, which contains about 60 per cent. of iron, and a few "bluebilly," the residuum from burning pyrites in the production of sulphurie
acid. A residuum cinder, containing iron and manganese, resulting
from the treatment of the New Jersey franklinite, is also utilized in
several blast furnaces to produce spiegeleisen. The quantities of such
material used in 1890 is estimated at 850,000 long tons.
In several of the States the number of small operators prevent obtaining absolutely correct returns, but adding, say, 1~ per cent. of the total
output to eover these, to the importations of foreign ore and the quantities of other materials employed as iron ores, there was an apparent
available supply in 1890 of 18,400,000 long tons.
The principal uses to whieh iron ores are put, are(1) The production of pig iron by smelting the ores in blast furnaees,
and the production of wrought iron direct from the ore in forges or by
other direct processes.
(2) Fix or fettling, lining for heating and puddling furnaces.
(3) Flux in smelting furnaces producing precious metals.
(4) The manufacture of paint. (The figures for this were not eollected.)
In this report the iron ores are classed under the foJlowing heads:
Red hematite.-Those ores in which .the iron is found as an anhydrous
sesquioxide, in eluding "specular," "fossil," "micaceous," "martite,"
"slate iron ores," etc. They range in color from light red to steel gray,
and are recognized by a, red streak on a test plate.
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Brmon hematite.-Includes all those ores in which the iron is found
as a hyd1•ated sesquioxide, the color ranging from yellow to dark brown
and black. This class includes "bog ore," "limonite," "turgite," "goethite," etc., and is recognized by a brown streak on a test plate.
Magnetite.-Includes all those ores in which the iron occurs principally as magnetic oxide of iron, viz, Fe30 4• These ores are magnetic
and give a black streak.
Oarbonate.-Oomprises ores in which the protoxide of iron is associated with a large percentage of carbonic acid, and includes "black
band," "spathic," "siderite," and "clay iron stones." They are generally light gray to brown, sometimes dark brownish red, according to the
extent to which they are weathered.
Local names, or those indicating peculiarities of structure, are used
to designate some special ores in the above classes. Thus, in the red
hematite division there are "flaxseed" ore, "blue hematite," ''hard
fossil," "soft fossil," etc. In the brown hematites, "pipe ore," "g-rape
ore," and in carbonates, "kidney ore," "limestone ore," etc.
The division above adopted will correspond with the general method
used in selling and purchasing iron ores in the United States.
The following table exhibits by States (except where but one or two
firms or individuals were producers in a State) the quantities of each
kind and the totals of all kinds of iron ore mined, as reported, together
with the proportion of the total production of iron ore in the United
S~ates, which is represented by the output of each subdivision in the
calendar year 1890.
Productiona of va1'ious lcinds of iron ore in 1890 by States.
Red
hematite.

Stutes.

Long tons.
Michigan ............... 6,426,077
Alabama................ 1, 538, 297
Pennsylvania ...........
143,745
New York..............
196,035
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
784, 257
Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
861, 910
Virginia................
16,212
New Jersey...... .. .. .. .
6, 000
Tennessee..............
278,076
Georgia.................
69,271
Missouri................
159,440
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Colorado................
14,698
Montana ............... )

~1~~o:M~;i~~~~~:: :~:~~~

Brown
hematite.

I

.
Total of
PerMagnetite. Carbonate. nlU~~n~:e~f centage.

Lon_g tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long tons.
402,274
359, 518
415,779
30,968
164, 708
. •. •. . . . . . . .
522,908
. • . . . . .. . . . .
187,619
174,817
22,250

3J3,305 ........... .
....................... .
765,318
36,780
945,071
S1,319
....................... .
. ...................... .
4, 463 ........... .
489, 808 .......... ..
...................... ..
....................... .
....................... .
.... .. .... .. .... .. ......
160, 088
99,577 .•.•..••••........••....

a, 632

48, ooo

Utah .................. .

:: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::

~~::;~~~J. ~

~g: ~:g

30, ooo

::::::::: :::

.......... ..

~~: ~~~

Massaclmsetts...... ... . ............
Uonuecticut . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ..

32,934 ...... .... .. .... . . ......
26, 058 . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Texas...............................
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

22,0i0
2, 500 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

;'o~~t ~~~gJ1i~~-: :::::::: :::::::::::: ...... ~~~~~Total .........••...

7, 141 , 656
J, 897,815
1, 361,622
1, 253,393
948,965
891,910
543, 583
495,808
165,695
2-14,088
181, 690
169,088
114,275

44.54
11.83
8. 50
7.82
5. 92
5. 56
3. 39
3 09
2:90
1. 52
1.13
1. 05
.71

81,632

.51

~;: ~~~

:. ~~21

~~: g~

:.14i~

32,934
26, 058

·--··~2," 873- ..•.. ~~~~~~............ ............

22,000
2, 500

.16

. 02

110,521:0: 2,559~12,570,838 37~116,036~~Joo.OO

__ Percentage of total. ..... ,

6.... 6<>

I

15. !)61

16. 03

2. o6

I

100. 00
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ThP above table shows that the estimated output of the iron-ore
mines of the United States in 1890 was 16,036,0 !3 long tons, an increase
over the 1889 output (viz, 14,518,041 long tons) of 1,518,002 long tons,
or 10.46 per cent. ~lost of this increase was in the red hematite mines,
their total production for 1890 being 10,527,650 long tons against
9,05G,288 tons in 1889, a gain of 1,471,362 long tons, or 16.25 per cent.
The magnetite ores also show an increase of 64,423 long tons, or 2.57
per cent. over the output of 1889, the 1890 product being 2,570,838 long
tons, while that of the year previous was 2,506,415 long tons. The
brown ·hematite output in 1890 was 2,559,938 long tons and 2,523,087
tons were produced in 1889, the gain over 1889 being 36,851 long tons,
or 1.46 per cent. The carbonate mines, on the other hand, show a decrease from 432,251 tons, the 1889 output, to 377,617 tons in 1890, a
difference of 54,634 tons, or 12.64 per cent.
In the table the States are arranged in the order of their prominence
as iron -ore producers, according to the tonnage of ore won, in dependently of its quality, and in the data following the larger producing
States have been taken up in the same order. If the ore products of
each State are compared in· accordance with their pig-iron producing
values, i. e., with the relation to the contents of metallic iron, the
amounts credited to the various States will be somewhat changed, and
in several instances the relative rank will be affected.
In 1890 only twenty-three States and two Territories contributed to
the output of the United States as against twenty-six States and two
Territories in 1889. In the State of Washington the furnace which
was in blast in 1889 was idle in the year following, and the new plants
projected not having been completed the iron-ore mines of that State
were not operated in 1890.
The mines in Idaho and Delaware were also reported inactive in 1890.
The neglect or refusal of some producers to supply the information
asked for does not affect the totals materially, as in most cases it has
been possible to approximate closely the amounts of iron ore mined
when official figures were not obtained. The quantities mined and the
distribution of the iron-ore output given below, while not absolutely
exact, are, therefore, very close to the actual amounts.
No attempt has been made to subdivide the production further than
by States, as this would complicate the data and necessitate separating
the reported outputs of some mining companies. In several instances
two or more States have been grouped so as not to make public the business of the only individuals or corporations operating in one of them,
unless specific consent to such publication had been given.
The following memoranda concerning the iron ores of the various
States are presented to supplement the data given in the table. In addition, other information as to the distribution of the different kinds of
ore in the various States is also given.
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Michigan had the largest product, 7,141,656 long tons, or 44.54 per
cent. of that of the entire country in 1890, and this State reported 77
producing mining operations, indicating an average annual output
per property of 92,7 49 long tons. Of the total for the State, however,
88.25 per cent., or 6,302, 729 long tons, were obtained from 32 mining
operations, each contributing 50,000 long tons or over. These 32 mildng
operations represented 39 mines, some of which consisted of a number
of openings, and if these are segregated, leaving out those under 50,000
tons, it will be found that in Michigan 35 mines together produced 6,225,901) long tons, an annual average of 177,883 tons per mine. Of the
iron ores obtained from Michigan 89.98 per cent. was red hematite, 5.63
per cent. was brown hematite, and 4.39 per cent. was magnetite. Michigan contributed 61.04 per cent. of all the red hematite, 15.71 per cent.
of all the brown hematite, and 12.19 per cent. of all the magnetite
mined in the United States in 1890. The State therefore ranks first
among the red hematite, third among the brown hematite, and fourth
among the magnetite producers. All of the producing mines are embraced in the Lake Superior region, of which they form an important
part. The whole of the Marquette range, most of the mines in the
Menominee range, and the largest producers in the Gogebic range are
in the State of Michigan. All of the blast furnances of Michigan nse
charcoal as fuel, and the plants are therefore of comparatively small
size. Basing the ore supply for these furnaces on the pig-iron output
of 1890, the blast furnaces of Michigan would consume about 400,000
tons, which is but 5.60 per cent. of the total iron ore which the State
produced; hence the ore must seek other markets, principally in New
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia. Chicago, Illinois, and
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, are also large consuming points.
Although some ore had been taken out previously, the beginning of
shipments from the Michigan mines may be said to have been in 1854,
since which time there has been an almost constant growth, an output
of 1,000,000 long tons per annum being first reached in 1873, 2,000,000
tons were supplied in 1881, 3,000,000 t_ons in 1886, 4,000,000 tons in 1888,
5,000,000 tons in 1889, and 7,000,000 long tons in 1890. The mines of
Michigan were wrought until1865 before an aggregate of 1,000,000 tons
had been won, the outputs of the three succeeding years added more
than another million tons, while the year following augmented the aggregate of iron ore won to over 3,000,000 tons in 1869. For the following
ten years the annual output grew from one-half million to one and a quarter million tons, and up to 1878 the aggregate production of the Michigan
mines reached a total of 11,892,273 long tons. By the close of the year
1880 the output had amounted to a total of 15,261,352 long tons. But
in the last decade a total of nearly 36,000,000 tons has been added to
the Michigan iron-ore production. In the year 1890 as much iron ore
was won from the Michigan mines as from the earliest exploration to and
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including the year 1873, and in the past four years as much iron ore
has been mined as in the thirty preceding years.
In the table which follows the Michigan output of iron ore has been
inserted, and also the prevailing freight rates for each year for ore
shipped from Marquette or Escanaba to ports on the lower lakes, as reported by the State commissioner of mineral statistics. Other ports
have been added since 1885, and the prevailing rates from these can
be compared with those of the older shipping ports of Marquette and
Escanaba, from which the bulk of Michigan iron ores was furnished:
Total i1·on m·e shipments and lalce freights f1'01n Michigan 1nines to date.

Years.

Iron ore
shipments
from
Michigan.

Freight rate by lake vessel per long ton.

i
Years.

From Marquette.

From Escanaba.

Iron ore
shipments
from
Michigan.

Freight rate by ln,l,e vessel per long t.on.
From Marquette.

From Escanaba.

$2. 85 to 6. 60
3. 25 4. 00
1. 60 2. 50
1. 30 1. 50
1. 25 2.20
2. 00
1. ~5
1. 00 1. 50
1. 25
3. 00
2.00
2. 75
2.00 2. 30
1. 25
2. 00
1. 30 1. 75
1. 00
1. 40
1. 75
2.15
1.10 1.15
.90 1. 25
1. 25 1.10

$2.00 to 5. 25
2. 30
3. 00
1. 30
1.40
1.10
1. 30
. 70
1.40
. 65
1. 50
. 60
1.15
. 70
2.10
1. 50
2. 00
1. 60
1. 00
. 90
1.40
. 90
1. 50
• 65
1. 00
1. 35
1. 75
. 90
1. 45
. 90
1. 25
1.10
1. 00

---Previons

Long
tons.

1854.-- -·
1855-.- -·
1856---.1857--- ..
1858 .....
1859 .....
1860-- ...
1861 .....
18u:ol .....
1863 .....
18u1 .....
1865 .....
1866 ---.1867--- ..
18GB .....
1869-- .. 1870 .. --1871-- .. -

75,083
3, 000 ::::::::~~·::1:::::::::::::
1, 449
6, 790 · -· · ·: · -$i
25,646
3. 00
22, 876
68,8:12 $~: ~~ to ~: ~~
114,410
2. 00 2.50
2.00 3. 00 -------- .•••••
40, S09
12~, 16.)
2. 25 4. 50 ------ ..••••..
20:3,055
3. 00
247, 050
3. 00
193, 758
2. 05 5. 00 ---- ....•. ---.
29U, 713
2. 75
6. 50 $2. 50 to 5. 75
565,501
2. 00 4.00
1. 05
3. 05
2. 25 3. 25
510, 522
1. 06 2. 06
2. 75 4. 50
639, 0~7
1. 05 2. 05
859,507
2. 05 3, 25
1. 65
2. 50
2. 05 4. 00
813,984
1. 50 2, 50

to 185-L

Long
tons.
1872 ....
1873 ....
1874-- ..
1875- ...
1876- •••
18i'i ....
1878 -.-1lli9 . -.1880 . - - .

iio ·I::::::::::::::

!---------·····

I::::::::::::::
1 ..............

~: ~~ I ::~:::::::::::

a Census report (production).

9-!8, 553
1, 195,234
899,934
881.166
993,311
1, 025, 129
1, 127, 583
1, 420, 745
1, 9-!8, 334

11881.. .. 2, 125, 729
I
1

i

1882
1883
188!
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890

.... z, .ll5G, 933
. --. 2, 518, 048
- . -- 2, 225, 146
- - - . 2, 205, 190
__ •. 3, 179, 511
- - - - 3, 934. 339
__ .. 4, 113, 803
(a). 5, 856, 1G9
(b) -17, 141, 656

bU. S. Geological Survey (production).

Attention is calle.d to the fact that the freight rates given in the preceding tal>le and in two which follow are merely the charges for vessel
carriage from the shipping docks on lakes Superior and Michigan to
the receiving docks on Lake Erie. The figures given do not include
the necessary railroad tolls from the mines to the shipping docks, the
distance varying from 12 miles, the shortest in the Marquette range, to
nearly 100 miles in the Vermilion range; in fact, some of the Gogebic
ore loaded at Escanaba travels even a greater distance. Neither do
the vessel freight rates include the dock charges. The figures of
freight rates have been inserted as a matter of record and to illustrate
the varying conditions which affect shipments in the Lake· Superior region. While the rates show com;jderable fluctuation due to market
conditions, the general tendency has been a decline in prices owing to
the improved transportation facilities offered by larger and speedier
vessels. Some of the important producers own or control a fleet of vessels for hamlliug the products of their mines.
Alabama has risen to second place as a producer of iron ore, and is
credited with 1,897,815 long tons, or 11.83 per cent. of the total output
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for the United States for 1890. This State was given second rank in
the Eleventh Census, but the absenQe of some specific information made
its claim to this position uncertain. In 1890, however, the increased
activity of the mines of this State places it unmistakably second to
Michigan. Alabama's ore product was confined to red and brown
hematite, 81.06 per cent. of the total being red :hematite and 18.94 per
cent. brown hematite. The State ranks second among the red hematite
and fourth among the brown hematite producers, having contributed
14.61 per cent. of the total red hematite and 14.04 per cent. of the tota]
brown hematite mined in the United States in 1890.
The geological formation, which has made the ore beds of Alabama
unusually extensive and easily worked, has encouraged the erection of
numerous large blast furnaces, requiring an output of iron ore for the
State ten times larger than it was a decade ago. Alabama is practically a consumer of all the iron ore which it produces; for although
some ore is sent from the State into Tennessee and some brought in from
Georgia, Alabama is practically independent of other States in regard
to its present iron ore supply. While the number and extent of the
iron ore deposits in Alabama are remarkable, the rapid increase in blast
furnace capacity, will, when all are in operation, have a tendency to
deplete the ores which can now be cheaply obtained, and threaten a
possible scarcity of cheap native ores for some of the furnaces now built.
Pennsylvania ranks third as a producer, and contributed each of the
four kinds of iron ore. New York is the only other State which supplied more than three varieties as above classified.
The production of iron ore in Pennsylvania in 1890 was 1,361,622
long tons, which represents 8.50 per cent. of the total of the United
States. The maximum output of any mine reporting was 686,302
long tons, from the Cornwall Ure Hills. No other mine in the State
approached this amount; therefore, while Pennsylvania ranks first in
the number of mines, these are as a rule small producers when compared with the mines of other States.
The output of Pennsylvania was divided among the different classes
of ore in the following proportions: Magnetite, 56.21 per cent.; brown
hematite, 30.53 per cent.; red hematite, 10.56 per cent.; carbonate, 2. 70
per cent.
The State, on account of the large output of the Cornwall Ore Hills,
ranks second as a producer of magnetite, and contributed 29.77 per
cent. of the total magnetite mined in the U uited States in 1890. It also
occupied second place in brown hematite production, having contributed from numerous mines 415,779 long tons, or 16.24 per cent. of the
total of this class of ore. Its output of red hematite being 1.37 per
cent. of the total for the United States, gives Pennsylvania eighth place
in this class, while its smaller production of carbonate ore represented
9.74 per cent. of the total, and places it fourth in that class. Notwithstanding the high rank held by Pennsylvania, it produced but one-sixth
of the iron ore which was consumed in that State in 1890. The growth of
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the Bessemer steel industry requiring large amounts of pig iron low in
phosphorus, the low cost of Lake Superior and foreign ores, carrying
high percentages of iron, due to improved transportation facilities, consolidation of mines, etc., and the consequent lower fuel consumption
per ton of iron possible, have led blast furnace managers to draw
largely on these sources of supply, displacing the leaner or impure native ores. Some of the scattered workings have also been abandoned
from various causes, and hence there has been a decline from former
years in the iron ore output of the State.
The output of the Oornwall Ore Hills has been collected from records
by Mr. J. Taylor Boyd, superintendent. It is shown in the followillg
table and indicates that of the total output to date practically one-half
was mined in the last ten years, the aggregate for 1881 to 1890, both
inclusive, being 5,376,562 long tons; that is, in ten years nearly as
much ore has been taken from the Cornwall Ore Hills as in the previous one hundred and forty years.
Production of i1·on ore at the Cornwall Ore Hills, Cornwall, Pennsylvania.
Years.

Quantity.

Years.

Long tons.
From 1740 to February, 1864...
186.! (11 months)...............
1865 . . • • . . • • • • . . . . • • . • • • • • . • • • .
1866 . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . .
1867 ..•••.••••••• -......... . • . .
1868 . . • • . • • • • • • . • . • • • . • • • • • • . . .
1869 . • • • . . • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • .
1870 . . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
1871 . . • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • .
1872 . . • . . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . .
1873 . . . • . . • • • • • . . . • . . • • • • • • . • . .
1874 .. .•.•••••. .••••• •••••.•• •.
1875 . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
1876..... ••• • • • . •• • • . . •• • • • • • • •
1877 •••••••••••••••••••••••• - • .

2, 518, 910
165, 915
114, 803
216, 660
202, 755
165, 843
173,429
174,408
176, 055
193, 317
166, 782
112,429
98, 925
137, 902
171, 589

Quantity.

Long tons.
1878 .••••••••••.••••••••••.•••.
1879 ···•••••••••· .••..••••.••..
1880 .•••••.••••••.•........•••.
1881 ··••••• .••••••••••...•.•••.
1882 .•••••••••••..••••.••••.••.
1883 .••••••..•... ·•·•··• ••..••.
1884 ·•••••••••·•· .•....••••.•..
1885 ...•••••••••..•.•••..•.••..
1886 •·•·••• ••••••........•..•..
1887 ..•••••••••..••••••.•..•••.
1888 ....••••••••••.•.•••••..•..
1889 ··•·••• •••••. ·••••· .••...•.
1890 ··••••••••• •• •••••••••·· ••.

179,299
268, 488
231, 173
249, 050
309, 681
363, 144
412, 320
508, 8U4
688,054
667, 210
722, 9J7
76!), 020
686,302

Total..................... 10, 84fi, 244

New York follows Pennsylvania with a total output of 1,253,393 long
tons, or 7.82 per cent. of the total iron ore product for the United States.
Of this amount 945,071 long tons, or 75.40 per cent., was magnetite,
196,035 long tons, or 15.64 per cent., was red hematite, 81,319 long tons,
or 6.49 per cent., was carbonate, and 30,968long tons, or 2.47 per cent.,
was brown hematite. This State headed the list of magnetite producers
with 36.76 per cent. of the total for the United States. It occupied
second position as to carbonates, with 21.53 per cent. of tlw total;
ranked sixth as to red hematites, with 1.86 per cent. of the total for this
class of ore, and also contributed 1.21 per cent. of the brown hematites, taking eleventh position in that class.
The magnetites of New York and some of the carbonates and red
and brown hematites are liberally drawn upon to supplement the local
supplies of Pennsylvania furnaces, as the former State produced more
iron ore than it used. On the other hand, the ores from the Lake
Superior region find convenient access to the State from the Great
Lakes, which are its northern and western boundaries; in addition some
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foreign ores are used in the blast furnaces to supplement local ores. A
considerable increase in the output of magnetite iron ore is anticipated
in the future, due to the operation of concentrating "Qlants which have
been or are being constructed.. These are referred. to under the head
of concentration.
·
In "Mineral Resources of the United States, 1886," the output prior
to that date from the mines in the Lake Champlain district appears,
and the following table will bring these quantities up to date:
Total production of iron ore in the Lake Champlain dist1·ict, New York.
Years.

Production.

Long tons.
Output prior to 1886 ....................................................... (a)13, 000, 000
1886........................................................................
588.829
1887........................................................................
768, 852
1888........................................................................
669,553
1889 .................................... ------------ ............ ............
779, 900
1890.-------- .. - ........... - .............. - .. - ................ -- ....... --...
821, 994
Total................................................................

16,629,128

a. Estimated.

The extensive contract of removing the roof of the Tilly Foster magnetite mine in Putnam county, New York, has been completed, and ore
is now taken from a great open cut 350 feet deep. Much of that removed having been left in pillars, or in the roof and floors of the older
underground exploitations. At the Croton mine, also in Putnam county,
arrangements are being perfected for removing a large body of lean
magnetite by open cut, for the purpose of concentration.
Wiscons·i n occupies fifth place with a product in 1890 of 948,965 long
tons, or 5.92 per cent. of the entire output of the country. The quantity
of red hematite produced was 784,257 long tons, or 82.64 per cent. of the
total amount of the iron ore won in this State, and 7.45 per cent. of the
total of this kind of ore in the United States. Of the State's output
17.36 per cent., or 164,708 long tons, was brown hematite, being 6.43
l)er cent. of the country's total of this class of ore. Wisconsin is a larger
producer than consumer of iron ores, its furnaces requiring about 45
per cent. of its total output of ores. Owing, however, to the ownership
of mines, the character of material won, and the routes of transportation, a large amount of the iron ore used in the furnaces comes from
Michigan, while Wisconsin ores seek markets at the lower lake ports.
The total output of Wisconsin for a number of years can not be given,
as some of the brown hematites in the central portion, and the fossil
hematites in the eastern section of the State, are not regularly mentioned in shipping reports. Since 1885, when the Gogebic range made
its first output, the following amounts of iron ore were shipped from
the mines in Wisconsin, which may be considered as in the Lake Superior
region. The freight rates on these ores are those for Ashland, Wisconsin,
and Escanaba, Michigan, for the years named.
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Total i1·on oTe prodnction and lake f1·eights from Wisconsin 1nines in the Lake SttperiO'J'
region.
Freight rate by lake vessels
per long ton.
Iron ore
production. From Escanaba, From Ashland,
Michigan.
Wisconsin.

Years.

Long tons.
1880 . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . • .. .. .. ..
1881......................................
1882 ......................................
1883 .. .. . • .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. ..
188J ..... - ...... - ..... - .. - .. --- ..... - .. - . 1885 . - ..................... -- .. --.........
1886 ...... -.... . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .
1887 . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . • .. . . .
1888 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .
1889 ......................................
1890. .... . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . ...... ..

Total. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..

14, 143
197,911
276,020
62, 175
34, 612
55, 181
150, 294
400, 104
381, 140
(a) 837, 399
(a)"948, 965

$1. 50 to 2. 00
1. 00
1. 60

.90
• 90

. 90
. 90
1. 10

1. 40
1. 50
. 65
1. 00
1. 35
1. 75
1. 45
1. 25
1. 00

----------1-------

$1. 07 to 1. 65
1. 02
3. 00
1. 75
2. 75

1. 02
1. 25
1. 35

1. 08
. 90
1. 00

3, 357, 944

a. Including all mines in tbe State.

Minnesota ranks sixth with a total of 891,910 tons, or 5.56 per cent.
of the total iron ore for the country; all of the ore was of the red hematite variety, in which class the State occupied third place, producing
8.47 per cent. of the entire output.
The iron smelting industry of Minnesota has been dormant for a
number of years, but a blast furnace has lately been constructed. It
was not operated in 1890, and, therefore, no ore was used. The iron
ores of Minnesota travel further to reach points of consumption than
any other ores in the country. The ores being of the hard red hematite variety, and rich in iron, they stand shipment better than most ores
because while in transit they absorb less moisture, which adds to the
frejght charges on the ore.
The :first shipment of iron ore from the Vermilion range was in the
year 1884, and since then each year has shown an increased output as
will be seen from the accompanying table, which gives the product of
the Vermilion range in Minnesota, up to and including 1890, as well as
the freight rates from Two Harbors.
Total it·on ore pToduction and lake freights from Minnesota mines.
Freight rate
by lake vessel

Production. pef~~d!n·~,!~n,
Harbors, Minnesota.

Years.

1884............ ................... .................. ........
1885........................... ...... ............ ............
1886 . ........................................................
1887.........................................................

Long tons.
62, 1:'2
227,075
307,94o
394,910

;.2: : :.: : : : : : : :.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : <·~, !::. ::: I ;~:~ ~.:_:~--1

l!E :

a Eleventh Census.

V1rginia had an on tput of 543,583 long tons or 3.39 per cent. of the
total product of iron ore i.u 1890, The major portion, viz, 52.2,908 long
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tons, or 96.20 per cent., was brown hematite, this Sta.te heading th~ list
of producers of that character of ore, its proportion being 20.43 per
cent. The Btate held tenth position in the list of red hematite producers with 16,212 tons, or 2.98 per cent. of the State's product, or 0.15
per cent. of the entire red hematite product, and standing seventh as a
producer of magnetite with a percentage of 0.17. Lately there has
been an active development of blast furnace construction in Virginia,
causing additional demands on the iron-ore mines. While ores have
been sent from Virginia into other States, the bulk of what is mined,
is, and will be, required and used in the State, and it is probable that
other ores may be drawn into it from North Carolina and elsewhere.
New Jersey stands eighth, producing 495,808 tons, or 3.09 per cent. of
the total iron ore for the United States, all of the ore being magnetite
with the exception of 6,000 tons, or 1.21 per cent., which was red hematite. It produced 19.05 per cent. of the total magnetite mined, and 0.06
per cent. of the red hematites, ranking third and twelfth, respectively, in
these classes. While the New Jersey blast furnaces use local magnetites, with the addition of some foreign ore, a large part of the output
from the mines is sent to the Pennsylvania furnaces.
The table which follows gives the total production of iron ore in
New Jersey up to and including 1890, and has been compiled from the
·reports of the New Jersey Geological Survey.
Total production of the i1·on-ore 1nines of Netv Jtrsey.
Years.

Long tons.

Prior to 1860 ................... (:t. )6, 000, 000
164, 900
1860 ................ - ... - ... - . .
1864 .................•.... --...
226, 000
1867 ... - ... - ....... -- ..••• - --..
275, 067
1870 .... - ••..•• --. • • • • . . . • • . • . .
362, 636
1871 ............... --......... .
450, 000
1872 ..... -.... . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
600, 000
1873 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
665, 000
1874...........................
525, 000
390,000
1875 ........... . . .. ... . . . ... . ..
1876 . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . • . • . . . • . . . .
285, 000
1877 . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. ..
315, 000
1878... ... •.. ..................
409,674
488, 028
1879 .......... -- ...... ---......

a Estimated.

Years.

Long tons.

745,000
1880------ ..... -------- .. --- .. 1881 .......................... .
737, 052
1882 .......................... .
932,762
1883 .......................... .
521,416
1884 .......................... .
393,710
1885 .......................... .
330,000
500,501
1886.-- •. --.-- •.... -- ......... .
1887 .......................... .
547,889
1888 .......................... .
447,738
1889 .......................... . (b) 4-15,510
1890 .......................... . (c) 495,808

b Eleventh Census.

Total .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . 17, 223, 691

cU. S. Geological Survey.

The output of iron ore in Tennessee was 465,695 long tons or 2.90 per
cent. of the total for the country in 1890. Of this amount the red
hematite mines contributed 278,076 tons, or 59.71 per cent., and th~
brown hematite 187,619 tons, or 40.29 per cent. This State occupied
fifth place as a red hematite producer, its percentage being 2.64 and
fifth place with 7.33 per cent. in the brown hematite class. Nearly all
of the iron ore mined is consumed in the blast furnaces of the State,
and in addition some iron ore is brought in from Georgia.
Georgia's product is 244,088 tons or 1.52 per cent. of the total iron
ore for the country, the larger portion, 71.62 per cent., being brown
hematite, in which class it takes sixth r~nk, with 6.83 :per ceut, of the
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total of that class; the remainder of the State's output; 28.38 per cent.,
or 69,271 tons, is red hematite, which amount gives it ninth rank, with
a percentage of the total of 0.66. Georgia made pig iron from about
·one-half of the ores mined in the State, the balance being shipped to
Tennessee and Alabama.
Missouri's output of 181,690 tons of iron ore gives it eleventh position,
its percentage being 1.13. Of this 87.75 per cent. or 159,440 tons, is
red hematite, this amount giving it seventh position in that class of
ore, with a percentage of the country's total of 1.51. The remainder,
22,250 tons, or 12.25 per cent. of the State's output, was brown hematite,
in which class of ore it obtained fourteenth position, its percelttage
being 0.87 of the total miRed.
The blast furnaces of Missouri use more than one-half of its iron-ore
output. The remainder is sent to various States, some of it being employed in silver-smelting. The practical abandonment of one prominent ore-producer has had a depressing influence upon the possible
future of other similar deposits, but later exploration of territory adjacent to this abandoned mine indicates large reseives of ore which. can
be depended upon when the demand shall encourage the exploitations
being carried to sufficient depths.
In ''Mineral Resources of the United States, 1887," the output of the
Iron Mountain deposit up to 1887 was given as 2, 736,445 tons; subsequent exploitations have increased this amount to 3,282,391long tons.
On subsequent pages will be found an interesting summary of the
chemical investigation of the Iron Mountain ores, covering one year of
close examination.
Ohio ranks twelfth as a producer; it is the only other State producing over 1 per cent. of the total for the country, its proportion being
1.05, all of which is carbonate ore. It was the largest producer of this ,
class of ore in the country, its percentage · of the total output being
44.78. Nearly, if not all, of this ore is smelted in local blast ftirnaces, but it forms only a sma11 proportion of the supply, the balance
coming from the Lake Superior region, Missouri, Kentucky, and even
from New York. In this respect Ohio is the opposite of Michigan,
which consumes but a small percentage of its oiltput, shipping the balance to other points. Ohio is a large user of Michigan ores and ranks
next to Pennsylvania as a consumer of iron ores.
!'1·oduction of ca1·bonate iron ore in Ohio j1·om 1886 to 1890.
Amount
mined.

Years.

Long tons.

1886 ......................................................................... (a) 344,48,1
1887 .......................................................................... (a)377,465
1888 .......................................................................... (a)253,352
1889...... .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . .. • .. . .. .. . .. . • • . • • . .. • . • • • . • • .. • • .. . • .. • . .
254, 294
1890 .............................................................. -...........
169, 088

Total for five years.....................................................

a Reportij of t4o chll'f inspector of IA~es Qf ~llo S~to of Obie.

778 l'illN-Q

.

1, 398, 68~ ·

..
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None of the remaining States produced a large amount of oTe, tl1eir
combined percentage being but 2.75. In the western States a majority
of the ore won is brown hematite, which is used in smelting the precious
metals, although there were active blast furnaces in Colorado and
Oregon in 1890.
Kentucky uses some of her ores in local blast furnaces and also sends
some to furnaces in Ohio.
Maryland uses the bulk of her own ores, carbonates, and brown hem.
atites, although some were sent to Pennsylvania.
The brown hematites of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New York,
chiefly those from the Salisbury district, are sought after by local furnaces, but the output of the mines is comparatively small.
West Virginia uses all of the ore produced there and also obtains
liberal supplies from the Lake Superior region and :1\Iissouri.
North Carolina magnetites are used in the local furnace, and also sent
to other plants outside of the State. In adclitition to the mngnetite,
which is already developed, red and brown hematites exist and are
being developed.
Texas as yet only mines bog ores for a limitecl .home consumption.
The only blast furnace in the State of Maine suspended operations in
1890, and it is scarcely probable that the iron ore mines will be operated
in the near future.
A deposit of bog ore occurs in Delaware, from which ore has been
won for many years, and which will probably be again worked.
In Florida a deposit of carbonate ore has been explored with a view
to working it, but the project has not been carried out.
Years ago South Carolina contributed to the iron-ore ~;;upply of the
country and has some good deposits.
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas furnish some carbonates and brown
hematites from surface strippings, but large areas must lJe exposed to
win any considerable quantity of ore.
Wyoming is favored with unusually excellent deposits of iron ores;
Indian Territory holds in reserve considerable bodies of ore; California, Washington, and most of the western States have supplies of
excellent ores, which can be used in the future.
TOTAL PRODUCTION OF PROMINENT IRON ORE DISTRICTS.

The Lake Superior district is by far the most important producer of
iron ores, and not only now supplies more iron ore than any other section of the country, but has up to the present time contributed more than
any other section. In the following statement an effort has been made
to give approximately the total output of various prouucing centers:
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Total pr·oduction of iron ore in prorninent producing centers.
Long ·.tons.
Lake Superior region .........................•••.....•....•............. ~.
Of which .MarqHPtte district snppliecL ..........•.......... 32, 700. O'HJ
Menominee district snpplied ...............•.•.. 12, SOJ. u ~:l
Gogebic district supplied . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 8, i!O:l, 00 l
Vermilion district supplied ..................•.• 3,200,000
Lake Champlain re$iou, New York ..•..............•....•..... --.........
Of which l>ort .ttenry supplied ..........•....•......•..... 10,000,000
Crown Point supplied........................... 1, 800, 000
Chateaugay suppli_ed... .. .•. ...•.• .... .• . . . . . . . . 2, 550, 000
Other rumes supphed ..........•...• _........... 2, 250, 000

~~~;~rr~:.::

57, OOG, 000
.••• ••••••••••
.... ...••..••.
......•.•••••.

-------------16,600,000
............. .
_..•.•....... _
....... _..... .
_... _........ .

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i6: ~~~: ~~~

Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 780, 000
· OfwhichlronMountain supplied ......................... 3,280,000 ............. .
Pilot Knob and other Missouri mines supplied.. 2, 500, 000 .•...•........

COMPARATIVE PRODUCTION OF IRON ORE IN 1880, 1889, AND 1890, IN PROliiiNEN'l' STATES,

The tables which follow have been prepared to illustrate the changes
which have taken place within the last decade, in the quantities of each
class of ore, and of all kinds produced by each cqntributing State, and.
also the increase or decrease which has occurred in ten years and in one
year, viz, 1889 to 1890. In these tables the published reports of the
Tenth and Eleventh Censuses are used, and the figures from these are
compared with those collected for 1890 for the presentvolnmeofJVIineral
~esources. The relative importance or rank of each State as a producer
is given with the figures for each year.
Pr·oduction of i1·on ores by States in 1890, 1889, and 1880, with percentages of increase or
dem·ease.
1890.

States.

Michigan ........•...•....••.•••••.•..
.Alabmna ..............••.•..••.••.••••
Penns;)lvania ...•••...•..•...•.•.•••••
New York ............•....•..••••••..
\Visconsin .••..•••...•••..•..•..••.••.
Minnesota ....•..••..•.•.•••...•.•....
Virginia .......••...•.•••.•••.••.••..•
New .Jersey .......................... .

~1EiE:;::
::::::::::::::~: :::::::::::I
Ohio ..............•......•...••..•....
Colorado ....•.........................
Montana, Oregon, New Mexico, and
Utah................................

~~~w~;~:r.:

1889.

PercentPercent. Rank. Production. age of Rank. Production. age of
total.
total.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1
2
3
4

Long tons.
7, 141,656

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1, 897, 815
1, 361,622
1, 253,393
948,965
891, 910
543,583
495,808
465,695
244,088
181,690
169, 088
114,275

14

81,632

~~

~;: ~~~

5

Lon,q tons.
44.54
11.83
8.50
7. 82
5. 92
5.56
3. 39
3. 09
2. 90
1.52
1.13
1. 05
0. 71

1

7
9
8
12
10
11
13

5, 856, 169
1, 570,319
1, 560,234
1, 2-17, 537
837, 399
86-i, 501:!
408, 151
415,510
47:.!, 204
248,020
265,718
25-!, 204
109,136

0.51

14

(a)86,405

0.60

8:0.21~~

i~

(b)~;:~~~

8:0.32~~

14, 518,0H

100.00

2

3
4
6

5

I

40.34
10.82
10.75
8.5fl
5. 77
5. 95
3.43
2. 86
3. 26
1.71
1. 83
1. 75
0. 75

Massachnr;et-t.s ..................•.....
17
32,934
16
46,242
Counectient . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
18
26, 058
0. 16
17
29, 690
0. 20
WestVirginia.........................
19
25,116
0.16
19
13,101
0.09
North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
20
22, 87:.!
0. 14
22
10, 125
0. 07
Texas .....•.....•....•••.••••..••..••.
21
22,000
0.14
20
13.000
0.09
Maine ..................•••...........
22
2,500
0.02
21
12,319
0.09
Indiana and Vermont .••...•...••..•.....•................ ...••.•..................................
Total . . . . . • • • . • • . . . . . • • . . . • . • • • • . ..... .

•Inclu&g Idaho and W a,shington.

16, 036, 043 j

100. 00 -...••.

·

~Including

Delaware.
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Production of i1·on ores by States in 1890, 1889, and 1880, etc.-Continued.

1880.
Percent1 - - - ----,-----IIncreaseor ageofin- Increaseor
Per- decrease in crease or decrease
States.
Rank. Production. cen~fge 18i~~;er d~;~~1e in 1~~~ ~ver
total.
over 1889.
1---------!---1-----1---1----1--- -----

0

Long tons.
l\fi cld .g:1n ...............
Alalmma................

2
8

~~~~~~~;k~i~_:::::::::::

~

·wisconsin .. .. .. • .. .. . ..
15
Minnesota .................... .
Virginia................
7
New Jersey.............
4
Tenn<>ssee...............
10

~11~~~~~i::::::::::::::::

1

~

Ohio....................
5
Colorado ...................... .
Montana, Oregon, New
17
Mexico, anu IJtah ... ..
12
Kentucky .............. .
9
Maryland ............. ..
Massachusetts .....••...
13
16
Connecticut ........... ..
14
'Vest Virginia ......... .
North Carolina ......... .
20
Texas .................. .
19
Maine .................. .
18
21
Indiana and Vermont .. .
Total.............. . . . . . . .

(a) 6, 225

57,865
(b) 127, 102

55,926
31, 267
54,657
2, 963
3,214
5, 357
. 958
7, 120, 362

a Only Oregon.

I1ong tons.

Long tons.

1, 640, 814
23. 04 . + 1, 285, 487
171,139
2. 40 + 327, i96
1, !)51, 495
27. 41 - 198, 612
1, 126, 899
15. 83 +
5, 856
37,000
0. 52 + 111, 566
. ....... +
None.
27,402
162 791
2. 29 +
45, 429
676:225
9. 50 +
80, 298
93,272
1. 31 7, 599
81, 621
1.15 3, 932
344, 819
4. 84 84, 028
488,753
6. 86 85, 206
None.
........ +
5,139

-

+ 21. 97 +5, 500, 842
+1, 726, 676
- 12. 73
58!), S73
+ 0. 47
126, 494
+ 13. 32 + 911, !)65
+ 3.17 + 891,910
9. 12 + 380,792
+ 19.33
180,417
372, 423
- 1. 61
- 1. 61
162, 467
- 31. 62 163, 129
- 33. 51 319, 665
+ 4. 71 + 114, 275

+ 20. 86

+

+

+

+

-

Percentageof increase or

df~~~~~~j~
1880.
- - --

+ 335. 2!')
+1008. 93
30. 2~1
+ 11.22
+2464. 77
+ 233.91
- 26.68
+ 399.29
+ 199.05
47.31
- 65.40

75,407
19, 820
!l1, 445
22,992
5, 209
29, 5-H
19,910
18, 78G
2, 857
958

+1211. 36
+ 04.25
71.95
- 41.11
- 16.66
- 5±.05
+ 671.95
+ 584.51
-- 5;;. 33
- 10;1, 00

100.00 +1, 518,002 1 + 10.46 +8, 915,1181

+ 125.21

0. 09
0.81
1. 78
0. 79
0. 44
0. 77
0. 04
0. 05
0. 07
0.01

4, 773
198
6, 277
13,308
3, 632
12, 015
+
12,748
+
9, 000
+
819
_____ ,. 9,
______
+
+

5.52 +
+ 0. 26
+ 21. 3G
- 28.78
- 12.20
+ 91.71
+125. 91 +
+ 69.2il +
- 79.71

----------

+

-

b Including Delaware.

The above table treats of the aggregate of all kinds of ore mined-, ·
and indicates that the producing States in 1880 numbered twenty-three;
in 1880, twenty-six States and two Territories, and inl890, twenty-three
States and two Territories. The total output of iron ore in ten years
increased over 125 per cent, and the production of 1890 was over 10 per
cent greater than that of 1889.
Pennsylvania was the largest contributor to the iron-ore supply of
1880, with 27.41 per cent of the total. In ten years its output has decreased over half a million tons, a decline of 3(). per cent, and the State
in 1889 and 1890 ranks third in importance, following Michigan and
Alaba.ma. As above stated, Pennsylvania local ores have been largely
dh;placed by foreign ores, or by those from the Lake Superior region.
Although a smaller producer of iron ores, Pennsylvania has been a growing consumer, and now requires a supply of iron ores which is equivalent to nearly 54 per cent of what the country produced in 1890.
Michigan, which held second rank in 1880, producing 23.04 per cent
of the total, more than quadrupled its output in a decade, rising to first
place and contributing in 1880 40.34 per cent, and in 1890 44.54 per
cent of the total of the country. An increase of five and a half million tons in ten years is remarkable, but an augmented output exceeding one and a quarter million tons in one year is even more unusual, as
shown by the production of 1\Iichigan for 1890 exceeding that for 1889
by almost 22 per cent. The number, the character, and the extent of
tb.e iron-ore devosits of the State, tlle improved mining apvliap.ces~ and
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the excellent transportation facilities established, give promise that
Michigan will continue to lead other States as a producer of iron ores.
New York, which helu third place in 1880, augmented its output so
as to show an inerease of 11.22 per cent in ten years, but the greater
advance in other States forced New York to occupy fourth rank in 1889
and 1890. This State should be able to maintain its present position
with the large deposits of good magnetite avaihtble and the possibilities of augmented output from these by ore which is beneficiated by
magnetic seprtrators. There was a decline in the amount of brown
hematite produced in New York in 1890 and 1889 as compared with 1880.
New Jersey, for similar reasons, should in the future show an improvement, for although standing fourth in importance in 1880, and
producing nearly one-tenth of the iron ore in that year, it fell to ninth
place in 1889, recovering eighth position in 1800, and producing but 3
per cent of the country's total, showing a decline of production in a
decade of 26.G8 per cent. Some of the influences which affected the
iron-ore output of Pennsylvania were active in New Jersey.
Ohio, even more than New Jersey, shows unfavorably in a comparison between the outputs for 1880, 1889, and 1890 occupying fifth place
and producing nearly 7 per cent of the total in 1880, the State ranked
eleventh in 1889 and twelfth in 1890, with an output of but 1 per cent
of the country's total in the latter year, the decline in a decade being
65.4 per cent, owing to the displacement of local carbonate iron ores by
richer ores from the Lake Superior region. Ohio, however, ranks
second only to Pennsylvania as a consumer of iron ores.
J\fissouri is another instance of decreased production, more noted than
New ·Jersey, but less than Ohio, except in the years 1889 and 1890.
This State, whose output of iron ore in 1880 was nearly 5 per cent of
the country's total, giving -it sixth rank, contributed less than 2 per
cent in 1889 and 1k per cent in 1890 of the tota1s in those years. The
decline in ten years was 4 7.31 per cent, due to a contraction of the ironsmelting industry of the State and the practical exhaustion of one important iron-ore mine.
Virginia, which stood next to Missouri in 1880, and contributed 2.29
per cent of the total iron ore for the country in that year, has maintained
the same relative rank (viz, seventh), although the production of 1880
was more than tretled in both 1889 aud 1890, the proportions of the
total iron-ore output which the State contributed h1 these years being
3.43 per cent and 3.39 per cent, respectively. The State did not quite
keep pace with the entire count1y in the pPoportionate increased production of 1890 over 1889. The construction of numerous blast furnaces
in Virginia offers indications for continued activity in its iron-ore mines.
Alabama shows more remarkable growth than Virginia, its output of
1880, which was 2.4 per cent of the country's production in that year,
being increased nine and ten fold, respectively, in 1889 and 1890, when
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the percentages ofthe total output represented by Alabama's contribution w~rc 10.82 and 11.83 per cent. 'l1he rapid increase in the iron-producing industries of the State have encouraged an unusual (levelopment
of iron-ore deposits; and Alabama, which was a comparatively tmimportant producer of iron ore (ranking eighth in 1880), has risen to second place in 1889, maintaining this position with increased output in
1390.

Maryland shows a material decline in ten years, for, like Ohio, the
abandonment of its local carbonate deposits has reduced its iron-ore
output from 1.78 to 0.22 per cent of the country's total, driven it from
ninth to sixteenth rank, and indicated a reduction of 71.95 per cent in
production. A similar result is noticed in West Virginia, with a decline
of 54 per cent in ten years. These two States, however, are important
consumers of iron ore. ·
Tennessee, Georgia, and Kentucky, which held tenth, eleventh, and
twelfth places in 1880, showed an increased production in 1890, fivefold,
threefold, and one-third, respectively, giving the States named ninth,
tenth, and fifteenth ranks.
On the other hand, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Maine, which in
1880 combined supplied 1.3 per cent of the total for the country, each
show a decided decline; and their combined output was but 0.61 per
cent of the nation's production of iron ore in 1889, and 0.39 per cent in
1890.

The development of a large deposit of ma.gnetite in North Carolina
bas caused an advance in that State, but it bas not reached the important position it should command.
Texas bas commenced the development of its bog ores, but it !s not
probable that it will reach a production equivalent to 1 per ecnt of the
eountry's total for several years.
·
The most marked advances in the past decade appear in the States of
WisGonsin, Minnesota, Colorado, and those States west of the Roeky
.Mountains.
Wisconsin, which ranked fifteenth in 1880, mining ores prineipally
for loeal chareoal blast furnaees, increased its output in 1890 twentyfive fold, to nearly 1,000,000 tons, taking fifth rank as a producer.
Only three States, Pennsylvania, 1\'Iichig~n, and New York, produced
more iron ore in 1880 than Wisconsin did in 18BO. This advance is
chiefly due to the development, within six years, of the Gogebic iron
range in Michigan and Wiscon~dn.
Minnesota, which did not appear in the record of 1880 as a producer
of iron ore, followed Wisconsin closely in 1890 in sixth rank, with a
production only excelled by three States a decade ago. The exploitation of the Vermilion iron range in Minnesota, contemporaneously with
that of the Gogebic range, has brought this State into prominence as
an iron-ore producer, a position which it will probably maintain in the
future.
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Colorado, which was not reported among the produ~Jers of iron ore in
1880, ranks thirteenth in 1890, with au output which was supplied to
blast furnaces and silver smelters. This State wonld have ranked as a
large producer ten years ago with the amount of iron ore which is credited to it in 1890, and the local developments will probably keep it as a
contributor of a greater percentage than in 1890 (0.71) of the total
output.
Oregon, the only far Western State which furnished iron ores in1880,
bas been joined since by Washington, Utah, New Mexico, Montana, and
Idaho. The combined outputs of these States and Territories in 1890
represented one-half of 1 per cent of the total production of the
country. The amount was somewhat greater in 1880, for Idaho and
Washington were producers in that year, but were not so reported in
1890.
Production of red hematUe ores, by States, in 1890, 1889, and 1880, with pe1·centages of increase or decrease.
1890.
States.
Rank. Produc.t.ion.

1889.
PercentPercentage of Rank. Production. age of
total.
total.

Long tons.
Michigan ...••...••••.•••••.•••.•.•.•.
Alabama .............................
Minnesota. ............................
Wisconsin ......................... _..
Tennessee ............................
New York ............................
1Y1isso uri. .............................

61.04
14.61
8. 47
7.45
2. 64
1. 86
1. 51
1. 37
0. 66
0.15
0.14
0. 06

13

3, 632

0. 04

10, 527,650

100.00

3
4

~?~I~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::

Colorado ..............................
New .rersey ..........................
Montana, Oregon, New Mexico, and
Utah ...............................
Total ...........................

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

6, 426,077
1, 538, 297
891, 910
784,257
278,076
196,035
159,440
143,7-15
69,271
16, i!12
14,698
6, 000

2

..........

1880.

Long tons.
1
2
3
4
5
7
6
8
10
11
12

5, 272,915
1, 190,985
864, 508
735,429
299,102
224,438
265, 318
162,957
12, 963
8, 746
4, 821

58.22
1:J.15
9.55
8.12
3.30
2.48
2.93
1. 80
0.14
0.10
0. 05

....... .................. ..................
9

14,106

0.16

9, 056,288

100.00

Percent-

Percent-

1 - - - ; - - - - - . - - - Increase or age of in- Increase or age of inStates.

Per- decrease in crease or decrease in crease or
over
decrease
Rank. Production. centage 1890 over d_ecrease 1890
1880.
in 1890
of total.
1889.
o~Ni~9.
over 1880.

1-----------------1----- --------:1

-------1--------1--------1

Long tons.

Long tons.

Michigan................
1
1,21.3,479
54.09 +1,153,162
Alabama................
6
67,159
2. 99 + 347,312
Minnesota ........................................... +
27,402
Wisconsin . . .. .. .. • • . . ..
9
35, 000
1. 55 +
4.8. 828
Tennessee...............
5
68, 358
3. 04 21, 026
NewYork..............
4
160,899
7.17
28,403
Missouri................
2
344, 719
15. 36
105, 878
Pennsylvania...........
3
257,572
11.93 19, 212
Geor~ia .. .. .. . .. .. .. • .. .
8
42, 148
1. 88 +
56, 308
Virgmia...... .. • .. .. • ..
7
37, 000
1. 65 +
7, 466
Colorado ............................................ +
9, 877

~~':t~;~~e{)~~g~~~-N-~w-

............................ +

Mexico, and Utah .•••. , ............................
WestVirginia..........
10
6,250
0.28
Maryland .............. -~
11
909
0. 04
Vormont................
12
500
0.02

I

j

Total............... .. • .. • •

2, 243, 993

100. 00

Long tons.
+ 21.87
+ 29.16
+ 3.17
+ 6. 6J
7. 03
-12.66
- 39. 91
- 11.79
+434. 38
+ 85. 36
+204. 87

+5,212,598
+1, 471,138
+ 891, 910
+ 749, 257
+ 209 , 718
+
35,136
185, 279
123,827
+ 27, 123
20, 788
+
14, 698

6,ooo .......... +

10,474 - 74.25 +
...................... ...................... 1...••••.•.•..••....•.. -

1+1, 471, 362

6,ooo

+ 429.56
+2, 190.53
.......... .
+2, HO. 73 I
+ 306. 79
+
21.84
53.75
46.28
+
64. 35
~56. 18
......... ..
......... ..

3, 632 .......... .
6,250100.00
1
909~- 100. 00
000 - 100.00

+ 16. 25 +8, 283, 657
1

+369:}5
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The table above illustrates the rank and comparative development of
the various States in the production of red hematite ores, the class
which in ten years has advanced most rapidly. The table shows that
the increase has been chiefly in the rich red hematite of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, and in the easily mined fossil ores of Alabama
and Tennessee. New York and Georgia also show an advance, while
Missouri and Pennsylvania exhibit a decline, due in the former State
to depletion of available or easily wrought deposits, and in the latter
to expensive mining of lean ores. The deposits of Maryland, West
Virginia, and Vermont were not wrought in 1890.
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Alabama supplied over 90 per
cent of all the red hematites mined in the country in 1890, whereas iu
1880 the same territory contributed less than 60 per cent of the total
of this class of ore. On the other hand, Pennsylvania and Missouri,
which combined produced over 27 per cent of all of the red hematites
in 1880, have in te.n years declined in quantity more than one-half, and
in 1890 these two States supplied less than 3 per cent of the red hematite mined in the United States.
Production of b1·own hematite o1·e, by States, in 1890, 1889, and 1880, with percentages of in·
c1·ease o1· dccrectse.
1890.

States.

Virginia ..............................

~1~E![~E~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Tonneaeee ........................ ---.

~f.,rc~~;i;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Colorado ..............................
Montana, Oregon, New Mexico, and
Utah ................................
Massachusetts ........................
Ne'v York ............................
Connectieut ...........................

~~~~~~~f:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

'Texas .................................

w:~\~ V~~gi~i;::::::::::::::::::::::::

1

1889.

Percent·
Percent·
Rank. Production. age of Rank. Production. age of
total.
total.
Long tons.

Long tons.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

522,908
415, 779
402,274
359,518
187,619
174,817
164,708
99,577

20.43
16.24
15.71
14.04
7. 33
6. 83
6.43
3. 89

2
1
4
3
6
5
7
8

483, 208
496. 555
332, 257
379, 334
174, 192
235,057
101,970
100,421

19.15
19.68
13.17
15.03
G. 90
9. 32
4.04
3. 98

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

48,000
32, 934
30,968
26,058
23,343
22,250
22,000
15,685
9,000
2, 500

I. 88
1. 29
I. 21
1.02
o. 91
0. 87
0.86
0.61
0. 35
0.10

10
9
11
12
14
21
15
13
17
16
19
20
18

37,763
46,242
30, 374
29, 690
16,160
400
13,000
25,m2
4, 000
12,319
1, 901
1,104
1,928

1. 50
1. 8:J
1. 20
1.18
0.64
0.02
0.51
1. 00
0.16
0. 49
0.08
0. 04
0.08

2,523, 087

100.00

]\faine ................................
Delaware ............................. .............. ................... .. ............
.................... . .............
ld alto .................................
Washington .......................... ............. ...................... . ................
Total ............................

..... ...

...

2, 559, 938

I

100.00

. .........

I
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P1·oduetion of brown hematite o1·e, by States, in 1890, 1889, and 1'880, etc.-Continued.
1880.

Per-

States.
Rank. Production.

ce~~age
total.

-

PercentrcrcentIncrease or age of in- Increase or age or increase or
decrease
crease or decrease
~~/f~~ • di;ci~~~e ~~/i~~o. dinecrmtse
1890
over 1889.
over 1889.

0

9

0

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - -

Long tons.
Virginia.................
4
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Michigan .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .
2
Alabama ................
5
Tennessee...............
10
Georgia .................
8
Wisconsin ............ -- ~
18
~tJ~~~~~.- ;~,g~;·:N-~~· -----·-

0

115,246
1, 009, 550
294, 551
98,836
24,914
39,473
2, 000

Long tons.
6. 01
52. 62
15.35
5.15
1. 30
2.06
0.10

8. 22
16. 27
21. 07
5. 22
7. 71
25.63
61.53
o.84

+407, 662 +
353. 73
-593, 77158. 8~
+107, 723 +
36. 57
+260,682+
26::!.75
+162, 705 +
653. 07
+135,344+
3,12.88
+162, 708 + 8, 135.40
+ 99, 577 .......... .

0. 32
+10, 237
27.11
2. 92
-13, 308- 28. 78
7.21
+
594+
1.96
1. 63
- 3, 632 12. 23
3.01
7,183+ 44.45
0. 01
+21, 850 +5, 462. 50
0.17
+ 9,000+
69.23
0. 82
- 9, 527 137. 79
0.15
+ 5,000.+ 125,00
0. 28
- 9, 819 79. 71
0.72 ......................
0. 13
- 1, 901- 100. 00

+ 41, 775 +
671.08
- 22, 99241. 11
-107, J0777.60
5, 209 1116. 66
-34, 47859.80
22, 150 t 22, 150. 00
+ 18,786 +
584.51
830. 53
+ 6,100+
210.34
2, 857 53. 31
-13,8Hi- 100.00
2, 434- 100. 00

............. ........
a 6, 225

.Mexico, and Utah.....
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . .
NewYork ..............
Connecticut.............
Maryland...............
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'l'exas ............... _.. _
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
West Virginia..........
Maine .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . ..
New.Tersey .............
Delaware................

13
7
3
9
6
21
15
11
17
14
12
16

North Carolina,..........
Indiana.................

19
20

461
458

Total ............... /.......

1, 918,622

55, 926
138,275
31, 267
57,821
100
3,214
15, 768
2,900
5, 357
13,846
2, 434

Long tons.

+39, 700 +
-80, 776 +70, 017 +
-19,816+13, 427 +
-60, 240 +62, 738 +
844-

-

+

+

~~~hi~gt~~:::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::: ::::::::

1

=i: ~~~ =i~~: ~~, :::::: :::::: :::::::::::

0. 02 ............ ....... ...
0.02 ............ ..........

100.00

+

+35, 851 +

1.46!

-

461458-

100.00
100.00

+6H, 316 ~3. 43

a Oregon only.

The table above exhibits the rank of various States as producers of
brown hematite ores, showing a material decline in ·the amount produced in Pennsylvania and in all of the Eastern States, and a marked
advance in Virginia, Alabama, and in all of the Southern States except
Kentucky, also an increase in quantity in Michigan and Wisconsin, where
some hydrated ores occur with red hematites, and where large deposits
oflimonites have lately been exploited. Brown hematites will not permit
of such long hauls as most red hematites and magnetites, and hence
depend more on local consumption.
The table which follows indicates an advance in the production of
magnetite of but 20 per cent in ten years. Pennsylvania, however, increased its output over 70 per cent in 1889, and 53 per cent in 1890 over
the returns for 1880, chiefly on account of the development of the
Cornwall Ore Hills. New York shows a gradual increase, the output
of 1890 exceeding that of 1880 by 14.18 per cent. The quantitative decline in New Jersey is offset by a nearly similar inerease iu l\1ichigan.
As in other tables the ranks of the various States in 1880, 1889, and
1890 are shown.
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P1·oduction of magnetite by States in 1890, 1889, ancl 18801 with percenltl.ges of increase or
decrease.
1890.

States.

1889.

Rank. Production.

PercentPercentage of Rank. Production. age of
total.
total.

Long tons.

Long tons.

New York ....................... -....

1

U45, 071

36. 76

1

U27, 2G9

~:~3~~~:;~~~~:~:::·.::::::::::~::::::

~

~~~:~~~

i~:~~

~

:~~:~l~

Michigan.............................
Montana, Oregon, New Mexico, and
Utah................................
North Carolina .......... _.... _. _.... -~
Virginia ..............................

4

313,:305

5
6
7

30,000
22, 873
4,463

12.19
1.17
0. 891
0.17

37.00

~~J~

4

250,997

10.01

5
6
7

31,504
10, 125
6,200

1.2G
0. 40
0.25

I

~;;!~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::I:::::: :I:::;~;:;~~~: : :; ;:~: 1:: : ': 1· --;~;;;~ :::·1~1
---~s_o_._ _ _
St t
a es.

. ~;rcet;tt·
.
. Percentage
Increase ~n a,eof 111- Increase ?I of increase
m crease or decrease m or decrease
decrease 18<JO over
·
in 1890
m 1890
1889
1880.
of t{)tal.
over 1889 .
over 1880.

I Per- decrease
R k I
.
1890 over
an ·1 Prod uctwn.l c~n tage
.

1----------1---1----------- ------------

Long tons.
Long tons.
Long tons.
NewYork ..............
11
827,725,38.781 +17,802 + 1.92 +117,3-W
Pennsylvania...........
3
498,146
23.34
-95,598 -11.10 + 2li7,172
NewJersey.............
2
662,379
31.0J
+ 74,2981 + 17.88 -172,571
Michigan .... -.. ---......
4
132, 7851 6. 22
+ 62, 308 + 2!. 82
180, 520
Montana, Oregon, New
Mexic,o, a~d Utah ..... l ....... , ............. ··------~- 1,5()· 4~- ~.77
30,0£0
North Carolma ... -. .. . . .
6
2, 501
0.12
+ 121 748 +12:>. 91 + 20, 3t2

+
+

.
+
+

14.18
53.63
26.05
+ 135. 95

!..........
+ 814.56 ,
~~~;:~J~: ::::::::::::::: ----- 7~-~--- __.,~ •195.,1 __ -0.01
~~ ~~- ......................
~: ~~~. 1 =1~~: ~~ 1_::- __ _.~,,,1_
~- -~::~~ ·1
Maryland...............
195 -100.00
Total.. ............ -1--..... 2~iit, 276 100. 00 I + 64, 423 + 2. 57 + 436, 562 -t 20. 45

=

The following table shows the disf~1,vor which llas been exhibited to
the use of carbonate ores, the only increase being iu New York, where
a large deposit, opened since 1880, has contributed to the supply, and
in Kentucky, where a local demand has e11couraged exploitations.
Ohio shows a decided decline, greater in quantity, but proportionately
less, than is exhibited by Pennsylvania and :Maryland.
P1·oduction of cm·bonate ore by States in 1890, 1889, ancl1880, with pe1·cenlages of inm·ease
or dem·ease.
1890.

1889.

I

PercentI PercentRank. Production. age of · Rank. Production. age of
total.
total.

States.

1----------------------------l-----l----------l------Long tons.

Ohio..................................
New York............................
Kentucky···-----------·-----·------Pennsylvania .... --------------------West Virginia........................
Maryland ....•.••......•••.•..........

4
5

6

169,088
81,319
62,000
36,780
16, 116
12,314

Long tons.
44.78
21.53
16.42
9. 74
4. 27
3. 26

4

6
5

254,294
65,456
52,275
39,806
9,101
11,319

58.83
15.14
12.09
9. 21

2.11

2. 62

Alab~-:-:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :J·--- ·;;;,·;;;·I---;~:;; f~:::-y=-Zoiiil~
1
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P1·oduction of cm·bonate ore by States in 18.90, 1889, ancl1880, cfc.-Continuecl.

------------------------------·---------------------------------,
1880.
PercentPercent·
1----.,.---------.,..-----1 Increase or age of in- Increase or age of inPerdecrease in crease or decrease in crease or

States.

18l~~~er

Rank. Production. cen;;ge
total.

Long tons.

::::::::::::

....

1

18l~8~~er

-85, 206
+15,863
+ !l,725
- 3, 026
+ 7, 015
+
9951

-33. 51
+24.23
+18.60
- 7. 60
+77. 08
+ 8. 79

-319,665
+ 81,319
+ 1[), 904
-139,447
- 29, 3!)1
- 53,"429
5,145

;;

1 --445, , ..

• ----,~~~~ ~ ~;;

1

(l~ci~~~e
over 1880.

Long tons.

Long tons.

Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
488, 753
59. 35
NewYork............... ....... ............. ........
Kentucky...............
5
42,0!l6
5.11
Pennsylv:mia . . . . . . . . . . .
2
176, 227
21.40
West Virginia . . . . . . . . . .
4
45, 507
5. 53
3
Maryland ...............
65, 743
7. 981

'"""~:;,;·

~~~~~~e
over 1889.

-

65.40

+ 47.28
- 79.13
- 64.59
- 81.27
-100.00

_ ... ,.
1

------~------~------1

As carbonates must be roasted before being charged into the blast furnace, and as their occurrence is generally in thin but continuous scams, or
in scattered pockets, the large territory which must be uncovered to secure a comparatively small tonnage makes the cost of ~he ore per unit
of iron excessive, and where richer ores are available they displace the
carbonates.
IillPORT.A.'l'IONS OF IRON ORES.

The table below gives the quantities of iron ore in long tons imported
into the United States, the value of such importations during the years
1889 and 1890, also the cquntries from which the ore was forwarded.
The point of shipment reported is not necessarily in the country where
the ore was mined, but an examination of the table gives no reason to
credit any of the ore elsewhere than to the countries named in the table.
The unusual values given to some of the smaller importations are owing
to the ore having some especially valuable constituent in addition to
the iron. The amount of iron ore imported in 1800 was considerably~
in excess of that of 1889, and the quantity brought into the country in
1800 was greater than in any previous year. Spain awl Cuba supplied
the bulk of the foreign ore in each year.
IntjJO?'ts of i1·on O?'e in 1889 and 1890 by countries.
1889.

1890.

Countries.
Quan tity.

Valtte.

Quantity.

Value.

----

Long tons.
Spain..................................
Cuba..................................
:French Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . .
Italy...................................
England...............................
Greece. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . •
NewfoumUand and Labrador..........
British Columuia . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .
Portugal. ......... ~ ................... .
France ................................ .
Queuec, Ontario, Manitoba, and Northwest Territory ...................... .

2ll 8, 568

Long tons.

24 3, 255
97, 583
87, 410
54, 496
23, D55
14, 450
13, 6T(J
6, 659
6, ~65

$621, 481
535, 524
180,697
228, Hi4
111. 638
il2: 880
43, 100
27, 8ti0
Hi, 151
17, 911

::::::::::: ~:::: :•: ::::

4, 091
2, 870
1

10,697
27, 265
24

Total • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

853, 573

1,852,392

~:!~;.n_ ~~~~ ~

Brazil. ...................................... . ........ . ...............
Mexico ..................................... . ......... . ...............

51<l, 9:33
351, 814
!ll', 428
134, :~99
51,857
48, 807
6, 320

$1,099,031
778, 895
188, :360
393,280
155,275
87, 397
18,960

16, 526
2, 404

36,941
5, 647

22,211
3, 078

57,667
32,345

52
1

300
20

1,246, 830

2,854,118

................... ...............

.................. ................

I
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The figures in the foregoing table indicate that none of the States
except J\Iiehigau, .AJaba.ma, Pennsylvania and New York contributed
as much iron ore in 1800 as was imported, and this amount was only
slightly less than the production of the latter St.ate; that Spain supplied more ore to this country than the State of New Jersey, and somewhat less than Virginia; that Cuba's contribution was in excess of that
of Georgia, occupying a middle position between the outputs of Georgia
and Tennessee; that from Italy more ore was brought to this country
than was furnished by Colorado; that Africa was credited with fourfifths of Colorado's output, an(l three times that of JYiaRsacJmsetts. The
exportations of iron ore from England to this country equaled the outputs of Connecticut and Vvest Virginia combined, while that of Greece
exceeded the total of North Carolina and 'fexas.
The following table is a companion to that above, the quantities and
values being divided in accordance with the ports of the United States
at which tlle foreign iron ores were received.
Impo1·ts of iron o1·e by ports of entry in 1889 and 1890.
80

889

I------------P_o_r_ts_.___________

1 _Q_u_a_n_ti_ty_~_ 1 __._v_M_u_e_._1
Long tons.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania............
Baltimore, Marylall(1 . ... .. ...... ......
New York, New York.................
Puget Sound, ·washington . . .. .. .. .. .. .
Perth Amboy, New ,Jersey (a)..........
Oswego, New York .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Cuyahoga, Ol1io.. .... ..... .. .. ...... ..
Vermoutdi>~trict... ....................
l'ensaeola, Florida . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . ..
Buffalo Creek. Kcw YorK:..............
San :Francisco, califomia .. .. .........
Boston, Massachusetts.................
Detroit, Miehigau....... .... . ..........
Chicago, Illinots . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ..
Pittsburg. PennsylYrmia...............
St. I-on is. 111.issmtri .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. • ..

; ~~~

Q_ua_u_t_it__

__

LonrJ tons.

525,124 $1,192,141
6S:l, 665 $1, G41,654
273,050
519,736
481,250
1, 015,093
25,824
72,297
::18,717
101,\JOS
13, 670
27, 860 ...................... ..
11 558
2G, 075
25, 52J
50, 984
2: 3091
6, 353
12, 617
23, 446
1, 224
3,4.03
4,675
15,400
462
707
239
258
1:J5
GUS ....................... .
78
198
82
185
G1
2,525
GO
5, 110
50
28:3 ....................... .
18
i.JG ...................... ..

5
4
1

58 ....................... .

88 .....................,.. .
2J ...................... ..
1
20
San Diego, California .................. · .......... · .... · ...... ·

I

Total. ............................

853, 573

I 1, 852, 392

I

1,246,830f2~:.l,]l8

1

a This port may also be classed under tl1e head of ports of New Yorh linrlJor.

The above table shows that one-half as much foreign iron ore was
received at Philadelphia in1890 as the State of Pennsylvania prod need,
and the imported ore received at Baltimore was nearly 80 vee ceut of
the combined outputs of the mines of lVIaryland, '\Vest Virgjuia, aud
Virginia in the same year.
A.s a further illustration, a table is given showing a sununary of the
ports of entry by groups.
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Receipts of foreign it·on ore, by fJ1'onps of ports.
1889,

- 1

1890.

Ports.
Value.
Quantity.
Value.
---------------I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1Quantity.
Atlantic _... .................... .......
1

TJa ke . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. •

Pacilic_................................
J\1 iscellaneous .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . ..

Long tons.
835, 741
3, 634
13,731
467

Lon,q tons.
$1, 811, 140
10, 048
30,385
819

1, 241, 773
4, 757
61
239

$2, 833, 085
15, 645
5,130
258

I

Total .......................... --l-sG3, 5731 1, 852, 39~ ~-1-,24--6-,-83_0_ _2-.-85-4-,1-181

I

-----------~-----

The above table emphasizes the fact that the amount of foreign iron
ore received at Atlantjc ports was very close to the output of domestic
iron ores in New York State, and nearly 90 per cent of the quantity
produced in all of the Atlantic States, excepting New York and Pennsylvania.
In "Mineral Resources of the United States, 1886," pp. 99 and 100,
there appears a statement showing the quantities of pig iron produced in various prominent countries, in connection with the amounts
of foreign iron ores consumed in these countries, to illustrate the apparent average consumption of foreign iron ores used per ton of pig
iron made. This statement, as far as it relates to the United States,
is here repeated and brought down to date.
Relation between the foreign iron ore imported into, and the pig iron made in, the United
States.

Pig iron
made.

Years.

Long tons.

Average
amount of
Iron ore im- ore importported.
ed per ton
of iron produced.

Long tons.

187!J - -- .. - .. ---- .. -- -- . - -- - - - .. - - .. - - .. -- - .... -1880 ........ - ... - ...... -- .. - ·-·-- ........ -- .. - ..
1881--- .. - .... --- ·------- .. -----. ---.-.---.-.--.
1882 -- .. -- - - .. -- -- - - -- -- - - -- -- -- - - .... -- -- -- -- -1883 ---- .... -- .. ----- - - -- .. -- .. --- - . ---- -- ......
1884 -----.-- .... ---.------------.-----------.--.
1885---------------------.------ .. -.----- .. ----1886 ...... ---------- .. ------ ............ --- .... .
1887 ...•..... ---- ... -- .. -.--. ·-- ... -----.- .... -.
1888 --- --· ---·-. ------ .... --.--- ............. : ..
1889 ..•. -- ...•.. -----·- .... -- .... ..... - ...... --.
1890 -- .... -- .... -- -- -- -- -- .. -- -- -- - - - .. -- .. -- - ..

2, 74J' 853
3, 835, 191
4 144 ~54
4: 62:-J: fl23
4, 595,510
4, 097, 868
4, 004,526
5, 683, 329
6, 417,418
6, 489, 738
7, 603, 6±2
9, 202,703

284, 141
493,408
782,887
589,055
490,875
487,820
390, 786
1, 0:19,433
1, 194, 301
587,470
853,573
1, 246, 830

.104
.129
.189
.128
.107
.109
• 086
.183
.183
.091
.112
.135

Total .................................... .
Average for twelve years ................ .

63,439, 355
5, 286, 613

8, 441,179
703,432

.133

CO.NCENTIU.'fiO~

OF IRON OIU.:S.

Since the contribution upon the subject of iron ores was prepared
for the 1887 volume of Mineral Resources, a lively interest has been
exhibited in the concentration of magnetic iron ores by means of magnetic separators. That the process is not novel is evident from the
numerous patents (some of them half a century old) which have been
issued for magnetic sepa.r~tors ~:ud fvom t4e n~corQ. of open\ltiou.~ wit4
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these appliances. The revival of interest in tbe concentration of le::m
magnetic iron ores is fortunately at a time when improvements in
machinery for reducing in size and handling large quantities of material
are supplemented by advanced knowledge of electro-magnetic appliances. The extent to which the process can be applied commerciaJly
to many ores can be decided only after a thorough investigation embracing the chemical and physical characteristics of the ore, the quantity accessible, the facilities for obtaining it, and the available market
for the concentrated oPe.
This method of beneficiating iron ores is confined t o magnetite and
such ores as can be made sufficiently magnetic to permit of their concentration by the appliances mentioned. No effort on a commercial
scale bas been made to treat any but ores which are naturally strongly
magnetic, and most of the ·w ork done has been in enriclli11g lean magnetite, although some ores carrying high percentflges of iron have been
fed to magnetic separators for the purpose of reducing the amount of
phosphorus a.u d sulphur. ~]lC predominance of magnetic iron ore in
New York and New Jersey and the existence of large deposits of this
class of ore in Pennsylvania and North Carolina have naturally attracted to these States most of the development in concentrating plants.
There is no question that the amountR. of sulphur, phosphorus, silica,
and in some cases titanium existing in magnetites can be considerably reduced if the material is sized and passed through magnetic
separators, the degree of perfection reached being influenced by such
reduction in size as will actually permit the mechanical separation of
the pure magnetite from the other · ingredients. In some of the titaniferous iron ores this element is so combined as to be magnetic also,
and similarly the sulphur in other ores is in such combination as to
make it partially magnetic. It may be possible, with improved machinery and greater knowledge, to separate various materials from each
other, which differ bnt slightly in magnetism, but present practice is
confined to separating magnetic from non-magnetic material, and the
results achieved depend largely upon the comminution of the material,
the rapidity with which it is fed on the separator, and the perfection. of
the machine.
COl'IIPOSITION 01•' IRON OUE FROM IRON l'IIOUNTAIN, lUISSOURI.

Prof. W. B. Potter, of the \Vashington University, St. Louis, has contributed a complete suite of analyHes of ore taken from the Iron lVIountain mine, Missouri, dtuing the year 1889. These determinations flggregate a total of 338, and from them the following statements of maxima,
minima, and averages of the phosphorus, iron, and silica in the ore have
been prepared for each class of ore described in the list by Prof. Potter
as having been mined from the Iron Mountain deposit. The statements
are offered as of special interest in showing the variations of composition of ores in one deposit.
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Composition of iron o1·ejrom b-on Mountain, Missouri.

Kind of ore.

Surface:
Lump .•••.•••..•..•..
.Jigged ...............
Number 1 bluii':
From Southern mine ..
From Shaft No.ll (taken from dump) ....
Sout.heast mine .......
From dump .....•....
Select ore .......•..••.••..
Special ore (a) ............
:Furnace jigged ore .......
Special from Little Mountain:
Taken from mine(b) .
Taken f1·om dump ....
Soft lump ore:
From incline No.1Ta_ken. fromTd1~np
From mclme N0. ~ ...
Taken from dump
From shaft No.1 (c) ..
Soft jigged ore:
From incline No.1Taken from t1nmp
From incline No.2 ...
Taken fromt1mnp
From separator No.
5 (d) ................

No.of
samples.

3
13

Iron.

Phosphorus.

Range.

.A.verage.

Per cent.

Per ct.

67. 31 to 67.76
63.16 65.30

6?. 51
64.. 21

Range.

Aver.
age.

Silica.
Range.

lAverago.

Pe1·ct.

Per cent.

Per ct.

a. 031

Per cent.

0. 026 t.o 0. 040
0.013 0. 044

0. 033

2. 34. to 2. 94
4.21
5. 79

2. G!l
5.16

37

62.78

67.15

65.59

0.034

0. 209

0.113

2.82

7.91

4.41

14
8
3
2
20
48

58.98
64.26
65.14
67.16
62.76
59.17

63.40
65.72
65.55
67.47
64.82
64. so

61.46
64.99
65.31
67.31
63.74
61.91

0.006
0. 020
0. 033
0. 015
0. 010
0. 025

0. 064
0. 083
0. 068
0. 020
0. 055
o. 208

0. 023
0. 042
0. 048
0. 017
0. 018
0.105

5. 72

4.14
4. 98
2. 58
4.80
c~:z

9. 50
5. 57
5. 26
2. 95
7.12
10. 5!

7.47
5. 09
5.13
2. 76
5. 96
6. 90

4
3

63.39
63.63

64.63
64.25

63.81
64.02

0. 013
0. 002

0. 018
0. 009

0.016
0.004

4. R3
5. 96

6. 69
6. 48

5.45
G. 26

'I"

7
10
54

G5.17
64. w
06
64.31

62.71
65.91
66. G4
G6. 57

61.87
65.52
64.98
65.46

0. 072
0. 052
0. 044
o. 011

0.191
0.114
0.125
0.047

0.124
0. OR5
0. 075
0.025

5. !)0
1. 98
2. 32
2. 66

!J. 45
3. 64
3. 78
5. 02

7. 60
2. 61
2. 90
3. 69

12
22
17

60.88
62.23
GO. 87

63.47
64.70
64.23

61.92
63.31
62.71

0. 054
0. 044
0. 023

0. 093
0.148
0.104

0. 077
0. 065
0. 057

4. 08
3. 76
4. 06

7. 68
5. 63
6. 23

5. 86

52

55.32

63.99

61.37

0. 019

0. 065

0. 040

4. 27

13.59

08
•5. 781
6. 62

a One analysis of tllis oro showed 0.117 per cent. of manganese and another 1.02 per cent. of limo.
b This ore showed from 0.261 per cent. to 0.320 per cent. of manganese, with an average of 0.282 per
cent.
c Two analyses of'i,his oro show lime from 0.571 per cent. to 0.628 per cent., with an average of 0.599
per cent.; one shows sulphur 0.012 per cent.; one manganese 0.206 per cent.; ancl one 3.0! per cent.
alumina.
d Three samples of this ore show lime ranging from 0.685 per cent. to 0.838 per cent., with an a\erage of 0.743 per cent.; two samples of this ore show alumina ranging from 3.0:J per eent. to 3.11 110r
cent., with iln average of 3.07 per cent.; one sample showed 0.023 per cent. of sulplnu·.
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GOLD

AND

SILVER.

BY WILLIAM KENT.

Ear1y in the year 1890 the annual report of the Director of the Mint
was published on the production of the precious metals in the United
States during the calendar year 188!), in which he gave, according to
the usual custom in these annual reports, his estimates of the production of gold and silYer in the several States and Territories. These
estimates are based upon the figures reported to the Director by private refi11eries, upon deposits of refined and lll~refined metal at the several mints and assay offices, upon returns from the custom-houses of
the precious metals exported and imported, and to some extent upon
the estimates made by mint officers and agents in the several producing
States and Territories.
A direct investigation of the product of the gold and silver mines in
1889 was made in 1890 for the Eleventh Census of the United States
by Mr. R. P. Rothwell, special agent of the Census Office, in charge of
the statistics of gold and silver mines, with whom the writer was associated as principal assistant. The work was begun in the latter part
of 1889 by obtaining from all available sources a directory of producing
mines, ana early in 1890 the collection of schedule statistics was undertaken, both by the use of the mails and by the efforts of numerous special agents in the field, several of whom were also agents of the mint.
Tlie methods of collection and of compilation adopted by the Census
Office are given in detail in the report of the special agent and need
not be .described here, but it is sufficient to say that the results reached
are unquestionably more accurate, as might have been expected from the
facilities availed of, than the figures of any previous census or mint report.
The difference between the mint and census figures is but trifling in the
case of gold, but it is considerable in the case of silver, both as regards
the total product and as regards the distribution among the States and
Territories. Thus the total product of silver according to the mint
(United States coining value) was $64,646,000 and according to the census $66,396,988. The product. of Colorado according to the mint was
$20,686,868 and according to the census $23,737,751, a difference of
over $3,000,000. For the reasons above given the figures of the census
ftre adopted bere for the :proLluction of gold and sil vel' in 1889, l!'o+

4S
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the year 1890 the Annual Report of the Director of the Mint on the Pro.
duction of the Precious lVIetals in the United States, published early in
1891, is taken as authoritative.
The following table shows the production of gold and silver in the
years 1889 and 1890 by States. The production of silver is given both
in ounces and in dollars, United States coining value $1.2929 per ounce.
Prodtwtion of gold and silver in the United States in 1889 and 1890.
Silver.

Gold.
States.

Elevmrlh
Census.
1889.

I

United States coining
U.S.
Fine ounces.
Mint.
value.
t--------1---------------·1-------.-------1
1890.

1889.

1890.

1889.

1890.

77
1 .AJabama..........
$2, 5il9
$100
9,219
7,500
I .Alaska . . . . . . . . . .
904, 650 ···$762,'5ao·
Jl, 918 ---- "$9,'697"
1. 000,000
1, 812,961
2, 343,977
1, 000,000
Arizona .. . .......
910,174
1, 292,929
1, 062, 578
900,000
California......... 12, 5116, 722 12,500,000
1, 373,807
1,103, 636
4, 150, 000 18,375,551 18,800, 000 23,757, 751 24,307,070
Colorado....... . . . 3, 883, 859
359
100, 000
400
464
Georgia. . . . . . . . . . .
107, 605
517
1, 850, 000
3, 137, 508
Idaho . ............ 1, 984, 159
3, 700,000
4, 056,482
4, 783,838
Maryland.........
10, 369
Michigan .. . .. .. ..
87, o4o -- · .. 9o,' ooo · · · · .. i4,' 6o7 · ·-- .. 55,' ooo · --· .. is,' 885 · · .... 7ijii ·
Montana.......... 3, 139, 327
3, 300,000 13, 511, 455 15,750,000 17, 468,960 20,363,636
Nevada........... 3, 506, 295
2, 800, OOf
4, 696, 605
4, 450, 000
6, 072, 241
5, 753, 535
New Mexico......
815,655
850, 000
1, 251, 124
1, 300,000
1, 617,578
1, 680, 808
North Carolina...
146.795
118,500
3, 000
6, 000
3, 879
7, 757
Oregon .. .. .. . .. ..
964,309
1, 100, 000
17, 851
75,000
23,382
96,969
So nth Carolina . . .
46,853
100,000
179
400
232
517
South Dakota..... 3, 091, 137 3, 200, 000
104, 672
100, 000
135, 331
129, 292
Texas............
6,828 ............
323,438
300,000
418,173
387,878
Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.87, 666
680, 000
7, 005, 193
8, 000, 000
9, 057,014. 10, 34.3, 434
Virginia . . . . . . . . . .
· 4., 100 . . • . . . . . . . . .
10 . . . . . . . . . . • .
13 .••.••......
Washington .. .. ..
186, 150
204., 000
28, 464
70, 000
36, 801
90, 505
vVyoming.........
14,512 ........................................................... .
Other States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40, 000 . . • . . • • . . • . .
2, 000 • • . . • . . . . • • .
2, 585

Total . . . • • . . . 32, 886, 74.4

32, 84.5, 000

51, 354, 851

54, 516, 300

66, 396, 988

70, 4.85, 7141

The number of mines from which statistics were obtained by the cent:us and reported either as producing in 1889 or as doing development
work, but not producing, or as temporarily stopped, but likely to produce in the near future, was 6,004. Besides this there were some thousands of small diggings, placers, washings, gulches, claims, locations,
etc., which could not be classed as mines. The relative importance of
the 6,004 mines is shown in the following table:
Relative impo1'tance of p1·oducing mines.
Number.
Mines reported producing less than $1,000 bullion. . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . .
From $1,000 to $10,000 ...... .•.... ......••.•.•.. .............. .....................
From $10,000 to $50,000 ........................ ....................................
From $50,000 to $100,000 . . .. . • • . . • • • .. • • • •• . • .. • .. . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • .. • .. • .. • .. .. • • • • .
From $100,000 to $250,000 .... • . . • • .. • • .. .. • • . . •• • • . . • .. . • •• .... • • .... .. .... .. .... ..
]'rom $250,000 to $500,000 ...... .............. ....................... ...............
Over $500,000 ............................................................ :.... •• • • •

1, 610
1,408
437
95
107
44
28

Total....................... . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . • . . . • • • . • • • . . . . . . .. .. . • • • • .. . ..
Mines reported working, but not produding bullion...............................
Mi.nes reported idle . . • . . • . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . ••• • • • • . .. • • . . •• .. .. • • • ... • ..

1, 266

Total number of mines reported..............................................

6, 004

778MIN-4

3, 729
1, 009
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The average earnings of all persons employed at the gold and silver
mines from which returns were received or estimates made (57,635) was
$725 a year, while the average output per man amounted to $1,723 a
year.
The average daily rate of wages paid was as follows:
Rates of wages paid employes per day in gold and silver mines in 1889.
Above

I

Below

l------------------------------------------l-g-ro_tm,
__
d. grotmd.
Foremen._ ..••.. _..• ---..................................................

$4.21

$4.21

i~t~~-:~-~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -----2:65-

~: !~

J'l.1f'chanics _. _.•• _.• - __ .• _••••••••••• _........... _.... _... _..............
1

3. 57 _.. __ .... _

The production of gold in California continues to show a decrease.
The production in 1870, according to the estimates of the Director of
the Mint, was $25,000,000 and in 1877 only $15,000,000. It increased
in the next four years to $18,200,000 in 1881, and then decreased somewhat irregularly to $12,586,722 in 1889, according to the census returns,
and to $12,500,000 in 1890, as estimated by the Director of the Mint.
The prohibition of hydraulic mining in California is the chief cause of
the decrease in recent years. California still, however, produces more
than three times as much gold as any other State and about two-fifths
of the total production of the country. The four other leading goldproducing States, Colorado, Nevada, South Dakota, and Montana, have ·
remained in approximately the same relative positions during the past
ten years, each producing between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000 in the
census year. Idaho comes next in the order of producilJg States, with
nearly $2,000,000 in the census year. No other State produced in that
year as much as $1,000,000.
As to silver, remarkable variations in the production of the several
States have taken place in the past ten years. Nevada, which in 1878,
according to the Director of the Mint, produced over $28,000,000 worth
of silver, p.ow produces less than $6,000,000 (United States coining
value), while Montana, whicl;t produced $2,500,000 in 1880, produced
over $17,000,000 in 1889, according to the census, an.d over $20,000,000
in 1890, according to the mint report. Colorado, whose production in.
creased from $4,500,000 in 1877 to $17,000,000 in 1880, has still further
increased its production to $23,757,751 in the census year, and over
$24,000,000 in 1890, thus retaining the first place in silver production,
which it has held since 1880. Utah has about doubled its production
since 1880 reaching $9,000,000 in 1889, according to the census, and
over $10,000,000 in 1890, according to the mint report. Idaho is fifth
in the list of silver States, having increased in production from $450,000
in 1880 to $4,783,000 in 1890. Arizona appears to be rapidly decreasing in importance as a silver-producing State, its product being reported
in 1882 as $7,500,000 (which, however, is probably a gross exaggeration),
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and only $2,343,077 in 1889 by the census, and $1,292,929 in 1890 by
the Director of the J\Iint. New J\Iexico also is declining in importance,
the product decreasing from $3,000,000 in 1885 to $1 7680 7000 in 1890.
California also has decreased from $3,000,000 in 1884 to $1,373,807 in
18RD, and to $1,163,G3G in1890. The silver product of other States than
tlwse mcntioued is comparatively insignificant.
The following table shows the latest estimates of the product of gold
and silver in the United States since 1792:
P1·oduct of gold and silver in the United States front 1792.
[Tbe estimate for 17~2--1873 is by Dr. R. W. Raymond, United States Mining Commissioner, and since
by the Director of the Mint.]

Years.

April2, 1792--July 31,1834 ......•...•...
.Tuly 31, 1834--Dec. 31, 18±4 ............•..
] 8±5- -- ---·- --· ····-· ----------- .•... --.
1846--- ---·- ----------------- .. --------18±7 - - ---------------------------------18-18 ----------------------------------- 18±!)- -------------- ··-··- --------------1850-------------------------- --·------.
] 851.-- ------- ···- -- -----· ----- ----·---1852 ------------------ ··-··-.-- .. ---.--.

IH~i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1856 --------------------------- .. -- ·---.
1857 . - - - - • - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - . - - - 1858------ -·-- --------- .. ··•···•· ...•...
1859------- .... ------ ·--- ---------- ..•..
1860 ----------.------------------- ...• -.
1861 -- .... - ..... ------ .. --.- - ... ---.---.
186:.! - - .. - ..... ---.-- - -- . --- ........ - - .•.
1863- .................... --- ··-··· .. -.-.
J R64 ................................... .
1865. -· .. --.-.- ......... ------.--- ...•• 1866-- ........ --- ..... - ....... - ••..•....
1867 ................................... .
1868 ................................... .
1869 ................................... .
1870 ................................... .
1871 ------- ..... - ........ -······· .•...•.
1872 .. - ... --- .. --- .. -. - . - . - ..... -.- ... -.
1873- .................................. .
1874 ............................ - ...... .
1875 .................................. ..
1876 . - .. - .... - ... - ..... -.- - ...... - ..... .
1877 - -- .. -.. - ... --- ... - .. - .. -.-- . -.-- - - 1878 .................................. .
1879 ................................... .
1880 - ................... - •. - .. - .. - - ...•.
1881 ................................... .
1882 ................................... .
1883 .................................. ..

lli:~~~~~~~HH~~~~HHD~J
f:~s~~~

1889
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1890 - .. -- ..................... - •• -- ••• - Total (b) ......................... .

Total.
$14, 000, 000
7, 750, 000
1, 058. 327
1, 18!). 357
939,085
10,050. 000
40.050, 000
50, 050. 000
55, 050, 000
60. 050 000
65. 050 . ooo I
60 050, O:JO
55. 050, 000
55, 050, 000
55. 050, 000
50, 500, 000
50, 100, 000
46. 150. 000
45, 000. 000
43 , 700, 000
48 . 500, 000
57, 100, 000
64, 475, 000
63 , 500 , 000
65, 225,000
60, 000, 000
61, 500, 000
66, 000, 000
66. 500. 000
64, 750. 000
71, 750.000
70, 800. 000
65, 100, 000
78,700, 000
86, 700, 000
96, 400, 000
79, 700,000
75,200, 000
77, 700, 000
79, 300, 000
76, 200, 000
79. 600, 000
83, 400, 000
86. 000, 000
86, 350, 000
92. 370, 000
97. 446, 000
99, 282. 866
103, 330, 714
2, 869, 483, 483

Gold.
$14,000, 000
7. 500, 000
1, 008, 327
1, 139, 357
889, 085
10, 000, 000
40, 000, 000
50. 000 , 000
55, 000, 000
60, 000, 000
65, ooo. ooo
60. 000, 000
55, 000, 000
55, 000, 000
55, 000, 000
50, 000, 000
50, 000, 000
46, 000, 000
43, 000, 000
3!), 200, 000
40, 000, 000
46, 100, 000
53, 225, 000
53, 500, 000
51, 725, 000
48, 000, 000
49, 500, 000
50, 000. 000
43, 500, 000
36, 000, 000
36, 000, 000
33, 500, 000
33, 400, 000
39, 900, 000
46, 900, 000
51, 200, 000
38, 900, 000
36, 000, 000
34, 700, 000
32, 500, 000
30, 000, 000
30, 800. ooo
31, 800, 000
35, 000, 000
33, 000, 000
35,175, 000
32. 800, 000
32. 886, 180
32, 845, 000
1, 871,706, 769

Silver.
(a.)
$25~ .

I

I

000
50. 000
50, 000
50, 000
50, 000
50, 000
50, 000
50, 000
50, 000
50, ooo
50, 000
50, 000
50, 000
50, 000
500, 000
100, 000
150, 000
2, 000, 000
4, 500, 000
8, 500, 000
11, 000, 000
11, 250, 000
10, 000, 000
13, 500, 000
12, 000, 000
12, 000, 000
16, 000, 000
23, 000, 000
28, 750, 000
35, 750, 000
37, 300, 000
31, 700, 000
38, 800, 000
39, 800, 000
45, 200, 000
40, 800, 000
39, 200, 000
43, 000, 000
46, 800, 000
46, 200, 000
48, 800, ooo
51 , 600, 000
51, 000, 000
53, 350, 000
59, 195,000
64, 64G, 000
66, 396, 686
70, 485, 714

-------1

a Insignificant.
b In the total the mint figures, and not the census, are included.

997,776,714
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WORJ1D'S PRODUCTION OF GOLD AND SILVER.

The writer, in the course of his work on the Eleventh Census of gold
aud silver for the calendar year 1889, made a study of the various published statistics of the gold and silver production of the world from 1850
to 1889. The results of this study are published at length in the census
report. A comparison of the various published figtues showed that
there is a probability that the best tables hitherto published are far
from being accurate, and it is a matter of considerable difficulty to decide which of two conflicting sets of figures for any one year have the
greater probability of an approach to accuracy. Dr. Soetbeer, the
emillent German authority on statistics of the precious metals, writes
as follows on this question:
"The longer and more zealously a conscientious investjgator busies
himself with the statjstics of the production and employment of the
precious metals, the more will he be convinced that, with some exceptions, the numerical results obtainable relating to such production and
employment are of a very uncertain nature; that they possess only the
character of a greater or less approach to the reality, and of greater or
less probability that the round numbers laid before the student deserve
confidence, because apparently most carefully calculated on positive
data, and that a continual revision of the estimates seems desirable."
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By takjng the figures of the several authorities and plotting them in
the form of a diagram, and studying with particular care those portions
where the authorities showed a wide divergence in their :figures, a curve
of" most probable values" of production of gold and silver was obtained,
from which the figures given in the following table were taken.
The bottom line in the table below is not in the census report, but is
added from the :figures given in the report of the Director of the Mint.
Most probable values of the w01·ld's p1·oduction of gold and silver-price of silve1·, and
ratio of gold to silver.
Production. (a)
(Value in millions of dollars.)
Years.
Total
gold ancl
silver.

Percentage of
total.

United States
coining value.
Gold.
Gold.

Silver.

Price of
Pri ce
silver in Value of rati
Lonllon. silver p~ ouno1
ce
(Pence
fine
gold.
per ounce ounce.
(Oun
ces
Silver. standsilver.)
anl.)

- - - - - - - - - - - ---- 1850 to 1855 ..•.••..•
J)l56.- .... - ---------.
1857. ··- -- -----·. ---1858 .... - - - - - - - - - • -- 1850 .. - . - . - - - - -- • - - . 1860 ... -------------1861.--.---------- •..
18G2 .................
1863. - - - - - - - - .. - - - .. 1864 ............ - --·18G5 .................
1866.- ····--·-······.
1867.--------- ·---·-.
1868 ...•.......•. ·--18G9 .........•...•...
1870 ........•... ····1871. .....••......•.•
1872- .• --. ----.- .••.•
1873 .. ···- ---·.- .....
1874 .................
1875.-- ------·--- ···1S7G .................
1877--- .. -- .••• ---.-1878 .................

I:~:::::::::::::::::

1881. ................
1882 .................
1883 .................
1884 .......... ------.
11885 .................
1886.- ......... --· .. 1887 ••••.••....•.....
11888 .................
1880 .............. ·-11890 .................

172
174
174
173
170
167
167
165
168
17-!
178
179
181
183
186
187
187
184
187
190
193
199
209
217
213
209
210
211
212
220
231
236
242
256
279
289

132
134
134
133
130
127
122
119
119
122
126
127
127
126
125
123
119
113
112
111
111
111
116
120
114
108
104
100
97
100
106
106
106
110
120
118

40
40
40
40
40
40
45
46
49
52
52
52
54
57
61
64
68
71
75
79
82
88
93
97
90
101
106
111
115
120
125
130
136
146
159
171

76.7
77.0
77.0
76.0
76.5
76.0
73.1
72.1
70.8
70.1
70.8
70.9
70.2
68.9
67.2
65.8
63.6
61.4
59.9
58.4
57.5
55.8
55.5
55.3
53.5
51.7
49.5
47.4
45.8
45.51
45.9
44.9

., 'I
43.0
43.0
40.8

23.3
23.0
23.0
23.1
23.5
24.0
26.9
27.9
29.2
29.9
29.2
20.1
29.8
31.1
32.8
34.2
36.4
38. (j
40.1
41.6
42.5
44.2
44.5
44.7
46.5
48.3
50.5
52.6
54.2
54.5
54.1
5f>.l
56.2
57.0
57.0
59.2

611
61r\
61!
G1 -f'la
62{n
61+!•
60}~

61{n
61&
61~

61h
61k
60r9n
60~

60rn
GOt~

60!
60r"s
591
58r"rr
56*
52!
54U
52(g
511
521
51}li
51H
50~

50J
48{'lJ
45~

44*
42~

42}!
4n

$1.337
1. 344
1. 353
1. 344
1. 360
1. 352
1. 333
1. 346
1. 345
1.345
1.338
1. 3il9
1. 328
1. 326
1. 325
1. 328
1. 326
1. 322
1. 298
1. 278
1. 246
1.15G
1. 201
1.152
1.123
1.145
1.138
1.136
1.110
1.113
1. 065
0. 995
o. 978
0. 930
0. 935
1. 053

I

15.42
15 . 34
15. 27
15. 36
15. 21
15.30
15.48
15. 36
15. 38
15. 39
15.43
15.44
15 . 57
15. 61
15. 60
15. GO
15. 58
15.64
15. 93
16.16
16. 63
17 .80
17.19
17. 96
18.39
18.06
18.24
18. 27
18. 65
18 . 63
19. 39
20 . 78
21 .13
21 . 99
22.09

1- _____

a The fio-ures of production are the "most probable values" arrived at from a comparison of the
tables of Soetbeer, the Director of the Mint, and Sir Hector Hay. The price of silver is taken from
the report. of the Director of the Mint for 1889. The price ratio is from Soetbeer's tables uown to 1885,
and from 1886 to 1880 is calculated from the London price.

A study of the preceding table of the world's annual production of
gold and silver, and the price of silver from 1850 to 1889, shows that
the world's gold production from 1850 to 1857 remained nearly constant
at about $134,000,000; then decreased irregularly till 1883, reaclting a
minimum of $97,000,000; then increased irregularly to 1889, when tlte
product was $120,000,000. The silver production remained nearly constant from 1850 to 1860 at above $40,000,000, increasing slowly to 1866
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to $52,000,000; then increased steadily and rapidly to 1887, and still
more rapidly in 1888 and 1889 to $159,000,000.
The ratio of total value of silver product (at United States coining
value) to that of the total of both gold and silver remained nearly constant, about 24 per cent, until 1860, increasing irregularly to 30 per
cent in 1867, then steadily to 57 per cent in 1889, becoming equal to
gold, or 50 per cent, in 1881. Thus both the production of silver and the
ratio of silver production to total of silver and gold had a period of
slow increase from 1860 to 1867, and then a rapid increase, beginning
in 18G7 and lasting to the present time. The price of silver remained
nearly constant (at over 60 pence per ounce standard in London, equal
to over $1.32 per ounce fine) until1872, being unaffected either by the
decrease in the gold production or bythe increase in silver production.
In 1872 the rapid decrease in gold production, which had taken place
for four years previously was arrested, and for the next four years the
decrease was very slight, and in the ten years following a considerable
increase took place. At this time (1872) no change took place in the
rate of increase of silver production, this rate being nearly the same
from 1867 to 1877; yet in 1873 began the decrease in price of silver,
which has continued with but slight fluctuations to the present time.
During the twenty-three years (1850 to 1872) the whole extent of the
variation in price was only between $1.36 and $1.32 per ounce, or 3.8
cents, while in the seventeen years, 1872 to 1889, inclusive, it declined
from $1.322 to $0.935, or 38.7 cents, or over 26 per cent.
The table does not reveal the cause of the decline in the price of silver, for if it be assumed that the ratio of the production of silver to
that of gold controls the price of the former, then the decrease in the
price should have begun in 1860, when the ratio of silver product began to increase, and the decrease would have been more pronounced in
1867, when the silver product increased more rapidly and the gold production decreased. There is nothing in the figures or in the diagram
to explain why the decline began in 1873 instead of in 1860 or 1867.
A study of Soetbeer's figures for 380 years, from 1493 to 1873, will also
show no relation between the relative production of gold and silver,
and from 1800 to 1870, although the value of the product of the two
metals varied from 3.227 silver to 1of gold down to 0.44 silver to1of gold,
the relative price varied only between 15.41 and 15.83 to 1. From the
year 1873 to the present time, however, there appears to be a very close
agreement between the product ratio and the price ratio, as shown by
the coincidence between the columns in the table representing " gold
production, per cent of total gold and silver," and price of silver in pence in
London. Thus, in 1873 the total value of the goltl product, expressed
as a percentage of the total of the gold and silver, was 59.9 per cent,
and in 1889 it was 43 per cent; the price of silver in London in 1873
was 59! pence, and in 1889, 42t-fr pence.

COPPER.
BY

C.

KIRCHHOFF.

The distrust and doubt following the collapse of the French syndicate
in 1889 brought about a rapid and continuous decline until 10~ cents a
pound was touched for lake copper. It became evident, however, that
consumers who had been starving•themselves during the period of artificially high prices were liberal purchasers, and that the stock in the
bankers' control was being handled cautiously and judiciously. Probably the most striking source of purchases of copper was that for electrical
purposes, the development of electric lighting and traction having been
phenomenal on both sides of the Atlantic. ~he metal began to recover
in the fall of 1889, and maintained a level which made the year 1890 a
profitable one. Considering the severe -strain upon it during the progress and the collapse of the French syndicate, the American copper
industry has developed well. During the two years under review no
discoveries have been made of such magnitude as to influence the
supply materially, nor has there been any permanent curtailment of
product through the exhaustion of deposits which have been actively
worked for some time past.
The publication of the report of the census, which covers the calendar
year 1889, furnishes some interesting data, which may be referred to,
since efforts have been made to deliberately misrepresent the figures
and their teachings. The returns show that the cost of mining ore,
which finally yielded 220,569,438 pounds fine, was $12,062,180, or 5.47
cents per pound, the cost being $3.63 per ton of copper ore. The following table deals with the mining cost in the three principal districts:
Mining cost of copper.

States.

Yield fine
copper.

Cost IJer
Cost per Labor cost
pound copf
per pounu
per.
ton o ore. copper.(a)

1------------1-----------------

~~;~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·::::
J

Arizona ............... ~ ............. ..

Per cent.
1. 797
7. 002
10.079

Cents.

Cents.
8.55
3.27
3.66

$3.07
4. 59
7.37

3. 63
2. 05
2.32

a Exclusive of amounts paid office force and contractors.

This table seems to indicate a .high cost of production on the part of
the Lake Superior mines, but it must not be forgotten that the outlays
for the separation of the copper vary very widely in the different regions.
In Michigan cheap crushing and washing leads at once to a high-grade
66
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product, yielding on the average 74.24 per cent. of ingot. The cost of
crushing and washing during the census year averttged only 0.59 cent
per pouud. The cost of refining, of shipment to market, and of marketing is low. A gill de to the magnitude of these expenditures is furnished
by the annual report of a number of the companies. Mines whose total
product was 42,977,065 pounds in the year 1889 gave expenditures aggregating $680,663.48 for smelting, fr·eight, brokerage, insurance, and
taxes, the rate being 1.60 cents per pound. These data indicate that
the eost of copper, delivered and sold, including outlays for betterments
in tl1e majority of cases, was 10.74 cents per pound.
:For the l\Iontana mines the cost of mining the copper rock is only a
small part of the cost of produetion. The census report shows that the
cost of coneentrating and smelting was 6.16 cents per pound~ nearly 90
per cent. of the product being in the form of matte, while the balance is
blister copper. This must be shipped either to American or to foreign
refiners, the cost of treatmen_t being very considerably higher. The
census investigation did not deal with the question of the cost of shipment of matte, nor could the cost of refining it be arrived at, since the
reports of the refiners embrace the cost of treating other material.
There must therefore be added to the cost of the fine copper in ~he matte
or blister, on cars at the Montana smelting works, which averages 9.43
cents, the cost of shipment and of refining. It is probable that this
carried the total to at least 11 cents per pound, from which must be deducted the value of the silver in the case of those companies which
miue argentiferous ores, and the profit on the precious metal in the case
of those works which purchase silver ores in the open market. Considering the advantage which the lake mines have as sellers of a higher
grade of copper, even over the Montana producers who market their
metal as electrolytic, the balance still rests in favor of the Michigan
companies.
The Arizona mines produce at relatively low cost. According to the
census report, the cost of concentrating and smelting the ores was 4.01
cents, which would carry the cost of copper in the blister and matte, at
furnaoo in Arizona, to 7.67 cents. To this, too, the cost of transportation to the refinery, the cost of refining, and of marketing must be
added, and allowance be made for silver in the case of one company.
The quality of product is good, so that the Arizona mines possess the
ability to meet a 10-cent copper market without loss.
On the cost of refining, the census report covers establishments producing a total of 159,693,252 pounds of refined copper. The average
was 1.18 cents per pound. The report, however, segregates one group
of refiners which treat exclusively high grade material like lake mineral,
Arizona bars, and Montana blister copper. On a total product of
105,400,664 pounds, the average cost was 0.68 cent per pound. By deduction it appears that the 54,292,588 pounds produced from other
grades of raw material cost 2.15 cents per pound.
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The refining facilities arc being largely increased in this country.
The Baltimore works have nearly completed a new plant, the Calumet & Hecla Company is building works at Black Rock, New York,
the Kansas City Smelting and Refining Company has started a new
plant, and· the Omaha & Grant Smelting and Refining Company has
begun a copper refinery. In Colorado the Pueblo Smelting and Refining Company and the St. Helen's Smelting Company are handling
cupriferous material. It is probable, therefore, that soon the American
refiners will be in a position to handle all the copper produced in this
country, so that our exports will consist more and more of ingot and
less of matte.
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION.

The foUowing table, showing the growth in the production of copper
in the United States, is compiled, as far as the years previous to 1882
are concerned, from the best data available. Since that -year the statistics are those collected by this office, with the exception of the year
1889, when the figures were gathered by the Census Office. It should
be stated that the yield of copper from pyrites is not here included.
P1·oduct of copper in the United States j1·om 1845 to 1890, incZ.usive.
Percentage
Calumet
of Lake
Total • Lake
and
Superior of
Years. prodnc- Superior.
Hecla. total product.
_
_

I

l_:on~
Long
tons.

1845.-18!6 .. 18-t7. -1848 ...
1840 ...
1850.-1851. ..
1852 ...
1853 ...
1854 ...
1855 ...
1856. ·1857--1858.-1859. ·1860 ...
1861. ..
1862.-1863 ...
1864 ..•
1865 ...
1866.-1867 ...

]00
150
300
500
700
650
900
1,100
2, 000
2, 250
3, 000
4, 000
4, 800
5, 500
6, 300
7, 200
7, 500
9, 000
8, 500
8, 000
8, 500
8. 900
10,000

----

Long
tons.

Percentage
of Lake
Total
Calumet
Lake
Y ears. produc- Superior.
Superior of
and
tion.
Hecla. total ]Jroduct.

Long
tons.

12 .................
26 ...................
213 ................
461 ...................
672 ..................
572 ..................
779 ....................
792 ...................
1, 297 .....................
1, 819 .......................
2, 593 .....................
3, 666 .................
4, 255 ...................
4, 088 ................
3, 985 ...................
5, :!88 ..................
6, 713 ..................
6, 065 .....................
5, 797 ...................
5, 576 ..................
6, 410 ....................
6, 138 ..................
7, 824
603

12.0
17.3
71.0
02.2
96.0
88.0
86.6
72.0
64.9
80.8
86.4
91.7
88.6
74.3
63.3
74.8
89.5
67.4
68.2
69.7
75.4
69.0
78.2

1868.-.
1869.-1870 ...
1871. •.
1872 ...
1873.-1874.-1875. ·1876 ...
1877 ...
1878.-1879.-1880. ·1881. ..
1882 ...
1883.-1884 ...
1885.-1886 ...
1887. -·
1888.-1889 ...
1890 ...

Long
tons.
11, 600
12.500
12, 600
13, 000
12,500
15,500
17, 500
18,000
19,000
21,000
21, 500
23, 000
27, 000
32,000
40, 467
51,574
64,708
74,052
70,430
81,017
101, 054
100, 918
115,669

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

9, 346
11,886
10, 902
11,942
10,961
13,433
15, 327
16,089
17, 085
17, 422
17, 719
19.129
22, 204
24, 363
25, 439
26, 653
30, 961
32, 209
36, 124
33,941
38,604
39, 043
44,976

2, 276
5, 497
6, 277
7, 242
7, 215
8, 414
8, 984
9, 586
9, 683
10,075
11,272
11,728
14,140
14, 000
14, 309
14,788
18,069
21,093
22, 553
20,543
22,453
21, 727
26,727

80.6
95.1
87.2
91.9
87.7
86.7
87.6
89.4
89.9
83.0
82.4
83.2
82.2
76.1
62.9
51.6
47.8
43.5
51.3
41.9
38.2
38.7
38.9

It is a striking fact that the Lake Superior district in 1890 made more
copper than was produced in the whole country in 1882. The returns
for 1890 reflect the influence of good prices, but it may be stated in a
general way that the output has now reached figures which are not
likely to be much exceeded in the near future. While a number of the
large mines are making preparations for working on a larger scale,
others will find increasing difficulties in maintaining their best rate of
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o11tput. 'l'here ltave been no discoveries whiclt give promise of suddenly :flooding the markets, the only new distri ct of promise being the
"Seven Devils" district iu Idaho. A noteworthy feature is the opening
out of cuprjferous bodies in the lower levels of some of the Leadville
mines.
The following is, in detail, the output of the Lake Superior mines, as
reported by the companies:
Pt·od·uct of Lake Superior copper mines, 1884 to 1890.
MillCS.

1884.

1886.

1885.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

Pour~ds.
Pounds.
Pounds.
P ow!ds. Founds.
Pounds.
Pounds.
Calnmet and Hecla .. 40,473, 5~!) 47,247,990 50, 518,222 46, 016,123 50,295,720 48, 668,296 59,868,106
Quincy .............. 5, 650, 4:;6 5, 848,530 5, 888,517 5, 603, 691 6 667 809 6, 405,686 8, 064,253
Osceola.............. 4, 2-17, 6:~0 1, 045, 208 3, 560, 786 3, 574, 972 4:134:320 4, 534,127 5, 294,792
l<ranklin....... .. . . . 3, 748, 652 4, 007. 1\AJ 4, 26-l, 297 3, 915, 8:38 3, 655, 751 4, 346,062 5, 638, 112
Allou er. .......••.... 1,928, 174 2170 476 1. 725,463
885,010
314, 198 1, 762,816 1, 407,828
Atlantic . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 163, 585 3: 582: o33 3, 503, 670 3, 641, 865 3, 974,972 3, 698,837 3, 619,972

rewa.b ic .••••• -.----.

227, 834 . ---- .. ---. ---------- .. --------- .. ----.----- . --.-.----- . ---- .. ---.

Minnesota. . . . . . . . . . .

1, 144
130,851

CentraL............. 1, 440, 747 2, 157, 408 2, 512, 886 2, 199, 133 1, 817, 023 1, 270,592 1, 413, 391
Grand Portage......
255,860 ........•............................•......••...•................
Conglomcr,tte ....... 1,Hl8,G91 ................................................................. .
111 ass . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
481, 396
363, 500
247, 17!) -- - - - - - -- -- - ---.--. --58, 349
62, 187
720, 000
665, 000
719, 150 1, 199, 950
Copper Falls . . . . . . . .
8!ll, 168 1, 150, 538 1, 378, 679
Phu:nix ...... ..•....
631, 00±
344, 355 1, 101, 804
11. 000 - - - . - - - - . - . - . - .. - . - . - - - . - . - .... - •
150, 000
203, 037
Hancock . . . . . . . . . . . .
562, 636
Hnron .............. 1,927,660 2, 271, 163 1 902 6!)5 1, 881,760 2, 370,857 2, 210,473 1, 736,777
63, 390
I 158: 272
Ri(lgo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74, 030
84, 902
50, 924
28, 000
21, 569
Saint Clair..........
139,407 ........••.............••.........•••.....•..•••....••.........••.
Cli tf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28, 225 - . - -- . -- - -22, 342 - .• - •• - .. - - •••••• - - - - - - • - •.. -. . • . - ..••• -•.•.
Wolverine . . . . . . . . . .
751, 703
328, 610
3, 125
2, 30~ -- -- --.-. -- - .• -.. --.-- -- -- .•••. -Nont>sucb ........•..
2:3,867
28, 484 -- . - - - - - - - . . -. - - - -- - . - - ..... - - •. - - ..... - - .. - - ..• - • - •.• Isle Royale..........
16,074 ................ --·-------· ----------- .......................................... ----------National............
87,368
162,252
184,706
25,187 .......•••.
454,134
123,879

.

J~elt.................

12, 608 ..... _.... _ .............••••..••...•...................
27,433
7,300 ........................................... .

SlJeldon and Columbia _.. . . . . • . . . . . . . .

9, 828 ..••••......••..........•.....••...•••.••....•..•.•......•..•.....

Adveuture..........
4,333
4,000
1,000 .......••.. .•..•...•..
692
15,485
Peninsula ........... 1,225,!)81 ............................................
736,507 1,10R,660
Tamarack......................
181,669 3,646,517 7,396,529 11, 411,325 10, 605,451 10,106,7±1
Ogilna...............
1, 106
12, 000 .......... _ .......... _ .......... _ .................... ..
Kearsarge..... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
21, 237
829, 185 1, 918, 849 1, 598, 525
Evergreen Bluff.....
954
1,500
1,000 ........... ...........
21,580 .......... .
Ash Bed............

Snllllry companiestributers . . . .. . . . . .

1,517 ................................................................. .
21, 696

34, 000

50, 000

50, 000

50, 000

6, 224 .......••.•

Total .......... 69,353, 202 72, 147,889- 80, 918,460 176,028, 697 86,472, 034 187,455, 675 100,745,277
1

A somewhat different system has beeen adopted in the distribution
of the product of the Western States outside of Montana, Arizona, and
New Mexico, in which there is little copper mining proper, but in which
considerable metal is raised as anincidental constituent of gold, silve.r
and lead ores. This metal comes to lead and copper smelters often in
small parcels, the source of which is not readily traced. In the above
table the copper contents of matte produced by lead smelters has been
credited to the States and Territories in which the works are located.
The total quantity so distributed in 1890 was 1,906,913 pounds fine.
The lead-refiners smelt large quantities of lead and dry ores containing
copper and obtain some of the same metal from base bullion received.
The product of Colorado copper smelters has been separately stated,
deducting those quantities known to have come from other States and
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Territori::s. This is notn bly the case with the product of a Montana
works which goes to a Colorado establishment, which is often erroneously added to the product of that State, thus duplicating the amount.
The Colorado copper smelters also treat large quantities of the matte
made by Colorado lead works, thus again leading to duplication and
causing an undue swelling of alleged Colorado output. It is probable,
however, that by far the larger part of the quautity of copper enumerated under "copper-smelters" did originate in that State.
1'otal copper p1'odnction in the Unit eel Stcttes, 1883 to 1890, inclusive.

______
s_our_c_es_._ _ _ _ _ _ __1_8_83_.__ ___
18_8_4----l----1-88_5_.__
1

Lall:o Superior................ .........
Ari7.olla................................
1\fon tmHt .. .. • .. • • .. . • . .. .. . • .. • • • • • • ..
New 1\Jt'xico..... .... .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .
Cali fomia..............................
Utah...................................

Coloratlo.... . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .

::e~~H~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1

~~

Pounds.

Ponnds.

Pounds.

Pounds.

59, 702, 404
23, 874, 9G3
24, 664, 346
823, 511
1, GOO, 862
341, 885
1. 152, 652

69, 353, 202
26, 734, 345
43, 093, 054
59,450
876, 166
265, 526
2, 013, 125

72, ln, 889
2<l, 706, 366
67, 797, 864
79,889
469, 028
126, 199
1, 146, 460

80, 918, 460
15, GG7, 035
57, Gll, (>21
558, 385
430, 210
500, 000
409, 306

·~~~: t~~ ·····ioo: ooo · ······ ·s: 87i. ······5o: ooo ·

Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mbsouri . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .
260, 30G
Maine rtll(l N cw Ham pshirc............
212, 124
Vermont...............................
400,000
SonthcnJSt.atos........................
395,175
Mil1<1JoStntes..........................
64,400

46, 6G7
40, 381 ......•.••••.
230, 000 ......................... .
249, 018~
,
211 , 602
315 719
655, 4U5)
317,711
40,199
29,811
2,114
190.641 ........... ..

~~~~;~~~~~)~ll~~~;l(~tt.~::: ~: ::::::::::::I ..... :~~~-~~~. -.... ~~~·-~:~- ..... ~~~·- ~~~- ... ~·-~~~·-~~~.

Total <lmMHUc copper . . . • • . • • • • • • 115, 526, 053
From imported pyrites and orcs . . . . . . .
1, 625, 742

im-1

Total (incbuling copper from
ported pyrit.es).................. 117, 151, 795
Sources.

1887.

144, 94G, 653
2, 858, 754

165, 875,483
5, 086, 841

157, 763, 04:3
4, 500, 000

147, 805, 407

170, 962, 324

162, 203, 043

1888.

1889.

1890.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------ - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1
Lake Superior.........................
Arizona . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. ..
Montaua............... .... .... .. .... ..
New Mexico...........................
California..............................
Utah...................................
Colorallo .. • .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • . .. .. . . .. .. .

Po1mds.

76, 028, 697
17, 720. 4C.2
78, C.99, 677
28:l, 664
1, 600, 000
2. 500, 000
2, 012, 027
Wyoming...........................................

Nevada.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

Pouncls.

Poundii.

8G, 472. 034
31, 797, 300
97, 897, 968
1, 631,271
1, 570, 021
2, 131, 047
1, 621, 100
232,819
50, 000

87,455,675 100,745, 277
31, 586, 185
34, 796, 689
98. 222,444 112,980,896
3, U86, 137
850, 034
151, 505
23, 347
65, 467
1, 006, 630
1, 170, 053
883, 132
100,000 ............ .
26, 420 .•...........

Ponnds.

ili:~~;t~i ·_ ·_ ~ ~ ·_ ·_ ·_ ·. ·. ~ ·. ·_ ~::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: .... -. ~~·- ~~~ ...... ~~~·- ~~~ ....... ~: ~ ~~~.
11

1

1

~~~~:1 1~1[~~ _ :_~~-'~-~~~ ~:~~~!~'~::::::~::::: ~

200,000

271,631

72,0001

South om States........................ . .. .. .. .... ..
18,201
18,144
1\liddleStatcs ............................................................... .
l~ead-dosilvt'rizer~;. etc . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
2, 432, 8041
2, 618, 074
3, 345, 442

Copp~:::~::·:R:~~--~~1~~~-r-::
:::::::::: . ~~~.-~~;--~~~ .. ~~~.-~~~--~~~--~-~~~--~~~--~~~ported ],JjTtLes awl ores . . . . . . .
I
3, 7::~0, 000

4, 90!J, 156

Total (includi11g copper from imported pyrites).................. 185, 227,331

231, 270, 622

From

1m

I

378,840
4, 643,439

~~:: I

5, 190, 252

25::
:::
G, 017, 041

231, 246,214

265, 115, 133

a Copper smelters in ColoraLlo, purchasillg argentiferous copper ores and mattes in the open market,
sources not known. The quantity of Montana matte which goes to one of these works has been deducted.

Lalcc SupeT-inr.-The C:1lnmet and Hecla Company bas progressed in
the direction of a. larger output and is still adding to its enormous
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equipment. The report of Mr. Alexander Agassiz, the president, for
the fiscal year ending April30, 1891, records the fact that the openings
are again gaining on the stoping, and adds: "At our present rate of
production (30,000 tons of refined copper per annum) we must have from
sixteen to seventeen years of ground opened."
Tamarack.-During its fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, the product
of the Tamarack had risen to 14,076,957 pounds from 18,776,153 pounds
of mineral, obtained fi.·om crushing 282,987 tons of rock, showing a percentage in stamp rock of 2.49 per cent of refined copper. The underground expense was $522,834.07, and the outlays for stamping, transportation, etc., $205,281.81; for smelting and marketing the copper the cost
was $213,921.24, making the total mining cost $942,037.12. The sale of
copper and interest receipts realized $2,008,776.92, thus showing a mining profit of $1,066, 739.80, out of which dividends aggregating $750,000
were paid. The balance of $316,739.80 nearly paid for the construction
account of $340,430.71. This included $182,253.31 expended in the
equipment of mine and mill, including a large air-compressor, and
leaves the future construction work of small proportions. ~inking is,
however, progressing on shafts Nos. 3 and 4, which are being driven to
reach another part of the tract and must go to much greater depth.
The running cost is figured at 5.17 cents per pound, to which must be
added 1.52 cents for smelting, freight, and all expenses of handling
copper, making a total of 6.69 cents. The construction cost figures
2.42 cents per pound of copper produced, so that including it a total of
9.11 cents is reached. There were originally paid in $13 per share, or
$650,000, and subsequently 10,000 shares were sold at $100 per share,
so that the capital investment, less $13 per share credited to capital
stock, reached $1,520,000. The whole construction expense was
$1,362,279.18, and, after paying dividends aggregating $2,070,000 and
acquiring real estate of $200,000, there remained a balance of quick
assets of $1,024,055.56. The total product of copper was 51,055,261
pounds, which realized $6,589,611.86, or an average of 12.91 cents.
Quincy.-The Quincy is increasing its stamping facilities by the addition of two ball stamps and the necessary pumping machinery, which
will bring its monthly products up to 1,000 or 1,100 tons. During the
year 1889 there were mined 167,077 tons of rock, of which 123,998 tons
were hoisted and 117,875 tons were stamped with a yield of 2.82 per cent.
of mineral, or 6,641, 785 pounds. There was also produced 1,178,225
pounds of masses, the total yield of refined copper being 6,405,686
pounds. Owing to the low price of copper, the net earnings were only
$182,601.14, and yet $200,000 was paid in dividends. In 1890, however,
the increased product (from 187,244 tons mined and 165,145 tons
stamped, producing 7,262,485 pounds of stamp mineral and 2,740,365 of
masses), 8,064,253 pounds of ingots, together with the much higher price
and lessened construction account, ran the net income up to $596,677.60,
out of which dividends of $400,000 were paid. The company has paid
'
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$5,770,000 in dividends on a total product of 114,691,387 pounds of copper, with an original capital of $200,000 paid in, and had assets, after
paying the last dividend, of $542,045.15.
Franklin.-During 1889 and 1890 the Franklin showed a steady
recovery in the grade of the rock, the copper contents of the material
hoisted being 1.497 per cent. in 1890 against 1.164 per cent. in 1889, 1 per
cent. in 1888, and 1.12 per cent. in 1887. The amount of rock hoisted rose
from 186,740 tons in 1889 to 188,355 tons in 1890,. while the quantity
crushed increased from 141,579 tons to 144,393 tons, the yield of ingot
copper rising from 4,346,062 pounds to 5,638,112 pounds. The cost per
ton of rock hoisted rose from $1.84 in 1889 to $1.90 in 1890, which is, however, due to the fact that the stock of underground was largely increased.
Owing to better prices, the net income jumped from $139,577.52 in 188U
to $373,612.49 in 1890.
Huron.-The Huron has continued a difficult struggle for existence,
and experienced a heavy falling off in the product in 1890, which was only
1,736,777 pounds in that year against 2,219,473 pounds in 1889, and an
assessment of $200,000 was levied in 1890. The rock is apparently too
lean to allow of profitable work. The rock stamped yielded only 0.86
per cent. of ingot in 1890, against 0.98 per cent. in 1889, and yet the
quantity mined but rejected as too poor was enormous. Thus in 1890
not less than 45,501 tons, or nearly 31 per cent. of the whole taken out
of the mine, was rejected. It seems that the productive ground is
rapidly pitching toward the south, so that the lode in the bottom levels
in the northern part of the mine is absolutely barren. In 1890 the cost
per ton of rock hoisted was $1.89 against $1.69 in 1889.
Atlantic.-For close work, on a narrow margin, the Atlantic continues to be the most interesting mine in the Lake Superior district.
The details of costs for a series of years are given in the following
table:
Cost of copper at the Atlantic mine per ton of 1·ock t?·eated.
Items of cost.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

- -- -- -- -- -

Oents.
Mining, selecting, breaking, and all surface expenses, i11clmling taxes .... .•..•. 78.62
Trans:tJortation to mil~ ..... .........•..... 4.80
Stampmg and separatmg .........••...... 30.36
Freight, smelting, marketing, and New
York expenses .......................... 25.45

Oents.

Oents.

Oents.

Oents.

80.88
3. 48
26.53

87.23
3.80
27.31

83.73
3. 47
26.89

87.87
3. 88
27.78

Oents.
104.14
3. 4()
27.78

24.25

23.07

21,42

20.22

20.37

135.14
138. 01

141.41
145. 22

135.51
142. 82

13H. 75
153. 27

155.75
166. 70

- -- - - - - - - - - -

Total working expenses ..•.••••.•.. 139.23
Total expenditura<L ................ 143. 60

N~t profit ....••...•••..••••.•••••..••..•.. 22.05
Y1eldofcopper, percent .••..•••••••••••••· 0.743

15. 29
0. 709

30. 53
0. 712

54. 36
0. 667

6. 23
0. 663

27.71
0. 650

The figures for the year 1889 clearly show that, with copper at 12
cents, the closest economy will hardly permit of a profit. In that year,
after paying $37,669.56 for construction, the net profit was $26,679.61,
carrying the surplus up to $323,020.93, out of which a dividend of
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$60,000 was paid. The better price realized in 1800 allowed a mining
profit of $112,064.20 to be obtained, out of which $30,495.21 was paid
for construction, and $80,000 was paid in dividends. The mine is renewing its hoisting plant and preparing for deeper work, a high-speed
direct-acting engine having been placed in 1889 with great success.
The question of depositing the stamp-mill sands has been dealt with.
Oentral.-In 1889 and 1890 the Central mine was troubled with an
irregularity in the vein, in depth, which proved to be due to a throw of
220 feet westward. In 1889 the production was lessened by the necessity of straightening the main shaft, and this, coupled with the low
price of copper, created an apparent loss of $26,575.59. The surplus
was, however, drawn upon for a dividend of $20,000. The better returns for 1890 left a profit of $22,607.33, out of which a dividend of
$20,000 was distributed, leaving the surplus at $109,993.88, exclusive of
real estate or plant. The mine has paid a total of $1,970,000 on a capital
of $100,000.
Allouez.-The Allouez Company has struggled with adversity. Low
prices in 1889 caused a suspension of operations towards the end of
October, and work was not resumed until May of the following year.
In February, 1891, a fire destroyed the rock house. The company
works a low-grade rock, the yield of refined copper per ton of rock
mined having been only 0.67 per cent. in 1889 and 0.57 per cent. in1890.
In the former year the cost of the copper marketed, all expenses paid,
was 12.80 cents, while in 1890 it was 14.65 cents. In 1889 the receipts,
including an assessment of $40,000, were $253,177.76, and the outlays
$238,791.55. In 1890 the stockholders were again called upon for $40,000, including which the receipts were $247,428.28, the expenditures
reaching $257,830.40. Exploratory work for the Calumet and Hecla
lode did not lead to favorable results.
Osceola.- In 1890 the Osceola had a prosperous year, since $225,000
was paid in dividends, carrying the total up to Jan nary 1, 1891, to
$1,447,500 on a capital of $1,250,000. Increased wages and extraordinary expenditures brought the mining cost per ton of stamp rock to
$2.39, against $2.21 in 1889. On the other hand, however, the quality
of the rock handled improved, the average being 1.44 per cent. in 1890,
as compared with 1.291 per cent. in 1889. In 1890, 214,467 tons of rock
were hoisted, of which 183,825 tons were sent to the mill. The cost of
the copper at the mine was 8.31 cents, "to which must be added 1.51
cents for smelting, freight, and handling, bringing the total to 9.82
cents. There were, however, construction costs footing up to $75,156.19,
which, added to the new cost, bring the total amount at which the metal
was produced to 11.24 cents.
Kearsarge.-The Kearsarge mine continued during 1889 to draw upon
its reserves in the upper levels without opening up much promising
ground at greater depth. In 1890, however, the chances for developing
a permanent mine were improved by better developments. Although
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a larger amount of rock was treated (73,541 and 7,1,368 tons l1oisted in
1880 and 1800, and 56,104 tons and 60,619 tons respectively stamped),
the product wa1) sma11er, falling from 1,918,849 pounds to 1,598,525
pounds of ingot, since the percentage of copper in st::1mp rock deelined
from 1.71 to 1.32 per cent. Although the cost per ton of rock fell from
$2.49 to $2.26, the cost of copper at the mine roRe ±rom 7.27 cents in
1889 to 8.64 cents in 1890. Adding the cost of smelting, the totals are
9.21 and 10.47 cents, and including cost of construction, 9.52 and 10.68
cents for the two years. After paying a dividend of $80,000 on the 1st
of Jannary, 1890, the company closed the year with a balance of assets
of $144,757.31. Explorations on the Calumet conglomerate did not lead
to any valuable discoveries.
•
MONTANA.

During the years 1889 and 1890, the State maintained its high rate
of copper production. Aside from the Butte and Boston Company, no
new producers of any consequence entered the lists. The older concerns have added more or less to their equipment.
The annual reports of the Boston and Montana Company are of particular interest, since it is the only mine concerning whose operations
data reached the public, thus affording some insight into the costs of
mining and producing copper in the great Butte district.
During the fiscal year ending June 1, 1890, the production of matte
and ore was 22,7 40 short tons, which yield-ed 26,003,604 pounds, from
which $2,999,997.37 was realized, the corresponding figures for the fiscal year 1891 being 23,734 tons, with 26,693,842 pounds of copper, for
which $2,937,134.18 was obtained. The average price, therefore, was
11 cents in 1890-'91, against 11.54 cents in 1889-'90, 11.60 cents in
1888-'89, and 11.52 cents in 188 7-'88. It must be noted, however, that the
relatively high price obtained is due to the fact that the company was
still delivering on contracts with the French syndicate. In addition to
the copper, the company produced in the fiscal year 1889-'90, 284,553
ounces of silver, and in1890-'91, 255,856 ounees. The total running cost
in 1889-'90 was $G55,512.40 on 138,938 tons of ore, while in1890-'91 it was
$612,211.57 on 144,705 tons. The principal mines are the Mountain
View, which produced 59,779 and 60,243 tons, respectively, in 1889-'90
and 1890-'91, at a cost of $3.~n and $3.57; while 32,013 and 25,341 tons
of Pennsylvania ore cost $4.36 (:tnd $4.12, and 49,476 and 46,679 tons of
Colusa ore, $4.76 and $5.51 per ton. These figures do not include construction costs, which in 188H-'90 figured up $10G,04G.94, and in 1890-'91,
$87,347.69, the latter including $72,535.72 for the new Leona,rd shaft.
The concentrating, calcining, and m::1tte sme1ting cost $7 42,244.86 in
1889-'90, and $772,031.82 in 1890-'91, the other miscellaneous outlays for
sacking, transportation, taxes, etc., being $138,645.31 and $139,588.75,
respectively. Thus the total running expenses at the mine were $1,536,402.57 in 1880-'90, and $1,523,832.14 in1.8H0-'91, and adding construction
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cost at the mines and smelter, $1,663,638.07 and $1,628,666.05. This
makes the cost of fine copper in matte and shipping ore at the mine
respectively 6.40 and 6.10 cents. To this must be added, however, the
heavy outlay for freight on matte to the refinery, copper charges, commissions, refining, etc., which in 1889-'90 amounted to $468,702.64, or
1.80 cents per pound, and in 1890-'91 to $577,481.45, or 2.16 cents per
pound of fine copper contents, the whole thus reaching a total of 8.20
and 8.26 cents, respectively. It should be noted, however, that in this
computation the copper is charged with the entire cost of production,
thus leaving the silver to swell profits. The company has expended
heavy sums for a new smelting plant at Great Falls, Montana, where
water power is available, and an electrolytic refining plant is to be
established ultimately. Prior to July 1, 1890, the outlays at Great
Falls were $135,269.38. In the fiscal year 1890-'91 they were $462,980.79,
thuR making a total of $598,250.17, to which must be added the sums
required for its completion early in 1892. The company has a capital
stock of $3,125,000, in $25 shares; has issued $1,500,000 7 per cent
bonds, of which $339,000 have been canceled, and has paid twelve
dividends, aggregating $1,825,000, closing the year with a balance of
quick assets of $621,715.60.
ARIZONA.

The history of the copper industry in Ariz'(;)na has been uneventful
during the past two years. Nearly the whole of the product came from
the established mines, the Copper Queen and the Holbrook and Cave
at Bisbee, the Arizona and the Detroit at Clifton, the Old Dominion at
Globe, and the United Verde at Jerome.
COLORADO.

The most interesting development in this State has been the opening
of large bodies of cupriferous ore in the lower levels of some of the
Lead ville mines. The Henriette and Maid has opened out a chute of
ore 75 feet thick and from 100 to 150 feet wide of sulphide ore, with 40
to 60 ounces of silver, 5 to 8 per cent of copper, and about 5 per eent
each of lead and of zinc.
IMPORTS.

The imports of fine copper contained in ores, and of regulus and
black copper, and of ingot copper, old copper, plates not rolled, rolled
plates, sheathing metal, and manufactures not otherwise specified, and
of brass are given in the following tables:
778 MIN--5
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Fine copper contained in ores, and reg?tlus and black copper impot·ted and entered for co-nsumption in the United States, 1867 to 1890, inclusi1,e,

.

Calendar years endmg:December 31, from 1886 to 1890; previous years end June 30.

I Fine copper
contained
in ores.

Regulus and black
copper. (a)

Total
_
value.
Value .• - - - -

-----;-----!-------,-- _

Quantity.

Value.

Pottnds.

Quantity.

I

Pounds.

1867 - - - .. -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - . . - - - . - - - - - - - 1868 ----------------- -- ---- -- -- 3, 496, 994
1869 ------ ---- --------------- . - 24, 960, 604
1870 --------------- - -- -- ... -. . 1, 936, 875
411. :n5
1871 .. . • . . .. .. . • • .. .. .. .. .. • • ..
1872 . --.---- .. - - --- .. - - . --- - -- .
58±, 878
702. 086
1873 . -- . ------- -- . ------------1R74...........................
606, 266
1875 --.----------- ... ---------- 1, 337. 104
538, 972
1876 - --- -- - --- ----- . -- .. - - . -- . .
1877 . -.- .... -- ....... - - •.. -. . . .
76. 637
1878 .. ------- .. -- .. - - .. - .. - -...
87. 039
1879...........................
51,959
1880 . --- . -.- .. --.- ... --.- .. --.. 1, 165, 283
1881 .... -- -- .... -- .. - -- -- -- - -- . 1, 077' 217
1882- ......... ................. 1, 473,109
1883 . - .. - - --------- -- .. - ... -- . - 1, llli, 386
1884 - -- .. - ... -- .. -- .. -- . ------ . 2, 204, 070
1885 - -- .. --- . --- ...... - -- .. - -.. 3, 665, 739
1886 - .... - - . ----- - --- . - .... - -.. 4, 530, 400
1887 -- -- - -- -- - -- -- .. -- - .. -- -- .. 3, 886, 192
1888 . - - . - - - . - -- . - -- ... - .. - - - - . . 4, 850. 812
1889 - -----.--- ---- -- -- ------ . -- 3, 772, 8381
1890 ------- -- . - -- . - - -- ... --- -- . 3, 448, 237

$936,271 ..................... ..................... $936,271
197, 203 ..................... ................... 197, 2lJ3
448,487 ........................ ,. ................. 448,487
134,736 .................. ............. 134,736
42,513
42,453
499
$60
70, 100
4, 247
69. 017
1, 083
279,631
359, 763
80, 132
1,444, 239
76,030
70,6:13
28,880
5, 397
2, 076
163,979
161,903
12, 518
68, 922
8. 584
1, 613
70,535
10,016
9, 756
1, 874
260
11,785
11,785 ................ ...................
6,199
6,199 ....................... ................
510,875
173,712
2, 201.394
337,163
176,110
51,633
402,640
124,477
177,429
224,052
30, 013
147,416
113,349 ....................... .................. 113,349
220, 161
219, 957
2, 036
204
364,600
285,322
20,807
343,793
341,656
1, 960
341,558
98
196,151
27,650
194,7851
381,801
381,477
4, 971
278,893
4, 244
274,649
60,525
257,420
15,688
241,732
221,838

"::I

1

a Not enumerated until1871.

Copper imported and entered fm· consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1890, inclusive.

I

Calendar
years ending Decem- Bars ·
d
ber 31,
' mgots, an
pigs.
from 1886
to 1890;
previous

I Old• :fit only for
remanufacture.

I

Old,takenfrom bottoms of American Plates not rolled.
ships abroad. (a)

yearsendl-----.----t----~----l-------~---- r-----~------

_J_u_n_e__
3o_. Q_u_an_t_i_ty_. j_v_a_lu_e_.__
Q_u_an_t_i_ty_.l_v_al_ue_. Qu_an_ti_ty_. j_v_al_ue_. _Q_u_an_t_i_ty_.j_v_alue.

Pounds.

Pounds.

1

Pounds.

Pounds.

1867 ...... 1,635,9531 $287,831
569,732 $81,930 ~------------ --------~---------- ........
1868......
61,394
6,935
318,705 42,652 -------------------- .......... -------1869-----13, 212
2, 143
290, 780 34, 820 ------ ...... -------- -------- ...... -- ..
1870......
5,157
418
255,386 31,931 ............ -------- ................ ..
1871.----3, 316
491
369, 634 45, 672 -- .. ----.... .. .. .. ..
430
$129
1872 .••... 2,638,5891578,965 1,144,142 178.5361 ............ 1........ 1148,192133,770
1873 ... - .. 9, 697,608 1, 984,122 1, 413, 040 12b5, 711
32, 307 $4, 9I:J
550,431 97,888
1874 .. ---- 713,935
134, 326
733, 326 137,087
9, 500
930 -............... -1875-----58, 4 75
10, 741
396, 320 55, 564
11, 636
1, 124
8
4
1876.-- .. 5, 281
788
239, 987 35, 545
10, 304
1, 981
5, 467
600
230 I
30
219,443 28, 608l
41.482
5.136 . _______ .. . _.. ___ •
1877 __ __ __
1878......
1
1
198,749 25,585 ............ 6,004 .............. ... .
2, 515
352
112, 642 11, 997
11,000
1, 107
27,074
4, 496
1879 .. ---1880---- .. 1, 242, ] 03
206, 121
695, 255 91, 234 -- ............... --120
11
1881.----- 219, 802
36, 168
541, 074 63, 383
14, 680 1 1, 504 1
20 1
3
1882......
6,200
836
508,901 59.629
16,075
1.629 __________ ________
9,415
666 .......... -------1883 ........... · ---- .......... 330,495,36,166
1884......
(b)542
107
149,701 12,099 ............
554 -----------------1885......
914
172
81,31216,658 ------------ 1,160 ------- .•. -------1
1
1
1
1
1::::::::::1::::::::1
1888......
1,787
299
37,620
2,535 ..................................... .
1889......
3,160
522
19,912
1,176 ------------ ......................... .
1890......
5,189
859
284,789,26,473 .................... ---------- ••••••••

I

i~~~::::::

~I~ I

~~

• Not enumerated untill873.

:~:~~~ ~:~~1 1::::::::::::1 f~~
~

Includes ''plates not rolled" since ISS..
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Copper imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1390-Cont'd.
Ca_lendar years
Plates rolled, shE>ets,
endmg DeremlJer
pipes. et,c..
31, from 1886 to
1890; previous
years end .June 30. Quant.i ty. Value.
1867 ........................
1868 .....................
18ti9 .. ···•·•··• ••.
1870 .....•..•••••.
1871. ..... ···-· .. 1872 .....•• ···- .•.
1873 ....•••••••.•.
1874 .....•.••..•..
1875 ... -······· .. 1876 ... -· •..•••••.
1877.-. -·. ·- ·-·-.1878 ... -.-- ..•... 1879 ... -.•. -··-···
1880 .... ···--- ....
1881 .. ·-· .........
1882 ..... ····-· ...
1883 .... ··-· ..••..
1884 ... ·····- .•••.
1885 ....••.. ···-··
1886 ..............
1887 .•.•••. -- .....
1888 ............ ..
11889 ..............
1890 ..............

Pounds.

Sheathing metal, in
part copper. (a)
Quantity.

Value.

Manufactures not
otherwise
specified. Total value.
Value.

Pounds.

....................
........................
.......................
.......................

.........................
........................

.....................
........................

......................
.......................
........................
........................
......................
......................
........................
5, 855
2, 842
6, 529
470
3, 770
37,925
5, 208
13,8481
4, 209

$1,101
220,889
$37,717
18,852
101,488
1
6, 592
39
43,669
2, 039 ... ................. . ....................
7,487 ........................ . ....................
18,895 .. ...................... .....................
4,514 .................... . ..................
27
282,406
50,174
617
136,055
23,650
326
18,014
2,903
203
22
110
1,201
647
55
786
300
20
4,134
6,044
693
82
39,520
4,669
1, 551 . .................. ......................
379
1,047
6, 791
2,330
926
19,637
120
86,619
9, 894
339
21,573
1,017
5,493
18,189
1, 867
737
23,622
2, 696
2, 082
2, 572
23,520 I
917
37,458
4,467

$15,986
21,492
43, 212
485,220
668,894
1, 007,744
869,281
125,708
35,572
29,806
41,762
35,473
39,277
130,329
284,509
77,727
40,343
55,274
61,023
31, 871
37,289
14,567
13,430
24,752

$424,565
89,932
86,806
519,608
722,673
1, 817,910
3, 216,429
448,252
127,272
71,949
75,761
68,319
58,035
432,522
390, 318
141,372
78,601
71,290
79,027
37,155
47,174
20,834
19,782
57,468

a Does not include copper sheathing in 1867,1868, and 1869.

Brass i'rnported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1890, inclusive.
Calendar years
Bars and pigs.
ending December
31, from 1886 to
1890; previous
years end.June 30. Quantity.
Value.

----

Pounds.
1867 .............. ......................
1868 ..............
31,104
1869 ..............
33,179
1870 ..............
54,108
1871. .............
28,453
1872 ....•••..•.••.
17,963
56, G56
1873 .. •··•·· ..... 1874 ..............
253
1875 ..............
370,273
1876 ..•.••••••.••. ................ .. ......
1877 .............. .........................
1878 .............. .........................
1879 ..............
950
1880 .............. .......................
85,370
1881. • - ...... - - - •.
1882 ..............
30,769
1883 ..............
6,380
1884 ...••••••..•• .
1,611
1885 ..............
2, 305
1886 ..............
6, 705
2,332
1888 .............. ......................
7,667
1889.- ............
1890 ..............
7, 905

11887-. ...........

Old, fit only for remanufacture.
Quantity.

Value.

Not otherwise provided for. Total value.
Value.

Pounds.

$3,01l9 .. ......................
2,071
120,913
2, 457
131,640
3, 791
98,825
2,803
438,085
1,664
829,964
7,147
699,478
19
682,151
38,867
124,285
...................
618,191
...................
689,633
.....................
713,171
49
485,354
958,590
---------11,202
1, 615,402
3,168
2, 954,148
559
1, 015,345
508,923
445
532
166,317
295
143, 121
562
189,157
257,748
1, 093
188,467
1,261
285,089

$26,468
11, 699
10,838
G, 918
37,922
73,098
71,494
64,848
12,786
54,771
59,402
57,551
32,278
75,093
151,541
263,891
84,786
40,766
15,717
30,517
30,158
40,373
37,293
38,938

$170,873
181,114
198, 310
49,845
13,659
23,738
114,767
350,266
273,873
232,870
207,642
205, 209
232,030
339,131
331,506
400,477
485,321
429,224
400,175
374,364
331,800
156,738
140,193
175,684

$200,440
194,884
211,605
60,554
54,384
98,500
193,408
415,133
325,526
287,641
267,044
262,760
264,357
414,224
494,249
667,536
570,666
470,435
416,424
405,176
362,520
197,111
178,579
215,883

EXPORTS.

In a very brief time the United States, with its exuberant production,
has become one of the largest contributors to the supply of the world.
The following tables show the quantities of copper, copper ore (including matte), and manufactured copper exported for a series of fiscal years:
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Value of copper, brass, and manufactured copper exportedfrorn the United States, 1791 to
1863, inclusive.
1

Fiscal years ending September
30 until 1842, and June 30
since.

Value.

Fiscal years ending September
30 until 1842, and June 30
since.

Value.

1791 ...........................
$493 1833 .......................... .
1803 ...........................
6, 233 1834 .......................... .
8, 654 1835 ............... - .... --- .. -.
1804 ......... -.......... .. .. .. .
1805 . -- ..•. - ....... -.-.........
12, 977
1836 ........... - ... - ... - ...... .
1806 ....... ....................
25,340 1837 .......................... .
12,742 18il8 .......................... .
1807 ...........................
1808 . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . • . . . . • .
4, 031 1839 .......................... .
1809 . .. . • .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. • . .
3, 095 1840 .............. - ........... .
17, 426 184-1 .......................... .
1810 .... . .. .... .. .... .. . .. ... . .
1811 . . .. . . . . . • .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . • .
9, 282 1 184,2 .......................... .
1812 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .
2, 644 1843 (nine months) .......... ..
1813 ........................... ............ 1844 .......................... .
1814- ....... .................... ............ 1845 .......................... .
1815 • . .. . . . .. . . .. • .. • .. • .. . . • . .
366 1846 ............. - ............ .
1816 ...........................
16,152 1847 .......................... .
1817 ...........................
8,765 1848 .......................... .
1818.. .. . . . . . .. . . .•.. .. . . . .. . . .
33, 379
18~9 ............ - ............. .
12, 721 1850 .......................... .
1819 .............. --.... . . .. .. .
1820 -..........................
18, 547 1851 - ......................... .
1821 . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . • .. .. . . .
26, 694 1852 .............. -- .......... .

i~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :

1m L~~~~:~~H~:~~~~~~~~:~
1829
1830
1831
1832

........................... 1
. .. .. .. • .... . . .. • .. . . . .. . . .
. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
. . .. • . . .. .. • . .. .. .. • • .. • • . .

$203,880
198,273
69,791
72,991
91,724
81,363
81, 334
86,954
72,932
97, 021
79,234
91,446
94,736
62,088
64,980
61,468
66,203
105,060
91,871
103,039
108,205
91,984
690,766
534,84-6
607,054
1,985, 223
1, 048,246
........................... 1 1, 664,122
...... : ................... . 2, 375,029
........... - - ............. . 1, 098,546
.......................... . 1, 026,038

i~: ~~~ I i~~! ::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

IJI I !i!E/2. :.:::~~:~::~

129,647111860
36,601 l8G1
55, 755 1862
105, 774 1863

Coppe1· and copper ore of domestic p1·oduction exported front the United States, 1864 to 1890,
.
inclusive.
[Cwts. are long hundred-weights of 112 pounds.]
Calendar years
Ore.
ending December 31, from
1886 to 1890 ;
previous years Quantity.
Value.
end June 30.

Owts.
1864 ............
109,581
1865 ............
225, 197
1866 ............
215,080
1867 ............
87,731
92,612
1868 •.••••....•.
1869 ............
121,418
1870 ............ (a)19, 198
1871. ........... (a)54,445
1872 ............
35,564
1873 ............
45,252
13,326
1874 ............
1875 ..•••.••••.. (a)51,305
1876 ............
15,304
21,432
1877 ............
32,947
1878 ............
23,070
1879 ............
1880 ............
21,623
9, 958
1881. ...........
25,936
1882 ............
112,923
1883 ............
1884 ............
386,140
1885 ............
432,300
417,520
1886 ............
501,280
1887 ............
794,960
1888 ............
818,500
1889 ............
1890 ............
431,411

Pigs, bars, sheets, and
old.
Quantity.

Value.

Manufactured.

Total
value.

Value.

Pounds.
$181,298
553, 124
792,450
317, 791
442,921
237,424
537,505
727,213
101,752
170, 365
110,450
729,578
84,471
109,451
169,020
102,152
55,763
51,499
89,515
943,771
2,930, 895
4,739,601
2, 341, 164
2, 774,464
6, 779,294
8, 226, 2ULi
4, 413,067

102,831
$43,229
1, 572 382
709, 106
123,444
33,553
(a)4, 637, 867
303,048
1, 350,896
327,287
1,134-,360
233,932
2, 214,658
385,815
581,650
133,020
267,868
64,844
38,958
10,423
503,160
123,457
5,123,470 1, 042,536
14,304,160 3, 098,395
13,461,553 2, 718,213
11,297,876 2, 102,455
17,200, 739 2, 751, 153
4, 206,258
667,242
4, 865,407
786, 860
3, 340,531
565,295
8, 221,363 1, 293, 947
17,044,760 2,527,829
44, 731,858 5, 339,887
19,553,421 1, 968,772
12,471,393 1, 247,928
31,706,527 4, 90!1, 805
16, 813, 410 11, 896, 752
10, 971, 899 1, 365, 379

a Evidently errors in quantities.

$208,043
282,640
110,208
171,062
152,201
121,342
118.926
55; 198
121,139
78,288
233,301
43,152
343,544
195,730
217,44-6
79,900
126,213
38,036
93,646
110,286
137, 135
107,536
76,386
92,064
211,141
86,764
139,949

$432,570
1,544, 870
936,211
791,901
922,409
592,698
1, 042,246
915,431
287,735
259,076
467,208
1, 815,266
3,526,410
3, 023,394
2, 488,921
2, 933,205
849,218
876,395
748,456
2,348, 004
5,595, 859
10,187,024
4,386, 322
4,114,456
11,897,240
10,209,722
5, 918,395
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Value of b,-ass and its manufactu1·es exported from the United States, 186? to 1890, i1•
elusive.

Fiscal years endin~;June

ilO-

Fiscal years ending June 30-

Value.

Value.

Calendar years
ending December
31, from 1886 to
1890; previous
years end June 30.

Value.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --·---11--------1-----

1867 ...... ····•··
18G8 ......••..•..
1869 ...••........
1870 ..•..•• •••••.
1871 ........•.•..
187<l ..........•..
1873 ............ .
1874 ..........••.

$12, 864 1875 ...•...•..... $1,000,629 1883 ............ .
1884 ......•......
16, 841
1876........ •• • . .
25G, 974
40, 063
1877.... .. . . .. • . .
327,817 1 1885 ........... ..
169, 997
1878.... .. • • .. ••.
589,451 1886 ·•·••········
1887 ............ .
210, 816 1879.. .. .. . ..••..
200,871
18.!. 468
22!l. 458 ,. 1880. __ . ____ .. _..
1888 ............ .
494, 5751188 L. -... . . . . . . .
2J 6, 057 1 1889 ............ .
1882....... . . . . ..
322, 439
503, 531
1890 ·············
1
1

$287, 8·17
a01, 014
538,118
183,686
275,019
327, 170
366,739
395,950

1

Exports of copper ore, matte, ingot, sheets, and manufactures of coppm· for the calendar
yea1·s 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, and 1890.

1886.

1887.

Articles.
Quantity.
Ore and matte .......... long tons ..
bars, and old ...... ponnds ..
Sheots ....................... do ... .
All other manufactures of ........ .

Ingott=~,

20,876
19,504, 087
49,334

Value.

Quantity.

$2, il41, 164
25, 064
1, 960, 180
12,347,507
8, 583
123, 886
76, 386 .. .. . . .. .. .. ..

Value.
$2, 774,464
1, 223,260
24, 668
92, 064

1- - - - - - ·1- - - - - - -

Total ....................... .
1888.

4, 386, 322 ...•..•• -.....
1889.

4, 114, 456
1890.

;

I

Articles.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Q_t_w__n_1._it_y. Valu~ Quantity.~~~ Quantity. Valu_:__
1
1
39. 748 $6, 779, 294
45, 836 ,$8, 226, 206
24, 159 $4, 413, 067 1
Oro and matte, Ion~ tons ..
Ingots, bars ana old,
I
ponnds ................ 31, 664 04.6 4, 809, 423 16, 786, 418 1, 890, 589 10, 890, 058 1, 346, 401 I
Sheets .......... pound, ..
42 481
7 382
26, 992
6, 163
81,841
18, 978
All other manufactures
•1
of. ..................... ·--·······-~ 211,141 .••.••.....
86,764 ........•.. 1139,949
Total. ........................ 11, 807,240 ........... 10,209,722 .. . .. .. . . .. 5, 918, 395
1

THE COPPER MARKETS.

The following table summarizes the highest and lowest prices obtained for Lake copper monthly in the New York markets from 1860 to.
1890, both inclusive:
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Highest and lowest prices of Lake Super·ior ingot copper, by months, from 1860 to 1890.
[Cents per pound.]

Years.

January.

February.

~
<I>

~
<I>

,.cl

~
<I>
~

biJ

~
1860 .••...•••.. 1861 .•.•..••....
1862 .•••........
1863 •...........
1864 .......•....
1865 ........... 1866 ..•.........
1867 ............
1868 ............
1869 ............
1870 ..••........
1871 ...••.......
1872 ............
1873 ...•..•.....
1874 ............
1875 ............
1876 ........... 1877 ............
1878 ............
1879 ......•.....
1880 .•.•........
1881 ...•..••....
1882 ......•.....
1883 ..••........
18S4 .......•....
1SS5 ••.•.•......
1S86 ......•••...
1887 .•.••••.....
188S ............
18S9 .......... ..
1S90 .•..........

24
20
28
35
4l;j;
50!
42
29:.1
23!
2G;j;
22
22-k
28t
35
25
23!
23;:!

0

H

25
19i
20j!
18t
15
11!
12
17r4u
17t
14!

lli
llk
15 H
16!
14!

11&
11t
16 ,61)"
16!
14;!

HJt

17&
Hi

11~

~<I>

biJ

~

21£
lS
24!
32
55
30:!
33t
26
24t
22t
20~

22!
34
29
24!
23
20
19:!
16i
16k
lSi
16!
lSi
15k
14k
11:!
lOk
10!
l6r"1r
12
17:1

22~

28j!
35
25
22!
22i
2Dt
17!
15!
2-1-t
19i
20
17%
15

llk

~<I>
~

0

H

~a:>
~

0

H

21!
17~

2~

29
49
2S
31
24
23t
21£
20jt
21ft
33
26~

20
22i
19t
19
16
16
1St
16
lSk
15
13i
lOi
10
lOif
16H
12
16t

~

<I>
,.cl

biJ

~

--

21t
19
24?1
31
52!
32
31
26!
24:!
23if
21i
23
35
27?1
21
23%
19t
19
16
16!
19k
16~

1S:!
15
14
11!
lOa
10!
17
12
17:!

~<I>

,.cl

~

bl)

~

0

H

April.

~<I>

~<I>

,.cl

~

biJ

~

0

H

May.

~
<I>

,.cl

biJ

~

June.

~
<I>

"'
~

~<I>

,.cl
bl)

H

~

22!
19;j;
20!
30
43
30
29
24
24
23!
19

22i
19
23
30!
49
30t
33
24!
24
23!

0

~<I>

~

0

H

-- ---- ---- -- ---- -23!
19
25
35
41:!
44
35?f
27!
22!
26
20i
2li
28:!
34
24§2li}
22!
19t
17if
15t
24
19§
19
17!
14%
10 ~

Hi

10!
16
16!
14:!

August.

------ -- --

----~

~

-24
19!
28
37
42
46
38
27£
24
27
21;j;

,.cl

1860 ............
1S61. ·- ...•••. -.
1862 ..•••.......
1863 .. -· •.•.•...
1S64 ............
1S65 ............
1S66 •.• ·••·• ....
1867 ..•••.•••...
1S6S ............
1S69 .••.••••.. -1870 ............
1871. ...........
1872 .•••••.•....
1S73 .•.••••.•...
1874 ............
1S75 .•••••......
1876 .••.•••.•...
1877 ...••••..••.
1S78 •••••••••...
1879 •••••••••.•.
1S80 ...••••••..•
1SS1 .••••••.....
18S2 .•••••.••...
18S3 ............
18S4 ..•.••••••..
1S85 .••••••••••.
1SSG ............
1S87 ..•••••••••.
1SS8 ..•.•••••••.
1889 ..•..••••••.
1890 •••.•••••••.

biJ

23t
19
27
31
39
46
38
27
21!
23!
2lt
22
27§
32t
24!
2lt
23
19
17;!
15t
2li
19if
20!
18
14%
10;1

Ju~y.

Years.

,.cl

March.
~
<I>

~

a:>

~

0

H

23
19i
23
31
41!
34
29!
24
2sa
24
19
21!

23!
19!
25
37
4~

44t
35!
27!
24
26!
20!
22
30!
35
24!
21!
22!
19!
17k
15!
24
19i
l9;i

28~

34!
24
21!
22
19
16i
15!
22!
19
lSi
17t
14i
lOt

17~

15

llt
llt

lltt

lOj!
15H
15
14

lOt
16io
15!
14:.i

September.

~

~
a:>

<I>
,.cl

~

biJ

0

~

H

10~

16!
12
17

22
20:!
27
32!
52!

21:!
19
24;!
31
47!
31t
30!

32!

31!
27:!
24
23
21t
23i
35!
27
21!
2ili
21
1St
16t
17
lSi
lSg
lSz
15:!

26~

"·I
11t
llt
11
17l1)
12
17

22~

19?1
17
16
22!
19
18%
16
15
11:!
11!
10!
16r9o
16
14!

llfr

10
16
15!
14;!

October.

~a:>

~a:>

,.cl

~

biJ

0

~

H

23i
19!
21~

30t
44

34
31
24:!
24k
24i
19t
21!
42
33!
25
23;1
22k
19:!
16~

16:!
21
18f
18;!
Hi
14:!
11!

llt

10
16£
12k
15:!

21~

36
32
24!
22~

21
19
Hi!
Hi

18
18;!
18
15i
141
95
10
9ft~

16,'1,
12
1~

21!
18
201
30
44

28t
31
24
23k
22
19
20~
21:1
21!
33
34!1
29g
31!
24:1
24!
23
23
21
19:1
19
19j!
16j!
Hi:i
16if
16:!
17i
18!
16fr
18:!
18
18:i;
15
15i
14
l~;j;
11
lU
10
lOk
10
10:!
16;iJ 16290
12
12:!
1ut I 15!

November. December.

tla:>

..::<

biJ

~

tla:>
~

0

H

tla:>

,.cl

b{l

~

tla:>
~

0

H

-- -- -- -- ---- --

---21!
17!
24
29
50
30!
30
25!
24
21i
20k
22%
32t
27
19
23
lS!
17y
16
16
19
16i
18k
15
13{
11
10

23
19
21!
30
42t
34
28!
23t
23:!
23i
19i
21:!
30!
33!
24£
21!
22
19:!
16i
15!
24
18!
17%
15!
14!
10,'1)"

23!
19!
23
31
44
35
30
24!
24a
24
19!
21!
44
34!
25
21!

I

23!
22
20!
22!
33
25!
21
23§
18!
17i
16
16:!
lSi
16!
lS
15k
13
10H
10!
lOft
16r"u
11
17

22
20:!
32i
34!
48
33
31
26!
24
22!
2lif23£
34!
25!
22!
23!21!
18
16
21t
lSi
lSi
1S!
15!
13k
11k

111

12-z"u
17i

11 1

16i

I

21!
20
27
32:!
47
32!
30£
22£
23
22
21?s
23!
31:!
24
21:!
23
20t
17!
15!
18
18£
lS
lS
15k
12i
10;}
llk
10lil
17,[1)"
11
16!

2B
22;
32~
3S~

49
45t;30!
23
24
22!
23~

2-!!
32!
24
23!
23;!
20t
17!
15*
21i
18!
19
lSk
15
13

20:!
20:!
301!
3-J-~

47
33
26t
22!
22t
22
2li
23!
30!
21
22:!
23
20
17~

15.1
21
1S!
18k
18
14i
12!
10!
11!

11!1 nu
17!
ui 11:!
16i
1Gi I

12
1419
"2'1l
1n

20:!
27
31!
3Si
50
45!
29
23
241!
22
22~

27
32t
25
23:1
23i
20
17!
16
21~

19g
20~

18
15
12§llt
12k
17£
17-f0
14-t
16

19!
22t
30!
38!
4St
39:!
26!
21t
23£
2lt
22!

Ut

30t
23
231
23jf
19~

17!
15%
21
lSi
19!
17i
14i
11
11rl1Y

lli

14H
17-r\
14
15
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In some months, notably those immediately preceding and following
the collapse of the syndicate, in 1889, the prices were merely nominal.
A good illustration of the rates obtained for Lake copper is contained
in the following table compiled from the reports of a number of the
Lake companies:
P1·ices realized for Lake copper in 1888, 1889, and 1890.
[Cents per pound.]

Sales.

Average
price.

Sales.

I

Average
price.

13.71
15.07
14.78
14.80
14.92
15.03
15.93
16.60
12.90

I

1, 762, 816
3, 300, 667
3, 698,837
1, 270,592
1, 900,081
4, 534,127
6, 405,686
1, 918,849
8, 928,249

Sales.

Avt;rage
pnce.

Pounds.

Pounds.

Pounds.
.Allouez ...•••...•..
314, 198
Franklin ....•••.... 3, 655,751
Atlantic ....••...... 3, !)74, 972
Central ............. 1, 817,023
Huron .......•...... 2,414,169
Osceola .......•..... 4, 134, 320
Quincy ............. 6, 367, 809
829,185
Kearsar~ ..........
I'amarac (a) ....•• 11,036,469

1890.

1889.

1888.
Mines.

12.08
1, 407,828
2, 52!), 542
12.05
12.09
2, 821, 616
1, 413,391
12.57
12.83
1, 375,000
5, 294,792
11.94
11. 96
8, 064, 253
12. 58,1, 598, 525
11. 99 14, 076, 957

14.73
14. so
15.21
14.94
14.86
15.51
15.36
15.081
14.01

a Fiscal years ending June 30, 1889, 1890, and 1891.

The figures furnish the means for estimating fairly well the average
prices obtained for the different years. They do not, however, cover
the sales of the largest producer, but it may be stated that the average
prices realized were 12 cents in 1889 and 15 cents in 1890.
As covering the longest period, the report of the yearly sales of the
Osceola are the most interesting in showing the fluctuations in the
price of Lake copper. Since 1874 the sales of this company have been
as follows:
Sales of copper and avemge prices by the Osceola Mining Company, 1874 to 1890.
Years.

Sales.

Pounds.
1874 ..••••.•...••..
1875 ........•..••..
1876. ·············1877 .. ···•·•·•·· ...
1878 ... 00...•......
1879 .........•.....
1880 ........•......
1881 ......... ······
1882 ..........•••..

936,002
1, 330, 313
1, 6!)3, 7'J7
2, 774,777
2, 705 . 998
3, 197, 387
3, 381 , 061
4, 176,976
4.17!), 782

Av~rage

Years.

pnoe.

Ots. per lb.
23. 37
22. 77
20.57
18.19
15.53
17.79
19.15
17.77
17.70

Sales.

---- Pounds.

!

188 ~ ....... ····••••
1884 .. -··· ..•......
1885.0 .............
1886 .....••........
1887.- .............
1888 .- ...........•.
1889 . ..............
1890 ....•.•.••..•..

4, 256,409
4, 247,630
1, 639, 169
3, 560, 786
3, 583, 723
4, 134, 320
4, 534,127
5, 294,792

Av~rage

pnce.

--Ots.per lb.
14.96
12.82
10.75
10.51
11.86
15.03
11.94
15.51

I

The principal events in the copper market during 1890 were closely
associated with the marketing of the syndicate metal controlled by the
guaranteeing bankers. On the whole, the operations were conducted
judiciously and were greatly aided by the rising tendency, created by
the enormous demand on the part of the manufacturers. January
opened with Lake copper at 14.25 cents, at which banker's copper was
put on the market. A rising tendency developed during the month,
aided by the attitude of the mining companies, who were holding at 15
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cents. February was quieter, with a somewhat weaker market, largely
created by the offering of copper by second hands. The market remained quiet in the early part of March at 14i to 14! cents, until the
announcement was made that the mining companies had contracted
with' manufacturers for a large quantity for April, May, and June delivery at 14 cents, which was followed later in the month by the selling
of about 2,000,000 pounds of banker's stock at 14! cents. The market
fluctuated in the early part of April between 14i and 14! cents for
Lake, casting brands being quoted at 12i to 12t cents. A further opportunity was offered during this month to the bankers to dispose of
about 8,000,000 pounds, followed early in May by the placing of 2,000,000
pounds of Arizona copper. The market rose rapidly from 14~ cents
early in the month of May to 15 cents, near which figure additional
banker's stock was placed on the market, the month closing with an
active demand at 15! cents for prompt delivery of Lake copper and
13.35 cents for casting brands. June witnessed the closing out of all
that part of the bankers' stock not tied up by litigation, about 5,000
tons of Lake copper, and large sales by the mining companies at rapidly advancing prices, the month closing with 16i cents asked for Lake
and 14~ cents for casting copper. During the same month very la.rge
quantities, about 20,000 tons, of matte were disposed of by the heirs of
the syndicate. Although there were some offerings from second hands
to realize profits on a rising market, the price of copper rose steadily
in July until17! cents was reached at its close for Lake copper and
141 cents for casting brands. Operations on a very large scale were
carried through in England, the bankers disposing of close upon 25,000
tons of metal in the English and French markets. The demand became less urgent in August, and although the mining companies made
large sales for September and October, delivery in September at 17
cents, followed by further purchases by the consumers at full prjces in
October, the market showed a weakening tendency, which was more
pronounced in casting than in Lake copper, the market entering November with the former at 14 cents and the latter to 16f. The financial
crash in Europe and its serious effect upon business in all lines in this
country told on copper, which declined slowly to 16~ cents during the
month, the Lake companies withholding from the market entirely. The
weakness became more pronounced in December, and although producers sold at 17 cents considerable quantities for forward delivery,
they undertook to protect consumers against a decline, which developed
rapidly, the year closing with Lake copper offering at 15 cents, export
sales at 14 cents, and casting brands seeking a market at 13 cents.
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The fluctuations in the price of copper during the past decade in the
English market are shown in the following table:
Ave-rage values of copper in England.
Chile bars,
orG.O.B.

Years.

Long ton.
s. d.

1880 ••••••••.•••........•..••••.•.••••••••.
1881 ...•••••••••.••..........••............
1882 .•..• .. : •.. ...............•....... . ... .
1883 .•••••.................................
1884 ··•···•···· · · ······•····· ...........•..
1R85 ..•...•..................•••...........
1886 ..•••••••.............. . ............•..
1887 ·•••·•·•••• ................•........•..
1888 •.••••••••• ······· • ••...•..............
1889. ··•·•· ..••.•.. . ....••...••••••.....•..
1890 ..•••..••••..••••.. · -·. ·- ···---. -- · · --.

£
62
61
66
63
54
44
40
43
79
49
54

Ore, 25 per
cent.

Precipitate.

Pm· unit.

10 0
10 0
17 0
5 1!i
9 1
0 10
9
3
16 11
19 4?,
10 5
5 5

£ s. d.
0 12 9
12 6
13 6~
12 4t
10 5!
8 4
7 9
8 6
14 3!
9

10

Per unit.

£
s.
0 12
13
13
12
11
9
8
8
16

d.
11
8,3<1
10-h
101 \1
Oi
3~

11!
3

6~

7

THE PRINCIP.U FOREIGN PRODUCERS.

The copper pToduction of the woTld, 1883 to 1890, inclus·ive.
Countries.

1890.

EUROPE.

Great Britain .. . ...
Spain and Portugal:
Hio Tinto ......
Tharsii! ........
Mason & BmTy.
Sevilla .. . ......
Portugueza ....
Poderosa and
others .......
Germany:
Mmlsfeld ......
Other German .
Anstria ........ . ...

1888.

1887.

1886.

- - - - -Long
Long
tons.
tons.

- -Long
tons.

- - -Long
tons.

1889.

Long
tons.
(a)l, 000

905

389

(a)1,500

30,000
26,663
29,500 (a)32, 000
(a)10, 300 (a)11 , 000 (a)ll, 500 (a)ll, 000
(a)5, 600 (a)5, 250
(a)7, 000 (a)7, 000
870
2, 300
1, 850
1, 700
(a)1, 200
1, 200
(a)856
(a)900

1,471

1885.

1884.

1883.

- - - - - -- - - Long
tons.
2, 773

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

3, 350

2, 620

(a)24, 700
23,484
21,564
(a)ll, 000 (a)ll, 500 (a)10, 800
(a)7, 000 (a)7, 000 (a.)7, 500
2,135
1, 800
2, 000
1, 258
1, 665 (a)2, 300

20,472
9, 800
8, 000
2, 026
2,:557

(a)4, 225

(a)6, 500

(a)7, 200

4,050

3,560

2,424

2, 251

1, 000

15,800
(a)2, 000
1, 210
(a)300
§I;:&e~·:.:::::::::: (a) 800
(a)1, 375
3,000
Russia ... . .........
4,800

15,506
(a)1, 850
1, 225
(a)300
830
1, 357
3,500
4, 070

1R, 380
(a)1, 850
1, 010
R58
(a)900
1,570
(a)2, 500
4, 700

13,025
(a)1, 850
883
531
905
1,450
(a)2, 500
5,000

12,595
1, 870
733
366
520
2, 220
900
4, 875

12,450
(a)2, 800
585
504
775
2, 560
835
(a)5, 100

12, 582
(a)2, 200
670
614
662
2, 706
1, 325
4, 700

12, 634
a, 568
572
661

84,843

88,568

78,402

75,203

76,255

~224

172,"172

ft~G~~:.:::::::::::
Total Europe ..

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 82,480

n2

2, 630
1, 600
3, 500

= I ==
NORTH AMERICA.

United States ......
Cnnada . ... . .......
Newfoundland .....
Mexico ............
Total North
America ....
SOUTH AMERICA.

Chile ..............
Bolivia:
Corocoro .......
Peru ...............
Venezuela:
New Quebrada.
Argentine l{epublic
Total South
America ....
AFRICA.

Alg;,, .. .. ........
Capoof G<>odHopo.
TotaJ Africa..

115, 669
3, 050
1, 735
4,325

100,918
2, 500
2, 615
3, 780

(a)2, 250

2, 050
2, 766

81,017
1,400
1,180
2, 050

70,430
1, 440
1,125
850

74,052
2, 500
778
375

64,708 51,574
1, 055
236
668
1, 053
48[)
29h

124,779

109,813

108,120

85, 647

73,845

77,705

65,903

101,054

---- - - -- - -- - - - - -- - - ------- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

54,171

-

26,120

24,250

31,240

29,150

35,025

38,500

41,648

41,099

(a)500

1, 450
250

(a)1, 300
50

1,100
75

(a)1, 500
229

(a)1, 500
362

1, 680

150

(a)1, 200
275

6,370
150

6, 068
190

4,000
150

2, 900
170

3, 708
180

4,111
233

4, 600
159

4, 018
293

33,290

31,983

37,090

33,570

40,088

44,573

48,269

47,485

395

- - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - ------ - - - - ------ - ---120

I (o)7, 160
50
150
110
250 I
260 I
600 I
700 ,_ _7_,~~--7_, '->0 ~~~~~~975

~
6, 570

7, 860

= = ==

7, 550

7, 400

=
"Estimated.

6, 125

5, 700

5, 260

6, 575

i= = =l= = l
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The copper production of the world, 1883 to 1890, incl·usive-Continued.
Countries.

1890.

1889.

Long
tons.

ASIA.

Japan ........•....

1887.

1886.

1885.

1884.

1883.

--- ------ --Long
Long
Long
Long
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.

15,000 (a)ll, 000 (a)ll, 000

10,000 (a)10, 000 (a}lO, 000

7,600

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 15, 000
15,000
11,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
7,600
11,000
- - - - - - - - - -· - - ----

1-

Total Asia ....
AUSTRALIA.

. 15,000

1888.

- - - - - - - -Long
Long
Long
tons.
tons. 1 tons.

Australia..........

7, 500

1

8,300

7, 550

1

9, 700

7, 700

11,400

14,100

1885.

1884.

12,271

a Estimated.
RECAPITULATION.

I

Countries.

1889.

1890.

Long
tons.
Europe ............
North America ....
South America ....
Africa .............
Asia ...............
Australia .......•..
Total ...... ...

1888.

1886.

1887.

1883.

--- --- --- ------ -----Long
Long
Long
Long
Long
Long
Long
tons.
toni.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.

82,480
124,779
33,290
6, 570
15,000
7,500

84,843
109, 813
31,983
7,860
15,000
8, 300

88,568
108,120
37,090
7,550
11,000
7, 550

75,203
73,845
40, 088
6,125
10,000
9, 700

78,402
85,647
33, 570
7, 400
11,000
7, 700

76, 255
77,705
44,573
5, 700
10,000
11,400

75,224
65,903
48,269
5, 260
10,000
14, 100

72, 172
54,171
47,485
6, 575
7, 600
12,271

- - - - - - - - -~-- - - - - - ---269,619
223, 719
214, 901 I 225, 633 _ 218,756 200,274
257, 799 I 259, 878

With the exception of the figures for the United States the data in
the above table were taken from the annual statistics of Messrs. Henry
R. Merton & Co., of London. In 1890 the United States produced 4:2.9
per cent. of the whole output of the world against 22.4 per cent. in tLe
year 1882, when production statistics were first carefully collected.
B1·itish imports and exports of copper.
Imports ofYears.

Copper in
ores and
furnace
products.

Long tons.

Long tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long tons.

1860 ....••.•••..•• ••··•· ....••••••.•••.
1865 ..•...••......•... ·•··········•····
1870 ..•..•............•..........•.•...
1871 ..••.••.......••...................
1872 ..•••.•............................
1873 ..••.••...•...•....................
1874 ................................ --1875 ..•••....•. ·- ........ -- .... -.- .... .
1876 •·•••····•••·· .... - ............... .
1877 ..••..•....•..•...... -- ........... .
1878 •••••••...•...•.......... ---.---- ..
1879 •••••••... -··· ... ' ....... .. ....... .
1880 ••••••••.......... - ......... - ... - ..
1881 ••.••.•....................... -- ...
1882 ...•..•.... - .... ·- .. ·- ..... - •. ·---.
1883 ..••...•......••...•.. - ......... --.
1884 ..••......•..... -- -·-·- --·- ·- -----.
1885 .. -· ..•............•.•. ---- ....... .
1886 ..••.•.• -.......... ·-·-···--···-----

13, 142
23 137
30: 724
33,228
49,000
35,840
39, 906
41,931
39,145
39, 743
39. 360
46, 670
36, 509
32, 170
35, 50!)
35,053
39, 767
41,933
42,969

!§!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I

29,
1981
i4, 603
(b)38, 576
(c)49, 461

Total imports.

Apparent
English
consumption.

Bars, cakes,
and ingots.

1::, 715
23, 922
27,025
23,671
21,702
26,756
27,894
29,483
36, 191
53, 582
48,212
50,421
56,225
54,057
58,366
63,4931
69, 623
81 , 616
65, 046
73. 867
891
90,
101,407
91,788

I

26,857
47,059
57, 749
56,899
70, 702
62, 596
67, 800
71,414
75,336
93,325
87,572
97, 091
92,734
86,227
93,875
99,146
109, 390
123 549
108: 015
103,
0891
135,470
139, 983
141,249

Exports.

26,117
41,398
53,006
56, 633
53, 195
55,716
59,742
51,870
52,468
54,088
55,001
62,412
59,482
61,689
55,683
59,350
64, 691
62, 080
60, 511
69,4531
(a)72,
060
75,627
89,747

a Including 22,557 tons of Chile bars transferred to France.
l• Including 1,166 tons of Chile bars transferred from France to England.
• fucluding 3,501 tons of Chile bars transferred from France to England.

30,774
32,879
31,607
42,877
40,469
51,263
54,323
41, 158
53 096
42:562
65,759
66,170
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The following figures from the Board of Trade returns for the past
nine years show in detail the form in which the copper is brought into
Great Britain and in what form it is exported:
Impm·ts of copper into G1·eat Britain fr·om 1882 to 1890, inclusive.
Character.

1882.

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

- - - -- - ---- - --- - - ----- Pure in pyrites .......
Pure in preeipitate ....
Pure in ore ...........
Pure in regulus .......
Bars, cakes, etc .......

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

15, 672
17, 9:!5
15,489
9, 270
35, 509

15, 016
23,645
15,880
8, 952
35,653

14,077
19,688
24,677
11,181
39, 767

16,333
21,398
15,683
28,202
41,933

13, 905
19,323
13,749
18,069
42,969

14,940
21,819
15,148
21,984
29, 198

16,097
15,448
26, 366
25,110
22,219
19,452
29,601
37,981
44,603 (a)38, 576

Long
tons.

Long
tons.
16,422
25,563
18,000
31, 803
49,461

- ------- - -- - - - - - - - Total.. ........... 93,875 99,146 109,390 123, 549 1108, 015 103,089 135,470
139, 983 141,249
a Including 1,166 tons of Chile bars transferred from France to England.

The following table gives the details relating to the British imports
of precipitate and regulus:
Imports of pr·ecipitate and r·egul-us into G1·eat Br·itain from 1882 to 1890, inclusive.

.

Countnes.

1882.

------

!

!

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

___.____ ______ - 1

Long Long
tons. tons.

Long
tons.

Long Long
tons. tons.

Fine
copper.

Fine
copper.

1887.

~~!~·
t~i~~~
~~i~~
copcopcopper.

per.

per.

--Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long Long Long
tons. tons. tons.

Por~ugal.- · · · · · · · 7, ~01 8, 8~3 7, ~~1 , 8. 28i:l 6• 6 ~ 7 ? 24, 032 , 5~~· 758 ! 24, 754 30, 119 28, 157 28, 018
,
,
_
Spam ............ '21,.398 28, 962 27,u-1 as.267 38,666)
!(i:li,892).
Chile ............. 10,882 6,38-! I10,u99 1 5,255 1,637
737
1,595
718
734 1 919 2 129_
United States ................ 5, 805 29, 861 16, 105 10, 85i:l 24,229 15, 039 20, 752 26,581 18,897
Other countries . . 9, 716 13, 509 11, 124 6, 000 5, 240 1, 770
5, 366 2, 292 4, 362 1 6, 434 8, 329
1

·j

Tota1.. ...... 49,297 57,728-62,410 87,666 t68,305 ~~79,840 ~~~~~
Fine copper ...... 27, 205 32, 597 l34, 172 4.9, 600 ....... 37, 392 ...... . . 42, 803 55, 967 \63, 091 57, 366
1

The notable feature is the heavy increase in receipts of fine copper
in matte from tile United States in 1889 and the falling oft' in 1890.
In detail, the imports of copper in the form of bars, cakes, etc., into
Great Britain were as follows:
Irnports of copper, tvrought ancl unwr·ought, into Gr·eat Britain.
Conntri".

11880. 1881.11882. 1883.11884.

- - - - - - - --

. . . r. . . . . .

1885.

1886.

1887.11888. ~1890

Long Long Long Long Long Long Long Long Long
Long
Long
tons. tons. tons. ton.~. tons. t011S. tuns. tons. tons.
tons.
tons.
Chile ........... 24,258 21,019 22,585 122,799 22,84:1 124,832 .21, 748 117,516 21,534
17,631 19,716
5, 567 5 355
Australia ...... 9, 406 9, 150 8, 152 9, 5H1 !), ::129 8, 56-i I 9, 933 5, 412 5, 398
America .......
469 •• 080
799 1: 2o9
Other countries. 2, 845 2, 001 4, 772 1, 550 4, Oll 5, 160 6,178 4, 801 12,991 (a) 11,575 :l3, 121

1., '· ,..

I'·,, '· 110 ,.

Total. ..... 36, 509 32, 170 35, 509 35, 653 39, 767 41, 931 42, 969 29, 198

1

1

I '·

144, 603

38, 572 49,461

a Including 1,166 tons of Chile bars transferred :f'rom France to England.

Messrs. James Lewis & Son, of Liverpool, estimate as follows the
imports of other than Chile copper into Liverpool, London, and Swansea during the years 1882, 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889 and
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1890, which represents the total imports, with the exception of precipitate, into Newcastle and Cardiff, reliable returns of which can not be
obtained, but which is estimated to vary from 8,000 to 10,000 tons fine
per annum:
Imports of copper p1·od1wt into Liverpool, Swansea, and London.
Countries.

1882.

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - Long Long
Long Long Long
Long Long Long Long
ton s.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
Chile .................... 30,112 27,504,
9,410
745
U11ited Stntes -··-------2, 788
464
Spain anu Portugal .....
11
, 249
Spain {precipitate) ...... 8, 757
Spain (pyrjtes) .......... 15, 673 15,017
9,
694
Anstralia. ------ ........ 9, 8J7
5, 070
Cape of Good Hope ...... 5, 298
3, 960
New Quebrada .......... 3,164
Japan ................... -------- -------1, 091
l taly ................ - ... 1, 386
296
446
Norway .................
Ca,nada ..................
347
448
Newfoundland .......... 1, 362
1,185
372
489
Mexico ..................
426
821
Peru-------------------·
260
319
River Platte ............
946
925
Other countries .........

31, 298
17,309
2, 359
10,009
14,077
9, 685
6. 042
3, 675
1, 064
1, 310
289
266
224
291
408
131
284

28,985 27, 191
2!, 037 13,483
4, 655
5, 721
9,186 10,038
16,333 13,905
8, 951 10,096
5,405
7, 073
4, 074
3, 055
3, 010
3, 572
835
889
27 .............
8
-------723
891
374
243
229
68
233
179
325
1, 049

-------- --- - -90,492
98,n1 107,382 !l7,461

Total tons fine ..... 79,979

20,008
16,534
5, 178
13,042
14,940
6,047
8, 271
2, 261
200
1, 055
..............
94
359
61
13
167
1,074

24,479
25,730
5, 915
15,568
15,448
6, 746
8,829
3, 574
4, 469
1, 058
515
156
465
158
202
135
4,054

22,070
30,729
5,189
17, 192
16,097
6, 285
11,507
4, 299
2, 523
1, 04il
2a4
181
631
3, 938
271
184
1, 389

---

22, 909
20, 171
5, 202
18,430
16,422
6, 561
!l, 927
5, 245
10,674
953
80
264
1, 552
3, 325
254
143
225

---

89, 3o4.1n7, 53l 123,762 122,337

In spite of a decline in 1890 of receipts from the Unified States to the
extent of over 10,000 tons, the imports nearly reached the exceptionally
high figure for 1889.
The following table, giving the details of the imports ·of copper from
the United States into England and France, for a series of years in different forms, is particularly interesting as showing how closely this
country is pushing Chile as a rival contributor to the world's markets:
Imports of copper from the United States in England and F1·ance.

1 - - - 1882.1-"~
Long

tons.
England:
274
Ore ......••..•.......
471
Matte-------- .......
Bars and ingots ...... ...............
Total. ............ France-------·-----------

1884.1~_':_

1890.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

1, 875
18, 895
3, 375

420
10,853
2, 210

26
15,039
1,469

298
20,752
4, 680

349
26, 581
3, 799

5
18,897
1, 269

24,145
9,235

13,483
4,167

16,534
3, 910

25, 730
6,496

30,729
1,058

20, 171
1, 733

.Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

4, 940
2, 512
1, 773

11, 023
2, 722
3, 584

9, 225
4, 513

17,329
7, 205

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 745
1, 072

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

United States into England
Fr=oo ...... -~l, 811

13,738124,

Chilo into England and
France . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 42, 306

43, 568

=•

~~~ ~_:_I-~~

534

42, 384

"· ,, I"·
35, 342

650

35, 448

--- - -- - -- - 20,

444132, 22G 31,

29, 019

32~ 947

"'I". .

22, 020

24, 641

The exports of copper from Great Britain in different forms were as
follows:
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Exports of copper from Great B1·itain from 1882 to 1890, incl7tsive.

l___chamcter. _·-1--"'':_11883:__

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Loag
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Raw English ..•....•••.. 12, 776
Shf>ets .................
15, 698
Yellow metal, at 60 per
cent .................. 10,892
Brass, at 70 per cent ..... 3,499

16, 777
16,071

17, 943
20,669

18,766
21, 108

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

19, 036} _40, 700
17,927

32,058

48,189

58,571

11,918
3, 381

11,602
3, 735

12,551
3, 233

11,958
3, 001

4, 513
2, 650

9,195
3, 773

10,514
3, 721

•

10, 153
3,146

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - -- - -

"· "' I"'·

Total. ....•...•••••.
Fine foreign .......•..... 12, 818

55, 658 51, 922 53, 999 39, 221 61, 157 72, 806
11, 147
203 ' "·
10,742
,., ~ 422 -~ 15,454 Ja32, 845 ! 14, 470 ' 16, !!41

--------Total .............. 55, 683

59, a5o

I

64, 691

62, 080

! 60,511 I 69. 453 I 72,066 I 75, 627 I 89, 747 I

alnclnding22,557 tons Chile bars transferred to France.

FHANCE.

The direct imports of c~pper from different countries into France
were as follows, for a series of years :
Direct imp01·ts into F1·ance, from 1883 to 1890, inclusit•e.
1883.

Countries.

II

-

1885.

-·· ,,... .

Chile . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . 16, 064
United States.................... 4, 513

I

1884.

11, 086
7, 205

,~
6, 357
9, 235

~,L':,';':,;.;,;c;;e;::::::::::::: ::::::....iii ·1:.::.: 392 ·1:.::.:;;; .
Total ......•..•....•......

·I

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

-- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - Long Long L ong Long Long Long Long Long
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.

20, 894

18, 683

16, 587

8, 257
4,167

9, 011
3, 910

·::::::I:::::

8,468
6,496
2, 700
6, 905

2, 470
1, 058
738
1, 715

2, 803
1, 733

24,569

5, 981

5,511

975

These statistics do not, of course, include the quantities, notably of
Chile copper, transferred from English to French warehouses. The
heavy decline in the imports of }"ranee during 1889 and 1890, is due
to the fact that the accumulations of the syndicate are being drawn
upon.
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The maximum production in the United States was reached in the
yem· 188D, when the smelting works and refining establishments in the
United States made 182,967 tons of lead. Making allowance for the
lead co11tents in Mexican ores imported, the output of metal from
American ores rose from about 145.000 tons in 1887 to 152,000 tons in
1888 and to 156,000 tons in 1889. In 1890 a marked decline took place,
the gross product falling from 182,967 tons in 1889 to 161.754 tons in
1890; or, deducting the metal contents of the Mexican ores, from 156,397
to 14-3,630 tons. The gross production of refined lead since 1887 and
the metal contents of Mexican ores has been as follows:
·
Production of lead

in the past four years.
Gross production.

Years.

Tons.
1887- ............. - ••...•...•.. -- ................ .
1888- .... ----------·------- -------- .............. .
1889 ---.--- .. . - . - - .. -- .. --- .. ------ ---- ------ ... -.
1890 - ---- -------- -. -.... - .. -- ------ .. - - -- -- .. -- .. .

160,700
180,555
182,967
161,754

te~~:~/~~~ican ores.

Net .A.merican product.

Tons.

Tons.

(a) 15,000

28,636
26,570
18,124

145,700
151,919
156,397
143.630

a Estimated.

The following table presents the figures of production of lead in the
United States from 1825. Up to the year 1882 the figures .haNe been
compiled from the best data available. Since 1882 the statistics are
those collected by this office, with the exception of the year 1889, wheu
they were gathered by the Census Office.
Production of lead in the United States f1·om 1825 to 1890, both inclusive.

Years.

Total
Non ar- 1
d
Desilver- gentif- , Percentp~7o:.c- izedlead. erous :ageofde(Short
(Short
lead. silverized
tons.)
tons.)
(Short
lead.
tons.)

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - -
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1825.- .. - .......... -- .............. ---.
1830 .................................. .
1831. ................................. .
1832 .................................. .
1833 .................................. .

1,500
8, 000
7, 500
10, oco
11,000

1834. . . .. .. . • . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . .. .. . . • • . .
1835.................... .. • • . . .. . . . . • . .
1836....... . • • . • • . . . . . . . . • .. • .. .. . .. . . .
1837....... . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • . . • .
1838. ...... ............................

12, 000
16, 000
15, 000
13, 500
15,000

•
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Prodnction of lead in the United States jrorn 1825 to 1890, both inclusi1•e-Continued.
Non-arj
Total
gentif- Percentproduc- Desilverized
lead.
ero
us
aio-e
of
detion.
lead. si verized
(Short
(Short
tons.)
(Short
lead.
tons.)
tons.)

Years.

1839...................................
1840....... .................. ..........
18!1...................................
18!2.......................... .. . . . . . . .
1843........ .. . .. . . .• . . .... . . . .. . . . . . . .

17, 500
17,000
20, 500
24. 000
25,000

1844...................................
1845............ .. . . • ... . . . . ... . . . .....
1846 .......... ·--------·---···········
1847........................ .. . . . .. . . . .
18-18...................................

26, 000
30, 000
28,000
28, 000
25, 000

1849. .. .. . . .. . . • • . . . .. . . . .. .. • • . . .. . . ..
1850. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
1851. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1852. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1853. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

23, 500
22, 000
18. 500
15, 700
16, 800

185-L... ...............................
1855...................................
1856. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1857. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1858. .. .. . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .

16, 500
15, 800
16, 000
15, 800
15, aoo

1859. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1860. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1861.................. ........... .... . .
1862. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1863. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

16, 400
15, 600
14, 100
14, 200
14, 800

186-L ................................. .
1860i .................................. .
1866. ······ ........................... .
1867 .................................. .
1868. ···-········ .... ·- ...... ·····- ... .

15,300
14,700
16,100
15.200
16,400

1869 .................................. .
1870 .................................. .
1871. ................................. .
1872 ............................ . .... .
1873 .................................. .

17,500 .......... 1. . . . . . . .1. . . . . . . . . .

I

1874 .................................. .
1875 ... - ........................••..•..
1876 .................................. .
1877 .......... -· ...................... .
1878 ......................•.........••.

...•...............•••.••.•.
........................... .
........................... .
.... _.. __ ... _.. __ . . . _ . . ____ _
........................... .

n: m :~.:~;
~~: ~:~ I··· 34; 9o9 ·1·24: 73i · · · ··58: 53·
1

;;,:,;;

:::;;:;;:

64, 070
81, 900
91, 060

37, 649
50, 748
64, 290

26, 421
31, 152
26, 770

58. 76
61. 96
70. 60

1879. .... .. ...... ...... ...••. .... .. . . ..
1880 ... -...............................
1881. ..................................
1882...................................
1883...................................
1884 ...................................

92,780
97,825
117,085
132, 890
143, 957
139,897

64, 650
70, 135
86, 315
103, 875
122, 157
119, 965

28, 130
27, 690
30, 770
29, 015
21, 800
19, 932

69.68
71.69
73.72
78.17
84.86
85.75

1885.......... .. . . • . . . .. . . • . . . • . . . . • • • .
1886...................................
1887....... . . • . • . . .. . . . . • . • • • • . . . • .. • . .
1888. . • . • • • . • • . . • . .. . . .. . . • • . . . • . . • • • . .
1889. . . . . • • . • • . . • • • . • . .. • • . . • . . • • • . . • • .
1890. . . . • . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . • . .. • • • • . . • • . .
1891(a)................................

129,412
135, 629
160, 700
180, 555
182, 967
161, 754
95, 121

107, 437
114, 829
135, 552
151, 465
153, 709
130, 903
79, 301

21, 975
20, 800
25 148
29: 090
29, 258
31, 351
15, 820

83.02
84.66
84.35
83.89
84.01
80.62
83.37

a First half.

Producers carried on the 1st of January, 1891, a stock of 10,389 short
tons, as compared with 7, 715 short tons on the 1st of January, 1890. It
must be considered, however, that practically the bankers' stock of
about s,ooo tons went into cqnsumers' hands.
The census report for the calendar year 1889 possesses particular interest because it gives the results of a comprehensive effort to ascer-
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tain the~ sources, territorially, of the lead produced in the United States.
Some statisticians have still clung to the hope, long abandoned by this
office, of distributing the lead product territorially on the basis of the
returns of lead smelters. How impossible .this is may be inferred from
the fact that the desilverizers and refiners at Omaha, Kansas City,
Aurora, Chicago and St. Louis, at a great distance from the producing
States and Territories, smelted Rocky Mountain and foreign ores which
yielded 33,638 tons of base bullion. How little the product of smelters
in a St~te reflect the lead contents of the ores mined in its territory is
evidenced by the fact that the census returns show the lead contents of
Idaho ores to have been 23,172 tons, while its smelters produced only
878 tons. Arizona shipped ore to other States containing 3,158 tons of
lead and yet did not do any smelting. Montana is credited with an ore
product carrying 10,183 tons of metal, and yet its smelters produced
19,404 tons of base buHion . . Utah works some Nevada ores, but
in spite of that fact it made only 12,908 tons of base bullion, while
the lead contents of its ores was 16,675 tons. The following table presents the result of the investigation made by the Census Office to ascertain the lead contents of the ores mined in the mountain States and
Territories:
Lead contents of ores mined in the Western States and Ter1·it01·ies in 1889.
States.

Short tons.

Arizona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cn lifornia . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . ..
Colorado . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. • . . . .. .. .
l daho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Montana . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . ..
Nevada......................................................................
New M exico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South Dakota . . ............. .. ................................... ~ .. . . . . . . . .
Utah........................................................................

I

3, 158
53
70, 788
23, 172
10, 183
1, 994
4, 764
116
16,675
1- - - - 1

Total .............................. ------..............................

130,903

The following is a list of the counties which in the census year produced ore containing an aggregate of more than 1,000 tons:
,_ _s_t_at_e_s _an_d_c_o_un_t_ie_s·-- I -S-ho_r._t_to_n_s.)l _ _s_ta_t_es_a_n_d_c_ou_n_t._ie_s._ _ ,_sh_o_rt_ t_o_ns.
Arizona:
Cocl1ise ................ ..
Pima .................... .
Colorado:
Chaffee ................ ..
Clear Creek ............. .
Gilpin ................... .
Lake ..........•..........
Ouray .................. ..
Pitkin .................. ..
San ;rn an ......... _..... ..
Summit ................. .
Idaho:
Altura& ............... ..
Logan .................. ..
Shoshone ............... ..

1, 274.
1,152
3, 307
1, 539
1, 013
50,492
1, 333
7,132
1, 787

,;:;~I

Montana:
Beaverhead ............. .
;refferson .............. ..
M eagher ............... ..
Nevada:
Eureka .................. .
New M exico:
Dona Ana .............. ..
Grant ................... .
Socorro .................. .
Utah:
Beaver ................. ..
Salt Lake ............... .
Sunnnit ................. .
Tooele ................... .

3,453
5, 081
1, 060
1,489

1, 029
1, 618
1,187
4,487
4, 794
5, 681
1,483

These figures well illustrate how widely scattered the sources of lead
supply are, and how many of them, while individually unimportant, con-
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tribute a large aggregate. The lead industry is therefore losing more
and more of the characteristics peculiar to it in its earlier days of
development, when in turn Eureka, Utah, and Leadville swayed it, and
when the markets for the metal often moved with the fortunes of individual mines. Since then the Coeur d'Alene has risen to eminence, Mexico
has become an important factor, and new districts on both sides of the
northwestern frontier promise to add to the sources of supply.
The soft lead productofMissouri,Kansas, and 'Visconsin has remained
fairly stationary. 'fhe Census report has shown that the output of lead
ores from those districts in which it is associated with zinc ore is relatively unimportant. Wisconsin, with an output of 24,832 tons of zinc
ore, reported only 1,678 tons of lead ore, equivalent to about 1,000 tons
of lead. Kansas produced in 1889, 3,617 tons of lead ore, equal to about
2,200 tons of metal, while out of the total of 44,482 tons of lead ore mined
in l\fissouri not less than 34,766 tons were taken from mjnes which did
not yield any zinc. Thus roughly the total amount of lead obtained as
a by-product in mining zinc ore in the three States named is 9,000 tons.
This-proves that so far as lead is concerned the metal is little influenced
_by prosperity or depression in zinc mining. It should be noted also that
a part of the lead ore won as an incidental product in zinc mining i!:l utilized iu the production of sublimed lead, the quantity of the latter having
been 1,250 tons during the census year. Practically the make of soft
lead is controlled by the operations of the three grest Missouri h~ad mining companies, the St. Joe, Doe Run, and Mine La Motte, which during
the censu~ year made 21,456 short tons out of total soft lead •product of
29,258 tous at a direct outlay for mining and smelting of $1,034,287.
What expansion in the industry there is to be must therefore come
~biefiy fi·om them, or from new concerns established to work some of the
areas oJ' the same deposits which they have so long and so successfully
worked. Their ability to produce the metal under any contingr.ucies
likely to arise is generally unquestioned, so that a steady but slow de\ velopmcnt is looked forward to.
So ma11y conditions influence the production of lead in the Rocky
lYiouutain region that it is practically impossible to arrive at auy conclusions on the question to what extent low prices will restrict and
high prices stimulate the output of the metal. It is known tlmt under
favorable conditions lean lead ores, practically free from silver, may be
worked when they serve as the basis for the trer~tment, at remunerative prices, of dry and refractory silver ores. The report of the census
shows that Rocky Mountain smelters which treated 819,382 tons of ore
produced 110,843 tons of base bullion, equal to a yjeld of the smelting
mixture of between 13.50 and 14 per cent, and that, including the
amount of ore treated by four refiners, the yield from 928,163 tons of
ore was 144,481 tons, equal to a yield of between 15.50 aud 16 per cent,
making a rough allowance for the unknown f-lilver contents and dross.
The pn~Rence of the precious metals, the presence or absence of zinc,
the character of the ore, whether a carbonate or a sulphide, the char778 MIN--6
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acter of the gangue in relation to the preponderance of silica over
bases, all influence the commercial value of the lead ore, aside from the
cost of running, the proximity to railroad transportation and to fuel .
.All these considerations have their influence in determining the minimum lead contents which allow of profitable marketing of the ore.
Under the circumstances, only very broad generalizations are possible,
and no specific detailed examination is practicable. Past experience
has taught, however, that an approach to 3 cents for refined lead at
New York, with silver below $1 per ounce, exerts a pressure upon producers which leads to a restriction of output in the principal Rocky
1\t!ountain lead-producing districts.
The St. Joseph Lead Company has built a narrow-gauge railroad 32
miles long between Herculaneum and Bonne Terre, and is extending to
Doe Run, and will soon be in a position to transfer its smelting operations to Herculaneum.
Under the management of Mr. J. M. Desloge, the Desloge Consolidated
Lead Company is prospecting a tract of 2,300 acres of magnesian limestone similar to the Bonne Terre formation. Drilling is progressing
with two diamond drills, and a shaft has been sunk to a depth of 220
feet, from which drifts, upraises and stopes have been started.
THE LEAD MARKET.

The year 1890 opened dull at 3.85 cents, but under a large business
soon developed some strength. With more moderate 'Sales, a downward tendency again developed, which was only temporarily checked
early in Pebruary, and finally led to heavier transactions during that
month at 3.75 cents. March brought a reactio~, and the market gradually advanced to 4 cents, from which, however, it again receded to
3.82i cents towards the close of the month. .April opened dull, but an
improved feeling carried the metal up to 4.05 cents, at which sales were
made. The weight upon the market was the lead held by bankers, who,
it was estimated, were carrying a stock of 8,000 tons, upon which advances up to 4 cents had been originally made. The market :fluctuated
a little early in May, and then, under consumers' buying in anticipation
of a decision on the Mexican ore duty, rose to 4.32i cents, receding towards the close of the month to 4.25 cents. Under a heavy business
the metal rose again to 4.55 cents in .June, the bankers being heavy
sellers until their holdings of Corwith lead had been reduced to about
4,000 tons lying in Western markets. July developed a weaker tone,
with only little business transpiring, and it was only towards the early
part of .August that there was more activity coupled with rising values.
This tendency gathered strength rapidly, and in September had so fully
developed that the importing point was reached-above 5 cents-and
several thousand tons of foreign lead were disposed of. In spite of this
the market advanced very rapidly, small lots selling up to 6 cents in
October, with further transactions on a l~rge scale in foreign lead.
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The reaction, however, proved as sharp and as violent as the advance,
and the difference between prices for future delivery of foreign anrl spot
domestic at one time reached nearly half a cent per pound. The drop
continued in November, the month closing dull, with spot domestic
lead at 4.70 cents; foreign, at 4.95 cents; and domestic, December delivery, at 4.60 cents. The financial troubles of the month had a very
marked effect upon lead, so that the price declined in December from
4.60 cents down to 4.15 cents, under pretty large ~a l es, the month and
year closing with the metal back to 4.05 cents.
The following table, prepared from the annual repo-rts of the daily
price of lead, compiled by Mr. E. A. Caswell, of New York, shows the
monthly average prices from 1884 to June, 1891, inclusive:

.

Average monthly prices of com'mon p·ig lead in New York City.
[Cents per pound.]
Months.

1884.

1886.

1885.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891

---- -- - ---- ---- --- January ..... --------

rr~!~~,~~ ~ ~:::: ::::: :

April ... ·-----------.
May .................
June ........•........
July .................
Augnst .... ------ .. -.
September,.--- .......
October ............ _.
November ...........
I December·····-----I

Yearly

4. 09
3. 98
4.12
3. 84
3. 64
3. 62
3. 58
3. 58
3.61
3. 69
3. 46
3.60

3. 65
3. 65
3. 67
3. 63
3. 67
3. 73
4. 06
4. 25
4. 26
4.10
4.12
4.:>7

I

4. 57
4. 75
4. 87
4. 77
4. 72
4. 77
4. 88
4. 75
4. 63
4. 23
4. 32
4.32

I

4. 27
4. 4:1
4. 35
4. 29
4.49
4. 62
4. 50
4. 55
4.44
4. 30
4. 35
n.OO

I

4. 80
4. ~)2
5.14
4. 72~
4. 24
3. 88
3. 96
4. 43
4. 99
4.45
?· 6~~
3.7.,

3. 82~
3. 68
3. 09
3.64:\
3. 79J;
3. 97~
3. 88
3 82!
3. 9:!~
3. 82~
3. 79
3.82

I

average.-~~~~ 4.63 4.~ 4.413.8ob

I

3. 82~
3. 791;
3. 9lf
3. 87~
4.13
4. 37
4.43
4. 51
4. 86
5. 2Jt
4. 90
4.]9

4. 34
4. 28
4. 32
4. 20
4. 25
4. 41

- --..
-----~

···-·-

-----------

...... ::

4. 33! 1- ...... .

The following table gives the highest and lowest prices monthly for
a series of years :
Highest and lowest prices of lead at New Y01·k City, monthly,f1·om 1870 to 1890, inclusive.
[Cents per pound.]
.January.
Years.

~

~

~
1870 .....
1871. ....
1872 .....
1873 .....
1874 .....
1875 .....
1876 . ....
1877 .....
1878 ... -1879.....
1880.....
1881.....
1882 .....
1883.....

(a)6. 30

(a)6. ;:o

(a:·6. 00
(a)6. 37

(a)~ 00
(a)6. 20
(a)6.00
(b)6. 15
4. 35
4. 50
6. 10
5. 00
5.15
4. 70
188~.....
4. 50
188n . ....
3. 70
1886.....
4. 70

i~~~:::::

1889 ... -.
1890.....
1s91.....

~

February.

~

~
3

~

~

6.20
6. 15
5. 90
6. 25
5. 90
6. oo
5.A7
6. 12
4. 00
4. 00
5. 50
4. 30
4.95
4. 60
3. 75
3. 55
4. 50

625
6. 25
6. 00
6. 50
6. 25
5. 90
6.37
6. 40
3. 87
4. 50
6. 00
5. 10
5.20
4. 60
4. 10
3. 70
4. 90

3. 80
I 4. o5

B. 85
4. 5o

~
;

~

~
6. 20

a Gold.

~

~JJ

~

6.20
o. 20
5. 87 6. 00
6. 40 6. 50
6. 00 6. 25
5. 85 5. 75
6.00 6.50
6. 20 6. 75
3. 65 i:l. 87
4. 50 1 4. 50
5. 87 I 5. 95
4. 80 4. 85
5.00 5.12
4. 50 4. 65
3. 75 4. 15
3. 60 3. 70
4. 60 4. 95

!:3. 90~~ I 3.t 75~~ 3.~: fg75 !:3. 60~g
3. 85
4. 5o

March.

3. 75
4. 25

~
;

~

~
6. 15
5. 87
o. 25
G. 12
5. 62
0. 40
0. 50
3. 62
3. 25
5. 30
4. 02
4.85
4. 50
4. 10
3. 62t
4. 85

April.

~

fn

~

6.25
6. 20
G. 12
6. 50
6. 25
5. 87
G.40
6. 50
3. 75
3. 25
5. 75
4. 85
5.00
4. 62
4. £5
3. 10
4. 90

~: ~~ ~: 6g ~: ~~t

3. 75 3. 65
3. 95 3. 85
4. 37t 4. 25

May.

~

~

~

~
6.10
5. 90
6. 25
5. 90
5. 80
G.12
6. ~5
3. 50 1
2. 87
5. 40
4. 37
4.90
4. 40
3. 62~ 1
3. 62!!
4. 65

~

~

~

~

~

6.25
6. J8
6. 62
6. 62
6. 00
5. 95
6.50
6. 00
3. 50
3. 12
5. 25
4. 70
4.85
4. 55
3. 7~

3. 7o
4. 75

~

.June.

~

~

~

~

6.25~~

6.20
6. 10 6. 15 6.12
G. 25 6. 62 6. 40
o. :· 5, G. 55 G.12
5. 75 6. 00 5. 62
5. 90 5. 90 5. 75
1),]0 6.50 6.25
5. 55 5. 70 5. 60
:J. 25 3. 50 R. ]2
2. 87 B. 80 3. 12
4. 40 4. 75 4. 50
4. 25 1 4. 50 4. 25
4.60 4.90 4.55
4. 40 4. 45 4. 40
3. 52tl 3. 65
57t
3. 60 3. 85 . 3. 62t
4. 65 4. 90 4. 65

y·

!: ~g !:3. 87£
~~~ !: ~~ !: {~
3. 60 4. (15

:J. 67~ 3. 60

4. 07-& 3. 85
4. 32t 4. 10

~

-;'D

4. B5 4. 00
4. 37~ 4. 2o

bCnrrency.

4. 50
4. 5o

~: ~g

3. 90
4. 25
4. 35
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Highest and lowest prices of lead at New York City, etc.-Continued.
July.

August.

September.

October.

November.

December.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; - - -1

...;

Years.

f
0

H
1870 .••..
1871 ... ..
1872 ... ..
1873 ... ..
1874 .... .
1875 ... ..
1876 ... ..
1877 .... .
1878 ... ..
1879 .... .
1880 ... ..
1881. .. ..
1882 ... ..
1883 .... .
1884 ... ..
1885 ... ..
1886 ... ..
1887 .... .
1888 .... .
1889 ..... 1
1890 ... ..

~w
~~

~~
~w

~~
~H

~~
~oo

~~
~w

~w
~oo

~~
~oo

~~
~M

~~
~oo

~~
~90

~~
~oo

6. 62

6. 40

G. 50

6. 40

6. 50

6. 30

6. 62

6. 40

6. 60

6. 50

6. 60

aoo

~H
~M

~oo
~u

~~
~M

~oo
~65

~u
~w

~~
~65

~~
~~

~~
~w

6. 00

5. 95

5. 95

5. 87

5. 87

5. 70

5. 65

5. GO

~w

aoo
~~

~~
~~

5. 87

5. 65

5. 95

~~

~~

~~

~~

a~

~oo

~oo

~M

~M

~w

~w

5. 60
3. 62

5. 37
3. 25
&90

5. 12
3. 50

4. 90
3. 20

4. 85
3. 45

4. 75
3. 25
&%

4. 85
3. 60

4. 25
3. 37

4. 75
3. 95

4. 50
3. GO

4. 60
4. 00

~M
~85

~oo
~~

~w
~%

~M

~M
~00

~oo
~W

~oo
~90

4. 9o
5. 15

4. 5o
4. 90

4. 95
5. 10

4. 75
4. 95

5. 37
5.15

~M

~w
~M

~oo
~65

4. 95
4. 95

s. 25
5. 15

4. 87
4. 85

I s. 25

~oo
~%

4. 9o
4. 90 4. 50
~~
~w
~w
~w ~ ~~
~w
~~
~H
~M
&65
3. 70 3. 55 3. 70 3. 52! 3. 75 3. 55 3. 75 3. 60 3. 55 3. 37!
4. 15 3. 87t 4. 25 4. 12 1 4. 25 4. 00 4. 25 4. 00 4. 60 4. 00
4. 90 4. 75 4. 80 4. 75 I 4. 70 4.45 4. 30 4. oo 4. 40 4. 10
4. 67t 4. 4o 4. 62t 4. 55 I 4. 55 4. 25 4. 4o 4. :Jo 4. 75 4. 25
4. 07!1 3. 85 4. 97! 4. 15 5.12!1 4. 92 5. 121 3. 62!, 3. 82t 3. 60
4. 05 I 3. 80 3. 95 1 3. 7514. 00 I 3. 8;, 3. 90 3. 75 I !lO
75
4. 50 l 4. 40 4. 72! 4. 35 5. 00 4. 67! 5. 25 5. 00 5. 25 4. 60

s 2s
4: 75
&%
3. 75
4. 67!1
4. 35
5. 15
3. 821
90 I
4. 60

3. 13. 13.

I

6. 25
5. 75
6.42
6. 00
6.12
5. 87
5. 65
4.50
3. 90
5. 50
4. 25
5. 00
4. 50
3.
3, 60
50
4. 50
4. 25

4.
3. 90
60
3. 75
4.05

I

I

The following tables, compiled by Mr. E. A. Caswell, show the daily
fluctuation in prices in 1889, 1890, and the first half of 1891:
P1·ice of common pig lead in New York City in 1889.
Jan.

Days.
~----

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May.

June. July.

.Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -

H.

1 •••••..•..
2 .•..••••..
3 ...••••••.
4 ..........
5 ....•..•..
6 ..•..•.•..
7 ...............
8 ......•...
9 ..........
10 ...•...•..
11 .....•....
12 ...•......
13 .......•..
14 ..........
15 ..........

3. 77!
3.85
3. 90
3. 90

s.

3.85
3. 85
3. 85
3. 85
3. 85
3. 85

s.

3, 85
3. 85

Hi .......... 3. 85

117 ..........
18 ..........
1
19 ..........
20 ..........
21. ......... .
22 ..........
23 ..........
24 ..........
25 ......•••.
26 ..........
27 ..........
28 ..........
29 ....•••••.
30 ...........
31. .........

3. 85
3. 85
3. 85

s.

3. 85
3. 80
3. 80
3. 75
3. 75
3. 80

s.

3.80
il. 75

3. 75
3. 75

3. 75
3. 75

s.

3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 70
3. 70

s.

3. 70
3. 72-i
s.
3. 65
3. 7zt
3. 72t
3. 72t
3.7U
3. 72£

s.

3. 70
3. 65
3. 65
3. 65
3.60
3. 60

3. 72k
3. 72!
3. 72!
3. 75
3. 70
3. 70

3.65
3. 65
3.65
3. 65
H.
3. 65

3. 70
3. 70
3. 70
3. 65
3. 65
3. 65
f:i.
3. 65
3. 65
3. 65
3. 65
3.65
3. 65
s.

s.

s.

3. 65
3 ·65
3. 65
3. 65

. .......
. ..........

-------

s.

3. 65
3. 65
3. 65
3. 65
3. 65
3. 65
s.
3. 65
a. 65
3. 67~
3. 67!
3. 67~
3. 67~

s.

3. 65
3. 65
3. 65
3. 65
3.65
3. 65

s.

3.62!
3.62!
3. 65
e. 65
3. 62§
3. 60

3. 60
3. 67t
3.67t
3.80

s.

3.87!
3.8n
3. 87£
3. 87!
3. 87t
3. 87§s.
3.8n
3.87k
3.87!
3.87!
3. 70
3. 70

s.

3. 75
3. 70
2. 70
3. 70
3. 70
3.85

s.

3. 60

3. 85
3. 85
3. 85

···-·--

3.85

s.

H.

H.

3. go

s.

3. 92~
3. 97~
4.00
4. 00
3.97!
3. 97!

s.

3. 97!
3. 97t
3. 90
3. 90
3. 92!
3. 92!
s.
4. 00
4.00
4. 00
4.00
4. 00
3. 95
s.
4.00
4. 00
4.00
4. 00
4.00
4.05

4. 05
4. 05
4. 00

H.

3. 95
3. 90

s.

3. 90
3. 90
3. 90
3. 90
3. 85
3. 85
I 3.85
s.
3. 85
3. 85
3. 85
3. 80
3.80
s.
3.82t
3. 80
3. 80
3. 80
3. 80
3. 80

s.

3.80
3. 97§
............ 3. 97!

s.

3. 95
3. 90
3.85
s.
3. 85
3. 85
3.85
3. 85
3.80
3. 75
s.
3. 75
3. 75
3.80
3.80
3. 80
3.80

s.

3.80
3. 80
3. 80
3. 80
3. 80
3. 80
s.
3. 80
3. 80
3.85
3.85
3. 90
3. 90

s.

H.
3. 97~
4.00
4. 00
4. 00
4.00
s.
4. 00
3. 95
3. !l5
3. 90
3. 90
3. 90

s.

3. 90
3. 90
3. 90
3. 90
3. 90
3. 90

3. 85
3.85
3. 90
3. 90
3. 90

s.

3. 90
3.90
3. 90
3. 90
3. 85
3.85
s.
3.85
3. 85
3.85
3. 85
3. 85
3. 80

s.

3. 80
3. 73
3. 90
3. 75
3. 90
3. 75
3.90
3. 75
3. 90
3. 75
3. 90
s.
3. 85
3. 75
3. 75
3.85
3. 75
........ 3. 75

s.

s.

3. 75
3. 75

s.

3. 75

H.

3.85
3. 90
3. 90
3.90
s.
3.90
3.80
3. 80
3. 80
3.80
3. 75

s.

3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 75

s.

3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 75

s.

3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 87~
3

rt

1

3. 87!
3. 90
3. 90
3. 90
3. 90
3. 87!

s.

s.

3. 85
3. 85

H.

3. 85
3. 80
3. 85

3. 75
3. 75

3. 85

3. 75
3. 75
3. 75

H.

s.

. ........ 3. 85

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ---3.68
3.69
3. 79 3. 82
3.82! 3. 92! 3. 82~
3.64t 3. 79! 3. 97! 3.88

.Average. 3.82!
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Price of comnwn p·ig lead in New Ym·k City in 1890.

I

Days.
Jan. Feb. Mar.
- - - -- - - -

Apr.

H.

3.S5
3. S5
3.S5

4.07!
4.05
4. 00

3.85

4. 00
4.00
4.05
4. 05
4.05
4.05

1. .........
2 ..........
3 ..........
4 ..........
5 ..........
6 ..........
7 ..........
8 ..........
9 ..........
10 ..........
11. .........
12 ..........
13 ..........
14 ..........
15 ..........
16 ..........
17 ..........
18 ..........
19 ..........
20 ..........
21. .........
22 ..........
23 ..........
24 ..........
25 ..........
26 ..........
27 ..........
28 ..........
29 ..........
30 ..........
31. .........

May.

June. July.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

- -- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -

3.S5
3.S5
3. 85

s.

3. 85
3. S5
3. 85
3.S5
3.S5
3.80

s.

3. 80
3.80
3.SO
3.80
3.80
3. 80

s.

3. 80
3. so
3. 85
3. S5
3. so

3. 80
t:i.
3. 80
3. 80
3. 80
3. S5
3. 85

3.SO

3.S5

3.SO
3. so
3. 85
3. S5
3.80
3.80

3.S5
3. 85
3.85
3. 95
3. 95
3.95

s.

s.

s.

s.

3. so
3.80
3. 80
3. 80
3. 75
3. 75

3. 95
3. 95
3. 95
3. 95
3. 95
3. 95

s.

s.

3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 75
II.

3. 95
3. 95
3. 95
3. 95
3.95
3. 90

s.

s.

3. 75
3. 85
3. 85
3. 85
3.S5

. ..........

3. 90
3. 90
3. 90
3. 90
3. 85
3. 85

H.

s.

3.S5
3. 85
3. 85
3. 85
3.85
3. 85

s.

3. S5
3.85
3.85
3. 85
3. S5
3. 85

s.

3. 85
3. 90
3. 90
3. 90
3. 90
3.90

s.

3. 90

s.

s.

4.05
4.05
4. 05
4.10
4.10
4.12!

s.

4.15
4.17!
4.35
4. 30
4.20
4. 20

s.

4. 20
4.30
4. 25
4. 25

s.

4. 25
4. 25
4. 25
4. 25
4. 25
4.25

s.

4. 32!
4.32!
4. 35
4.35
4.35
4.35

s.

4.35
4.35
4.45
4.45
4.50
4. 50

s.

4. 50
4.45
4.42?;
4.4zn
4.42!
4.42?;

4.42~
4.42~

4.42&

H.-

4.42i

s.

4.42!
4.4zn
4.42i
4.42k
4.42i
4.4.2i

s.

4.42!
4. 42i
4.50
4. 50
4.45
4.45

s.

4. 45
4.45
4.45
4. 40
4.40
4. 40

s.

4.40

4.40
4. 35

s.

4. 35
4.35
4.35
4.35
4.35
4.35

s.

4.35
4.35
4.50
4. 50
4. 50
4. 50

s.

4. 62!
4. 62!
4. 62!
4. 62!
4. 60
4. 60

s.

4. 60
4. 72!
4.67!
4.67~

3. 90
s. 4.40 4. 67t
s. 4.07! H. 4. 42~ 4.40 4. 67t
.............. 3. 85 . ........... 4. 25 ------- 4.40
s.
- - - - ----- - - - - -- -

.. ..........

Average. 3.82!_ 3. 79!

3. 91!

3.87!

4.13

4.37

4.43

H.

5. 00
5.00
5. 00
5.00

4.67!
4. 75
4. 75
4. 75
4. 75

s.

5. 25
5. 25
5. 25
5. 25
5. 25
5. 25

s.

4. 75
4. 75
4. 75
4. 75
4. 75
4. 75

s.

5.25
5. 25
5. 25
5. 25
5. 25
5. 25

s.

4. 75
4. 75
4.95
4.95
4. 95

s.

~~

5. 25
5. 25
5. 25
5. 25
5. 25
5. 25

5.00
5. 00
5.00
5.00
5. 00
5. 00

s.

s.

5. 00
5.00
• ......

5 25
5. 25
5. 25
5. 25
5.25

5. 25

s.

5. 25

H.

5. 25
5.10
5.10
5.10

s.

5.10
5.10
5.10
5. 00
5. 00
5. 00

s.

5. 00
4.75
4. 75
4. 65
4. 65
4. 60

21!

s.

4.30
4. 20
4.15
4.15
4.10
4.10

s.

4.10
4. 05
4. 05
4.05
4. 05
4. 05

s.

s.

4.05
4.05
4. 05

H.

4. 05
4. 05

4. 60
4. 60
4. 60
4. 60
4. 60

s.

. ............

4.5114.8615. 4.9or
1

4.60
4.60
4.60
4. 55
4.50
4.40

H.

s.

4. 05
4. 05
4.05
4.19

Pr-ice of common pig lead in New York City during six months ending June 30, 1891.
Days.

Jan.

1. ........ H.
2......... 4. 05
u ............... 4.05

'--·
.... 1 s.
5 ......... 4.05
6 .........
7 .........
8 .........
9 .........
10 .........
11. ........
12 .........
13 .........
14 .........
15 .........
16 .........
17 .........

4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40

s.

4.40
4.50
4. 50
4.50
4. 50
4.50

Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Junl3.
-- -- ----

s.

s.

4. 35
4.35
4. il5
4. BO
4. 30
4. 50

4. 25
4. 25
4. 25
4. 35
4. 35
4. 35

4. 30
4. 30
4. 25
4. 25
4. 25
4. 25

4. 32!
4. 32t
4. 32?;
4.32i
4. 32tl

4. 25
4. 25

4. 32!
4. 30

s.

s.

s.

s.
~"'I

4. 32~ 4. 20
4. 32?; 4. 20
4. 32?; s.
4. 30 4. 20
s. 4. 20
4. 30 4. 20
4. 32~ 4. 20
4.30 4. 20
4. 25 4. 20
4.25
s.
4. 25 4. 20
s. 4. 20
4. 25 4. 20
4. 20
4.15 4. 20
U5
4.15 4. 20
4.15
s.

Days.

Jan.

Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June

---- -- -- - - -- - -- 4. 25 4. 30 4.15 4. 20 4. 35
4.42! 18 ......... s.
4.42t 19 ......... 4.50 4. 25 4. 30
s. 4. 30 4. 35
4.42t 20 ......... 4.40 4. 25 4. 30 4.10 4. 25 4.35
4. 50 21. ........ 4. 35 4. 25 4. 37Jt 4.10 4.25
s.
s. - 4.12t 4. 35 4.35
4. 50 22 ......... 4. 30
s.
4. 50 23 ......... 4.30
H. 4.35 4.12?; 4. 37?; 4. 35
s. 2-L ........ 4. 25 4.25 4. 35 4.12t s. 4.40
4.45 25 ......... s.
4. 30 4. 35 4.12! 4.371 4.45
4. 40 26 ......... 4. 25 4. 25 4. 35
s. 4. 37?; 4.50
4.40 27 ......... 4. 25 4. 25 4. 35 4.12! 4. 35 4.45
4.40 2S ......... 4. 27t 4. 25 4. 35 4.20 4.35
s.
4. 35 29 ......... 4.27?; . ......... s.
4. 20 4. 35 4. 45
4. 35 30 ......... 4.37t . .......... 4. 35 4.20
H. 4.45
s. 31. ........ 4. 35 . .......... 4. 32! ...... s. . .........
4. 35
-- -- 4. 35
4. 35

Average. 4.34t 4. 28tl4. 32ti 4. 20~ 4. 25~ 4.41
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Lead im,ported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1890, inclusive.
[Calendar years ending December 31 from 1886 to 1890; previous years end June 30.1
Ore and dross.
Quantity.

S~~~s~Ji~r.e·
Shot.
~~~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - wise
Value.
Quan- Value. Quan- Value specitity.
tity.
· :tied.

0

Pigs and bars.

Years.
Value. Quantity.

I

- - - - - - - - - - ---- ---------- - Lbs.
] 867...
611
$25
1868-..
6, 945
239
1869 ............ -------1870 ..•
5,973
176
1871...
316
10
1872... 32, 331
1, 42q
1873 .............. -.....
1874. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .
1875... 13, 206
320
1876... .. .. .. .. . .. .. . • ..
1877. . .
1, 000
20
1878 ....................
1879 ....................
1880... . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . ..
1881. ..
5,981
97
1882 ... 21,698
500
1883...
600
17
188±...
419
13
1885-..
4, 218
57
1886... 715, 588
9, 699
1887... 153, 731 121, 487
1888... 88, 870
2, 468
188!L.. 328, 315
7, 468
1890... 493,463 12,947

Lbs.

Lbs.

Total
value.

----

Lbs.

65, 322, 923 $2, 812, 668 185, 825 $9, 560 ...... -- ... ---63, 254, 677 2, 668, 915 142, 137 7, 229 -.-- .. -- - .... ..
87,865,471 3,653,481 307,424 15,531 -------- ...... .
85,895,724 3,530,837 141,681 6,879 --------·-----91, 496, 715 3, 721, 096
86, 712 4, 209 -.- .. -- ....... .
73. 086, 657 2, 929, 623
15, 518
859 .. -.- - ........ .
72, 423, 641 3, 233, 011
105
12
420
$50
46, 205, 154 2, 231, 817 . -....... .. . .. .. 30, 219 1, 349
32, 770, 712 1, 559, 017 .. -...... .. .. .. •
58
4
14, 329, 366
682, 132 .. - ... -- ...... -. 20, 007 1, 204
14, 583, 84ii
671' 482 ..... -- ..... -... 16, 502 1, 242
6,717,052
294,233 --------- ....... 15,8~9
963
1,21fl,500
42,983 ......... ------- 3,7,[8
209
6, ~~~· ~~u'
246, 015 .. __ .. _..... ___ . 1, 120
54
4, ... '
159,129 ................
900
65
6,079,304
202,603 ................ 1,469
99
4,037, 867
130, 108 ..... -... .. .. ... 1, 510
79
3, 072, 738
85, 395
15, 040
630 .............. .
5, 862, 474
143, 103 971,951 22, 217 ............. ..
17, 582, 298
491,310
27, 357 1, 218 ..... - ..... - .. .
7, 716,783
210, 770
27, 9±1 11, 286 -.--.- .. -- ..•.•
2, 582, 236
69, 891
23, 103 1, 202 .............. .
2, 773, 622
76, 243
35, 859 1, 417 ............ --19,336,233
593, 671
68,314 3, 338 .. - ..... -- .. - ..

8

$6,222 $2,828,475
6, 604 2, 682,987
18,885 3, 687, 897
10,444 3, 548, 336
8, 730 3, 734,045
20,191 2, 952, 0~8
21,503 3, 25~, 576
36,484 2, 269,650
25,771 1, 585, 115
710,442
27, 106
673,785
1, 041
295,309
113
930
44, 122
246,440
371
160, 73±
1,443
205,651
2, 449
138,234
8, 030
88,030
1, 992
166 749
1, 372
964
5:!3: 191
242 845
302
977
74:538
86,425
1, 297
611,089
1,133

Old and scrap lead imported and entm·ed for consumption 'in the United States, l867 to
18901 inclusive.
[Calendar years ending December 31 from 1886 to 1890; previous years end June 30.]
Years.

Quantity.

1867 .. - ...... ---- .•..
1868 .. ------ .... -.- ..
1869 .... ·- ... -- ... --.
1870.-- ... ----- .... -1871. ..• ------------1872 .. --------------1873 ............... ..
1874 .. -- ·------· .... .
1875.- ..... ---- -- .... ..
1876.------- ....... ..
1877. ---·-----------1878 ................ .

1, 255, 233
2, 465,575
2, !J83, 272
3, 756,785
2, 289, 688
4, :l57, 778
3, 545,098
395,516
382,150
265,860
249,645
106,342

Value.

Years.

Ponnds.

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
$53,202
101, 586
123,068
150,379
94,467
171, 324
151,756
13,897
13, 964
9, 534
8, 383
3, 756

42,283
1879 .. --- .. ···--- ....
213,063
1880- - ........ - . -- ...
123,018
1881. -- .... - . -- ......
220,702
1882-.--.--.-.-- •.••.
1883 ... ·······--··· .. 1, 094,133
160, 356
1884. ................ .
1885 ................ .
4, 866
24,726
1886 ......... ---- .. ..
136,625
1887- .... -- ... ------33,100
1888 ............... ..
50,816
1889 ................ .
1890.-- ...... ---- •• -- 18,246,165

$1,153
5, 262
2, 729
5, 949
31,724
4, 830
106
882
4, 323
904
1,494
567, 3(i4

Lead and rnannfactut·es oj l_ead, of domestic production, expo1·ted {ram the United States.
Fiscal years ending
Manufactures ofSeptember 30 until
1842, fiscal years 1 - - - - - - - - - - = - - - - Bars, shot, etc.
ending .Jnne 30 until
Lead.
Pewter
1885, and calendar
and lead.
years ending De- 1 - - - - - ; - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - , - - - - cember 31 since.
Quantity. Value.
Value. Qnautit.y. Value.

Total
value.

---------1----- -------- ---- -------Pounds.
1790.-- .............. ..
1803 (barrels) ........ .
1804 .................. .
1R05 .................. .
1808-- -- •• -- ..... - .... .
1809 .. - ••..... -- ...... 1810 .....•. . ···-·······
1811. .. ------- .. -- .....
1812 .. ---- •. ---- ---· --.
1813 •••••• --. ·-- ---- --·

13,440
900
19,804
8, 000
40, 583
126, 537
172, 323
65,497
74,875
276,940

Pounds.
$810 ...... - - -- . - .. - ..... - ••..• -...

$810
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Lead and manufactut·es of lead, of domestic p1·oduction, etc.-Continued.
Fiscal years ending
September 30 until
1842, fiscal years
endingJnne 30until
1885, and calendar
years ending December 31 since.

Manufactures of1---------:----1

Lead.
Quantity.

Pewter
and lead.
Value.

Value.

Bars, shot, etc.

Quantity.

Total
value.

Value.

1 - - - - - - - -- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1

ZINC.
BY

C.

KIRCHHOFF.

During the years 1889 and 1890 the zinc industry of the United States
showed stead y progress, the development in the production taking plaee
particularly, however, in the West. The census report, which covered
the calend::tr year 1889, for the first time revealed many facts relatil1g to
the industry which are of special interest. The production of .zh1c ore
in the leading States and counties was as follows:
Production of zinc 01'e in the leading States in 1889.
Stato. and oountiea. Qo=tity. l V.Uoo. l _ s_t_nt_e_s_a_.n_d_c_ou_n_t_ie_s_._ _Q_u_a_n_ti-ty.
1

WiflCOnflin:
Short tons.
Iowa county __ . __
1G, 09G $237, 463
Lafayette county_
7, 132
152, 973
Grant county._...
703
10, 132

I Missouri-rontinued.

St. Francois coun- Short tons.
ty...............
2, 310
Total Missouri .

Total Wisconsin.
Missouri:
Barry county .... .
Dade conuty .... .
( ; r ePne cotmtv .. _
J ar-;p()r conntj• ...
L a \\'rence couuty
Morgan county ..
Newton county ..

I

24, 831

400, 568

ISO
151

2, 340
1, 308
17, 139
1, ll29, 538
158,665
480
191,487

077

72, u2u
9. 4li:.l
15
8, 307

Value.

1

Iowa.................
Knn sas ..............
Arlm u sas .......... ~Eastern Stat es.......
South em States . . . . .
New Mexico.........

I

I

$23, 100

93, 131 2, 024, 057
450
39, 5i5
130
63, 339
12, 906
140

3, 600
299,192
3, 250
175, 052
141, 560
2, 520
1

-50_2_ ~-3,-0-49-.-7-99-~

Tj;'f.,.,Unlte''l--23_4_,

It should be noted that a large part of the product credited to Kansas
was crude, und1·essed ore, which makes its tonnage large, while the
value is low.
The following is a summary of the census statistics relating to the
spelter and zinc-oxide works of the United States:
Census stati8tics of i!peltm· and zinc oxide.
Product:
Spelter ............. short tons ..
Zinc oxide .............. _.do ... .
Stock:
Spelter, January 1, 1889, short
tons ................ _.-----···
Spelter, January 1, 1890, short
tons ........................ ..
Zinc oxide. January 1,1889, short
tons ........................ ..
Zinc oxide, January 1,1890, short
ton11 ......................... .
Ore treated .....•• ..•.. shorttons . .

88

58, 860
16, 970

2, 781
2, 492
1, 425
], 261
196,309

Value of ore treated....... . . . . • . . . . $4, 154, 403. 98
Labor:
Foremen.......................
82
Meclwnics...... ................
457
Laborers . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
2, 024
Boys...........................
127
Total wages...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 424, 980. 52
Office force . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
95
Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $140, 279. 91
Exr1enfles:
Contrnctors . . . .. . ...... .. ..... .
$15, 318.84
Snpplies .. ..................... $653,305.75
All other....................... $210, :)13. 39
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No direct deductions as to cost can be drawn from these figures, because they deal with two industries, which in some parts of the country
are so closely associated that they are not separated in accounts and in
other parts, notably in the West, are sharply separated. 'rhe outlays
incidental to the rolling of 9,389 short tons of sheet zinc are also included. Reports from all the works in the United States show that the
production of spelter has been as follows:
Production of spelter in the United States.
Short tons.

Years.
1873 .......................... .
1875 .......... --:.--- ... ---.- ..
1880 (Census year ending May
31).
1882 ........... - ... - ... - . - .. - ..
1883.-- ...•....... ··- .. - -· .... 1884 .......................... .

7, 343
15,833
23,239
33.765
36; 872
38,544

Short tons.

Years.

40, 688
42,641
50, 340
55,903
58,860
63,683

1885 ... - ............. -- .. -- ... .
1886- .. -- ............ - .. ······.
1887 ....... - ...... ----·· ...... .
1888 .......•.•.•...............
1889 ... -·-·· ...•...............
1890- .. - ...................... .

Grouped by States, the product has been as follows:
Production of spelter in the United States, 1882 to 1890, inclusive, by StateB.
1887.
1888.
States.
1882.
1883.
1884,
1885.11886.
-----------Short Sho1·t Shor·t Short Shor·t Short Shor·t
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
Illinois_ ..... 18,201 16,792 17,594 19,427 21,077 22,279 22,445
8, 932 11,955 10,432
9, 010
7, 859
8, 502
7, 366
K~nsas ......
5, 870
5, 730
5, 230
4, 677
8,660 13,465
Missouri .... 2, 500
Eastern and
Southern
7,861
8, 082
5, 340
States.- .... 5, 698
6, 762 I 7,
9, 561
TotaL .. 33, 765
872 38,544 40,688 42:641 150, 340 55, 903

188!J.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

23, 860
13, 658
11,077

26,243
15,Hl9
13, 127

"'I I"'

136,'

1890.

9,114

265

58, 860

63, 683

For the first time complete returns of stocks on hand have been rereceived. The following are the aggregates:
Stocks of spelter.
January 1States.

illinois.........................................................

1889.

1890,

1891.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

360

268

68

~!:~~~;£ ~~~~~::: :::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~::: - i::~~ ·1
Total ............................... -.---.---- ... -··-···-··

::

:H ~~i

2,78112,535 J:l34

The stock in the hands of producers is therefore small, considering
the magnitude of the industry. The apparent consumption of domestic
spelter increased, therefore, from 59,434 tons in 1889, to 69,084 tons in
1890.
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Zinc irnpm·ted and entered jo1· consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1890, inclnsive.
Calendar yenrs
ending December
31 from 1886 to
1890; previous
years enu June 30.

Blocks or pigs.
Quantity.

- - -- - - - Pounds.

1

1867 ...............
1868 ...............
1869 ...............
1870 .. .. ...•....•. .
1871. ..............
1872 ......•........
1873 ...............
1874 ......•. .......
1875 ..••.•• .••.....
1876 ..•.••••••••••.
18'77 ... ··•••·•··•··
1878 ........•• .... .
1879 ..... ......•...
1880 ....... .•......
1881. .. ····· .......
1882 .... ····· ......
1883 ...... ······· ..
1884 ...............
1885 ..•.•..........
1886 ..•. ········- ..
1887 . . - ...•.••.....
1888 .. - ... -- .......
1889 ...... ..•..... . ,
1890 ..••.•••.• -.---

Value.

I

5. 752. 611
9, 327, 968
13.211.575
9, 221. 121
11.159. 040
11.802. 247
6, 839 . 897
3, 593. 570
2, 034.252
947. 322
1. 266. 894
1, 270. 184
1, 419, 791
8 092. 620
2 859. 216
18 408 391
17. om. 211
5 . 869. 738
3, 515. 840
4. 300 830
8. 387. 647
3. 825 947
2,052.559
1, 997, 524

Sheets.
Quantity.

Value.

Value of

Total
value.

I mannfactures.

Pounds.
$256.366
5. 142.417 $311.767
3. 557, 448
203. 883
417. 273
8. 306. 723
478, 646
590.332
415, 497
9. 542,687
509, 860
7. 646.821
409,243
508 355
522. 524 10. 704. 944
593 885
715. 706
331,399 11,122.143
6, 016.835
424.504
203. 479
7, 320,713
444.539
101. 766
4, 611,360
298. 308
56. 082
1, 341, 333
81.815
63.250
69. 381
1. 255.620
57. 753
53.050
1,111. 225
53. 294
210 2:!0
371. 920
4. 069. 310
2. 727. 324
129 158
125 457
207 o:J2
736 964
4. 413. 042
3, 309. 239
141. 823
655. 503
36. 120
952. 253
208 852
64. 781
1, 839 8GO
113. 268
40. :1":0
136. 138
1, 092. 400
32, b26
276, 122
926. 150
12,558
295. 287
146. 156
77, 84511, 014 . 8731
43. 356
43, 495
101. 335
781, 266

$1,835
1. 623
2. 083
21.696
26. 366
58. 668
5U, 813
48. 304
2G. 3:30
18, 427
2. 496
4. 892
3.W!
3. 571
7, 603
4 9-10
5 tOG
4, 7!15
2. 05l
!J,IG2
11 329
12 080
19 580
9, 7,.0

$569.968
622 779
1. 071. 061
9-!7 053
9-!1.96-1
1, 175, 077
1, 103 918
676,287
572 635
372. 817
147. 561
132. 026
109 718
58.') 721
202 218
9-'8 9::6
802 !):)2
2 9 7u7
180. 103
185 020
319 977
170 794
140 781
154. 570

I1npo1'ts of zi1w oxide in 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, ancl1890.
Calendar years ending']Jecem ber 31, from 1886 to 1890; previous
year ends June 30.
1885. ···-···-·· --·-·· .... ---·-··--·-· ................. ·····-··- . .
1886 .••.••.. ·····-- ...................................... ······ ..
1887 ··················-··· ...................................... .
1888 ....••............•...•.................. ·····•··· .......... .
188{) . - •............ - . - ........ - ............... - ......... - ... - - .. .
1890 ..........................•..................................

Dry.

In oil.

Potmds.

Pounds.

2, 2'\3, 128 .
2, 52G, il89 I
4. 961. 080 I
1, 401,342
2, 686,861
2, 631,458

98, 566
79, 788
123, 216
51,985
66.240
102, 298

Expo1'ts of zinc ancl zinc ore of domestic p1·oduction, 1864 to 1890, inclusive.
Calendar years
ending December
31, from 188G to

y;:;~ ~JJJ'~~~ 30 _
8

Ore or oxide.

Quantity.

Owt.

Plates, sheets, pigs,
or bars.

I Value. Quanti~~
I

Value.

Value of
manufac-

Total
value.

tures.

Pounds.

1864...............
14,810 $116,431
95,738 1 $12. ,269 ........... .
09, 371
114, 149
184, 183
22, 740 ........... .
1865 .. -. .• • • . . •• . . .
18G6.... •• •. • • . . . . .
4, 485
25, 001
140, 798
13, 200 ...•.•......
1867 .....• --.......
3, 676
32. 041
312, 227
30, 587 ......... - ..
1868...............
8, 344
74, 706
1; 022,699
68, 214 ........... .
1860 .............. . ............
65,411 ................................. .
1870...............
15, 28G
81, 487
110, 157
10, G72 ........... .
1871...............
9, G21
48, 202
76, 360
7, 823 ........... .
1872...............
3, 686
20, 880
62, 919
5, 726 ........... .
234
2, 304
73, 95il
4, 656 ........... .
1873 .... .. . . • • . . . . .
1874...............
2, 550
20, 037
43, 5G6
3, 612 ........... .
1875...............
3, 083
20, 659
B8, 090
4, 245
$1, 000
1876.......... .. • • .
10, 178
G6, 259
134,542
11.651
4, 333
6, 428
34, 468
1, 419, 922
115, ] 22
1, 118
1877.. .. - ... -......
16,050
83,831
2,545,320
216,586
567
1878 .....•..•...•..
1879...............
10,660
40,399
2,132,949
170,154 ·•···•·····•
1880.-.. . . .. • . . . . . .
13. 024
42, 036
1, 368, 302
119, 264 ... - ....... .
1R~a .• ___ ..•..••••.
n, 390
16, 405
1, 491. 786
132, 805
168
1882.......... •• • • .
10, 904
13, 736
1, 489, 552
124, 638 ..••••......
1883 .... -. • . . . . • • • •
3, 04!5
11, 509
852, 333
70. 981
734
1884 .••••••• -......
4, 780
16, 685
126, 043
9, 5761
4, 666
6, 840
22.824
101,685
7, 270
4, 991
1885 ...•..•.••.• -..
1886.-.-.- ...... -..
26, 620
49, 455
917, 229
795,, 01?1721
13, 526
4,700
17,286
136,670
16,789
1887 ....•.......•..
1888.... .• . . . . . . • . .
4, 560
18,034
62,234
4, 270
19,098
1889 ... - .. - ..... -..
26, 760
73, 802
879, 785
44, 049
35, 732
1890...............
77,360
195, 113
3, 295, 584
126,291
23,587

$128,700
136,889
38,381
62,628
14-2,920
65,411
92, 159
56, 115
26 606
6, 060
23, 649
25,904
82,243
150,708
300,978
211, 053
161,300
149,378
138,374
83,224
30,927
35,085
138, 173
43,092
41,402
153,583
344,991

1
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The following table summarizes the prices of spelter since 1875:
Prices of common western spelter in New York City, 1875 to 1890, inclusive.
[Cents per pound. Figures in parentheses are combination prices.)

I February. March.
i l ~ i ~ i ~
~
~
~
~
~
~

January.
Years.

~

~

1 - - - - ·1· --

-

1875... .. . . . 6. 75
1876 .... - .. - (7. 60)
1877..... . .. 6. 50
1878........ 5. 75
1879 ........ 4.50
1880 ....... - 6. 50
1881. . .. .. . . 5. 25
1882....... . G. 00
1883 ....... - 4. 62
1884. ....... 4. 37
1885-- .... -- 4. 50
1886 ....... - 4. 50
1887- ...... - 4. 60
1888 ..... -.. 5. 37
1889.-- ..... ,5. 0~
1890 ........ 5. 4;.>

~

-

- -

6. 37 6. 67
7. 40 (7. 75)
1 6. 25 6. 62
5. 50 5. 62
4.25 4.62
5. 87 6. 75
4. 87 5. 25
5. 75 5. 75
4. 50 4. 62
4. 20 4. 40
4. 12 4. 30
4. 30 4. 55
4. 50 4. 60
5. 20 5. 35
5. 9~ 5. 00
5. 3o 5. 35

I

July.

~

~

~

.April.

May.

June.

i

~

i

~

i

i

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

------------------

6. 25 6. so 6. 20 (7. 00) 6. so (7. 25)
7. 50 (7. 75) 7. 62 (8. 00) 7. 60 (8. 00)
6. 50 6. 50 6. 37 6. 37 6. 25 6. 25
5. 25 5. 62 5. 25 5. 25 5. 00 5. 00
4.40 4.62 4.37 4.75 4.25 4.50
6. 37 6. 75 6. 50 6. 50 6.12 6. 00
5. 12 5. 00 4. 87 5. 12 4. 75 5. 00
5. 62 5. 62 5. 37 5. 50 5. 25 5. 62
4. 50 4. 75 4. 62 4. 75 4. 60 4. 75
4. 25 4. 60 4. 40 4. 65 4. 50 4. 60
4. 25 4. 30 4. 12 4. 30 4. 12 4. 25
4. 30 4. 60 4. 50 4. 60 4. 50 4. 60
4. 40 4. 60 4.40 4. 65 4. 45 4. 65
5. 25 5. 25 4. 87 4. 87 4. 60 4. 65
4. 90 14.87 4. 70 14.65 4. 65 4. 85
5. 20 5. 20 5. 00 5. 00 4. 90 5. 45

August.

I September-

October.

7.15 (7. 25) 7. 15
7. 75 (8. 00) 7. 25
6. 00 6. 12 5. 87
4. 62 4. 62 4. 25
4.25 4.37 4.12
5. 62 5. 50 5. 12
4. 87 5. 00 4. 75
5. 25 5. 37 5. 25
4. 50 4. 62 4. 37
4. 45 4. 60 4. 45
4.10 4. 10 4. 00
4. 40 4. 40 4. 35
4. 45 4. 65 4. 50
4. 60 4. 60 4. 50
4. 62 5. 00 5. 00
5. 00 5. 60 5. 35

November.

December.

Years.
1 - - - - - 1- - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1875 ...... -- (7. 35)
1876 ........ 7.25
1877 ........ 5.87
1878 ...... -- 4. 75
1879 ........ 4.75
1880 .. - ..... 5. 00
1881. ....... 5.00
1882 ..... -.. 5. 37
1883 ..... -.. 4. 50
1884 ........ 4.55
1885 ........ 4.40
1886 ........ 4.40
1887 ........ 4.50
1888 ........ 4.55
1889 ....... - 5.10
1890 ........ 5.60

7. 25 (7. 25) 7.10 (7. 25)
7.12 7.25 7.00 7.12
5. 62 5. 90 5. 80 5.87
4.50 4. 87 4.50 4. 87
4. 37 5. 62 4. 80 6.00
4. 87 5. 25 4. 87 5.12
4. 75 5.12 5. 00 5. 25
5.12 5.50 5.12 5. 37
4.30 4. 40 4. 30 4.50
4. 45 4. 62 4. 52 4. 62
4.10 4. 60 4. 40 4. 62
4. 30 4. 40 . +. 30 4.40
4.50 4. 6.1 ' · 55 4. 65
4. 50 4. 871 J . 50 5.12
5.00 5. 20 5.15 5.15
5.40 5.55 5. 40 5.65

7.10 (7. 40)
6. 80 6. 75
5. 75 5. 90
4. 75 4. 82
5. 62 6. 37
4. 75 5. 00
5.00 5. 37
5.12 5. 37
4. 40 4. 45
4. 50 4.55
4. 50 4. 62
4. 25 4. 30
4. 60 4. 65
4. 75 5.12
5.10 5.15
5. 50 16.00

7.15 (7. 40)
6. 62 6. 62
5. 70 5. 87
4. 50 4. 75
6. 00 6. 25
4. 87 4. 90
5. 25 5. 87
5.12 -s. 12
4. 35 4. 40
4.40 4. 40
4. 50 4. 60
4. 25 4. 30
4. 50 4. 80
4. 87 5.12
5.10 15.25
5. 65 6.10

7.15 (7. 40) 7.15
6. 37 6. 50 6. 37
5. 62 5. 75 5.50
4. 50 4. 37 4.25
5. 87 6. 25 6.00
4. 65 4. 75 4. 65
5.50 u. 00 5.87
4. 87 4. 87 4.50
4. 37 4. 37 4. 35
4. 30 4. 25 4. oo
4. 45 4. 60 4. 45
4. 25 4. 50 4. 35
4. 52 5. 87 5. 00
4. 87 5.12 4. 87
5. 05,5. 35 5.30
5. 90 6. 00 5.90

I

Opening the year 1890 with a steady market at 5.45 cents, a moderate
business and freer offerings led to a decline to 5.35 cents, New York,
toward the close of January. The falling market and general dullness
continued during February and March, 5 cents being reached in that
month. Good western spelter sold as low as 4.90 cents, New York, in
April, but toward the close of that month developed a better feeling,
rising to 5 cents. May brought a much better demand, and simultaneously a scarcity of ores told on the market, which went up to 5.45 cents.
The rapid rise brought out some realizing to take profits on the part of
second hands, which temporarily depressed the price to 5.35 cents in
~Tune, but when once these lots were disposed of the market rose to 5.60
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cents under considerable purchases for consumption. The metal wa~
steady during July and August, fluctuating in price between 5.40
cents and 5.55 cents as the extremes. The large consumption by brassmakers and .galvanizers, and the general buoyancy of the whole metal
trade, brought spelter up to 5.65 cents in September, and to 6.10 cents
in October. The November financial troubles had their e:ffect upon the
market, as they did in all other metals, but in a much less marked degree, the price holding up to 5.90 cents toward the close of November
and during December.
Messrs. Henry R. Merton & Co., of London, make the following report
on. the spelter production of Europe:
EBtimate of the production of zinc in Europe.
Countries.

Rhine district and

1890.

I

1889.

1888.

1887.

1886.

1885.

--- -

-- -- --Long tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long tons.

Great Britain . ...•.•
France and Spain ...
Poland ..............
Austria ......••..•..

Sife:lfi~~::::::::::

137, 630
87,475
29, 145
18,240
3, 620
7,135

134,648
85, 483
30, 806
16, 785
3, 026
6, 330

133,245
83,375
26,783
16, 140
3, 785
4, 977

130,995
81 ,375
19,339
16, 028
3, 580
5, 338

129, 020
81. 630
20,730
15, 305
4,145
5, 000

129,754
79,623
24,299
14,847
5,019
5, 610

Total Europe ...

283,245

277,078

268, <105

256, 655

255,830

259,152

1883.

1882.

1881.

1880.

Countries.

1884.

Rhine district and Belgium ....
Si.lesia ..........................
Great Britain ...................
France and Spain ...............
Poland .........................
Austria .............. : .........
Total Europe ...............

- -- ---- - - - - - -

Long tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long tons.
129, 240
76, 116
29,259
15,341
4,164
6,170

123, 891
70,405
28, 661
14, 671
3, 733
(i, 267

110,989
98,830
119, J93
68,811
66,497
64,459
25, 581
24. 419 (a) 22,000
15,000
18,075 (a) 18, 358
4, 400
(a) 4, 000
(a) 4, 000
5, 970
6, 709
5, 825

260,290

2-!7, 628

242,769

a Estimated.

230,088

210,259
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The output of the works in the different districts was as follows:
Production of zinc by p1·incipal jm·eign producerB.

I

1890.
1889.
1888.
1887.
Districts.
1886.
1885.
---------------1-----------------Long Long Long Long Long Long
Rhine district and Belgium:
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
Vieille Monta<rne
52, 865 52, 016 51,670 51,517 50,790 50,687
StolhergCo.'.~ ... ::::::::::::::::::::: 14,855 14.634 14, 036 14,070 14,065 14,452
Austro-Bclge ......................... 9,250 I 9,245
9.140
9,280
9,130
9,610
G.Dumont&Freres .................. 8,350
8,863
8,759
8,368
8,000
7,072
Rhein-NassauCo ..................... 7,960
7,470
7,586
7,588
7,730
7,676
L. de r~aminne ........... - ..... -.- .. -. 6, 760
6, 693
6, 597
6, 745
6, 550
7, 039
Escom brera Bleyberg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 630
5, 560
4, 930
4, 925
5, 315
5, 835
Grillo................................. 5. 490
5, 353
5, 299
5, 100
5, 075
5, 158
Mark, Westf., Bergw., Ver ........... 5;485
5,805
5,537
5, 553
4,950
4,429
NouvelleMontagne ................... 5,850 , 5,090
5,032
4,975
4,995
5,079
13erzelius .......... _.................. 5, 175
4, 910
4, 818 I 4, 890
4, 985
5, 046
Eschger Gllesquiere & Co ............ 1 4, 0135
4, 303
4, 137
4, 079
3, 710
3, 792
Societe Prayon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 100
3, 956
3, 9061 3, 905
3, 725
3, 879
1

SooiH6 do Jloom--- -.---------------- -},:: :::

134~

Silesia:
Schlesische Actien-Gesellschaft . ·..... 24, 840
G. von Giesche's Erben............... 18, 550

::

23, 675
18, 206

::::
13

I

;;;: ,;_;: ;;;:

22, 917
17, 594

22, 680
17, 600

~:~f~. If~n~~~~;~~-D~~~-~r·s·~-;r-~k:: i~; ~~g i~; 5~~ i~: i~~ i~; ~~g

I

87,475 1 85,653

83,375

====::::=:=::: . ::::::=:::=:=:: -==::::==:===

~f1f~;~ CJ:c~~-~:_e:~~~ -~~: _<~-i~l~~~~~::

Swansea Vale Spelter Co .............
Villiers Spelter Co ....................
Pascoe, Grenfell & Sons ...............
Nenthead & Tynedale Co .............

~~~ffo~ds~i~~~~~~~i-~~~)- ::: ~::: ~ ~:: :: :
Min era Mines .........................
H. Kenyon & Co ......................

6, 605
4, 945
3, 930
1, 615
1, 890
1,160
1, 530
4, 450
350
2,170
500

France and Spain:
Asturienne ........................... 18,240

;;;

;~

1

Graefin Schaffgotsch.................. 6, 265
6, 405
6, 402
6, 430
Graf G. Henckel von Donnersmarck.. 4, 090
3, 943
4, 114
1, 565
Graf Lazy Henckel von Donnersmarck (included in Graf H. Henckel
v.D.j .............................................................. .
H. Roth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1, 750
1, 660
1, 555
1, 670
Wiim;ch .............................. 1,880
1,907
1,906
1,885
Vereinigte Konigs & Laurahiitte . . . . . 1, 020
1, 130
1, 166
1, 065
Baron v. Horschitz'sche Erben........
830
963
935
910
Fiscus·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225
170
137
170

Great Britain:
Vivian & Sons ........................

~;

1

81,875

22 730
505
6, 505
1, 670

~; ~~~

21,750
16, 782
15, 595
9. 680
6:091
1, 682

2, 450
1, 675
1, 860
l, 185
915
170

2,165
1, 733
1. 858
1; 305
876
106

81,630

79,623

17;
1

=--= ======= ====:.::

6, 510
6,842
4, 840
4, 981
4, 980
4, 007
3, 904
4, 540
2, 843
2,161
2,150
1, 798
1, 993
1, 810
2,180
1, 330
1, 272
1,124
1, 516
1, 507
1, 317
5,113
3, 750
1, 600
150 ----····
1,100
610 -------- ...........
[, .) [)
500
500

7,389
3,248
3, 015
2, 060
1, 880
727
1,193
1, 218

8,048
3, 500
2, 967
2,185
1, 985
1, 082
1, 380
1, 952
.............
700
.............. . ..........
500
500

16,785

16,140

16, 028

15, 1>05

14,847

Austria:

3ifi?~:::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :: :

Siersza-NiedzieliAka .............•....

1,430
1, 880
3,825

1, 210
1, 670
3, 450

1, 087
1,240
2, 650

866
1, 272
3, 200

1,000
1, 360
2, 640

970
1,440
3, 200

Poland....................................

3, 620

3, 026 a3, 785

3, 580

4,145

5, 019

a Estimated.

QUICKSILVER.

The quicksilver mines in California are becoming exhausted. The
decline in production noted in 1888 continued in 1889 and 1890. The
total product in 1888 was 33,250 flasks, in 1889, 26,484 flasks, including
20 flasks from Oregon, and in 1890, 22,926 flask s. The price per flask
in 1888 ranged from $36 to $47; in 1889 the range was from $40 to $50,
and in 1890 it increased to from $47 to $58 per flask. Using the averages of these figures the total value for 1890, $1,203,615, is slightly
greater than in 1889, and for a smaller amount of mining and smelting.
The percentage yield of the ores decreased slightly, but not in proportion to the increased price. The above information, together with the
table of production by mines, has been obtained from Mr. James B.
Randol, of San Francisco. The information for 1889 was collected by
him and published by the Census Office.
The product for 1889 includes 20 flasks from Oregon, but no product is
reported from any State except California in 1890.
No new deposits have been found in the United States, although active search has been made, and many findt3 reported to be valuable
have been carefully investigated in vain. Usually these finds have
been clays stained w~th oxides of iron and bearing no resemblance to
cinnabar, while in Arizona genuine ore was found, but of too poor fl_uality to work even at higb. prices.
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Production of quicksilver in the United States to the close of 1890.

(Flasks of 76t pounds.)

----~------~----~----~

Years.

if~~INew Idria. l !e:.den.
ton.
I

_____ ,____ ,

IR50....
1851.--.
1852.--.
1853.--.
1854- --.
1855.-..
1856.--.
1857. - - 1858.--1859.--1860.--.
1861.--.
1862.--.
1863.--.
1864.--.
1865.--.
1866 ....
1867- - - .
1868....
1869.--. 1
1870.--.
1871.--.
1872.--.
1876.--1874.--1875.--1876. --1877 .. - .
1878....
1879.-..
1880.--1881. - - 1882.--.
1883.--.
1884.--1885.--1886.--1887- - -1888.--1889.--.
1890. __ .

7, 723
27, 779
15, 901
22,284
30,004
29, 142
27, 138
28, !:!04
25, 761
1, 294
7, 061
34, 429
:19, 671
:32,803
42,489
47, 194
o5, 150
24, 461
25, U28
16,898
14,423
18, 568
18,574
11, 042
9, 084
13,648
20, 549
23, 996
15, 852
20, 514
23, 465
26, 060
28, 070
29, 000
20, 000
211 400
18, 000
20, 000
18, 000
13, 100
13,000

Total .. 916, 359

I

Sulphur
Bank.

G

1

1- - - - 1 - - --1 -

ern.

I

I

I

I I .

Oce- I land.,
Oak- CaliClo-1 Ab- Brad- Va_r10us !Total
yearly
anic.
f?r· Great
East- Sun-1
der- Yerp_roduction
ma.
ern. land. dale. bott. ford. mmes. I of Ca.lifornia
m1nes.

IwX:s~-

Guada.
lupe.

t\ Pope \Napa
9omwl-1 St. 1 Altoona.
Valley. 1dated. .John.
(a).

l----l----l-

- -1--- - 1- -- 1 ---1

- - l - - - 1 - - - l - - - -l---- l- - - l- -- l - - - - - - 1

~~!: :~:~! ! :~! ! ! l!i I...............
!~!i i :::!iii! :i..........
!::::: iil:i! !~ l::iil ~ ~:~! iiiii! l~i: : !i!i ~ ! ! ~: :ii\ll ~: : ! :.t::
-...
1

1

r

~ ~ 'S ]--...... -.......
w

I

I

I0

w :.?J

0

~

r

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

2, 939

Ill
10, 000

Ji~! :·f~ :.:yl~lii
1-~~:: >HT·Y :y ~!l l.l..~ ~-y :._~: : ~- ~ \~: :\ ~ ~: ~ \-:_~\ -~E l:i n:~~
~ ~s@I ............... ,..............
Hil fl~ : : ; ;: !U l ;:~ !:Ill :~~~~~ ,.2 jiill +-Y·H~::· :H E:. EH/ E:-.:::~- itm
11,493
12,180
10.315

7.862, ........
8,686 ........
5, 018 ........

1E

r

1>

::s:.:: ~

.......
I ......

1. 122 ........ . . . . . .
1, 580 ........ ......

.§"d-...._
8 S-;;;
p.,~~

1-----..................................... ,......
..... . ............
.......

I

7, 513
9, 183
D, 399
6, 68G
4, 516
2. 139
2, 194

980

812

5, 372
8, 367
10, 993
9, 465
9, 249
10, 706
11, 1.52

3, 342
7, 381
6, 241
9, 072
15, 540
6, 670
5, 228

1

3, 38-!
1, 940 ....... . 1, 927
533
4, 322
300
573 1, 683
1, 971>
5, 85~
1, 060
2, 229 1, 463
1, 317
4, 963
1, 075
3, 049
1, 534
6, 333
1, 325
3, 605 1, 200
1, 919
6, 442
275
4, 416
41>2
245
6, 2-U . .. .. .. . 5, 552 .. - ... - .......... -

......

......

......

• • • ... ...... .. .... ....... ...... .. ... • ...... ...... ..... • ..

1

8, 432
7, 272
6, 3~6
5, 138
4, 425
3, 209
2, 775

......

3,184
112

............
2, 358 2, 150
2, 575 1, 395
1, G79 1, 615
779 1, 505
- .... - 166
...... -.. .. .

-----.
965
I, 516
1, 640
1, 110
422
.. .. ..

47.000
47,728
33.811

1

412 ..... - .............. ".. 3, 747
387 1, 570 1, 028 1, 436 . . . . . . 2, 595
5~5
735 1, 21>~
836 .... r. 1, 2~4
1, 366
472
116 . . . . . . . • . • . .
lv8
1, 455 ..... 18 .. .. .. .. .. ..
101
1, 279 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
1, 065 .. .. .. 208 .. .. .. .. • .. .
376

/:)

q

1-1

0
~

U1

1-1

~

~
tlj

~

50. 250
75, 074
79, 396
63, 880
73. 684
59, 926
60, 851

!-~i tll!i~J :::::}i: !-~~ ;llH\ lif i \/\ :::H/\ <: <HH ::~1 ::-~Hi!\\ \!~:~:rJ:~ (b)~ ~!il
2, 283 .. .. .. • • ..

556 .......

·I 4, 590

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. I, 3-~ ;, .................. I, 874

131,~~~~ *~~~~-~~.-~~;· 6~:::: ~ ~-~~~l-----;.-~~~- ~.-~~~-; 6.-~~~- ~.-~~~- 1~:::~ ~ ~.-;~~-~ ~.-~~~-~ ~.-~;~- ~::::
a Includes 1Etna.

b Ineludes 65 flasks from Oregon.

c Includes 20 flasks from Oregon.

(c) 944

68,:::

26,484

1,5:~:::: I

~

~
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Production of quicksilver, in flasks, in Californ·ia, j1·om 1880 to 1890, by nwnths.
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cd

p

<!)

A

<!)

Cll

1-<

<11

-~
<11

0

1880.

J anunry . . . . . . .
Feln·unry......
March . . . . . . . . .
April. __ .......
May . __ ........
June ...........
July _. .. .. .. . . .
August. . . . . . . .
Scptem her.....
October........
NoYember .....
December......
Total .....

1, 539
1, 809
2, 155
1, 667
1, 938
1,985
1, 688
2, 360
2.166
1, 858
2 238
2: 062

203
96
443
165
226
269
250
312
245
216
539
245

142
310
239
103
356
127
135
189
175
166
96
101

760 1, 000
965
535
1, 286
730
611
645
1,130
560
819
550
933
878
340
687
300
865 1, 100
1,209
500
563
410

550
fiG5
565
574
572
585
540
525
452
557
467
490

205
375
251
161
315
4.20
455
455
480
358
591
350

39
llO
210
96
16-1
142~----·-

118
133
122
57
42
46

· ::::::
. .. . . .
.. . . ..
......
[-.....

232
130
98
239
90
386
70
68
81
98
66
42

4, 670
4, 895
5, 977
4, 261
5, 351
5,283
4, 189
5, 260
4, 708
5, 275
5,748
4, 309

10, 706 6, 670 6, 442 ~ 4., 4l 6 11, 279 ~ 1, 600 59,926
======== ==== ~ ~ ======= ======= ======== =======-====== ~ =======:.

23, 465 3,209 2,139
~

1881.

1

I

January ....... 2, 259
330
140
895 1, 300
451
430
13
43
5, 861
February ...... l2,187
171
32
635
600
399
~il~ ............
4
4.~~1
March .. .. . . . .. 2, 466
206
354
1, 100
3!10
400
a01>
179 .. . . .. . .. . .. 5, a60
April.......... 2, 507
158
284
706
357
447
466
123
23
5, 071
May . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 346
200
218
1, 163
500
681
659
97
25
4, 889
June ......•.... 1,780
201
196
1,463
340
801
621
94
68
5,fi64
July ........... 2,208
110
160
1,057
255
714
481
47
156
5,1R8
August........ 2, 260
209 . 190
1, 139
300
5R5
400
57
120
5, 350
September..... 2, 090
212
187
1, 076
201
457
5!)2
113
37
4, !J65
October ....... ·. 2, 223
140
165
969
400
414
4R5 1 106
63
4, 965
November..... 2, 572
577
180
588
375
434
310
Hi6
30
5, 2i.l2
December... . . . 2, 162
261
88
361
250
458
280
70
15
3, 9-15
------- - ---- - - - - -- - - -- - - -- Total ..... 26,060
2, 775 2,194 11,152 5, 228 6, 241 ------ 5, G52 1, 065 ------ 584 60,851
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ======~ - - - - - - 1

1

1882.

January .......
Februa1y ......
March ......•..
April' ..........
J\lay . -.... -.- ..
June ...........
July ........•..
August ........
September .....
October ........
November .....
December ......

1, 632
1, 924
2, 078
2,110
2, 446
2, 318
2, 522
2,432
2, 766
2, 844
2, 619
2, 379

January .......
February -- ...
March ....... __
April ..........
May ...........
June ..........
J nly ...........
August .......
September .....
October ........
November---··
December . ___ .

178
145
70
174
211
131
195
184
225
251
96
311

- -- ---

Total ..... 28,070
1883.

179
121
160
127
269
121
169
130
129
266
156
12()

50
210
200
229
13
30
50
140
60
81
75

430
440
459
525
7;>7
485
380
582
6H
580
718
865

395
348
505
486
521
456
410
490
513
516
200
339

2,497
2,150
2, 230
1, 756
2, 344
2, 214
2, 618
3, 000
3, 010
2, 672
2, 212
2, 297

---

1]2
133
142
76
144
137
85
139
164
272
115
87

367
181
202
243
135
165
141
94
45
109
78
134

77
7

103
59
36
75
125
44

127
104
123
50
53
118

G90
295
485
530
325
360
452
695
750
521
613
274

390
364
305
294
293
400
446
315
297
215
208
342

----------------263

------

-------- -----·

68 ............
76 -----200
200

33
21
24

............ -----5
28
15
11
17
13
55
19

3, 664
3, 767
3, 946
4,027
4,611
4,167
4,381
4,685
5, 20!)
5,129
4,511
4, 635

====== :::::::=::=:: - - - - - 7
262
4
156
14
162
3
142
13
164
10
184
2
150
76 ------ .............
30
81
134 ····-· ...........
102 ........... -----18
56

1, 606 11, 894 ~-~-},869 ...... J5, 890 1, 669

1884.
1,440
1, 458
1, 606
1, 785
1, 672
1, 859

280
310
335
310
350
91
130
112
265
206
160
63

144
98
91
57
55
76
111
388
:)48
229
306
221

- - - - -- -- - - - -241 52,732
6, 842 2,124

1, 953 2,171 5,014\138 5,179

- - - - - - ========= ======= - - - -

TotaL ..... 29,000

January--·---February_·--March ........
April .........
May ...........
June ..........

623
460
359
319
354
522
579
418
430
370
280
300

373
241
223
232
169
258

329
276
249
422
245
215

4, 582
3,600
3,875
3,354
3, 768
3, 561
4,024
4,431
4, 642
4,129
3, 488
3,271

- - -101- 46,725

7
28
135
9 ------ ............
174
2 ............. ..............
152
69 ............ ............. . .........
6 ............ ............ ............

------ ·----- ------ .............

a Production of lEtna and Napa mine~ from 1880 to 1883 under heading of Napa mine.

2, 805
2.
321
2,459
2, 709
2,470
2,694

I
I

liNewmi.D.e.
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QUICKSILVER.
Production of quicksilve1', ·in flasks, in California, etc.-Continued.

Months.

1884.
1, 543
1, 804
1, 448
1, 625
1, 900
1, 860

29
63
67
115
157
152

71
47
52
68
32
36

Total...... 20, 000

1, 025

881

190
70
80
80
75

40
24

.July ......... ..
August ....... .
September .•.•.
October ....... .
November ... ..
December .••...

1885.

1, 700
1, 506
1, 500
2,003
2, 000
1, 750
.July ......... .. 1, 750
August ........ ! 2,104
September ..... , 1, 936
October ....... . 1, 598
November ..••. 1, 576
December ..... 1, 977

75
8o
95
85
122
130

Total . . . . . . 21, 400

52
20
35
25
53
98

50
43
49
57
42
43
37

1, 144

385

1, 296

70
175
20
90
101
110
95
105
179
106
180
175

42
24
21
36
18
19
24
35
30
50
76
34

100
108
91
172
36
113
98
119
100
150
191
171

~;~t~: ~:::::::
~~e:::::::::::

62
1

258
334
354
328
230
292

374
228
136
153
132
172

101

no

58
104
91
40

169
90
240
130

890 1, 179 3, 292 2, 931 1, 370
24
85
83
69
194
91
209
150
85
123
61
122

.January ..... ..
February ..... .

200
306
58
160
150
105

172
35

245
314
340
269
330
321
324
347
236

292
279

189
96
88
142
62
112
45
118
201
52
54
150

........... .
........... .
·•···· ..... .
······ ..... .

332 ..... .

7

37 ........... .
75
33
19
37
3
63 ..... .
5
50 ..... .
10
47
77
65 ..... .
82
43 ..... .
87
43 ..... .
62

131
180
145
145
190
250
191
175
180
185
190
235

35 3, 469 1, 309 2, 197

446 . . . . . .

2, 628
2, 912
2, 377
2, 668
2, 985
2, 885
31,91:3
2, 483
2, 316
2, 262
2, 816
2, 793
2, 713
2, 694
3, 047
2, 978
2, 468
2, 468
3, 035

392

32, 073

34

2, 398
2,103
2, 425
2, 293
2, 381
2, 722
2, 601
2, 202
2, 108
2, 390
3, 232
3,126

1886.

.January ...... .
February ..... .
March ........ .
April ........ .
May ......... ..
.Tune ........ ..
.July ......... ..
August ...••...
September .... .
October ...... ..
November .... .
December .•...

1,431
1,100
1, 522
1,256
1, 600
1, 806
1, 572
1, 240

1, 210
1, 280
1, 900
2, 083

. .. .. .
..... .
.. .. ..
......
.... . .
.. .. ..
.. .. ..
.. .. ..
.. .. . .
. .. • ..
.. .. ..
.... ..

339
274
226
115
99
126
138
156
107
171
109
89

162
132
209
328
228
276
345
313
303
392
477
313

147
192
218
172
128
123
138
74
82
124
209
162

Total ...... =1=8,=0=00= ~-1-,_4-=0-6_ """4o91, 449 - - 1 , 949 3, 478 1, 769
1887.

1, 904
1, 700
1, 584
1, 671
2, 040
1, 700
1, 567
1, 517
1, 535
1, 405
1, 225
2,152

149
110
15'1
126
127
175
160
297
171
113
143

76
43
48
29
27
93
57
61
42
64
71
62

Total . • • . . 20, 000

1, 890

673

.January .......
February ..••••
March ........ .
April ......... .
May ......... ..
June .......... .
.July ......... ..
August ......•.
September .••..
October ....... .
November ... ..
December ..... .

162

185
40
95
105
50
170
125
90
120
140
214
156

.. __ ..
.. .. ..
.. .. ..
.. .. ..
.... •.
.. .. ..
. .. .. •
. .. .. .
.•••• • --...
.... ..
.... • .

56
86
1o5
90
152
126
194
108
123
132
127
147

450
240
125
200
100
200
200
200
400
300
165
300

73
53
43
62
76
71
64
76
64
65
55
33
I

735

. .. .. •
.... ..
.. • .. .
. ... ..
......
.. .. ..
. .. .. •
. .. .. •
. .. .. •
. .. • ..
. .. .. •
......

45
75
62
95
78
127
84
33
52
35
66

--786

181 1 51 .. .. ..
12
150 .. .. ..
275 I 74
14o
212
91 . .. .. •
31
215
liO .. • • ••
40
220
82
104
205
56
201 1 40
275
72
220
78
160
26
195
25
304
66
228
49
247
82
295
74
250
9
232
34

1, 490 .•••.• 1, 446 2, 880 2, 694

29, 981
3, 077
2, 408
2, 456
2, 586
2, 830
2, 822
2, 820
2, 881
2, 923
2, 859
2, 613
3, 485

689 1, 371

627

33, 760

84
79
108
153
so
110
94
93
58
88
82
122

84
3, 949
51
2, 733
37
2, 481
28
2, 862
95
3, 037
118
2, 956
83
2, 359
117
2, 547
88
2, 348
961 2, 635
103
2, 604
92
2, 739

1888.

.January ..••••.
February .... ..
March ....... ..
April ........ ..
May ......... ..
.Tune .......... .
.July .......... .
August ...... .
September ... ..
October ....... .
November .... .
December ••••••

2,650

1, 730
1,400
1,579
1,610
1, 500
1,100
1,109
1,178
1, 269
1,400
1,475

118
82
90
110
125
120
120
110
60
185
.90
110

.. .. ..
.. .. ..
.. • .. •
.. • .. •
.... ..
.. • .. •
.. .. • •
......
......
36
30
60

292
156
150
138
155
189
1.67
215
195
180
176
151

. •••••
• .. • • .
.. • • ..
.. .. • •
.. .. ..
.. .. ..
-... • •
......
......
......
.... ..
. .. .. •

61
64

43
95
69
20
34
29
42
47
28
87

246
105
95
143
226
94
50
......
......
......
......
.. • .. •

235
223
288
324
320
345
248
347
370
440
475
450

179
243
270
292
357
454
463
527
357
294
220
Hl2

Total ..... -1-8,-o-oo- --1.-3-2o-126r2.164 - - 625 """959 4, 065 1, 151 3, 848
- - - - - - - -,== - - = =
aProuuctionof 1Etna and Napa mines :ll 'om 1880 to 1883 nnuer heading of Napa mine.

778mN-7

'992j33.250
=

==

bNew mine.
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MINERAL RESOURCES.
P1·oduction of quicksilver, in flasks, in Oalij01·nia, .etc.-Continued.
~---

~
'd
~

Months.

~

~
~

l2i
1889•
.January ••••••.
February ..•...
March .•••.••••
April .•••••••••
May ..•••••••..
.Tune ..••••.•••.
.July ...•••••••.
August ..•..••.
September .••..
October ..••••••
November .••..
December ..•••.

1, 200
820
1, 290
1, 249
870
950
966
1, 000
970
1, 300
1, 300
1,185

d

~
H

l0=l

bD

l=l

~P=l

~

~

q)
A
l:l

]

.e

tl~

~

~ -cie:,.. ·s
~

g

g

cii

cii

C<l

~

1D

~

l:l

C<l
,e.
A
~0
C<l
·~
E
,..
,..
~
C<l
l:l
w.
~
~
~
cs ~ l2i c:!l P=l p.
?-i
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -

i

65 .......
65
70 ..........
70 ...........
70
206
117
75
124
70
64
70
73
75
80
89
130
139
140 .............

......

'd

~
~

173
173
175
215
192
235
211
216
224
164
150
155

..........

..........
. ..........

.. ..........

.......... ............ ...........
.............
..............
..............

...........

...........
.. ...........

'd

94
76
89
92
97
211
135
168
77
87
107
112

230
182
116
119
132
152
110
170
136
214
114
179

~

81 .. ..........
45 .. ..........
34 ...........
30 ............

.............. .............

~

............

41 ..............
17 .. ..........
97
70
80 .............
61

::::::1

385
400
380
320
445
415
340
450
360
385
380
330

0

109
52
63
108
73
63
69
68
61
64
72
122

2, 337
1, 813
2,217
2, 203
2, 085
2, 218
2, 066
2, 223
2, 073
2,453
2, 402
2, 284

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 980
812
2, 283 ............... 556 .. ........... 4, 590 1, 34.5 1, 874
924 26,464

Total .•••• 13, 100

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

1890.
.January ..••••.
February .••.••
March ...•••..•
April ...••••••.
May ....•..•••.
.Tune ....••.••..
.July ...•.•.....
August ...•••..
September ....•
October ..••••..
November ...••
December ..••••

952
728
1, 000
779
1, 100
1, 006
1,100
1, 000
1, 000
1, 064
1,084
1,127

100
60
60 .............
57
11
70
1
60 ............
65 .............
70 ...........
100
80
55
120
95
111
1G5
97
80
25

.............
............
so ...........

109
186

89 ............
82 ...........
178 ............
131 ..........
147 ............
174 .............
127 ............
143 ..........
162 .............

55
11
110
48
70
111
106
129
202
203
115
174

.. ........
............
.. ..........

.. ..........

.............

.. ...........
.. ..........

.............
69
303
326
233

270
245
265
210
175
155
210
190
195
135
238
210

46
126
77
109
84
74
70
153
66
58
78
105

75
46
121
82
93
85
127
119
13ti
173
125
108

41
60
111

5
68
95
69
38
42
68
140

1, 708
1, 462
1, 832
1, 388
1, 669
1, 802
1, 909
1, 987
2, 055
2, 311
2, 439
2, 364

737

22,926

............

- - - - - - -- -- - --· - - - - - - - - - -- -

Total .... 12,000

977

505

1, 608

............ 1, 334

931 2,498 1, 046 1, 290

a Production of lEtna and Napa mines from 1880 to 1883 under heading of Napa mine.

bNewmine.

Prices.-The world's product of quicksilver was smaller than usual
in 1889, and tllis, more than the local conditions in this country, made
the price high in 1889 and higher in 1890 in London, where the rates
are made practically for all markets. The product from Spain and
Europe generally finds a market in London, and the first shipments
from the mines all go there, except where orders from London specify
the filling of contracts direct from the mines. The producers' stock
accumulates in London. .A.t the prices mentioned, this stock decreased
from 47,000 flasks at the close of 1888 to 45,100 at the end of 1889, and
this was further decreased in 1890. The following table continues the
range in price for the period since quicksilver mining began in the
United States:
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QUICKSILVER.
Highest and lowest prices of quicksilve'r dU?·ing the past forty-one years.
Price in San Fran·
cisco, per flask.

Years.

Highest.

Lowest.

Price in London, per
flask.
Highest.

1850 ....................................
1851 •••••••••••.••••••••..•••.••••..•••.
1852 ....................................
1853 ....................................
1854 .•••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••..••.
1855 ....................................
1856 .••••••••••••••..••.••..••••..••....
1857 ....................................
181>8 .............. - .. -- .................
1859 ....................................
1860 ....................................
1861. ...................................
1862 ....................................
1863 ....................................
1864 ....................................
1865 ....................................
1866 ....................................
1867 ....................................
1868 ....................................
1869 ....................................
1870 ....................................
1871. ...................................
1872 ....................................
1873 ....................................
1874 ....................................
1875 ....................................
1876 ....................................
1877 ....................................
1878 ....................................
1879 ....................................
1880 ....................................
1881. ...................................
1882 ....................................
1883 .••..••••••••.•••••••••••.•••..••••.
1884 ....................................
1885 ....................................
1886 ....................................
1887 ....................................
1888 ....................................
1889 .•.•••••••.••..••.•..•.•.••...•••••.
1890 ....................................

$114.75
76.50
61.20
55.45
55.45
55.45
51.65
53.55
49.75
76.50
57.35
49.72
38.25
45.90
45.90
45.90
57.35
45.90
45.90
45.90
68.85
68.85
66.95
91.80
118.55
118.55
53.55
44.00
35.95
34.45
34.45
3f. 75
29.10
28.50
35.00
33.00
39.00
50.00
47.00
50.00
58.00

$84.15
57.35
55.45
55.45
55.45
51.65
51.65
45.90
45.90
49.75
49.75
34.45
34.45
38.25
45.90
45.90
45.90
45.90
45.90
45.90
45.90
57.35
65.00
68.85
91.80
49.75
34.45
30.60
29.85
25.25
27.55
27.90
27.35
26.00
26.00
28.50
32.00
36.50
36.00
40.00
47.00

.£
15
13
11
8
7
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
8
8
7
6
6
10
12
13
20
26.
24
12
9
7
8
7
7
6
5
6
6
7
11
10
9
10

Extreme range in forty-one years.

118.55

25.25

26

I

Lowest.

d.
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
7
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
9
10
12
19
9
7
7
6
5
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
7
9

0 0

5

8.

0
15
10
15
15
17
10
10
10
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
5
15
15
0
5
17
15
15
10
5
0
15
10

£
13
12
!)

8.

2

5
7
2
5
10
10
10
5
0
0
0
0
0
10
17
17
16
16
16
16
0
0
10
0
17
17
2
7
17
7
2
15
5
2
10
16
7
12
10
1

d.
6
0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
0
6
0
3
6
6
0
0

2 6

The detailed prices for the year 1889 were as follows:
Prices per flask obtained in New York for California quicksilve1· in .t889.

I

Rothschild's quotation and
Netting in equivale:t;t for quicksilver laid
Laid down in
Prices ob- San Francisco
down m New York, duty
New York, Outsiders' price.
tained in New freight and
added.
York.
duty added.
drayage
$1.30.
Months.
English money. U.S. Money.

---

~~i~-

Low- Hiah- Lowest.
est.
est.

Jan .... $44.00 $43.00 $42.70 $41.70
Feb .... 43.25 40.00 41.95 38.70
Mar ... 40.50 39.00 39.20 37.70
April .. 42.00 40.00 40.70 38.70
May ... 45.25 42.75 43.95 41.45
June .. 48.00 48.00 46.70 46.70
July ... 49.00 46.00 47.70 44.70
Aug ... 49.00 48.00 47.70 46.70
Sept ... 49.50 48.50 48.20 47.20
Oct .... 49.00 48.50
70 47.70
20
48.70
Nov ... 50.00 49.00 47.
Dec .... 50.00 48.50 48.70 47.20

J"·

High· I Low- High-1 Low- lligh- j Lowest.
est.
est.
est.
- - - - - - - - ~,~~
.£ s. d. .£ s. d .
£ s. d. £ 8. d.
Highest.

Lowest.

9
8
7
8
8
9
9
9
9

9
7
7
7
8
8
9
9
9

10
10
15
0
10
10
15
15
15

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10 0 $50.50 $50.50 $46.60 $43.55
10 0 45.25 40.00 43.40 39.30
10 0 41.25 40.00 41.40 39.30
12 6 42.60 40.60 42.60 40. GO
50 45.25 44.00 44.35 41. 85
15 0 50.50 46.60 47.70 43.55
10 0 51.75 50.50 50.20 46.60
15 0 51.75 51.75 49.95 48.90
15 0 51.75 51.75 49.15 48.75
49.30 49.30 49.30 47.30
9 10 0 51.75 50.50 50.90 49.05
9150 51.75 51.75 50.35 49.30

5019 50

99 15 0
9150

8
8
7
8
8
8
9
9

15 0
3 0
15 6
0 0
6 6
19 0
8 6
7 6
!) 4 6
9 50
9 11 0
9 9 0

8
7
7
7
7
8
8
9
9
8
9
9

3 6
7 6
7 G
12 6
17 0
3 6
15 0
3 .6
3 0
17 6
7 6
50

100

MINERAL RESOURCES.

Movement of quicksilver from San Francisco in detail, from 1883 to 1888.

,______T_o______ ,_lss_a_. ~ ~
Flasks.
By sea:
China . ...................... .. 16,330
Japan ....................... . 1, 253
Mexico ...................... . 10,764
South .America .............. .
970
Australia .................... .
600
New Zealand ................ .
160
Central America ............. .
59
New York .................. .. 3,100
Various ...................... .
11

Flasks.

300
588
5, 404
155
110
20
52
8, 350
22

1886.

1887. 1 1888.

Flasks. Flasks. Flasks. IFlasks.

233 .. .... . . 3, 105
3, 761
302
3 .............. ..
5, 884
5, 530
6, 397
4, 766
100 ....................... .

··· · · ·ioo · ···· ·9i · ·· .. ioo· · · ··2sii
9
9, 055
47

23
600
54

119
8, 370
28

712
2, 320
72

'l'otal by sea .. .. .. ... • .. 33, 247 ---u;901 15, 730- 6,So118, 119 1 11, 917
By rail:
Central Pacific, Southern Pacific and Northern Pacific
Railroads .. . .. .. • .. .... .. .. 4, 620 (a) 7, 000 (a) 10, 000 10, 000
4, 000
7, 833

L

Grand total............. 37, 867

j21.9o1125,73o .,16, 301 ) 22, 119

I

~750

a Including about 3,500 flasks to Mexico by Southern Pacific Railroad.

Total exports and shipments of quicksilver in 1889 and 1890.
1889.

1890.

BY SEA.

Flasks.
Flasks.
Mexico . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
4, 593
2, 795
Central Ameri~a...................... .... .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47
102
Chile and South America...........................................
10
New Zealand . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .
112
Australia...........................................................
10
127
British Columbia . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
11
China ........................................................................ .
300
4, 783

3, 324
320
6

5, 213

3, 650

Shipments to New York............................................
430
Various........................................................................
Total by sea ................................................. .
BY RAILROAD.

From San J os6:
New York......................................................
5,100
1, 800
Philadelphia..............................................................
300
Texas...........................................................
200 ......... .
Montana .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . ..
1, 995
2, 115
Nevada...................................................................
4,520
Utah . ..........................................................
118 ........ ..
Colorado..................................................................
30
Idaho...........................................................
100
130
Arizona . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . ..
90
10
Mexico....................................................................
95
7, 603

From San Francisco:
New York......................................................
1,500
Mexico.........................................................
819
Montana, Idaho, and Utah .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .
2, 311
Arizona . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .
110
Colorado.........................................................
61
Various points.................................................. . .. . . .. . . .
4, 801

From San Francisco, via Portland and Northern Pacifi<} Railroad:
Montana........................................................
Add for shipments to Montana, Idaho, and Arizona, not included in
above.............................................................
Total by rail..................................................
Total shipments . . . .. . .. .. . . .... .. . •. • • • • • • . .• • . • . • • • . . .. .. . ..

9, 000

2, 548
2, 548

350
533
13, 287

11,548

=--=====
18, 500

15,198
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Quicksilver imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 18901 irnl1tsive.
Years endingJune301867 .•••••••••.
1868 .••••••••••
1869 .••••••••••
1870 .••••••••••
1871. .•••••••••
1872 ..•••••••••
1873 .......••••
1874 ....•.•••••
1875. ·•••••••••
1876 ..•••••••••
1877..•••••••••
1878 ..•••••••••
1879 .•.••••••••

I

Quantity.

Pounds.

..................

..............
239,223
304,965
370,353
99,898
51,202
6, 870
78,902
38,250
294,207
519,125

Imports of
Yoors ending-

$15,248
68
11
107,646
137,332
189,943
74,146
52,093
20,957
50,164
19,558
135,178
217,770

152

qui~ksilvtn·

Quantity.

I

June301880 .••••••••••
1881. ..••••••••
1882 .••••••••••
1883 .••••••••••
1884 ....•••••••
1885. ····•··•••
December 311886 ...••..••••
1887 . ..••..•.••
1888 .••••.•••••
1889 ..•••.•••••
1890 .••••••••••

Quantity.

Value.

P ounds.
116, 700
138, 517
597, 898
1, 552,738
136,615
257,659

·I

629,888
419,934
132,850
341,514
802,871

$48,463
57,733
233,057
593,367
44,035
90,416
249,411
171,431
56,997
162,064
445,807 1

verrnilion from 1867 to 1890.

Value.

June 30Pounds.
1867 ..••••••••....•..••••••
1868 ..•••••••••...........•
1869.. ••• • . • • • •
247, 382
1870. •••••.•• •.
104, 523
1871. • • • • • • • • • •
79, 195
1872. .•• •• •• • •.
120,067
1873...........
87, 008
1874 .•••••••.• "'
42, 324
1875...........
9, 460
1876. ..• •• • • ••.
18, 981
1877...........
23, 315
1878...... ..••.
9, 843
1879. • • • • • . • • • .
11, 382

I

Years ending-

Value.

$123,506
90,648
145, 665
57, 2621
43,935
49,237
65,796
39,443
10, 831
17,679
14,660
5, 772
6,105

Years ending-

Quantity.

Value.

June 30Pounds.
1880. . • . • • • • • • .
11, 952
1881...... . • . • .
14, 243
1882. . . . • . . • • • •
12, 496
1i'83 ...•••.•••.
19, 549l
1884 ..••••.•••. ···•·•····•·
1885 .....•..... 1·······-'···

$5,997
7, 391
6, 214
8, 795
10, 472
8, 244

1887 ...•••.......•••.••••••
1888 ........••....•••••••••
1889 .•••••..•.......•.•..•.
1890 •••••••.••. ···••·••••••

11, OHi
16,542
9,342
3, 263
6, 916

Dec~~~~~-~~~----1············

Mercu1·ial prepat·ations imported and entered for consumpt·ion in the United States, 186'7 to
1883, inclusive. (a)
M ercurial
Blue-mass.
Calomel.
Fiscal years ending
preparations
1 - - - - - c - - - - · 1 - - - - - , - - - -lnot otherwise
June30Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.
specified.

Pounds.

Total
value.

Pounds.

1867 ....................................... ••••••···••· $4,242
1868 .................................................. . 4,440
1869 ............................... •••••••• .••••••••••• 4, 516
1870 ....................................... ··•••••••••• 6, 306
1871. ................................................. . 3,147
6, 590
1872............. ......
1, 009
$667
8, 241
1873....... .. .. .. • .. • ..
919
660
5, 520
5, 240
6,676
1874.. .................
259
192
6,138
1875...................
125
109
2, 424
2,817
489
365
5, 433
5,820
1 1876...................
1877..... • .. .. • • • .. • • • •
455
327
4, 649
4, 305
1878.... .. .. • • • • • • • • • • •
397
252
4, 133
3, 576
1879............. ... ...
485
266
5. 875
4, 835
1880...................
533
262
4, 780
3, 230
5,640
1881...................
395
236
8, 177
3,411
1882...................
207
124
5, 215
1883.............. ... • •
188
79
8, 732
5,503

.........$629'
699
4,334
52
92
90
363
6,453
30
116
58
190

$4,242
4,440
4, 516
6, 306
3,147
7, 886
6, 599
11,202
2, 978
6,277
4, 722
4,191
11,354
3, 622
5, 992
3, 593
5, 772

cz Not specified since 1883.

World's annual production.-The following table, by Mr. Randol, shows
the product in various countries for the past ten years, and its relation to the consumption and the stock :
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The w01·ld's p1·oduction of quicksilver fo1' ten year&,
[Flasks of 34.5 kilograms, or 76.5 pounds avoirdupois.]

---

Spain.
Years.

California.

- - - --1880 .....
1881.. •..
1882 .••..
1883 .•.•.
1884 ..••.
1885 .•••.
1886 .•••.
1887 .••..
1888 .•••.
1889 .•••.

59,926
60,851
52,732
46,725
31,913
32,073
29,981
33,760
33,250
26,464

Alma- Vari- Idria.
den. ous.(a)
--- --- --45,322
44,989
46,716
49,177
48,098
45,813
51,199
53,276
51,872
49,477

Total. 407, 6751485, 939

Estimated
Estistock
Total
mated in Lon·
Italy. (c) Russia. consumpsupply.
don,
Various.
tion.
Eng·
(b)
land.
- - -------- - ---

Austria-Hungary.

(d)
(d)

2, 795
2,165
2, 219
2,046
2, 277
2,894
1,877
(d)

---

12,356
11,333
11,663
13,152
13,967
13,503
14,496
14,676
14,962
15,295

--712
720
588
709
733
773
1,400
1,030
1, 018
(e) 1,125

4,220 . ...........
4, 785 -·······
4, 900 . ........
6, G30 . .......
8, 500 .
7, 540 . ..........
8, 235 .. ..........
9, 220
1, 855
10,200
4, 777
11,174 10,307

95,600
106,300
116,200
124,800
111, l:lOO
lOS, 300
123,050
131,700
109, 900
115,740

.......

-80S (c)75, 704

16,273 135, 4031--8-,

16, 93() 11, 142, 890

68,500
84,899
88,000
82,014
76,105
69, 467
54,000
39,000
47, 000
45, 100

122, 536
122, 618
119,391
118,858
105,430
101, 748
107,588
116,711
117,950
113,842

1~11, 146, 741

a Comprises mines in the provinces of Oviedo, Granada, and Cuidad Real.
b Comprises mines in Carniola and in Hungary.
cFigures taken from monograph on the quicksilver mines of Monte A.miata, by P. De Ferrari,
M. E., 1889.
d Quantities unknown.
e Comprises mines in Carniola only, the production of Hungary not being known.
CENSUS STATISTICS.

The following data have been condensed from the very careful results
of the census as taken by the expert special agent, Mr. Randol, in charge
of that branch:
Location and number of all the quicksilver establishments-by States and cmmties.

States.

Counties.

Nonproductive.

Productive.

Mines. Furnaces. Mines. Furnaces,

--------1----------- - - - - - - - - - - California .••...••.

Oregon ••••••••••.

Lake..........................

Merced........................
Napa..........................
San Benito....................
Santa Clara...................
Sonoma .....••...••..•. ,......

3

1

4
1
1
1

12
(a)

12

3
7
1
4
2 ..........••••.•..

~\~fi:: :::::::::::::::::::~: :::::::: ::::::::::
Total .•••••••..•••••••.••.

11

36

1
(a)
1 ......... .

3

3

6

7

a One retort.

The productive mines and active furnaces employed 937 operatives, of
\\·hom 416 were engaged on surface work and 521 were employed under!.:' round. The other mines and furnaces employed 24 men, making a
total of 961 employes, as shown in the following table~
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Numbe1· of employes.
Productive Nonproductive
mines and mines
and
furnaces. furnaces.

Employ~s.

Men ................................................. .
Women ............................................. .
Boys ..•.•••.••••.•.••.••••••••••••••...•••••..••.•.•.

932

24

1 ........... .
4

Total.

956
1
4

Total ••••••••••••••••••••..•••.•••..••.•••••••...

937

24

Total on surface ..••••••.•••.•.•..•••..•••..•..••..••.
Total underground .••.••••••..••.••....••....•••...•.

416
521

18

434

6

527

Total ........................................... .

937

24

961

961

Production statistics.-Of 95,714 tons (2,000 pounds each) of cinnabar
ore mined, 92,964 tons were roasted, producing 26,484 flasks of quicksilver, each containing a standard quantity of 76~ pounds advoird.upois. Of the eleven establishments working ore, one reported only 200
tons produced and worked in retorts, with an average yield of 2.295 per
cent, the highest perc.entage returned. The lowest average yield was
0.286 per cent, and the average percentage yield in quicksilver for all
the ore roasted was 1.088. The largest quantities of ore produced and
roasted were respectively 28,007 and 28,887 tons, and the quantity of
quicksilver produced at the several works ranged from)20 up to 13,100
flasks. The following table exhibits the quantity of ore produced and
roasted in California in 1889, the number of flasks of quicksHver produced, and the prcentage of yield:
Yield of qtticksilvm· f1'0m California ores 1·oasted in 1889.
Number
of
Ore
Quicksilver
establish- produced. Ore roasted. produced.
ments.

Short tons. Short tons.

1
1

7,168
9,880
7, 440
200
4, 742
23,500
3,400
3, 377
28,007
7, 000
1,000

11

95,714

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7,168
9,880
7,440
200
3, 992
23,'500
3,400
3, 377
28,887
5,120

Flasks.

Yield.

Per cent.

1,874
2, 283
556
120
812
4, 590
804
980
13,100
1,345

1. 000
0.884
0. 286
2. 295
0. 778
0. 746
0.905
1.110
1. 734
1. 000

(a) 26,464

1.088

·········-··1·-······--·· ..................
92,964

czOne mine in Oregon produced 20 flasks, the total product in that State.
being less than $1,000 in value.

They are not included,

Expenditures.-The following table shows the value of supplies of all
kinds consumed during the year 1889; " the aggregate of all wages
paid;" total of all other expenditures for mines and works, includ.ing
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rent, taxes, etc.; number of flasks of quicksilver produced, and aver·
age cost per flask:
Expenditures in the production of quicksilver in Calijo1·nia in 1889.
Number
of Average
Total of all Number
Value of all Aggregate
flasks
of
of all
other ex- quicksilver
cost per
establish- supplies.
wages.
penditures. produced.
flask.
ments.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11

$53,567
5, 975
4, @00
9, 564
21,973
9, 034
1,500
3,114
86,428
20,467

$104,608
8, 060
20,936
12,591
43,241
47,208
25,352
2,250
27,546
304,341
30,156

219,622

626,289

(a) 4, 000

$760

4,590

................. ·····-·----750
804

$34.63
(b)

79
26,826
359

812
1, 874
2,283
556
120
980
13, 100
1, 345

31.95
21.66
28.73
31.40
65.74
31.25
31.37
31.88
37.90

35,490

26,464

32.71

1,000
1,042
2, 507
2,167

.....................

a Estimated; correct amount unobtainable.
bOre mined, but not roasted, and therefore omitted in average cost per flask.

From the above table it will be seen that at eleven active establishments there were expended $219,622 for supplies, $626,289 for wages,
and $35,490 for other expenses, embracing taxes, rent, interest, etc.,
making a total of $881,401, showing that 71 per cent was paid for
wages, 25 per cent for supplies, and 4 per cent for all other expenses.
Of the amount paid for wages the offi9e force absorbed $34,966, and
there were paid to forenen, mechanics, miners, furnace hands, and
laborers $591,323.
Prices.-The cost per flask of quicksilver produced ranged from
$65.74 to $21.66, the average cost for all being $32.71.
For the year the highest price was $50 and the lowest $40, giyjng an
average of $45, which for the year's production, 26,484 flasks, would
make a total valuation of $1,191,780. The difference between the cost,
$881,401, and value, $1,191,780, is $310,379, which may be regarded as
the profit on the year's work, based on the returns col1ected. The difference between average cost and average sale price was $11.69 per
flask. The one establishment producing quicksilver at a cost of $65.74
per flask, of course, met with a serious loss on its output.
Wages.-The wages in the table appended show considerable variations, depending largely upon the locality of the work, its importance,
and the degree of skill required for its performance. On work at surface, foremen were reported to earn daily wages ranging from $10.33 to
$2.66; mechanics, $3.60 to $2.05; laborers, $2 to $1.18, the last-named
rate being for Chinamen. Boys under 16 years of age, of whom onlyfour were employed, none underground, earned $1 and 75 cents.
The following table gives the number and classification of employes
on surface (excepting the office force), daily wages, and number of days'

work for the year:
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Wages of employes above ground in quicksilver mining.
,.;
~
Q)

Foremen.

~

~~

~~
o;,S

0

r-.

cD

..0

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

•

~~

cD

~ ·

~~
..0~

~

Q)

~....
~

a

fil

~~

p.

cD

bl)

~~
Q)'d

b.O

~p.

Mechanics.

~~
J..4<1l

<Dh
..0;..,

~~

l=l~

~~
e~I1J

<I)~

~

fil~
..0~

s~

~

Q)

~

ITl

Q)

bl)

~~

~as
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Q)'d

!il~
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~.s

~
r-.
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0~

~~

~

s,S

~~
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«$•·
r-.ITl

<!)~

~~

Boys under 16.

Laborers.

Q)

]
rJl

~
-+"
rJl

....0
Q)

t

~

~&
~~

J:l'd

~~
ct~.S

'S

!i)A

1
1

15
6
17
(f)87
(g)98
38
(/)12
(/) 2

fil

~

m

cD

bl)

~~

~~
;..<I>

..0~

~i,.o
......

"'.!<!
l=lr-.

J:l'd

<llh

s.s

b.O

~~

""cD
~

~'d

Q)~

«$

~

~ -112

<ll~

~~

~~

"'.s
tiJA
p.

~

~
ITl

Q)

co
....

~~

<!)'d

bO
<Z
;...
Q)

p.

.....

0~

J..44)

<llp.,
..0;..,

~.;:;
l=l~

g>,~
o:s-

""<11
<Dh
p.<Z

~
~
~
~
~
~
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...........
............. . ...........
300
365 (a)5
301
1 (e) 11
$1.38
$2.90
$2.80
1

2
1

10.33
2.81

........ ................
4
1

2. 86
2. 75

2

2.66

............. ..............

~'d

....

360
157

5
2i
1
349 (b)42f
340
5
2
365 ..........

2.50
3.20
3.60
2.38
3.00
2.05

360
90
300
306
340
320

............. ............

- - - - - - - - -- - 8 - 11- (c) 10.33 (c) 365
63 (c)3. 60 (c) 360
(d) 2. 66 (d)157

(d)2.05 (d) 90

1

1
1
1
1
1

1. 75
2.00
1. 73
1.18
1. 94
2. 00
1. 30
1. 37

..q

....q.-o

.. ............
3GO ..............
300 .............. ................ . ............
265 ............. ............ .............
284 ............. ............ ..............
281
3
$0.75
187
1. 00
310
340
1
300 ........... .. ............. ..............
308 ............ ................ ............

- - - - - - - --- - - 9 -4 (c) 1. 00 (c) 310
286 (c) 2. 00 (c) 360
(d) 1.18 (d)265

(d)O. 75 (d)187

a Mechanics comprises engineers, $2.90; blacksmiths, $2.90; and furnace men, $2.65 per day.
b Mechanics comprise carpenters,$3; masons,$5; blacksmiths,$2.10; helpers, $1.03; engine-drivers
~2.39;

machinists and helpers, $3.67, as their average earnings per day.

c Highest wages.
d Lowest wages.

e Laborers embrace men sorting ore, $1.25; teamsters, $1.65 per day.

f Chinese.
g Laborers comprise furnace hands earning $2 to $2.25 per day; ordinary laborers. earning $2 per day;
;;nd ore cleaners, earning $1.75 per day.

One establishment reported 42 men employed on surface and under_
ground work without classification or number of days employed, miners
at $2.10 and laborers at$1.75per day. Another establishment reported
11 white men on surface without classification, at $2.80 per day for 352
days. These establishments were not included in the tables.
The following tables exhibit the number and classification of workers
underground, their daily wages, and the number of days' work for the
year. For foremen at underground work the average wages ranged
from $4.68 to $2.75 daily. Miners earned an average of $2.67 to $1.22,
the lowest rate being for Chinamen, of whom a few were employed at
small establishments.
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Wages of foremen and miners underground.
~
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I
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~~
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<Ore:

~

<0
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~
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~

~0
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Q)P<

~
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01;j

1-!<D

<Dh
.c._.
i=l.S
g~
0

~()~

<O-,

~~

..,qrc:
~rei
<Q
<Q
<Q
<Q
~
~
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I>

~ !...... ~.

1
1
1
1
1

1
2
3
1

$2.90
4. 00

340
360

2. 75
4.68
3. 06
4.50

110
306
340
316

(a)6
20
22
b5

(c)233
(b)80
6
6

<llh
p.«!

~

p.

I

2. 05
1.50

BOO
360
263
40
279
340
284
336

(e)1. 22

(e)40

$2.40
2. 67
2.45

2. 66
1.221
1.25

--, .. ···;· ;~;;:;;·!·;~;;;;· 3781(d)2.671 (d)360
(e)2. 75

(e)110

(/)24

5
1
19
(/)25
3
4

$1.90
2.17
2. 00
2.09
1. 50
1. 65
1. 35

2!)0
360
300
267
340
315
336

............. .............. ...............
81 (d)2.171 (d)360
(e)l. 35 (e)2G7

a Miners embrace timbermen and machine drill men.
b Chinese.

c Miners comprise tributers, $2.41; drillers per foot on contract, $2.33; drifting on contract, $2.80; timbermen, $3; blasters, $2.75 per day.
dHighest.
eLowest.
/Laborers embrace helpers and hand drillers at $1.90 per day.

The following table gives the number of office force, total pay of
same, total wages of all other employes, and the aggregate wages paid
to all employes:
Total wages.
Number
Number
of
establish- employed. Total pay.
ments.

All other
wages.

Total
wages.

- - - ---- ---- ----- ---1
1
1

1

.................... ....................
.................... .......................
................... .......................
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
7
(a)3
1
1

$800
2, 520
3, 900
3, 366
17,560
5, 200
1, 200
420

11

20

34,966

3

2

$25,352
2, 250
20, !)36
29, 356
(b)40, 721
23, 6±6
43, 8i2
(c)28G, 781
99,408
(d)ll, 391
7, 640

$25,352
2, 250
20,936
30, 15{)
43,241
27,546
47, 208
304,341
104,608
12,591
8, 060

591,323

626,289

a Only one woman employed in all the establishments.
b $300 paid to contractors included.
c $10,606 paid to contractors included.
d $375 paid to contractors included.

During the census decade, 1880-1889, there were no strikes or labor
troubles of any kind in any of the mines and works.
POWER.-The active establishments employed 62 steam motors, with
a capacity of 2,190 horse power, 54 boilers ot 2,438 horse power, one
electric dynamo and motor of 4 horse-power, and one water wheel of 3
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horse power-a total of 2,197 horse power in motors. Two hundred and
forty-seven animals were also reported as employed, but it is proba~ble
a greater number were in use. The details for the respective establishments are shown in the following table:
Power used in quicksilver rnining and 1·eduction.
Number
Steam motors.
of
establish- N b
Horse
menta.
um er. power.

Other mot ors.

Boilers.
Number.

Horse
power.

N

Number
of
animals.

b . · Horse
um ei . power.

t~ ·:! 1~ :l! :::::::::: :•::::::::!
1
2
150
5
155 . . . . . . . . • .
1
2
50
4
100 . . . • . • . . • .
1
7
185
5
400 • • • • • • . . . .
1
2!J
1, 000
23
1, 088
2
1
5
170
3
200 . • • . . . . . . .
1
7
265
5
200 . . . . . . . . . .
1 ................................................. .
---10_ _ _ _
62-,2,190 ---54- ~ ~ ----2

. •• . . ••. •.
. . . . . . . ••.
..........
(a) 7
. . . •. . . . . .
. . . . . •. ••.
..........

12
12
15
114
52
20
10

--7,---w-1

a One water wheel of 3 horse power, and one dynamo and motor of 4 horse power.

The following statement gives an estimated valuation of the active
mines and works as nearly as the same could be ascertained:
Value of quiclcsilvt1r establishments.

Number
of estab- Mines and
real estate.
lishmenta.

Furnaces,
houses, Machinery,
and
and other supplies, Quicksilver Bills
accounts
surface
tools, and
unsold. receivable.
improve- live stock.
menta.

Other
assets.

E stim:ttecl
total capital.

---- - - - ---- ---- ----

(a) 6

$276,530
30, 000
65,000
6, 940
20,000
100,000
12,000
20,000
50, 000
25,000
75,000

$50,000
13,300
25,000
14,000
5,000
25,000
5, 000
10,000
25,000
15,000
35, 000

$58,850
2, 000
10, 000
3, 300
5, 000
30, 000
10, 000
5, 000
10,000
10,000
2,000

16

680,470

222,300

146,150

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CJ

$96, 660
4, 700
6, 460
95
2,500

---··· ..........
..................
859
2, 900
9, 900

.................

$108,513

........................................

~~~~~~ ~~~]: ::::::~:~:

......................... ......................
$9, 664
25,000

4, 943
10,000

.................... ....................
....................... ................... ......................
124,074

34,664

i

125,456

$5!l0, 553
50, 000
108,460
24,535
32, 500
155, 000
27, 000
50, 466
122, 900
59,900
112, 000
1, 333,114

Nonproductive.

Some mine owners placed a higher valuation on their mines and improvements than is given in the foregoing statement; but it is preferred
to take what may be considered a conservative opinion of the values as
of December 31, 1889. Undoubtedly the original investments in the
properties were many times the amounts of present estimates, but it
must be remembered that mines are generally decreased in value by the
extraction of ore for a long period of continuous work, which has been
the case with the quicksilver establishments of the United States.

..
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Exports of domestic quicksilvtw from the United States jo1· the ten yea1·s ended December 31,
1889.
[Compiled from the returns sent in by the various collectors of customs.]
1880.

Porta.

1881.

1882.

1883.

1------~-----1----~~-----1·-----.------

-----------

Flasks. Dollars. Flasks. Dollars. Flasks. Dollars. Flasks. Dollars.

1------------------- - - - - ------- - - - - ------- ~ - - - - - - - - ----Ports from which exported:
San Francisco........... 34, 359 1, 028, 826 33, 935
985, 927 33, 728 983, 977 29, 928 804, 077
New York.............. 2, 221
76,244
1, 166
39,161
143
4, 344
137
4, 037
Philadelphia............
630
14, 882 .••.••..••••••.••..••.••...........•••.••..•••......
Boston....................................
6
211
4
133
7
239
New Orleans .......•.•..............•............ - -........ - .•..... - ........ - ... -.... -.. -.... Total . • • . . . . • .• •• . . • . . 37, 210 1, 119, 952

Ex~~!~t~~g..............

Central.A.merican States
Chile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
China...................

35, 107 1, 025, 299

33, 875

988, 454

30, 072

808, 353

,;::==:===~====

19, 610
41
754
50

577, 019 17, 031
493, 171 18, 965 560, 353 16, 356 438, 689
1, 095
38
1, 086
75
2, 151
150
4, 263
24, 842
123
3, 700
1, 400
42, 000
1, 150
31, 250
1,475 .•...••..•••....•...••.•...••...••.•••.•••..........

~~~ia~l.::::::::::::::: ""i,'753" '""59~882" :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::

British Columbia . . . . . . .
7
211
British possessions in
Australasia ......•.... 1, 535
47,874
.Japan .................. .
3, 050
105
Mexico ..••..•.•........ 12,413
376, 007
Peru ....••........••..•..
13, 540
440
356
Cuba .................. .
10, 270
United States of Colom115
bia .............•......
3,673
497
Venezuela .......••.....
13
Dutch Guiana ......... .
1
26
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island . • • . • • . • . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • . . • ..
Westindies ............
.A.ll other ports .. ••.. .. .
17
491

16

472

4

110

1, 330
37, 249
1, 831
314
9, 213
621
15, 256
450, 448 10, 128
700
20, 161
665
..•..•• - . • .. . • . • • .
1

5

52, 997
17,601
288, 441
19, 285
33

786
1, 297
10, 157
100

20,766
32, 151
276,332
2,695

1, 280
2, 941
133

11
36
5

326
1, 028
175

208
90
12

141

6,487
3, 225
418

1........ .......... ........ ..........

Total. ................ _37, 210 1, 119, 952

45
98
4

. • • . • • .. .. • • . . • . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• • • . • • • . . •• • • . • • • .
35,107 1, 025,299

18
8
33,875

2
64
552
18
504
215 ................ .

988,454

30, 072

808,353
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Exports of dome3tic quickBilver from the United States, etc.-Continued.
1885.

1884.

1886.

1881.

Ports.
Flasks. Dollars. Flasks . .Dollars. Flasks. Dollars. Flasks. Dollars.

1----------------------------------Ports from which exported:
San Francisco •••••••••• 7, 037 189,420
6, 547 200,739
5, 845
100,384 10,401
396, 316
New York . . . • • • • • • . • • • .
332
10, 233
242
8, 578
240
8, 340
98,!
44, 448
Philadelphia. .••••••••••..•••••...••...•••.••..•••.••........•.........................•.......
Boston...................................
8
· 291
6
232
9
348
New Orleans............
1
32
5
150 ..••.••..••....•....................
Total • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

7, 370

199, 685

6, 802

209, 758

6, 091

204, 956

11, 394

441, 112

Exported toHongkong..............
220
6, 750
233
8, 990 . • • . . • • . • • • . . • . . . . 3, 323
141, 237
Central.A.mericanStates
285
8, 390
238
8, 341
164
5, 805
177
G, 466
Chile....................................
104
3,042 .••..••...•....................•....
China .••.••••.•••..••••..••......••.•.•...••......••.......••..••..•...•...............•...••.

~!~ia;nl. ::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: · · · · soo · ···36; 2oo ·
British Columbia . . . . . . .

B1_~~taf~~!e_s_s_i~~~. ~~.

15

130
669
5, 830
50
11

406

40

1, 088

59

.Japan...................
Mexico . ••• • • . . ••• . • . • . .
Peru....................
Cuba...................
United States of Colombia ...........•..•.....
SO
2,376
14
498
Venezuela . . . . . . • . • . . . . .
36
1, 067 .•...............
Dutch Guiana ...................•....••.
5
176
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
2
76
West Indies . . • . . . • • . . . .
18
529 . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
.A.ll other ports . . • • . . . • .
26
718
14
362
Total. •••••..•••...•.

·I

1, 902

7, 370 1 199, 6851

G, 802

1888.
Ports.
Flasks.

I

209, 758

22
60
2

1, 104

873

32

1, 946
77

1,196

3

129

6
1
1

232
7
261
44 ............•.....
33
1
40

""""'6,091 ~956 11,394
1889.

Dollars.

Flasks.

10, 684

406, 399

5,111

======I=======I======

441, 112

Total.
Dollars.

Ports from which exported:
San Francisco . . . . • . • . • • • • • • .
10, 145
38f, 707
5, 049
210, 745
New York . ... .• .. ••..• •.•••.
539
24,692
62
2, 972
Philadelphia ...••••.••..•.•••.••...•.••.•••.•...........•.••..••.•....•..
Boston ......••.••..•..••..••..••••......•••••...•....••••.••...•.••......
New Orleans ..•...••..••..••..•••••.....•••...•.......•••.••...•••..•....
Total . . • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • .

31

3, 768
75
2, 257
90
3, 295
100
3, 965
16, 032
300
9, 100
3
108 ................. .
157, 758
5, 777 175,828
5, 678
190,461
6, 920
250, 514
1, 550 ..•..••......•.•..•..................................
351 .••..••. ..••.•.•.
5
180 ................. .

213,717

Exported toHongkong...................
3, 713
1#, 899 . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Central.A.merican States.....
1, 333
52, 586
93
4, 111
Chile . . . • • . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
12
475
China........................
37
1, 386 . . • . . . • • . . . . • . . • . . . . . .

Flasks.

176,974
6, 066
630
40

Dollars.

6

5, 378,118
223,049
14,882
1, 454
182

183,716

5, 617,685

79, 451
2, 594
3, 543
87

2, 371, 108
94, 294
105, 309
2, 861

~!~%~!.:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ····2;553· ·····96:os2·

British Columbia............
16
548
12
424
British possessions in Australasia . . . . • • . . • • . • . . . . . • • .
322
12, 979
133
5, 488
.Japan . . • • . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • .
35
1, 450 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mexico . . • .. . •. . . ••• • •• •••• ••
5,172
190,013
4, 841
202,228
Peru......................... . . •• . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Cuba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . .
2
127
2
122
United States of Colombia . . .
48
2, 096
6
313
Venezuela . . . • . • . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . • .
Dutch Guiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
265 . . . . • . • . . . . . • • • • . • • • • •
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
and Prince Edward Island. . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . . • • .
6
272
West Indies ..•..••••..•.•••...••••.••..•••••..........••.........•......
.A.ll other ports • • • • • • . • • • . • • .
1
50
6
284
Total .••••••••••••••••••••.

10,684

406,399

5,111

213, 717

205

6, 406

6, 332
3, 344
82, 172
1, 955
377
581
333
37

190, 638
88, 705
2, 558,030
57, 231
11, 083
19,118
10, 694
1, 399

23
55
74

905
1, 629
2,193

183,716

5, 617, 6i5

The final census volume on mining contains also an exhaustiye treatise of very great value on the mining plant, etc., of New .Almaden, which
should be read entire, and will not bear further condensation.

ALUMINUM.
BY

R.

L. PACKARD.

The production of aluminum still remains small when compared with
that of other metals used in the arts. The newspaper prophecies of
the advent of the" age of aluminum," which were frequent a few years
ago, are still unfulfilled, and the tone of the technical and trade journals
is changing from that of expectancy to one of criticism. Enough has
now been published of the methods of production of the metal and of
its availability for different purposes to afford a basis for an estimate of
its value and to place it upon a different footing from that which it occupied when its properties were less well known. The newspapers proper
still occasionally herald a new process for extracting aluminum which
is to be cheaper than its predecessors, but that part of the public which
is interested in such matters is no longer eager to listen to statements
of this character. Nevertheless, there is a real and very considerable
advance in the production of this metal, both in Europe and the United
States, and from a technological point of view it is a thing of great
interest to witness the development of a laboratory experiment into an
established commercial process, by which a metal formerly practically
unknown has been introduced into the markets of the world, and this development has taken place in the case of aluminum within the last
thirty years. It has been estimated th.a t the total amount of the metal
produced during this period (up to the close of 1889) was only about
116 tons, but the indications in 1889 were that this quantity would soon
be exceeded by the annual production.
It is very likely that such is already the case, although figures are
not at hand to show whether the prediction is actually verified or not,
but the aluminum industry has received a new impetus in Europe
within a short time and the American production has also been very
largely increased. The total output of metallic aluminum in the United
States in 1890 was 47,881 pounds, against 19,200 pounds in 1889. If to
this is added the aluminum contained in alloys produced here in 1890,
which was in round numbers 13,400 pounds, the total is 61,281 pounds
of aluminum extracted in this country during the year.
From its first appearance aluminum has been used principally for
articles which it is desired should be light and strong, such as parts of
mathematical, astronomical, optical, and surveying instruments, light
weights, fittings ofvarious kinds, dental plates, surgical apparatus, and
the like. The limited production of the metal and its high ~ost up to a
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very recent date precluded its use in any large way. Its cost is now
(1890) reduced to below $2 a pound. The scope of its employment for
articles of manufacture is still limited, as above indicated, while its
production for such employment is very largely increased, and although
the field of its possible uses is as wide as the imagination of newspaper
writers can make it, these uses are as yet only unrealized suggestions.
Its use in metallurgy, which is extending, is another matter. Instrument-makers now use aluminum more than formerly, especially where
great rigidity is not required.
An illustration of this statement is afforded by a note read by Prof.
William P. Blake before the American Institute of .1\:Iining Engineers
in 1890. He described a double reflecting and repeating circle invented
by Capt. Charles H. Townshend, of New Haven, Connecticut, and exhibited one of the instruments made by :lVIessrs. Stackpole & Brothers,
of New York. The circle, which was 9 inches in diameter, was cast in one
piece. The aluminum was furnished by the Pittsburg Reduction Company. The instrument is intended to be used in a boat and is to be held
in one hand like a sextant. Lightness, therefore, is of great importance.
The instrument, exclusive of the eyepieces and handle, weighed only 1
pound. An inspection showed that in this case the metal worked well
under the file, in the lathe, and under the graduating tool. The castings were homogeneous, free from blowholes, and dressed up clean and
sharp. Messrs. Keuffel & Esser, of New York, have made sextants of
aluminum which have proved satisfactory as far as the limited experience in their use bas gone. The same manufacturers are also making a
mining transit of aluminum, although some portions of the instrument
are made of a harder and heavier metal. The great advantage of lightness in such instruments will be appreciated by these who have had to
carry instruments of the usual construction through the devious passages of mines and up the side of high mountains, where every ounce of
weight is a grievous burden. Moreover, since aluminum resists corrosion to a remarkable degree, instruments made of it are not liable to
tarnish and do not require lacquer as brass instruments do, and their
unprotected surfaces keep clean and bright where brass and ordinary
bronze will become green and dirty.
Some instrument-makers are yet cautious in the use of unalloyed
aluminum, preferring to employ it only in those parts of 'apparatus
where lightness is· important while great rigidity and hardness are not
required, and which have careful handling. To increase the rigidity
and hardness of the metal without materially increasing its weight, it
has . been proposed to alloy it with small quantities of other metals.
For this. purpose an alloy of aluminum, and silver, suggested by Tissier1
has been made by Mr. Hunt, having the composition of 95 per cent
aluminum and 5 per cent silver. This alloy is much harder and more
rigid than aluminum, and works quite as well or better under tools. Its
specific gravity is 3.2, so that it is a little heavier than aluminum
(2.6). It is whiter than the pure metal, withstands corrosion nearly
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as well, takes a good polish, and is better for graduation. In France,
aluminum has also been alloyed with tin (nearly 10 per cent) for the
same purpose. The specific gravity of this alloy is said to be 2.85,
it is not easily corroded, can be worked more satisfactorily than aluminum, and has the great advantage of being as easily soldered as
bronze. .Aluminum wire has been substituted for lead as calking
for steam pipes, on account of its resistance to the action of steam.
It is made into steamers for evaporating fruit juices, to avoid the action
of the fruit acids on galvanized and tinned ware. Trolley wheels on
electric cars have been advantageously made of it, and new uses of
this general character are frequently mentioned. This confirms the
statement made at the outset that the scope of the employment of
aluminum for articles of manufacture is yet limited to such as must
be light and resist corrosion well. It has not yet (1890) begun to displace other metals to any noticeable extent in a large way.
.Aluminum is used metallurgically in the manufacture of iron and
steel, to which it is added before pouring, sometimes in the form of the
alloy ferro aluminum and sometimes as metallic aluminum. .A recent
discussion of this subject will be noticed farther on. It is also used in
this country in making alloys, especially aluminum bronze. No data
are at hand to indicate what proportion of the total production is used
in the arts to be drawn, rolled, cast, etc., into articles of manufacture,
and what is used matallurgically and in the manufacture of alloys.
The following table showing the comparative physical properties of"
aluminum, iron, and copper is inserted here for convenience of reference.
It must, however, be remembered that figures representing the tensile
strength of aluminum given by different authorities are apt to disagree
because the specimens which afforded the figures in the different cases
did not have the same composition. The table is taken from an address
delivered before the London Society of Chemical Industry by J. H. J.
Dagger, F. I. C., F. C. S.:
.
Comparison of aluminum with iron and copper.

--

I

I
Color .•••.••• ~ ---··/

Alnminnm.
Cast.

I

Rolled.

Bluish white.

I
I

Iron.
Cast.

I

I White.,

Wrought.
Gray.

I Steel. I
I
I

I

-

I

Copp :or.
Cast.

I

-

I

I

Rolled.

-

Density ...........
7.5
7.1-7. 8
7. 7-7.2
8. 96
2. 5
2.7
490
555
Weight per cubic
162
450
4.-85
foot in pounds.
Melting point ..•.. 1,300° F ........... 2,780° F. above4, oooo F. 4,0oooF.
1,990° F.
20,000
45-60,000
60-90,000
Tensile strength in 20, 000 to 30-35, 000 15,680 lb.
30-40, 000 lb.
(40-45
(does not
(7 tons)
(19-27 tons)
pounds per square 25.000.
1ons) cast as well
inch.
asAl.)
.................... 20-40
5-15
Elongation per cent
14
3.0
7-22
..............
................
• 0952 99 ...........
Specific heat( a) .... 0.218
.1138
...........
16
34.0
Electrical conduc·····
tivity.
Thermal condnc...........
11.9
...........
75
33.7
tivity.(b)

··········
. .....

I

a Higher than any metal exoept lithinm and glncininm.

I
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As mechanical difficulties are found in working aluminum, the following directions from an authentic source are given for the benefit of those
who have occasion to work the metal. They are from a paper read at
the Washington meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers,
February, 1890, by Messrs. .Alfred E. Hunt, John W. Langley, and
Ohas. M. Hall:
"Annealing.-.A very low and even temperature should be maintained
in the muffle. .Aluminum melts at about 1,300 degrees Fahrenheit-a
very dark red. The inexperienced, therefore, can not judge the proper
annealing temperature by the eye alone without danger of fusing the
metal. When the metal has been heated enough to char the end of a
pine stick, thus leaving a black mark in the wake of the stick as it is
drawn across the metal, it is sufficiently annealed. The metal should
then be withdrawn from the furnace and allowed to cool slowly in th~
air. For some work, such as stamping and drawing, it is sometimes
better not to heat the metal so hot as to leave a dead black mark with
the stick, but just enough to show a dark brown mark instead. Very
thin sheets or wire can be annealed sufficiently for some purposes in
boiling water.
"Dipping and picking.-Remove the dirt and grease from the plates by
dipping in benzine. To whiten the metal, leaving on the surface a
beautiful white mat, the sheet should be first dipped in a strong solution of caustic potash. This solution should then be dipped in a mixture of concentrated acids, two parts nitric acid to one of sulphuric
acid; then in a solution of undiluted nitric acid; then in a mixture of
vinegar and water, equal parts; then washed thoroughly in water and
dried as usual in hot sawdust.
"To polish.- Use a :fine polishing composition, or rouge, or tripoli, and
a sheepskin or chamois skin buff, although it is o:(ten polished with an
ordinary rag buff.. For :fine work, to polish alumi:p_um, use a mixture of
equal parts, by weight, of olive oil and rum, made into an emulsion by
being well shaken together in a bottle. The polishing stone i~ dipped
in this liquid, and the metal is polished without using, however, too
much pressure. Aluminum may be easily ground by using olive oil
and pumice. The surface of aluminum, treated with varnish of four
parts oil of turpentine to one of stearic acid, or with a mixture of olive
oil and rum shaken into an emulsion, allows an engraving tool to work
on aluminum as on pure copper.
"Fm· burnishing.-Use a bloodstone or steel burnisher. For hand burnishing use either kerosene oil or a solution composed of 2 tablespoonsful
of ground borax dissolved in about a quart of hot water with a few
drops of ammonia added.
"For lathe work.-The burnisher should wear upon the :fingers of his
left hand a piece of Canton flannel, keeping it soaked with kerosene,
and bringing it in contact with the metal, supplying a constant lubricant. Very fine effects can be produced by first burnishing or polishing
778 MIN--8
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the metal and then stamping it in polished dies, showing UIJpolished
figures in relief.
"Scratch brushing.-Polish or burnish the surface and then use a fine
steel scratch brush. .A very fine finish is attained by rubbing with ground
pumice stone and water. In spinning aluminum, plenty of oil should
be used to prevent the clogging of the tool and to make it cut smooth
in the turning and to assist in the spinning.
"To solder aluminum.-Soldering the metal in large surfaces has not
been successfully accomplished up to the present. Small surfaceR of
the metal can be readily soldered by the use of pure zinc and Venetian
turpentine. Place the solder upon the metal with Venetian turpentine
and heat gently with a blowpipe until the solder is melted. It will
then be found to have fixed itself firmly to the aluminum. The trouble
with this, as with other solders, is that it will not flow on the metal.
Therefore large surfaces are not easily soldered. In cold-rolling aluminum, upon a roll designed for cold-rolling hard crucible steel, it has
been found possible to reduce aluminum through the same sections as
hard steel; the aluminum required, on the average, five annealings,
where the steel required three to satisfactorily withstand the same
work.
"Sand cast,i ngs.- Use open but very fine sand and bake the mold.
Large feeding gates should be provided and t.he mold should be well
vented. Pour the metal quickly at a temperature but little above the
melting point. Use plumbago crucibles."
The following translation from a German technical paper, the "Neueste
Erfindungen und Erfahrungen," has appeared in the papers here. It
is reproduced on account of its possible practical value:
" Sheet aluminum may readily be soldered if previously given a light
plating with copper. , If aluminum so prepared is suddenly heated,
there is considerable stripping of the copp~r, rendering the joint unreliable. Nevertheless, in many cases, the process is very satisfactory,
and particularly so when the copper-plated edges are allowed to lap
over each other.
".Aluminum bronze containing as much as 5 per cent. of aluminum
may be readily soft soldered with ordinary tin solder. Increasing percentages of aluminum render the soldering more and more difficult,
until with 10 per cent. ·o f aluminum it becomes impossible. The method
above referred to, of slightly plating with copper, will be found a help
in such cases. When no tank is convenient for clipping the edges into
the plating solution, very fair results may be obtained by using anumber of pieces of blotting paper well soaked with solution of cupric sulphate. The paper is placed in contact with the article to be plated and
with a piece of copper. The battery is then attached by wires with the
positive pole to_the copper and the negative pole to the casting or other
object to be plated. .A very short time is su:ffieient to give a plating
heavy enough for soldering purposes. If for any reason a battery is
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not attainable for plating, the bronze may be prepared with a mixture
of resin, tallow, neutral chloride of zinc, and corrosive sublimate.
" Hard soldering offers no difficulties. A. good solder for this purpose
is made by smelting together 52 parts copper, 46 parts zinc, and 2 parts
tin. Borax is used as the :flux, and the process is the usual one. Tests of
joints made with this solder were made at Neuhausen, and showed that
aluminum bronze plates butted together gave a resistance to pulling
strain of 26 to 28 kilograms per square millimeter; lapped joints (5
millimeter lap) required 39 kilograms per square millimeter to part them.
Tubes made from sheets with this solder can be drawn down on a
mandrel.
"Aluminum-bronze castings can be united by the process known to
foundrymen as sweating or burning. The parts to be joined are placed
in a sand mold and an excess of hot metal flowed over the joint. When
carefully done the joint can not be seen, and shows as great strength
as the body of the casting. Thin cylinders may be made in this way
by bending sheets and sweating their edges together."
Another formula for soldering, given by Mr. Dagger, which he found to
give fairly good results, is, for ordinary work, an alloy of-aluminum, 6
parts; copper, 4; zinc, 90; but the zinc must be free from iron. For
heavy soldering the proportions are-aluminum-12 parts; copper, 8, and
zinc, 80.
Alloys.-In 1890 the Cowles Company produced 90,941 pounds of ferroaluminum, containing about 12 per cent. of aluminum and 16,299 pounds
of aluminum bronze.
In 1889 the total amount of aluminum alloys produced by this company was 171,759 pounds.
In recent experiments in Europe with aluminum bronze it is said that
the alloy has shown itself well adapted for small arms using the new
smokeless powders. Its use for ordnance was suggested in this country
some three years ago by Mr. E. H. Cowles.
Experiments have recently been made at Calais, France, by the Department of Aerial Navigation with light ~luminum alloys. A. striking
increase in tensile strength is noticeable on adding small quantities of
copper to aluminum. The copper was added in the form of wire to the
molten metal. As will be seen, the specific gravity of the alloy is not
much greater than that of aluminum itself. The following table, from
the London Engineer, gives the results of the experiments referred to:
Strength of alloys of aluminum and copper.
Specific gravity.
Composition.

I

Calculated.

1------~----------- 1 -----

Aluminum ........................................................ .
Aluminum 98 per cent, copper 2 per cent.................
2. 78
Aluminum 96 per cent, copper 4 per cent.................
2. 90
Aluminum 94 per cent, copper 6 per cent.................
3. 02
Aluminum 92 per cent, copper 8 per CelJt .................
3.141
1

Determined.

ITons per
s9.uare
mch.

-----2. 67
2. 71
2. 77
2. 82
2.8G

12.0
19.65
19.9
2-t 7
2~.

7
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The aluminum used was from the Societe de l' Alumini~tm, a,nd was
very nearly pure.
The whole subject of aluminum alloys is being reopened by experiment. Since Deville's time there has been little occasion until recently
to make and experiment with alloys of aluminum, or to determine the
effect of alloying it with different proportions of a given metal. Aluminum bronze and, in a less degree, brass have become recognized as
as valuable alloys, but there is apparently a field for experiment which
is now being cultivated in many directions.
Besides the alloy of aluminum with silver for use in instrumentsmeutioned above, another alloy of the metal has been made in this country~
which is noticeable from a metallurgical standpoint, as well as on
account of the peculiar properties of the alloy itself. This is an alloy
of aluminum with titanium, which is made in the following way: It
will be remembered that aluminum is produced at the Pittsburg Reduction Company's works by forming a fused bath of the fluorides of aluminum, sodium, and calcium, adding alumina thereto, and passing the
current from a dynamo through the bath, by which the alumina is
decomposed and aluminum is liberated. The alloy under consideration is
made in an analogous manner. The fluoride bath is prepared by fusion
in a carbon crucible, and either before or after fusion a reducible oxide
or salt of titanium is added to it. Titanic oxide is the substance
employed in practice. After thorough mixing has taken place, the
titanic oxide being dissolved by the fluoride, aluminum is introduced,
either in the molten state or solid. The titanic oxide is reduced, and
the titanium alloys with the aluminum. The alloy is harder than aluminum, nearly as incorrodible, and, on hammering or rolling, acquires a
degree of elasticity comparable to that of spring brass. For commercial uses an alloy containing from about one-half of 1 per cent to 2 per
cent of titanium is best. An alloy of aluminum, titanium, and chrom1um, made in the same way, containing preferably less than 5 per cent
of chromium, is also described. The chromium is·added to give rigidity.
Metallurgical use.-In 1885, when the beneficial action of aluminum
upon molten iron was first attracting attention, the statement was made
that the melting point of the iron was very -m uch lowered by adding
aluminum to the bath. This statement was subsequently questioned,
and has recently been answered definitely by a direct experiment described in a paper on aluminum steel, read before the Iron and Steel
Institute at the New York meeting in 1890, by Mr. R. A. Hadfield.
(Journal of the Iron and Steel Inst., No. n, 1890.)
A determination of the temperature of fusion, made with a Le
Chatelier pyrometer by M. Osmond, of Paris, showed that the addition
of 5 per cent of aluminum to steel does not lower the fusion point sensibly. Where there is an increase of fluidity in the metal after adding
aluminum, Mr. Hadfield is inclined to attribute it to the evolution of
heat due to the oxidation of the aluminum added, which takes oxygen
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from the iron oxide and carbonic oxide contained in the steel, rather
than to any lowering of the melting point. From many considerations,
Mr. Hadfield concludes that the action of aluminum on steel is like that
of silicon, but is more energetic. Experiments cited in the paper ·referred to and in the discussion show that at a very high temperature
aluminum is a powerful reducing agent, and will . even decompose
carbonic oxide, setting carbon free. It is possible that this deoxidizing
power of aluminum may account in part, at any rate, for the prevention of blow-holes, which is a remarkable effect attributed to the addition of small quantities of the metal to iron or steel shortly before
pouring. If carbonic oxide is contained or formed in the molten
metal, it would escape before solidification, and so form blow-holes. But
since aluminum decomposes it by depriving it of its oxygen, the evolution and escape of the gas would be prevented in proportion to the
amount of aluminum acted on by it.
The following table shows the comparative physical properties of
forged silicon and aluminum steels, both materials having been annealed. It is given by Mr. Hadfield to illustrate the similarity of the
action of aluminum on steel to that of silicon:
Physical tests of silicon and aluminum steels.
Per cent.

i=l

0

of.:1
0

Silicon steel A ....•••••••••
Aluminum steel A .........
Silicon steel B .............
Aluminum steel C ..••..•..
Silicon steel C .............
Aluminum steel F ..••••••.
Silicon steel D .............
Aluminum steel H .........
Silicon steel H .............
Aluminum steel I. .........

.14
.15
.18
.18
.19
.21
. 20
.24
. 26
. 22

.s~

~

§
Q

:sw.

---.24

.78
1.60

.88
.66
1. 60

2.18
2.24
5.58

......

5.60

Limit Break- Extening
Reducofelasticity, load, in sion,
Bending test of
per oftion
in tons tons
area,
annealed
cent
per
per
per
forged bars.
on 2
square square inches.
cent.
inch .
inch.
-60.74 Bent double cold.
25
15.17
87.55
26
60.74
Do.
20
40.85
52.66
19
29.50
84.02
Do.
52.14
27
88
Do.
18
54.52
25
88
85
Do.
26
86.85
67
Do.
13
25.50
86.50
59.96
Do.
84
48.62
18.50
28.50
88
Do.
Would not bend.
29
39
. 70
2
6.45
6.16 1()0; broken.
27
86

--

Mr. Hadfield's main objection to the use of aluminum instead of
silicon as a "physic" is its cost. · He says:
"Speaking generally of the application of aluminum to the manufacture of iron and steel, the usual amount stated to be requisite for
producing good results is about 0.10 per cent, but in many cases, as
already pointed out, this would be too little. Supposing, however, that
an average percentage of 0.10 or 0.15 per cent was necessary, and
assuming the aluminum to be sold at $2 per pound, the expense of such
addition would mean an extra cost of $4.50 and $7.25 per t<>n, respectively, whereas if as much as even 0.50 per cent of silicon is required to
do the same work it does not cost more than $1.12 per ton."
Mr. Hadfield does not wish to disparage the efforts of those who have
devoted so much time to the manufacture of aluminum by offering tho
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.above statement, but on the contrary expresses the hope that it may be
an inducement to produce the metal more cheaply.
Aluminum imported and enteredfor cons·umption in the United Statesj1·om 1870 io 1890,
Years.

Fiscal years ending
June 30-

I

Quantity. Value.

Pounds.

1870 .......................... .
1871. ......................... .
1873...............
2. 00
1874...............
683.00
1875...............
434.00
1876...............
139.00
1877 .............. 131. 00
1878...............
251.00
1879...............
284.44
1880.---.--.. ... .. •
340. 75
1881. .............. 1
517.10

Years.

Fiscal years ending
June 30$98
341
2

1882. - - - ........ - •.
1883 .............. .
1884 .............. .
1885.--.--- ....... -

2,125
1, 355 Calendar years1, 412
1886 ............. ..
1887 .............. .
1, 551
2, 978
1888.--- .... -.... -.
1889 .............. .
3, 423
1890 ............. ..
4, 042 1
6,071

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
566.50
426.25
595.00
439.00

$6,459
5, 079
8,416
4, 736

452.10
1, 260. 00
1, 34.8. 53
998.00
2, 051.00

5,369
12,119
14,086
4,840
7,062

TIN.
In 1890 the Temescal mine in California made active preparations to
produce pig tin. Production was begun early in the following year,
when the mine was active. In South Dakota additional interest was
directed to the mines of the Harney Peak Company by a visit of the
directors, who ordered the construction of a large concentrating plant
at Hill City. They decided upon the plans, let the contract for the
work, and actual construction was promptly under way. In Virginia important steps were taken towards testing the richness of the Cash and adjacent mines in Rockbridge county. It is evident that the attention
which has been lavished upon this comparatively humble metal has been
fully sustained in 1889 and1890. It will require years to decide whether
tin mining will pay, but the condition of an actual product has been
reached. It has been somewhat a matter of surprise that this product
should come from developments in California, which are new compared
to the better known operations in South Dakota. But this is simply
the outcome of a different policy with the managers of the two enterprises. The deliberate progress in South Dakota, but involving a
large investment, is offered as evidence of the owners' confidence in
the final outcome. The rapid progress in California on a small scale is
interpreted as a practical working test of the richness of the vein
which has received the principal development. By this the new purchasers wish to ascertain the worth of the mineral portion of their investment. This investment includes a large agricultural tract, comprising the whole San Jacinto estate, and in which the tin mine is the
least known feature. It is entirely possible for South Dakota to reach
the position of a large producer as soon as California. The experience
as to whether the ore will pay a satisfactory profit can not be gained,
however, for years to come.
CENSUS STATISTICS.

The most quantitative and exact account of progress in this industry
is that just published by the Eleventh Census, although the account by
its brevity indicates very accurately the few items which could be
posted in a ledger.
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Tin statistics in the United States fm· the year 1889.
Total output of
tin-bearing
rock.
(Short tons.)

States.

Total
amount
paid for
wages.

'Total
capital.

Other expenditures.

I

1----------------------1----1

I

California ............................. .
South Dakota ......................... .
Virginia .............................. .

5, 000
22, 000
1, 000

I

$650, 000
200, 000
48, 000

$18, 4114

$12, 065

I lSi: ~gg ·----~~~~~~-~

Employes about tin mines in the United States in 1889.
ai

States.

A

Laborers. Foremen.
Foremen. Meehanics.

'"'

,.c

....00

<!)

,.c

~

<!)

~

~~

<!)

oac::>
f.<bj)
<Doa

oa<D
til~.()

~fi:

~fi:

-

California ..... ..
6
South Dakota ..• 621
Virgin~a ........ ,
i~
Wyommg(a) ....

2 $4.66
8 4. 39

~

~~

! -! - - ! - I

Below ground.

Above ground.

bll

.s§

34 $3.30
28 3. 25

-

~
l2i

~~

hb.()

~

<!)

,.c

s

<llc;j

~fi:

-- -

c:l

l2i

31 $2.80

~J)~
c;jQ.)
f.< b.()
<llc;j

~fi:

-- -

1 $6.'.16

Miners. Laborers.
--<!)
~
~
g'.o,;
Q.)
<!)
bJ)oo

,.c

oaQ.)

~

<tj~

s

~~

o:lQ.)

p

i:lp

z
-- -

9 $2.81

f.< I;:.()

<llc;j

~fi:
--

2 $2.14

··'f·'"

1 ::~ .... ..........
. ...........
,..:. -~::~. ..:.j.::~~- -:~-I-~: ~~-1:: ~ f:~~ 13'

aNo work done in Wyoming in the census year.

This table shows that much substantial development work has been
done on these various deposits. In all 6,000 feet of shafts and tunnels
have been put in, besides 2,500 feet of open cuts. In the above statement of labor and wages no account is taken for the so-called assessment work done prior to patenting the claims, as this does not afford
very definite employment, except to the few contractors for such work.
With regard to the present facilities for producing tin, it should be said
that concentrating works are ready for operations at Glendale, South
Dakota, and others have been ordered to be built at Hill City. At the
Cash mine, in Virginia, a concentrator is to be built, and at the Temescal mines, in California, a small plant is in actual operation. There i...-t a concentrator at the Etta mine, and the Tin Mountain Mining Company has a Cyclone pulverizer and other mining property.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS.

South Dakota.-Since the report of 1888 the Burlington and Missouri
River Railroad Company has extended its line throu~h Custer, within
a mile of Harney City, and directly through Hill City to Deadwood.
At Hill City the concentrator of the Harney Peak Company is being
erected. At this time (December, 1891) the frame work is nearly completed. In its arrangement the results of the Etta mill have been carefully studied. It is evident from these results that great care must be
taken to save the finely-divided ore if the a~.say yields are to be approximated by the mill. The machinery will be placed as soon as the
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railroad spurs to the mill are ready. The company is arranging development work on a larger scale, and will have su;nk 500 feet on the Addie
by the spring of 1892. Other mines, including the old Etta, will be
deepened.
California.-The plant of the San Jacinto estate, limited, consists of
a large number of located tin veins and one, the Cajalc~, on which considerable developments have been made, produced about 2,000 tons of
ore were mined in 1890 and 1891, and which yielded in 1801 120,000
pounds, or 60 tons of metallic tin. The ore was concentrated and tLen
smelted in a small furnace capable of reducing about a ton of metallic
tin per twenty-four hours. In the summer·of 1890 the concentrating
plant was increased by adding pneumatic stamps, so that the mill has
50-stamp capacity or can handle 40 tons of rock in a regular day's work.
Steps were taken toward building a dam in Temescal Creek which will
furnish plenty of water for the mill, and is also designed to irrigate the
agricultural lands of the estate. But the great freshets of 1890 destroyed the dam, which was not built on bed rock. This is now being
explored preparatory to rebuilding.
Virginia.-In 1889 Mr. Moses Joy, jr., obtained the control of the
Cash mine in Rockbridge County for a company principally of Boston
capitalists. The visit of a thoroughly reliable mining engineer to the
property in the spring of 1890 gave a much better outlook for the
property than it had ever had before, and steps were at once taken to
erect a small concentrating plant, a Sturtevant mill, and a vanner. At
the close of 1891 this mill is ready for operations near Vesuvius Sta. tion on the Shenandoah Valley Railroad, as soon as the bad roads to
the ore piles have been improved. It is also the policy of the company
not to concentrate any ore until full possession of the mine is secured.
The development work has put more than 2,000 tons of ore on the
dumps ready to be handled to the concentrator.
Foreign tin mines.-The foreign sources have contributed the usual
proportions of the total supply, as follows:
I

World's supply of tin from 1880 to 1890.

Years.

Australian
Straits
shipments Banca sales
English shipments
to Europe in Holland.
production. to Europe
and
and
America.
America.

Billeton
sales in
Java.

Total.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
1880 ...........
1881. ••••••••••
1882 ...........
1883 .•••••••••.
1884 .••••••• --1885 ...........
1886 ...........
1887 ...........
1888 ...........
1889 ...........
1890 ...........

8, 918
8, 615
9,300
9,307
9,574
9,331
9, 312
9,282
9,241
8,912
9,000

11,735
11,400
11,705
16,958
17,548
17,320
19,674
23,977
23,855
28,295
27,470

9,177
10,100
10,067
11,121
9, 337
9,088
8,064
·7, 750
7, 975
6, 800
6,415

3, 756
4,548
4,399
4, 203
4,193
4, 200
4, 379
4, 384
4,430
4,114
5, 317

4, 735
4, 740
4, 200
4, ]57
3, 600
3, 760
4,128
4,978
5, 220
4,857
5,232

38,321
39,403
39,671
45,740
44,252
43,699
45,557
50,371
50,721
52,978
53,434
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There have been few novel developments in the last two years. Ac.
cording to the official reports, the Australian tin placer~ have grown
steadily poorer and the Straits Settlements, with Banca and Billeton,
have kept steadily on, with an occasional addition of a new placer.
The mines of Siak have been well described by Mr. Charles M. Rolker
in a paper published in the Transactions of the American Institute of
Minillg Engineers and of which a resume is also published in the Census
report. The paper makes a valuable contribution to the meager literature of the tin deposits of the East and is very instructive, particularly
as to the labor difficulties in that region.
Imports and exports.-The following tables show the tin and tin plates
imported and entered for consumption from 1867 to 1890; also the value
of the exports of the manufactures of tin from 1826 to 1890 :
Tin and tin plates imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1890.
[Calendar years ending December 31, from 1886 to 1890; previous years ended June 30.]

In blocks, bars, or pigs, and
grain tin.

Years.

Quantity.

Owts.

1867 ............ ..................
1868 ............ ...................
80,811
18ti9 ............
1870 ............
81,702
106, 595
1871 ............
102,006
1872 ............
1873 ............
130,469
1874 ............
116,442
102.904
1875 ............
93, 176
1876 ............
1877 ............
98,209
128,849
1R7B ............
142,927
1879 ............
290,007
1880 ............
171,146
1881 ............
197, 544
1882 ............
1883 ............
237,348
1884 ............ (a)26, 081, 992
1885 ............
23, 947, 523
27,960,761
1886 ............
29,645, 531
1887 ............
31,740,583
1888 ............
35,177,646
1889 ............
1890 ............
33,800,729

Value.

Tin plates, sheets, etc.
Quantity.

Value.

Total value.

$6, 276, 136. 78
6, 893, 072. 07
8, 565, 432. 56
7, 628, 871. 51
9, 490, 778. 64
10, 736, 906. 59
15, 906, 446. 82
13, 322, 976.14
12, 557, 630. 75
10, 226, 802. 87
9, 818, 069. 69
9, 893, 639. 61
10, 248, 720. 34
16, 524, 590. 19
14, 641, 05'7. 87
16, 550, 834. 64
16, 688, 276. 67
18, 931, 072. 70
16, (310, 104. 56
17, 719,957.12
16, 883, 813. 95
19, 034, 821. 03
20, 361, 564. 00
21, 923, 754. 00

$7, 486, 490. 80
8, 347,399.43
10,274,817.56
9, 671, 759. 22
12, 429, 188. 46
13,770,744. 04
19, 844,479. 07
16, 522, 783. 21
14,887, 118.71
12, 043, 308. 87
11, 601, 834. 69
12, 060, 989.61
12, 550, 664. 34
22, 677, 595. 87
18, 612, 814, 54
21, 755, 086. 32
22,794, 527.04
24, 3fi0, 256.71
20, 873, 552. 00
23, 593, 730. 12
2il, 811, 523. 95
27' 793, 383. 03
27,407, 503. uu
28, 79~, 399. 00

Owts.

$1, 210, 354. 02 . .....................
1, 454, 327. 36 . .............................
1, 709, q85. oo
1,534, 324
2, 042, 887. 71
1, 333,150
2, 938, 409. 82
1, 556,023
3, 033,837.45
1, 617, 627
3, !J38, 032. 25
1, 854,956
3, 199, 807. 07
1, 553,860
2, 329,487. 96
1, 540, 600
1, 816, 506. 00
1, 767,210
1, 783, 765. 00
1, 984,803
2, 167, 350. 00
2, 166,489
2, 301, 944. 00
2.487, 007
6, 153, 005. 68
3, 298, 534
3, 971, 756. 67
3, 366,720
5, 204, 251. 68
3, 926,311
6, 106, 250. 37
4, 051,108
5, 429, 184-. 01 (a) 527,881,321
4, 263,447. 00
505, 559, 076
574, 098, 405
5, 873, 773. 00
6, 927,710.00
570, 643, 389
632, 224, 296
8, 758, 562.00
734, 086, 964
7, 045, 939. 00
6, 869, 645. 00
688, 247, 657

Cl Pounds in 1884 and followin~ years.

I
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Value of tin 'manufactures exported fnrn the United States (a).

[:Fiscal years ending September 30 until 1843; ending June 30, from 184!1 to 1886; calendar years
since 1886.j
Value.

Years.

I

I

1826 .•••••••••••••••
1827 .••••••••••••••.
1828. •·•••••••••••••
1829 .•••••••••••••••
1830 ..••••••••.•••••
1831. ··••••••• ••••••
1832 .•••••••••••••••
1833 ..••••••••.•••••
1834 .•••.•••••••••••
1835 .•••••••••••••••
1836 ...•••••••••••••
1837. ·•••••••••••••·
1838 ................
1839 ................
1840 ................
1841. ...............
1842 ................
1843 (nine months).
1844 ................
1845 ................
1846 ................
1847 ................

$4,515
2, 967
5,049
1, 757
4,497
3, 909
3,157
2, 928
2, 230
2, 545
5, 604
10,892
10, 179
19,981
7, 501
3, 751
5, 682
5, 026
6,421
10, 114
8, 902
6,363

Years.

Value.

Years.

I 1848•••••••••••••••••

$12,353
1849 ..•••••••••.•.••.
13,143
1850 .................
13,520
1851 ..•••••.••••••••.
27, 823
1852 .................
23,420
1853 ...••••••••••••••
22,988
30,698
1854. ..•..•••••...•.•
1855 ..•••••••••••.•..
14,279
13,610
1856 .••••••.••.••••••
5, 622
1857 .••••••.•••...•••
24,186
1858 ..••.••••••.•••••
1859 ..•••••.•••••.•••
39,289
1860 .................
39,064
30,229
1861. ................
62,286
1862 .................
1863 .................
41,558
1864 .................
46,968
1865 ................. 106,244
7!J,461
1866 .................
1867 .•••••••••••••••• 1 40,642
27,110
1868 .................
18,994
1869 .................

Value.

I 1870 ·•••••••••••••••

1871 ................
1872 ..••••••••••••••
1873 .•.•••••••••••••
1874 .••••••••.••••••
1875 .•.•.•••••••••••
1876 ....•••••••••.•.
1877 ................
1878 ••••••.•••••••••
1879 .•...••••••••••.
1880 ••••.••••••••••.
1R81 ................
1882 ................
1883 ................
1884 ................
1885 ................
1886 ................
1887 ................
1888 ................
1889 ................
1890 ................

$46,007
70,366
67,244
69,865
62,973
48,194
48,144
87,057
116,274
103,467
144,185
498,524
198, 608
191, 947
166,819
162,304
157,724
137, 551
219, 000
255, 1.00
262,343

I

I

a Classed as 11 tin, and manufactures of,'' from 1851.

Prices.-There have been no great fluctuations in prices in the past
two years similar to those in 1888, due to the operations of the French
copper syndicate. In 1889 the price was comparatively steady, fluctuating by fractions of a cent from 21 cents per pound. In 1890 the
prices were not so steady, the principal feature being a rise in September to 25 cents per pound. This soon declined again to 21 cents, which
was about the average for the year. The rise in price was due to a
speculative movement, and the corner was aided by comparatively light
stocks inNew York and good consumptive demand. In 1891 the prices
ruled slightly lower without great fluctuations, except a rise to 21i cents
m June. The prices for recent years are given below:
Prices of tin in New York by rnonths frorn 1885 to 1891.
Years.

Jan.

Feb.

I Mar.

Apr.

17g20.80
22.55
36.70
21.30
20.39
191

17.80
20.85
22t
32.95
20t
20.13
191

May. June. July. Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1885 ....
1886 .•••
1887 ••••
1888 .•••
1889 ....
1890 •••.
1891 ....

161
20!
20.30
36.95
21!,
20.95

20.20

17.45
20.70
22!
36.95
21!
20.87
19.90

18!
21.30
22.95
21.95
20t
21.52
20.00

20i
22!23:!
18.05
20.30
21.53
21.00

22i
22!
23.35
19:1
1\li
21.17
20.20

21!
21i23.30
201
20.20
21.62
20.10

20.95
22.20
23k
22.95
21.30
24.00
201

20.95
22!
25k
23.35
20.80
22.60
20.10

20.65
22.40
31.05
22.70
21!
21.07
20.00

21.00
22!
36la22.10
21.30
21.21
19.90

NICKEL AND

COBALT.

During 1889 and 1890 nickel mining was. depressed in the U nitol
States by the developments in Canada, but prospecting for nickel ores
was active from the prominence which was given to the metal as an
addition to steel. The product of the mines of the United States, together with the foreign ores smelted in the United States, was 252,663
pounds in 1889. In 1890 it was 223,488 pounds. The price did not vary
markedly, hence the total values for the years were proportionate$151,598 in 1889 and $134,092 in 1890. The United States' product in
both years came from Lancaster Gap, Pennsylvania; J\1ine La Motte,
Missouri, and Lovelock's, Nevada.
Early in 1891 the Lancaster Gap mine was shut down on account of
Canadian competition.
P1·oduct of the United States, 1876 to 1890.
Nickel in
Metallic Nickel in Nickel in nickelam- Total.
Value.
nickel.
matte.
ore.
moninm
sulphate.
1 - - - - - - - --1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Ponnds. Potmds.

Years.

1876 .•••••.••••••••••••••.. ·•······· .••..•••.. ······•··· ....••••••
1877 ...•...••••..•.•.•.......•.•......•...• • ...•..........••••••••
1878 ...•.•.•••.••.•••........ ·•••••· ..•••••••...•.•••••..•••••••••
1879 ...................... ·····-~--- ............................. .
1880 ............................................................. .
1881. ............................................................ .
1882 .... . • • • .. . • • . . .. • .. . . 277,034
4, 582 ................... .
1883......................
6, 500
52, 300 ................... .
64,550 ................... .
1884. ...................... ....... ..
1885....... ... .. . .. ..... .. 245, 504
14, 400
18, 000 ......... .
20,000
5, 600
7, 047
1886. ... .. . .. . .. ...... .... 182,345
1887...................... 183, 125110, 816 . .. . . . .. . .
11, 505
1888...................... 100, 637 . . . . . . . . . .
1, 000
12,691
1880...... ... .... • .. .... . . 209, 76il
42,900 ................... .
18JO ................. , .. • . 223, 488 ............................. .

201, 367 $523, 554
188, 211 301, 138
150, 800 165, 979
145, 120 162, 534
233, 893 257, 282
265, 668 292, 235
281, 616 309, 777
58, 800
52, 020
64, 550
48, 412
277,004 179,975
214, 992 127, 157
205, 566 133, 200
204, 328 127, 632
252, 663 151, 598
223,488 134,092

The product of cobalt oxide has been as follows: In 1889 it was
12,955 pounds, valued at $32,388; and in 1890, 6, 788 pounds, worth, at
$2.40 per pound, $16,291.
The total product of cobalt oxide in late years is given in the following table:
Production of cobalt oxide in the United States.
Years.
1869 ........... ..
1870 ............ .
1871. ........... .
1872 ..............
1873 ............ .
1874 ........... ..
1875 ............ .
1876 ........... ..

Pounds.

Years.

811 1877 ............. .
3,854 1878 ............. .
5, 086 1879 ............ ..
5,749 1880 ............ ..
5,128 1881. ........... ..
4,145 1882 ............ ..
3, 441 1 1883 ............. .
5,162 1884 .......•......

Pounds.
7,328
4, 508
4,376
7, 251
8, 280
11,653
1, 006
2, 000

Years.

Pounds.

1885 ............ ..
1886 ............. .
1887 ............. .
1888 ............. .
1889 ............. .
1890 ............. .

8, 423
8,689
5, 769
7, 491
12,055
6, 788

The closure of the Gap nickel mine in 1891 will result in a sma1 ler
product in the future.
1.24
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The importations have increased markedly in the last two years.
They have been as follows:
Cobalt oxide imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1858 to 1890
Oxide.
Years ending-

Quantity.!

Jun!8~~~- ••••••••• --~~~~-~--.

1860 .•..•••••••. •••••••••••·
1870 .••••.•••••.••••.••••••.
1871. ••••..••....•.••.•.....
1872 ...................... ..
1873..... •••••••
1, 480
1874............
1, 404
1875. •• • • • ••• . . .
678
1876. •• • . • ••••..
4, 440
1877............
19, 752
1878.......... •.
2, 860
1879. ••• • • ••• • . .
7, 531

Oxide.
Years ending-

Value.

$7,208
2, 330
5,019
2, 766
1,920
4, 714
5, 500
2, 604
11,180
11,056
8, 693
15,208

June 301880 .•••••••••••.
1881. •••....•••..
1882 .••••••.•••..
1883 ............ .
188± ............ .
1885 ............ .
1886 ............ .
December 311887 ..•••••••••..
1888 .•••.•••.•••.
1889 ..••..•••••..
1890 ............ .

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
9, 819
21,844
17,758
13,067
25,963
16,162
19,366

$18,457
13, 837
12,764
22,323
43,611
28,138
29,543

26, 882139, 396
27,446
46,211
41,455
82, 332
63, 202
33, 338

Census statistics.-The inquiry into the personnel of the nickel mining industry in 1889 shows that 187 persons are employed. The wages
received by them averaged $3.30 per day for the foreman underground
and $2.61 for foremen on the slirface. Miners received $2.45. Employmentwas comparatively steady during the year. The total paid in wages
to the employes amounted to $84,200. This included a large amount of
unproductive prospecting and development work in Nevada, so that
the total received for the 1,151 tons of matte showed a net loss. The
mining inquiry of the Census Office did not include the smelting of this
matte.
No new deposits of proved value have been found in the United States
since the last report, although finds have been noted in North Carolina,
the Black Hills of South Dakota, and in Idaho; the Gem mine in Fremont
County, Colora~o, was also de':eloped slightly. The peculiar arsenide
deposits of Nevada have been explored quite thoroughly, and a valuable description was published of these deposits in the census report.
The Canadian mines described in 1888 report continue as the chief
factor in the supply in this part of the world. They are located near
Sudbury along the Sault Ste. Marie branch of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. Here the Canadian Copper Company has opened three mines,
the Stobie, Evans, and Copper Cliff (with two water-jacketed furnaces); and the Dominion Copper Company has the Blezard, Worthington, and Crean; and Sir H. H. Vivian owns the Murray mine, 2-2- miles
northwest of Sudbury. This Vivian mine and the Dominion Company
have each a water-jacketed furnace. The total yield of metallic nickel
from these mines in 1889 was 2,500,000 pounds of nickel contained in
the matte, which formed the article of export, and in 1890, 1,336,627
p~unds.

The New Caledonia mines, which have been described frequently,
still furnish a large proportion of the world's supply, although the deposits are pockets of uncertain· extent. The output in 1890 included
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about 5,000 tons of garnierite and 700 tons of manganiferous iron ore
containing cobalt. The cost of mining is considerable, the labor uncertain, and the transportation facilities poor. .L ately manganiferous iron
ores, containing about 3 per cent. of cobalt oxide and perhaps 2 per
cent. of nickel, have been sent to Rouen and there parted.
Imports.-The following table shows the imports of nickel into the
United States from 1868 to 1890.
Nickel imported and entm·ed for consumption in the United States, 1868 to 1890, inclusive.
. k 1
Oxido and alloy of
N IC
Calendar years ending Decome·
nickel with copper.
ber 31 since 1886; previous l - - - - . . . , . . - - -- l--------,-- - - 1
years end June 30.
Quantity. Value.
Quantity.
Value.

Pounds.

Total
valrre.

Pounds.

1868 .. -.... .. • .. • • • • • • • .. • . • • . . . .. • . . . . • • . . $118, 058
1869 .................................. -.... 134, 327
99,111
1870 ........................... ...... ......
1871...........................
17,701
48,133 ...... 4,' 438 .... $3,' 9ii'
18'12 .. - •.•••• -.- . -.- •••••.•• -..
26, 140
27' 144
1873 .................. - ..... -..
2, 842
4, 717
1874. .............. ......... ••.
3,172
5, 883
1 1875 ........... -...............
1, 255
3, 1~7
12
36
156
1876 ............................................... ..
10
1877 .••.• -............ . . . . . . . . .
5, 978
9, 522
716
824
1878 . . • • • • .. . • .. . • • • .. . • .. .. .. .
7, 486
8, 837
8, 518
7, 847
1879...........................
10,496
7, 829
5, 570
8, 314
61,869
40, 311
1880 ..• - ••.• -..................
38, 276
25, 758
107, 627
135, 74±
1881 ...... ...... .••• .• ....... ..
17, 933
14, 503
125, 736
177, 822
1882 .. • .. .. . • . • • • .. • .. .. . • .. • • .
22, 906
17' 924
lUI, 386
161, 159
1883 . . .. .. • • .. • .. • • ••• .. • . • • . ..
19, 015
13, 098
1:29,733
1884 ................................................ . (a) 194,711
105, 603
64, Hi6
1885 ................................................ .
141, 5t16
277,112
1886 ........................... ···•·•••••·· ........ ..
439, 037
205, 232
1887 ................................................ .
316, 895
138, 290
1888 ................................................ .
156,331
367,288
1889 ................................................ .
115,614
247, 299
260, 665
1890 • • • • • • . • • . . • . • • • . • • • • • . • • . . (f) 566, 571

$118, 058
134,327
99,111
52,044
27,144
4, 717
5, 883
3,193
10
10,346
16,684
13, 399
66,069
122,130
143,660
132,484
129,733
64, Hi6
(b) 141,546
(c) 205, 232
(d) 138,290
(e) 156,331
376,279

a Including metallic nickel.

b Including $465 worth of manufactured nickel.
c Including $879 worth of manufactured nickel.
dincluding $2, 281 worth of manufactured nickel.
eincluding $131 worth of manufactured nickel.
j Classified as nickel, nickel oxicle, alloy of any kind in which nickel is the element or material of
chief value.

Value of expm·ts of nickel and nickel m·e of domestic p·roduction f'rovt the United Statfs,
Calendar years ending December 31 since 1886; pre- f~:!d
vious years end June 30.
nickel.
1864 . .. • • • . • • • • • . . • . . . . .. • • • .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . • . . .. .. . . • . . .. . • .. . . .
1865 . . • • • . .. .. .. • • • .. . .. .. .. .. • . . . .. . . . . . . • . . • . • .. • . . • • . . . • . .. . . . .
1869 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .
1872 .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .
1873 .. .. .. . • .. .. • . • • . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. • • . . .. . . $19, 780
16,062
1874 ....... ......... .... .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ......
1875 .. .. • • .. • • • • • . • .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. • . . .. .. . . . .. • • . .. .. . .
26, 000
1876 . .. • • • .. .. . . . .. . . . • • • • . • . • .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . • • . 168, 050
1877 .. • • .. . . .. . .. • . • . . .. . . . . .. . . .. • • . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .
8, 200
1878 .................................................... ..........
4,120
1880 ....................................................
1881. .. .•• . . . ..•.• •• . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . •.• .. ..••..
6, 600
1882 .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. • . . .. .. • ..
12, 474
1883 ..........................•............ , .•.••. •..•..
9, 911
1884 ..............................................................
1885 ............ ............ ....... .....................
], 223
1886 .. • .. • . .. . .. .. . . • .. . . . . .. . . . • . . • • . .. .. • • . • • .. . . . . . • .
45, 653
1887 . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . • .. .. .. . . . .
39, 209
1888 . .. . .. .. • • • . . . . . .. . .. • . . .. .. • . .. • . . . • . . . • . .. • . .. . . . .
38, 951
1889 ....................................................
100
1890 .............................................. :.....
446

a Cla-ssed a-s "llick.el ~nd cobalt ore."

Nickel
coin.

Nickel
ore.

. .. . . . • • • .
.. .. . . . . ..
. . .. .. .. ..
.. .. . .. • ..

$25, 494
36, 710
11, 350
4.3, 500
19, 891
75, 61)6
. . . .. .. .. •
72, 020
. .. • . •• • ..
35, 100
..................... .
..........
2,452

· ·$32; sso · ::: ·: :::::::
7,200 ........... .
a 12, 182
a 22,249
10, 500
5,700
7, 500
625
····•····· •••••••·····
25
. ........ .

MANGANESE.
BY JOSEPH

D.

WEEKS.

The ores of manganese are divided into four · general classes in the
present report: (1) Manganese ores; (2) manganiferous iron ores; (3)
manganiferous silver ores; and (4) manganiferous zinc ores. The dividing line between the first two grades is taken at 70 per cent. of manganese dioxide, or 44.252 per cent. of metallic manganese; those containing
less manganese, containing also more or less iron, are classed as manganiferous iron ores. In the third class are included the argentiferous
manganese ores of Colorado, which are utilized chiefly for the silver
they contain, while the fourth class includes only the manganiferous
residuum from New Jersey zinc ores.
The long ton of 2,240 pounds is used in this report.
Product of manganese ores.-In 1889 the product of manganese ores
proper aggregated 24,197 tons, worth $2!0,559. This was obtained as
in previous years principally from Crimora, Virginia, Cartersville,
Georgia, and Batesville, Arkansas. In 1890, however, 6,397 tons
were obtained from Colorado .
.Limonnt and value of manganese ores prodtteed in the United States in 1889 and 1890.
1890.

1889.
States.
Production.

Total
value.

Value Production.
per ton.

1 - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - --

-

Long tons.

Value
per ton.

Long tonr.

Arkansas.............
2, 528
$23, 173
$9. 17
California............
53
901
17.00
Colorado ............................................. .
Georgia...............
5, 208
50, 143
9. 63
Nevada.... .. . . • • . . • . .
15
83
5. 53
North Carolina.......
47
470
10.00
South Carolina........
124
744
6. 00
Tennessee .. .. . • . • • • . .
30
120
4. 00
V ermont..............
1, 576
8, 668
5. 50
Virginia..............
14, 616
156, 257
10. 69
Total ........... .

Total
value.

-----------

5, 339
386
6, 397
749
100
14

$59,861
3, 176
25,588
4, 920
300
84

12, 699

125, 121

9. 85

25, 684

219,050

(a) 8. 53

$11.21
8. 23
4. 00
6.57
3.00
6. 00

1 - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 24,197

240,559

(a) 9. 94

aAverage.

In but four instances at the most is manganese ore mining prosecuted
in the United States with anything like regularity, and in but two of
the four is mining continuous. At the works producing the largest
amount of manganese in Georgia the mines were operated but one hundred and ninety days in the year 1889, while at the Vermont mine
during a large proportion of the year but little work was done. At one
mine in Virginia and one in Arkansas the mining of manganese is fairly
127
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continuous. .At most of the other works the production reported has
been from very irregular workings, and chiefly for the purpose of testing the character of the deposit. This is true of all the production of
Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Nevada, while the
California production is from an old mine, worked occasionally to meet
a small demand for manganese for the purpose of making chlorine gas
in working sulphuret ores. The employes are in most cases men who
were employed for a very brief time, and who were in most instances
common laborers picked up from farm and other work, returning to
their ordinary occupations as soon as their t emporary service in stripping manganese ore deposits and in mining the small quantities of
manganese reported were completed.
Production of manganese ores in the United States.
States.

1880.

1881. . 1882.

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1800.

- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - Virginia .•.•.. 3, 661
Arkan sas .....
Georgia ....... 1,800
300
Other States ...

8,980 18,745 20,567 19,835 17,646 14, 616 12,699
800 1,483 3, 316 5, 651 4, 312 2, 528 5, 339
2,580 6, 041 9, 02,! 5, 568 5,208
749
269
14 1, 672 1, 845 6,897
400
450

3,295
100
1,200
300

2,982
175
1, 000
375

5,355
400

4,895

4,532

6,155 10,180 23, 258 ,30. 193 34,524 29,198 24,197 25,684
r

400

- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -

Total ..•... 5,761

Product of manganiferous iron ores.-.A large proportion of the hematite iron ores of the United States carry more or less manganese.
While in most cases the amount of manganese in these ores does not
increase their value over what the same ores would be worth a.s iron
ores were the manganese absent, they, however, make the ore more desirable for certain purposes. No attempt has been made to collect the
statistics of these manganese-bearing iron ores except in cases where
the manganese in them has added somewhat to their value.
·
A product of 31,341 tons -o f ore, containing on an average 9 per cent.
manganese, is reported from Michigan for 1889, and a further product
of 50,018 tons of ore, containing 6. 74 per cent. of manganese, is reported
for the same State, making a total of 81,359 tons of iron ore produced
in Michigan, containing sufficient manganese to make it desirable to be
mined. The value of this ore is reported at $4.54 a ton. In 1890 the
total product was 61,863 tons, and the value $231,655.
Product of manganiferous silver ores.-Returns of the production of
17,550 tons of manganese-bearing silver ores have been received for
1889 and 51,840 tons for 1890, all from Colorado. The manganese in
these ores makes them desirable as :fluxes.
Nearly all the argentiferous iron ores mined from the upper workings of the Leadville deposits carry manganese in varying quantities
from 5 up to 25 per cent. and occasionally 30 to 35 per cent., with 5 to
20 ounces of silver, 0 to 4 per cent. of lead, 7 to 18 per cent. in silica,
and 30 to 50 per cent. of iron. It has been estimated that from 300 to
500 tons of this ore are produced per day. On the basis of the lowest
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figures-that is, 300 tons a day for 300 days in the year-the prorl nction
of argentiferous manganese ore in the Leadville district would be 90,000
tons; but, as stated above, the total detailed reports received of this
production are for only 17,550 tons.
These ores are sold to the smelters for fluxing the siliceous silver orcs,
and are usually paid for according to the ~\ilver contents-that is, so
much per ounce of silver, without reference to the manganese contained
therein. In some cases the value of this ore has been placed at $3.50
a ton for its contents of iron and manganese.
Product of manganifeto~ts silver o1·es in the United States in 1889 and 1890.
1889.

1890.

Quantity.

Value.

Quantity.

Colorado, 20 per cent of manganese and Long tons.
Long tons.
over..................................
9, 987
7, 826
Colorado, less than 20 per cent of man$227,455
ganese . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
55, 000
44,014
-----J-----1
Total . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
64, 987
227,455
51,840

Value.

$27,391
154,049
181,440

I

P1·odttat of manganiferous zinc ores in the United States in 1889 and 1890.

y,,.,,.

-

Quantity.

I Valuo.

}!!::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Lmo!:~~-~ ~:: l::~
Total p1·oduct of all kind8 of manganese ores in the United States in 1889 and 1890.
1889.
Quantity.

1890.
Value
per ton. Quantity.

Value.

Value.

Value
per ton.

I

- - -- -- - -- - - - :1fanganese ores ...........•...
Manganiferous iron ores ....••
Manganiferous sil \'er ores ....
Manganiferous zinc ores ......
Total ...•..... _..........

24, 197
83,434
64,987
43,648

$240,559
271,680
227,455
54,560

$9.94
3. 26
3. 50
1. 25

25, 684
51,863
51,840
48,560

$219,050
231,655
181, 440
60,700

$8.53
3. 74
3. 50
1. 25

216,266

794,254

3. 67

187,947

692,845

3. 69

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Manganese impm·ted and entered fo1' consumption into the United States in 1889 and 1890.
Ore.

Oxide of.

Years.
Quantity.

L?
1889 .. ···-·····. ···•••·•••·••··•••••• .... ..
1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . .

~J

n s.

4,135
33, 998

Value.

Quantity.

Value.

Long tons.
$72, 391
509,704

151
156

$6,000
7,196

THE WORI,D'S PRODUCTION OF MANGANESE.

The following table exhibits an estimate of the world's product in
and 1889. Where the figures are uot obtainable for either of thes~

~888

778MlN-9
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years the latest available statistics are given, and are regarded as
approximately the annual product:
Total product of 'ntanganese in the wot·ld in 1888 a·td 1889.
Countries.

Caucasus (Russia) ....
United States ........
Chile .................
France (1886) .........
Sweden ...............

~~~r~g-~1-:::::::::::::

Australia ............
New Zealand .........
Turkey ..............

1888.

1889.

Tons.

Tons.

48,653
29,198
24,746
7, 676
6, 089
5, 638
2, 830
1, 572
787
669

60,000
24,197
5, 000

}

18,000
9, 000
8,000

Countries.

Greece ................
Italy .................
Cuba .................
Other countries
Nova Scotia ..........
New Brunswick ......
Quebec ...............
Great Britain (1887) ..
Bosnia
Holland. ~ ~: : : ~ ~ : : : : : : :

1888.

1889.

Tons.

Tons.

385
1, 652
1, 581
3,114
106
1, 094
3
13,054.
4, 000
1,107

400
400
4, 000
1, 000
200
1,000
10,000
2, 000
800

ARKANSAS.

Manganese ores are found in two localities in .Arkansas; one covering portions of Independence and Izard counties, in the northeastern
part of the State, and known as the Batesville region; the other in the
southwestern portion and extending from Pulaski county on the ea,st
to Polk county and the Indian Territory on the west. The Batesville
region has produced all the ores mined commercially in the State. What
little work has been done in the other district has been principally iu
the way of development.
The production of manganese in .Arkansas since the beginning of
shipments in 1850, as far as can be ascertained, is shown in the following table. The authorities for the :figures are quoted in each instance.
It has been estimated that the total production of manganese in .Arkansas from 1850 to 1885 amounted to 5,000 tons, but this is probably
exaggerated. The product from 1881 to 1884, inclusive, has been obtained from the railroad reports of shipments and may be considered
fairly reliable. From 1885 to 1888 and for 1890 the statistics were collected for Mineral Resources of the United States, while those for 1889
are from the mineral volume of the Eleventh Census. The figures
from 1885 to 1890 have been verified by statements of shipments kindly
furnished by the officers of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern
milroad.
P1·oduction of rnanganese in the Batesville dist1·ict of .LL1·7cansas to December 31, 1890.
Years.

Authority.

1850 to 1867 ................... Estimated ..................................... .
1868 ................................ . do ....................................... . .

i~~~:::::::: ~:::: ~:::::: ~ ~ ~:::: _~~~l~~~c~ ~~~~~~s- ~~- ~~l~~-1~~-~~~~::::::::::::::: ~::

1883 ......... ...................... .. do ........................................ .
1884 .... ..... ........................ rlo ........................................ .
1885........................... Mineral Resources of the United States ...... ..
1886 ................................. do ........................................ .
1887 ................................. do ...... .......... ........................ .
1888 ..... ........ .................... do ................................•.. .. •...
1889 ............. .-............. Censns ........................................ .
1890........................... Mineral Resources of the United Statos ...... ..

Tons.
400
10
100
175
400
800
1,483
3, 316
5, 651
4, 312
2, 528
5,339
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Product of rnanganese ores in Arlcansas,f1 01n l880 to 1890.
Years.

Quantity.

Years.

Quantity.

Long tons.
] 880.- ---------------.--------- ··---- .- - ...
1881 .. - - -. -- -- - - . ------ . -- . . • • .
100
1882 -- .. - ..... --- -- .... - .•.... 175
400
1883 --- ..... - .... --- .. - .... - .. 1884 . - - .. - -. - - •. - - - .. - - . - . . . . • .
800
1885 - . -- ... -- - - . -- .• -- • .. .. • • • •
1, 483

Long tons.
1886 . - - ..................... - - 1887 .... - •. - ........ --- .. - • -.- .
1888. -··- -- -····· .••.••. ·-- ---1889 ..•••.•... ··-··· --·- ··-- •••
1890 .......................... .

3, 316
5, 651
4, 312
2, 528
5, 339

I

CALIFORNIA.

The first mining of manganese in California is reported to have been
done in 1867 by JYir. A. S. Ladd, at Corral Hollow, in Alameda county.
This was carried on tmtil1874, the ore, which is said to have amounted
in all to about 5,000 tons, being shipped to England for use in chemical manufacture. Since 1874 Spanish manganese has supplanted the
California product in England, and this market for the latter being
closed the production has been small. The Ladd mine was sold in 187 4
to 1VIr. Justinian Caire: who produces a small amount each year, the
product for 1889 being 53 tons, worth about $17 per ton. The ore runs
from 56 to 72 per cent. pyrolusite; and when fresh is a hard, black, massive variety, occurring in a lenticular bed, interstratified in red, yellow,
and gray jasper. In 1890 the product increased to 386 tons, but decreased in the price per ton to $8.23.
Hegarding the total product of the State, little can be said and still
less can be authoritatively stated regarding the annual product in each
year. A prominent dealer on the coast reports, as published in the
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1886, that the total amount
used in California was from 100 to 150 tons annually. The price is
said to have been $3 to $4 per ton at the mine for ore carrying from
50 to 60 per cent. manganese. The prico quoted for the product
in 1889 ·w as for ore delivered in San Francisco. If, as is stated above,
5,000 tons of ore were mined in California up to 1874, it is possible that
between 6,000 and G,500 tons of manganese may have been produced
in the State from the beginning of mining.
An analysis of the manganese from the Corral Hollow mine is as
follows:
Analysis of manganese front Corral Hollow, Califomia.
Per cent.

~fif~~!?J:-~;::~~-e:
~~~~)~:::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
Cobalt oxide (CoO) ............................... . .................•. .
Lime (CaO) ......................................................... ..

w:{?~~s1~1~g:~):::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Soda (Na.10) . . ................ --------···· ........ - ---- ............... .

75.26
6.94
3. 26

Trace

3.10

None

Water (H 20) ................................ .. ...................... ..
Silica (Si02 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0. 56
0.19
0.58
8. 46
1. 98

Total ........................................................... .

100.33
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Other deposits of manganese are known to exist in California, but
they are at present of no commercial importance.
COLORADO.

Colorado produces two classes of manganese-bearing ores, a manganiferous iron ore, used to some extent in the production of spieg~eleisen,
and a manganiferous silver ore, used as a flux in the smelting of silverlead ores. The manganiferous iron ores carry, as a rule, but little silver,
though in some cases the content of silver has been so high as to justify the working for silver of the slags produced at the blast furnaces
at the time they were running on spiegeleisen.
These ores are all from the upper workings of the Leadville silver
deposits, and carry manganese in varying quantities, from 5 up to 25
per cent., and occasionally 30 to 35 per cent., with 0 to 20 ounces of silver,
0 to 4 per cent. of lead, 7 to 18 per cent. in silica, and 30 to 50 per cent.
of iron.
As stated above, those high in manganese and low in silver are sold
to steel works for the manufacture of spiegeleisen, while those carrying
silver and not too high in silica are sold to the silver smelters a;ncl paid
for according to the content of silver. It is usual for the smelters to
buy these ores according to their so-called " silica excess "-that is, the
excess of iron and manganese over silica. This "silica excess" was
placed in 1889 at 40 per cent-that is, there must be an excess of 40 per
cent of manganese and iron over the silica in the ore, and it is then accepted and paid for, not according to its iron and manganese contents,
but its silver. When the "excess" is above 40 per cent. tl.te excess is
paid for at 10 cents a unit. Thus, an ore with the following composition: metallic manganese, 25 per cent.; metallic iron, 30 per cent.; silica,
2.5 per cent., and silver, 5 ounces, would have an excess of iron over
silica of 52.5 per cent., or 12.5 per cent. above the 40 per cent. minimum
excess. This, at 10 cents a unit, would be $1.25; the 5 ounces of silver,
at 45 cents an ounce, would be $2.25, and the ore would be worth $3.50.
It will not pay to produce these ores at less than $3.50, free on board
at mines.
It has been estimated that from 300 to 500 tons of this ore are produced per day. On the basis of the lowest figures-that is, 300 tons
a day for 300 days in the year-the production of manganiferous silveriron ore in the l1eadville district would be 90,000 tons.
The actual shipments to spiegel furnaces in 1889 were 2,075long tons.
It is estimated that in addition to this 9,987 tons, containing over 20
per cent of maganese, were sold as flux ores, and returns of the sales
of some 55,000 tons of fl.ux or(Js carrying less than 20 per cent of man-
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ganese have been received.
as follows:

This would make the production in 1889

Production of rnanganiferous ores in Col01·ado in 1889.

1--

1889.
0

1890.

j Manganiferous iron ores used for spiegelei.s en. _.........• _. ___ ......••• Long.}, ~~
Mauganiferous silver ores, with 20 per cent and over of manganese.....
9, 9H7

-~~-~~ -t~~~~-7, 826

Man~=:~:l~~~~-:~1~~~ ~~-e_s: -~i~~ ~~~~ -~1~~~-~~ -~~~ -~~~~ -~~ -~-~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~

1

.As these ores were not produced as manganese ores, no returns of capital, employes, etc., can be given. .Analyses of these ores carrying 20
per cent. and over of manganese are as follows:
Analyses of mangcmifermts i1·on ores in Colorado.
Catalpa.

Component parts.

Cresent
No.1.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - · - - - -

Iron ...................................
Silica ..................................
Manganese ............................
.Ahuuiua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lime..................................

Per cent.

Crescent
No.2.

Hull.

- - - -----·1----1

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

34.90
17.80
21.15
6.90
6.30
7.00
21.30
34.00
31.00
4. 15 . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • • . •

35.00
3.83
19.30
2. 00

0.34 ------······ ............

0.46

~~~!~1-~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~: :::::::: ~ ::: ~::::::: :::::: :::: ::::~: ~: ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ :::::: ::::::

~: ~~

~;}~1:. ·~••~ ~: . .·:~ ~•·- •- •:- •- . ~~~~.!!_I ;;;_;;~:m; ::::.:::: •-- :::::::;. fi:
GEORGIA.

Near Cartersville, Georgia, is one of the oldest manganese ore-producing districts in the country. It is also one which has been most
continuously worked. Mining was begun at this locality in 1866 by
the Pyrolusite Mining Company, and 550 tons of ore were mined and
sold in that year. The deposits are in the northwestern part of the
State, in Bartow county, extending into Cherokee county. Other
deposits have also been found in the extreme northwestern part of the
State, in what is known as the Cave Spring district, but the product
is almost entirely from the Cartersville region.
The production of manganese ore in Georgia has varied greatly, increasing nearly 100 per cent. from 1885 to 1886, or from 2,580 to 5,981
tons; nearly the same rate of increase is shown in the product for 1887,
or to 9,024 tons. In 1888, it decreased to less than in 1886, and 360
tons more in 1889, the product for the two years being, respectively,
5,568 and 5,208 tons. In 1890 the product fell off to less than any year
since 1866, being only 749 tons. The following table shows the annual
production of manganese ores in Georgia so far as ascertained:
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P1·orluction of manganese ore in Georg·ia ft·om 1866 to 18907 inclusi1,e,
Years.

Quantity.

Years.

Long tons.
1866 - - - -- - .. -.- •.•.. - - . . . . . . . .
1867 .......... - - ..... --. - . - . . .

550

] sus . -.. : ... -...•.. --. ---.. -. .

1869 ....... - .. - . . .. . . .. .. .. . ..
1870 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1871 . - . - . - . --- - - .. -- - .. -- -- - . .
1S72 ..........................
1873 . - ... -. - ...... - --. - .. -- - - .
1S74 .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. ..
1875 .......... -. - . - ..... - .. - - .
1816 . -- ... - ..•. . . ---.- .•.•. -..
1877 .........•................
1878- ..............•.•........

•

5, 000

Qn<Ultity.

Long tons.
1879
1880
1881
1882
J 8R3
1884
1885

1886
2, 400 , 1887
2, 400 1888
2, 400
ll'l:-::9
2 , ±o o JS!lO
2 4 00

- ... - .•........ - . - ..... - .. 2, 400
.................. - ...... -1' 800
.. -- - -- . - ...•. - - ... - ... -- . .
1, 200
.. - - .... - - - .... - - . - - . .. .. ..
1, 000
.. ......... " .......................... .
.. -- ..... - ..... ... ... . --- .. --. - . - . - ... ...........................
2, 5KO I
...... - .. -. - .. --. - . - .. -.. - .
5, !)81
.. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .
9, 02-!
. . - - . - --.- ....... - .. - .. - . - .
5, 568
- ... --- . ------ ... - ... - .. -..
8, 208
...........................
7491

NEVADA.

..

A small amount of manganese has been produced in Nevada, near
Golconda, on the Central Pacific railroad. The product in 1880 was
15 tons, worth $83. In 1890 the product increased to 100 tons, worth
$300. NORTH CAROLINA.

Frequent reports are made of discoveries of manganese ore in North
Carolina, but up to the present time it has not been found in paying
quantities. 'l1he amounts reported as being mined. in this State have
been only for experimental purposes. In 1889 the product was 47 tons,
valued at $10 per ton, and in 1890, 14 tons, valued at $6 per ton. The
product since 1886 has been as follows:
Production of manganese in North Carolina from 1886 to 18907 inclusive.
Years.
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890

...................................... ................................. ......
. - .. - . - ...•••. -- ••.. -.- . - ...... - ..... -.- ... - --. - ..... - ... - . - .•.......• -.-. -- .
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................

Tons.
15
14
50
47
14

SOU'l'H CAROLINA.

Very little manganese has been mined in South Carolina, though :r_w
doubt deposits exist here as tbey do in North Carolina. The only deposit that has been worked, so far as ascertained, is ont he Dorn lands,
near McCormick, and is owned by the Manganese Mining Company.
J\1iniug was begun in 1885 and continued until 1889. No product is
reported for 1890.
The total production of manganese ore in South Carolina, so far as the
same has been ascertained, is as follows:
Total p1·oduction of rnanganese 01·e in South Carolina.
Years.
1885 and 1886 .•••••••••••••••.•••...•••.• .......................................
1887 ............................................................................
1888 ............................................................................
1889............................................................................

Tons.
300
4.5
50
124
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TENNESSEE.

So far as has been learned, the first manganese produced in the United
States was in 1837, near Whitfield, Hickman county, Tennessee. It was
for use in coloring earthenware, and it has been used for this purpose
continuously ever since. The product, however, has been but a few
hundred pounds each year. Exclusive of this small annual product
in Hickman county, the product of Tennessee has amounted to 96 tons.
This is since 1886, when the first is reported. No product is reported
for 1887 or 1890.
Total p1·oduction of manganese o1·e in Tennessee.
Tons.
Years.
1---------------------- -----1886 .......... - - .. -. - ............ - .. - .. -.•• --.... - - ........••..•. -...... - .. - . - - .
50
1887.--.- ....... ---- .. ---- .. ------ ...... - ..... ----- .. ··•·• ----.---- .. -- ........ - - .. ----.
1888 - . - - - ... - .. -- . - - .. " .•. " .. - - ..... - .•.... - ...... " .. " .•.......... - .......•• - " - 16
1889 - -.... - ..... " ....•.. - .... " .•.. " ..........• - ..... " .... - " ... - ....... - ... - .. - - 30
1890 """" ...... " ........•••.. "" .•.••••• " .• " """" .. "".-" ......... --- ... -.- -- ... --.- ----"- --

VERMONT.

According to Hitchcock's Geology of Vermont, manganese ore had
been shipped from Brandon and Chittenden to Englm1d, but no reliable reports of actual production are obtainable for any year previous to
1888. The product for 1888 is given at 1,000 tons. Messrs. Carnegie
Brothers & Co., limited, operated the Brandon deposits iu.1889 and produced 1,576 tons, but abandoned them in 1890 and no ore was mined in
that year.
VIRGINIA.

The production of manganese in Virginia in 1889 was 14,616 tons,
valued at $156,257. This was considerably more than half the product of
the entire country. In 1890 the production decreasecl1,917 tons, being
12,699 tons, worth $125,121, and a little less than half the entire
product reported for that year. The product in this State has shown
a steady decrease since 1886, in which year it reached its maximum
figure. The production· of manganese in Virginia since 1880 has been
as follows:
Production of rnanganese in Vi1·ginia fTorn 1880 to .l890, inclusive.
Years.
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890

" ••. - •••••.••••.••...•... - . - ............ -.• - -- .. -" . - -- ... " ......•.......... -.
...••••.......••.••.•..... "" .....•..••..... --.-". ""- .. - .......••. - ...... "-...
.•.•••.•••••..•..... " .........•...•. ".... "" . " - " ..... - - - ... - .. ...... '" .. '"... . .
.•••............ '" .. " ...... - ........•.•..•. " . -- - . " '" .. '" .. - -- ........ " .. '" • • .
. -- •.•••• -- •. '" ....... '" .. '" .. -- .. - ... '" '" -'" .. - .. '" .. '" . - '"'". '" "'" ... '"-'".
····················-····-··-····················-·······················-···
•.•••••••••... - .....................•...... " .•.......... " ... -- .... -..........
.•.••••..•• _...•..• _.........•••.....•..... __ .. _........ _............. _......
................... """'" ..................... "'" "--------- --------- ..........
-----· ................... " ....... "'""""- _._-"'" ...... '" .. '" •• '" ...............
-- ........ - .. - .......... - ............... '" ... " •. '" .. '" .. " " ................... -

Tons.
3, 661
3, 295
2, 982
5, 355
8, 980 .
18,745
20, 567
19, 8:35
17,616
14,616
12, 699
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So far as explorations have been made, manganese ores have been
found over a much greater extent of territory in Virginia than in any
otber State. It is uncertain what future development may disclose in
other States, but at present Virginia has more known deposits of this
mineral. More localities have been worked and nwre manganese produced, and yet there were but two localities in 1889 and 1890 which
produced any considerable amount. These are the Crimora and Houston mines. A small amount of high-grade pyrolusite, used in the manufacture of glass and bromine, was shipped from the Leets or Lerner
mine, at Mount Athos. The three mines mentioned are the only ones
producing regularly in the State. The Crimora and Houston are decreaRing in production.

CHROMIC IRON ORE.
In 1889 and 1890 the same desultory mining of chrome iron ore" bieh
has been reported in previous volumes continued. Notices of depo::;its
continue to be made in North Carolina and Georgia, but sldpmcnts
came only from California. In 1889, 2,000 long tons, worth in San
Francisco $30,000, were produced, and 3,599 tons in 1800, worth $53,U85.
The annual product, since 1880 is as follows:
Prodttction of chromic iron or·e in the Un·ited States.
Years.

Quantity.

Value.

Years.

Long tons.
1880.-----.- •• - •••• -1881. ..... -- •• ---....
1882 ... --.-.---- .. --.
18R2 ... -- -- ---- .... - .
1884. -- . --- .---- ----.
1885 .. - .. --- •• •• •• • • •

2, 288 1 $27, 808 I 1886 ... :.............
2, oou
ilO, 00() I 1887----------------50,000 [ 1888.................
2, 500
60,
000 I ] 889. _____________ . __
3, ouu
35, UOO 18\JO.................
2, 000
2, 700
40, ooo

I

I

Qnrrntity.

Value.

L ong tm1s.
2, 000
3, 000

;j;;lO, 0' 0
41), 0 ~ 0

1 ,50~
2• ~;~:;

3

vviJ

~u.

uoo

30, OliO
5~, C85

The production of chromic iron ore iu California during 1800 and
1891 has been as follows:
Pr·oduction of chromic iron ore in Califol'nia ·in 1890 and 1891, by cour1tics.
Co 1m ties.

1890.

Alameda ...... .............. .................... --..............
San Luis Obispo................................................
Tehama.........................................................
I

~~~:.~~:--:~-~: -~~::_~::~:~_:_~:~--_:~:~::- :~-~::~::~:-~~~~-:

1891.

Long tons. Long tons.
355
22!J
uS I
7-i
2, ~07
1. OGD

~-.:~-~-~:

- - ---:-::-) ·1 _::_:_::_:_
3

1\fr. C. C. Darwin, of the Geological Survey, while ellgage(l in other
work on the Pacific coast, has visited. the scattered loc;,\lities wl1ere
chromic iron ore is produced, and 8tates that there is 110 mining of the
ore proverly speaking aurl no company or combination of men opKating
in any one place. The ore is quarried out in dull times by laud ow11ers
who have found pockets of it, reportefl it to interested partie~, aud been.
furnished by these parties with the capital needed to break it ont and
pile it up for transportation. In most cases the work is done only in
the intervals of farming, and the owner gets only a royalty on every
ton of sufficiently high grade ore. While there are outcropping;-; of
the ore in the serpentine all along the foothills of the Sierras, most of
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it contains less than 47.5 per cent. of Or2 0 3 and has at present no commercial value, and the richer ore deposits are in localities so inaccessible that the cost of getting it to railroad station or seaport consumes
all the profit that could be made upon it. The experience of the men
handling the chromic ores on the Pacific coast shows that no ore grading less than 50 per cent. can be got to San Francisco, shipped even at
ballast rates around the Horn to Philadelphia or Baltimore, and pay
the cost of handling it in competition with the ores from the J\iediterranean.
Wherever found it has been in pockets that are sooner or later exhausted, so that, even in the most promising :finds, the policy of constructing roads over which to haul it can not be determined until the
contents of the pocket have been broken out and estimated. There are
many dumps in San Luis Obispo county and in Del Norte which have
been owned for years by brokers who found the ore of good quality and
purchased it, but have never marketed it because the quantity in any
one place will not at present prices warrant the expense of building the
roads necessary to haul it to transportation facilities.
The great falling off in the :figures for 1891 as compared with those
for 1890 is on account of the practical withdrawal from the business of
one of the San Francisco firms handling the ore. The profit is so
little that there is nothing to be made commensurate with the trouble
involved. Another large broker in this ore has been experimenting
with a view to increasing the purity of the marketed article or finding
some commercial use for the impurities in the crude ore. He has discovered a process which gives him a purer article, but this purer article can not be shipped at ballast rates as can the crude ore. All the
attempts so far made to free the weaker ores from their impurities have
failed.
It is then easy to see why, with these hills full of pockets of the ore,
but one-third of the quantity demanded by the Baltimore and Philaadelphia manufactories has been supplied by California, while the other
two-thirds has come from the J\iediterranean. Under these discouraging conditions, however, there has been marketed from the Pacific
coast the number of tons of chromic iron ore as set forth in the above
table. Most of it has been sold by the small producers to two firms in
San Francisco, namely, 1\'Iessrs. N. R. Knight & Co. and Messrs. Kruse
& Euler.
The Del Norte mines do not :figure in the table of production, and
will market no more chromic iron ore until other interests in that locality prompt capitalists to reconstruct roads and railways which were
some time ago destroyed by an inundation that swept the valley clean, .
carrying to the sea, houses, men, roads, and everything. The profit on
this ore alone will not justify the construction of the new ways and
works.
There is one exception to the statement that there is no mining of
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chromic iron ore properly speaking in California, to wit, the Pick and
Shovel mine, near San Luis Obispo, which has been exploited quite
systematica1ly, and in wl1ich galleries are now being excavated from
exhausted pockets along the line of thin seams of ore in search of contiguous deposits.
The fact that the two consuming firms, the Baltimore Chrome vVorks,
in Baltimore, :Maryland, and the Kalion Chemical Company, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, are independent of the domestic supply by
reason of foreign imports from Turkey is the reason why greater efforts
are not made to increase the California product.
Chromic iron ores, the quality ranging from 35 to 55 per cent, Orz 0:3,
are to be found in practically unlimited quantities throughout the
range of hills running through the States of California and 0Iegon west
of the Sierra Nevada mountains. It is only the difficulties that 8Urround the transportation of this mineral to a market that prevent those
States from being the sole producers of ore for the use of the American
factories. In due course these ores will :find their way to a market in
larger quantities than at present. The fact is that the United States
is, under certain conditions, independent of the production of any foreign countries for its supply of this valuable mineral.
Imports.- The following table shows the imports of chromate and bichroiua.t e of potash and chromic acid imported and entered for consumption into the United States from 1867 to 1890:
Chromate and bichr·o1nate of potash and chromic acid imported and entered jot· consun~ption
in the United States, 1867 to 1890, inclusive.
[Calendar years since 1886; previous years end .Tune 30.]

Years.

Chromate and bichromate of potash.
Quantity.

18e7 ............. _. _
1868 -----. ·------ --1869 --··· ·---. --··-1870 ---· ·- ··--- ----1871 --···· ·······--1872 ----·- -- .. -----1873 - - - .. - - - - . - - - - .•
1874- -·······-···--·
1875 --------- ---· ·-.
1876-- ···--···-----·
1877-. --·-···· ---· -1878 -----------·--·1879- -·····-·- ·--·-1880 ------ ··----· --1881 ...... ---------1882 ---···--- -···--1883---- -·-·-· -----·
1884 ·-----········-1885 -····· ----·-· ·-·
1886- -·-···-·· -----1887. ·--····-- -----1888 -····--. ····--··
1889- --··········-··
1890 ··········-·····

Value.

Pounds.
875,205
777,855
877,432
1, 235,946
2, 170,473
1,174, 274
1, 121,357
1, 387,051
1, 417, 812
1, 665,011
2, 471,669
1, 9:!9, 670
2, 624,403
3, 505,740
4, 404,237
2,449, 875
1, 990, 140
2, 593,115
1, 448,539
1, 985,809
1, 722,465
1, 755,489
1, 580,385
1, 304,185

Chromic acid.

Chrome ore.

Quantity. Value.

Quantity. Value.

Pounds.

$88,787
68.634
78; 288
127, 333
223, 529
220,111
178,472
218, 517
183,424
175, 7!)5
264,392
211,136
221, 151
350,279
402,088
261,006
208,681
210,677
92,556
139,117
120,305
143, 312
137,263
113,613

Long tons.

............................ ...................... ............................. ..................
----·------- ................
..............................
$3 .. ......................... ------·.............................
8 .. ........................... -------..............................
5 .. ........................... .................
514
49 ............................. ...............
922
276 ........................ ...................
44
13 ........................ .................
22 ........................ ..................
45
45 ........................ ................
120
10 ........................ ................
13
35 ......................... ...............
32
......................... ............... . ...................... ...............
3 ......................... ·····---1
5
124
89 ........................
42 .................... ................
52
290
338 ........................ ...............
.......................
120
2, 677 $73,586
....................
39
12
239
101
3, 356 43,721
-----------........................ 5,571
1,404 20,812
........................
281
4,440 46,735
......................... 2, 974
5,474 50,782
....................
634
4,353 57,111

............................ ................

Total
value.

$88,787
68,634
78,291
127, 341
223,534
220,160
178,748
218,530
183, 446
175,840
264,402
211,171
221,151
350, 282
402,177
261,048
20!). 019
284,383
92,834
182,94-9
146, 668
190,328
191,019
171,358

J
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Foreign sources.-The principal foreign supply comes from '1 urkish
and Grecm.n deposits, which were described in the last report.. The
manufacturers in Glasgow obtain their supplies from the same sources,
while tlle Germans obtain a supply from Spain. According to a British
consular report, the mines at Dubostica, Austria-Hungary, produce
from 2,000 to 3,000 tons of chromic iron ore annnally, which goes to
Hamburg and Glasgow. The Russian mines produced 9,000 long tom;
in 1888 and 5,000 long tons in 1889, all from Perm and Orenboorg.
Mr. Henry Bower has determined that the relative quantity of the
bichromate of potash and soda produced and sold in the United States
is in the proportion of three to one in favor of the potash salt. I~ or many
of the uses to which these substances are applied they are not interchangeable, hence bichromate of potash will always remain the more
important of the two.
Two factories producing chromates are now in existence in the United
States, with a joint capacity sufficient to fill the entire needs of the
country. The quantity of bichromates of potash and soda manufactured at these establishments is not known, but it is believed tllat the
consumption of these salts has materially decreased during the past
ten years. This is owing to the introduction of dyestuffs requiring a
lessened quantity of c.hromium to produce the same results that were
formerly obtained from other dyeing materials. The works mentioned
are tlle Baltimore Chrome Works, at Baltimore, Maryland, aud the
Kalion Chemical Company, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Tl1e relative capacity of the two is not known, but is supposed to be as five is
to three in favor of the former.
Prices.-The prices of bichromate of potash since 1845, when it was
first manufactured in the United States, are given below:
PTices of bichrornate of potash in the United States front 1845 to 1891.
Years.
1845--------------------- ..... .
1846------ ·------ --------.----l8.Jo7---- ------ .... --- ... ------1848-------.-. ···- ------------1849------- ··- .. - ----------- .. 1850 -.- .. ------------.- .. - ----1851 .... ---.-- ....... -.- ...... -1852-.-. ·--- ... ----.-.------.-.
1853--- .. ··-·· ... ·- ... -- .. ··-··
1854.-.-- ..... ··-·- .. -.- ...... 1855.-.----- -· -----·. ---- ..... .
1856- .. ·-------- ... --- ........ 1857 ... -- .... - -- .............. .
18<J8 ...... - ....... -- ...... -· .. 1859 .•....•••....... - •.... - .. -1860 . . -.---- ...... -.--- .... -.-1861 ... --- ·---·· ... -.- ...... - ..
1862 ...... - .. - ................ .
1863 ..•..... ·-- ....•......... -1864 ...•...•.....•.......... - ..
1865 ......... - ......... -- ..... .
1866 ....................•.. -.-1867 ..... - •••. - .. -..•.... : . ... 1868 ················-·······-··

Cents per
pound.
19i
18jt
17t
16Jt
20!
22~

17
15i
15
15lll
l4H
16t
18!
20!
19
20!
20;j_

20i
23k
26!
25t
23i
19i
18§-

Years.
1869 .....................•.....
1870.- ... -- ........ - .. ---- .... 1871--.--.---.- .. - ....... --.--.
1872 ........ -- ·················
1873 .... - .... -... --.-- . . --- .. -1874.- ·•·•· ......... -- .... --- ..
1875 .......... -- -------.- .. -.-1876 ....... - .. - .... -- .. - ... -.-1877--.----.-- ... --.--- .. ---.-1878-.- ... -.-.-.-.- ....... -- .. .
1879 .. - ...... -- .. --.--.--- .... .
1880-.- ..... - ..... ----.-----.-1881-.--.-- .. -.-. ---- ... -.-- .. .
1882--- .. -.----.-.- .... -- ..... 1883--- ··- ... ------ .. - .... - ... .

i~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::1

1886 .................... -··· .. .
1887 ·-· -·· ...... ·····- ..... - .. .
1888 ... - .. ··- .. - .............. 1889.- ..... --- ... - .. - ......... 18()0-.--.--.- .. -.--.--- ....... .
1891 .•....... ---.-.-- ........ --

Cents per
pound.

ANTIMONY.
The amount of antimony produced in 1889 was 230,000 pounds, valued
at $28,000. In 1890 the product amounted to 257,768 pounds, valued
at $40,756. During 1889 the only States producing antimony ore, stibnite, were .Arkansas and Nevada, the former having a product of G.J
tons and the latter 200 tons. In 1890 Nevada produced 310 tons of ore,
250 tons of which were smelted in San Francisco, producb1g 190,000
pounds of star regulus. The United States .Antimony Company of
Philadelphia smelted 111 tons of ore, 81~- tons of which were mined
from its own property in .Arkansas, and 29~ tons were from the neighborhood of Thompson Falls, Montana. The Arkansas ore yielded in
metallic antimony 54,188 pounds, and the Montana ore yielded 13,580
ponnds. The total product of ore in Montana was 46 tons, but only
29~ tons of this was smelted. In addition to the 46 tons of" first-class"
ore produced in Montana (ore yielding 35 per cent. or more of star regulus being considered first class) there were 200 tons of second -class ore
mined, none of which was sold or treated. The amount of ore produced
and treated and the amount and value of the antimony obtained in 1889
anc11890 are shown in the following table:
Production of antimony in 1889 and 1890 .
.Amount
of ore
produced.

Years.

Amount
of ore
treated.

Short tons. Short tons.
1889 . .• - - • - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1890 . .... - ..... - ... - •.. - •.. ------ - .. -- - .

265
435

.A.mount of Value of
antimony -wetallic
obtained. antimony.

Pounds.

265
361

230,000
257,708

$28,000
40,756

Prod1tation of antimony from 1882 to 1890.
Years.
1882 .......... -- .... --.
]883 .......... -- .. -··.188-L .......•....•••••.
1885 ......•. -·- ... -·-··
1886 . .... -- .... -- ....•.

Pounds.
120,000
120, 000
120, 000
100, QUO
70,000

Value.

Years.

$12,000
12,000
12,000
10,000
7, 000

1887 ....... -----------1888 . ... -- .••.•. - •••••.
1889 .....•....•••......
1890 .. - - • - .•••••• - ••• - -

Pounds.
150,000
200, OQO
230, 000
257,768

Value.
$15, 000
20, 000
28, 000
40,756

.Additional facilities for mining and reducing antimony ore were a<1<1el1
to the industry in 1890. The United States .Antimony Company lm~
sunk about 200 feet of shafts at its mines in Arkansas, and extendt·(l
several hundred feet of drifts, besides erectin~ three aQ.clitional SIIH: l t·
'
.
l41
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ing furnaces for the reduction of its ores. Reduction works have also
been completed at Lovelock's, Nevada, and the operatorR state they will
hereafter produce metallic antimony at the mines instead of sending
the ore to San Francisco for smelting. The demand for antimony was
reported as fair during the most of the year, but notwithstanding a good
demand the prices fell off from 22-2- cents per pound in the early part of
the year to 17 cents at the close. As will be seen from the foJlowing
table the antimony produced in the United States is but a small portion of the amount consumed. The tariff bill passed in 1890 reduced
the duty on antimony from 2 cents to -i of a cent per pound.
Antinwny and antimony ore imported and entered for aonsnmption in the United States,
1867 to 1890.
Crude and regulus.
Years ended-

Quantity.

Value.

Ore.
Quantity.

Value.

Total
value.

l-----------------------1--------l------l ------------------June 30Pounds.
Pounds.
1867 . - ------------ ------ ---- - - ---- - - .. -- . 1868 . --- -- . - - . ------ ------ . - - . 1, 033, 336

i~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1871 .... - .. ------------- .. --..
Ul72 ..........................
1873 . _.. _-.-----------.--.---.
1874 .......... - .. -- .... -......
• 1875 ___________ ...... ___ .... __
1s7u .. __________ .. _______ .. _..
1877 .. -- .... --- .. -------- .. --1878 .. ________ . __________ .. __ .
1879 .. -- .. ---- .. ------------..
1H80-- - .. --- .. ----.- .. -------..
1881 .. _............ _...... _.. _
1882.... . . --.--.--.--- ..... -- . .
1H83 ·-·· -- ··--·-·· ·-··-------·
1884 ..... -- .. -.--------------DecC'mber 311885 ·--------··----- ------ ·--·
1886.--.------.--- ·----. -----.

i~~~ ~: ::::::: ::::::::::::: :::

1889 ·---------------------- --.
1890 - -- . -- -- -- -- -- -- - - .. ---- - -

i: ~~~: ~~~

$63, 919 ---- ------ -- - ------ - - .
83, 822 - - - .. - - .. - - .. -- ... -- ..

i~. ~: i~~ I' :::::::::::: ::::::::::

1; 015, 039
148, 26,! ----- .. -- .. 1,!133,306
237,536 ............
1, 166, 321
lSi, 408 1-- .... _.... _
1, ~;):l, 814
14R, JO!l ...... _.. _..
1, 2a~, 223
131, 36o 1
6, 46o
!l4(i, so9
119, 4±1 I
8, 321
1, 115, 124
135, 317
20, 001
1, 25ti, 624
130, 950 ,
20, 351
1, 380, 212 . 143, 099
34, 542
2, 019, 389
205, 773
25, 150
1, sos, 945
253, 054 1
841, no
2, 525, 8381 294, 234
1, 114, 6~9
3,064,050
286,8\12 1
697.244
1, 779, 337
150, 435
2:!1, 360
2, 579,840
2, ()97, 985
2, 553,284
2, 814, 0-!4
2, 676, 130
3, 315, 659

207,215
20~, 563
Hi9, 747
248, Ol5
304,711
411,960

215, Dl3
218, 366
362, 761
08,0+0
1-16,309
611,140

$2, 364
3,031
2, 941
~ 33

609
100
2, 314
1, 259
2, 3-il
2, 349
18, 199
18, 019
11,254
6, 489
7, 497
9, 761
8, 785

'·'"I

5, 508
29,878

$63,919
83, R22
12\J, 918
164, ]7\)
150, ti28
240,567
187,489
148,612
131 969
120: 141
137,631
132, 209
145,44.0
2H8.122
271' 23:3
312, 253
2fl8. 14li
156, !)24
214,712
212, 324
178,532
250, l!l::l
310, 279
441,838

PLATINUM.
The production of this substance is almost entirely confined to the
western slope of the Ural mountains. Small amounts, hmvever, are
produced in South America and a trifling quantity of 600 ounces, worth
$2,500 in the crude state, was mined in the United States in 1890 and
500 ounces in 1889, valued at about the same rate.
. ':rhe two principal platinum producing districts of Russia are situated
on the slopes of the Ural mountains, on the Siberian side, and are
called the Isa, or Goro-Blagodat district, ·and the Nisjne Tagilsk, or
Demidoff district. They are situated about 100 miles apart, the former
being the more· northern. Each consists of dried but recent river beds,
the Isa district being those forming a part of the Isa river drainage
system and the Nisjne Tagilsk district being composed of similar dry
tributaries to the Martin (Martian) river. These districts were probably origtna.l ly gold placers, but there is nothing now to show this, as
they are at present worked for platinum only. The platinum producing regions of Russia have been the subject of much speculation by
outsiders as to their real nature and conditions on account of the
meagerness of definite information obtainable in regard to them, owing
to the characteristic secrecy of the Russian managers of these mines.
But in the spring and summer of the present year (1891) Mr. George F.
Kunz made a trip to these placers and has thrown much light on this
hitherto dark subject. The Isa district is under the control of the
.Government, but the Nisjne- Tagilsk district is worked as a business
enterprise and is a part of the Demidoff estate, which was granted to
the prince in order that these placers might be worked. For a further
account of how these mines are worked, the cost of labor, etc., the
reader is referred to the report of the Eleventh Census on the ''Mineral Industries in the United States," where the results of Mr. Kunz's
trip are given in detail. This report contains several illustrations of
the deposits and the methods of washing the sand, etc., which will be
found interesting and of much value.
The following table gives the production of platinum in Russia from
1880 to 1889, and is compiled from the best sources obtainable:
Product of plat·inum in Russia j1·om 1880 to 1889.
Years.

Years.

Quantity.

Kilogmms.
1880 ...................... ,....
1881 -........... ' ... , -- ..• - •. - 1882 - ............. - .. - - ' - -- . - ..
1883 ........................... ,
1884 .................... .. ~---

Quantity.

Kilogmms.

2,917 1885 ...........................
2, 986 1886 - - - ................. -......
4, 081 1887 - .. -............ --........ .
8,53'7 1 1888 ........................... 1
tl.~371 1 :!-889...........................
!

2,591
4, 317
4, 242
2,636
2,703
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Price.-The price of platinum was phenomenally high during 1889
and 1890. It averaged above $16 per ounce. The' cause of this rise
in price is generally attributed to a purchase of a large quantity of
scrap platinum by Messrs. Johnson, Matheys & Co. and Des Moutis,
Le Brun & Co. They purchased about 500,000 ounces. The consequent rise in price led to old platinum being brought from many
unexpected places. The quantity was too large for the price to remain so
high, and it declined again by the close of 1891 to $9.50 per ounce. It
is probable that the fluctuations in the near future will only be such as
result from Russian finances. The price late in 1891 rose slightly at
the mines on account of the change in the value of the Russian ruble.
The high prices prevailing in 1889 and 1890 stimulated Russian production.
IMPORTS.

Platinum intp01·ted and entered jo1· consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1890.
Calendar years ending December 31 since
1886; previous years end June 30.

M anuf ac-

l-

tured.

Unmanufactured.
-

- - - - , - - -- l

Quantity.

Value.

Vases or
retorts,
etc.

Pounds.
1867 - - - - • - .• - - - - - •• - •• - - - - - - - .. - - - . - - - • - - • •
18G8 ......•......••••.......... _.....• _. . • •
] 869 ..... - ...... - - .•••.••••.•• - •• - - - - - - • - - .
1870 ..... -- - - - . -- - - .. -- - -- - . -- - .. ---- .. -- . 1871 . - .. --- -- . - --- - - - .. - . ----- - - ---- -- -.--1872 .. -- -- •. -- . -- --. - . - .. -- - .. -- -- - . - - .. - - 18/il .. ----- ••• --------.-- .• -------.-------.
1874 .. --.--.-----.---------.- ..... --. -.---.
1875-.--------------.. - ... ------ ••.• --.--.:
18/G ..............•.....•.................

$456
290
184
648
48
310
43
143
1736

1877 .... - - . -- -- -- . ----- . - .. -- ---- -- - -.-- -- .
1878 .. - -- - ' - - -- - ... --- - - . -- . - - --- --- • --- - - 1879 ... _... _......•........... - .... - .... - . .
1S80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ......•.......•...•.. - .
]fli-! 1 ..•.................. .....•. ..........
18S2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11
241
7B
964
1,,72!)3°1

H~ 83.......................................
4
1884 ...... - ... -- ......... ·-··· .•.. -- .. ·- ..•...••••••••.
]88.) ... - .. - •....•...... -- . .. . ---.- ... -......
3
1SS6 ..•.•••.••.....•...•............•........••••••••••

~i! •. : • • • :• • :• ::.:• :.: :• • • • :. ::::::::;;;:I

.. - •• - • - • - . .••..••...•.
- - •••• - - - - . - •... - . -.-. - -.-- - - . - -. --- --- ---. - . --------.-------------

"::":':':':':":':':"--_:-1

$20, 274
22,001
16,294
22, 470
21, 816

$95,208
80,014
99, \l84
108. 2-!4
91, 472
90, 771
123, 2!)3
141, 188
141, 207
81, 925

9

-I i~~: g~ I

- - - -- .• - .• - ...•.......
........... .

I

217. 144
273,343
"
v
285, n1
3,104.15 1 298, 799
2, 84. 6. 00
289,8981
2, 612. 34
285, <::39
3, 422. 00
sn,nH
509,41<1
4, 732. 00 ;
5, 226.00
558,920
5, 394. 00
555,7421
5, 763.00
996,886

---.,,-,·1·2-~.·6·0·· 1

II

59, ti98
18,082
7, 421
18,611
50, 133
34,209
41,827
21, 29il
48,452
92, !)67
8:3,112
17,473
71, 86-i
68.051
58,
355
110,757
77,957

I

Value of platinum exports.
Calendar years ending December .nsince 1886; previous years end June 30.

U11manufacturad.

Manufactured.

Old
platinum.

1880 . - •••••••.•••••• - • - .. - • - - - •••••• - • - ••••••• - - - • -- - - •. - ••. - • - . -.••• - . - - • • •
$600
4, 222
1881 . - .••• - •...••. -- - --.--- •. --.- . - -.-- ••. ---.- .•••.•• --'".- •••. - ••. - • - . - •• $19, 244 - • - ••••..••.
1882 ~ ••. -.--.- •. --.-- - •... - .. - •.. - - ..... - • --- ••..••. -- .• - -. -- . -.
1883 - ....... - ••••• ----.-- .... -. --- -- ••...• - .•••• - --.
$6, 250
21, 600 -- ••••.. -- ..
1884 - • - ...... - •••••.••• - ................... - • - - • - • - . . •. - - - -- -- -18, 587
1, 130
7' 000
1885 .••.•••••••..••..•• -- -- ••• - •• - - •.••••.•• - • - •••• - .••••..•••• - • -- ••••••• - 4, 048
2, 000
1886 - - •.•••••••..••• - •.••..• - .............. - •.• --. - •.••••••• -...
2,200
17,500
1887 ................................................ ............
1888 .••• - ••••••••••••• - . - •••. -- - . - •••••••.. - ••.•••• - .....••••. - - .• -- - •••• - .. • ••• - .. -- .. 1889 ......................................... - .......... - •. -.- •.. -. .........
36,835
1890 ............................................................ -···········
14,500

COAL.
BY E. W.

PARKER.

INTRODUCTION.

The present chapter on the coal production of the United States covers
the cnlendar years 1889 and 1890. The statistics for 1889 were collected
by the Census Office and those for 1890 have been compiled mainly
from direct returns from operators. The section on anthracite coal bas
been prepared by Mr. John H. Jones, statistician of the Pennsylvania
anthracite coal companies. The material for the Rocky }fountain section was collected by Mr. Frederick F. Chisolm, special agent at Denver, Colorado. The report on the product from Illinois is from that of
Col. J. S. Lord, secretary of the bureau of labor statistics of the State of
Illinois, while acknowledgments are due to 1\ir. .AlbertS. Bolles, chief
of the bureau of industrial statistics of Pennsylvania, for valuable information obtained from his report on bituminous coal in that State.
The data for the reports of all the bituminous coal-producing States
have been collected by correspondence with individual operators. This
method of conducting the investigation was rendered practicable by
the work of the Census Office, through which a very complete directory of coal producers throughout the United States was ol:Jtained.
Replies to the inquiries sent out from this office have been received from
nearly all those addressed, leaving only a very small percentage of
output on which it was necessary to make an estimate. It is believed
that the present investigation has resulted in a more accurate statement of the coal product than has hitherto been possible, as no opportunity has been afforded in the compilation of previous volumes of
Mineral Resources to obtain direct reports from all the mines. In the
report for 1890 no attempt has been made to obtain the statistics from
country banks where the output is used entirely for local consumption,
an estimate of this small factor being all that was possible. The investigation has been limited to mines which are known as commercial
properties. The output from small banks in 1889 was 2,889,286 short
tons, or a little more than 2 per cent. of the total product.
THE COAL FIELDS OF THE UNI'l'ED STATES.

For convenience of description, the coal areas of the United States
have been grouped into the .Anthracite division and the Bituminous
division.
The .Anthracite division, in a commercial sense, may be said to in778 MIN--10
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elude the anthracite districts of Pennsylvania alone, although small
amonnts of anthracite are mined in Colorado, Arkansas, and New J\1exico.
I11 the New England basin the original coal beds have been metamorphosed into graphite and graphitic coal, which have special uses, although not classified by the coal trade as anthracite.
Tlle Bituminous division includes the following coal fields: (1) Tb~
Triassic field, embracing the coal beds of the Triassic or New Reel sandstone formation in the Richmond basin in Virginia, and in the coal
basins along the Deep and Dan rivers in North Carolina; (2) the Appalachian fi.eld, which extends from the State of New York on the north
to the State of Alabama on the south, having a length northeast and
south\vest of over 900 miles and a width ranging from 30 to 180 miles;
(3) theN orthern field, which is confined exclusively to the central part
of Michigan; (4) the Central field, embracing the coal areas in Indiana,
Illinois, and western Kentucky; (5) the Western field, including the coal
areas west of the J\1ississippi river, south of the forty-third parallel of
north latitude and east of the Rocky mountains; (6) the Rocky mountn]n fiel<l, containing the coal areas in the States and Territories lying
along the Roeky mountains; (7) the Pacific coast field, embracing the
coal distriets of Washington, Oregon, and California. (See Mineral
Resources of the United States, 1886, for detailed descripti9ns.)
The following table contains the approximate areas of these coal
fields, with the total product of each during 1887, 1888, 1889, and 18DO:
Classification of the coal fields of the United States.
Product
in1887.

Product
in 1888.

Product
in 1889.

New England (Rhode Island Sq. miles.
500
and ::M'assachusetts) ......
470
Peunsy lvanb ..............
15
Colorado and New Mexico .

Short tons.

Short tons.

ShO?·t tons.

6, 000
39, 5C6, 255
36,000

4, 000
43,922,897
44,791

2, 000
45, 54<!, 970
53, 517

985

39, 548, 255

43,971,688

45,600,487

.Aroo..

Product
in 1890.

Anthracite.
Short tons.

-------------46,468,641
(iJ)

46, 468, 641 I

Bituminous (a).
Trias~ic:. .

VIrginia ...............
North Carolina .........
.Appalacbiau:
Pmmsylvania ------·--·
Ohio ...... ------------Mar.vlaud ..............
Virginia ........•.......
WestVirginia .....•....
Kentucky ..............
Tennessee ..............
Georgia ...... ____ ... __ .
.AlA-bama ••.•••... ___ ...
Northern:
Michigan ....••..•......
Central:
ll!lliana ................
Kentucky ..............
Illinois .....•.•.•..•....

33,000
180
30,000
2, 700 ........................ ..........................
9, 000
10, 000
550
2, 000
16, 000
10,000
5,100
200
8, 660

30, 866,602
10, 301,708
3, 278,023
795,263
4, 836,820
950,903
1, 900,000
313,715
1, 950,000

64,395

55, 193,034

6, 700

71,461

6, 450
4, 000
36,800

3, 217,711
982,282
10,278,890

47, 250

14,478,883

30,796,727
10,910,946
3, 479,470
1, 040,000
5, 498,800
1, 193,000
1, 967, 297
180,000
2, 900, 000
60,966,240

=============
81,407

49,411
222

19,34.6
10,262

-36, 174, 089
9, 976,787
2, 939, 715
816,375
6, 231,880
1, 108,770

225,934
3, 572,983

42,302,173
]], 494,506
3, 357,813
764,665
7, 394,494
1, 206, 120
2, 169,585
228, 337
4, 090,409

62,972,222

73,008, 102

'·.,.."'I

=-~==========

67,431

74,977

3, 140,979
1, 377,000
14, 655,188

2, 845,057
1, 290,985
12, 104,272

3, 305,737
1, 495,376
15,292,420

19,173,167

16,240,314

20,093,533

a Including lignite, brown coal, and scattering lots of anthracite.
b Included in bituminous product.
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Classification of the coal fields of the United States-Contim.ed.

,I

Area.

Product
in 1887.

Product
in 1888.

Product
in 1889.

Product
in 1890.

Short tons.

Short tons.

Short tons.

1--~---------------1------1----------

Bituminotts-Continued.
\Vc;::tern:
Iowa ................. ..

Missouri .............. .
l\'ebraska ............ ..
1\.nnHas ................ .

Ar1\ansns . ______ ..... -.

Indian Territory ...... .
'I'cxas ................ ..

Sq. miles.

Short tons.

18,000
26,700
3, 200
17,000
9,100
20, 000
4, 500

4, 473, 828
3, 209, 916
1, 500
1, 5!l6, 879
150, 000
685, 911
75, 000

4, 952,440
3, 909, !)67
1, 500
1, 850, 000
276, 871
761, 986
90, 000

98,700

10, 193, 034

11,842,764

4, 045,358
2, 557,823
} 2, 222,443
279,584
752,832
128,216

4, 021,739
2, 735,221
2, 259, 922
399,888
869, 229
184,440

---------1---------1
10, 036, 256

10, 470,439

Rocky Mountains, etc.:
=====!=====!=====-= ==--=-----_-_I)akota................. ...........
21,470
34,000
28,907
30,000
l\Iuntana .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . ..
10, 202
41, 467
363,301
517,477
I<1alto . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .
500
400

tit;hm~~~ ~:::::: ::~:~ j::: ::::::::

1, g~;

~~~

1, ~~~; ~~~

.1, ~~~;

~~i

1, 870, 366
318, 159

Culurndo .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... ..
1, 755,735
2, 140, 686
2, 544,144
3, 094,003
New Mexico . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . ..
508, 034
626, 665
486, 463
ll75, 777
- - - - ------·---1---------1---------1--------3, 646, 280

Pacific coast:

6';'.~;:~~~~~~~- ~:::::::: ~:

:: :::: ~: :::

772, 612
31, 696
50, 000

California ........................ .

I

4, 583, 719

5, 048, 413

6, 205,782

1, 215, 750
75, 000
95, 000

1, 030, 578
64, 359
119, 820

1, 263, 689
61,514
110,711

854,308
1, 435,914
1, 385, 750
1, 214, 757
1====1====== ----------- =====1=====1
Total product sold ............. . 124, 015, 255
142, 037,735
Colliery consumption .......... .
5, 960, 302
6, 621, 667
-------1---------1---------1--------- - - - - Totnl product., includI

ing ~olliery consumpt10n ......................

•

129,975,557

148,659,402

141,229,5131157,788,656

PRODUCT.

The total product of all kinds of coal in 1889, including colliery consmnption, was, according to the census report, 141,229,513 short tonR,
(decrease from 1888 of 7,429,889 short tons), valued at $160,226,323 (decrease $51,292,404). In 1890 the product increased to 157,788,656 short
tons, valued at $176,804,573. The increase in tonnage in 1890 over that
of 1889 was 16,559,143 short tons, and in value of $16,578,250. The product of Pennsylvania anthracite in 1889 was ,40,665,152 long tons, or
45,544,970 short tons, valued at $65,721,578 (a decrease from 1888 of
95!),459 long tons, or 1,074,594 short tons). In 1890 the product was
41,48!),858 long tons, or 46,468,641 short tons (increase over 1889, 824,706 long tons, or 923,671 short tons), valued at $66,383,772 (increase,
$6G2, 184). The product of all other coals, including bituminous, semibituminous, brown, and lignite, and Arkansas and Colorado anthracite,
in 1889, was 95,684,543 short tons, valued at $94,504,7 45, and in 1890,
111,320,015 short tons, valued at $110,420,801.
The colliery consumption varies considerably, according to the nature
of the mines. The total amount so used in 1889 waR reported to be
5,382,265 short tons, and in 1890, 4,457,456 short tons. The largest
average consumption is reported from the anthracite mines of Pennsyl-
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vania, and the smallest average in the bituminous region of the same
State.
The total number of persons employed in and about the coal mines in
1889 was 299,559, and in 1890, 318,204. These figures include superintendents, mechanics, and clerical force at the mines, as well as miners,
laborers, and others engaged in the actual working of the mines.
The total product, including colliery consumption, of each State and
Territory during 1889 and 1890, with corresponding values, are shown
in the following tables:
Product of coal in the United States in 1889, by States and Territories.

States and Territories.

Bituminotts.

Loaded at
Total proTotal
mines for
Sold to
Manufac- duct of coal amouutreshipment local
Used by forUsecl
trade
steam
turedinto
of
all
ceived
for
on railroad at mines. employes. at mines.
coke.
grades for coal sold
cars and
in 1889.
year
1889.
boats.

Sho1't tons. Sho?"ttons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.

Alabama ......... 2, 327, 209
268,518
Arkansas .....•..
California and Oregon ............
173,611
Colorado ......... 2, 059,848
Georgia and North
Carolina ........
46,321
Illinois ........... 9, 884,883
Indiana .......... 2, 527, 112
699,122
Indian Territory .
Iowa ............. 3, 530,373
Kansas and Nebraska ......... 1, 891, O!lO
Keni(uckJ'········ 2, 111, 010
Marylan ........ 2, 885,336
53, 104
Michigan ........
Missouri ..•...... 2, 246,845
314, 372
Montana .........
466, 127
New 1\lex:ico .....
18, 610
North Dakota ....
Ohio ............. 8, 566,223
Pennsylvania .... 24,059,913
Tmmcssee ........ 1, 334,424
120, 602
Texas ............
216, 960
Utah ............
732, 881
Virginia .........
956, 046
Washington ......
West Virginia ... 4, 764,900
Wyoming ........ 1, 354,443
Total. ....... 73,609, 883

38,835
5, 020

21,110
1, 800

79,515
4, 246

..............

1, 106,314

3, 572,983
279,584

$3,961,491
395,836

3,854
70,595

608
18,453

6,106
87, 187

----------308,061

184,179
2, 544,144

434,382
3, 843,992

31
1, 699,478
217, 041
1,173
420, 5!)6

158
111,224
20,894
5, 922
44,139

15,001
395,787
67, 210
33,997
100,213

164,645
12,900
12,800
12,618
37

226,156
12, 104,272
2, 845,057
752,832
4, 095,358

339,382
11,755,203
2, 887,852
1, 323,807
5, 426,509

267,047
225,234
37,667
8, 289
259,587
10,755
5, 371
9, 792
1, 196,872
1, 432,361
13,212
6, 348
15,050
7, 546
11,036
448,527
7, 330

34,560
21,072
6, 550
821
16,412
2,162
2,582
505
50,271
158,290
15,889
20-i
2, 012
5, 633
4, 538
44,760
8,103

29,246
23,981
10,162
5, 217
34,979
5,436
6,383

500
18,458

2, 222,443
2, 399,755
2, 939,715
67,431
2, 557, 823
363, 301
486,463
28, 907
9, 976,787
36, 174,089
1, 925, 689
128,216
236,651
865,786
1, 030, 578
6, 231,880
1, 388,047

3, 301,788
2, 374, 339
2,517,474
115,011
3, 479,057
8SO, 773
870,468
41,431
9, 355,400
27, 953,315
2, 338, 309
340,620
377,456
804,475
2, 393,238
5, 086,584
1, 748, 617

6, 418, 647

598,672

95,629,026

!)4, 346,809

---.·---------................
..........

30,576
6, 000

--------------------93,952
69,469
332,937 10,190,588
23,034
539,130
1,062 ----------412
2. 217
112,210
7, 516
19,958
39,000
936,325
37,368
19,071 ...................
1, 439,976 13,561,848

Anthracite.
325,591 3, 940,939
Pennsylvania .... 40,114,901 1, 163,539
Colorado and New
1, 900
Mexico .........
49,917
350
1, 350
Rhode Island ..•..
2, 000 ..................... ..................... ......................

...................... 45,544,970 65,721,578

.....................
......................

53,517
2,000

151,936
6, 000
65,879, 514

Total ........ 40,166,818

I, 163,889

327,491

3, 942,289 .. .................... 45,600,487

Grand total.. 113, 776, 701

7, 582,536

926,163

5, 382,265 13,561, 848 141, 229, 513 160, 226, 323
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Coal p1·oduct of the United States in 1890, by States.

States.

Pennsylvania,

Sold to
I
Loaded at local -o:sed at
.
Total
mines for trade nnnesfor Made mto amount
sliipment · and used steam
coke.
produced.
· by em- a.ndheat.
ployils.

Short tons.

Short
tons.

Short
ton-Y.

Short
tons.

Total
value.

Short tons.

anBA~~~~~~~-:--------- 41, 011, 087 2, 000, 891 3; 456, 6:31.--.------ 46, 468, 641 $66, 383, 772

Alabama . . . . . . . . . .
Arkansas ..•.. -....
California . . . • . . . . .
Colorado ....•.•....
Gline,or g_i a .. -. -. ·. -. -- -. •• -. -. ·•.·

2, 487, 983
84, 578
88, 9o2 1 1, 428, 896 4, 090, 409 4, 202, 469
374, 969
9, 240
15, 679 . • • . . • . • • .
399, 888
514, 595
103, 436
2, 121
5, 154 ....... ___
110, 711
283, 019
2,636,939
65,432
48,451
343,181 3,094,003 4,344,196
57, 949 - . -.- - --- . . . . . . . . .
170, 388
228, 337
238, 315
n 0 18
12, 539, 784 2, 130, 539 606, 497
15, t:iOO 15, 292, 4-20 14, 171, 230
Indiana ......... _.. 3, 036, 7371 225, 167
34, 703
9, 130 3, 305, 737 3, 259, 233

?o~:~ -~~~~~~:.::

3,

g~g: ~~~ 39~: ~M

~~: ~~~~ - ... ~~: ~~~

Num- Averarre
ber of numuer
days
emactive. ployed.

4,

g~i: ~~~

!: g~~: ~~g

200

126, 000

217
214
301
220
313
204220

10, 6.!2
938
364
5,827
425
28, 574
5, 489

~~g~

.~: ~~~

Kansas............ 2, 028, 100 224, 839
6, 983 :.......... 2, 259, 922 2, 947, 517
210
4, 523
Kentucky . . • . . . . . . 2, 357,989 291, 666
29, 568
22, 273 2, 701,496 2, 472, 119
219 1
5, 259
Maryland.......... 3, 296, 393
52, 621
8, 799 .. .. . . . . . . 3, 357, 813 2, 899, 572
24- 4 1
3, 8.J.2
2291I
Michigan..........
57, 100
12, 885
4, 992 . . . . . • . • • .
74, 977
149, 195
1801
Missouri. . . . . . . . • • . 2, 449, 305 240, 237
45, 679 . . • . . • . • . . 2, 735, 221 3, 382, 858
229
5, 971
Montana...........
466, 016
23,427
4, 034
24, 000
517, 4-77 1, 252,4-92
218
1, 251
Nebraska ....... : .............
1,500 ...................
1,500
4,500 .......
New Mexico.......
358,332
11,360
6, 085.... .. .. ..
375,777
504,390
192!
827
North Carolina....
9, 262
100
900 .... •• . .. .
10, 262
17, 864
200
80
North Dakota····-----------30,000 ·--·-·--· -··--·-···
30,000 10,74823,, 017001 ____ 2_0_1_1·--"-·0·,·5·;:,,,;
Ohio_ ............. _ 10, 161, 8871, 164, 876 143, 984
23, 759 11, 494, 506
v
Oregon .. . . . . . . . . ..
58, 821
1, 936
757 .. . .. .. .. .
61, 51~
177, 875
305
2ll8
Pennsylvania ...... 29,288, !)~131, 473,317 395, 837 11 , 144, 096 4-2,302, 173 35,376, 916
232
61, 333
Tennessee_ ...... _. 1, 482, 357
41,932
23, 583
621, 713 2, 169, 5851 2, 395, 746
263
5, 082
Texas .. . . .. . .. .. ..
180, 800
1, 840
1, 800 . .. .. . .. ..
184, 440 I
465, 900
24.11
674
Utah _............ _
279, 336
13, 749
1, 015
24, 059
318, 159
552, 390
289
429
Virginia...........
608, 6!1
17, 002
4, 908
153, 460
784, 011 1
589, 925
296
1, 295
Washington ....... 1,212,621
17,249
17,019
16,800 1,263,6891 3,4-26,590
270,
2,206
West Virginia..... 5, 614, 752 438, 527
30, 59-! 1, 310,781 7, 394, 654 6, 208, 128
227• 12, 236
Wyoming. . . . . . . . .. 1, 835, 299
28, 540
6, 527 __ ........ 1, 870, 366 3, 183, 669
246
3, 272
1

1-------··

'.rotal .......... u:8, 383, 658 9, 009, 285 5, 063, 953 15, 331, 760 157, 788, 656,176, 804, 5731-m "3is, 204
1

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

The following tables have been compiled from official returns to the
Bureau of Statistics of the Treasury Department and show the imports
and exports of coal from 1867 to 1890 inclusive. The values given in
both cases are considerably higher than the average "spot" rates by
which the values of the domestic production have been computed.
The tariff from 1824 to 1843 was 6 cents per bushel, or $1.68 per long
ton; from 1843 to 1846, $1.75 per ton; 1846, 30 per cent. ad valorem;
1847 to 1861, 24 per cent. ad valorem; 1802 to 1864, $1 per ton; 1865,
$1.10 per ton; 1866 to 1872, $1.25 per ton; since August, 18 72, 75 cents
per ton. During the period from June, 1854, to March, 1866, the reciprocity treaty was in force, and coal from the British possessions in
North America was admitted into the United States duty free.
The exports consist both of anthracite and bituminous coal, the
amount of anthracite being the greater. They are made principally by
rail over the international bridges and by lake and sea to the Canadian
provinces. Exports are also made by sea to the West Indies, to Central and South America, and elsewhere.
The imports are principally from Australia and British Columbia to
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San Francisco, from Great Britain to the Atlantic and Pacific coasts,
and from Nova Scotia to Atlantic coast points.
Coal imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1890.
Calendar years ending December 31
Anthracite.
I Bituminous and shale.
~~ 1 8 ~6 to 1890; previous years end 1-Q-ua_n_t-it-y. .------V-a-lu-e-.-1-Q
- u_a_n_t_
it-y -.__
V_al_,u-e-.-I

30

Long tons.

Long tons.
1867 •••..••..•••••.•••.••..••.•••.••••..•••.•••••••..••••••••••.
1808 .•••••.•..••••.•.••••••••••••••••••. ••••••••· ...•••••••••.•.
1869 .....•.•.•.•..••••..•••••.•.•••..••.. ••·•••·· ... ••••••··· .•.
1870 .....•.••..•..••••••.••••••••••.•.•.. ·••·•· ......••...•.....

!ilL· ::::~L:LL-LHE ,.fH 1:i~
li~t :::: :~ ~ :~ ::~: :: :::::: :::: ::::::::::

1

1879....................................
1880 ...•••.••.•........... ·• .. . • . . . • . . . . .

488
8

~~~

~: ~~~

~~~~: ~ ~ ~ : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : :: : : : : ::

1, 2~~

2, ~~~

ii! ;;:;!!!!!:! l!l!! ;:!!!! !! !!!!!!!!!:l

'

721
40

~: ~ ,~!I!

509, 802
394,021
437,228
415,729
430,508
485,063
460. 028
492; 063
436,714
400, 632
495, 816
572, 846
486,501
471,818
652,963
795,722
645, 924
748,995
768,477
811,657
819,242
1, 085, 647
1, 001, 374
819,971

$1,412,597
1, 250,513
1, 222, 119
1, 103,965
1, 121,914
I 279 686·
I: 548: 208
I, 937, ~74
I, 791,601
1, 592, 8-!6
1, 782, 94I
I, 929, 660
I, 716,209
1, 588,312
I, 988,199
2, 14I, 373
2, OI3, 555
2, 494,228
2, 548,432
2, 501,153
2, 609,311
3, 728,060
3, 425, 347
2, 822, 2I6

Coal of domesMc prodtwtion expo1·tecl frotn the United States, 1867 to 1890.
Calendar years ending December 3I
Anthracite.
Bituminous and shale.
fi:om 1886 to 1890; previous years end 1-----,--------1--------:-----.June 30.
Quantity.
Value.
Quantity.
Value.

Long tons.

Long tons.
I867 ....•.•..••••...•..••••••••.........
1868 .....•.•...•..•........•.....•......
1869 .. -- ................•........ -- .•...
1870 ...........•................•.......
1871 .......•................•...••......
1872 ......•.............................
I87:l ................................... .
1874 ..••••.••..•..•........... ···•••·••·
1875 ...•••.••..•.•.•....•......... ······
1876 .............•......•......•....•...
1877 ......... : .•....•....•.•.••.••••.•••
1878 ..........•....... ------ ........•...
1879 .•... -- •.•....... - .......•.•........
1880 .....•..••.•...•.. ···•••·• ... ····•·•
1881. .••.•......•....................••.
1882 ...•.•....•..••.... -- •..............
188:3 ....... ··••·· ...................•••.
1834 .•............. --- ................. .
1885 ...............•...........•...•....
18S6 .....••......•••.•..•........•......
1887 .....•..... - ......... -- .....•...•...
188S .......••...................•.......
1889 ... ....••....................•.••...
1800 .......•.............. ---- ••........

I92, 912
I92, 291
283, 783
121, 098
134,571
259,567
3±2, 180
401,912
316, 157
337, 934
418, 791
319,477
386, 916
392, 626
462, 208
55'), 742
557, 81::1
64~. 0±0
588, 4U1
067,076
825, 48G
960,
857,633
794,335

$1, 333,457
1, 082,745
1, 553,115
803, I35
805,169
1, 375,342
1, 827,822
2, 236,084
1, 791, 626
1, 869,434
1, 891, 351
1, 006, 843
I, 427.886
1, 362, 901
2,.091, 9~8
2, 589, 887
2, G~~· 9~3
Oo.,, v<:>O
I 3,2, 580,
421
2, 718,143
3, 469, 166
4, 325,126
3, 630,347
3, 272,697

5!21

92,189
86, 367

$512,742
433, 475

106,820
133,380
141,311
242,453
361,490
203,189
230,144
321,065
340,661
276,000
222,6:14
191,038
314, 320
463, 051
646.265
683,481
544,768
706, 3()4
860,462
935, 151
1, 280,930

503, 2~3
564,067
586,264
1, 086,253
1, 587, 666
828, !l43
850,711
1, 024,711
1, 352,624
891,512
695,179
739,532
1, 102,898
1, 593,214
1, 977, 95!)
1, 989, 541
1. 440, 631
2, 001,966
2, 529,472
2 783 592
4:004:995

COAL TRADE REVIEW.

Including the coal sold to local trade (i. e., the portion of the product
sold without shipment by rail or water), the amount made into coke, and
that used at the mines for steam and heat, the total production for 1889
was 7,429,889 short tons less than that of 1888. The decrease in value
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was $51,292,404. The mild winter of 1889-'90 is a satisfactory reasGn for
this decided decrease, though it is quite evident that the product for 1888
was over-estimated. The slackened demand during the season caused a
drop in prices stillmore pronounced than the decrease in tonnage. Heavy
stocks, accumulated during the impetus given to trade by the activity
in 1888, had to be moved, and prices fell accordingly. The depression
of 1889 was followed by a heavier production in 1890. The product increased 16,559,143 short tons, and the value, $16,578,250.
The spot value of anthracite coal, inclusive of colliery consumption,
in 1888 was estimated at $1.95 per ton, which was 6 cents lower than
the average price during 1887. The average price in 1889 was $1.77,
or 18 cents less than that of 1888. The average price in 1890 was
$1.78 per ton.
The condition of the market during 1890 may be seen from the following review, made up partly from market reports to the various trade
journals, but more particularly from Mr. Frederic E. Saward's annual
report, " The Coal Trade." ·
New York.-The mild winter of 1889-'90 had a particularly depressing effect upon the anthracite trade, and prices were very much at the
option of buyers, with the exception of manufacturing sizes, which
were in demand. The prices quoted in the early part of 1890 for coal,
free on board at New York, were as follows: Stove, $3.90 to $4; egg,
$3.70 to $3.80; chestnut, $3.65 to $3.75. Notwithstanding a general
reduction in output during February (some collieries shutting down
entirely) prices fell off early in the month to $3.50, free on board, for
stove and egg, and $3.35 for chestnut. Pea and buckwheat were scarce,
however, and commanded anywhere from $2.85 to $3.10 and $2.25 to
$2.40. A better tone was given to the market in April and May. The
prices on Reading white ash were as follows: Broken egg and stove
advancing to $3.75 and chestnut to $3.50, free on board, at New York,
with pea at $2.65 and buckwheat at $1.80 to $2, though other coals
were quoted at $3.50 for broken stove and egg and $3.25 for chestnut.
The market continued to advance during the summer, operators having
materially reduced stocks at the shipping points by reducing production. In September the prices at New York were quoted as follows:
Stove, $4.15; egg, $3.90; chestnut, $3.75, and broken, $3.75. In October the prices advanced still further, being for stove, $4.30; egg,
$4.05; chestnut, $3.95; broken, $3.7 4, pea; $2.60 to $2. 75. In N ovember an attempt was made to get another ad vance of 15 cents per ton on
all sizes in anticipation of colder weather and an increasing demand,
but the element of competition made itself felt, and this, in connection
with the recurrence of mild winter weather, caused another decline in
prices, and the year closed with schedules demoralized and actual selling prices ranging about the same as September.
Owing to the large consumption of bituminous coal for manufacturing
purposes the industry is not so liable to be afl'~cted by the fluctu~tions
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of the thermometer as is the anthracite trade. The year opened with a
good demand and operators mining freely, but with trade somewhat
hampered by inadequate transportation facilities. A plan for combination of the bituminous coal producers was formulated in 1889, and strenuous efforts were made during the early months of 1890 to perfect a
scheme for controlling the market, but the matter fell through, the failure being due in some degree, probably, to the refusal of Norfolk,
and Western, and Chesapeake and Ohio operators to enter the combination. The Pocohontas and Hawk's Nest districts were anxious to increase their output and were doubtless afraid that combination would
mean restriction.
On March 1 quotations were made as follows: $2.60, free on board, at
Baltimore, Newport News, and Philadelphia, and $3.25 in New York
harbor. During the late spring and early summer the market was unstable, showing a sympathy with the anthracite trade. Prices were
variable without much attention paid to schedules and quotations. A
strike was threatened among the miners in the Hocking Valley and
Pittsburg districts, but was averted by an agreement to pay an advance
of 5 cents in the Hocking Valley district and of 6 cents in the Pitts-burg district, the new scale being 70 cents and 79 cents, respectively.
This was followed by threatened strikes in Indiana, Illinois, and West
Virginia, but the companies suceeeded in compromising with the men
and averted the strike. Prices became firmer toward the first of Jru1e,
and these schedule quotations were abided by: $2.40 to. $2.50 at Baltimore and Newport News, $2.50 to $2.60 at Philadelphia, and $3.25 at New
York. A demand made by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, in June,
of $1 demurrage on each car per day for cars not unloaded at delivery
points caused a rapid increase of stocks, but prices remained without
material change until about the last of August, when they were quoted
as "nominal," and cutting from schedule figures became general. This
state of affairs continued until October, when a scarcity of cars caused
a diminution of stocks and a stiffenh1g of prices to the schedule rates,
which were $2.40, free on board, at Baltimore, $2.50 at Philadelphia, and
$3.15 at New York. During November the market improved and an
advance of 10 cents was noted at Baltimore and Philadelphia, New
York remaining at $3.15. In December. snow blockades and increased
demands caused a scarcity at the distributing points, and it was with
difficulty that the demand was met. Dealers were obliged to buy from
other dealers in order to supply their customers, and prices were hjgh,
the closing quotations for the year being $2.70 at Baltimore, $2.80 at
Philadelphia, and $3.35 at New York.
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Boston, Massachusetts.-The J;eceipts of coal at the port of Boston for
a series of years has been as follows:·
Rece·ipts of coal at Boston jo1· eight yea1·s.
Years.

Anthracite.

Bituminous.

FB~l~~:e

Total.

Long tons.

Long tons.

Long tons.

Long tons.

1883 .................................................................... ..
1884 .................................................................... ..
1885 .................................................................... ..
1886 ..................................................................... .
1887 .................................................................... ..
1888............................
2, 057, 279
1, 004, 195 ............. "
1889.................. ... . .. .. ..
1, 647, 348
914,966
5, 538
1890.......... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
1, 740,564
964,857
14,072

2, 273, 068
2, 225, 7JO

2, 221,220
2, 500,000
2, 400,000
• 3, 061,474
2, 567, 852
2, 719, 4U3

The amounts here given do not represent the consumption of coal in
the city of Boston, as about three-fifths of the coal received at the port
is shipped to interior points, but it is not possible to determine the
exact quantity.
The hard coal business of Boston and vicinity in 1889 was au unsatisfactory one. The commencement of the year found both wholesale
and retail dealers well supplied with coal. The previous year was a
very quiet one on account of the warm weather, and as retail dealers
had laid in a good supply of coal in anticipation of an average demand;
which did not materialize, large stocks were carried over. Notwithstanding the slack demaD:d, however, prices were held up by the producing companies until the summer months, when considerable eutting
was done. Trade in bituminous coal, on the other hand, was quite the
reverse of the anthracite. Business was brisk, and owing to delays Dct
shipping points·and lack of transportation facilities some difficulty was
experienced at times in supplying the local demand. The circular price
for the year was $2.60, free on board, and as at times there were threatenings of a famine in bituminous circles the rate was pretty generally
maintained.
The beginning of 1890 found the anthracite market well stocked and
the first months of the year were about as unsatisfactory as the previous year. In fact, the only really satisfactory trading that was done
during the year was in the few weeks of cold weather which prevailed
in November and December. Freights during the year were very low,
and vessels for transportation rather a drug. This condition of affairs
drove many vessels out of the traffic, and naturally a rise in freights
resulted toward the close of the year. Freight tariffs in the earlier
months of the year had been from New York 50 cents, and from Philadelphia 75 cents. Following the withdrawal of vessels from the trade
the rates rose to 75 and 85 cents from New York and to $1 and over
from Philadelphia and Baltimore.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.-Lack of competition among the coal
transportation comparnes has made Philadelphia a sufferer. F1·oights
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from the Schuylkill region are but 5 cents per ton less than to New
York. From the Lehigh they are the same, and from the Wyoming
they are 10 cents higher. The following rates ruled during 1889 and
1890 for coal from the mines to Philadelphia:
JJ'reight 'rates from coal 1nines to Philadelphia.

For local use. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For shipment out of Delaware bay.........................

Anthracite.

Bituminous.

Per ton.

Pe?"ton.
2. 00
1. 50

1. 70
1. 40

The wholesale prices for anthracite coal, free on board, at Port Richmond, averaged as follows during the past two years:
Average p1·ices of anthmcite coal at Pm·t Richmond in 1889 and 1890.
Kind of coal.

Broken.

Egg.

Stove.

Chestnut.

Pea.

- - -- - -- - - - - 1889.
Per ton.
Hard white ash .....................
3. 70
Free-bm·ning white ash ............
3. 50
1890.
Haru white ash_ ....................
Free-buming white ash ............

3. 65
3. 50

Per ton.
3. 85
3. 75

Per ton.
4. 05
3. 95

Per ton.
3. 80
3. 75

3. 90
3. 75

4.05
4.05

3. 70
3. 70

Per ton.
2.10
2.10
2. 25
2. 25

Director Wagner, on December 27,1888, awarded contracts for supplyIng the city with gas coal during the year 1889. The following were the
successful bidders. The prices paid for 1888 were $3. 79, $3.83 and $3.84.
Contmcts fm· supplying gas coal to Philadelphia in 1889.
Companies.

Tons.

Price
per ton.

Manor Gas Coal Co ............................................... .
Penn Gas Coal Co ................................................. ..
Westmoreland Coal Co ........................................... .
Newburg Orrel Coal and Coke Co ................................ ..

5, 000
57,720
57,720
15,000
15,000
10, 000
10,000
25, 000

$3.81
3.82
3. 82
3. 76
3. 76
3. 76
3. 76
3.80

~~~;:r~oc~:1 c~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~::::::::::: ~ ~::::::::::

.J. &W. Wood ..................................................... .
Chesapeake and Ohio ............................................ -.

For 1890 the coal supplied to the gas works was at $3.80 per ton, and
the bids for the 1891 supply were as follows:
Bids for supplying gas coal to Philadelphia for 1890.
Companies.
Montana Coal and Coke Co .................................................. .
Gaston Coal Co .............................................................. .
Despard Coal Co ................. _.......................................... .
Chesapeake and Ohio ........................................................ .
Manor Gas Coal Co . _......••...••..•........... _........................... .
Westmoreland Coal Co ......................... __ ........................... .

Price
per ton.
$3.91
3. 91
3. 91
3. 94
3. 98
3. 99
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Freight rates frorn Ph-iladelphia at the cloj(J of 1890.
Rate
per ton.

ToBoston and discharge .......•••..
Portsmouth and discharge ...... .
Newbur,yport and discharge ..... .
New Bedford and discharge ..... .
Lynn and discharge ............. .
Fall River and discharge ........ .

Rate
per ton.

To-

Providence and discharge......... $0. 85
Portland and discharge............
. 75
Savannah and discharge........... 1. 00
New York, alongside ....... _... __ .
. 90
Washington, alongside............
. 85
Norfolk .. _.. _............. __ ... _. .
. 70

$1.15
1. 00
1. 00
75
1. 00
.90
0

Baltimore, Maryland.-The coal received at Locust Point for the Baltimore market includes Cumberland, Georges Creek, Myersdale, and
the gas coal from the West Virginia mines on the line of the Baltimore
and Ohio railroad, and that from the Youghiogbeny mines in Pennsylvania on the line of the same road, for local use and for northern shipment, and it is estimated that 200,000 tons were received during 1890.
Of anthracite coal received there were something like 250,000 tons by
the Susquehanna canal, and other water routes, besides 300,000 tons by
the Northern Central railroad.
Rates fo1· anthracite coal in ca1·s, at Baltimore, or via Canton pier at the close of 1890.
Hard
.
white ash. Shamokin.
Broken.....................................

$4.20

............ .....•...•

!:4. !g30

~Eo~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Lykens
Valley

$!:4-.35~g

$!:!. !g30

B . ·
ermce.
$4.30

!: ~g

Chestnut ...... __ ........ ·---_ ... _... _......
4. 30
Pea ............ __ .... _____ . ___ .. _____ .... _.
3. 00
3. 00
3. 25
.•••.•.• - .
Buckwheat ................. _... _.... ..... .. ................ _....................... - ..

Bituminous coal was quoted at $2.60 per long ton free on board at Locust Point or Canton piers. Hampton Roads quotations were the same.
The Baltimore and Ohio, Northern Central, and Baltimore and Potomac railroads carried the following to Baltimore:
Coal receipts at BaltinwTe.
Via Baltimore Via Northern[Vin,Baltimore
and Ohio
Central Hail- and Potomac
Railroad.
road.
Railroad.

Years.

Tons.
1883
1884
'
1885
1886
1887
1888 ........................................ ..
188()
1890 ·-·- •.. --·-·-· ··---·-·. --···- --··· -·· ·- ··0

0

.. -

•

-

0.--- ... -

..... -

0

••••

0

· - 00--

0

0

00

-··

--··

••

... 0

--

0

-

-

0-- . . 0

...... -

0

....

••••••

0

--

00

-- ·- ---···-·

·-·-- •••

••••

. . . -.

•••

-·

--

0- . . . . . -

0

0

...... 0

---- .. 0

--··- •••

0

0

-··

--··

--0 · - · · · 0--

•••

·-

- · - - - · - · ••

0

•• --.

··- ·-··----·

0-

0

0

--·---·--

0.

--·-

-·

-----·

••••• -·-- ·-- ---·-··

Tons.

Tons.
693,494
767,381
850,303
818,863
765,082
680,902
660, 972
700,000

1, 618,4-16
2, 510,389
2, 238, 097
2, 313, 783
2, 167,007
2, 300,000
2, 000, 000
2, 200,000

15,338
10.500
7,139
10,000

FoTcign ship1nents of coal front Baltirno1·e.
Tons.

Years.
1883 ···- .. ------·--·-· ...... ·-··
1884 ···--· ··-·-· ··-····-·····--·
1885 .......................... ..
1886
0--0 · · · - ·- •••

0

•••

-·· ••••

-

•••

63,526
50,289
71, 527
64,477

1889
1890

0.-0

0-

0

·-·.

-

··--·. 0

••••••

•••••••

-

· · - - · . ··-- •••

--

-

••••

•••••

54,455
3!1, 386
27,5 :o
30,000

I
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F1·eight
~,

r{~tes

joT coal j1·o1n Baltimore at the close of 1890.

To-

Rate. per
ton.

To-

Rate per
ton.

Portland ..................... ..
Boston ........................ .
Portsmouth ................... .
New H,t,en ................... .
NewYork .................... ..

$1.00
1.15
1. 25
1. 00
1. 00

Bridgeport ..................... .
Prov,dence ..................... .
Hoboken ....................... .

$1. OG
1. 00
. 95
. 85
1. 00

~C:!e~e~%d.~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~::: :: ~:::::

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.-The following prices were quoted at the
close of 1890 :
Pittsbu1·g coal prices at the close of 1890.
Per husbel.

River, on hoard . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Railroad . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .

Oents.

4t to 5
5 5~

The tluetuations in the price of Pittsburg eoal at Cineinnati, Louisville, and New Orleans during 1889 and 1890 are indicated below:
P1·ices of Pittsburg coal at Cincinnati,
Months.

Lm~isville,

Cincinnati.

1889.

.January.....................................
March .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .
Apl'il .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
September .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. ..
Octouer .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
November...................................
December...................................

and New 01·leans. (a)
Louisville. New Orleans.

Ots.perbushel. Ots.perbushel. Ots.perbarrel .
5 to 6!
6! to 7
27 to 29
5
6
6~
7
27
29
5
5

6!
5t
5~

6
7i
8

8

6~

6
6

6!
5i
5k

7
7i
8
8

25
25
25
21

27
27
27
27

7

22

24

7
6
6!

23
22
22
24

25
24
24
26
28

1890.

.rv.nuary .................................... .
April ..................................... ..

6
5
5~

~~i~b-e'r.::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

December .................................. .

6

6~

6!

7

26

a Rates at Cincinnati and Louisville are for bushels of 76 pounds; at New Orleans for barrels of 208
pounds.

Coal shipments by Ohio ·rivm· for eight years.
Years.
1883 ...................... ..
1884 ....................... .
1885 ....................... .
1886 ....................... .

Bushels.
87,995, (100
55,432,000
74,964,000
91,664,000

Years.

Bushels.

1887 ........ .......... .... . .. 56,743,000
1888 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 109, 572, 000
1$189 ...... .......... ...... .. . 7(), 518, ]00
1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116, 30:l, 600

The railroad coal operators report unsatisfactory and unprofitable
business for both 1889 and 1890. The produet of Allegheny county
in 1889 was 858,07 4 short tons less than in 1888. The value of the
produet in 1889, according to the Census Office, was $4,000,104, against
which the total expenditures are given at $3,739,439, leaving a profit of
$261,665. The annual report of the Monongahela Navigation Compauy
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for 1890 snows the total receipts from coal tonnage to be $~04,000 .
.An expense approximately the same for 1889, deducted from the gros"
profits above quoted, will enable one to judge how mucll there wa::; in
the business for operators.
Bt~ffcdo, New Yorlc.-The prices for anthracite coal, free on bo,trd, at
the close of 1890, were as follows:
Prices fo?· anthmcite coal at Bnffalo, New York.
Per long
ton.

Sizes.
Stove .......................... .
Chestnut ..................... ..

I

Per long
ton.

Sizes.
Grate .......................... .
• • •••w•••• •••••• •••••• ••••••

4. 24

I~gg

4. 24

4. 01
4. 01

The Buffalo Coal Exchange rules say that when coal is sohl in the
yard the price shall be 40 cents per ton less than delivered figures.
Rates to steam yachts and canal boats shall be the same on deck per ton
as the regularly established retail quotations. Further, all emil s1la11 be
sold at regularly established retail prices, and tliese prices are for coal
delivered only during the month in which the order is taken.
P1·ices for bitu,minous coal at Buffalo, New York, on tmclc (nominal).

Revnolclsville region.

Scrrrncd lmnp.......................
Lumpamlnutmixed ................
Rnn of mine;; . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .
Scr~:t:ned 1mt- . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . ..
Nut and slack mixed .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
Slack ......... : ......................

~~~~~~:~\1:;~:;:;,

Sho1·t ton.
$2. 45
2.35
2. 20
2. 20
2. 00
1.70

Allegl~en_v
I,ow grade
Valley Railof
ro:ul and Pittslnu·g (lil'ision
AllPghen_v
Mercer
region.
Vail<·y
RailCounty reroad.
gion.

Sho-rt ton.
$2. 2:'5
2.15
2. 00
2. 00
l. 80
1.50

ShoTt ton.

$2. 60
2.50
2. 55
.. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. . .. . ..
............

Sho rt ton.
$2. 25
2.15
2. 00
~- 00
l.l'J

1.50

: :::::: ::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::rrir··· :::::::::

The close of 1890 found the coal trade of Buffalo in an unsettled and
unsatisfactory condition. .A general stagnation existed i11 the local
anthracite trade, while bituminous coal was scarce aud hard to get
from the mines, owing to the operators inability to secure ears to haul
it, and the further trouble of snow blockades on the railroad:-;.
The following table exhibits the shipments of anthracite coal from
Buffalo for the past eight years:
Lake shipments of anthmcite. coal fTom Buffalo.
Years.

Tons.

Years.

I

Tons.

1--1--1---1-1
1883 ........................ .
1884- ........•.• ·····• ...... .
1885 ........................ .
1886 ....................... ..

~:!~I: b~~ ! i~~~ :::::::::::.-:::::::::::::

1, 428, 08U !11889 ........................ .
1, 531,210 1890 .••.••••••••.••••••• • ••••

1, 894,060
2, .'i14, 906

2, 151. 070
2, 157, 810
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The principal points to which coal was shipped from Buffalo by lake
during the past five years are shown in the following table, together
with the tonnage for each year~
Clearances of coal at Buffalo for jive years.
Destination.

~~t~;~~k~~::::::::::::::::

Dulnth ....................

~~r:J~o~- ~ --~ ~:: ::::::::::::
Gladstone .................
Racine ....................
Detroit ....................
Green Bay ................
Other places ..............
Total .................

1886.

1887.

Tons.

Tons.

642,135
784,462
376,615
376,876
157,420
165,798
65,090
96,746
84,563
55,290
............. .... - ....................
25,263
16,565
31,090
40, 203
23,870
29,446
140,020
156,439
~

1, 531,212

1, 734,479

1888.

1889.

1890.

To'(£s.

Tons.

Tons.

1, 023,649
549,831
282,106
120,000
83,850
39,575
29, 695
35,330
26,345
179,535

988, 750
497,895
160,430
112,450
52,725
36,520
33, 410
31,800
25,050
142,216

952,280
451,550
Hl9, 230
127, 300
96, 230
30,215
29, 130
40, 065
22,380
131, 390

2, 369,906

2, 081,336

2, 079,770

The following statements regarding the local trade of Buffalo will be
found · of interest as showing the development of the business since
1842. The figures for years prior to 1886 were compiled by Mr. E. L.
Hedstrom, of Buffalo; those for 1886, and subsequent years are furnished
by Mr. Willia.m Thurston:
Coal receipts at Buffalo for seveml years.
Years.

Anthracite.
Tons.

Bituminous. Blossburg.
Tons.

Tons.

1842 ..................................................................... ..
1852 ...................................................................... .
1862 .........•..............•............................................•.
1872 ................•........ ······ ...•.......... ······ ................... .
1882 .................. •···•·······
1886 . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .
2, 673, 778
1, 420, 956
30, 000
1887.......... ... .. . .... .... .. .. .. .
3, 497. 203
1, 776, 217
25, 000
1888 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
4, 549, 015
1, 892, 823
22, 500
1889 . r...... ... .. .... .. . .. . .. ... .. .
4, 338, 570
2, l!J8, 327
22,500
4, 500, 000
2, 200, 000•
22, 500
1890 . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. ..
0

•••••••••

0

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Total.
Tons.
1, 800
57, 560
230,873
790, 87G
3, 021, 7!)1

4 1U 734
5:298:420
6 46J 338
55\l: 397
6, 722,500

6:

Erie, Pennsylvania.-The shipments of coal from the city of :Blrie,
Pennsylvania, during the past six years are reported as follows:
Coal ship1nents f1·om Erie, Pennsylvania.
Years.
1883 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . .. .. .. • • . .
1884 . . .. . . • .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . • • . .
1885 . . . . .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .
1886 .. . • .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .

Tons.

Years.

204, 755
193, 969
188, 860
235, 255

1887 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1888 . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . •
1889 . . . . .. . .. . . • . . .. .. .. . • .. .. . . .
1890 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ..

Tons.
230, 845
2JiJ, 000
300, 000
498, 958
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Cleveland, Ohio.-The prices of anthracite and bituminous coals at
the close of 1889 and 1890 were as follows:
Price of coal at Cleveland, Ohio.
Kinds of coal.

1889.

Kinds of coal.

1890.

~!l~~~~m~::::::::::

2.10
1. 70
4.90
1. 90
1. 70
1. 80

1890.

Bituminous-continued: Per ton. Per ton.
Coshocton .....••..•.
$2.00
$2.20
Hocking .•.•••......
1.90
2.00
Anthracite:
.
4.53
5. 00
Grate-------···---·Egg ....••.••.•.••...
4. 53
5. 25
4. 78
5.25
Stove ·----------- ...
Chestnut ...••.......
4.78
5. 25

Bituminous:
Per ton. Per ton.
Massillon ...........
$2.40
$2.40
Palmyra ............
2. 75
2. 75
Kentucky cannel. .. .
Goshen .............
Sherodsville ........
Osnaburg -------·- ..

1889.

2.10
1. 70
4.50
1. 75
1. 75
1.85

Coal and coke receipts and shipments at Cleveland, Ohio, for the past five years.
1886.

,I

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

Receipts:
Bituminous ............
Anthracite··---··--·-Coke ..........•........

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

1, 412,535
144, 826
117,372

1, 454,744
176,769
114,924

1, 737,781
181,551
124,827

1, 600, 000
160, 000
150,000

1, 560,208
205,856
194,527

Tons.

Total·--------- ......

1, 674,733

1, 746,437

2, 044,159

I, 910,000

1, 960,591

Shipments:
Anthracite by rail .•...
Bituminous by rail ....
Bituminous by lake ....

20,000
120,000
600,000

20,296
294,453
703,506

29.735
677,733
l, 000, OOG

25,000
600,000
1, 100,000

29,056
785,526
1, 200,000

Total·--------------·

740,000

1, 018,255

1, 707,468

1, 725,000

1, 814,582

l?rom the Cuyahoga customs district, which embraces Cleveland,
Ashtabula, Fairport, and Lorain, the clearances during the past five
years have been as follows:
Clearances jTorn the Cuyahoga, Ohio, distTict for five yea1·s.

I-----Y_e_a_rs_._ _ _ _-_ __T_o_n_'·.- l
1
1886 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1887 ..... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1888 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 079, 784
1, 433, 035
1, 855, 260

I

Y

'~'·

I- T-on_ s_._
1

1889 ........................... , 2, 020, 996
1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 328, 663

Toledo, Ohio.-The receipts of coal of all kinds in 1890 were 3,0:H,886
tons as against 2,838,314 tons in 1889, and 3,423,785 tons in 1888. Of
the amount received in 18DO, 133,813 tons, and of the 1889 receipts,
90,282 tons were anthracite, which came by lake.
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Receipts of coal at Toledo, Ohio, fm· file yem·s.

Received by1886.
1887.
1888.
1889.
1890.
-------------------------------Tons.
Tons.
Tons.
Tons.
Tons.

~~~aS~o~ea~~daMi~hfg~~ ·s;J~lii~~~ R~iir-~~d:

Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Railroad ..
Pennsylvania Company's railroad .......... .
Michi&an Central Railroad ................. .
Columous, Hocking Valley and Toledo Rail,-

12,598
165,382
8,198
201,427
9, 594

9, 634
206,099
11, 741
330, 020
13,864

T~:J;,·.A~~~b~l:~~dN~;tb.';Mi~I~ig~n.-:R~ii_- 1, 039,200

T~:l~,-si: i~~is' ~;;d K~~~~~ city R~ii;~ad::

~: ~~g

10,375
101,064
37,831
339,750
16,504

7, 586
35,693
51,746
234, 675
19,935

3, 620
20, 592
25,753
214,765
3,152

955,620 1, 358,025
552
2

923,745

031,717

i: ~~~
637, 000

~~~

3,
8, 420
706, 950
826, 049
90,282
133,813
763, 055
853, 940
1, 210
5_4 _ _ _
e<>_-

Toledo and Ohio Central Railway . . . . . . . . . . . 404, 684
590, 000
Lakeboats(a)-----------------------------·
87,120
117,921
140,963
Wheelin,$ and Lake Erie Railway ........... · 391, 086
454, 81i!
755, 155
Toledo, volumbus and Southern Railway....
15,832
5, 446
1, 014
Cincinnati, Jackson and Mackinaw Railroad . .:..:...:...:...:....:....:...!~ -~ ___

Total. .............•.•.................. 2, 340, 859 j2, 695, 710 3, ~23, 785 [2, 838, 314 3, 020, 886

a Anthracite.

Chicago, nlinois.-The following statistics exhibit the amount of coal
and coke received at, shipped from, and consumed in, Chicago, Illinois,
during seven years ending December 31, 1890:
Yearly ·receipts of coal at Chicago, Illinois.
Kinds of coal.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

-----------Anthracite by lake .....
Anthracite by rail. .....
Eastern bituminous
coal by lake ..........
Eastern bituminous
coal by rail. ..........

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

820, 002
627, 806

741, 886
613,054

768,164
616,997

853,158 1, 242,044 1, 283,811 1, 228,358
845,386
702,737
408,574
429,926

243,188

206,817

166,762

123,221

Tons.

Tons.

115,862

53,684

Tons.

40,766

612,462
790,169
888,771 1, 196,324 1, 049,372
803,552
780,249
1, 467, 989 1, 287, 995 1, 175,001 1, 375,759 1, 809,210 1, 797, 096 1, S<Ol, 817
469,079
659, 634
732,191 1, 154,681 1, 169,231
962,544 1, 240,085
558,963
540, 204
592,080
643,486
813,645
965,227
Coke ................... 553, 860

R~~li~~~ ~~~\::::::::::::

- - - - - ---------Total ...... ---- ... 4, 794,386 4, 858,518 4, 888,090 6, 141, 50916, 731, 942 6, 122,906 6, 486,428

The shipments, as shown in the following table, comprise coal and
coke rebilled from this market or passing beyond Chicago on through
billing.
Shipments of coal j1·om Chicago, Illinois, for five years.
1886.

Tons.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Anthracite .................. --- ...
Bituminous coal and coke .........

451,869
539,184,

559,560
1, 001,477

598,707
872,631

502,865
703,743

576,665
951,678

TotaL ............... -- .••. - - -

991,053

1, 561,037

1, 471,338

1, 206,608

1, 528.343
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The following statement shows for each year the receipts and consumption of anthracite coal at, and shipments from, O~icago since1884:
Anlhrctcitecoalreccipts

a·t~d

consumption at Ch·icago, Illinois, from 1884 to 1890.

Receipts.

Years.

188-L ....
1885 .... -1886.----1887 ..••••
1888.----1889 ... - -18()0 .•••••

Distribution.

;ran. 1 to Dec. 31.

On hand
in docks
and
yards
Jan. 1.

By vessel.

By rail.

Tons.

'l'ons.

Tons.

820, 002
265, 645
324, 289
741,866
223, 518
768, 164
118, 059
853, 158
177,600 1, 242, 044
461,359 1, 283,811
444,359 1, 228,358

Jan.1 to Dec. 31.
Total.

627,806
613, 054
616,997
845,386
702,737
408,574
429,926

Tons.
1, 713,453
1, 679,209
1, 608, 679
1, 816,603
2, 122,381
2, 153,744
2, 102,643

ShipTialance
J"ocal
ments to CODfllllllpof stock
the conncarrietl
tion.
try.
over.

!l'ons.

--Tons.

.Tons.

585, 753
632. 274
451,869
559, f>60
598,707
502,865
576,665

803,411
823, 417
1, o:18, 751
1, 079,443
1, 062, 315
1, 206,520
1, 025,978

324, 289
22:J, 5l8
118, 059
177, GOO
461,359
444,359
500,000

Total.

Tons.
1,713,453
1, 67f), 209
1, 608, G79
1, 816, (iO:l
2, 122, :iSl
2, J5:l, 7.t4
2, 102, (jJ3

A review of the market conditions of 1889 shows that the anthracite
trade was handicapped in the beginning by the largest stocks on hand
ever known. In January the trade was practically lifeless, and, with
the exception of a spurt or two occasioned by colder weather, this con:
clition prevailed during the remainder of the winter and early Sl)ring.
A more hopeful tone was apparent during April and May, but little
actual improvement took place. The only real change for the better
that occurred throughout the year was during the months of September,
October, and November, which was followed by disappointment in December, the demand falling fiat and the year closing with as unsatisfactory a record as has been known in the history of the trade.
Notwithstanding strikes among the miners in both Illinois and Indiana, prices of bituminous coal were reduced in January and continued
to decline during the summer, but advanced again in the fall with trade
active. During the prevalence of the strikes in some of the larger dis~
tricts of Illinois and Indiana, which shut off a large source of Chicago's
coal supply~ the trade felt no· particular inconvenience for the reason
that other districts in the same States made up the loss, and shipments
from other States, with the exception of vVest Virginia, instead. of increasillg during the mine troubles showed a decrease from former years.
The business of 1890, in both anthracite and bituminous circles, while
not particularly profitable, was much more satisfactory than that of
1889. A general strike throughout the bituminous regions from the
Alleghenies to the Mississippi was threatened during the spring, but
after many conventions of operators and operatives the troubles were
adjusted and a repetition of the disastrous difficulties of 1889 was
averted. The districts of Indiana which suffered from the previous
strike recovered the ground lost and shipped large quantities of coal.
The following statement shows the prices of different coals at Chicago
at the close of 1890:
778 l!Il'f--11
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P1·ioes of coal and coke at Chicago,· Illinois, at the close of 1890.
Per short
ton.

Kinds of coal.
Winifred, West Virginia .... ..
Raymond, West Virginia ..... .
PlymoLtth, West Virginia .... .
Pittsburg . ................... .
Youghiogheny .............. ..
Hocking Y alley .............. .
Shawnee ..................... .
Sunday Creek ............... ..
Little Muddy ................ .
.Jackson Hill, Ohio ........•...
Brazil block .................. .
Norton Creek ............... ..
New Pittsburg .............. ..
Clinton .............•.......•..
Erie and Brier HilL .......... .
New Kentucky lump ........ .
New Kentucky mine run .... .
Mount Olive ................ ..

$3.75
3. 75
3. 75
3. 30
3.40
3. 30
3. 30
3. 30
2. 60
3. 45
2. 50
2.10
1. 90
1. 90
4. 25
2.80
2. 40
2.10

I

Per short
ton.

Kinds of coal.
Pana ......................... .
Streator ..................... ..
Girard ....................... .

~~\~~~%id~:::::::::::::::::::

Decatur Erie big vein .......•.
Colfax Jnmp .................. .
Elk Creek .................... .
Chattaroi cannel ............ ..
Brush Creek cannel .......... .
Birdseye canneL ............. .
Son man smithing ............ .
Cumberland smithing ........ .
Blossburg ........ . .......... ..
Connellsville coke (foundry) ..
Connellsville coke (crushed) ..
Walston coke ................ .

$2.00
2.00
1. 90
2.10
2. 00
2.15
1. 80
2. 60
5.00
4.25
5. 00
3. 65
3. 75
3. 90
5. 20
5.40
5. 20

ANTHRACITE (a).

·1

I

Lehigh lump .••..............
Stove ......................... .
Chestnut ..................... .

$6.47 11 Grate ......................... 1
5.75 Egg .......................... .
5. 75

$5.50
5. 75

I

a Free on board cars in Chicago .

. Milwa1.dcee, Wisconsin.-The following are the total receipts of coal
at the port of l\iilwaukee for the season of navigation during 1890:
Coal receipts at Milwaukee in 1890.
Anthracite.

Bituminous.

Totals.

Short tons. Sho1·t tons. Short tons.
Northwestern Fuel Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coxe Brothers & Co.......... . ......... ...........
H. M. Benjamin .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . . ..
R. P. Elmore & Co..................................
Pennsylvania Coal Co............................. .
Corrigan & Co .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .

120, 194
72,771
89, 519
42,928
18, 967
6, 802

~~il\~1~r~c~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ···· ·34;563·

The Hadfield Co....................................
L. Henes, jr. & Co .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Silver Creek Coal Co...............................

53, 366
10, 968
19,760

~~~:;~to~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::1 ~~: !~~

N . .A.Nelson.......................................
Lehigh and Franklin Coal Co.................... . .

24, 233

i>a~i;i0~~ti; ·&·s~;;::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

~: gn

4!l, 757
28,843
47, 811
6, 581
1, 036
3, 954

166, 951
101,614
137,330
49,509
20,003
10, 756

i: ~~~

3;:
~~i
54, 806

1, 440
26, 930
27,952

...... ~~~~~-

7,545 ............
49, 268
3
•
4, 578 . . . . . . • . . . . .
3, 296 . .. . .. . .. . . .
6, 334 . . . • • . . . . . . .
4,165 ............

~~~

37, 898
47,712

i~::~~

7,545
73, 501
1

~: ~~~

Husse & Raloff.....................................
4, 578
Callaway & Co.....................................
3, 296
Whitnell & Rademaker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 334
.Joachim Christiensen. ..... . .. .. .. ......... ........
4,165
.John Hannan ........................................................................ ..
Milwaukee Gas J,ight Co.......................... ......... ...
29,171
29,171
Krause & Co., Milwaukee.......................... . .. .. ... .. ..
3,161
3,161
Milwaukee Coal Co . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
4, 325 . .. .. . . .. . ..
4, 325
illinois Steel Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
13, 681
13, 681

g~;r~~~~}~:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Schlitz Brewing Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miscellaneous.....................................
5, 905
573,292

:J~i

12, 027
14,789

331,244

904,536

Summary:
Anthracite ......................................................... - .. .
11

::~:~.:

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:J~i

12, 027
8, 884

573,292

::::::::::::I::::::::::::I "'· ... I
904,536
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The following tables have been compiled and reported to the Survey
JJy Mr. William J. Langson, secretary of the chamber of commerce:
Receipts of coal at Milwaukee fm· six years.
1885.

1887.

1886.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1-----------1--------------- - -Tons.
1'ons.
Tons.
Tons.
Tons.
Tons.
By lake fromBuffalo ........................
Erie ......................•....

g~;:¥~n"d~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::

392,003
50,915
10,043
126,741
35,360
5,549
19,452
19,307
31,875
19,491

.Ashtabula .....•.....•..•.....
Black River ..................
Lorain---·····················
Sandusky ..•.................
Toledo .......•...........•....
Charlotte ..•••.•...•..........
Fairport ...•.•................ ..................
Ogdensburg_ .....•.......•.••.
Huron, Ohio ....•......•.......
Other ports ................... ....................

395,971
41,847

91,997
11,096
12,417
57,412
69,079
31,744

461,972
61, 222
1,153
78,259
38,881

631, 263
74,610
1, 348
98,631
23,105

542,167
47,862
89,071
48,599

510,598
46,378
2, 408
135,413
24,671

11,757
36,606
14,115
2, 781
10,517

13,533
19,733
38,452
14,292
30,253
7, 700
8,244

15,351
26, 193
59,305
6,120
11,100
7, 026
9, 720
a49, 375

. ........... ............... .......... ····------

2,679

4, 331

. ..................

15,367
51,816
71,516
22,526
5, 552
4, 953
7, 726
588

Total by lake . _......... .. . .
By railroa(l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

710,736
65, 014

714,242
45, 439

724,594
118, 385

961, 164
161, 079

907,743
72, 935

903, 668
92, 999

Total receipts...............

775,750

759,681

842, 97(1 1, 122,243

9so, 678

996,657

...............

I

a Including cargoes from all ports not reported at the custom-house.

Shipments of coal f1·orn Milwaukee for the past eight yea·rs.
1883.

Shipped by-

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

--- --- --- --- --- --- --1'ons. Tons.
Tons.
Tons.
Tons.
Tons.
Milwaukee and St. Tons.
Tons.
Paul ail way ........... - ... 146,295 140,630 179,883 177,286 166,120 283,269 258,281 378,090
Chicago and Northwestern
Railway----·······- ....... 41,746 37,314 56,591 70,420 79,258 107,193 97,207 103,279
7,469
8, 943 11,745 18,953 12,624 11,727 15,929
Wisconsin Central .R ailroad - 6, 725
Mil waukee, Lake Shore and
Western Railway ...... _... 30,575 11,757 12,804 13,072 13,886 16,146 25,413
5, 884
Milwaukee and Northern
7, 556 10,872 12,011 15,627 34,480 20,556 19,386
Railroad -............ -..... 10,075
335
355
269
1, 595
184
Lake ........................
125
224
50
- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - Totals ..•.•............ 235, 771 205,061 269,277 284,803 295,439 453,837 413,408 522,618
Chica~,

1

Receipts of coal at Milwaukee, by lake and mil annnally,jo1· twenty-nine yea1·s, front 1862
to 1890, inclusive.
Years.
1862 ... ···•···· ···•••·•····•••• .••.
1863 ................•..............
1864-- ........ ---·· ..... -- .... ·····
1865 -· ................... - .. ---····
1866 ....•...........••.............
1867. ·······•··· .•.........•.......
1868. ··••·······•···•·· ........••..
1869 ....•••.....................••.
1870 ······· ·••···· .........•.......
1871 ....•.•.•••••..•.••....•....•..
1872 ··•••••·•••••·•••····••·•••••••
1873 ..•.....•.. ·••··•····•··• .•••••
1874 .•.•..•...•••.•••••.•.....•.•••
1875 .•••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••
1876 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tons.
21,860
43,215
44,503
36,369
66,616
74,568
92,992
87,690
122, 865
175,526
210, 194
229,784
177,655
228, 674
188,444

Years.

Tons.

1877- .........•.................•..
1878 ......•........•...............
J879- ............•.................
1880 ................•..............
1881 ...........................••..
1882 ....•.•.•.............•........
1883- ·-··· ....••...................
1884 ...•......•...............•.•..
1885 ---············· ........•..••..
1886- ............................. .
1887 ....• : •...•...••..•.....•.••••.
1888 ...•....•.....•........ -· .•.••.
1889 ····•••••••••·••••··••·••••·•••
1890 ..••••• ·•••••••••••••·••• ••••••

264,784
.. 239,667
350,840
368,568
550, 027
593, 842
612,584
704,166
775,750
759,681
842,979
1, 122,243
980,678
996,657
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Duluth, Minnesota, and Huperior, Wisconsin.-A marked spirit of
rivalry exists between these cities, and it is somewhat difficult to get at
the exact facts regarding business done at both places. During 1880
Superior increased its facilities by the addition of the Eastern Minnesota
coal dock; and Duluth by the opening of the Wilmar and Sioux Falls
road, was able to ship through to Iowa and South Dakota. In addition
to this the railroads reaching points covered by Chicago and Milwaukee
dealers made rates from Duluth which enabled that city to compete
with the others for the lake coal trade. In spite of these favorable conditions, however, the aggregate receipts of coal at the two cities were
330,000 tons less than in 1888. But in the following year the benefits
became evident, for the receipts increased 575,995 tons over 1880, and
245,905 tons over the best previous year, 1888.
It is interesting to note the development of the coal trade at the head
of the lakes (1889 being the only exception to the steady increase of
business), and the following figures give total receipts in tons each
season for the past ten years. Every settler on the prairies of the
Northwest makes a new customer for Duluth coal, and the increased
traffic is evidence of the great development going on.
Coal receipts at Duluth, Minnesota.
Years.
1878 ••••.•...••..••..........•.
1881 .......•..•...... •. •.......
1882 ......•....................
1883 ···•······•······· ........ .
1885 ........••............•....

Tons.
31, 000 1S86
16il, 000 1887
260, 000 1888
420, 000 1889
595, 000 1 1800

Years.

Tons.

.........•.. ... .••..••.••..
....••............•...•••••
..• - .............•.........
..... . ............•.•.•.•..
...•..•.•••....•..•••......

736,000
912,000
1, 535,000
1, 205,000
1, 780, 995

St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minnesota.- Wholesale prices for coal were
as follows in December, 1890:
P1·ices of coal at St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minnesota, in December, 1890.
Free on
To dealers
board cars at at t;t. Paul
Duluth.
and Minneapolis.
Anthracite:
Grate ................................................... $5. 00 to $5. 50
Egg, stove, and nut ..................................... 5. 25 to 5. 75
Pea ............................................•.•...•.. 3. 75to 4. 00
Bituminous:
Pittsburg ..........................••••.................
3. 75

if:!~I:t~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::

1~t~:~~fi:~~~~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

3. 75
3. 50
3. 75
3. 50
3. 50
4. 25

Blossburg ......•.•••..•....................••..••.......

4. 25
4. 25

Mansfield ...............•...............................

Smib~~~1:erland .................•........•.................

$6.75
7.00
5. 25

4. 75
4. 75
4.50
4. 75
4. 50
5. 25
5. 25
5.25
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Cincinnati, Ohio.-Ool. S. D. Maxwell, superintendent of the Cincinna:ti Chamber of Commerce, in his annual report states that the coal
trade of the city for 1889 and 1890 was generally unfavorable. The
warm weather which prevailed throughout the winter'of both years reduced local consumption, and the market was tormented during nearly
the whole of the time by supplies in excess of demand. Col. Maxwell
reports the following receipts of coal at Cincinnati for ten fiscal years
ending August 31:
Coal1·eceipts at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Years.
18R1
1882
1883
1884
1885

.•. •• • •. • • . • • •••••••••.•••.
. . . . . • . ••• • • • • . . • • • • • • .. • • .
. • . . • . • . •• • • . ••• • • • • . . . . . . .
. . •• •• • . . . . . •• • • • . . . • . . . • • .
. •• • •. . . . . • . • . • •• •. . . . •• • . .

Tons.

Years.

Tons.

1, 492,817
2, 197,407
2, 025, 859
2, 092, 551
2, 008, 850

1886 . . • . . • . • • • . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • .
1887...................... •• • • .
1888 . . . . • • . . • . . . • . . . . • • . • . • . • . •
1889 . . • • • . • • • • • . . . . • . . • . • . • . • . .
1890 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . . • • • • •

2, 130,354
2, 350,026
2, 551,415
2, 348, 055
2, 452, 253

P1·ices of coal at Cincinnati, Ohio, at the close of 1890.
Anthracite coal.

I

Chestnut .•.••••..
Stove ..•...•...•..
Grate .•.•••.....••
Egg ...•••.•.••••.

F'oo car.
on
board

Bituminous coal.

Delivered.

Short tons. Short tons.
$5.75
5. 75
5.50
5.50

$6.50
6.50
6.50
6. 50

Free on
board car.

Ag~:t·eY~r

Short tons.

Oents.

Youghioghenv ...
Kanawha Hiver ...
Nut and slack ....

$2.25
2. 25
1.40

6! to 7:i
6 to

6~

4

Louisville, Kentu.c ky.-The following table shows the consumption of
coal in the vicinity of Louisville during the past six years. The figures
do not include coal used by railroads. The receipts of coke are partly
estimated on account of incomplete returns.
Consumption of coal in the vicinity of Louisville, Kentucky, for six yem·s.
1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1800.

--- - - -- - - - - - - - Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Pittsburg by river ..•••••••. 539,628
Ohio and Kanawha rivers .. 86,348

575,000
90,000

6-!6, 000
72,800

750,000
95,000

800,000
100,000

640,000
120,000

Total coal by river .... 625,976
Bituminous by raiL •••••••• 305,960
9,300
Anthracite .................
Coke ....................... 40,306

200,671
4, 341
50,000

232,107
4, 241
49,688

341,427
13,377
65,000

298,118
6, 740
50,000

304,399
2, 846
50,000

- -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - -665,000
845,000
900,000
760,000
718,800

- - - - -- - -- - - - --920,012
- -1, 004,836 1, 264,804 1, 254,858 1, 117,245

Aggregate ••••••••••••. 981,542
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Saint Louis, Missouri.-The following prices were quoted free on
·board, East Saint Louis, at the close of 1890:
P1·ices of coal at Saint Louis, Missouri, at the close of 1890.
Per short

Bituminous.

ton.

~~~:~~ ·s;;p~;i~;: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

'!'renton ...................................................................... .
Brookside .................................................................... .

~t~ld~~~.~h!~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Piedmont, smithing .......................................................... .

~~~s:~u~~il~~~~'J1:.~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::

$1. 87t
1. 87j
1.62j
1. 50
1.37j
1.18t
4.10
3.95
5. 55

Anthracite (a).

Per long

Large egg, for 2t tons and upward ........................................... .
Egg, stove and nut, for 2! tons and_upward ................................... .

$7.50
7.75

ton.

a Retail, delivered in St. Louis.

The receipts of anthracite and bituminous coal and of coke for 1889
and 1890 are shown in the following table, together with the receipts for
the three previous years. They show that the receipts of bituminous
coal decreased 448,711 tons, or 19 per cent. in 1889, and that anthracite
receipts fell off 14,760 tons, or about 11 per cent., from either of which
there was only a slight recovery~n 1890. The receipts of coke increased
each year, but in neither reached the same amount quoted for 1887.
Receipts of coal at Saint Louis, Missou1·i, in 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, and 1890•
Years.

1886 .....•...•....••.....•...•••••....•.•••..•..
1887 ...•••••..•••••.....•••...•..•...•.•..•..••.
1888 .. -- -- • - ••• - .•••.•.•.•.•. -.•.•.......••.. -- .
1889 ........................................... .
1890 ........................................... .

Bituminous
coal.

.A.nthraci~

coal.

Coke.

Tons.

Tons.

Tona.

2, 082,019
2, 321,814
2, 357,938
1, 909,227
1, 915,960

96,640
131,600
136,290
121,530
124,335

104,036
175,550
134,660
147; 750
162,940

Kansas City, Missouri.-Quotations for short tons on the cars, de·
livered here, were as follows:
P1·ices of coal at Kansas City, Missou1·i, at the close of 1890.
Per ton.

Per ton.
Bituminous:
Farmers' lomp ...............
$2.50
Weir City nut .. . .. . .. . .... ••
2. 00
Oakdale nut..................
2. 50
Rich Hill nut . .. . .. . • .. .. . • • .
1. 75
Higginsville lump............
2. 30
Clinton lump.................
2.25
Deepwater lump . .. . .. . .. . .. .
2. 25
Cannel.......................
4. 75
lllinois ....................... 2. 50-3. 00
Vernon.......................
2.37j
Weir City lump..............
2. 50
Oakdale lump .. • .. .. • .. • •• . •
2. 50
Rich Hill lump...............
2. 37i
Lexington lump..............
2. 40
Excelsiorlump...............
2.50

Bituminous-Continued.
Foster lump ............... ..
Wellington .........•.•.•.•••
Semi-anthracite ............ .
Anthracite:
Nutsize ................... .

~t~~:~~a :::::::::::::::::::

Grate size .•••••••••••.•••..•
Smithing coal:
Piedmont .................. .
Blossburg .................. .
Coke:
Gas house .................. .
Native .................... ..
Connellsville ...•.•.•.••••.•.

$2.25
2.40
4.50

8.75
8.50
8.75
8.50
6.25
6.25

4.50
4.00
7.00
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The receipts and shipments for the last six years have been as fol.
lows:
Coal receipts and shipments at Kansas City fm· six yea1'8.
R

I

1885. ... .. • . ••••• ..• •• .
1886.. .• . .•. • • .• .......
1887............. .•• . • .

. t
Ship·
R
ts Shipeceip s. _m_e_n_ts_._ll-----'----1--e_c_ei_P_· _m_e_n_ts_.
Tons.

Tons.

533,262
562, 54.0
752.354

199,476
160,233
134, 559

Tons.
1888.. ••• ••• • •.• •• •. • . . 935,735
1889 ................... 1, 260, 81G
1.'!90 ................... 1, 149,253

•

Tons.
174,197
269,281
385,000

1

Mobile, Alabama.-With the exception of a small amount of anthracite, all of the coal received at Mobile comes from the Alabama mines,
but high freight rates from the mines have as yet prevented the port
becoming of much importance as a shipping point. Government improvements uow being made in the Warrior and Coosa rivers are expected to make direct water routes to the mines, and effect a material
reduction in freight rates. If these hopes are realized coal win be put
down in Mobile at $1 per ton less than at present; that is, from $3
to $2 per ton. Coal business is reported as having been in an unsatisfactory condition for three years. In December, 1890, when there was
a better demand for coal than at any time during the period mentioned,
the Alabama miners went out on a strike, and coal became very scarce.
Following will be found the amounts of coal received at Mobile for
the past eight years. These :figures do not include the coal consumed by
the Louisville and Nashville and the Mobile and Ohio railroads, which
amounts to about 25,000 tons annually.
Receipts of coal af Mobile, Alabama, for eight years.
Years.
1883 ...............
1884 ...............
1885 .. - ........ ·- •.
1886 .......•••..••.

.A labama Ant~~~cite
coal.
English.
25,304
17,808
40,301
30,310

1, 229
891
775
2,022

Years.
1887 ...............
1888 .•••.•.••••••..
1889 ...............
1890 ...............

Alabama
coal.

Ant:-~cite
English.

39,232
38,785
40,000
45,000

910
648
500
500

New Orleans, Louisiana.-A comparative statement of consumption
of Pittsburg coal is given below:
Consumption of Pittsbu1·g coal at New Ot·leans, Louisiana, f1·o1n 1883 to 1890.
Years.
1883
1884
1885
1886

............... --..........
.. . .. • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • .. . ..
. ••• •• . •• . . ••••••• •• •••• •• .
.. • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • .. • • • • . •

Barrels.

Years.

Barrels.

3, 759, 250
3, 864, 300
3, 995, 650
4, 529, 000

1887 .. • .. .. • • . .. • . . • • . . . . . • • • ..
1888 .. . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . .. . . • • .. .
1889 . . . . . • • • • • . . • . • • • . . • • . • • • . .
1890 . . . . . • • . • • • • • • .. . • • • • • . • . ..

5, 100, 000
4, 500, 000
4, 846, 500
4, 750, 000

I

The coal sent to planters below the city is included in the consumption The returns for 1886 -and following are for calendar years; the
preceding years end November 30. The Pittsburg and Southern Coal
Company ceased to exist at the close of 1889, owing to dissensions
among the members. This organization was mentioned in the report
for 1888 as having been effected by Pittsburg coal shippers for handling
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their coal in New Orleans. The method of measuring coal by the barrel at New Orleans still continues, the barrel weighing 208 pounds and
containing 2.6 bushels. Prices of Pittsburg coal ranged about 25 cents
per barrel during 1890, which was less than for some years previous.
Oalijornia.-The following table exhibits the various sources from
which California has received its coal during 1888, 1889, and 1890, and
the tons imported from each locality:
Imports of coal at San Francisco.

British Columbia (Wellington, Nanaimo, and East

A~:;!lf;~~~~::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::
:~1~~h-~~-~ -~~~~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1888.

1889.

1890.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

~~§: ~~~

n: ~~~ .

1

Eastern (Cumberland and anthracite) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30, 120
Franklin, Green River, and Cedar River .......... :.
322, 711
Carbon Hill and South Prairie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
241, 437
Mount Diablo and CQOS Bay........................
81, 194
.Japan..............................................
15, 852
Rocky Mountains..............................................
Other sources . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
TotaL.............. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. • • .

1, 386, 463

~~~: ~~~

~g~: ~~~

43,678
40,829
21, 588
32, 684
198, 853
195, 770
191, 775
247, 720
49, 770
53, 991
4, 540
13,170
1, 594 .... __ ..... _
.. . . . . . .. . . .
850

I

1, 196, 543

~~5, 572

The arrivals at San Pedro and San Diego are not included h1 the
above table. The following table shows the receipts at San Diego from
1886 and at San Pedro from 1888:
Receipts of coal at San Diego and San Ped1·o, Califo1'nia.
1886.

1887.

1888.

1890.

1889. .

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -- - - - - - San Diego . .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. . . ..
20, 986
68, 996
San Pedro........................... .... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .

101, 368
1G6, 214

54, 800
66, 740

52, 358
70,954

Prices for all coals during 1889 were widely fluctuating, but ruled
generally low. In 1890 the demand was generally greater than the
supply and prices were high, the year proving a profitable one to all
engaged in the trade and especially to operators of Pacific coast mines.
The scarcity of coal during 1890 was due to the great strike in Australia, which cut off an important source of supply. The strike at the
Wellington mine, British Columbia, also affected receipts. The coal
from this mine is of the finest produced on the coast and has always
been in high demand. The vein is from 7 to 8 feet thick and the mine
has a daily capacity of 950 tons, which is being increased as rapidly as
possible.
Total receipts of coal at San Francisco during the past eight years.
Years.

Tons.

Years.

Tons.

1883 ......................... ..
1884 ......................... ..
1885 .......................... .
11886 .......................... .

869,615
987,151
959,246
1, 011,867

1887 .......................... .
1888 .......................... .
1889 .......................... .
1890 .......................... .

1, 154,993
1, 386,463
1, 196,543
1, 085,572
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The average wholesale price of Wellington coal at San Francisco is
$9 per ton, but the scarcity in December put the price up to $12 per
ton. Australian coal, which sold at $6.75 per ton in January, 1890, rose
to $11.50 per ton in December. The closing prices for the year were
as follows:
Prices of coal at San Francisco at the close of 1890.
To arrive.
West Hartley·················-Scotch splint ......•..•....•••••.
Cardiff ......•....•...••....••••.
Lehigh, lump ......••..••..•••••
Cumberland, bulk ...•..••..•••..
Egg, hard ...................... .

Per ton.
$10.00
10.00
13.00
19.00
17.00
18.00

Spot, from yard.
Wellington ......•..•...•........
Seattle _.........•...•..•........
Coos Bay ....................... .
Cannel ......................... .
Egg, hard ...................... .
Cumberland, bulk ....•..••..•...

Per ton.
$10.50
11.00
11.00
11.00
19.00
18.00

WAGES IN COAL MINING.

The rate of wages paid to employes in and about coal mines continues to be a matter of dispute between the employer and the employed,
and appearances do not seP-m favorable to the formation of a cooperative system whereby the interests of operator and miner may be mutually subserved. Strikes are of almost constant occurrence in one part
the country or another, and no annual report of the industry can be
written without mentioning some section which has been seriously injured from this cause. The miners, led frequently by some agitator
rather than by reason, will not submit to a reduction of wages when
he state of the market renders a curtailment of mining expenses necessary, and go out on a strike, causing loss of trade to their employers
and bringing want to their own doors.
The average scale of wages paid to miners and other employes about
the mines varies considerably in different parts of the country, depending largely, as it does, on the law of supply and demand, and, to a
considerable extent, on the distance from trade centers and the cost of
living in the particular section. The census returns show that the average wages paid miners in 1889 varied from $1.46 per day in North
Carolina and Georgia to $3.26 per day in Washington. In most of the
more important coal-producing States the miners are paid by the ton,
bushel, or miner's car, the latter being an irregular quantity, though
containing usually about 1,500 or 1,600 pounds.
In compiling the census tables on miners' wages it was deemed advisable to make them as uniform as possible with the wages of other employes, that is, by the rate of their daily earnings instead of by the rate
per ton paid for mining. The census tables are reproduced below.
No attempt has been made to obtain statements of wages from opn·ators for 1890.
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Labor and wages at coal ntines of the United
I
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Above ground.
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57 $2.52
5 2.69

276
248

123 $2.12
21 2.22

231
208

797 $1.25
79 1.49

218
210

41 $0.62
.70
11

212
159

1, 018
116

6
53

5.12
3.50

296
278

20
161

2.90
2.98

236
229

4.8
571

2.04
2. 21

248
234

2
22

1. 50
1. 25

240
221

76
807

12
217
74
11
147

2. 29
2.34
2.36
2.55
2.20

264
262
255
291
228

34
625
160
63
202

2.15
2. 03
1. 84
2. 50
2.23

210
266
256
170
253

277
1,678
426
145
709

.96
1. 52
1. 47
1. 90
1. 57

255
201
192
164
209

6
64
6
1
17

.45
. 80

1. 00
• 78

24
200
152
250
169

329
2, 58~
666
220
1, 075

69
76
15
7
122
9
13
7
221

2.37
2.44
3. 04
2.11
2. 09
5.28
3. 27
2.29
2.26

190
270
266
199
228
251
208
115
244

160
152

2.23
1. 81

488
627
225
28
692
123
112
3
1,420

1. 56
1. 30
1. 59
1. 93
1. 52
2. 50
2. 37
1. 50
1. 51

197
204
196
249
214
240
213
100
192

25
38
16

• 77
. 75
. 90

156
205
187

29
1
6

. 80
2. 00
1. 07

7J2
893
321
46
950

3. 58
2. 88
2.67
1. 91

200
242
264
213
246
252
231
88
235

564

2. 71

291 4, 720

1. 92

257 23,779

1.29

198 17,091

.62

185 46,154

378
48
7
3
16
21
117
10

2. 57
2.46
2.91
3. 63
2.01
3. 76
2.48
4.42

250 1, 028
101
249
283
5
246
18
245
51
293
94
270
244
263
37

2.11
1.86
2. 50
2.84
1. 77
3. 04
1. 90
2. 97

237
244
260
238
269
255
246
269

3, 366
393
109
59
407
396
1,135
321

1.67
1. 21
1. 52
2.35
1.16
2. 29
1. 36
2. 21

208
222

207
27

.86
.55

200
190

4
47
29
62
1

. 97
.47
1. 41
• 76
1. 50

252
210
214
203
156

1. 92
65 12'"
2.11

11
107
38
26
3
334

2~8

198
282
242
211
253

.71

........... ........... ..........

181
171
300
157
188
13
............ ............ .........
.77 187 2, 058
83

........... ............ .........

4, 979
569
121
84
521
5~0

1, 558
369

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~=8,6031·~ -- 38,413
17, 836
67, 137

Tt>taL ....... 2, 285
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States in 1889, by States and Territories.
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1, 642
8,172

733
23,934
6,448
1, 862
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2, 144,566
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3, 860,893
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.98
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4
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3
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40,100
2,538
340
332
712
1, 549
6, 367
1,593

1. 93
1. 98
2.00
3. 21
1. 53
3. 26
1. 86
2. 71

5,303
690
56
101
253
509
1, 504
680

1. 85 220 2,144
1. 26 228
173
1. 77 236
20
169
29
~- 5~
1. 59 269
25
2.46 222
28
1. 47 224
231
2.47 220
19

. 78
.71
. 75
1. 00
1.14
1. 00
.66
1. 32

~~= 58,771

9, 796

158,060

>=l._;
Q;)Q;)

r11

Q;)

224
199

271
15,386
4, 738
1,200
6,588

2,859

~~

~
0

·a'dA

99 $0.66
25
. 72

210
256
170
252
251

- - - - -- - - -

~

~

~
~ ~0 E-1
-- -- -- ---

1. 64
2. 38
2. 36
3.10
2.46

210
227
264
163
285
197
223
231

p~

C\l

13
305
135
10
139

256
245
248
260
265
286
269
310

SQ;)

~

,.Q

·§

597
89
39
254

.90
.88
• 77

176
184
198
200

208
112
284
10
142
2
15

• 88
• 70
1. 06
.87
.71
1. 50
1.10

219
213
200
300
203
300
105

. 73

181

5, 214
4,251
3, 381
215
5, 681
677
858
62
17, 285

• 89

180

77,522 123,670

38, 867, 331

217
229
40
168
274
222
220
238

48,153
3,402
422
467
1, 002
2,117
8,220
2,306

20,327,805
1, 548,392
252,470
258,601
604,796
1, 096, 2!)3
3, 748,721
1, 537,107

207
111 .............
185
376

- - - --- -- ---

.71

............ ..........

........... ..........

53,132
4, 031
543
551
1, 523
2, 657
9, 778
2, 675

229,486 296,623 106, 937, 058
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DETAILED sr.rATISTICS, BY STATES.
ALABAMA.

Total product in 1889, 3,572,983 short tons; spot value, $3,961,491.
Total product in 1890, 4,090,409 short tons; spot value, $4,202,469.
In no other State have such rapid strides been made in the production
of coal as in .Alabama during the past decade. .At the time of the
taking of the Ninth Census (1870) no coal was being mined in the State
except for local consumption. During the next ten rears the production
increased to a limited extent, amounting in 1880 to 340,000 tons. During 1886 and 1887 Birmingham experienced the great development due
to the discovery of valuable coal and iron deposits in the neighborhood, and in the latter year the production of coal was increased to
1,950,000 tons. .Another million tons was added to the product in 1888.
In 1889 the product was 3,572,983 short tons, worth $3,961,491, and in
1890, 4,090,409 short tons, valued at $4,202,469.
The following tables show, by counties, the production of coal in .Alabama in 1889 and 1890, also the distribution of the product. In previous volumes of Mineral Resources tables have been published showing
the returns from individual mines in Alabama. The individual returns
for 1889 were collected by the Census Office under the stipulation that
they would be held strictly confidential. The same plan has been
adopted in collecting the statistics for 1890, hence no statements of individuals are given.
Coal product of Alabarna in 1889, by counties.

Counties.

Loaded at Sold t.o local -qsed at
mines for trade and mmes for
.
used by steam and
shipment. nmployils.
heat.

Made into
coke.

Total
amount Total value.
produced.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Sh01·t tons. Short tons.
Bibb •.•..••.••••••••......
363,102
1,414
17,590
118,419
500,525
164
Blount .................... ....................
164 .. .................
40
Cherokee ................. ....................
40 .. ...................... ........................
300 ........................ ...................
300
Cullman .................. .......................
4, 751 .. .................... ....................
4, 751
Etowah ................... ......................
2, 437,446
40, 577
49,208
948,397
Jefferson .................. 1, 399,264
40,557
21,922
14, 625
St. Clair ..................
1,170
2, 840
54,361
84,83:1
24,873
327
Shelby .........•.....•....
5, 272
8, 600
6,991
550 .....................
16, 141
Tuscaloosa ...•.•••••......
488,226
479,960
Walker ...................
4, 211
4, 055 ........................
........ A

Total ................

2, 327, 209

59,945

79,515

..

iiiiOiil•

1, 106,314

3, 572,983

$604,230
273

so

600
8, 325
2, 618,777
50, 518
152, 166
19, 796
506,726
3, 961,491
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Coal product of .Alabama in 1890, by counties.

Counties.

Sold to
Used at
Total
Loaded at local trade mines
for Made into amount
mines for and used steam and
coke.
produced.
shipment. bh emheat.
p oyes.

e
Number Avera.g
of days number
emactive. ployed.
-----Total
value.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short toni'. Short tonB.
1, 440
24,141
130,488
521,811 $574,419
250
1, 340
365, 'i42
Bibb ...••.....
3, 903
7,000
33,653
39,855
188
175
750
22,000
Coosa .. ----- ..
267 (a.)6, 209
52,478 1, 286,408 2, 665,060 2, 669,226
31,292
.Tefferson ..... 1, 294,882
....................
.....................
25,022
62,550
200
....................
150
25,022
Shelby---· .. -68,795
1,060 ....................
65,517
157
268
60,521
3, 936
Tuscaloosa ...
767,346
768,624
5, 000
35, 160
210
1, 500
719,816
7, 370
Walker-·----12,000 ...................... .......................
Small mines .. .......................
12, 000
] 9, 000 - - - . - . - - -~- - - . - - - '
Total ...... 2,487, 983

84,578

88,952

1, 428, 896

4, 090, 409 14, 202, 469

l(b)m 1o~642

b Average for the State.

a Includes 1,350 convicts leased by the State.

PRODUCTION, BY DISTRICTS.

The coal fields of Alabama are divided into three districts, namely:
The Warrior, embracing the counties of Tuscaloosa, Walker, and a portion of Jefferson; the Caliaba, embracing the counties of Bibb, Shelby,
and the remainder of J e:fl'erson; and the Coosa, covering St. Clair
county. The product in 1890, by districts, is shown in the following
table:
Coal p1·oduct of .Alabama in 1890, by districts.

Districts.

Sold to
Used at
Loaded at local
trade mines for
mines for and used
by
steam
and
shipment. employes.
heat.

Total
Made into
amount
coke.
produced.

Total
valne.

Average
number
employed.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
561, 'i64
10,440
34,141
480,488
1, 086,833 $1,068,969
Cahaba ..........
2,190
22,000
750
3, 903
33,653
39,855
7,000
175
Coosa---··· .. --61,388
50,908
941,408
2. 957,923
Warrior ...... --_ 1, 904,219
3, 074,645
8, 277
12,000 .. ..................... ..........................
12,000
Small mines ..... ........................
19,000 .. ............
Total. .....

2,487, 983

84,578

88,952

1,428, 896

4, 090,409

4, 202,469

10, 6i2

LABOR AT ALABAJIA COAL MINES.

During 1889 the average number of men employed at Alabama coal
mines was 6,975. They worked an average of about 248 days. In 1890
10,642 men were employed, and the average number of days the collieries were active was 217. It is difficult to arrive at the average number
of days worked per man, as accounts are not kept in a manner to admit
of easily obtaining such a statement, and operators naturally object to
taking the time and trouble necessary for such work. A company
carrying 300 men upon its pay roll may be operating, say, 250 days in
the year. Few miners, however, work more than five days a week, and
it is probable that the average would be little more than four days per
week per man. Hence, in the foregoing tables the average is given of
the number of days the collieries were operating, which is larger than
the number of days worked per man. The number of men employed
includes superintendents, forelJ!en, mechanics, and all others employed
in and about the mines. Of the number of employes, 1,350 were con-

victs.
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ARKANSAS.(*)

Total product in 1889, 279,584 short tons; spot value, $395,836. Total
product in 1890, 399,888 short tons; spot value, $514,595.
Coal mining in Arkansas as an industry of commercial importance is
of recent date. Practically no coal was mined in the State up to 1870,
though it has been stated some coal was taken out in that year. The
Tenth Census (1880) reported a product of 14,778 short tons, valued at
the mines at $33,535. At this time the coal mines gave employment to
a total force of 130 persons. At the time of taking the Eleventh Census
677 persons were employed in the production of 279,584 short tons. In
the year 1890, 938 men were employed.
The product of 1889 was 2, 713 short tons more than that of 1888.
The increase in 1890 over that of 1889 was·120,304 short tons. The increase in value was $118,659, showing that the increase in the volume
of production was attended by a decrease in the price received at the
mines.
.
The coal product of Arkansas, by counties, for 1889 and 1890, with
the distribution of the product, is shown in the following tables:
Coal product of Arkansas in 1889, by counties.
Sold to
Used at
Loaded at local
Total
trade mines for
mines for and used
amount
by
steam
and produced.
shipment. employes.
heat.

Counties.

Total
value.

Average
number
employed.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tonB. Short tons.
Franklin .....••............ ................... .
1, 688 . .....................
1, 688
1, 900
105,998
Johnson ....................
103,018
1, 080
600
Pope ....................... .
4, 214
1, 200
6,014
161,286
:::,352
1, 746
165,884
Sebastian .....••.......•....
Total ..................

268,518

6,820

4, 246

279,584

$4,125 . ..................
156,067 1
172
11,4.91 )
224, 153 "
505
395,836

677

Coal p1·oduct of Arkansas in 1890, by counties.

Counties.

to local Used at
Loaded at Sold
and mines for
mines for trade
used
by
steam and
shipment. employes.
heat.

Total
amount
produced.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Sho1·t tons.
285,268
1, 290
Sebastian ..........
14,330
300,888
Johnson ............
85,900
1, 800
1, 300
89,000
Pope ...............
3,801
150
4,000
4.9
6,000 . ...................
Small mines ........ ......................
6, 000
Total. .........

374, 9G9

9, 24.0

15,679

399,888

Total
value.

Number Average
of days number
emactive. ployed.
---

2U
$363,668
215
130,927
8,000
200
12,000 ····-····
514,595

(a)214

683
215
4.0

. ............
938

a .A.verage for the State.

* In the 1888 volume of Mineral Resources was published a detailed description of
the Arkansas coal fields, prepared by Mr. Arthur Winslow, assistant geologist in
charge of coal regiA>ns.
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The production of coal in Arkansas from 1882 to 1890 has been as follows:
·
Product of coal in Arkansas j1·om 1882 to 1890.
Years.
1882 .•.••••••.•••••••.•••••..•.
1883 ·•·•••••·•••···•··••••··••·
1884 ···••••·••••·······•••••••·
1885 -··························
1886 •···••··•••···••··••••••••·

Short tons.
5, 000
50,000
75,000
100,000
125,000

Years.
1887 ···••••••••••···• ••••••.•••
1888 ···••••·•·•••·•••••·•••·•··
1889 .....•. ··•••••••• .•.•••.••.
1890 ......................... ..

Short tons.
129, 600
276, 871
279, 584
399,888

In" Mineral Resources of the United States, 1887," the coal product
of Arkansas for that year was estimated at 150,000 short tons. Later
returns, however, showed that this estimate was entirely too high, and
in the volume for 1888 the amount is given as 129,600 short tons. It is
probable that estimates for previous years are also excessive, with the
possible exception of 1882.
Transportation facilities.-The product of Sebastian county is
shipped over the Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern railroad from
Jenny Lind, and over the Saint Louis and San Francisco ra.ilroad from
Huntington. The colliery at Hackett, on the line of the Saint Louis and
San Francisco railroad, shipped 17,643 tons in 1889, but was not in
operation in 1890. The product of Johnson and Pope counties is
shipped over the Little Rock and Fort Smith railroad from Coal Hill
and Will Creek.
Markets.-The larger portion of the shipments from Huntington are
made to Texas, though· Kansas and Arkansas take a part of the supply. The Jenny Lind properties supply the neighboring cities and
towns with coal for domestic use, and the Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and
Southern railroad with fuel for locomotives. The Allister and Coal Hill
slopes at Coal Hill supply fuel to the Missouri, Kansas and Texas railroad
for its locomotives. The greater part, probably 80 per cent. of the total
product, is used for steaming purposes, the remainder being used for
domestic consumption in Hot Springs, Van Buren, and other points in
the State. The coal from Will Creek is used almost entirely for domestic purposes. It is shipped to Little Rock, Van Buren, Russellville,
Hot Springs and Memphis.
Oomposition.-The following analyses and descriptions of Arkansas
coals, made in the geological survey of the State by Dr. R.N. Brackett
and Mr. J.P. Smith, were published in Mineral Resources for 1888, and
on account of the exhaustion of that volume are repeated here..
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.Analyses of .Arkansas coals (a).
Names of mines.

Counties.

Thickness.

Specific
gravity.

How sampled.

------------------I------------I------1------------------------- I--------

I

Hackett City shaft . . Sebastian .... .
Huntington slope ........ do ....... ..
Greenwood shaft ......... do ....... ..

Ft. In.
3 0
6 6

From 5 market cars .......... .
From 2 market cars .......... .
From pile of fresh coal on
dump.
4 10 . ..... do ...................... .
5 0 .. .... do ...................... .

1. 341
1.293
1.300

9 ...... do ...... . ............... .

1.2!)2
1. 317

6

0

Gwyn drift .............. do ........ .
Western Coal and .... do ........ .
Mining Company,
Petty slope.
Philpott shaft ....... Johnson .... ..
Felker slope . • . . . . • • . Franklin .... .

1
1

8

Ouita slope . . . . . • . . . . Pope ......... .
Eureka shaft ........ Johnson .... ..
Coal Hills haft ........... do ........ .
Allister slope ............ do ........ .
Shinnslope .......... Pope ......... .

2

6

3 0
3 10
3 7
1 10

1.315
1.384

From pile on dump, dug six
months.
From 1 market car .......... ..
. ..... do . ..................... .
. ..... do ..................... ..
From 2 market cars .........•.
From fresh face of coal ...... .

1.33!)
1. 345
1.333
1. 320
1.346

Fuel
ratio.

Chemical composition.
Names of mines.

Counties.
Water. Sulphur.

1---------------1---------1---~

Hackett City shaft . . Sebastian .. .
Huntington slope ........ do ....... .
Greenwood shaft ........ do ...... ..
Gywnn drift ............. do ..... ..
Western Coal and .... do ...... ..
Mining Company,
Petty slope.
Philpott shaft . . . . . . . Johnson . ... .
Felker slope . . • • . . • • . Franklin ... .
Ouita slope .. .. .. .. • . Pope ....... .
Eureka shaft . . . . . . . . Johnson .... .
Coal Hillshaft ........... do ...... ..
Allister slope ............ do ....... .
Shinn slope .......... Pope ...... ..

Ash.

. d
Vol.
F Ixe
hydrocarbon. carbon.

C
- ·

v. H. c.

----- - - - - - - - - - - - -

0. 853
0. 928
0.818
0. 892
L 779

1. 324
L 143
2. 522
1.193
1. 620

9. 038
4. 845
5. 973
6. 245
7. 046

73. 869
77.538
75. 821
77.092
76.225

14. !)16
15. 546
14. 866
14. 577
13.330

4.95
4. 99
5.10
5.29
5. 72

0.869
1.128
0. 980
1.100
1. 017
1.1781
1.058

0. 993
1. 164
1. 829
2. 745
3. 672
3. 531
3. 346

3, 090

80. !)15
81. 277
76.817
72.835
76. 119
76. 494
75. 434 I

14. 133
13. 211
12.200
11.278
10. 841
10. 475
8. 410

5. 73
6.15
6. 29
6.46
7. 02
7. 30
8.96

3. 220
8.174
12.042
8. 351
8. 322
11. 750 I

1

Results of coking tests.
Counties.

N an1es of mines.

Appearance of product.

Hackett City shaft . . Sebastian..... Product well fu&ed and roughly took
the shape of the crucible.
Huntington slope ........ do . . • . • . . . . Product well fused and took the shape
of the crucible.
Greenwood shaft ........ do .. .. .. .. . Product very well fused and took the
shape of the crucible.
Gwyn drift .............. do ............... do ............................... .
Western Coal and .... do ......... .Product well fused and took roughly
Mining Company,
the shape of the crucible.
Petty slope.
1
Philpott shaft . . . . • . . Johnson . . • . . . Product well fused and took the shape
of the crucible.
Felker slope......... Franklin . . . . . Fragments partially fused, but retain
somewhat the original shapes.
Ouita slope .......... Pope .......... Product not at all fused; fragments
retain their original shapes.
Eureka shaft ........ Johnson ............ do ............................... .
Coal Hill shaft ........... do .. .. .. • .. Product partially fused; fragments
retain somewhat their original
shapes.
Allister slope ............ do ......... Product partially fused; fragments
little changed.
Shinn slope .......... Pope .......... Product not at all fused; fragments
retain thN.r original shapes.
1

a Arranged ill the order of their fuel ratios.

Per cent
of
product.
82.3
80.6
83.6
82.2
83.0
84.6
85.0
87.6
89.2
87.2
86.5

88.4

I
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On the basis of their fuel ratios, it is seen that the above coals are
mostly semi-bituminous. The term "semi-anthracite" is often somewhat carelessly applied to all Arkansas coals. The physical appearance
of the different varieties is similar, which, together with the fact that in
composition they merge into each other by almost insensible gradations,
has rendered confusion in nomenclature excusable. To the eye they
all present more or less the appearance of soft bituminous coal with a
cuboidal fracture. There seems to be no approach in any to the hard,
compact, glistening anthracite, with the semiconchoidal fracture. But
despite these facts of proximate composition there are several coals of
this list whieh from their mode of burning deserve to be classed as semianthracities. These are the coals from the Oufta, the Eureka, and the
Shinn openings. The remaining coals are all of the nature of semibituminous coals. Even those termed bituminous in the table are so
near the border line as not to have the characteristics of that coal at all
pronounced; others, from the Coal Hill district-i. e., from the Felker,
Allister, and Coal Hill openings-approach nearer to being semianthracites.
Arkansas coals are all more or less soft and friable and not well
adapted to long transportation. This characteristic is variable in different openings. Much of the coal shipped from Huntington during
the past year has been stripped coal, which, being soft and stained, was
calculated to injure the reputation of Arkansas coals.
Arkansas coals have all a high evaporating power, burn freely, and
make little smoke or soot. · For reaching the best results, however, a
grate with small openings is necessary, as these coals are liable to decrepitate and to fall through the grate. Coal Hill coal makes an intensely hot fire, producing steam rapidly; but it clinkers and is severe
in its aetion upon grate bars. It slaeks a good deal on exposure, and
in burning much fine coal is lost through ordinary grate bars. Sebastian county eoal is easily ignited and quick burning, but does not produce quite so intense a heat as does the Coal Hill coal; it does not
clinker, but leaves a loose ash. The Ouita and Eureka coals are not
considered good for steaming purposes. The coking qualities of several of the coals have been tested on a commercial scale and these tests
give little prospect that any will produce a mer~hantable coke. Arkansas coals a1:e all suitable for domestic use, being more or less free
burning, easily kindled, and burning with a slight draft. Those of
Sebastian county swell and coke somewhat in the fire, but not objectionably so; they leave a loose pulverulent ash and do not burn out the
grates. Cool Hill coal is not esteemed as a domestic fuel. In open
grates it burns with an objectionably intense heat; with this the sulphur in the coal becomes very active, and, as a result, grates and stoves
are corroded. Some cinder or loose clinker is also formed. The Philpott and Felker coals have a much better reputation. The Ouita and
Eureka coals are among the best for domestic purposes, and seem to
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satisfy all the chief requirements. They are especially adapted for use
in self-feeding stoves and for kitchen use. They are easily kindled,
burn slowly, and do not swell or coke. .The Ouita coal leaves a loose
reddish ash, but the Eureka coal forms a fusible clinker.·
Arkansas coals have heretofore been sent to market without any
preparation other than a rough sorting into slack, nut, and lump at the
tipple. Operators are now looking toward crushing and screening the
coal into various market sizes, and this will, without doubt, add much
to the development of the trade.
CALIFORNIA.

~otal product in 1889, 121,820 short tons; spot value, $288,232. Total
product in1890, 110,711 short tons; spot value, $283,019.
'J1he total product of coal in California in 1888 was estimated at
95,000 short tons by Mr. William A. Goodyear, who made a special collection of the statistics. This shows an increase during the ceusus
year of 26,820 short tons. The returns for 1890 show a decrease from
1889 of 11,109 short tons in product and of $5,213 in value.
The followiug tables exhibit the production in California in 1889 and
1890 by counties, with the distribution of the product:

Coal product ~f California in 1889, by cmmties.
Loaded at
Solcl to
Used at
Total
mines for local trade mines for
amount Total value.
shipment. and used by steam and produced.
employes.
heat.

Count.ies.

Sho1·t tons. Short tons. Short toTft,. Short tow;.
Amador . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
39, 500
550
850
40, 900
$75, 075
Contra Costa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63, 221
3361
1, 388
64, 945
161, 190
Fre~no .................. .. ............
5,000
50
5,050
10,100
35,359
Monterey........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
392
22
258
672
3, 600
San Bornanlino ....................... ___a_,o_1_s_
2_,1_s_s .:..:...:..:_.:..:...:..:_.:..:...:..:_ _ _s, 203 _ _13, 00~
___

1

Total .......................... ..

111, 128

3, 1461

7, 546

121, 820

288, 232

Coal p1·oduct of Cal·i fornia in 1890, by districts.
a~~~l~gs

Sold to Used at
Nnmbcr A vern go
Total of (~ays IJU~!~er
for
tr;d~~nd mines for a~~~~t value.
sllipused by a~le~~t. pro<luced.
active. ployed.
meut. employes.
"
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - Short
Short
Short
Sho1·t
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
50
128
I one (Amador county).........
33,432
33, 610 $55, 215
2!J1
47
Mount Diablo (Contra Costa,
Fresno, an<l San Bernardino
.
conn ties).. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . .
70, 004
2, 046
4, 926
76, 976 226, 804
• 303
287
~~~1~1~oru~;~:edaS!~::JJ~;) ................. ... ·······--- ~-- ----- ............................ ..
Districts.

County) (b).................. . . . . . . . . . .

25

100 ·

125

1, 000 . • . . . . . .

Total ..................... 103,436~-2,121-s-,

30

154"[ll0,7ll283,019 (c)30J ~

a Prospecting.

b Developing.

c Average for :5tate.
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Production in previous years.-Statistics of the coal production of
California are avaihible only since 1883. Since that date the annual
production has been as follows:
Coal p1·oduct of Califontia from 1883 to 1890.
Years.
1RSa
181'!4
1RS5
1886

Years.

Short tons.

.......................... .
.......................... .
...•..•..••.•.•••••••••••••
......................... ..

76, 162
77,485
71,615
100,000

Short tons.

1887 ..••••.......• ·-- ---------1888.--- .••••••..... ----- •••••.
1889 . •. ······.- ---··· ----··- ••.
1890 .......................... .

50, 000
95, 000
121,820
no. 711

COLORADO.

Total product in 1889, 2,597,181 short tons; spot value, $3,993,768.
Total product in 1890, 3,094,003 short tons; spot value, $4,344,196.
The total product of Colorado coal in 1889 exceeded the product of
1888 by 411,704 short tons, but the value fell off from $2.20 to $1.54 per
short ton, showing a decrease in the total value of $814,281. .A further
increase of 496_,822 short tons is noted in t)le product of 1890. The
total value is increased $350,428, though the average price realized at
the mines fell off about 25i cents per ton.
Coal p1·oduct of Colorado in 1889 by count-ies.

Counties.

I Boulder
Arapahoe .......
.........
Delta ............
Douglas .........
J<}ll'aso .........
Fremont ........
~arfi~ld .........
hunmson ..•.•..
Huerfano .......
Jefferson ........
La Plata ........
Larimer .........
Las Animaf! .....
Mesa ............
Montezuma .....
Park ............
Rio Blanco ......
Routt ...........
San Miguel ...•.
Weld ............
TotaL ......

Sold to
Loaded at local trade
mines for and used
shipment.
by employes..

Used at
mines for
steam and
heat.

Made into
coke.

Averago
Total
amount Total value. number
emproduced.
ployed.

Short tons. Sho1·t tons. Short tons. Sho1·t tons. Short tons.
50
298, 074
11

.....................

737
11,325
,_ 346

2GO
3, 784
49,450
.239, 940
4, 508
200, 607 ............ . ...
177, 303
3, 279
309,617
1, 640
},885
7, 905
14,393
7, 596
100
...... . - - . - - .. 756,064
36,901
........................
1,100
816
---···-----37,873
300
.......................
2, 900
........................
1, 491
........................
1, 800
24,068
3, 460
~

2, 109,335

91,248

....................

36
13,697

-----------r--- ________ .......................
........................
............
~78

29, 581
150
5, 295
22, 460
1, 000
3
...................
10, 587
.. .....................
......................
3, 650

...................

···-·-····--

38, 535
66,565
....................
............ ........
12,979
~

··---------189, !J82
.......................

.......................
.....................
.................. .. ......................
........................ .. ......................

-

.. -.... .......... - .......................
1,100 .......................
88,' 537

~

308, 061

823
323,096
1, 357
260
54,212
274, 029
239, 292
252, 442
333, 717
10,790
34,971
100
993, 5:!4
1,100
816
41,823
2, 900
1, 491
1, 800
28,628

$1,039
494,569
2,391
520
69,116
581,125
393,260
574,746
457,982
27,425
66,855
150
1, 157,022
2, 750
2,155
104,223
5, 700
2, 246
7, 200
4:!, 294

2
717
2
(a)

124
928
366
489
657
Hi
69
(a)

1, 354
(a)
(a)

132
(a)
(a)
(a)

48

------2, 597,181

3, 993,768

4, 904

a The mines in Douglas, Larimer, Mesa, Montezumfl , Rio Blanco, Routt and San Miguel counties
were not uunsidered commercial mines by the Census Office, and no statistics were obtained as to labor.
·
wages and capital.
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Coal produ,ct ~~ Colorado in 1890 by counties.

Loaded at
miues for
shipment.

Counties.

Sold to
Used at
local trade mines
for Made into
and used steam and
coke.
l1y emheat..
ployes.

Total I
A. verage
amount Total value. number
produced.
employeel.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. ShoTt tons.

Arapahoe .......
519
169
12 ..................
Bonlucr .........
9, 326
409,571
6, 807 ...................
Delta ............
550
225 .................... ....................
Dolores ....••....
soo ..................... ....................... ...................
Dong las ......... -----------• 700 ...................... .....................
El Paso .........
24, 019
400
1,198 .......................
Fremont ........
3£5, 590
1, 738
90 ........................
Garfh-ltl .........
11,300
8, 700 ....................
16:J, 884
Gunnison .......
153,875
2, 063
5, 669
f37, 605
Huerfano .••.•..
410,722
3, 646
13,464 ........................
Jefferson· ........
10, 921
63 ....................... .......................
IJa Plata ........
28, 697
1,156
30
13,310
Larimer ......... -----------], 500 ·----------- -----------Las A.nima~:~ .....
206,266
930, 254
10, 917
7, 231
M(•sa ............
950
50 ........................ .......................
Montezuma .....
140
98 ................... ---·---·---Park ............
49, 160
434 ------------ ...............
Pitkin ..........
14, 912
950
2, 500
56, 000
Rio Blanco ...... -----····--200
Houtt _..........
250
455
San Miguel. .....
1, 500 ·--·-------Weld ............
40,625
3, 042
Small mines ..... ----·-··---17, 000

700
425,704
775
800
700
25, 617
397,418
183,884
229,212
427, 832
10,984
43, 193
1, 500
1, 154,668
1, 000
49,594
74,362
200
705
1, 500
46, 417
1_7, 000

$1,297
563,860
1, 125
4, 000
1,400
28,206
610,570
268, 218
446, 1!)6
558, 374
32,842
119, 005
3, 000
l, 335,366
2, 000
909
148, 783
107,825
400
1, 338
3, 000
63, 982
42,500

4
979
3
6
4
5-!
1, 049
334
389
907
79
97
2
1, 531
4
8
150
96
2
7
4
ll8

3, 094, 003

4, 344,196

5, 827

2~8

;~; ~~~~ ~.

•••:: •;,. •I: •• •••

Total. ......

- - - - - - - - - ~~~---·········
2, 636,939

65,432

48, 451

343, 181

I

NORTHERN DIVISION.

WELD COUNTY.
P1·oduct of coal in Weld connfJJ, Colorado, f1'01n 1886 to 1890.
Years.
18Sfi
1887
188tl
1889
1890

Short tons.

_.•.•..•••••.....••.•.......•........•......................••••....••.. _
........................................................................ .
....•...•.•...•. - .....•...... - .........•....••....•.•.............•......
.••••...•.•..••.........•....... ··- ...................... - ...•...•.......
. ····-· ••••....................................•............•....•...•...

20, 450
39,281
28,054
28,628
46,417/

Product of coal in Weld cou1Jty in 1890, tviih its value.
Short t.ons.

Value.

Sold for railway ann commercial use .................. _...........
40, 625 .•••••••.•
Sold to local trade and used by employes..........................
3, 042 ........ ..
Made into coke ....... - ...................•......•........................ _. _........•••
Used at mines for steam and heat.................................
2, 750 ..•..•••••
Total .................................................... ····

46, 417

$63, 982

The Weld county mines are economica-l ly of small importance, only
one mine being worked regularly. The coal is the characteristic northern Colorado lignite, and is largely used by the railway.
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BOULDER COUNTY.

Product of ooal in Boulder county, Colorado, from 1886 to 1890.
Shor.t tons.

Years.

220 287
297,338
315,155
323,096
425,704

1886. ·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••• .••••.•.
1887. ·••··•••·•••·•••••••·••· ••.•.•••••••.•••••••.••••••••• ••••·• ••••••..•••.
1888 ..•.•.••••.••••••••.••..•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••...•...••.
1889 ..•...•••••.••••••.•..•.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••.
1890 ·••••·••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••··••••··

Product of coal in Bouldet· county in 1890, and its value.
Shorttons.
Sold for railway and commercial use. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sold for local trade and used by employ68... ... •.. ...... ...... ... .

Value.

409, 571 ..••• ·- .•.
9, 326 .•••••••••

Made into coke .....................................•............ -~- ...............•...•.

Used at mines for steam and heat.................................

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6, 807 ..••••••••

425, 704

$563, 860

Boulder county ranks third in the amount of coal produced in the
State, a position it has held for several years. While the field is inferior to that in the southern and western portions of the State, its
proximity to Denver and excellent railroad facilities cause a great demandfor the coal. There are seven mines in the county, which produced
each 30,000 short tons or over in 1890. From the coal of one of these,
the Simpson, the following analysis has been made:
.A.nalysi1 of coal from the Simpson mine, Boulder county, Colorado.
Per cent.
Water...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Volatile matter................................................................
Fixed carbon..................................................................
Ash...........................................................................

12. 01
35.19
46.24
6.56

TotaL...................................................................

100.00

Sulphur.......................................................................

1. 00

JEFFERSON COUNTY.

Product of coal in Jefferson county, Colorado, from 1886 to 1890, inclusive.
Years.
1886 ....................................................................... ..
1887. •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• .•••••.••.•••••••.•.•••.
1888 ........................................................................ .
1889 ••••••••••••••• - ........................ - •. ------ ....................... .
1890 ........................................................................ .

Short tons.
9, 928
12,000
9, 000
10,790
10,984
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Coal production of Jefferson county in 1890, and its

valu~.

Short tons. Spot value.
Sold for railway and commercial nse .•• ;........................
10, 921 .......••••.
Sold to local trade and used by employes........................
63 .....•...••.
Made into coke ........................................................................ .
Used at mines for steam and heat ...................................................... .
Total production .•••••••••••••••••••.••.•••.•••.•••.••••••

10,984

$32,842

The only mines operated in Jefferson county are at Golden. The
coal vein is vertical and expensive to work, and practically the entire
product is used to supply local demand and that of adjacent towns.
The following is an analysis made of Jefferson county coal:
AnalysiB of JejferBon county coal.
Percent.
Water............ ••• • • • • •• • •. • ••• • . ••• . • • . . .. . . •• •• . • •••••• •. • • . • •••••• ••• • . •
Volatile matter.................. . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • . • . . . .
Fixed carbon . . • . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. .. . • .. • . . • • • • .

13.60
39. 90
42. 43

.Ash-~~;;.;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::1~
ARAPAHOE COUNTY.

Product of coal in Arapahoe county, Colomdo, j1·om 1886 to 1890, inclusive.
Years.

Short tons.

1886 ........................................................................ .
1887 ........................................................................ .
1888 ........................................................................ .
1889 ........................................................................ .
1890 ·····················--··········--·--······~·-········--··········----···

11,000
16,000

700
1. 823

I

700

Coal p1·oduction of Arapahoe county in 1890, and its value.

I-S-o-ld-fo_r_r-ai-lw_a_y_a_n_d_c_o_mm_e_rc-ia_l_u_s_e-----..-.-. .-.•---••-.__-_-_.-.-• .-..----.-.I ShO>t

~::t~~·-~~~~:1
1691 .. --·--·--··

• Sold to local trade and used by employes . .. • • • .. . . . . . • . . • . . . • ..
Made into coke ................................................. ~ ....................... .
Used at mines for steam and heat...............................
12 ........... .

I

Total production .................. -.. ....................... - - 700 j

$1, ?97

I

No new mine has been opened in .Arapahoe county since 1888, and
the small production comes from the Scranton mine, operated by the
Colorado Eastern Railroad Company.
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ROUTT COUNTY.

Product of coal in Routt county, Colorado, in 1889 and 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

1889............ .•••.• .•••••.•.••••••••••••••••••.•••.••..••.••..•••••.••.•.•
1890.............. .• • • .• •••.•• .. • • . •••• •. . • • .. • •.• • • .. . • . . •• • •• •••• .. . • • . . • • .

1, 491
705

Coal production of Routt county in 1890, and its value.
Short tons. Spot value.

~~i~ {~rl~~~l~:id:U~ ::~~~~~~-~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~g

Total production ...•......•....•....•.••.••....•.........

705

::::::::::::

Made into coke .............................••••..•..................•........•...•..••.
Used by employes and for steam at mine ......•........................................
$1,338

Coal outcrops over a large portion of Routt county and varies in character from lignite to a hard dry anthracite. The county is without a
railway and sparsely settled. Only enough coal is mined to supply fuel
for ranchme.J?. and miners. TheYampah Valley Stock Company operates
a mine of their own, using the coal chiefly for irrigating pumps.
LARIMER COUNTY.

Product of coal in La1·imer county, Colorado, in 1889 and 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

1889. .. . . ........ ... .. ...•.. ... ..• ..•• .• . . ... . . .... •. . .. . . . . ... .. . . . .. . . . . .. .
1890........................ .........•••...••.. ...•.•.....•. ... .•..... .. .....

100
1, 500

Coal production of La·ri1nm· co1mty in 1890, and its value.
Short tons. Spot value.

~~ia i~rl~~~l~:~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · · · · · · i,"5oo· ::::::::::::
Made into coke .................................••........... . .............. . ...........
Total production .....•.........................•..........

1, 500

$3,000

The coal produced in Larimer county comes from one small mine, the
Little Grizzly at Pinkhamton, and is mined only to supply the little
local trade. As, however, coal veins outcrop in various portions in the
North Park there may be a trifling amount of coal dug at other points
by ranchmen for their own use. No record of any such operations has
been obtainable.
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CENTRAL DIVISION.

DOUGLAS COUNTY.

Product of coal in Douglas county, Colorado, ft·om 1887 to 1890, inclusive.
Years.

Short tons.
3,500
400
260
700

1887 ·······························································---------·
1888 ------ ............................. --. ---- .•• -- •. - •.• - --·--- ------------.
1889 ---··· •••••• ••••••••••·••••• ···········.- ••.. -- .•••.• - ••.••••• --- ....... .
1890 •••• -- ............ - ............... - -------- .• - ........... --. ·-- ......... .

Coal production of Douglas county in 1890 and its value.
Short tons. Spot value.
Sold for railway and commercial use ................................................... .

~!~etl~t~~~i:':~~~~-~ ~~~~-~!. ~~:::~::.s_:: ~:::::: ::::::::::::::I ........ :~~-~::::::::::: :I
Used at mines for steam and heat ..........•......•.....................................
Total production.........................................

700

$1,400

The Douglas mine was opened in 1886, and a spur track built from
the Denver and Rio Grande railroad to the mine from Sedalia; but the
operation of the mine was not a financial success, and mining is carried
on only upon a very small scale. The coal is used in the immediate
neighborhood.
EL PASO COUNTY.

Product of coal in El Paso county, Colorado, from 1886 to 1890, inclusive.
Years.

Short tons.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1886 ... --- ------------ --------- .• ----- -.--- .. -- .. --- .• ----- .. --- . --.------ . -.
1887 .••••• - .•••• --------------------- .. -- .• -- ....• -- .••... -·-- -- .. - .. -- ... . . .
1888. ---·- -----------. --·- -- ---·-· ---- .. ------------------.--- ... - ..... - .. . . .

~~~g :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I

________

53, 000
47,517
44,1141

~~: ~g
__
_

..:._

Coal prod·uction of El Paso county in 1890 and its value.

IShort tons. ISpot value.
Solcl for railway and commercial use............................
24,019 .......••.••
Sold to local trade and used by emple1'jes.... .. . . . . . ... ... ... . . .
400 .........•..
Made into coke ........................................................................ .
Used at mines for steam and heat...............................
1, 1!l8 ........... .
Total production ........•...•..•...••.....................

25,617

$28,206

The coal of El Paso county is a lignite of rather low quality. The
properties have been described in Mineral Hesources of the United
States for 1882, 1883-'84, 1885, and 1886.
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PARK COUNTY.

Product of coal in Park county, Colorado, f1·om 1886 to 1890, inclusive.
~------------------------------·-----------------.---'--

Years.

Shortwns.
23,823
23,421
46,588
41,823
49,594

1886 .••••••..•..•.••..••..•...•.•••••••. ·•··········•···•··•••··•••·•··•·•••·
1887 ··••••··•··••·•········••·····••··•·•·•·•••••••·•·••··•·••·•·•···•···•••·
1888 ···················-·····················································
1889 --······························· ...... ·••····•·•·•··•···· ···•••·•••·•••·
1890 .. ····•··••··••••·•·•·•···· ............•.••..•..••..•...••...•••.•..•.••.

Coal1n-oductio'n of Park county in 1890 a.n d its value.
Sho't tons.[ Spot valne.
Sold for railway and commercial use............................
49,160 ..••....•••.
Sold to local trade and used by employes .. • •.. .• .. • . ...........
434 ........... .
Made i.nto coke .....................••••.••..••.•.......................•.....••••..••..
Used at mi.nes for steam and heat...............................
(a)
.•.••.

······r

Total production..........................................

a 49, 594

$148, 783

a Nut coal and slack coal not included in total, and no account kept.

The only mine producing coal in Park county in 1890 was the Como
No. 5, operated by the coal department of the Union Pacific Railway
Company. Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 are abandoned, and a new opening,
Como No.6, begun late in 1890, was not productive in that year. This
opening is made only for economically mining a block of the vein of
limited extent.
FREMONT COUNTY.

P1·oduct of coal in IJ'1·ernont county, Colorado, f1·om 1886 to 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

1886 ···•••••••·•·•···••··•·••···········•··••··•··•··••·••••·••••···••·•••···
1887 ······························································-··········
1888 .....•......•.............••..........•...••..........•.•.....••..••.....
1889 -·--·-· ..•.•. -----------· ...•.•......••.•••.•...•.•..........•••••••..•..
1890 ----···············-·····················································

332,024
417,326
438,789
274,029
397,418

Coal production of F1·emont county in 1890 a·nd its valtte.

.

ISho,ttona.

Spot value.

I

Sold for railw~y a.nd commercial use............................
395, 590 ...•......•.
Sold to local trade and used by employes.......................
1, 738 .........•..
Made into coke ..........................••...•.........................................

U"d atminea fo' ate= and heat..............................

90

Tot::tl production . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . • • . . . • • . • . . • . . • • .

397, 418

1···· ....... .
$610, 570

Fremont county ranks fourth in the State in importance of coal production. The principal producing properties are owned by the Canon
City Coal and Coking Company and the Colorado Coal and Iron Company. Following are reports of analyses made of coal taken from the
Canon and Chandler mines: ·
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.Analyses of coal from Canon and Chandler mines.
Ca.iion
mine.
P~

Water..........................................................
Volatile matter.................................................
Fixed carbon...................................................
Ash............................................................
Total . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . .

Chandler
miue. a

cent.
3. 93
42.43
47.16
6.48

Per cent.
42.40
53.72
3. 20

1 - - - -1- - - - - 1

100. 00

Sulphur ....................................•..............•...............

99.32

·I

0. 68

a Made by Mr. E. E. Burlingame.

SOUTHERN DIVISION.

HUERFANO COUNTY.

Product of coal in Huerfano county, Colorado, j1·om 1886 to 1890, inclusive.
Years.

Short tons.
89,913
131, "810
159,610
333,717
427, ~32

1886 .................................... ·············-·· .................... .
1887 ·············•··············· ........................................... .
1888 .. ····-············· .•...................................................
1889 ..........••..............•..............................................
1890 ...................................................... ····-··············

Coal p1·oduction of Hu,mfano county in 1890, and its

val~1,e.

Short tons. Spot value.
Sold for railway and commercial use............................
Sold to local trade and used by employes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Made into coke ..............................................
Used at mines for steam and beat...............................

410,722 ........... .

3, 646 ........... .
···1· ...........
,........... .
13,464 ........... .

Total production .......... - • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

427, 832

I

$558, 374

Huerfano county has been very actively developed since 1888. 'fhe
completion of the :Missouri Pacific and Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific railways to Pueblo and Denver, and the consequent opening of
large and prosperous markets in Kansas and Nebraska, together
caused the purchase and development of many mines which previously
had been undeveloped. The largest new product came from the Colo-rado Fuel Company, which bought and opened the Rouse mine. The
vein worked here is 6 feet in thickness, and the coal is one of the best
which reaches the Denver market. It is semi-coking, contains a low
percentage of water, and burns freely and with great heat.
At Lorna, 3 miles from Walsenburg, the Southern Colorado Coal
Company has opened the Lorna mines, to be operated in connection
with the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway. The vein worked
is 7 feet in thickness, and in quality the coal very closely resembles
that from the Rouse mine.
The following analyses have been made of coal from the Lenox,
Maitland, and Rouse mines:
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.Analyses of coals from Huerfano county, Colorado.
Lenox.

Maitland.

Ronse.

1--------------------1----- - -- ---Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
Water .........•....••.••.••.•.••••.••••.•.•....•....••••.
Volatile matter ....••••.•..........•.••.......••.••...••..
Fixed carbon .....................•••..•.•.....•..........
Ash ...................••••..•.•..•...•••........•.••.....

2. 92
41. 18
45. 36
10. 54

3. 10
38. 12
48. 58
10. 20

2. 66
36. 71
51. 41
9. 22

Total. ...••...•...•••.•••....••••••..................

100.00

100.00

100.00

Sulphur ......•..••....••..•......••...••........••....•..

1.39

2.04

1. 373

LAS ANIMAS COUNTY.

P1·oduct of coal in Las .Animas county, Colorado, f1·om 1886 to 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

1886
··•••·•··•••••••······••······•••···················•···••··••··•···•·····
18H7 ........•..•....••..••..•..•............................................
1888 .....••. •·•··········••· ······· ······· .................................. .
1889 ·····••·••······· .............. •············ ............................ .
1890 ····••••·····•·•········································•················

I

429,706
5()6, 540
706,455
993,534
1, 154, (i68

Coal p1·oduction of Las Animas county in 1890, and its value.

~~::~~~':I

Sold
fO< railway and oommeroW "" ........................... Sho:O:::·
Sold to local trade and used by employes . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
10, 917 .....•......
Made into coke ............................•..... --·············
Used at mines for steam and heat . ... .. ... ... ..•. .• •••• .. .. ....

I

206, 2661. ·· · ·· ··· • · ·
7, 231 ........... .
1- - - - - · 1 - - - - - Total production . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 154, 668 $1, 335, 366

Las Animas is by far the m"ost important coal producing county in the
State, and the increase in the annual production since 1887 has been
phenomenal. The product of 1888 was 40 per cent. larger than that of
1887, and that of 1889, 40 per cent. more than that of 1888. The product of 1890 was 20 per cent. greater than that of 1889, and considerably
more than twice that of 1887.
The mines of Las Animas county were described in Mineral Resources
for 1888. Three of the more important ones are the Chico sa, Sopris, and
Victor, of which the following analyses have been made.
Analyses of coals j1·om Las An'i?nas county, Colorado.

Water..............................................
Volatile matter....................................
Fixed carbon . . . .• . ..••.•..••.•... .• .. .. . . . . . ..•...
Ash. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • . • . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total...................... . . • . . • . . • • . • . . . . . . .
Sulphur............................................
e&

Chicosa. (a)

Sopris.

Victor.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

0. 20
28. 94
64. 51
6. 35

100. 00

0. 61
33. 18
57.56
8. 65

100. 00

1. 26
36.40
53.10
9. 24

100 00

i=======i========i=======i
0. 27
. 75
1. 11

Made by Mr. W. Deardon.
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MINERAL RESOURCES.
LA PLATA COUNTY.

Product of coal in La Plata county, Colomdo, from 1886 to 1890.
Years.
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890

Short tons.

••••.•••••••••••.•••.•••.•••.•.•.••••••••.•...•.••.•...•••••..••.•••.•...
••••••••.•.•.••...••••...•.••••.••••••••.......•...••••.••.••••.•••••....
....•••••••••••••..•..•..••.......
...••..•...•••.....•••••••.••.....•.••.......•..•..............•.••.•••..
••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••..••••..••.•.....•••••..•...•.•••....•••••...
0

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

18,166
22,880
33,625
34,971
43,193

Coal production of La Plata county in 1890 and its value.
Short tons. Spot value.
Sold for railway and commercial use .......•......•••.••........
Sold to local trade and used by employes .....•.••.•..••••.••..•
Made into coke •.•..•....................•....••..••......•.....
Used at mine for <~team aud heat ..•...••.••...•••••.....•.••••.•

28, 697
1,156
13,310
30

Total production .•.•..........................•••....•...

43, 193

$119,005

The coal mines of La Plata county are operated only for the local demand in Durango and Silverton, both small towns. Some of the coal
is burned in locomotives on the Denver and Hio Grande railroad, and
most of that from the Porter mine is coked Ior the use of the San Juan
smelter at Durango.
Analyses of La Plata county coals.
Fairmount Porter-La I C b
vein.
Plata vein. ar onana.

•Per cent.

Water ........••.••••••••..•••....••..•.•••...••.••.
Volatile matter ..•..••••••.•..•...••..••••.•.•.•.••.
Fixed carbon ....•...........•..•.....•••....•.•..•..
.Ash ..........•.•••..•.•...•.•..••.•.••...........•.
Total ....•...•.......••••......•.••••. , ..•.....

Per cent.

l. 25

I

Per cent.

39.71
52.90
6.14

1.11
36.54
51.69
10.66

100.00

100.00

100.00

1. 450

1. 22

1.16
34.33
52.69
11.82

- - - - - - - - :-:::::::::========

Sulphur ...••••••.•........•.•••.......•..........•.............

I

I

Graden
San .Juan.
vein.
1----------:.......----·1----- - - - - --·--J----1
Per cent.
Per cent.
Per cent.
Per cent.
Water ................................. .
0. 63
2.49
2. 94
1.12
34.31
35.63
34.70
37.30
Volatile matter~ ...•..•...........••••..
51.98
50.65
57.30
Fixed carbon ....•••...•••••.••.•.......
54.69
10.78
11.22
7.37
.Ash .••••••..••••••••..•••••••••.••.....
6. 89
Total • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • .

I

100. oo

100. 00

100. 00

100. 00

========

Sulphur .•••.•••••••••••••• : •••••••••••. I

o. 737 I

1. 68

1. 53

0•.864
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DOLORES COUNTY.

Product of coal in Dolores county, Colorado, from 1887 to 1890, in,tlusive.

y,.,..

Short

1887 ...•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••.••••• ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • .
1888 ..•••••••..••••••••• ••••••••••••••••·•·•••·•••••••· •••••••••••••••••••••·

tono.l

1, 000
200

~~g~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::1···· ····soo·

The one mine worked in Dolores county is to supply the Grand View
smelter at Rico, 8 miles from the mine. The coke from the coal is said
to be of poor quality and very expensive.
WESTERN DIVISION.

PITKIN COUNTY.

P1·oduct of coal in Pitkin county, Colomdo, from 1887 to 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

1887 .........................................................................

4,000

!!!! ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .....~:~.1
Coal production of Pitkin county in 1890 and its value.
Short tons. ISpot value.

1.....-------------------------------------l------------Sold for railway and commercial use...... . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sold t.o local trade and used by employes........................
Made into coke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Used at mines for steam and heat ....... · ........ • · · · · · · ...... · .

_ _ _ 2• SOO

• • • • • • • • .. •

Total production...........................................

74,362

$107,825

I

14, 912 ........... .
950 ..••••••••••
56, 000 .•.•••.•••..

·1

1

The only mine in this county producing in 1890 was the Spring
Gulch, operated by the Grand river Coal and Coking Company of Colorado. The coal yields an excellent coke, which gives the greatest satisfaction in blast-furnace use. The coking ovens are located at Cardiff,
on the Roaring Fork of Grand river, and about 4 miles south of
Glenwood Springs. The coal of this county varies from a high grade
anthracite to a dry bituminous, and the completion of the railway being
built up Rock creek from Carbondale, and connecting the mines with
the Colorado Midland and Denver and Rio Grande railways, will largely
increase the output.
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MINERAL RESOURCES.
GA.RFIEJJD COUNTY.

Product of coal in Garfield county, Colorado, from 1887 to 1890, inclu3ive.
Years.

Short tons.

1887 .••.••••••.•••••••••...•.••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•..
1888 .•••••••••• : ••••••.••..•• •••••••••••· ••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
1889 ........................................................................ .
1890 ........................................................................ .

30,000
115,000
239,292
183,884:

Coal production of Garfield county in 1890 and its value.
Short tons. Spot value.
Sold for railway and commercial use............................
163, 884 ........... .
11, 300 ........... .
Sold to local trade and used by employes ............... .-.......
Made into coke ............................................................ -~-- ......... .
Used at mines for steam and heat .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .
8, 700 .......... ..

I

Total product............................................. (a) 183, 884

$268, 218

a Slack coal used for steam at three mines not included and no account kept.

The tonnage of coal from Garfield county is yet comparatively small,
the distance from .the principal markets in Colorado being great and
the cost of transportation made high by adverse gradients. The completion of the standard gauge track past the principal· mines and to
Utah points will probably lead to increased production from these
mines to supply Utah trade. None of the coal mined in this county is
coked, the greater portion of the output being dry bituminous coal of '
good quality. Tbe mines and coal of this county have been fully described in past volumes of this series.
GUNNISON COUNTY.
Procl~t.ct

of coal in Gunnison county, Colorado, from 1886 to 1890.
Years.

ShoJ;t tons.

1886 ........................................................................ .
1887 ....................................................................... ..
1888 ................................ "....................................... .
1889 ....................................................................... ..
1890 ....................................................................... ..

159,951
243,122
258,374
252,442
229,212

Coal production of Gunnison county in· 1890 and its value.
Short tons. Spot value.
Sold for railway and commercial use ........................... .
Sold to local trade and used by employes ...................... .
Made into coke ................................................. .
Used at mines for steam and heat.............................. .

153,875
2, 063
67,605
5, 669

Total production.......................................... (a) 229, 212
• Of this total 52,707 'short tons was anthracite coal.

$446, 196
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COAL.
MESA. COUNTY.

P1·oduct of coal in Mesa county, Colorado, fnm _1888 to 1890.
·---------------------------------------------------~- --- ----,

~:~~:
Short~::· I
18I ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I
••• •••••••••...• : •.•.••.••••.•

••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..••••••••

i~~:

~: 5~8

Coal production of Mesa county in 1890 and it.<t val1te.
Short tons. I Spot value.
Sold for railway and commercial use............................
Sold to local trade and used by employes·· - ··-·····----···--·--

950 -----· ..... .
50 ...•........

~:~~~~f~!:r~~-~ie~ a~d.- it~"a:i:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total production ..... --- .........•...•.......•• --.........

I

1, 000

I

$2,000

SA.N MIGUEL COUNTY.

Product of coal in San Miguel coltnty, Colorado, in 1889 and 1890.

I

ISh"""·'·l

y....,_

i: ~88 I

I i~g~ :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::: :::::::: ::: ::: :::: ::::: :::::: ==:I
Coal procluction of San Miguel county in 1890 and its value.

IShort tons.

Spot value.

1---------------------------------------------l------------- --Sold for railway and commercial use ....... --...................
1, 500 . __ ....•.•. _
Sold to local trade and used by employes -~ ••.................. . ................. _.•....

1

I

W:ea: ~~~i~~!r~~-~ie~ "a:~d-h~~i:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::!::::::::::::I
Total production ..••••...•............. -- ............ -- ... ,

1, 500

$3,000

j

I

Two small mines supplied fuel to Telluride and vicinity in 1890, but
the completion of the Denver and Rio Grande Southern railroad from
Dallas to Telluride early in 1891 will probably cause coal mining in
this county to cease through the introduction of other coal.
DELTA. COUNTY.

Product of coal in Delta NJunty, Colomdo, in 1889 and 1890.
Years.
1889 • • • ••••••• •• •••• •• ooo• • ••
oo •••nn~· •• •• •• •• •• • • • • •o ooo o oo ooooo: • • • • • o
1890 ·················--·-·······--···· ,.,....................................
.o ._ . . .

Short tons.
1, 357
775

/
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MINERAL RESOURCES.
Coal production of Delta county in 1890 and its value.
J

Short tor:s. Spot value.

Sold for railway and commercial use ...•....••••...........•••.•
Sold for local trade and used by employes .•.•••............•.•.

ggg ~::::::::::~

Total production .••.•••.•.•......•.....•..•......••••.•..

1--------1----·---775
$1,125

MONTEZUMA COUNTY.

Product of coal in Montezuma county, Colomdo, in 1889 and 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

1889 ..........................................................................
1890 .........................................................................

816
238

Coal production of Montezuma county in 1890 and its value.

l--------------------------·-----------------1
Sold for railway and commercial use............................
Sold to local trade at mine and used by employes . . . • .. . .. . . . . . .

Short tons. Spot value.l
140 ........... .
98 .....•......

~:~: :~i~~~ef~~-~t~~ a~d -h~~t: :::::::::::: ·.: :::::::::::::::·. ::::::::::::I::::::::::::
Total production..........................................

2381

$909

In the newly created county of Montezuma the La Plata coal beds
outcrop at various points, and near the ~own of Cortez several small
mines have been opened and a little coal produced in 1890 to supply
the limited local demand for domestic use. The product is a non-coking
bituminous coal, similar to that mined in La Plata county, Colorado.
RIO BLANCO COUNTY.

P1·oduct of coal in Rio Blanco connty, Colorado, in 1889 and 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

1889 -............... -.. - ... -•.•••.•...•.•.•......•. -... .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
1890 .........................................................................

2, 900
200

Coal p1·oduction of Rio Blanco county in 1890, and its value.
Short tons. Spot value.

I

Sold for railway and commercial use ................................................... .
200 ........... .
Sold to local trade and used by employes .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .
Made into coke ....................................................................... ..
Used at mine for steam and heat ........................... ·........................... .
Total production .......................................... ,

200

1

$400

The coal production of Rio Blanco ·county is made from a few small
mines 7 and only to supply the local trade at Meeker. The county has
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not yet been entered by any railway -line, and the population is small.
The coal :field is the extension northward of the important Glenwood
:field and has been described in previous volumes of the Mineral Resources.
Coal p1·odnct of Colorado j1·om 1864 to 1890, inclusive.
Years.

Localities.

Product.

500
1, 200
6, 400
17,000
10,500
8, 000
13, 500
15, 600
68,540

1873..... .Jefferson and Boulfler counties ..............•..•........

14,000
43,790
12,187

1874••••. .Jefferson and Boulder counties ....••.••••..••..••.•.••..

15, 000
44,280
18,092

1875 ••••. .Jefferson and Boulder counties ..•...•..••.••••.••.••....

23,700
59,860
15,278

Weld county ..............................•.•••..•......
Las Animas and Fremont counties ....•.•...•...•.......

Weld colmty. . . . . ................•...•••...•............
Las Animas and Fremont counties ...•.....•...•..•.....
Wold county . . . . . . . ..................••.••.•••••...•....
Las Animas and Fremont counties ..••••..•....•••.••...

1876 ••••. .Jefferson and Boulder counties ...•.•.•••••.••.••..•.....

Weld county .............................••..•.......•..
Las Animas and Fremont counties ...•.•...••...•.•.•...

69,977

77,372

98,838
28,750
68,600
20,316

1877 •.••..........••........•••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••..••.......
1878 ..•.. Northern division.......................................
87,825
Central division . . . . . • • . • . . . • . . . . • • • • • . • . . • . . . . • • . • • • • • • .
73, 137
Southern division .....•.........••........•..••.•••• •.·•..
39, 668

200,630

1879 ••••. Northerndivision .............•...........·...••.•••...•..

182, 630
70, 647
69,455

1880..... Northern division .............................•.•..••••.

123,518
136,020
126,403
1, 064
50,000

Central division ...................•........•...•••••....
Southern division ...•••...•..............•..••..•••.••••.

Central division ....••.•.••••.•..........•...•..•.•••.••.
Southern division .........•......••.•......••••.••..•••.
Northwestern division ....•..•••...•.•..••.....••..•.•...
Unreported 1nines .............••••.•••••.....•••••••..•.
1881. .•.. Northern division ...........•...•.••.••••••...••••••.••..

Central division .......••...•..••......•...•...••.•••••••
Southern division .......•.•.••• : .••...•.....•...•........
Northwestern division ...•.....••......•.••.....••••..••.
Unreported mines .......••..•..•••••......•..•....••....

1882 ..••. Northern division . ...••. •• .. . •.• . . .. . ... . . .. . . .. . .. .. • . .

117, 666
160,000

322,732

437,005
156,126
174,882
269,045
6, 691
100,000

300, 000
243, 694
474,285
43,500
----Northern division . ... .. . .. . . . . ... .• . . . . ... . •••.•• .• •. .. .
2'!3, 903
Central division . .. . ..•.•. •. . ..••. ... . •. . ..••... ...••....
396,401
Southern division........................................
501,307
Northwestern division . . . . . .• ..••••..... .•..... ... .• . . . .
87,982
--253,282
1884 ••••. Northern division . . . . . •... •... .. .. . . . . . . . .•.• ... . . .. . •. .
Central division.........................................
296,188
Southern division .......••.....•..•.............••....... · 483,865
North western division . • . • • • • . . • • • . . . . • . . • • . • • . • . • • . • • . .
D6, 689
---242, 8±6
1885 ..... Northern division.......................................
Central division . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . • . • . • . . . .
416, 373
Southern division........................................
571,684
Southwestern division...................................
125. 15!l
.
---260,145
1886 ..•. Northern division ... . .. .•••••. .•• .• . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ...•...
Central divh;ion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
408, 857
Southel'll diYision... .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .•......
537,785
Southwestern division...................................
161, 551

706,744

Central division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . • • . .
Southern division.......................................
Northwestern division...................................

I
1, 061, 479

1, 229, 593

1, 130, 024

1, 356, 062

- - - - 1, 368, 338

778MIN-13

I
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Coal p1'oduct of Colorado from 1864 to 1890, inclnsive-Continued.
Localities.

Years.

Product.

Short tons.

1887. . • • • Northern division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

364 GJ 9
491: 7li4
662, 230
!
273, 122
- - - 1, 791,735
1888 ..••. Northern division.......................................
353, 909
Central division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
529, 891
Southern division........................................
899, 690
Western division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
401, 987
---2,185,477
1889..... Northern division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
364, !.!28
Central diyision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • . . . .
370, 32±
Southern division......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 362, 222
Western division........................................
499, 707
- - - - 2, 597, 181
1890 •.••. Northern division ...................................... ·1 486,010
Central division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
473, 329
1
'
1
~ --- 3, 077,003

Central division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Southern division . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
Western division........................................

W~!fe~ Jl~~i~o:::::::::: ·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~~: i~~

GEORGIA.

':rotal product in 1889, 225,934 short tons; spot value, $338,901. Total product in 1890, 228,337 short tons; spot value, $238,315.
The coal-producing district of Georgia lies in the extreme northwestern portion of the State and along the eastern border of the
Appalachian coal :field. The production up to the close of 1890 has
been limited to Dade county, but during that year active development
work was carried on in Walker county, and the company controlling
the property reports that it expects to be in operation in 1891.
The Dade county mines operate very steadily, reporting for 1890,
three hundred and thirteen days mining, and employing 425 men. The
following tables show the production of Georgia for 1889 and 1890 with
the value and distribution of the product.
Coal p1'oduct of Geo1·gia in 1889 and 1890 by cmLnties.

Years.

to local Used at
Loaded at Sold
Total
and mines for Made into
mines for· trade
amount
used by
steam and
coke.
shipment. employes.
produced.
heat.

Total
value.

Number lAverage
of days I number
active. pl~;~d.

--Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
1889 ••••••
1890 ......

46, 131
57,949

158

15,000

...................... ..................

164,64.5
170,388

225,934
228,337

$3:18,901
238,315

-----iii -I----- i25

Coal p1'odnct of Geo1'gia j1·om .l884 to 1890.
Years.
1884
1885
1886
1887

.......................... .
......................... ..
.......................... .
......................... ..

Short tons.

Years.

150, 000
18~8 .. • • • • • • • • • .. • •• • • .. • .. • • ..
150, 000 I 1889 . . • • • • • • • • .. .. • .. • .. • • • • • • .
223, 000 1 1890 .. • . • .. .. • • • • • • . .. • • • • • • • ..
313,715

tShort tons.
180, 000
2:25, 934
228, 337
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In the 1888 volume of Mineral Resources, Idaho is credited with a
coal product of 400 short tons, valued at $1,800. The census investigation of 1889, however, failed to discover any producing mines in that
year, and no product has been reported in 1890. There have been some
coal discoveries in the State, but Mr. F. F. Chisolm, who has visited
the localities to investigate the subject, reports the coal of so poor a
quality that it will not bear competition with other coals brought into
the State, nor with the wood which is plentiful in the same localities.
ILLINOIS. (cz)

Total product in 1889, 12,104,272 short tons; spot value, $11,755,203.
Total product in 1890, 15,292,420 short tons; spot value, $14,171,230.
According to the census report on the production of coal in Illinois
for 1889, the number of tons produced was 12,104,272. Col. Lord,
for the same period, gives the product as 11,597,963 short tons. The
difference is but little more than 4 per cent., and serves to show the
value and practically correct work of the state bureau of statistics.
In the accompanymg tables of production the figures for 1889 are taken
from the published reports of the Census Office, while those for other
years and in the comparative tables in which the product for 1889 is
contained, Col. Lord's figures are adhered to. The following table
shows the product for 1889, with the distribution and value:
Coal product of Illinois for 1889, by counties.
Disposition of total product.
Counties.

Total
Total
L6aded at
of amount remines for Sold to lo- U d b Used for Manu- product
coal
of
all
ceived
for
shipment
cal t:ade em~~oye~ ste~m at . factured grades for coal sold in
on railroad at
mmes.
"'
·
mmes.
mto
coke.
1889.
11l39.
cars and
boats.

I

Short tons. , Short tonB.

I

Short
tons.

I

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short tons.

................................... ...................
3, 000 ...................
413
.................... ................... ................

294
62,923
60
342,573
981

$730
58,783
90
441,360
1,226

...........

3,373
136,658
156,040
110
775

5, 702
106,745
128,957
220
1,170

700
466,383
54,343
14, 969
554,595

1, 050
503,912
38,732
24,436
778,752

Adams.........................
Bond .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
50, 510
Brown.........................
Bureau.............
270, 535
Calhoun............ .. .. .. .. .. ..

294
9, 000
60
44, 103
967

Cass................
33
Christian...........
109, 361
Clinton.............
136,417
Crawford.......................
Effingham.......... . .. .. . .. • .. •

3,114
19, 452
6, 850
100
770

Franklin . .. .. • .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. ..
Fulton .. .. .. • .. .. . .
382, 618
Gallatin . . . .. • .. . .. .
40, 008
Greene .. . .. .. .. .. ..
1, 880
Grundy .. . .. • • .. . ..
524, 412

700 ...................
67, 743
4,070
2, 4155
232
169
12, 912
6,148
23, 083

790
14

40
1,15')
1,062
10
5

27,145 ·······-··
.................. ·····-····
186
6,686
11,711

...............
.............
................. ...............
.............. ..........
............... .............
11,952
448
8
952

11, 200_

..........

a St.ttistics for 1890, compiled from the annual report of Col. J. S. Lord, secretary
of the bureau of labor statistics of the State of Illinois.
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Coal product of Illinois for 1889, by counties-Continued.
Disposition of total product.

Counties.

Loaded
at
mines for
shipment

0

~~~il!~dd

Sc~dt;oJ_~-

I

I

Used by
at mines. employes.

Total of amount
Totalreproduct

~t!:~f~f f~;~~-d ~~:1~: ~~ ;~!1:~Jj~
mines.

into coke.

1889.

1889.

boats.

1 - - - - 1 -,- - · 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - Short tons. Short tons.
Hamilton ....••••••.
Hancock ...••••.••.
Hardin ..•.••••••••.
Henry .••••••.•••••.
Jackson ..•..••.•••.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

..............
.....................
........................

450 .................... .. ..............
5,170
79 ..................
40 . .................. ..................
37,727
1,276
3,156
37,496
5,939
17,023

..................

100 .. .................
-1,775
55
1,08(i
17
410
100
2,285
900

70,383
453,176

~:Fe~~~;;::::::::::: ..................
Jersey ...•.•.•.••..
Johnson ..•.••••••..
Kankakee .•••••••••

........................

Knox ....•••••••.••.
La Salle .•••.•••••••
Livingston .••••.•••
Lo§)n ........••.•..
Me onough .••.•••.

..................
749,782
276,557
105,688
66,660

46,150
176,603
49,029
35,317
26,603

McLean .••••••.•••.
Macon .....•••••.••.
Macoupin ...•••.••.
Madison ...•.••..••.
Marion ...•••••.•.•.

117,897
103,420
1, 237,656
468,689
198,582

3, 000
51,331

Short
ton11.

Short tons.

................

450
5,249
40
112,542
513,634

$1'175
8,025
50
159,978
474,933

................. ..................

100
1, 950
1, 104
3, 510
55,286

200'
2, 925
1, 669
3, 020
78,588

46,799
973,832
338,089
154,602
96, 336

58,546
1, 118,631
376,747
174,531
154,549

.................
..................
.................
.............

120 .. ..................
1 ..................

.................... .....................
770

-···i;7oo·

629
15,563
3, 511
9,337
1,197

20
30,184
8, 992
4, 260
1,876

40, 157
92,365
51,164
75,900
10,995

3, 530
390
6,072
3, 924
2, 967

7, 550
375
44,220
28,483
8, 275

169,134
196,550
1, 339,112
576, 996
220,819

216,535
229,131
973,487
438, 361
176,982

Marshall ....•••.••.
35,855
Menard .....•••••..
202,603
232,969
Mercer .. ·--····-···
Montgomery _..•••.
19,078
Morgan .•...••...•. ....................

10,130
42,873
19,955
12,930
19,805

977
1,024
2,861
40
323

4,800
8,550
6, 388
1, 200
428

51,762
255,050
262, 173
33,248
20,556

63,890
238,861
295,132
33,479
30,963

Peoria .. _....•• ···-.
446,371
Perry ...••.•••.....
436,288
Pike .............••. .........................
Randolph ..•••..•..
93,022
Richland ....••..•.. ....................

128, 709
22,983
85
16,409
113

4,482
9, 238
6,144
27,140
17 -···-----·
. 1,322
612
27 .. .............

588,800
492,555
102
111, 365
140

597,449
400,126
198
86,446
280

Rock Island. __ ..••.
St. Clair.·······-··.
Saline----··········
Sangamon ...••••••.
Schuyler ...•••••••.

43,922
125,269
6, 505
134,112
4,280

601
1, 904
708
9,289
59

1,280
42,629
850
29,068
5,699

59, 127
1, 269,366
37, 095
894,703
29,694

79,023
840,393
32,724
783,279
25,963

Scott.- •.•••••••.••.
13,000
Shelby .•••.•••..••• ...................
200
Stark ... ···-········
Tazewell ...••••.••.
50,906
494,915
Vermilion·-·-······

3,090
11,703
21,203
14,806
88,917

547
47
159
582
2,185

102

6
1,725
7,191

16,739
11,750
21,568
68, 019
593,208

25,203
20,155
31,310
74,173
606,598

Warren·--······-·· .....................
Washington ..•. _.•.
26,183
276,568
Will-----····--·-··
Williamson .•....•.
175,139
Woodford ....•...•.
79,381

15,992
7,031
5, 960
12, 253
48,018

101
13.6
5,590
1,087
2,124

11
1, 567
13,520
4, 680
11,000

16,104
34,917
301,638
193,159
140, 523

30, 378
32,538
353,483
138,797
194,934

1, 699,478

111,224

395,787

12, 900 1 12, 104, 272

11,755,203

TotaL ..•...••.

13,324
1, 099,564
29,032
722,234
19,656

9, 884,883

-

...................
..............

.................

............. . ...........

The product of lump coal in lllinois in 1890 was 12,638,364 short tons,
valued at $12,882,936. Col. Lord estimates that in order to obtain
the entire product of all grades of coal-which shall include nut, pea,
and slack-the above tonnage should be increased ab0ut 21 per cent
and the value about 10 per cent. Following this suggestion the total
product of all grades for 1890 (corresponding with the statistics for
1889) is found to be 15,292,420 short tons valued at $14,171,230.
The foregoing figures exhibit an increase in the product of 1890 over
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1889 of 3,188,148 short tons, and in value of $2,416,027. .According to
Colonel Lord's statements the value of lump coal per ton at the mines
decreased from $1.08 in 1889 to $1.02 in 1890. The average value of the
total product of all grades decreased from 97 cents per ton in 1889 to
93 cents per ton in 1890.
The number of employes reported by the census office in 1889 was
23,934; Colonel Lord's report for the year gives 30,076. This variance is
readily ac_countecl for by a corresponding difference in the number of
days worked. The average number of days actually made by the 23,934
men reported by the census office was 214. Colonel Lord reports the
average number of days the collieries were active as 211.5. The miners
however will work only about four days in five, which would reduce this
average to about 175 clays per man, or·an equivalent average, number
of men considered, to that given by the Census Office.
Number and classification of mines.-The number of mines in Illinois
reported by the census for 1889 was 1,072, of which 358 are given as
commercial operations and 714 as local banks. The State report gives
an aggregate of 854 openings in 1889, and 936 in 1890. Analyzing the
character of these on the basis of their output for 1890 and by districts,
the following results are obtained:
Classification of Illinois coal minea by output and districts.
Number of mines producingLess
From
than 1 000 1,000 to
~~~?
. ton~.

Districts.

From
10,000 to

Over
50,000
wns.

Total
number
of mines
of all
kinds.

~~~~
1------------1--------------First . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ..
Second .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. . • .. .. • • • • • •
Third . .. .. .. .. • . . . . . .. . .. • . .. .. .. . . .
Fourth . .. . . .. . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . • • .. • • . .
Fifth . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .

18
149
115
48
68

20
861
108
36
51

22
14
37
27
55

19
5
13
26
19

Total ........................... -a98---wl~~--8-2

79
254
273
137
193

---gaa

This illustrates the relative importance of the mines in the several
districts as they have been found and reported for the past year. An
opportunity to compare this with classifications of a similar kind made
for a series of years, is presented in the following table:
Classification of Illinois coal mines by annual output for eight years.
Number of mines producingLess
From
than 1 000 1•000 to
ton~
10,000

Years.

--2~-9

1-1-8-83-...-..-..-.••-..-..•-..-..-...-..-..-.•.-..-.+.
1884. .... .. .... .. . ..... .... . .• • •. .. . .
1885 ...................... -..........
1886. .............. .. .. .... .. . .... •• .
1887 ............. -..... . . . . . . . .. . . .. .
1888 -- ..........
1889 .. .. • .. . .. .. . . . .. .. • .. .. • • • • • .. • .
1890 .. -.............................
0

•••••••••• -

.. .. •

•

.. •

0

262
286
316
320
327
321
398

Wn:3
273
290
280
278
271
316
301

From
10 •000 to
50,000

Over
50,000
to

m';'~ba~r
of mines.

Wn:~ ~~ ~
146
139
136
139
152
139
155

60 I
63
57 I
64
72 1
78
82

.

741
778
789
801
822
854
936
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The principal increase in the number of openings reported for 1890
is shown to have been in the least important class, though in the two
higher classes there is a notable increase in the number of mines. The
identity of these new mines, the place, character, and output of each
may be established by reference to the .subsequent county tables. The
relative product of these groups of mines in short tons and for the
past four years, as shown in the following table, will still further Illustrate their relative importance:
Relative production by the several classes of rnines for four years.

Years.

Mines producing Mines producing Mines fe~~ducing
more
from 10,000
to 50,000 tons.
than 50,000 tons.
than 10,000 tons.

Total.

Num- Short tons. Num- Short tons. Num- Short tons. Num- Short tons.
ber.
ber.
ber.
ber.
1887 .•••.•••••
1888 .••....••.
1889.--------1890.---------

64
72
78
82

5, 949,894
7, 188,507
7, 235,577
8, 011,787

139
152
139
155

3, 270,681
3, 666,324
3, 210,920
3, 488, 601

598
598
637
699

1, 058,315
1, 000, 357
1, 151, 466
1, 137,976

801
822
854
936

10,278,890
11,855, 188
11,597,963
12, 638, 364

l

~

The otttput for 1890.-Notwithstanding the strike which prevailed in
the first and second districts during the earlier months of the year the
aggregate product of the State has been considerably larger than ever
before. The total for 1890 is 12,638,364 short tons of lump coal as
against 11,597,963 short tons the preceding year. The absolute gain
has been 1,040,401 short tons of lump coal, or 9 per cent. of the output
of 1889. The following groups of totals show in what districts the
gains and losses have been made:
Cornpa1·ative coal product in Illinois in 1889 and 1890, by districts.
I----D-is-tr_i_ct_s._ _ _ _

18_8_9·_ _

18-9o_._l

___
1

___

Short tons.
First---------------------·---Second . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Third..........................
Ji'ourth . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Fifth..........................
The State................

Gain.

Loss.

1

2,530,453
1, 087, 848
2, 050, 3J9
3, 164, 835
2,764,478
11, 597, 9631

Short tons.

Short tons.

Short tons.

2,303,326 ---------·-···
227,127
1, 002, 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85, 248
2, 375, 970
325, 621 ............. .
3, 716, 464
551, 629 ............ ..
3,240,004
475,526 ............. .
12, 638, 364

1, 352, 776 1

312, 375

From this it-appears that the gain in the central and southern field
has been greatly in excess of the losses sustained in the northern field
by reason of the strike. This does not cover the whole case, however,
as the same suspension also influenced tb,e product of 1889. There was
no work done in the disaffected districts during May or June of that
year and but little for several months before; meanwhile there was no
intermission of operations in other parts of the State. Thus the fiscal
year of 1889 also showed a falling off in the tonnage of the northern
field and an increase in that of the central and southern. The gains in
one quarter, however, were not enough in th~t year to make up for the
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losses in the other, and the net decline in product for the State was
257,225 tons. Taking the results of the two years in combination there
was a falling off of product in the northern field of 694,452 tons in 1889
and of 312,375 tons in 1890, or 1,006,827 tons in all, while in the central
and southern districts there was an increase of 437,227 tons in 1889 and
of 1,352, 776 tons in 1890, or of 1, 790,003 tons in all. The difference between these totals, 783,176 tons, represents the net increase in the tonnage of the State during the last two years, or since 1888, notwithstanding the serious interruption of business and consequent impairment of
output which resulted from the six months of controversy about wages.
These facts afford rather strong evidence of the material progress of
the industry and incidently point to a possible though gradual shifting
of the center of greatest activity from the northern to the central coal
field.
Total product of lump coal in nlinois for ten years.
Years.
1880 ••••••••••••••••••••••••.
1882 .••••••••••••••••••••••••
1883 ·••••••••••••••••••••••••
1884 •••••••••••••••••••.•••..
1885 ········-················

Short tons.
6, 115,377
9, 115,653
10, 030, !l91
10,101, 005
9, 791,874

Years.

Short tons.

1886 •••••••••••••••••••••••••
1887 ..•••••• •••••.••.•.••••••
1888 .••••••••••••.••..•..••.•
1889 ··•••••••••••·•••·· .••••.
1800 ..•••••••••••.•••••••••••

9, 246,435
10,278,890
11,855, 188
11,597,963
12,638,364

For the year 1882 and for each subsequent year these statistics have
been compiled by the Illinois State bureau; the figures given above for
1880 are those published by the Tenth United States Census. The
results for 1881 are omitted from this table for the reason that no State
report on this subject was made prior to 1882.
The conspicuous feature of this showing is the fact that the output
of coal in this State has more than doubled during ten years. It is
observable, however, that the increase has not been uniform from year
to year, but that from 1883 to 1887 there was a decline in tonnage, followed by material gains in more recent years.
Although the mining of coal has been carried on to greater or
less extent in fifty-seven counties in the State during the last year, the
greater portion of the total product has been derived from comparatively
few of them. The relative rank of the ten counties from which the
greatest quantities have been mined is indicated as follows:
Product of coal in the ten principal counties of Illinois in 1890.
Rank.
1
2
3
4
5

Counties.
Macoupin .....•••••...
St. Clair ..•..•.....•.•.
La Salle ..•......•••...
Sangamon ...•.•.•.•••.
Vermilion ..••••.•••••.

Short tons. Rank.
1, 369, 919
1, 332, 978
926. 214
879, 888
704, 509

6
7
8
9
10

Counties.
Grundy .....•••••.••..
Madison ....••..•••••.•
.Jackson ...............

~:~~ra·:::::.·:::.:::::::

Short tons.
654,017
646,228
580,521
497,768
482,725
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• The amount of coal derived from these ten counties was 8,07 4, 767
short tons, or about two-thirds of all the coal produced in the State.
Following is a statement of the output of each county for a series of
four years, with the gain and loss in each county during 1890:
Comparative coal p1·oduct of Illinois in 1887, 1888, .1889, and 1890.
1890 compare1l with
188().

Output.
Districts.
1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

Gain.

Loss.

Short tons. Short tons. Shor-t tons. Short tons. Short tons. Sho1·t tons.
227, 127
First district ............. 2, 686,829 2, 877,794 2, 530,453 2, 303,326 -----·------Counties:

ta~1r~}e~·::::::::::::

LaSalle .............. · 1, 125,235
Livingston ...........
387,600
284,040
Will ..................

862,866
82,000
1, 090,435
495,388
347,105

698,033
67, 380
1, 039,703
382, 9G5
342, 372

654,017
62,460
926,214
372,504
288,131

Second district .••...•..••. 1, 069,027

1, 293,187

1, 087,848

1, 002,600

429,580
6, 208
117, 533
64,324
73,928
110,103
127, 708
85, 282
22,686
li, 8G5
13,810

635,097
6, 515
108, 831
57.043
87; 013
104,274
167, 931
57,872
34,403
18, 61)0
15,518

493,730
6, 028
101,716
57,588
59,784
98,386
175, 690
47,363
16,243
19,171
12,149

Third district ............. 1, 781,395

2, 192,121

2, 050,349

2, 375,970

2, 325
337,215
159,000
141,700
155,621
452, 123
51,847
359,119
122,445

7, 300
461,589
174,330
117, llO
181,075
533,817
59,324
499,076
158,500

4,414
366,577
138,700
129,322
181,621
454,731
67,973
537, 4ll
169,600

4, 650
404,417
164, 650
173,492
230,662
482,725
81,141
704,509
129,724

Fourth district .....••.... 2, 568,291

2, 854,540

3, 164,835

3, 716,464

Counties:
Bureau ...............
Hancock ..............
Henry ................
Knox .................
Marshall ..............
McDonough ..........
Mercer ...............
Hock Island ..........
Schuyler ..............
Stark .................
Warren ...... ..................
-,

Counties:
Cass ..................
Fulton ................

if~~!;·::::::::::::::

Menard ..............
Peoria ................
Tazewell .............
Vermi1io1.1 ............
Woodford ............

792,954
97,000

·----

...................
...................
.......................
.....................
.......................
71,059

44,016
4, 920
113,489
10,461
5-!, 241
150,307

121, 029
372,701 ....................
6, D48
920 ....................
2, 982
98,734 ............ ,. ..........
5, 935
51,653 ..................
B, 210
56,574 ..................
14,985
83,401 ........................
....................
238,200
62,600
7, 667
39,696 .........................
21,836
5, 593 .....................
499
18, 672
916" ...................
14, 095

... -- .. i;

:::::::====:---===:::::
===========
39,876
365,497

236
37, 840
25,950
44,170
49.041
27; 994
13, 168
167, ODS

.........................
613,222

..................

..................
.....................

........ ·----·
....................
......................

...................
--··-30,876
-- ---·
61, 593

Counties:
Bond . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. •
36, 076
38, 200
59, 724
66, 746
7, 022 .......... .
Calhoun . .. . .. . • .. .. • . . . . . . . . . . ..
1, 036
1, 078
1, 468
390 .......... .
Christian.............
149, 973
147, 030
249, 774
439,451
189, 677 ......... ..
Coles.................
34,612
27,210 ............................................ ..
Effingl1am ............ ...... .. . .. ........... ...........
796
796 .......... .
Greene...............
12,578
14,494
19,048
11,714 ....... ......
7, 334
Jasper.................................................
152
152 .......... .
Jersey................
2,684
3,949
4, 040
7,500
3,460 .......... .
Macon ................
118,183
280,805
233,309
179,050 .............
54,259
Macoupin.............
926,588 1, 016,624 1, 202,187 1, 369,919
167,732 .......... .
Madison . . . . . .. . .. . . . .
521, 705
512,948
490, 181
646,228
156, 047 .......... .
Montgomery..........
10, 220
14, 295
24, 425
58, 617
34, Hl2 ......... ..
Morgan . . . . . .. . . .. .. .
6, 669
12, 545
13, 019
16, 601
3, 582 .......... .
Pike.................. ........... ........... ...........
135
135 .......... .
Richland..............................................
154
154 .......... .
Sangamon . . • .. .. .. .. .
730, 391
764, 970
846, 012
879, 888
33, 876 .......... .
Scott . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. ..
9, 802
12, 491
15, 028
20, 022
4, 994 .......... .
Shelby................
8, 810
7, 943
7, 010
18, 023
11, 013 .........••

170,416
700
52 383
' 40
450
12, 110
580,521

48,859
700
22,339
40
450
!), 110
103, 047

........... ,

................
....................
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Comparative coal p1·oduct of IlUnois in 1887, 1888, 1889, and 1890-Continued.
1890 compared with
1889.

Output.
Districts.
1 - - - - - - - --1-18_8_7._1

1888.

11889.

1890.

Gain.

I

Loss.

Counties-Continued:
Short tons. Short tons. Short t~ns. Sh01·t tons. Short tons. Short tons.
2,100 ....••..•..
Jefferson..............................................
2,100
37,722 ..•••••.••.
Marion . . . . . . • • • . . . • • .
98, 915
156, 975
180, 777
218, 499
Perry .......••••••.••.
319,552
306,235
381,347
497,768
116,421 .•.••••••••
Ranclolph. ....••..•.•.
. 74,263
167,321
98,202
134,699
36,497 ···•••·•••·
Saline . . .. .. . .•...•• .•
19, 518
32,550
35,496
45, 845
10,349 ••••••.••••
134,878 .......... .
St. Clair . . . • . • . • . . . . • . 1, 018, 149 1, 184, 579 1, 198, 100 1, 332, 978
Washington..........
40,220
43,600
36,220
25,160
11, 060
Williamson . . • . • • . . . • .
112, 338
160, 664
202, 261
166, 335
35,926
State totals ....•.•.. 10, 278, 890 11, 855, 188 11, 597, 963 12, 638, 364 (a)1, 040, 401 .•••••..••.

a Net increase.

Number oj employes.-Contrary to all precedent the number of miners
and others employed at coal mines, as reported for 1890, according to
Colonel Lord's report, has .n ot increased with the larger output of coal,
but has materially fallen short of the number reported by him for 1889,
but it does show an increase of 4,640 over the number of employes rep~ted by the Census Office for 1889. The following fijures show the
number of employes reported by Colonel Lord for each of ten years:
Employes in Illinois coal mines for ten years.
Years.

Miners.

Others.

Total.

1------------------11--------1880 .•.•••• ···--· •••••••••••• --·- ••••• - •.••••••• ··-- •• --- ••.••••••••..•• -- •• --.
1882 ··••••••••••••·••••••········••••••••••••·•••·••••••·· ······•·•· ••....•...

fggf ::::
:::::::: :::::::::::: ::: ::::::::: ::: :: :::: :::::: :::
...•.••••••• ••••..••••.•..••.•..•.•• ••..•.•••.•••.•.•.

1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890

.••.••••.••••......••.•....•........••....••••..••.••.
...••.••••• -.. .. • . • •.• . . . .. • . . . . . . . . •.. . . • . .. . . . . . . . . .
...•••• ---- .• -- •. - ... - ......... - ..••• -.......... . . . . . .
.••• - ••••••.••••••••.•.•... -.- ••• -- •••••••.... ·-.. •. . .
••.•••.••••.••••••............•••.....••.•......••..•.

~& gfg

20,772
20,973
21,158
23, 649
23,583
20,106

!:5,174
Jgg
4,873
5, 646
5, 762
6, 493
8,468

16,301
20, 290
28,939
25,575
25,946
25,846
26,804
29,410
30,076
28,574

These totals are not the result of an enumeration of the employes
at the several mines at any particular time, but are made up from the
numbers reported to the inspector by each proprietor as the average
number employed during the winter months. This is readily obtained
from monthly pay rolls, and though the result is necessarily somewhat
less than exact as to individuals, there is no reason to doubt the substantial correctness of the numbers thus reported.
It will be observed, however, that h&etofore there has been a uniform increase in the number of employes corresponding in general with
the increase in product; whereas for 1890, with an increase of 9 per
cent. in tonnage, there is a decrease of 5 per cent. in the number of men
employed. .An examination of the returns by districts shows that this
falling off is chiefly in the first and second districts, where the recent
long strike prevailed, and from which there was a general exodus of
miners at that time. In the third and fourth districts the working
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force has remained about stationary, though the output has been larger
than ever, while in the fifth district there has been an increase in product and a decrease of 7 per cent. in the number of men.
Days of active operations.-There has necessarily been some impairment of the time actually devoted to the product of 1890, owing to the
entire suspension of operations for a portion of the year in one important field. The experience of the mines in the various districts for the
present and two preceding years is given below.
Number of operating days in Illinois coal mines for 1888, 1889, and 1890.
Districts.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1---------------------------------------l-------- ---First...........................................................
Second • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • . . • • . . . • .
Third .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • .. .. ..
Fourth . . • .. • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• . .. • • • . • • .. • • • • • • • • . . • • • . .
Fifth .. • • .. . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • •

216
219
219
230
219

188
198
203
240. 3
235

178
182
193
243
232

I

--------The State • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • .. • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • . • 220. 6
211. 5
203. 5

The mines which are enumerated in this classification are those which
are supposed t~ have operated continuously throughout the year, so fa.as
the demand for coal justified it, and do not embrace those which are
worked through the winter months only. The average running time of
all mines is found to have been 203.5 days in 1890, as against 211.5 days
in 1889, and 220.6 days in 1888. The falling off is observed to have
taken place in the first three districts, while the average for the others
has increased.
A verage value of coal at the mines.-The customary computation of
average worth of coal at the mine, based upon the figures given to the
inspectors by the proprietors of mines, has been made for 1889 and
1890, and the results are presented herewith in comparison with similar
results for a series of years:
Average value of Illinois coal per ton at the mines during eight years.
Districts.

1882. 1883. 1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 1888. 1889. 1890.

1-----------------1----1-- ---------------------

First................. . . . . . • • . . 1. 75 1. 59 1. 49 1.41 1. 32 1. 32 1. 37 1. 36 1. 30
Second .. • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . . .. . . .. 1. 87 1. 97 1. 79 1. 71 1. 57 1. 50 1. 47 1. 43 1. 48
T!Jird .................. _...... 1. 43 L 45 1. 31 1. 25 L 16 1. 10 1, 14 1. 10 1. 06
Fourth ........................
33 1. 32 1. 09
. 9$51 . 97
. 89
. 951. !l7
87
Fifth ..•...•..•••.•.••...•..••. ~~~ .894 ~~~~~

II.

/

The State ........... ~ .... 1. 51

I.

1.48

1. 26- 1.17

1.10

1. 09

1.12

1. 0811.02

The fluctuations in the average value of coal are here shown for a
series of years and for each district and the State. The averages as
computed for the State present a uniform decline from year to year,
save a slight exception in 1888, and the total falling off in value since
1882 is 50 cents a ton, or 33-k per cent. One-half of this depreciation,
however, occurred in the first three years, and one-half of the remainder
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in the two years following. The further decline from $1.10 to $1.02 has
been more gradual and the result of four years depression of prices.
Referring to the experience of the various districts it is noticeable that
the average for the State has been depressed during the past year,
almost wholly by the decline in prices in the fourth and fifth districts,
in the former of which the average value has fallen off 9.2 cents, and
the latter 5.6 cents a ton.
Prices paid for mining by hand.-An examination of the following
table shows the movement in the rate of wages which has characterized
coal mining in this State during a series of eight years:
Average prices paid per ton for hand-mining, from 1883 to 1890.
Districts.

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - : - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - First ...•••...••.••.•••••••••. $0. 917 $0. 906 $0. 867 $0. 859 $0. 891 $0. 889 $0. 892 $0. 812
Second .•.•••••••••..•••••.••.. 983 1.00
.941
.927
.927
.918
.924
.892
Third . . . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • . •• . . . . 875
. 873
. 814
. 729
. 688
. 706
. 699
. 680
Fourth ..•.•.•••••.••.•••.•••.. 71
.694
.62
.573
.576
.614
.599
.584
Fifth........................ .619
.60
.511
.501
.537
.554
.525
.511
The State .•••••••••••••. 0.802

0.783

0.725

0.676

0.727

0.717

0.731

0.683

The foregoing averages have been computed every year for eight
years by the proper combination of the number of tons mined at each
specific rate, with the various rates paid and with due allowance for
the difference, where any is tound, between the rates paid in summer
and in winter. They are, therefore, mathematically true as averages
though not identical with the price paid at any particular place. The
object of the table like that concerning the average value of product is
to present an illustration of the tendency, both of values and wages, in
specific terms, from year to year, for the various mining districts and
the State as a whole.
The decline in the average rate of wages in this State during eight
years is represented by the difference between 80.2 cents and 68.3 cents
per ton, or 11.9 cents, or 14.8 per cent. It is observed, however, that
during the years from 1885 to 1889, the variation from year to year was
inconsiderable and without definite tendency, but that from 1883 to 1885
there was a drop of about 7 cents a ton, and during the last year an
average decline of 5 cents. The latter is clearly due to the reduction
of 7~ cents a ton, which was imposed in certain districts as a result of
the strike of the past year. The average for the year following, or the
current year (1891), during which the old rate of wages in the same
field has been restored, should consequently be higher. The specific
fluctuations in the various districts during the past year and seven preceding years may be observed in the table. The average decline in the
first district is 7.96 cents, and in the second, only a part of which was
affected by the strike, 3.24 cents, while in each of the other districts
the variation is very small, though uniformly a decline.
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Mining with machines.-The amount of coal undercut with machines
during the year has been somewhat larger than in any previous year,
and the number of machines in use has been greater than in the preceding year, though less than in the year 1888. The number of mines
in which this method has been prac_ticed has not increased, though the
machines have been abandoned in some mines and introduced in others.
The statistics for the last three years are as follows:
Statistics of machine mining in Illinois for three years.
Years.

cent. Number Per cent.
Number Number
of Per
of men
ofma- Number
of total
of total
of mines. chines.
tons cut. product.
employed. men.
---- -

1888. -·-- •••••••••••••••.
1889 .•• -· ••.••.••...••...
1890 •••..••...•••••.•.•..

39
35
34

272
235
266

2, 243,810
2, 346,713
2, 881,983

18.9
20.2
22.8

3,088
3,439
3,141

10.5
11.4
10.9

The mines reported here are all those in which machines have been
used at all, and is not confined to those in which they are used exclusively. The inference from these figures is that while · the use of machine~ has not become more general, the number has been increased in
mines where they have given satisfactory results.
The :fields in which the machine process is most general are indicated
by the following statement of the number of tons mined by this method
in each of the several districts in 1890. With these :figures are combined the number and the names of the machines used:
Product by rnachine

D" t . t
lS

riC s.

n~ining

and numbtn- and names of machines used.

Number and kinds of machines used.
Total tons 1 - - - - - - - - - , , - - - - - , - - - - - - - - : - - , - - - - - - - - - 1
produced. Harri- Chou- Inger- Kang- Legg Sperry Yock. To~al
teau.
soil.
ley.
·
·
machrnes.
son.

Number of
menemployed.

1----1-----1-------------------------First.....
89,414
14 ........ ........
5
4
4 ......
27
224
Second....
20,000
12 ........ . . ...... . .. . . .. . . . ... . . . . . ... . . . . ... ..
12
80
Third.....
55, 854
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
6
50
:Fourth . . . 1, 615, 453
128
17
4 ...... ..
3 . . .. . . . . . . . . ..
152
1, 6H
Fifth . . .. . 1, 101, 262
54
9 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
69
1, 173
Total .. 1-2-,8-81-,9-8-3·l--2-1-4 --2-6 - - 4 - - - - 5 - - 7 - - 4 - --6~--26-6 ~--3,-14-1

.As compared with the preceding year, these figures show an increase
of machine product of 241,580 tons in the fourth district and of 295,459
tons in the :fifth ilistrict, with but slight changes in the others. Sev:eral new machines have made their appearance during the year, known
severally as the Ingersoll, Kangley, and Sperry, and the number of
Chouteau machines, which have recently been introduced, has increased
from 14 to 26.
The rates of wages paid to men employed in operating machines
have not materially changed during the last three years, as appears in
the following group of average daily wages:
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Wages paid machine operators for t'hru year• in Illinois.
Occupation.

1888.

1889.

1890.

Cutters ....................................................... ..
Helpers ....................................................... .
Blasters ...•••.•••••••••••.••••••••••..•.•..•.•••.••••....•..••.
Loaders .................................................... _._ •.
Timberer& ..................................................... .
Laborers ...................................................... .
Drillers ...•••••••••.•••••.••.••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••.••..••.

$2.33
1. 70
2. 07

$2.34
1. 78
2. 09
1.80
2.07
1.66
2.00

$2.29
1. 77
2.07
1. 78
2.04
1. 73

791

1.
2. 02
1. 61
2.00

Casualties in 1890.-The number of accidents, fatal and otherwise,
which have befallen employes about mines during 1890 was somewhat
greater than in the year preceding. The increase in killed was 11, or
from 42 to 53, and the increase in injured 93, or from 201 to 294. The
statistics of the killed and hurt in the mines of the State for eight
years are as follows:
Casualties in Illinois coal mines compared with annual production for eight years.
Total casualties.
Years.

Non-fatal casualties.

I

Total Total num- Number Number Number Number
Num- Num- number
ber of tons
of tons of of em- of tons of
ber
ber
of
men of c~lpro- of em- coal pro· ployes to coal ~rokilled. injured. employed.
duced.
duced to each acci·[ duce t~
~~:iJ~ each
life
lost.
dent. ea~~~-Cllost.

------

1883 .••••••.••••
1884 ............
1885 ..•.••••••••
1886 .•••••••••••
1887 .••..••.•••.
1888 .•••••••••••
1889 .••••••••••.
1890. ·••••••••••

134
46
39
52
41
55
42
53

231
197
176
169
180
179
201
294

23, 939
25,575
25,446
25,846
26,804
29,410
30,076
28,574

Totals ..•.
Averages.

462
57.7

1,627
203.3

215,670
26,958

10,030, 991
10,101.005
9, 791, 874
9, 246,435
10.278, 890
11,855,188
11,597,963
12,638, 3G4

179.6
556
652.4
497
654
534.7
716.1
539.1

85,540,710 .. ................
10,692,589
466.8

74,858
219,587
251, 074
177, 816
244,735
215,549
276,142
238,459

103.6
125.8
144.6
153.5
149
164.3
149.6
97.2

43,424
51,274
55,634
54,713
57,105
66,241
57,701
42,987

- - -- - ----.................... .................... ..................
185,153

132.5

52,575

INDIANA.

Total product in 1889, 2,845,057 short tons; spot value, $2,887,852.
Total product in 1890, 3,305, 737 short tons; spot value, $3,259,233.
The coal product of Indiana in 1888 was 76,732 short tons less than
1887. This decrease was attributed principally to the increasing consumption of natural gas in Indianapolis and other cities of the State
and to the consumption of oil as a fuel in Chicago. In Mineral Resources of 1888 it was stated that if the use of natural gas throughout
the State, and of oil in Chicago materially increased, the production of
Indiana coal would proportionately decrease. The prophecy seems to
have been ful:filled 7 for in 1889 the production of Indiana coal decreased
295,922 tons from that of 1888, with a much greater difference in the
value, namely, $1,509,518. In other words, the average price per ton
fell from $1.40 in 1888 to $1.02 in 1889. Whether this great difference
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is altogether due to the above-mentioned causes may be doubted. I tis
probable that the market was considerably affected by the weather.
Bituminous coal is the principal fuel in the State, and like the anthracite coal in the East, depends greatly on the ruling temperature.
In 1890 the coal operators of the State made a determined efi'ort to
restore production of Indiana coal to its former importance. This could
only be accomplished by a reduction of wages and prices. The necessary reduction was made and the average price realized for coal during
the year was less than $1 per ton. The result, however, was satisfactory so far as increased output was concerned, for the product for the
year was over 450,000 tons greater than the previous one and 88,826
tons more than in 1887, before the demoralizing effect of gas and oil had
been felt.
The following tables exhibit the amount and value of the coal produced in Indiana in 1889 and 1890, by counties, with the distribution
of the product:
Coal product of Indiana in 1889, by counties.

Counties.

Loaded at Sold to local 1! sed at
mines for trade and mmes for
shipment. used by em- steam and
heat.
ployes. J

Total
Made into amount
coke.
produced.

Total
value.

Short tons. Sho1·t tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
Clay .............
647,442
31, 650
16,557 ..........................
695, 649 $795,140
Daviess ..........
176,244
12,419
191,585
195, 793
2, 922 ............................
400 ..........................
15, 848
Dubois ...........
5, 917
9, 531
18, 500
2, 291
365 ..........................
41,141
Fountain ..•••.••.
38,485
53,218
Gibson ....••••...
128
1, 099
40 ........................
1, 267
1, 941
Greene .....•••...
175,753
3, 231
6, 865 .........................
185,849
169, 595
Knox ....•••••••.•
7, 200
1, 840 ....................... ..........................
9, 040
10,405
710
Martin ........... .....................
710 . ..................... ...........................
887
225
3, 703
30 ...........................
Owen ............
3, 958
4, 292
6, 400
357, 434
Parke ...•.•••..••
344,658
6, 376 ..........................
377, 324
580 .....................
Perry .•.•.•.••••.
27, 186
12,284
40, 050
47, 175
154,524
Pike .............
138,380
8, 487
2, 857
128, 867
4~800
400 ..........................
18,456
Spencer ...•.•.•••
14,934
3,122
21, 207
21,912
15, 363
Sullivan ....•.•••.
271,977
8, 000
317,252
299,286
89,820
Vanderburg ...•••
6, 528 .......................
87,594
183,942
212, 572
2, 300 ................
187,651
Vermillion .••..•.
178,925
6, 426
167, 590
Vigo ...•••...•.••
353, 685
4, 900 .........................
371,903
13, 318
330, 205
2,160
Warren .......... ...................
2,160 . .................... .......................
3, 555
Warrick .........
56, 153
9, 758
66, 638
50,300
727 ..................

Total .•.•••..

2, 527,1121

237, 9ll5

67,210

12,800

2, 845,057 2, 887,8521

Average
number
employed

2, 592
455
41
85
7
296
22
17
591
109
340
29
556
318
276
629
85
6,44.8
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Coal product of Indiana in 1890, by counties.

Loaded Sold to
Ueed at
Number Average
Total
at mines locil tra~t mines for Made in- a!~~:t
of days number
for ship- aby ~=- steam and to coke. produced. val)le.
active. employed.
ment.
ployes.
heat.
1- - - - -- J - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1-- - - - 1 - - Shor t
Short
Short
Short
Short
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
Clay ..•••••..•.. 1,1~9,63 8
25, 911
6,181 .•...•••.. 1,161,730 $1,177,666
218
2,179
Dn.v iess ......... 188,604
1,092 ····------ .......... 189,696
197,696
231
280
Dubois ..........
13,494
300
200 ..........
13,994
16,056
216
40
Fountain........
23, 300
100
600 . • • .. .. • ..
24, 000
24, 000
260
48
Gibson (a) ..................................................................................... .
Greene .......... 174, 988
22,000
350 .......... 197,338
186,294
218
250
Knox (a) ...................................................................................... ..
Owen (a) ....................................................................................... .
Perry...........
33,501
6,100
600 ..........
40,201
42,201
250
100
Parke . . .. .. . . .. . 343, 960
1, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . • .. .. .. .. 345, 460
378, 033
254.
558
Pike . . . . . . . . . . . . 109, 706
400
3, GOO
2, 130
115, 836
113, 000
170
235
Spencer . . . . . . . . .
11, 256
50
350
11, 656
11, 116
261
39
Sullivan .... ~.... 255, 466
11, 983
11, 874
7, 000
286, 323
268, 525
181
588
Vi go __ .......... 423, 460
4, 488
1, 212
4:09, 160
341, 99~
262
454
Vanderburgh . . .
77, 633
106,071
8. 580
192, 284
197,224
244
307
Vermillion ...... 171,500
1,000
500 .......... 173,000
203,000
161
280
Warrick........
80,231
8,172
656 ..........
89,059
66,424
222
131
Counties.

Sm>llT:'::::::~~-~ ~~~~"'*~.;,i-1~1~1

a The entire product of Gibson, Knox, and Owen counties is from country banks and is included in
the total estimattd product of small mines.
bAverage for the State.

Product of coal in Indiana from 1873 to 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

Years.

Short tons.

Years.

Short tons.

1873 ............
1874 ............
1875 ....•....•..
1876 .••.........
1877 ... -.- -.. - ..
1878 ............

1, 000, 000
812,000
800,000
950, 000
1, 000,000
1, 000,000

1879.- •.. ------.
1880 .. - .. -- .. - ..
1881.-- •.• ---.-1882 .•..••••••..
1883 ............
1884.••..•••.••.

1, 196, 490
1, 500, 000
1,771, 536
1, 976,470
2, 560,000
2, 260,000

1885 .... -. -----1886 ............
1887 ............
1888 ............
1889 ............
1890 ...... ------

2,375, 000
3, 000, 000
3, 217,711
3,140,979
2, 845,057
3, 305,737

INDIAN TERRITORY.

Total product in 1889, 752,832 short tons; spot value, $1,323,807.
Total product in 1890, 869,229 short tons; spot value, $1,579,188:
All of the producing mines in the Indian Territory are in the Choctaw
Nation Reservation. Until1889 the Missouri, Kansas and Texas railroad was the only means of reaching a market, and all the mines were
along the line of the road or reached by spurs built from it. In 1889,
however, the Choctaw Coal and Railway Company, building through
the Territory, secured valuable rights from the Indians for mining coal,
and have made considerable progress in the development of mines at
Hartshorne, about 18 miles fi'om where the Choctaw Railroad crosses
the Missouri, Kansas and Texas, at South McAlester. The following
description of the Choctaw coal fi.elds, by Mr. H. M. Chance, was read
before the February (1890) meeting of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers in Washington:
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Geology of the Ohoctaw coaljieliJ.-" The Choctaw coal field is a direct westward extension of the .Arkansas coal field, but its coals are
not like .Arkansas coals, except in the country immediately adjoining
·the .Arkansas line .
. "From the base of the coal-bearing rocks up to the top of the Coal
Measures the writer finds a total thickness of at least 8,500 feet. This
great mass of coal-bearing rocks consists of an alternation of slates,
shales, sandstones, and coal beds, with their accompanying underbeds
of fire clay. Only one small bed of limestone was observed. This occurs near the middle of the series; itisabout18 inches thick and quite
arenaceous. The formation is naturally subdivided by seven or eight
thick beds of sandstone, varying from 50 to 200 feet in thickness, the
out-cropping edges of which form a series of more or less bold ' hogback' ridges, the interbedded shales and slates forming the intervening valleys.
"The base of the coal series is a massive sandstone, ranging from
100 to 200 feet or more ip. thickness, lying immediately beneath the
Grady coal bed, which is the lowest known coal. In the district embraced between the Missouri, Kansas and Texas railroad and the .Arkansas State line, this sand rock usually forms a bold semi-mountainous
ridge.
" This is the ridge through which the Saint Louis and San Francisco
railroad passes at Bryan station, where the Grady coal bed is opened and
worked, from which point it can be traced westward without difficulty,
passing about 3 miles north of Le Flor on the same railroad, thence
west to the Little Narrows (which is merely a gap in the ridge), and
beyond to a point 2 miles west of the Thomson-McKinney place, where
it swings abruptly north for a mile or more, only to resume immediately
its westward course, forming for some miles the northern boundary of
the valley known as the "Boiling Springs" prairie, beyond which it
trends somewhat southwest, crossing Gaines' creek, thence west to, and
south of, the Simpson place (2 or 3 miles east of the mining town of
Krebs), where it abruptly turns back, running in an easterly course
about 7 miles to Brushy creek, which it crosses, maintaining its eastward course for a further distanc~ of about 6 miles, here forming the
southern boundary of the Boiling Spring prairie, and the northern
boundary of the Grady coal basin. From the point last reached the
ridge swings around in a curve to the southwest, a distance of about 9
or 10 miles, inclosing and forming the valley and coal basin which has
been named by the writer, after its discoverer, the Grady coal basin.
"In tracing this ridge eastwardly from the Bryan mine it is followed
without difficulty to and beyond the Poteau river to a point about 5
miles nearly due south from Cavanal station. Here it turns abruptly
back to the southwest, and swinging in a horseshoe curve to the south
and southeast, incloses a basin which the writer has called the Mitchell
basin, naming it likewise after its discoverer.
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"The discovery of this basin furnishes a good example of the results
that can, at times, be reached by the structural geologist in predicting,
in advance of the actual examination of a district, what may possibly
be found. Having traced this ridge to the Poteau river, and from an
elevated point being able to see that it was running straight toward the.
Poteau mountains, some 10 or 15 miles to the east, and knowing that
these mountains were formed of rocks high in the Coal Measures the
writer saw at once that either a great fault must cut off these lower
rocks, or that they must turn back to the west or southwest, and then,
resuming their easterly course, pass south of the Poteau mountains.
The first hypothesis being deemed improbable, the second was assumed
to be probably true, in which case a coal basin should be found a few
miles south of our camp on the Poteau river. Just as the writer was
about starting in search of this basin, a courier reached camp with a
message requiring my immediate return to McAlester. Upon leaving
camp I gave my chief prospector (Mitchell) directions how to proceed
in search of this basin, which he afterward found, without trouble,
located exactly as the writer had predicted.
"A survey line, started from the ridge at Bryan and running nearly
north directly across the dip to the Kavanaugh mountains, north of
Kennedy's store, a distance of about 7 miles, would have the data for a
cross section, from which the thickness of the Coal Measures could be
obtained with accuracy.
"At Bryan the dip is about 40 degrees; at 1 mile north, about 30
degrees; at 2 miles north, about 20 degrees; and for the next 2 miles,
about 15 to 20 degrees. Still farther north it gradually decreases until,
under the main ridge or backbone of the Kavanaugh mountains, the
rocks are flat. A section, roughly constructed from odometer measurements, gives a minimum thickness of 8,500 feet, with a possibility of
10,000 feet of coal-bearing rocks in this basin.
" Should the entire series prove of Carboniferous age the thickness
here present is about twice as great as has yet been found in any State
of the Union. Probably about the same thickness will be found in
Arkansas, but up to the time my Indian T~rritory work was finished
Mr. Winslow's work for the Arkansas Geological Survey had not progressed to a position warranting any definite statements as to total
thickness, hence we were not able to compare results, but he already
evidently anticipated the existence of a thickness far in excess of that
shown in other States, and was not surprised to hear of a similar occurrence in the Indian Territory.
"The coals worked in the McAlester, Savannah, and Lehigh districts,
on the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas railroad, and at Bryan, on the St.
Louis and San Francisco railroad, belong to the lower portion of this
8,500 feet, being principally beds found within 1,500 feet of the basal
sand rock.
"The coals of the Kavanaugh mountains, notably the lt>ig bed at
778 MIN--14
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Mayberry's mine, and those in the mountain near Poteau switch, on
the St. Louis and San Francisco railroad, belong high up in the series,
being found in the uppermost 1,500 feet of rock. To_ this series, also,
probably belong the coals opened and mined in the western part of Arkansas at Jenny Lind, Hackett City, and Huntington.
"The western Arkansas coals are dry semi-bituminous or semi-anthracite coals, mostly non-coking, or with quite feeble coking properties,
ranging from 14 to 16 per cent. in volatile matter, the highest percentage yet found, according to Mr. Winslow's Arkansas report, being
17.655.
"In the Mitchell basin, about 10 miles west from the Arkansas line,
coal recently opened shows 19 per cent. volatile matter; the Mayberry
coal, about 8 miles farther west, contains 23 per cent. volatile matter,
and the Bryan mine coal, about the same distance west, shows 26 per
cent. volatile matter. About 30 miles farther west the coal shows from
38 to 41~ per cent. volatile matter, which is also about the percentage
in coals of the McAlester and Lehigh districts.
"The Mitchell basin coal will coke; but whether it will make marketable coke has not yet been determined. From the Bryan mine
west all the coals are strong coking coals; but they contain so much
gas that the yield of coke will be small, except in the district between
the Bryan mine and the Little Narrows. The coals best adapted for
general use are found in the district lying at and west of the Little
Narrows, in the Grady basin and in the McAlester field. The Mitchell
basin coal, now being prospected, also promises coal of good quality,
but of semi-bituminous character. A recent analysis, made by Prof.
McCreath, gives the following result:
, .Analysis of coal from the Mitchell basin, Indian Territory.
Percent.
Water ....•••....•••.•.••.•••••..•..•..•.••...................•.•......
Volatile matter ..............••...........•.•...•......••...........•..
Fixed carbon .•••••.•••••••••••.•••••.•.•••••••...•••••.......••.......

~if-:::_:::::::_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1.058
19.032
71.736
. 649

7. 525
I

100.000

"The bed from which this sample was taken is supposed to be either
the Grady or McAlester bed. The opening was made since my return,
and I can not locate it.
"An average of seven analyses, made by Prof. McCreath, of coal from
the Grady bed, in the Grady basin, shows:
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Analysis of coal from the Grady basin, Indian Ter1'itory.
Per cent.
Water.................................................................
Volatile matter......... . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .
Fixed carbon..........................................................
Sulphur...............................................................
.Ash...................................................................

1. 792
40. 207
51. 785
1. 333
4.883

Total.............................................................

100. 000

"Two analyses of coal from the Grady bed in the McKinney (Little
Narrows) district, average:
.Average analysis of coal from the McKinney district, Indian TlY1·1·itory.
Per cent.
Water.................................................................
Volatile matter. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. ..
Fixed carbon..........................................................
Sulphur...............................................................
.Ash...................................................................

1. 709
38. 668
51. 482
1. 006
7.135

Total....................................................... .. . . ..

100. 000

''One analysis of coal from the :McAlester bed at Krebs (near McAlester) gave:
Analysis of coal from the McAlester bed at K1·ebs, Indian Ten·it01·y.
Per cent.
Water ............................................................... .
Volatile matter ..................................................... ..
Fixed carbon ......................................................... .
Sulphur ........... . .................................................. .
.Ash ........................................................•..........

1. 804
37.171
53.404
. 896
6. 725

Total. ........................................................... .

100.000

"One analysis from Lehigh mines gave:
Analysis of coal from the Lehigh mines, Indian Territory.
Per cent.
Water..................................................................
Volatile matter............................. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .
Fixed carbon..........................................................
Sulphur...... . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ..

I

A•h.

4. 323
40. 507
44. 472
2. 508

-~~.:.;:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l~~

"Both the Lehigh and Bryan mines produce coal objectionably high
in sulphur; and the.Lehigh coal has, moreover, the high percentage of
moisture so common in the coals__..of Kansas and Missouri. The best
coal now mined in the region is that from the McAlester bed, mined at
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McAlester and Krebs by the Osage Mining Company, and at Alderson
by the Choctaw Coal and Railway Company, and that from the Grady
bed, just opened at Hartshorne by the latter company. These coals
compare favorablywith the best gas coals minedin the country (as comparison with standard Pittsburg coal will show), and they are by far
the best coals now mined in the Southwest, if not indeed the best
mined west of the Mississippi river. They are in every way vastly
s·uperior to Kansas, Missouri, and Iowa coals.
"Topographically and structurally the Choctaw coal fields represent
in miniature many of the features of the anthracite region of Pennsylvania. The measures are flexed by a series of anticlinal and synclinal
folds, not usually as sharp as those of the anthracite regions, but in
many respects very similar. While all the anthracite basins are surrounded by a mountainous rim, of which the outcrop of the thick and
massive conglomerate forms the core, the Choctaw basins are inclosed
by a ridge, sharp and bold in places, but rarely mountainous, formed_
by the outcrop of the basal sandstone. Whether this rock is the
equivalent of the conglomerate or not is as yet wholly conjectural.
"The writer has been enabled to compile the following generalized
section of the Coal Measures from measurements rudely made and at
points widely separated. In a general way it will be of service to the
prospector or field geologist working in other portions of this coal field:
Columnar section of the Coal Measures of Ind·ian Territory.
Feet.
Shales and slates with two massive sandstone ledges. Tl1is group forms

~t~t~~bfr~g~t~~;t~~~nb~N: ~o:~tt~~!, h;~~~- ~~~ th}~~"n~~(~ri~
1

estimated at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 200
:Mayberry coal (this appears to be the Huntingt.on-J enny Lind coal) . . . . 4 to 6
Slates, sandstones, and shales, with some coal bPds ; none, however,
known of workable size and quality; This group contains four or five
massive sandstones. Its thickness is estimated at about.............. 3, 500
Slates with two massive sandstones (these form the top rocks in the
center of the basin 4 miles southwest from Frinks switch on theM. K.
and T. R. R.) . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
400
Sandstone . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50
Slate....................................................................
100
Secor coal . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • • • . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
2~
Slate ....•..........•.........•........•.............. ;:..................
30
Sandstone . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
50
Slates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
320
Sandstone (forms ridge south of South McAlester) ......... v...........
200
Slates with thin coal bed................................................
220
Sandstone (ridge at South McAlester) . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
100
Slates with sandstones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
200
Sandstones (ridge between :McAlester and South McAlester)............
50
Slates....................................................................
130
Norman coal. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • .
3
Slates with sandstone bed near top and two or three thin coals . . • . . . . . .
600
:McAlester coal . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • •
4.
Sandstone...............................................................
50
Slates and shales with thin coal bed........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . •
500
Sandstone, massive, caps Round Top and Long 11 ountain in the Grady
basin, forms bold ridge half mile north of Alderson stations on Choc·
taw Coal and Railway Company's railroad. "Flat-top sandstone"....
100
Slates and shales with two thin coals in upper part......................
600
Upper Grady coal, 1 to 3 feet .....• }
.
Slates or sandstone, 50 feet ....... .
:Middle Grady coal, 1 to 3 feet...... Grady group of coals . .. •• • • .......
100
Slates or sandstone, 50 feet ....... .
Grady coal, 4o to 6 feet ............ .
Sandstone, massive "Tobocksy sandstone" . •. .. • • .... .. • • • .... .. .......
200
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"Below this bottom sand rock we find shales and thin-bedded sandstones forming the Fourche valley, and including the ' Limestone
ridge,' which is finely seen at Limestone Gap on the Missouri, Kansas
and Texas railroad, and on the south side of the valley opposite the
Little Narrows. These measures and the included limestone are probably of sub-Carboniferous age.
"The Grady coal basin is a beautiful little basin, inclosed on three
sides by the ridge formed by the basal sand rock (Tobocksy sandstone)
. and on the fourth by the Adams ridge (formed by the 'Flat-top sandstone'), with but four narrow gaps through which entrance or egress
may be had. A large part of the basin is flat or gently rolling, partly
prairie and partly wooded. Near the center of this basin (exactly in its
geological center) are three 'mountains' rising abruptly to a height of
about 200 feet, almost perfectly flat on top and capped by a hard, massive sandstone, 30 feet or more in thickness, which outcrops in bold
cliffs on all sides, making access to the top both difficult and dangerous.
" The maximum depth of the Grady coal bed in this basin is about
600 feet; but over three-fourths of the basin the bed can be reached at
depths less than 450 feet, and over one-half of the basin the depth will
probably not exceed 300 feet. The basin is about 6 miles long by 3 or
4 wide, and contains over 11,000 acres of the Grady bed. Throughout
this area the coal is not always of workable thickness; but over a large
portion of it the bed will range from 3~ to 5 feet thick, yielding an
average of 4 feet of clear coal.
"The axial line of the Kavanaugh mountains is a synclinal with a
gentle anticlinal roll occupying the valley of Brazil creek, and another .
similar roll coinciding very nearly with the course of the Poteau river
from Cavanal to and beyond Poteau station. These anticlinal rolls
apparently have a general course of south forty degrees west, while the
main synclinals run about south seventy degrees west to south eighty
degrees wes~. The same feature was noticed in the McAlester and
Grady basin districts, and seems to indicate two distinct types of disturbances, or, what is perhaps more probable, a single :flexing force,
giving rise to two series of rolls along the lines of two distinct resultants.
"Whatever the cause, the existence of two series of anticlinal and
synclinal folds, not parallel, but forming an angle of thirty or forty degrees, is a fact that should not be overlooked, for it has a most important
bearing upon the shape of the basins, and upon the location of those
minor disturbances-roll and faulted areas-an intelligent anticipation of
which may often avert the loss of large sums expended in attempting
to open and operate collieries located in or near such a disturbed area.
''In a general way we may expect faulted coal, rolls, and swamps at
and near the intersection of any two synclinal or anticlinal axes. Thus
such an area is found along Brushy creek, immediately west southwest
from the Grady basin. At the southwest corner of the Grady basin
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the 'butt end' of an anticlinal axis is plainly shown by the indentation of the southern rim immediately west of Hartshorne station. This
axis apparently runs about south twenty degrees or twenty-five degrees
west.
'In prospecting for coal in this field, the first object is, of course, to
find a bed of good quality, and thick enough for profitable mining. As
in the McAlester and Lehigh districts coal averaging almost 4 feet in
thickness is mined, and as from 4 to 6 feet of coal is worked. in the Arkansas fields, a thickness of not less than 3 feet and 6 inches is needed
to place a new establishment on anything like an equal footing with
these older companies.
'Cheap mining, and the production of as large a percentage of lump
eoal as possible, require also that the dip of the coal shall be moderate,
not exceeding a pitch of about 14 or 15 degrees, so that the mine cars
may be taken directly to the face of the breasts or rooms. A pitch of
(i or 8 degrees is considered most advantageous, as on such a pitch
slopes work well, and the cars are readily taken up to the working face.
'When the dip is less than 6 or 8 degrees, the best method of development is by shafts.
'Hence, in searching for coal in this field, the prospector rapidly
passes, as undesirable, all territory in which tlle rocks show a strong
angle of dip, and upon reaching an area of moderate dip his search may
profitably be confined to the outcrops of the three beds above named.
'The Boiling Springs prairie, and the same valley farther east, where
it is known as the Fourche Melane valley, or valley of the 'Big Fourche,'
is not coal territory. It is occupied by the shales associated with the
.limestone of 'Limestone ridge,' which are possibly of sub-Carboniferous
age"
Production.-The amount and value of coal produced in Indian Territory in 1889 and 1890, with the distribution of the product, is shown in
the following table:
Coal p1·od-uct of Indian Territwy in 1889 and 1890.

l

I

Sold to
Used at
L<?aded. at local trade mines for Made into
Total
mmes for and used
d
coke
amount
shipment. by em- steam an
·
produced.
heat.
ployes.

Years.

I

Total
va1ue.

IAvt~rage I

Number
of da,y s number
activo. employed.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short ton1. Short tons.
I"89 •••••••• ,
1890 ••••• -..

699, 122
828, 102

7, 0951
6, 211

33, 997
11, 292

12, 6181
23, 624

752, 832 $1, 323, 807,..........
869, 229 1, 579, 188
238

1, 862
2, 571

No record of the production of the Indian Territory coal fields wae
nmde prior to 1885. Since that date the product has been as follows:
Product of coal in the Indian Ter1'ito1·y f1'0m 1885 to 1890, inclnsive.
Years.
1885 ...........................
1886 ..... ; .. . • • • • • • .. . • • • . • .. • .
1887 • .. • .. • .. • • • • • .. • • .. • • . • . ..

Short tons. ,

Years.

500,000 I 1888 .... ...................... .
534, 580 1889 .......................... .
685, 911 N 1s9o ......................... ..

Short tons.
761,986
752,832
869,229
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Total product in 1889, 4,095,358 short tons; spot value, $5,426,509.
Total product in 1890, 4,021, 739 short tons; spot value, $4,995,739.
The production of coal in Iowa in 1889 was 857,082 short tons less
than that of 1888, and showed a decrease in value of $1,011,663. A
further decrease is noted in 1890 of 73,619 short tons in amount and
$430,770 in value.
Owing to the large number of small mines in Iowa, considerable difficulty has been experienced in obtaining the statistics of production.
1\iany of the small operators keep no systematic records, and the statements from these mines are necessarily estimated.
The following tables show the production in 1889 and 1890 by coun.ties,
with the distribution of the product.
Coal product of Iowa in 1889, by countiea.

Counties.

Adams .........
Appanoose .....
Boone ..•....•..
Cass ...••••.••.
Dallas
Davis ..•.••.••.
Greene ...•..••.
Guthrie ...... ".
Hardin ..••.•••.
Jasper ..•...••.
Jeft'erson ...•.••
Keokuk .....••.
Lucas ..•...•••.
Mahaska ..•••.•
Marion .......•.
Monroe ......•.
Montgomery ...

~~~:::::::::::

Scott ...•..•.••.
Taylor .........
Van Buren .....
Wapello .....••.
Warren .....•••

Loaded at Sold to local Used at
mines for trade and mines for Made into
coke.
shir)ment used by em- steam and
·
ployes.
heat.

Average
Total
amount Total value. number
emproduced.
ployed.

Shot·ttons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Sho·rt tons.
800
12,637
20 -... - .. - . - -- -..
13,457
6,476 ........... ........
285,194
252,881
25,837

--

174,392
280
67,055
3, 825
51,438
12,275
490
199,152
8,123
455,162
339, 22!)
1, 056,477
145,180
258,401
1, 040
2, 768
434,047
9, 446
9, 736
39,258
359, Hl9
14,515
17,480
137,739

$27,870
376,473
3U, 302
700
111,472
5,409
89,704
30,852
1, 370
282,081
12,609
569,190
416,307
1, 222,954
185,266
300,786
2, 280
6, 770
687,969
15,181
20,122
54,617
406,445
25, 819
25,751
224,210

890
704
1, 648
349
690

4, 095,358

5, 426,509

9, 247

~

125,858

....................
60, 309

.......................
41,420

.......................
.......................
171,120
3, 341
417, 751
318,523
992, 303
124,325
244,306

...................

....................
284,310

........................

;~?;~tee~-:::::::

3, 800
34,891
331, 702
4, 984
7,489
110,161

Total. .••••

3, 530,373

44,479
280
5,576
3, 820
6, 772
12,275
490
17, 853
4, 728
18, 765
10, 316
42,296
19,523
8, 589
1, 040
2, 766
138,876
0,446
5, 936
3, 906
22,833
9, 331
9,811
26,554

464,7351

4, 030
25
. ................... .......................
1,170 .................
5 .. ...................
3, 237 ......................
.. ................... .....................
. ...................... .....................
10,179 ....................
54 ......................
18,646 ......................
10,390 ........................
21, 788 ....................
1, 332 --·······-··
5, 506 ......................

. -.... - ............ .....................
~

2 .. ......................
10,861 .....................

. ................. .......................

................... ......................
461 .... .......... -....
~

4, 652
200
180
1, 024

100,213

-

12

.................

.....................
.......................
37

1,044
653

175
464

1, 020
89
726
414
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Coal p1·oauct of Iowa in 1890, by co,unties,

Counties.

to locaJ Used at
Loaded at Sold
and mines for
mines for trade
used
by
steam and
shipment. employes.
heat.

Number
Total
amount TotaJ value. of clays
produced.
active.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
Appanoose .....
6, 251
252,970
25, 339
284-,560
Boone ..•....••.
153,229
121,783
28, 833
2, 613
Dallas ......••..
3,100
33,4-66
26, 4-39
3, 927
Greene ....••••.
45,031
161 ·········--·
45,192
Jasper ...•.....
165,24-0
5, 760
173,044
2,044
Jefferson and
Lucas ..•.•.•.
350,800
351,600
800 .......................
Keokuk .••..••.
328, 435
9,072
34-9, 318
11,811
Mahaska ••••••. 1, 072,688
12, 993
1, 103, 831
18, 150
Marion ..•..•••.
153, 506
147, 013
6,213
280
Monroe .•.•••..
308,959
6, 711
324,031
8,361
Polk .....•••••.
367,852
216,463
142, 027
9,362
Van Buren ..•..
42, 934
47,464
3, 690
840
Wapello .••....
336,284
2, 448
341,932
3, 200
Warren ..•..•..
5, 790
2, 640
8,470
40
Wayne .........
24, 355
975
25, 415
85
Webster .......
115,554
3,175
118, 829
100
Small mines .... ......................
140,000 ......................
140, 000
Total ...•..

3, 560,738

397,503

63,498

$392,053
279,192
57,059
73, 674191,775

165
191
207
209
24-6

1,080
465
130
121
335

439,900
458,608
1, 165,861
192,714
390, 969
54-7, 272
61,180
376,928
14-,306
31,769
182,479
14-0,000

298
184258
265
197
243
280
159
204
180
182

3241,018
1,673
269
735
700
108
773
38
60
307

(a)213

8,130

4, 995,739

4, 021,739

Average
number
employed.

..

................... ....................

a Average for the State.

The State is divided into three inspection districts, known respectively
as the southern or :first district, the northeastern or second district, and
the northwestern or third district. In previous volumes of Mineral
Resources the annual production of the State since 1883 has been given
by districts and for the sake of comparison the tables are carried up to
1890.
Total production of coal in Iowa by dist1·icts f?·om 1883 to 1890, inclttsive.
Districts.

1883.

1884-.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1890.

1889.

--- --------Long
Long
Long
Long
Long
Long
tons.
toni.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
First ..•••••.... l, 099, 503 1, 040,895 1, 156,224 1, 264,433 1, 426,841 1, 528,967
Second ......... 1, 477, 024 1, 413, 811 1, 231,963 1, 688, 200 1, 775,978 i1, 974, 352
Third .......... 1, 403, 419 1, 4-47, 585 ~ 194. ...
, •• 741
791, 671
Small mines •.. .................... .................
Total .••. 3, 979, 946 13, 902, 291

I '"· ,,

}:

~: ~~~: ~~~ -~~: ~~~: ~~~ ~~~: ~~~. ~.-~~~.-~~~ .

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

1, 497,685
1, 720,727
876,946

. ...................

1, 536,978
1, 626,193
718, 568
140,000

4, 095,358

4, 021,739

Product of coal in the jirBt inspection dist1·ict of Iowa from 1883 to 1890, incluBive.
Counties.

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1-------1---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----1----1----1

Appanoose.....
Adams. . . . . . . . .
Cass ...•..•••..
Davis..... . . . . .
J efforson . . . . . .
Lucas..........
Marion . . . . . • • .
Monroe ..... ,..
Montgomery ...
Page...........
Taylor.. . . . . . • .
Van Buren . . • .
Wapello.......
Warren........
Wayne . . . .. . . .

Long
tons.

Long
toni.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

128, 896
3, 891

158, 986
3, 981

245, 896
3, 896

150, 000
9, 581

160, 351
19, 851

210, 263
18, 817

284,560

527
38, 887
487, 821
90, 985
93,435

1, 207
8, 172
410, 729
97, 085
98,427

33, 655
1, 116
439, 956
100, 011
101,517

1, 000
1, 083
530,759
141, 694
117,700

1, 800
10, 397
472, 998
212, 695
183,505

1, 800
9, 387
364, 969
230, 652
233,896

748
94
1, 678
237, 821
12, 828
1, 892

1, 009
127
1, 778
240, 720
13, 727
4, 947

1, 819
617
1, 193
187, 9]1
12,825
25,812

1, 550
1, 780
8, 585
12, 180
8, 038
26, 331
237, 111
272, 073
23, 332 I 24, 796
34,000 I 28,084

3, 430
8, 002
25, 960
380, 395
17, 103
24,293

285,194
13,457
280
3, 825
8, 123
339,229
145, 180
258,401
1, 040
2, 768
9, 736
39,258
359,199
14, 515
17,480

Total ..••• 1, 099,503 1, 040,895 1, 156, 224 11, 264,433 1, 426, 841 1, 528,967

a Included in product of small mines.

(a)
(a)
(a)
~

5

351,600
153, 506
324,031
(a)
(a)
(a)

47,464
341,932
8, 470
25,415

1, 497, 685 b1, 536, 978

b Exclusive of product of small minea.

l
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P1·oduct of coal in the wecond inspection diBtrict of Iowa from 1883 to 1890.
Counties.

I

I~ - - - - - -

1883.

1885.

Long
tons.

Mahaska .••... 927, 387
Keokuk .•••... 500, 040
Jasper ..•.•.•..
45,883
Scott •••••••••.
3, 714
Marshall ..•••••
Hardin .••••... ..............
Muscatine •••.. ...........

Long
tons.

1

Long
tons.

932,714
430, 940
46.336
3, 821

1886.

1887.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

851,362 1, 025,548
599,007
545,304
286,034
142,039
8, 634
3, 000
200
400
2,000
450
100
100

762,785
372,816
90,425
5, 937

............
............... ............

:.:.:.:.:::.::.:.1:.:.:.:.:::.:::

1888.

Long
tons.
835,981
541,966
275,179
9, 080
1,000

............

Total •••.. 1, 477,024 1, 413, 811 1, 231, 963 1, 688,200 1, 775,978 1, 663,206

a Included in product of small mines.

1889.

b Exclusive of

1800.

Short
tons.

1, 056,477
455,162
199,152
9,446

Short
tons.

1, 103,831
349,318
173,044
(a)

................ ..............
490

(a)

.~.-;~~: ~~~ -~~~.-~~~: ~~~.

produc~

of small mines.

Product of coal in the third inspection district of Iowa from 1883 to 1890.
Counties.

1883.

1885.

1884.
--~

Long
tons.

Boone •••••••.. 466,981
Dallas •••••••..
38,208
Greene .••••••.
88,851
Gutluie ...... . .................
Hamilton .•••. .
1, 998
Polk .......... 558,821
Webster ...... 248,560
Story •.....••.. .................... .

Long
tons.

473,073
37, 185
96,327
5, 187
1, 878
619,921
214,014
~

...

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

Long
tons.

Short
tons.

1890.

-----Long
tons.

Long
tons.

458,191
32,986
89,587
4, 596
918
462,895
145,296

Long
tons.

294,970
21,986
117, 538
17, 194
3, 312
337,964
107,777

167,068
40,420
105,894,
18,305
6,669
305,094
146, 221
2, 000

900,741

791,671

-............ . .............. .. .................

Total .••. ·11, 403, 419 1, 447, 585 1,194, 469
1

I

a Included in product of small mines.

174, 3!)2
140,142
48,622
67,055
51,438
106,042
18,680
12,275
6,480 .....................
300,669
434,047
159,715
137,739
2, 000 . ...................

I 785,350

Short
tons.

153, 229
33,466
45,192
(a)

.................
367,852
118,829

..................

876,9461 b718, 568

b Exclusive of product of small mines.

Resume.-In the foregoing tables the product for the years previous to
1889 has been given in long tons, while that of 1889 and 1890 is given in
short tons. In the following table the product for all the years from
1883 to 1890 is given in short tons:
P1·oduct of coal in Iowa j1·om 1889 to 1890.
Years.
1883 . • • • • • • • .. • • . • • • • • • • .. • • • • •
1884 . . • • • • • • • • • • • . .. . . .. . • .. • • .
18 8o- ·. ·••••••••••••• •• •••· •• •••.•_.•._.• •••••••••••• .·.·.·1
1886

Short tons.

Years.

4, 457, 540 1887...... ... • • .. . • • • • .. .. .. .. .
4, 370, 566 1888 . • .. .. .. .. • . . • • .. .. .. .. .. • .
4, 012, 575 11889.................. .... .. . . .
4, 315, 781 1890 • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • .. • .. • • • • • •

Short tons.
4, 473, 829
4, 952, 440
4, O!J5, 358
4, 021, 739

KANSAS.

Total product in 1889, 2,221,043 short tons; spot value, $3,296,888.
Total product in 1890, 2,259,922 short tons; spot value, $2,947,517.
As shown in the following tables, the principal producing counties in
the State are Cherokee, Crawford, Leavenworth, and Osage, the other
producing counties having a combined total product of but little more
than 35,000 short tons. In 1888 Cherokee county was the :first in producing importance, Osage, Crawford, and Leavenworth following in
the order named. In 1889 Crawford county took the lead with a prod-
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uct of 827,159 short tons, Cherokee coming second with 549,073 short
tons, Osage third with 446,018 short tons, and Leavenworth fourth
with 245,616 short tons. In 1890 the order is again changed, Crawford
county holding the lead and Cherokee the second place, Osage and
Leavenworth chaqging places, the product for each being-Crawford,
900,464; Cherokee, 724,861; Leavenworth, 319,866; Osage, 179,012.
.A. description of the Kansas coal fields, by Mr. Braidwood, was published in Mineral Resources for 1888.
The following tables show the product of coal in Kansas in 1889 and
1890, with the value and distribution:
Coal product of Kansas in 1889, by counties.

Counties.

Sold to
Used at
Loaded at local trade mines
for
mines for and used
steam
shipment.
by emand
heat.
ployes.

Average
Total
Made into
amount Total value. number
coke.
emproduced.
ployed.

1------1---- ------------------------

Bourbon ....•..
Chautauqua. ....
Cherokee •.••••.
Cloud ..........
Coffey ..........
Crawford •..•••.
Ellsworth •••••.
Franklin •••••••
.Jewell .........
Labette ........
Leavenworth ...
Lincoln ........
Linn ...........

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.

........................
........................
516,616

.......................
1, 602
812,700

·--··io;666.

.....................
80
174,557

........................
12,401

.......................

ia'~cili~1i:::::::: .........................
Nemaha •••••••.
Osage ..........
Republic .......
Russell ..••••••.
Shawnee ..•.••.
Total •••••.

.....................
362,468

......................
...................
........................
1, 891,090

19,150 ....................... . ......................
4, 274 ...................
24,878
7, 079
8, 4.54
21 ........................
16, 6"-\) ........................ ..........................
8, 546
5,913 .......................
5, 390 ........................ ...........................
27,105 ........................ .........................
800 ...................... . .....................
2,461 ..................
57,239
13,820 .......................
6,427 .................... .........................
12,864
80 ...................
4, 3G5 .......................... ......................
960 ................ . ..................
2,171 ......................... . ..................
81,217
2, 1!33 ....................
986 ........................ . ......................
6, 703 ...................... .. ........................
9,547 ...................... .. ......................

........ 5oo·

............

300,207

29,246

a. Including Labette county.

500

19,150
4. 274
549; 073
8, 475
18,272
827,159
5, 390
37,771
800
2, 541
245,616
6,427
25,345
4, 365
960
2,171
446,018
986
6, 703
9, 547

$32,092
12,451
662, 858
21,496
35,488
971, 857
17,026
82,499
2, 400
5, 773
415,751
20,723
33,665
12,160
3, 840
7, 870
903,602
2, 710
22,065
30,562

2, 221,043

3, 296, 888

b Included in

1,196
25
1, 629
(a) 75

(b)

937
62

2, 032

5,956

Franklin county.

Coal p1·oduct of Kansas in 1890, by counties.

Counties.

Sold to
Loaded at local trade
mines for and used
by emshipment.
pioyes.

Used at
mines for
steam
and heat.

Total
Number Average
amount Total value. of days
number
produced.
active. employed.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
11,968
Cherokee .••••..
710,580
2. 313
724,861
200
12,000 ......................
Coffey ..........
12,200
6,170
891,634
2, 660
Crawford .•••••.
900,464
Labette ........ ........................
4,000 . .....................
4, 000
3, 610
Franklin .......
5,400
35
9, 045
255,431
62,995
1,440
319,866
Leavenworth ...
22,062
Osage ..........
156,815
135
179,012
2, 034
400
10,474
Linn ...........
8,040
100,000 .. .......................
Small mines .... ......................
100,000
TotaL .....

2, 028,100

224,839

6, 983

2, 259,922

• Average for the State.

882,186
17,000
1, 114,701
10,000
18,130
490,224
242,198
14,078
150,000

-

2, 947,517

186
187
198
200
224
273
209
164

1,413
22
1,447
10
47
745
804
60

............... ...................
(a)210

J

4,523
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KENTUCKY.

Total product in 1889, 2,399,755 short tons; spot value, $2,374,339.
Total product in 1890, 2,701,496 short tons; spot value, $2,472,119.
The product of coal in 1889 was 170,245 short tons less than that of
1888. In 1890 the product was 301,741 short tons more than in 1889,
and greater than that of any previous year. According to the census
returns the number of country banks operated in Kentucky in 1889 was
1, 762, which produced 170,862 short tons of coal-which amount is included in the product statement below. While the number of these
small openings varies from year to year, some being abandoned in a
very short time, and others started up, the amount of coal taken from
them does not materiOO.ly change except by reason of an exceptionally
mild winter season, when little coal is needed, or when an unusually cold
season produces the opposite effect. It is estimated that about 180,000
tons were obtained from these mines in 1890. The placing of a value
upon this product is purely a matter of guesswork. Most of it is consumed by the man who digs it, who may or may not own the land, and
who sometimes pays for it and as frequently does not.
The production of coal in Kentucky, by counties, for 1889 and 1890,
with the value and distribution of the product, is shown in the following
tables:
Coal p1·oduct of Kentucky in 18891 by counties.

Counties.

Sold to
Loaded at local trade Used at
for
mines for and used mines
steam and
shipment.
by emheat.
~ployes.

Made into
coke.

Total
amount
produced.

Sho1·t tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
57
3, 570
Bell.......................
3, 270
13, 198
20,095
Boyd . . . .. ..... .... .. .. . . .
161,030
2, 094
163,124
353
353
Breathht ...................... - ----·
6, 489
·6,489
Butler .....•.. --· .•............ -.----.
Carter....................
167,301
3, 777
172,776
1, 698 --··········
1, ]27
Christian.................
23,154
27,281
3,000 ·•••••••••••
Clay ................................. .
5,170
5,170
1, 310
Crittenden................
3, 976
5, 286
Daviess .............................. .
30,870
30,794
76 --··········
Edn1onl:lon .......................... ..
78
78
1,100
Elliott ............ ....... - ..... - - ..• - .
1,100
Floyd ................................ .
2, 236
2,236
Grayson ............................. .
492
492
Greenup ........... ....... ........... .
082
032
Hancock..................
16,110
5, 478
21,588
785
785
Harlan ................... ----------·24,651
65,682
Henderson ...... -----.....
39,473
1,558 ····· ·· ·--··
23,328
555, 119
7, 976
14, 888
Hopkins .. -·--··-----·---508,927
568
568
Jackson.--·------·-···--·.----.---- ..
7, 555
32,347
Johnson---------·-·-·---24 544
248 ·········--Knott ................................ .
1,158
1,158
1, 200
48,703
KnoxandLee ·----------47,503
Laurel....................
273,244
6,904
303 - ••••••••••.
280,451
Lawrence.................
77,683
2,104
79,787
Leslie ................................ .
], 271
1, 271
Letcher ............................. ..
1, 573
J, 573
McLean..................
23,34.5
11,812
1'.5, 177
20 ---······--Madison ........................... _..
175
175
5,404
5, 404
~:~~i~ ~:::::::::::::::::
660
660
Menifee ......•...••.•..• •.. _....•.••..
1,160
1,160
1, 061
Morg-an ... ............... ............ .
1, 061
206,855
11, 314
M uhlcn berg . . . . . . .. . . .. ..
194, 339
1, 202 ---·········
22,667
Ohio ...•.......••••.......
221,385
246,253
2, 201 -- ••••••••••

::::::::::::

Total
value.

$28,144
179, 385
324
8,054
196,892
34,348
6, 207
5, 604
40,231
78
1, 247
2, 433
615
792
34,087
820
82,457
434,606
568
54,178
1, 052
42,200
251,122
107,103
1, 271
1, 257
41, 199
265
6, 623
800
1,450
1, 061
18(1, 654
200,497

-.
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Coal product of Kentucky in 18891 by counties-Continued.
Sold-to
Loaded at local trade
mines for
and used
shipment.
by employes.

Counties.

! Used at

Total
mines for :Made into
-amount
steam and
coke.
produced.
h t
ea ·

I

Total
value.

t--------------------l---------1-----------------l·--------·l--------l---------l
Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
Owsley .••••••••••••••••••.••...•.•••.

2, 201
349
1,962
69
2,743
1, 432
530
13, 924
1,457
5, 941
4, 540
11,474

~f~~~~ ~:: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Powell. .•..••••••.•••••••..•.......•.•
Pulaski. . • . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • .
78, 420
Rockcastle .••.•••.•••••••..•........•.
Todd ....••••.•••.•••.•••.............
Union....................
41,278

;:~6t~;: ::::::::::::::::: ·····2a: 776 ·

Whitley . ••• •• • • • . • • •. • • • .
179,252
Wolfe ....•••••••••.••••.........•....
Total................

2, 111,010

246,306

2, 201
349
1, 962
69
84,363
1,432
530
56,556
1,457
32,729
184,874
11,474

$2,751
349
1, 962
69
109,587
1, 790
663
63,803
1,821
26,379
203,264
14,277

2, 399, 755

2, 374, 339

••••••·•••·• .•••••••••••
.••••••.•••.••••••••••••
.•.•.•••••••••••••••••••
•••••••..•...••••••••••.
I
3,200 .•••••••••••
1
••••••••••••••••••••••••

.•••••......•••••••••••.
1, 354 .•••••••••••
••·•••••·•·· .••..••.•••.
I
6 __ •••••••••.
1, 082 - -- - - - ••••. '.••.••...••..••••••.•••.
I

18, 458

23,981

1

I

Coal product of Kentucky in 18901 by counties.

Counties.

Sold Used at
Loaded to local mines Made
at mines trade
for
into
fo!'Qship· and used steam coke.
ment.
and
bfc emp oyes. heat.

Total
amount.

Total
value.

----- --- - - - ------- ----

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tom.

Short~

tons.

Butler, Christian, Crittend en, and Daviess •.•
42,363
900
1,668 ........
Boyd and Pulaski ..••••. 188,027
3,473
100 .........
Carter .••••..•.••....•.• 175,670
960
2, 749 .............
Hancock, Henderson,
and McLean ••••.••.•. 122,400
3, 040
1, 200 .........
Hopkins ................ 557,937
13,532 10,565 22,273
Johnson ................
20,822
400 ........... ............
Knox ...................
89,200
800 ........... .........
Laurel .................. 234,490
55,430
1, 258 ............
Muhlenberg •••••••••••• 218,835
14,460
7,688 .........
Ohio .................... 262,720
3, 700
1, 316 ..........
56,587
11,176 ............ .............
Union ..................
2, OG9
1,424
Webster and Lawrence. 129,723
1, 726
Whitley ................ 259, 215
1,600 ••••••••
Small minoo •••••••••••. .:..:..:..:..:.[ 180, 000

I

Total •••••••••••••. 2, 357, 989,291, 666

.,.

Number Average
of days nlJ/ID.ber
emactive. ployed.

I

------ -----

Short
tons.
44,931
191,600
179,379

$41,652
163,176
197,027

164
275
237

152
312
459

126,64.0
604,307
21,222
90,000
291, 178
240,983
267,736
67,763
133,216
262,541
180,000

126,550
461,177
45,234
69,600
276,718
193,330
208,072
72,999
149,860
286,724

224
231
267
240
225
213
236
189
264
204

206
1,104
110
200
680
495
520
131
265
625

-~~.-~~~ ~~.-~~~. 2, 701,496

,,:::::~ ,.. ;~;;;;

5,259

a Average for the State.

Coal product of Kentucky in 1890, by districts.

Districts.

Sold to
Used at
Total
Loaded at local trade mines
for
:Made
amount
mines for and used steam an d into coke. produced.
shipment. blt emheat.
p oyea.

Total
value.

Short tons. Sh01·t tons. Short tons. Short tons Sho1·t tons.

348,415
JeUico .•••••••••••••••••
234,490
Laurel .................
363,697
Pine Hill and Coalton ..
Peach Orchard .......•.
118.822
Kentucky .............. 1, 292,565
Small mines ••••••.•.•.. .....................

Total .•••••••••••• 2, 357,989

1, 600
2, 526
55,430
1, 258
4,433
2,849
1,400
1,200
47,877
22,661
180,000 . ....................
291,666

29,568

...............
...........
................
22,273

...................
22,273

352,541 $356,324
291,178
276,718
360,203
370,979
170,234
121,422
1, 385,376 1, 128.640
180.000
180,000
2, 701,496 2,472,119

Average
number
employed.

825
680
771
310
2,643

..............
5,259
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The following table shows the annual product of coal in Kentucky
from 1873 to 1890:
P1·oduct of coal in Kentucky frmn 1873 to 1890.

ShorlWna.l

Years.
1873 .•••••••••••
1874 .•••••••••••
1875 .•••••••••••
1876 ........... _
1877 .•••••••••••
1878 ••••••••••••

300,000
360,000
500,000
650,000
850, 000
900, 000

Years.
Short
1879 ••••••••••••
1880 ••••••••••••

ll]:L:::::::::I
1883 •••••••••••.
1884 ••••••••••••

"'"'·I
I

1, 000,000
1, 000,000
1, 100,000
1,300,000
1, 650,000
1, 550,000

Years.

Short tons.

1885 ..••••••••••
1886 .•••••••••••
..••••••••••
1887 ..
1888
______ • _. _
1889 ••••••••••••
1890 .•••••••••••

1

1, 600,000
1, 550,000
1,
2, 933,1851
570, 000
2, 399, 755
2, 701,496

1

MARYLAND.

Total product in 1889, 2,939,715 short tons; spot value, $2,517,474.
Total product in 1890, 3,357,813 short tons; spot value, $2,899,572.
Owing to the disastrous flood of 1889, which almost destroyed the
Chesapeake and Ohio canal, one of the chief means of transportation
for Maryland coa1, was removed and the product for that year was
539,755 short tons less than in 1888. Additional railroad facilities-not
by the construction of new roads but by an increase in the number of
cars-enabled the trade to recover somewhat in 1890, and the rebuilding of-the canal in 1891 will afford means of moving a still larger product
in that year.
The production is limited to two counties in the State, Allegany and
Garrett, the product of the latter being insignificant when compared
with that of Allegany. The amount and value of coal produced in 1889
and 1890, with the distribution of the product is shown in the following
tables:
Coal product of Maryland in 1889, by counties.
Used at
L<>adod at ISold WlooM mines
for
Totalpro- ITotal value. .Average
mines for trade and
nmnber
steam
and amount
shipment used by emduced.
employed
heat.
·
ployes.

Counties.

.Allegany ..•••.••••.•••.•••.
Ganett .. --.---------- ••• -Total. •••••••••••••••••

·1

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
2, 885,114
222
2, 885,336

39, 805

10, 162

.::::: 1·--·-;;:;~

2, 935,081
4, 634
2, 939,715

$2,512, 614 }
4,860
2, 517,474

I

3, 702
3, 702
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Coal product of Maryland tn 1890.
Sold to
Used at
Loaded at local
Total
Nmnber Average
trade mines for
mines for and used
amount Total value. of days number
by
steam
and
em·
shipment. employes.
produced.
active. ployed.
heat.

Counti611.

---

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.

~:fia!b;~~:::::::: ................
Total ..........

3, 296,393

44,621
8, 799
8, 000 .................

a,296, 393

52,621

8, 799

1

3, 349,813
8, 000

$2,893,172
6,400

3, 357,813

2,899, 572

244

a,842

244

a, 842

.......... ...........

I

In the 1888 volume of Mineral Resources a statement is made showing the product in long tons of the individual companies operating in
Maryland from 1883 to 1888. The agreement made by the Census Office
and in the collection of the statistics for 1890 precludes the publishing
of the same reports for 1889 and 1890. The amounts are therefore summarized for the years in the following table, and for convenience of
comparison are reduced to short tons :
Product of coal in Maryland from 1883 to 1890.
Years.
188a ......................... ..
1884 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1885 .......................... .
1886 ......................... ..

Shorl tons. II

Short tons.

Years.

2, 476, 075 ' 1887 .......................... 2, 765, 61711888 • -•••••••••••••••••••••••• 2, 833, 337 1889 .......................... .
2, 517, 577 1890 .......................... .

a, 278, o2a

3,479, 470
2, 939,715
3, 357,813

In the following table the statistics for 1889 and 1890 are taken from
the report of the Cumberland coal trade, furnished by Mr. H. W. Shaidt,
manager of the Cumberland Daily News. The product for 1890 is slightly
in excess of the returns made to the survey:
Product of coal in Mm·yland for eight year1.
Companies.

Consolidation Coal ComiJany ......................
New Central Coal Company ........................
Geor~es Creek Coal and Iron Company ............
Ma~ and Union Coal Company ....................
Bor en Mini~ Company .... ~ .....................
Maryland Co Company ...........................
American Coal Company ...........................
Potomac Coal Company ........ -...................
Hampshire and Baltimore Coal Company •••.••.••.
Atlantic and Georges Creek Coal Company (Pekin
mine) ............................................
Swanton Mininf Company- ..... -..................
Blren Avon Coa Company .........................
Piedmont Coal and Iron Company .................
Union Mini~ Company ............................
National Co Company ............................
Davis ll. Ellrlns mine ...............................

Total ........................................

1883.

1884.

1885.

l886.

Long tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long to11o8.
456,238
210, 850
257,490
137,105
151,665
235,854
190,055
139,723
194,534

689,212
210,140
266,042
117,180
162,057
295,736
194,330
169,463
36,416

69,000
34,905
84,721
4,619
5,024
38,998

75,467
28,620
100,961
1, 250
5, 310
42,680
74,437

64,938
52,862
69,192
32
5,641
48,307
58,002

7,321
42,688
65,830
1,678
6, 824
62,637
58,382

2, 210,781

2,469, 301

2,529,765

2;247,837

.............

710,064
203,814
257,343
98,095
179,537
365,319
220,339
196,280

.............

675,652
149,561
265,942
116,771
137,747
288,742
211,305
156,757

............
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P1·oduct of coal in Ma1·yland fm· e·ight years-Continued.
Companies.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

Long tons. Long tons. Long tons. Long tons.
936, 7D9
1, 023,349
871, 463
956, 031
Consolidation Coal Company .................... ..
l!i9, 484
New Central Coal Company ...................... .
181, D06
118, 885
218, 16D
394, 012
437,992
311, 258
351, 310
Georges Creek Coal and Iron Company ....•.......
106,620
Maryland .U_nion Coal Company ...............•....
148,523
192. 636
212,520
206,549
Borden Mmmg Company ........................ ..
2DO, 055
268,438
340, 866
Maryland Coal Company ........................ ..
366,839
316:518 I
259, 632
297,537
.American Coal Company ......................... .
287,058
386,731
Potomac Coal Company ........................... .
209,793
205,212
208,777
217,232
.Atlantic and Georges Creek Coal Company (Pekin
mine) .............................·............... .. . . . . .. .. ..
6, 375
3, 884
752
Swanton Mining Company .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ..
61, 610
58, 383
40, 748
41,401
Blren.Avon Coal Company.........................
11,934 .............. .
Union Mining Company . . . • . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . .
7, 500
6, 396
... 3,' 734 ...... i 7,' 933.
National Coal Company............................
117, 775
76, 592
72, 571
60, 206
Davis & Elkins mine . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. ..
82, 667
98, 443
18, 089 .......... ..

~:;:;eR:J:~~~~;~i ·. ~:: :~:: :~ :::::: ~::: ~: ~ :::::::::: 1

~; ~~~

· •· · · •

3,'559. · · · ·· · · 'ii3 · ::::::::::::

Barton and Georges Creek Valley Company...... . .. .. .......
69,857
123,429
Enterprise mine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
399
288
Franklin Consolidated Coal Company. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ..
71, 837
Big Vein Coal Company...................................................
21,310
Piedmont-Cumberland Coal Company .... .. .. ... .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .... . .. .. . ..
2, 493
Anthony Mining Company ............................................. ".. . .. • .. . . . . ..
Total • .. • • .. .. • .. • • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. • • • • • • .. .. ..

2, 926, 902

3, 106, 670

/

2, 637, 838

175,838
11
66, 644
52,917
29, 003
115

I

3, 231, 187
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Total shipments from the Cumberland coal fteld in
Frostburg region.
Cumberland and Pennsylvania railroad.

Cumberland Coal and Iron
Company's railroad.

Years.

1------------------l--------ll--------l-------l---------·---------------Long
tons.
1842 ..................... .
1843 .................... ..
1844 .................... ..
1845 ..................... .
1846 ..................... .
1847 .................... ..
1848 ..................... .
1849 ..................... .
1850 .................... ..
1851 ..................... .
1852 ..................... .
1853 .................... ..
1854 ..................... .
1855 ..................... .
1856 ..................... .
1857 ..................... .
1858 --- ............ -- •. -.1859 ..................... .
1860 ..................... .
1861------ ...... -------.-1862 --- ..... -.. - ---- .. ---1863 ..................... .
1864 - - - - - -- .. - - - - - - - - - - - - 1865 ..................... .
1866 .................... ..
1867 ...... ---------------1868 ..................... .
1869 ..................... .

757
3, 661
5,156
13,738
11,240
20,615
36,571
63,676
73,783
70,893
128, 534
150, 381
148,953
93, 691
86, 994
80,743
48,018
48, 415
70,669
23, 878
71, 745
117,796
287, 126
384, 297
592,938
023, 031
659, 115
1, 016,777

Long
ton1.

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

.................... .
757
3, 661
-......... - •• -.-.---.................... .
5,156
.................... .
13,738
.................... .
11,240
20,615
................... ..
36,571
.................... .
63,676
................... ..
3,167 ......... .
76, 950
51,438 ......... .
122,331
174,891
46, 357 ......... .
234,441
84, 060 ........ ..
63,731 ........ .. . 212,684
170, 786
77, 095 ......... 167,381
80, 387 ... -.... ..
135,917
55, 174 ........ ..
214, 730
166,712 ......... 260,054
211, 639 ... - .... ..
302,947
232,278 ...... ---92,181
68, 303 - .. - -.. - ..
140,951
75, 206 ......... 291,065
173,269 ........ ..
481, 2i6
194, 120 -- ....... .
669,592
285, 295 - ...... - ..
883,957
291,019 ........ ..
385, 249 ....... - .. 1, 008,280
424, 406 -- ••• - .. .. 1, 083,521
573,243 ........ .. 1, 590,020

Long
tons.

Long
tons.

951 ..........
6, 421 - -- - - .. - ..
9, 734-- ........
10,915 ..........
18,555- ..... ... .
32,325 ......... 43, 000 __ .... ___ .
78, 773 .. -.... --119, 023
87511
103, 808
31, 5401
139, 925
19, 3621
155, 278
70, 535
173, 580
92,1141
97, 710
100, 691
121, 9J5
105, 149
88, 573
54, 0001
66, 009
87' 539
72, 423
86, 203
80, 500
63, 600
25, 983
29, 296
41, 096
23, 478
111, 087
43, 523
67, 676
64, 5221
57, 907
104, 651
52, 1591
52, 251
40, 106
72, 904
100, 345
57, 919
78, 9081
130, 017

Long
tons.
951
6, 421
9, 734
10,915
18,555
32,325
43, ooo
78, 773
119, 898
135, 348
159, 287
225, 813
265, 694
198, 401
227, 094
142, 573
153, 548
158, 626
144, 100
55, 279
64, 574.
154, 610
132, 198
162, 558
104, 410
113, 010
158,264
208, 925

2, 092, 660 1, 192, 224[ 3, 284, 884

==-=====
Oumbe1·land Branch.

1870 --- .. - ---- .. ---------1871 ......................
1872 -- .......... -.. ---- .. 1873 ......................
1874 ......................
1875 ...... --------······-1876 ......................
1877 ......................
1878 ......................
1879 ......................
1880 ......................
1881 ......................
1882 ......................
1883 ......................
1884 ......................
1885 ......................
1886 ......................
1887 ......................
1888 ......................
1889 ......................
~890 ......................

909,511
1, 247,279
1, 283,956
1, 509,570
1, 295,804
1, 095,880
939,262
755,278
823,801
933,240
1, 055,491
1, 113,263
576,701
851,985
1, 193,780
1, 091,904
1, 131, 9J9
1, 584,114
1, 660,406
1, 430,381
1, 511,418

520,196
656,085
612,537
641,220
631,882
715,673
443,435
473,640
486,038
397,009
471,800
270,156
115,344
302,678
150,471
171,460
115.531
132,177
155,216
26,886

.................

...........

..................
22,021
114,589
67,671
160,213
131, 866
170,884
145,864
154,264
213,446
153,501
91,574
217,065
199,138
206,227
141,520
176,241
193,046
177,152
291,704

1,429, 707
1, 903,364
1, 918,514
2, 265,379
1, 995, 357
1, 971,766
1, 514,563
1, 399,808
1, 455,703
1,484, 513
1, 740,737
1, 536,920
783, 619
1, 371,728
1, 543,389
1, 469,591
1, 389,000
1, 892,532
2, 208,668
1, 634,419

83,941
114,404
194,254
69,864
203,666
26,586
137,582
89,765
135,182
113,670
164,165
52,505
189,005
15,285
63,181 - 111,350
123,166
99,455
104,238
141,907
131,325
197,525
151,526
271,570
76,140
199,183
141,390
197,235
124,718
289,884
117,829
289,407
113,791
243,321
125,305
332,798
95,191
374,888
26,407
368,497

'· .... "T"l'22· ,,. ............

198,345
264,118
230,252
227,347
248,852
216,670
204,290
174,531
222,621
246,145
328,850
423, 0!16
275,323
338,625
414,602
407,236
357,112
458,103 /
470,079 '·
394,904
522,334

Total ................ 28,926,454 11,051,588 3,027, 976 42, 985, 998 '· 073, 264 2, 550,071 6, 623,335

a Of this amount 35,149 long tons were shipped to the Chesapeake and Ohio ca.n al via Piedmont,
b Includes 78,045 long tons used on line of Cumberland and Pennsylvania railroad and its branches,
pany in locomotives, rolling mills, etc.
c The total shipments of the Cumberland coal field reported by the railroads is 63 long tons greater
eo:Jlt-fiis amount 3, 744 tons were shipped to the Pennsylvania railroad.
e Of this amoun1 307,750 tons were shipped to the Pennsylvania railroad.
flncludes 95,753 tons used on line of Cumberland and Pennsylvania railroad and ita branches, a.nd
ro1lhur mUla. etA
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COAL.
Maryland and West Vi1·uinia jo1· forty-nine yea1'B.
Frostburg region.

Piedmont region.

Georges Creek antl Cumberland
railroad.
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Long
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Long
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73,725 ....... ..
181,303 ...... ,.. .
65, 570
227,245
269, 210
42, 765
252, 368
51, 628
218, 318
6il, 060
257, 7401 47, 934
289, 2981
52, 564
85, 554
36, 660
69, 482
36, 627
266, 430
36, 240
........... ,
44,552
............
71.345
............
9(1,964
............
72,532
...•.. ......
88,658
............
83,724

Long
tons.
1, 708
10,082
14,890
24,653
29,795
52,940
79,571
142, 449
192,806
174,701
268, 459
376, 219
503,836
478, 486
502, 330
465, 912
395, 405
426, 512
493, 031
172,075
218, 950
531, 553
399, 354
5UO, 293
736, 153
735, ()69
848, 118
1, 230, 518

.<::1

Long
tens.

~

Long
tons.

...........•.......
................. ..
.................. .
................. ..
................. ..
................. ..
................ , ..
.. - .. - ........... ..
4, 042 ........ .
82,978 ....... ..
65, 719 ....... ..
157, 760 ....... ..
155,845 ....... ..
183, 786 ....... ..
204, ] 20 ....... ..
116, 574 ..... - ...
25,1,, 251 ....... ..
297. 842 ....... ..
295, 878 ........ .
97, 599 ....... ..
98, 684 ....... ..
216, 792 ......•..
258, 642 .. - .... ..
34il, 2C2 ....... ..
343, 178 ....... ..
458, 153 ........ .
482, 325 ....... ..
652, 151 ....... ..

Long
tons.
1, 708
10,082
14, 890
2J,(i53
29,795
52,940
79,571
142, 4A.9
196,848
257,679
3il4, 178
533 979
659:681
662, 272
706,450
58::,486
649,656
72-!, 354
7R8, 909
269,674
317, 634
748,345
657,996
903,495
1, 079, 331
1, 193,822
1, 330,443
1, 882,669

(a) 2, 190, 673

Empi1·eand
West Vi,rginia mines .
.. . .. .. .. .. -.... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..
28, 035
60, 988
1, 112, 938
60!, 137 .. .. .. . .. 1, 717, 075
....... - .... - . - .... -........ --. -. .
81, 218
9(), 453
1, 494, 814
850, 339 ... . - . . . . 2, 345, 153
....... .. . .. . . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
85,441 121,364
1, 517,347
816, 103
22,021 2, 355,471
...... - ......... - ..... -.. .. .. .. . ..
77, 582 103, 793
1, 780, 710
778, 802 114, 589 2, 674, 101
• .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ..
57, 492 109, 194
1, 576, 160
767, 064
67, 671 2, 410, 895
............................... -..
63, 537
90, 800
1, 302, 237
879, 8il8 160, 698 2, 342, 773
.. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .
108, 723
7, 505
1, 070, 775
632, 440 131, 866 1, 835, 081
- ..... - .. • . .. .. . . • • .. . • .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
818, 459
584, 996 170, 884 1, 57 4, 339
-...... .. • .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
998
924, 254
609, 204 145, 864 1, 679, 322
.......................................... - .. 51
1, 075, 198
501, 247 154, 264 1, 730, 709
............................... -..
66, 573 .. .. .. .. .
1, 319, 589
603, 125 213, 446 2, 136, 160
83, 136 125,097
4, 947 213, 180
33, 722 ...... -..
1, 4-78,502
504, 818 278, 598 2, 261,918
78,298
93,861
31,436 203, 595
277, 929 -........
1, 085, 249
269,782 185,435 1, 540,466
215,767 202,223
77,829 495,819
338, 001 . . . . . . . . .
1, 444, 766
680, 119 419,288 2, 544, 173
69, 765 156, 959 283, 336 510, 060
466, 928 . . • . . . . . .
2, 233, 928
344, 954 356, 097 2, 934, 979
79, 455 214,518 291, 685 585, 658
403,489 .. . .. .. ..
2, 076, 485
368, 74·1 420, 745 2, 865, 974
346, 308 ......... (b)2, 069, 774
282, 802 239, 891 2, 592,467
53,480
98, 37.). 348, 196 500, 047
4, 863 153,230 418,057 576, 150
449,011.........
2, 724,347
262,345 389,104 (c)3,B75, 796
112 286, 787 341, 024 627, 923
564, 397 . . . . . . • . .
2, 669, 216
286, iOO 715, 151 3, 671, 067
2, 357, 585
57,459 798, 842 3, 213, 886
. . . . . . . 365,029 243,487 608, 516
576, 047 . . . . . . • . .
... .. .. 677,593 228,138 905,731
(e) 774,904 ......... (/)2, 723,341 .......... 1, 282,748 4, 006,091

- - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - -----58!, 87612,373, 668 2, 268,135 5, 226, 679

4, 854, 3391,475,969

---------44,922, 144115,454, 539 6, 267,202 66, 643,885

Baltimore and Ohio railroad, to Cumberland.
by Cumberland and Piedmont; also 280,850 long tons used by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Comthan the total shipments shown in the table already given exhibiting the shipments of each coal

~tt Cumberland

and Piedmont; also, 440,268 tous use<l by the B!llt1nwre 3tnd Oh~o rft.ilroad in locomotive~!!.

778MIN-15
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MICHIGAN.

Total product in 1889, 67,431 short tons; spot value, $115,011.
Total product in 1890, 74,977 short tons; spot value, $149,195.
Although the coal area of Michigan covers thirteen counties, in only
two (Jackson and Shiawassee) has it been mined commercially. The
amount taken out at country banks in 1889 was 1,947 short tons, and
the estimated product from the same source in 1890 was 2,000 short
tons. 'fhe coal beds in Jackson and Shiawassee counties are from
to 3~ feet in thickness, and have been described in previous volumes of
Mineral Resources.

2z

PToduct of coal in Michigan in 1889 and 1890.
Distribution.

Loaded at the mines for shipment..............................
Sold to local trade and used by employes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Used at the mines for steam . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .
Total ......•••••............ . ..............................
Total value ................................................ .

1889.

1890.

Sho1't tons.

Short tons.

53,104
9, no
5, 217

57,100
a12, 885
4, 992

1- - - -:- - - - 1

67,431

1

74, 977

$115, 011

I

$149, 195

a Includes product from country banks.

Following is the annual produet of coal in Michigan from 1877 to 1890.
It will be seen that the State reached its highest producing point in 1882.
Subsequent to that year, two companies which had an aggregate annual
output of about 50,000 tons have reported no product:
P1·oduct of coal in Michigan from 1877 to 1890.
Years.
Previous to1877
1877 ........... .
1878 ............ 1
1879 ........... .
1880 ........... .

Short tons.

Years.

350, 000 1881. ......... ..
69,197 1882 .......... ..
85, 322118R3 ............ :
82, 015 1884 ........... .
129,053 1885 .......... ..

Short tons.

Years.

-

130, 130 1886 ........... .
135, 339 1887 ......• .....
y~, 296 11888 ............ ,
3u, 712 1889 ........... .
45,178 1890 .......... ..

Slwrt tons.
60,434
71,461
81,407
67, 431
74,977

I

MISSOURI.

Total product in 1889, 2,557,823 short tons; spot value, $3,479,057.
Total product in 1890, 2,735,221 short tons; spot value, $3,382,858.
The product of coal in Missouri for 188D was 1,352,144 short tons less
than the amount reported for 1888. This remarkable difference (about
33 per cent.) leads to the belief that the amount reported for 1888 was
largely in excess of the actual product, though the mild winter .of
1889-'90 probably would account for a portion of the decrease. The
product of 1890 shows but a slight increase over that of 1889, which
adds color to the belief in an exaggerated report for 1888.
There are thirty-five coal producing counties in the State, twenty of
which produced coal commercially in 1890. The estimated product
from country banks, of which there were 356 in operation in the census
year, was 140,000 short tons.
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The following tables show the amount of coal produced in Missouri
in 1889 and 1890, by counties, with the distribution and value of the
product:
Coal product of Missou,1·i in 1889, by counttes.

~i~~~~-~l~ lo~~f~r~de

Counties.

shipment.

at mines.

Used by
employes.

Total pro- I Total
Used for duct of coal amount resteam at
of all
ceived for
mines.
grades for
coal sold
year 1889. in year 1889.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
Adair.....................
14,729
3 553
190
120
18,592
626
Audrian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19, 238
5: 774
556
26, 194
Barton....................
53,438
6, 360
569
800
61, 167
Bates.....................
707,215
44,674
1, 500
2, 600
755,989
Boone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19, 932
11, 285
20
168
31,105
Caldwell..................
11,171
2,153 ......................
270
13,594
Callaway .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
2, 004
13, 242
79
728
16,053
Carroll .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
2, 439 .................... -----------2. 439
Cedar..................... . .. . .. . . . . . .
2, 070 ....................... .........................
2, 070
Chariton.................. .. .. .. .. . . . .
1, 951
10 -----------1, 961
Cooper.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
670
326 ........................ .....................
996
Dade..................... ...... .... ..
6, 708
52 .......................
6, 760
Grundy...................
19, 7!J3
2,108 .......... ...........
1, 500
23, 401
Henry....................
154, 457
19, 889
1, 823
3, 949
180,118
Howard..................
1,050 .......... ..
50 .......................
1,100
Jasper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
720 ------------ -----------720
159
333
Johnson..................
5,140
7,209
12,841
Lafayette.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
321, 405
20, 783
2, 813
3, 669
348,670
76
Linn..................................
6, 908
8
6, 992
Livingstone . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 356
25 ........................
1, 381
Macon....................
419,735
11,528
2, 013
13,120
446,396
Montgomery..............
10,520
1, 446
100
234
12,300
Monroe .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . ..
222 ....................... .......................
222
Morgan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 700
200
30
70
2, 000
4
Nodaway................. ...... ......
7, 752
2
7, 758
Putnam . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .
74,913
6, 741 ..........................
2,120
83, 774
Ralls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
562 ------------ -----------562
Randolph.................
162, 365
5:-l, 287
2, 002
3, 809
221,463
Ray .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
210, 635
5, 786
1, !)29
2,180
220, 530
125
100
St. Clair .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . ..
4, 085
2, 570
6, 880
Saline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 225 ........................ ......................
2, 225
Schuyler.............................
770 ......................... ........................
770
Shelby................................
275 ......................... ........................
275
Sullivan..............................
805 ........................ ·----------805
Vernon ...................
32,650
5,910
500
360
39,420
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 246, 845

259,587

16,4121

34,9791

I

Short tons.

2, 557, 823

$30,860
38,490
?2, 655
857, 060
48,244
26,810
28,727
4, 866
4,137
3, 692
2,574
11,385
47,972
278,986
1, 540
1, 340
25,247
557, 186
13,140
3, 251
550,475
17,449
345
5,000
19, 275
112,089
1, 061
285,019
351, 153
14,885
4, 861
1, 013
588
1,176
46,506
3, 479,057

Coal product of Mi8souri in 1890 by counties.
Counties.

to local Used at
Loadeu at Sold
and mines for
mines for trade
by em- steam and
shipment. used
ployes.
beat.

Total
Number Average
amount Total value. ofc!ays number
emproduced.
active. ployed.
---Short tons. Sho1·t tons. Short tons. Short tons.

.Audrian .....•.... .
12,800
7,161
300
20,261
Barton ............
28,000
450
50
28,500
Bates ......•......
732,622
8, 980
10,100
751,702
5, 000 .............
Boone .............
12,000
17,000
Calflwell ..........
2, 756
570
18,273
21,599
Callaway ..........
480
4, 827
24
5,331
Grundy,' Linn, Putnam, and .A.chtir ..
158,322
4,615
4, 265
167, 202
Henry .............
4, 295
104,368
1,105
109,768
Johnson ...........
5, 910
40 ...............
5, 950
Lafayette .........
330, 740
13,812
3,136
347,688
Macon ............
516,683
4. 630
18, 748
540,061
Montgomery ......
5lJO
12,940
144
13,584
400
200
50
650
Morlfan ...........
Ran olph .........
250,376
16,156
2, 840
269,372
Ray ...............
259,466
14,685
3, 967
278,118
St. Clair ...........
5, 050 .................... .................
5, 050
Vernon ............
40
30
13,315
13,385
140,000 .. ......................
140,000
Small mines .. ~- ... .........................
--------Tot-al ........ 2, 449,305
240,237
45, 679 I 2, 735,221
a .A.verage for the State.

$32,688
30,200
767,542
25,500
42, 706
7, 996

205
231
215
290
294
218

219, l(i5
161,995
8, 030
539,402
600,373
18,393
1, 300
306,736
422,074
7, 575
16, 183
175,000

236
207
133
217
259
200
75
229
241
140
118

I 3, 382,858

...............
(a) 2291

70
90
1, 315
46
77
11
524
311
15
1, 056
1;027
33
3
635
687
27
44
.. ..................
5,971

-
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Product of coul in Missouri front 1873 to 1890.
Years.

Sh"'"""'·

Yoa".

IShorl ton•. I

1873 ........... 784-, 000 1879- ...... -.. . .
1874 . ....... _...
799, G80 1880. _.. . . . . . . . .
1875 ......•..... 1
840,000 1 1881 ............
1!!76 ........•••• 1,008, 000 1882 ............
1877-........... 1, 008, 000 18~13 ... -....•.. 1878...... ... • • • 1, 008,000 188J.-.-- .. ---.-

1, 008, 000
1, 680, 000
1,960,000
2,240,000
2, 520, 000
2, 800, 000

Years.

IShort tons.

1885. . . . . . . . . . . .
1886. . . . . . . . . . . .
1887 ............
1888 ............
188!)............
1890 ... -... -... -

3, 080, 000
1, 800, 000
3,200,916
3,909,967
2, 557, 823
2, 735,221

MONTANA.

Total product in 1889, 363,301 short tons; spot value, $880,773.
Total product in 1890, 517,477 short tons; spot value, $1,252,492.
Coal mining in Montana seems to have experienced a remarkable
impetus in the last two years, the product for 1889 being 321,834 short
tons greater than, or nearly nine times as much as, in 1888. The product for 1890 shows a further increase of 154,176 short tons. The value,
however, is not so much in proportion, the price realized per ton falling
from $3.50 in 1888 to $2.42 in 1889 and 1890. A full description of the
coal mines of Montana and their operations was published in Mineral
Resources for 1888, and a number of analyses of the Montana coals were
given in the volume for 1885.
Coal 2Jroduct of Montana in 1889, by counties.

Counties.

Loaded at
Total prodTotal
xi~~!~~~
Sold to
Used by Used for Manufac- uct of coal amount reon railroall local trade employes. steam at turcd into of all grades coived for
cars and
at mines.
mines.
coke.
for year coal sold in
boats.
1889.
year 1889.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
Cascade . . . . . . . . . .
161, G87
4, 72:3
70 ............. - ..... --.
16G, 480
Choteau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
670
100
50 . . . . . . . . . . .
820
Custer.......................
3,450
10
10 ...........
3,470
Da,wson.......... ............
733 ····-·······-····-·-·············
733
Fergus .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
415
45 • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
460
Gallatin . . . . . . . .
42, 745 . . . . . . . . . . . •
329
764 . . . . . . . . . . .
43, 838
Lewis and Clarke.............
50 .....•..... .....•..... ......• ....
50
J\1issoula......... ............
150 ........... ........... ...........
150
Park... . .........
109, 940
564
1, 608
4, 612
30, 576
147,300
Total.......

314,372

10,755 1

2,162

5, 4361

$339, 226
2, lGO
9,129
1,900
1, 380
104, 377
200
450
421,950

30,576 --3-G·-3,-3-01-:1--8-80-,-77_3..:

Coal p1·oduct of Montana in 1890, by counties.

Co1mties.

Loaded at
mines for
shipment.

Sold to
local
trade and
u sed by
employes.

Used at
mim's for
stcamaml
beat.

Made
into coke.

Total
amount
produced.

Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Sho1·t tons.
191!, 919
6, 516 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200, 435
Cascade . . . . . . . . . .
Choteau . . . . . . . . . .
200
GOO ...................... -.
800
Custer.......................
10,228 ............ ............
10,228
Dawson .. _.......
100
350 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
450
l!'ergns . ............... . ......
1, 230
ilO ............
1,260
Gallatin . .........
50,063
3llli
1,00J ............
51,452
LewisandClarke.
JO
105 ............ ...... . . . .. .
115
I' ark . . . . . . . . . . . . .

221, 725

4, 012

3, 000

2-i, 000

252, 737

Total
value.

$406, 748
2, 000
26,417
1, 350
5,740
119,0R4
283
690, 870

Average
number
employed.

379
6
27
3
8
120
3
705

TotaL ...... - 4-6-6,- 0-lti. . --2-3-,4-2--t·\---4--,0-3-41---u. 000 ~-517, 47711,252, 492~-1, 251

1
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P1·oduct of coal in )lfontana from 1883 to 1889.

~ i~~~18 3 ........
Y.~·.·
............ .I Sho:~~: ~ 1887 ....... ~~~~~............. Sho:o~~: I
::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::::::I ~~: !lZ Ii~~~ ::::: ::::: ::: :::: :: :::: :::: 3~5: ~~i I
1886 ------------· ........... --.

49,846

1890 .................... --·· --·

517,477

The following notes and statements of the production by counties
have been prepared by Mr. F. F. Chisolm, special agent of the Geological Survey at Denver.
Beaver Head county.-No mining was carried on in Beaver Head
county in 1890. The coal, as stated in previous volumes of Mineral
Resources, is found on Medicine Lodge and Horse Prairie creeks and is
of an inferior lignite.
Cascade county.-There were seven mines producing coal in Cascade county in 1890 and four mines that were non-producers. The producing mines were the Castner, Sand Coulee, Cora M. Ross, Mann,
Powell & Heerman, Paul and Dean. By far the most important producer in 1890 was the Sand Coulee, which had an output of 194,505
tons. The seven mines employed an aggregate of 379 men. At six of
these the average wages paid miners was $3.00 per day, while onereported $3.50 as the average rate per day.
Analyses of coals and cha1'coal frmn the Sand Coulee, Montana.
C~~~fg

Dry coal. Charcoal. Average.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 1 - - - - - - - -- - - Pe·r cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
Water.........................................
VolatHe matter .................. ·..............
Fixed carbon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ash...........................................

3.98
33. 15
57. 05
5.83

2.81
29. 43
56. 50
11.27

2.25
25. 10
65. 60
7.05

3.01
30. 23
59. 71
7.05

••rotal . _____ . __ .. __ ...........•......... - .. 10o:o1flOD.Olj----roo:ool---roo~

Choteau county.-Only one productive mine reports from Choteau
county in 1890, the two other mines in the county having no output.
The producing mine, the O'Hanlon, employed 6 men, and paid au average of $3 per day to miners.
Guster cotmty.-Two mines in Ouster county, produced an aggregate of 10,228 tons, all of which was consumed locally. The mines gave
employment to 27 men.
Dawson county.-A small amount of coal (450 short tons) was mined
in 1890, to supply the wants of ranchmen and the small local trade of
the section.
Deer Lodge county.-Some coal has been discovered in Deer Lodge
county,hut the coal veins are very narrow and bony, and no attempt
has been made to produce coal for market. So far no vein which could
be profitably worked has been discovered.
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Fergus cmtnty.-The product in 1890 was 1,260 short tons, all of
which was sold to local trade and used about the mine. Two mines
were not producing.
Gallatin county.-The Timberline mine produced 51,451 short tons in
1890. Analyses of this coal have been published in previous volumes.
Lewis and Clarke county.-In Lewis and Clarke county, from two
small openings, one near Hogan and the other at Dearborn, a little coal
was produced in 1890 for the local trade at these mines. In addition to
this production a trifling amount of coal was probably dug by individuals for their own use from coal openings on Sun River, above Fort Shaw;
around the base of the Haystack Butte, .near Eagle Rock; and also a
little north of the Mullan Pass.
· Meagher county.-Lack of railway facilities has prevented the development of the coal veins outcropping at various points in Meagher
county, and the value of the coal has not been fully determined. The
coal field is the extension south of the Sand Coulee field and the coal is
probably similar in character to that of Cascade county.
Park co'ltnty.-Thc total product of Park county in 1890 was 252,437
short tons. The only coke made in the State is from the Cokeda.le mine,
in this county. The amount of coal made into coke in 1890 is reported
at 24,000 short tons. Three mines, the Rocky Fork, Bryan, and Cokedale, were producers in 1890 and employed 705 men, who received from
$3 to $3.50 per day.
Analyses of coal front Rocky Forlc and B1·yan mines.

1--------------~-----

Water ....................................... _..... _... _____ ..... _..
Volatile matter ...................................... ___ ..... _. _. __ .
Fixed carbon ...................................................... .
Ash ............................................................... .
Total . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Rocky
Bryan.
:Fork.
- - - - -l'rr cent. Per cent.
2. 50
46. 12
46.20

9. 5
34.0
54.0

6. 01

2. 5

100. 83

100. 0

Silverbow county.-A number of coal openings have been made in
Silverbow county, but there was no production in 1890. The principal developments are on the mines of the Mullan Pass Coal Company
at Blossburg, but the property has not been worked since 1886.
'
Yellowstone county.-While coal veins outcrop at a great number of
points in Yellowstone county, no extensive mining has yet been carried
on. The coal found in this county is almost all lignite, similar to that
found in the eastern portion of Montana, and not desirable tor locomotive use. The only coal mined in the county was to supply the local
trade at various small points and for the use of ranchmen.
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Montana coal mines not operated in 1890.
Counties.

Mines.

Beaverhead.....
Do . . . . . . . . . . .
Cascade.........
Do ...........
Do . . . . . . . . . . .
Do ...........
Choteau ........
Do . . . . . . . . . . .

Red Rock ... -.
Horae Prairie.
Largent ..... .
Great :Falls .. .
Bickett ...... .
Brown ....... .
Swigerts ..... .
Fort .A ssiuniboine.
New Chicago.
Beiber ....... .
Mullan Pass ..
Featherman ..

Deerlodge .. ....
Do . . . . . . . . . . .
Do ......... ..
Do ........... ,

Location.

Counties.

Beaver Head.
Dcedodge ..... .
Red J{ock.
Do ......... ..
Sand Coulee.
Fe~ns ........ .
Truly.
I lJo ......... ..

~~Nh River. [ I .. ewisandClar1;:c
Birch Creek. I
Do .. ....... .
Fort ARsinni- I J\1.issoula ....... .
l.lOine.
P arle. ... ...... ..
Drummon1l.
Yellowstone ... .
Do.
Blossburg.
Do .......... .
Drummond.

Mines.

Location.

Taylor........
Kmth.........
VialL .........
Post Quartermasters.
G illctt mine . .
\Valker lllino .I
Misflonla . . . . .
NeYcnhnisen .
Northern Pacifie Coal Co.
F. Billings....

Drummond.
Do.
Wolf Creek.
Maginnis Reservation.
llogm1.
Do.
Missoula.
I .. ivingston.
North of Billings.
Do.

NEBHASKA.

Total product in 1889, 1,400 short tons; spot value, $4,900. Total
product in 1890, 1,500 short tons; spot value, $4,500.
The small product of Nebraska comes from one mine in Pawnee
county. The coal, which is all consumed locally, is mined irregularly
by farmers in odd seasons. A description of the Nebraska coal seams,
by Prof. L. E. Hicks, of the University of Nebraska, was published in
Mineral Resources for 1887.
NEW MEXICO.

Total product in 1889, 486,943 short tons; spot value, $872,628. Total
product in 1890, 375,777 short tons; spot value, $504,390.
The product of coal in New :Mexico in 1889 was 139,722 short tons less
than in 1888, while the value of the product decreased $1,003,367, showing that the tonnage reported for 1888was evidently not only excessive,
but tbat the valuation placed upon it was far more than the amount
actually realized. The product for 1890 shows a further decrease of
111,166 short tons in tonnage and of $368,238 in value.
The following tabJes show the amount and value of the coal min_e d in
New lVIexico in 1889 and 1890, by counties, with the distribution of the
product:
Coal product of New Mexico in 1889, by counties.

Counties.
_______
1

a~~f:~s
Total I Total
A vera"'e
for ship- Sold to
Used
Manuproduct amo_nnt price :ff'
menton
local
Used b_Y for steam factured of coal of recmved coal on
railroad tr~de at employes. at mines. in to coke. all ~rades J for c~al
cars at
cars and rnmes.
for year
sold m
the
_._bo_a_ts_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~year 1889. mines.
1

Sh'rttons. Sh'rttons. Sh'1·ttons. Sh'rttons. Sh'rttons. Sh'rttons.
Bernalillo . . . . . . 229, 29!l
446
1, 2-!2
2, 073 .. ___ •. _. . 2e3, 059 $395, 892
Colfax.......... 145, 660
2, 050
554
3, 200 .... __ .... lol, 464
201, 027
Lincoln ................. _.
1, 255 .......... ___ .. ... .. ....... .. .
1, 255
3,138
Rio Arriba . __ . .
13, 150 .. .. .. .. ..
200
300 . ___ .. _. . •
13, 650
24, 843
San J nan ...... __ . _... _. __
385
15 ..... _. _......... _..
400
1, 055
Sant:t Fe . . ... ..
26, 505
1, 085
470
810
6, 000
34, 870
·74, 666
Sierra..........
39 ..........
1 ............... _... .
40
200
Socorro . ... _....
51, 905
200
100 .................. _.
52, 205
171, 807
Total .. _____ 466, 557

-5,"421

J

$1. 70
1. 33

2. 50
1. 82
2. 64
2. 14
5. 00
3. 29

0001 48G, 9431872, 628- ~

2, 582 --6, 383 --6-,
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CoallJtoduct of New Mexico in 1890, by counties.

Counties.

Sold to
Loaded at local trade
mines for and used
shipment.
by employes.

Used at
mines for
steam and
heat.

~otltl

amount
produced.

Short tons. Short tons. Sho-rt tons. Sho1·t tons.
480
180, 162
1, 005
181,647
Bernalillo ...•.. . ........... -.....
145,000
2, 400
151,400
Colfax ......................
4, 000
655
Lincoln ..................... ----- ---- -- 520
1,175
200
Rio Arriba ..................
75
12,175
11,900
510
510 .. ....................
Sau.Juan'- ................... .......................
22,770
1, 140
360
21,270
Santa Fe ....................
100
Sierra ....................... .......................
100 ...................
6, 000
6, 000 ....................
Small mines --··········---- ~ ······· · --··
~

Total .................

·I

358,332

11,360

I

6,085

375,777

I

Total
value.

.Average
number
employed

$207,948
198, 500
5, 415
21,000
] , 137
52,190
200
18,000

375

504,390

827

3UO

11
20
4
55
2

Bernalillo county-The output of 181,647 short tons represents the
product of :five mines, which gave employment to 375 men. The average wages paid miners was $2.62. Two mines in the county were not
operated during the year.
Colfax county.-Two new mines, the Sproule and Willoughby, began production in 1890 to supply a small local demand in the vicinity
of Raton, but the output was inconsiderable, and as in the past nearly
the entire output comes from the Raton Coal and Coking Company's
mines in Bloss cafion, which have been fully described in previous volumes of the "Mineral Resources." The county produced 151,400 tons
and gave employment to 360 men.
Rio Arriba county.-'lhe only production in Rio Arriba county is by
the Monero Coal and Coke Company, operating the Monero and Grand
Mesa mines, located at Monero, on the line of the Denver and Hio
Grande railway. All of the product except that used at the mine is
sold in Colorado, chiefly for fuel to the local railway.
L ·incoln county.-The coal :fields of Lincoln county occur near White
Oaks and Nogal, far from railway transportation, and the production is
limited to the demands of the local trade, nearly half of the total production being used for steam by the owners of the principal mine, the
Parker, near White Oaks. The coal deposits of this section are more ·
or less metamorphosed through the influence of the eruptive outflows
common in this portion of New Mexico. The composition of the coal
from the Parker mine and Cochran mine, both near White Oaks, is
indicated by the following average analysis:
Average analysis of coal f1·orn the Parker and GoeMan 1nines.

.

I Pe1· cent.

R~~b~~,~ ~~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I H: 5
Sulph:~l::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: [ ~: ::
1
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!n thickness the seams vary from 2 to 5 feet.
During 1890 some twenty coal filings were made near Lincoln, and coal
of good quality exposed in nearly every case.
San Juan and Sierra co~tnties. -The total product of the two counties in 1890 was only 610 short tons, which was used locally.
Santa Fe county.-The product of six mines in 1890 was 22,770 short
tons. These mines employed an average of 55 men, who received $3
per day. The following analysis has been made of the coal from the
Sterling mine iu Santa Fe county:
Analysis of coal from the Ste1'ling mine.
Per cent.
Water- .............. -.............. _.................... : ...... - . .. . . .
Volatile matter_ ............ _............. __ ... _.. _............. - . . . . . .
Fixed carbon ... _........................ _.. _......................... _
Ash-----._ ................. _... _.... __ ... __ ... _.. __ ............. ------

2. 31
50. 45
41. 55
5. 69

Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

100. 00

Sulphur...............................................................

1. !li

New Mex·ico coal 'mines not opemted in 1890.
Counties.

Mines.

Bernalillo ....... _........ --.
Do.....................
Lincoln.....................
t)ocorro .....................

Location.

Puercos Valley .......... _.. -Cleveland ____ ........... __ .. _
Cochran __ . _.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Bartlett _.................. _..

Gallup.
Tijeras Cafton.
·white Oaks.
Magdalena.

Coal product of New Mexico from 1882 to 1890.

~00~:------------- ~Sho::,w0:: 1887 ------- ~~_.- _ -----------_ISho::,~:

1RS2------1883 ············ ···-·· .....•...
1884 ---------------- .. ---------

~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I!

1

211,347 '1 1888 ------ .. ------------------220, 557 1889 ---------- .. ---- .. -- ... ---~~~: ~~~ 1 1890 ......... - .. -.- ... - ..... -..

(i20, 665

486, 9-i3
375, 777

The various coal mines of the Territory have ueen more fully described in past volumes of Mineral Resources, and the following index
will give the pages and volumes: ·
Descript-ion of New Mexico coal fields in prev'ious rep01·ts.
[Years and pages of Mineral Hesources.]
Localities.

---------------Raton ......................................... .
Cerrillos ........ __ ...... __ .......... __ .... ___ ..
Gallup ....................................... ..
Monero ........................ -.............. .
San Pedro .................................... .

1882.

1883-4.

1885. 1 1886.

1887.

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - Page.
Page. Page. Page. Page.
57- 58 -- .. -- .. -- ..... .
63 -------- ............... ..

62

(i3

.•••... - ••••••• •• •••••• •

63 I····-·
·-·-···· -----..
170.. ____________
....

(i4

278
279
279
279
278
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NORTH CAH.OLINA.

_Total product in 1889, 192 short tons; spot valuE, $451. Total product in 1890, 10,2G2 short tons; spot value, $17,864.
Coal mining in North Carolina did not begin until 1889, and can
hardly be said to have assumed commercial importance until the next
year. The production is limited to Cha.tlutm county and but one company is operating. The coal areas of the State have been described in
Mineral Resources for 1885 and 1887. The value and distribution of the
product for 1889 and 1890 is shown in the following table:
Coal p1'oduct of N01·th Carolina in 1889 and 1890.
----------------D-is_u__
·ib_u_ti-on_.___

~-----------~l~-~1-88_0~-- -

Loaded at mines for shipment . _. _..... _.. __ .......... _.. _......
Sold to local trade and used by employ(ls _...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U tied for steam at the mine .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . ..

1890.

I

Sho1·t tons. Sho?'t tons.
190
1
1

9, 262
100
900

Tot-al ........... _.- .......... - ....................... - ... .

10, 2(l2

Total value .............................................. .

$17,864

~------------------------------------~---

-------'

NORTH DAKOTA.

Total product in 1889 7 28,907 short tons; spot value, $41,431. Total
product in 1890, 30,000 short tons; spot value, $42,000.
The Eleventh Census gives the first report of coal mining in North
Dakota, the product for that year being 28,907 short tons. There were
five commercial mines operating in the census year whose total product /
was 24,982 short tons. The number of small banks was 337, whose entire output amounted to 3,925 short tons, or an average of a little less
than 12 tons each. The coal-producing counties are Morton, Stark
and Ward, the first two being in the southwestern and the last mentioned in the north central portion of the State. Previous to 1889 the
product has been reported for the Territory of Dakota, but as the producing region of the Territory is contained in what is now the State of
North Dakota, the product for previous years may be included in the
follmving table:
Coal product of North Dalcoia f1'0?n 1884 to 1890.
Yo"".
1881
1885
1886
1887

. .. .. . . . • . . • .. • . . • . . • • . . • . .
..... ----- ....... ·-·· .. . . . .
....... ...... ....... .. ..•..
...........................

IShO'tton•.
35, 000 1888 ... - ...................... "I
34, 000
25,000 11889........ ........ .. ... . . . .. .
28,907

Short ton•·

II

Yoarn.

I

25,955
21,470

I

1890 .. .... .. ....... ...... ......

30,000

The limited production of coal in North Dakota is due to the fact that
it is an inferior quality of lignite, and not only is it a poor fuel, but the
cost of mining is comparatively high, and consumers find it more eco·
nomical to use coal brought from other States.
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OHIO.

Total product in 1889, 9,976, 787 short tons; spot value, $9,355,400.
Total product in 1890, 11,494:,506 short tons; spot value, $10,783,171.
The product of coal in Ohio in 1889 was nearly 1,000,000 tons less
than that of the preceding year, showing the effect of the mild winter
previously noted. In 1890 the production increased 1,517,719 short
tons over that of 1889, and reached the highest point in the history of
the State.
The following tables show the product for the two years, with the
value and distribution:
Coal prod·uct in Ohio in 1889, by counties.
Disposition of total product.
Counties.

Total
Total
Loaded at
amount Total
emproduct received
mines for Sold to
local
used by Used for Manufac- of coal of for coal ployes
shipment
about
on rail- t rade at employes. ats~~~~s. in~~~~ke. a}~rg{:J1~s sold in mines.
road cars mines.
1889.
and boats .

1 - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - · 1- - - - 1 - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Short t_on.< Short t?ns Short to'l}sJSh01·t tons Sh01·t tons ShoTt tons
Athens ....•.•..... 1, 102, 670
70, 9::!3
4, 273 .
7, 288
39, 022 1, 224, 186 $994, 344
Belmont........... 456,221
175,396
3, 2991
1, 946
5, 000
641,862
558,333
Carroll............. 337,393
14, 101
88
200
351,782
261, 813
Columbiana........ 542, 665
49,388
2, 492
2, 279 . . . . .. . . . . 596,824
471,945
Coshocton . . . . . . . . . 112, 130
53, 691
446
332 . . . . . • . . . . 166, 599
163, 659
Gallia......... .. . . .
14, 339
7, 658
1, 211 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23, 208
24,068
Guernsey.......... 328,568
26,552
3,112
3, 936 . .. . . . . . . . 362,168
313,480
Harrison...........
800
31,817
1,107 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
33, 724
41,028
Hocking........... 820, 29-i
10, 757
523
13, 475
845,049
683, 551
Holmes............ . . . .. . . . . .
9, 272
146
5 . . . .. .. .. .
9, 423
13, 037
Jackson . . .. . .. . . . . 823,269
94,241
3, 009
6, 355 . ... . . . . . . 926,874
953,696
Jefferson........... 173,260
90,287
3, 068
2, 268
2, 947
271,830
273,075
Lawrr-nce..........
44, 432
57, 872
352 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102, 656
106, 269
Mahoning . . . . . . . . . 187, 321
23, 227
2, 798
4, 717
22, 500
240,563
280,406
Mellin a . . . . . . . . . . . . 125, 759
2, 975
1, 385
5, 942 ... _...... 136, 061
158, 003
Meigs.............. 103, 301
111, 698
3, 1:l2
2, 146 , . . . . . . . . . . 220, 277
223, 614
Monroe ...... ··---16,000
4,246
479 .......... ..........
20.725
34,066
Morgan ......... .. ........... l
7,662
398 ....................
8,060
10,502
Muskingum....... 133,589
79,254
554
608
214, 005
212, 873
Noble ..............
10,200
26,250
1,950 ....................
38,400
44,039
Perry .............. 1,506;282
51,313
3,754
4,437 ' ··--·-----1,565,786 1,317,963
Portage............
73,728
2,641
598
1,150 ! ••••••.•••
78, 117
99,213
Stark ... __ ........ . 782, 466
41, 541
5, 502
22, 485
851, 99± 1, 073, 703
Summit ... _... _. . . .
36, 152
11, 645
857
2, 072 1.. _. _. _...
50, 726
92, 723
Trumbull ... _... . . . 101, 270
4, 193
1, 417
1, 240
108, 120
176, 934
Tuscarawas . . . . . . . 562, 060
113, 886
2, 468
5, 091
68:!, 5051 544, :i24
Vin. to~ . . . . . . . . . . . .
85, 202
14, 756
1, 262
820 . _. _. _. __ . 102, 04~
104, ~72
vVaslungton .......
11,374
6,270
341
60 -----·---·
18,0J.,,
19,684
..........

1

1

•

_

•••••

_..

2, 228
1,100
565
955
290
34

668
8
1,187
2, 251
511
232
636
379
567
29
304
43
3,056
179
1, 975
170
388
1, 061
256
23

Way:~·········~~~~~---,o,~~~~ ~~ ~~-~~~19,~-
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Coal pt·oduot of Ohio in 1890, by oountiet,
.-------------~------~----~------~--~------~------~------------

1

Counties.

0

Loaded at SfJ~ a~
U s~d at Made
Total
mines for trade and f mmes
into
amount
shipment. used by orsteam coke. produced.
employes. andheat.

Short tons.
.Athens·----------- 1,152,825
Belmont . . . . . . . . . . .
G8i, OG3
Carroll............ .
328, 467
Columbiana........
545, 014
Coshocton . . . . . . . . .
172,500
Gallia..............
1G, 176
Guernsey..........
408, 084
Jackson . . . . . . . . . . .
882, 243
Jefferson . . . . • • . . . .
373, 012
Harrison..........
2,000
Hoelting........... 1, 258,722
Lawrence.:........
75,989
::lfahouing . . . . . . . . .
235, 47-!
Medina ............
130,359
Meigs .. . . . . . . . . . . .
134, 042
Monroe .. _................... Musldngum _......
197, 113
Noble..............
5,640
Perry . . . . . . .. . .. . .. 1, 880, 502
Portage............
68,338
Stark..............
767,703
Summit ............
101,602
Trumbull..........
46, 652
Tni!carawas ........
576,413
Vinton . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78, 546
Washington.......
4,990
·wayne.............
35,418
Small mines. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Short
tons.
29,551
82, 185
400
17,818
5, 000
336
2, 770
77, 947
114, 429
6,GOO
8, 500
1.015
18, 615
5,683
119, 787
1, 000
32,406
1,210
39, 176
J,32S
28,174
5,614
3li2
12,015
1, 4!l5
1,000
460
550, 000

Total ......... 10, 161, 887- 1, 164,

876

Short
tons.

Total
value.

N urn ber .Average

of days number
1
active. pl~~ ~d.

Sh01·t
tons. Short tons .

6 49[) 10,580 1,205,455
1: 862
6, 000
774, 110
100
328, 9G7
4, 76:J
5!i7, G\l5
200
177,700
. . . ... . .. . . . .. . . .
16, 512
2, 885 . . . . . • • .
413, n9
10, 688 . . . . . . . .
970, 878
2, 552
1, 179
4DJ, 172
--------· ........
8,600
52, 205 . . . . . . . . 1, 319, 427
......... ........
77,004
2, 230 _..... _.
256, 319
3,700 ----·--139,742
1, 536 ...... _.
255, 365
. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . ..
1, 000
200 . . . . . . . .
229, 719
.................
6,850
1, 739
1, 921, 417
1,000
70,666
40,5i2
83li,449
5,781
112,997
700
47, 714
1,447
589,H75
675
80, 716
......... ........
5,9!)0
2, 65:! .. . .. . ..
38, f>28
_..... __ . _. . . . . . .
550, UOO
143, 9841 23, 75:l

$999,003
198
2,122
605, 604
201
1, 401
2'iH, 704
188
6-!2
51H, 136
219
!J87
159,150
2:J7
327
14,903
205
33
282, 355
22'i
788
974, 892
180
2, G54
409, 654
203
944
12,900
268
14
1, 08·+, 057
240
1, 625
83, 265
198
242
306, 633
220
537
167,5:18
219
310
316, 247
202
616
1, 000
100
3
197, 6-!0
250
366
7,350
102
25
1, 6±2, 967
188
2, 977
112 475
236
155
1,088,978
182
1,!l30
169,171
173
389
57, 713
243
102
499,685
196
1,082
86, 611
241
186
5,281
91
32
41,259
178
87
660, 000 ..... _........... .

111, 494, 5otijlo, 783~171f{c;)~OJ . ~ 576

a .Av(;'rage for the State.

In collecting the statistics for 1889 aud 1890 no attempt has been
made to segregate the nut and slack coal from the lump, coal of
an' grades (except waste slaek) being included in the total. From
the State mine inspectors' reports the following statement has been
compiled, showing the amount of lump and nut coal produced in 1886
and thn lump, nut, pea, and slack produced in 1887 and 1888. Thereport for 1887 was prepared by Mr. Thomas B. Ba-ncroft, and that for
1888 by Mr. R. 1\1. Hazeltine, State mine inspector.

Cval p1·oduced in Ohio, by counties, in 1886, 1887, and 1888.
1888.

1887.

1886.

Counties.
Lump.

Nut.

Total.

Lump.

Nut.

Pea and slack.

Sho1·t ton11. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.

~~bf~'t~-::::: :::: ::: ::: ::: :: ::-: :::

766,411
132, 635
462,252
111,527
268,465
67,598
43, 361
9, 573
184,095
32,535
84,297
349, 503
14,862
2,562
10,491
2, 179
637,224
104, 347
5. 132
377
717,516
139,224
442.051
33.615
139,173
27,760
223,747
28,664
165, 627
26, 636
85,011
11,590
251,515
01,525
4, 370 -.----- .. -..
3, 342 __________ ..

899, 046
573, 779
336,063
52, 934
216, 630
433, 800
17,424
12, 670
741,571
5, 509
856,740
475,666
166,933
252,411
192, 263
96,601
313, o4o
4, 370
s, 342

884, 622
141, 900
494, 974
108, 363
393,617
74,985
88, 367
17,412
1i6, 624
39, ]37
360, 340
100, 475
13,000 ............
7, 407
2, 283
116, 914
693, 097
3. 643
73
863,047
194,888
222,277
40, 328
113,790
22,272
178,772
30,425
153, 444
23,051
127,353
9, 442
::no, 294
18,999
3, 500 ....... ----4, ooo
1. 3~0 I

Summit...........................
Tuscarawas ................ _......
Trumlmll .... .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .... ..
Vinton............................
Wayne ............................
Washington ..................... _

519, 992
70,221
212,362
162,331
49, 392
99,174
4, 000

73,430
12,004
55,304
26,200
10, 621
9,883
1, 500

503,422
82,225
267,666
188,531
60, 013
109,057
5, 500

58U, 014
76, 110
363,094
132,829
69, 0!3
84,906
1, 480

1, 336, 187

8, 635,211

Athens .......... ..
Belmont ........... .
Columbiana ......... .
Coshocton ....................... ..
Carroll _....... _......... _........ _

8~lii'~~~:. ------ --.-- --- ----- -- .---

Holmes--------------------------Hocking ......................... .
Harrison .................. -...... .
Jackson ..................... -... ..
Jeffer:mn ......... _..
Lawrence .................. -..... .
Medina ...... -- .. ..

~~~\i~{g~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -_ ~ ::~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::::::~ :

Mahouiug ............ _....... _... .

Total.

Short tons.
57, 021
118,430
47,455
19, 012
67,567
!l2, 798
2,365
836
43, 052
317
76,770
31,270
7, {97
16,290
8, 710
35,133
43,056
600
1, ooo

Lump.

Nut.

!Pea and slack.,

Sh01·t tons. Short tons. Short tons.

Total.

Short tons. Short tons.

1, 083, 543
1, 081,559
167,181
87,958
1, 336, 698
721,767
735, 054
182, 264
190, 788
1, 108, 106
516,057
314,034
90,575
61,582
466,191
124, 791
114, 051
24,476
29, 376
167, 903
293,328
217.541
74,558
62,998
355,097
553, 613
259,552
64,984
59, 192
383, 728
15,365
13,571 ............
3,151
16,722
10, 526
5, 500
1, 562
1, 059
8, 121
853, 063
881, 706
162,050
42, 782
1, 086, 538
4. 032
2. 465
200
200
2. 865
827,854
174,726
86,181
1, 088, 761
1, 134,705
293,875
171,138
31,605
40,435
243, 178
143,559
114,7571
21,243
1, 806
137,806
225,487
143,781
18,976
35,695
198,452
185, 205
170,280
48,773
. 23,430
242,483
171,928
148, 782
17,890
45,189
211,861
212, 349
177,477
11,775
41,783
231,035
4, 100 ......... - .. - ....... -- .......... - ............... ..
6. 320
4, ooo
1, 200
1. ooo
6, 200

I

I

a
0

tp..

~

fg[~~~~~:
~: ~ :~~: :::::::::::::::::: J. ~~ ~~!~ ~~~- .... ~~~;-~~~- . ~~ ~~~:-~~~- --~~ ~~~:_ ~~~- .... ~~;:_ ~~- ...... ~~~:-~~~. - ~~ ~~~~ ~~~- . ~~ ~~~~ ~~~- .... ~~~~ ~~~- ....... ~~~ !~~- ---~~ ~~~~ ~~~
Stark ......................... __ ..

TotaL. ......................

~9, 024

I

7, 900, 204

81, 973
116, 177
5, 700
14, 005
81,551
61,818
27,058
8,102
11, 702
8, 982
8,436
11,808
400 .. . .. .. . .. .. ..

1, 342, 945

78!, 164
95.815
506,466
167,989
89, 727
105,150
1, 880

590, 009
90.050
418,860
120,375
84,706
69,825
1, 462

1, 057,658110, 300,807

8, 241, 145

74,782
4, 373
112,314
12,707
12,701
9,498
115

128,436
17,601
14,943
24,744
11, 288
11,834
855

1, 558,7071

1, 111,0991

793, 227
112,024
546,117
157,826
108, 695
91,157
2, 432

10,910, 951

t-.:)
~

-:&
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The following table shows the annual increase and decrease in production by counties fi·om 1886 to 1890:
Comparative statistics by counties in Ohio from 1886 to 1890.

Counties.

1887 compared with 1888 compa.r ed with 1889 compared with 1890 compared with
1886.
188'/.
1888 (a).
1889 (b).
Increase. Decrease. Increase. IDecrease. Increase. Decrease. Increase. Decrease.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Shat·t
tons.

Short
tons.

Athens . . . . . . . . . . 184, 497
253, 155 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Belmont . . . . . . . . . 147, 988
386, 339 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Carroll.. . . . . . . . . .
76, 698
61, 784 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbiana ...... 179,994 ......•... ..........
49,866
130,633
Coshocton . . . . . . .
71, 857
43, 112 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gallia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 059
1, 357 . . . . . . . . . .
6, 486
Guernsey...... .. 119, 813 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169, 885 . . . . . . . . . .
Harrison...................
1,477 ..........
1,167
30,859
Hocking ......... 111,492 .......... 233,475 ....................
Holmes....................
2, 144 ..........
2,405
1,302
Jackson .•....... 278,865 .......... ..........
45,944 ..........
Jefferson . . . . . . . .
18, 209 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50, 697
28, 652
Lawrence..................
23,374
5,753
Mahoning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40, G91 . . . . . . . . . .
41, 314
9, 528
Medina ....................
26,924 ..........
27,035
Meigs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7, 058
57, 278 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Monroe ................................ . ................. (d)20,725
Morgan....................
270 . .. . . .. . ..
4,100 (d)8, 060
Muskingum .•...
75,327 ..........
39,933 ..........
2,144
Noble............
2,978 ....................
120
32,200
Perry ............ 263,175 .................... 134-,035 ..........
Portage....................
5,176
5,760 ..........
7,194
Stark ............ 190,742 ..........
9,063 ..........
58,767
Summit. . . . . . . . . .
13, 590 . . . . . . . . . .
16, 209 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Trumbnll.. ................
20,542 ..........
10,163 ..........
Tuscamwas ..... 238,800 ..........
39. 651 .......... 137,388
Vinton..........
29,714 ..........
18,968 .......... ..........

;~;~~n~-t~-~::: :·. ::::::::::

~: ~~~

...... ~~~-

·""iii; 933· .. -~~~ ~~~ ..... 6; 979· ::::::::::

Totals ...... 2, 003,
137, 24211, 166, 636 -~ 556, 477
489, 551
Net increase or
uecrease ....... 1,866,497 .....•.... 610,15: ....••..............

739

Short
tons.

I
j

Short
tons.

l 12, 512
18, 731
466, 244
132, 248 ......... .
3, 315
22, 815
.......... ..........
29,229
1, 304
11, 101 ......... .
. . . .... . .. .. .. .. . . . .
6, 696
21, 560
51, 571 ......... .
.......... ..........
25,124
241,4&9
474,378 ......... .
.................... (c)9,423
161,887
44,004 ......... .
. . . . . . . . . . 219, 342 ......... .
35,150 ..........
25,652
..........
15, 756 ......... .
62,391
3,681---------22, 206
35, 088 ........ ..
.......... ..........
19,725
. . .. . .... . .......... (c)G, 060
--~----···
15,714 ......... .
....................
31,550
171,019
355,631 ........ ..
.......... ..........
7,451
....................
15, 545
61, 298
62, 271 ......... .
49,706 ..........
60,406
.................... 17i.l,630
6,655 ..•.......
21,il24

!;; ~~g

!1, 423, m 1, 420, 7851533, 066
934,164

887,719 ......... .

a Includes product of small banks iu 188!.J and not in 1888.
b Includes product of small banks in 18R9 and not in 1R90.
cProduct of small banks in 1889 not enumerated in 1800.
dEntire product of 1889; no product reported in 1888.

There are twenty-nine counties in the State which produced coal in
1889, though in t\vo of them, Holmes and :lVIorgan, the entire product
was from small banks, and these are excluded from the tabulated statement for 1890. The total number of small banks in Ohio, as reported
by the Census Office, is 1, 745, which produced, in 1889, 50G,04:9 short
tons of coal. The counties showing increased production in 1889 over
that of 1888 were Columbiana, Gallia, Harrison, Holmes, Jefferson,
Mahoning, Monroe(*), Morgan(*), 1\1uskingum, Noble, Portage, Stark,
Tuscarawas, and Washington. The counties having a decreased product were Athens, Belmont, Carroll, Coshocton, Guernsey, Hocking,
Jackson, Lawrence, Medina, J\feigs, Perry, Summit, Trumbull, Vinton,
and Wayne. The counties having an increased production in 1890 over
188\l were Belmont, Coshocton, Guernsey, Hocking, Jackson, Jefferson,
Mahoning, Medina, Meigs, Muskingum, Perry, and Summit. The
most notable increases were in Hocking and Perry counties, that in
*No prodUJt reported in 1888.
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the former county being 474,378 short tons, and in the latter 355~631
short tons. The counties having a decreased production were Athens,
Carroll, Columbiana, Gallia, Harrison, Lawrence, Monroe, Noble, Portage, Stark, Trumbull, Tuscarawas, Vinton, Washington, and Wayne.
The coal-producing portions of the State of Ohio are, for convenience
of description, divided into twelve districts. The names of these districts, the counties or parts of counties embraced by them, and the
amount of coal produced in each (exelusive of the product of small
banks) for 1889 and 1890, are shown in t~e following table:
Coal product of Ohio in 1889 and 1890, by d'istricts.
Names of districts.

Counties embraced in the
district§.

Product
in 1889.

Product
in1890.

Increase.

Decrease.

Sho1·t tons. Sho1·t tons. Short tons. Short tons.
Jackson .......... .. Jackson ................... ..
Ohio Valley ...... .. Lawrence, Gallia, Meigs,
Mom·oe, Belmont, Je1:l:'erson, and Medina.
Vinton,
Hocking, Athens,
_Hocking Valley ....
and part of Perry.
Guernsey
.................. .
Cambridge .......••.
Macksburg ........ . Washington and Noble .... ..
Harrisun
...................
.
Carrollton Valley .. .
Muskingum Valley. Part of Perry, and Muskingum.
Tuscarawas Valley. Coshocton, Tuscarawas,
StaJ:k,Surnmit, and Wayne.
Salinev"i.lle ......... . Colurn biana ............... ..
Carrollton Valley .. . Carroll ..................... .
Mahoning Valley .. . Mahoning and Trumbull ... .
Palmyra ........... . Portage .................... .

92') 631
1, 292; 469

970,878
1, 754, 905

48,247 ........... .
462, 466 .. -~ ...... ..

3, 089,525

3, 705,464

615,939 .......... ..

336,840
23,982
4, 200
756,859
1, 738,387
562,230
337, 583
327, 915
78,117

1

413,739
76,899 . . . . . . . . . . . .
12,840 ............
11,142
8, 600
4,400 .......... ..
1, 051,270
294,411 .......... ..
1, 675,549

62,838

567, 595
5,365 .......... ..
328 967 ............
8,616
304; 033 ............
23,882
70,666 ······. .•. ..
7, 451

Total......... .... . .. • .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. 9, 470,738 10,864,506
Increase of product .. • . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. • .. . .. .. . • .. .. .. .. 1, 393, 768
of commercial
mines.

1, 507,697
113,929
1, 393, 768 .......... ..

The Hocking Valley is the m~st important producing diHtrict in the
State, the product for 1890 being nearly one-third the entire product of
the State. The following table shows the annual output of the Hocking Valley district for the past nine years :
P1·oduct of the Hocking Valley district from 1882 to 1890.

Y.~~--

1sS2 ........

1 :~::,:: 11887 ...... y,"_'·_ ............ :~~~::·

...•....•..
1883 .......................... ·1
1884................ . . . . . . . . . . .
1885 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1886 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

8

8

1, 916, 355118R8 ......................... -~3, 484, 354
2, 725, 000 1889 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3, 089, 525
2, 8\J4, 660 1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 705, 464
2, 960, 000

-L----1
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Annual coal p1·oduct of Ohio from 1872 to 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

I
I HH ::~: ::::::: :::::~ ~ :~ :: ::~ ::
---------------------

1875 ------------------------ •• 1876-------------------------.1877 --·--- -·-·-- --------------1878 ---· -------------- -·-- ----1879------------------------ ·-1880- --·· ---------------- --· --1881 - ........ - ... -- - - -- .. - -- .. -

Years.
Short tons.
--------------------1--------1

5, :ns. 294
4, 550,028
3, 267, 581)
4, 864,259
3, 500,000
5, 250, 000
5, 500,000
6, 000, 000
7, 000, 000
8, 225, 000

1882------ .................... . 9, 450,000
1883 -----------.----.--- •• -- •• - 8, 229,429
1884------ ................... .. 7, 640,062
1885--------------------------- 7, 816,179
1886---------------- --····· ·-·- 8, 435,211
1887- ----- ....... -.--- ........ . 10,301,708
1888 --.-- .. ----.------ ...... - .. 10, 147,180
1889 ......................... .. 9, 470,738
1890- ... - •.•• - ... -.- ........ --- 11,414,506

The following tables, compiled by Mr. Sidney D. Maxwell, superintendent of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce, exhibit interesting
statistics of the coal trade of southern Ohio for a number of years:
Receipts of coal at Cincinnati for nineteen years.

Years.

Pittsburg
(Youghio-

Kanawha. Ohio river.

gheny).

Bushels.
1871-'72
1872-'78
1873-'7-t
1874-'75
1875-'76
1876-'77
1877-'78
1878-'79
1879-'80
1880-'81
1881-'82
1882-'83
1883-'84
1884- '85
1885-'86
1886-'87
1887- '88
1888-'89
1889-'90

- .. ------- -- --.-- • •• --------- •• ---------- .. -----.....
-- .. -- .. --.-.....
-- -- -. -. -

19, 254,716
24,962, 373
24, 014,681
24,225, 002
27, 017,592
28, 237, 572
26, 743, 055
20,769,027
31, 750, !lti8
23,202,084
37, 807, 901
33,895, 06;!
32, 209,473
32, 286, 13:J
34,933, 542
37, 701, 094
41, 180,713
36,677, !)74
42,601,615

Bushels.

...................
......................

··4:476;6i9'
6, 004, 675
3, 631,823
6, 386, 623
6, 134,039
8, 912,801
10,715,459
13,950, 802
13,260, il47
15,926,743
14,588, 573
17, <!29, 349
20, 167, 875
20,926,596
23,761,853
19,221,196

Bushels.
a10, 359, !106
all, 075, 072
a10, 398, 153
4, 277, 327
4, 400,792
5, 141, 150
3, 288,008
4, 068,452
4, 268,214
3, 151,934
3, 550,881
3, 309,534
2, 956,688
3, 007,078
939,746
338,435
1, 533,358
544-,940
454,385

Canal.

Anthracite.

Other
kinds.

Bushels.

Bushels.

Bushels.

1, 104,003
1, 162,052
710,000
565,352
409,358
322, 171
380,768
333, 549
202, 48!)
67,684
77,336
180,621
293,010
314, 774
205,717
129,503
• 26,098
12,129

.......................

72, 171 . .....................
75,000 .. ....................
112,000 .....................
248, 750
1, 597,260
282,578
2, 068,322
376, 125
1, 913,793
439,350
1, 654,425
768,750
2, 136,850
712,075
2, 351,699
770,525
2, 336,752
779,925
3, 090,715
977, 250
2, 997,216
1, 085,350
3, 910, 7!)5
1, 257,900
2, 683,864
1, 287, !)25
2, 720,250
1, 314, 775
3, 693,850
1, 328,225
5, 710,649
1, 020,525
3, 075,000
1, 001,175
4-,709,775

Total.
Bushels.
30, 790,796
37,274,497
35,234,834
35,390,310
40, 183,317
39,622,634
38,892,229
34,210,667
48,198,246
40,244,438
59,267, 620
54,620,032
56,412,059
54,138,322
57,416,529
63,345,532
70,705,639
65,092,421
67,988,146

a Including Kanawha coal.

OREGON.

Total product in 1889, 64,359 short tons; spot value, $163,650. Total
product in 1890, 61,514 short tons; spot value, $177,875.
The product of coal in Oregon continues to come principally from one
mine, the output from other sources in 1889 being only 56 tons, and no
account of this small factor has been taken in the product reported for
1890. The one commercial property is located at Marchfield, in Coos
county, and the bulk of the product is shipped to San Francisco. The
average price received for coal in 1888 was $3 per ton. In 1889 the
price fell to $2.60 per ton, and rose again in 1890 to $2.89. The number of men employed in 1888 and 1889 was 160. The number reported
for 1890 was 208, the increase probably being due to extended development work, looking to an increased production in the near future.
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Amount, value, and distribntion of the coal p~·oduct of Oregon in 1889 and 1890.
1889.

Distribution.

1890.

Short tons. Short tons.
Loaded at mines for shipment.-------············ ............. .
Sold to local trade and used by employes ...................... .
Used at mines for steam aud heat. ................. . ........... .

62, 483
1, 316
560

58, 821
1, 936
757

Total ............. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

64, 359

61, 514

Total value...............................................

$163,650

$177,875

The coal is classed as a lignite, but is said to be similar in appearance to the bituminous coals of the Mississippi Yalley. It will not coke,
but serves very well for domestic purposes, and is also good for blacksmithing use. No authentic statistics of coal ruining in Oregon have
been obtained prior to J886. in 1885 it was stated that the product
probably did not exceed 50,000 short tons, aud though that figure is
undoubtedly excessive, it is quoted as the product for that year in the
following table :
Coal p1·oduct of Oregon frorn 1885 to 1890.
Short tons.

Years.
1885 ············---··· ........ 1886 -- .•......•.. - ... - ... - .... 1887 .••••••••••......•....... ·-

50, 000
45,000
31,696

I

Years.
1888 ·-···· .......... -- ---·-· --1889 ···········------- -- --·---1890 .. -- -----·······. --· .......

Short tons.
75,000
64,359
61,514

PENNSYLVANIA.

The total product in 1889, including coal shipped, the output of small
banks, the coal sold by regular establishments to local trade and employes, and t.he amount consumed at the col1ieries for steam and heat
was 81,719,059 short tons; spot value, $93,671,480. Total product in
1890, 88,770,814 short tons; spot value, $101,760,688.
Anthracite: Total product in 1889, 40,665,152 long tons, or 45,544,970
short tons; spot value, $65,718,165. Total product in 1890, 41,489,858
long tons, or 46,468,641 short tons; spot value, $66,383,772.
Bituminous: Total product in 1889, 36,174,089 short tons; spot value,
$27,953,315. Total product in 1890, 42,302,173 short tons; spot value,
$35,376,916.
778MIN--16

ANTHRACITE.
[BY .JOHN

H.

.JONES.]

Total product in 1889, 40,665,152 long tons (equivalent to 45,544,970
short tons); spot value, $65,718,165. Total product in 1890,41,489,858
long tons (equivalent to 46,4138,641 short tons); spot value, $66,383,772.
The total production of anthracite coal in Pennsylvania during tlle
calendar year 1889 was 40,665,152 tons of 2,240 pounds (equal to
45,544,970 tons of 2,000 pounds). The marketable product, that is, the
amount of coal shipped and sold to local trade and employes, was
37,146,456 long tons (or 41,604,031 short tons), valued at the mines at
$65,718,165, or an average of $1. 76 1~L6 per long ton. The quantity reported by the transportation companies as actually carried to market,
which is the usual basis for statistics of shipments, was 35,407,710 tons
during the year 1889; 1,329,580 tons were used by employes and sold to
local trade in the vicinity of the mines, .and 3,518,696 tons were reported
as consumed for steam and heating purposes in and about the mines.
For reasons stated below the item of colliery consumption is excluded
from the valuation of the product.
Tlle total production of anthracite coal in Pennsylvania during the
calendar year 1890 was 41,489,858 long tons (or 46,468,641 short tons),
of which the marketed amount was 38,403,552 long tons (or 43,011,978
short tons), valued at the mines at $66,383,772, or an average of $1. 7215)_0
per long ton. The total quantity loaded on cars and sent to market
was 36,617,042 tons during the year 1890; 1, 786,510 tons were used
by employes and sold to local trade in the vicinity of the mines, and
3,086,306 tons were consumed for steam and heat in and about the
mines. The item of colliery consumption is, however, somewhat indefinite, the coal being taken either from the current mining or from
screenings, and used where needed, often without preparation, and
rarely included in the accounts of the operator, being reported in most
instances as "approximated." For these reasons it has been excluded
from the basis of valuation of the product at the mines. The average
number of days worked during the year 1890 was 200. The number of
persons employed during the year, including superintendents, engineers,
and clerical force, was 126,000. The total number of regular establishments or breakers equipped for the preparation and shipment of coal
was 350, exclusive of small diggings and washeries supplying local
trade.
The average number of days worked during the year 1889 by all collieries was 194. The suspension of mining, during periods aggregating
242
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about one-third of the year, was caused mainly by the inability of the
market to absorb a larger product. The number ofpersonsemployedduring the 3rear,including superintendents, engineers, and clerical force, was
125,229. The total amount paid in wages to all classes during the
year was $39,152,124. The total number of regular establishments or
breakers equipped for the preparation and shipment of coal was 342, 19
of which were idle during the year. Besides these, there were 49 small
diggingt:~ and washeries, supplying local trade. There were also 18 new
establishments in course of construction.
Comparing the statistics of anthracite coal production in 1889 and
1890, it will be seen that there was a gain in product during the latter
year of 824,706 long tons (equal to 923,671 short tons) and an increase in
value of $665,607, the average price per ton realized at the mines
during each year being $1. 76-f-6 and $1. 72l1·6 , respectively. The average
number of days worked during 1890 was 200, as against 194 days in
1889. The total number of employes at anthracite mines in 1889 was
125,229 and in 1890, 126,000. The number of regular establishments
increased from 342 in 1889 to 350 in 1890.
The anthracite coal fields of Pennsylvania are situated in the eastern part of the State, and extend about equal distances north and
south of a line drawn through the middle of the State from east to
west, in the counties of Carb'On, Columbia, Dauphin, Lacka-wanna,
Luzerne, Northumberland, Schuylkill, Sullivan, and Susquehanna,
and known under three general divisions, viz: vVyoming, Lehigh and
Schuylkill regions. Geologically they are divided into five well-defined
fields or basins, which are again subdivided, for convenience of identification, into districts, as follows:
Geological fields

01'

Local dist'ricts.

basins.

Trade regions.

j

Carbondale ---------- ...... )
Scranton ................. ..
Northern ................ Pi~tston. .... ...... .... ....
.
W1lkesbarre. .... .... ...... . ............... Wyommg
Plymouth ................. .
LKingston ................ ..
Western Northern .......... Bernice .................. ..
Green Mountain ............ }
Eastem Middle.......... Black Creek· ........ ·--...
.
{ Ihzlcton .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ................ Leb1gb
Beaver Meadow ........... .
(Panther Creek ............ .
I East Schuylkill ...........
Southem ................ <·west Scbnylkill ......... ..
Lorberry .................. .
Lykens '_valley .............
Schuylkill
(East Mahanoy ............ ..
Westem Middle .......... <West Mahrmoy ........... ..
l Shamokin..................
·

·1

l

f...............

The following tuble shows the annJlal shipments of anthracite coal
from the Pennsylvania fields since 1820, with the percentages from
each region:
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.Annual shipments of anthracite coal in Pe11nsyl·rania since 1820, with the number of ton&
ancl pm·centage shipped from each 1·egion.
Years.

Long tons.

1820 •••.•.•.. ............................
1821 .•••••••. ..........................
1, 480
1822 ... ••••••
1823 .•.•••...
1,128
1824 .•••.....
1, 567
1825 •..•.....
6, 500
1826 ..••.•...
16,767
1827 ..•••....
31,360
1828 .•••••...
47,284
182\l .........
7!J, !)73
1830 ..••.....
80, !l84
1831 ....••...
81,854
18:32 ..••••...
209,271
1833 .•.•••...
252, !)71
1834 ..•••....
226,602
1835 ....•••..
339,508
18:36 ..••..••.
432,045
18il7 ..•••••..
530, 152
1838 ..•.•.•..
446,875
18:39 ...•.•••.
475,077
1840 ...••••.•
490, 59G
1841 .......•.
62-l-,466
1842 .........
583,273
1843 ....••...
710,200
1844 .........
887, ()37
1845 .......•.
1, 131,724
1846 ....••...
1' 308, 500
1847 .........
1, 665,735
1848 ....••...
1, 733,721
18~9 ...••..•.
1, 728,500
1850 .........
1, 840, 620
1851 ...••••..
2, 328, 525
2, 636,835
1852 ....••••.
2. G65, 110
185:3 ... •·•·•·
:!, 1()], 670
185-t ...••••.•
1855 .....••••
3, 552, 943
1856 .........
3, 603, 029
1857 •..•..•..
3, 373, 797
1858 ...••••..
3, 273,245
1859 ......••.
3, 448, 708
1860 ..••.•••.
3, 749,632
3, ]60, 747
1861 ...•..••.
1862 ...•..••.
3, 372, 583
1863 .••••••..
3, 911, 683
4, 161, 970
1864 ..••..••.
1865 ......••.
4, 356, 959
1866 ..•......
5, 787, 902
5, 161,671
1867. •···•••·
5, 330,737
1868 ···•••••·
1869 .•..••••.
5, 775, 138
4, 968,157
1870 ...••••••
6, 552,772
1871 ..••..••.
6, 694, sno
1872 .. ••·•••.
1873 ....••...
7, 212,601
6, 866,877
1874 ...••••••
1875 ..•.••••.
6, 281,712
6, 221, ()34
1876 ·••••·••·
1877 ..••.••..
8, 195,042
6, 282,226
1878 ..•••••..
8, 960, 829
1879 ..•••.••.
1880 .........
7, 554, 742
1881 .....••..
9, 253,958
1882 .........
9, 459,288
10, 074, 726
1883 ..••.•••.
9, 478,314
1884 ··•·•••··
9, 488,426
1885 ..••.••..
9, 381,407
1886 .••..•••.
]887 ...••••••
10,609, 028
10,654,116
1888 ..••.•••.
1889 .....••..
10,486, 185
1890 ..•.•••.•
10,867,822

Total. ..

Lehigh rogiou.

Schuylkill region.

261, i3u3, 696

Per ct.

----·--an. 79
16.23
14.10
18.60
34.90
49.44
61.00
71.35
5]. 50
46.29
57.61
51.87
60.19
60.54
63.16
60.98
60.49
58.05
56.75
65.07
52.62
56.21
54-.4-5
56.22
55.82
57.79
56.12
53.30
St. 80
52.34
52.81
51.30
53.14
53.77
52.91
50.77
47.86
44.16
44.04
39.74
42.86
40.90
40.89
45.14
45.56
39.74
38.52
41.66
30.70
41.74
34.03
33.97
34.09
31.87
33. 6:1
39.35
35.68
:34.28
a2.n
:32.46
32.48
31.69
:30.85
30.01
29.19
30.63
27. 9:l
29.28
29.68

j35~-~

Long tons.

Per ct.

Wyoming region.

Long tons.

Per ct.

365 .............. .. ........................... ................
1, 073 ............ ............................. ..................
2, 240
60.21 ............................. .................
5, 823
83.77 ............................. .................
9, 541
85.90 ............................ .................
28, 3H3
81.40 ............................. ................
31,280
65.10 --------------- ...............
32, 074
50.56 ............................ ................
30,232
39.00 .............................. -------25,110
6. 25
22.40
7, 000
41,750
23. tlO
43,000
24. GO
40, 966
54,000
23.17
30.54
84,000
23.12
70,000
19.27
25.22
111,777
22.91
123,001
lOG, 24-4
11.60
43,700
28.21
131,250
90, 000
16.05
23.41
148, 211
21.66
103,861
15.18
223,902
115,387
13.27
25.75
213, 615
28. !)2
78,207
10.59
221,025
122,
300
27.01
14.94
148,470
225, 313
17.18
26.07
20.03
143,037
14.90
1!l2, 270
272, 540
22.79
24.59
252,599
267,793
21.19
285,605
22.60
22.43
377,002
23.12
365,911
22.45
21.33
451,836
22.11
517,116
22.07
518,389
20.23
633, 507
21.98
583,067
670, 321
685,196
22.18
21.70
22.60
781,556
24.10
732,910
24.64
827,823
690,456
20.56
25. ()8
1, 156, 167
964,224
21.68
25.72
1, 284,500
1, 072,136
21.47
28.41
1, 475,732
1, 054,309
20.29
26.73
1, 603,478
1, 207, 186
20.13
26.80
19.43
1, 771,511
1, 284,113
28.47
1, 351, 970
19.52
1, 972,581
29.39
1, 318,541
19.84
1, 952,603
31.96
2, 186,094
20.18
1, 380,030
34.98
2, 731,236
20.86
1, 628,311
34.56
1, 821, 674
21.40
2, 941, 817
38.41
3, 055,140
1, 738,377
21.85
39.97
17.17
3, 145,770
1, 351, 05-t
39.30
1, 894, 713
19.80
3, 759,610
38.92
3, 960,836
2, 054, 669
20.19
3, 254, 5]9
33.72
2, 040,913
21.14
37. 2()
4, 'iil6, 616
2, 179,364
17.15
40. !!9
5, 325,000
2, 502. 05i
19.27
43.25
2, 502, 582
18.13
5, 968, 146
44.28
6, 141, 369
1, 949,673
14-.06
7,
()74,
660
49.28
3, 2il9, B74
20.02
44.02
6, 911,242
2, 235,707
14.24
46.27
19.70
9, 101. 549
3, 873,339
48.57
3, 705, 59G
17.46
10,309, 755
47.18
(), 504,408
3, 773, 836
18.73
51.75
10, 596, 155
14.38
2, 834, 605
4.5. 53
3, 854,919
20.84
8, 424-,158
3(). 85
R, HOO, :l77
20. so
4, :!32, 760
45.92
3, 2:17, 449
8, 085, 587
18.40
48.14
12,586, 293
4, 595,567
17.58
48.72
11,419,279
4. "463, 221
19.05
48.96
18.58
lB, 951,: 83
5, 294,676
5, (i89, 4_:l7
47.98
13,971,371
19. 5-!
4>J. 08
6, 113, SO()
19.23
15,604,492
51.04
5, 562,226
18.11 (a)15, 677, 753
51.34
18.65 (a)l6, 236, <170
5, 898,634
52.82
5, 723, 12!)
17.89 (a)l7, 031, 826
56.82
4, 347,061
12.55 (a)19, 68·1-, 1129
57.29
5, 639, 2:J6
14.78 (a)21. R52, 366
17.57 (a)1!J, o:lo, 835
53 15
6, 2!l4, O?H
53.04
17.28 (a)19, 417,979
6, 329,658

.,. "'I

134, 828, 394-18. 241

339; !.l!JS~ 900

46.00

Tota.f.

Lonq tons.
365
1, 073
3, 720
6, !J51
11,108
34,893
48,047
63,434
77, 516
112,083
174,734
176, 820
363,271
487,749
376. 636
56o; 758
684,117
869,441
738,697
818,402
864, 379
959,773
1, 108,412
1, 263, 598
1, 630,850
2, 013, 013
2, 344,005
2, SR2, 30!J
3, 089,238
3, 242,966
3, 358,899
4, 448,916
4, 993,471
5, 195,151
6, 002,234
6, 608,567
6, 927,580
6, 644,941
6, 839,369
7, 808, 255
8, 513, 123
7, 954,264
7, 869, 407
9, 566,006
10,177,475
9, 652, 3()1
12, 70B, 882
12,988,725
13,801,465
13,866,180
16,182, 191
15,699,721
1(), 669,778
21,227, g;;~
20, 145, 121
19, 712,472
18,501. on
20, R28, 179
17,605,262
26,142, 689
2:j, 437,242
28,500,017
?,(), 120, 09fl
:31, 793,027
30,718,293
31, 623, 530 .
32, 136, H62 I
34, 641, o13 I
38,145, 718 .
35, s17, 093
36, 615, 459 ,

I

739, 190,990

i
)

a Includes I.oyalsock field.

The figures shown in·the above table represent the actual shipments
to market by rail and water, including the coal forwarded to tidewater
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and other storage docks for further transportation. The colliery consumption an<l the local sales at mines (not transported) are not in- ·
eluded.
The quantity of coal produced in each of the counties comprising the
anthracite fields of Pennsylvania, during the years 1889 and 1890, is
shown in the following tables:
P1·oduction of Pennsylvania anthracite coal of all grades, by counties, in 1889.
Disposition of total product.
Total product - - - - - - - - c - - - - - . - - - - - 1
of coal of
Loaded
I Used by em- Used for
all grades for at mines for ployes and
heat and
year 1889.
shipment on 1'\0ld to local
steam
railroad cars. tradeatmines. at mines.

I

Counties.

Long tons.

Long tons.

Long tons.

Long tons.

Susquehanna and Sullivan............
Lackawanna..........................
Luzerne ....... ... . . .... .. . . ... .. .. .. .
Carbon...............................

351,842
8, 939, 621
16,607, 177
1, 210,973

319, 126
7, 823, il94
14,892,324
1, ORO. 544

5, 820
588, 535
4•16, 036
19,592

26,896
527, 392
1, 268,817
110,837

~~i~~J:~~~~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::

9, ~~~: ~~~

7, ~~~J~~

1n: ~~~

1, o~~: ~~~

3, 176, 740
697,485

2, 770,914

57, 857
14,184

347, 969
129,13139

Northumberland ..................... -~
Dauphin ..............................
Total . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .

553,632

------1-----1------1----·--40, 6135, 152

1, 329, 580

35, 816, 876

3, 518, 696

P1·oduction of anthracite coal, of all grades, in 1890, by counties.

Counties.

Disposition of total product.
Total p r o d u c t , l - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - 1
Loaded at Used by emU df
of coal of
all grades for
mines for
ployes aucl
se or
year 1890.
shipment on sold to local h steam a_nd
railroad cars. tradcat.mines. eat at mmes.

Long tons.

Susql'U)hanna ancl Sullivan.............
Lackawanna...........................
I,uzerne ...... --~ ... . ... .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .
Carbon................................
Schuylkill.............................
Columbia .. _...........................
Northumberland.......................
Dauphin ...............................

419, 839
9, 109, 3RO
16.892, 0!)9
1,252.636
9, 228, 434
640, 692
3, 234,900
___
7_11_,_92_8_
1

Total. ............................ ,

Long tons.

Long tons.

Long tons.

:l99, 315
4. 5139
15, 955
7, 978, 7G5
791, 716
338. 849
15,189,715
5!)9, 968
1, 102:416
1,101,018
26,195
125, 423
7, !196, 874
246, 086
985,474
69,156
550, fiJO
21, 026
2, 851,769
66, 242
316,889
132,144
___
54_9_,o_7_6_: ____a_o,_7_o8_]------

I

1

41,489, 858

36,617, 042/

1, 786,510

3, 086, 306

The largest actual shipment during any year in the history of tbe
trade was made in 1888, being 38,145,178 tons of 2,240 pounds. The
largest actual shipment for any one month was 4,187,527 tons, in October, 1888. The largest actual shii)rnents ever made in each of the
months of any year to December, 1890, inclusive, are given in the table
below, and show that, if the mines should be operated as actively jn
each month of the year as they ever have been in that month, the
product for the year would be a little less than 40,000,000 long tons.
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Largest shipments of antlwacite for each 1nonth of any year.
Years.
1889 ...•.•..•••.. .
1887 .•....••••... 1887 ...•••.•••.•..
1888 .•••••••••.•..
1889 .•• ·••·•·• ....
1889 ..•..•.•••....
1889 ..•.•...•.....
1888 ....••.••.....
1888 .•••••.••...• 1888 .•••••..••....
1888 .....•.••.••..
1887 .••••••••••••.

Months.

Tonnage.

January ............................................. .

October ................ . ... . ..... . ......... . ......... .
November ................. . ... . ........ . ............ .
December ..................... . ...................... .

2, 622,529
2, 551,003
2, 911,272
2, 856,593
3, 016, 531
H, 038, 216
3, 627, 522
4, 097,563
3, 916, :l26
4, 187, 527
3, 718, ()52
3, 068,079

Maximum shipment practicable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

39, 61L 813

~t~~~h~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

April ............................. . .................. .
May ................................................. .
June ....................... . ..... . ................... .
July .................. .. ........ . .. .. ................ .

te~~~~\;~~ :: :::::~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Average monthly tonnage based upon the largest shipments ever made........ 3, 300,984
Average annual shipments during ten y ears eudmg with 18R9 . ....•...•••.••••• 31, 551, 301
Average annual shipments during five years ending with 1889 .......••••... . .. 34, 390, 868

The initial lines of transportation from the anthracite coal fields are
operated by the following companies:
Delaware, Lackawanna and vVestern Railroad Company.
New York, Susquehanna and Western Railroad Company.
New York, Ontario and vVestern Railroad Company.
Delaware and Hudson Canal Company.
Erie and Wyoming Valley Railroad Company.
Central Railroad Company of New Jersey.
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company.
Pennsylvania Railroad Compauy.
Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company.
New York, Lake Erie and Western Raitroad Company.

The reports formerly made shm'i'ing the shipments of coal by therespective initial railroad lines traversing the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania were discontinued at the close of 1888, owing to the confusion
arising from the liability to duplicate certain tonnages originating upon
one line and delivered to another near the mines for transportation to
market. It is therefore impracticable to continue the comparative tables
of such shipments which have hitherto appeared in this volume.
The tables below show the general distribution of the anthra.cite coal
for 1889 and 1890, shipped as above stated, based upon the most reliable data available. The Survey has not been able to obtain reports for
1890 sufficiently complete from the transportation lines of the country
to insure the degree of accura~y desired, and has therefore been compelled to approximate in many cases.
D-istribution of anth1·acite coal fo1· 1889.
Seotion•.

l- r"_on_g_ t_o_n_s._ _P_e_r_c_en_t.
1

Penn~lvauia,

New York, and New Jersey.................... .

22,314,331

63.02

SouthernStates ............................................... .
Pacific Coast...................................................
Canada . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foreign......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~· ~~~· ~~~

1:613:120
20, DOO
1, 094, 736
35, 190

~~: ~b

Total ..................................... ..... ............... .

35,407,710

100.00

W;ter~g~~~~~~~~~~:::: ~:: ~:: ~:: :::::::::::: ~:: ::: ~: ::::::::: :

4.56
0. 06
3. 09
o. 10
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Distribution of antlwacite coal jo1' 1890.
Long tons.

Per cent.

Southern States .............................................. .
Pacific Coast .................................................. .
Canada ............................. ·......... _................ .
Foreign .......................... _......... _. _.... __ .......... .

22,719,221
5, 442,556
5 459 il20
1: 742: 521
11,100
1, 196, 788
45,536

62.05
14.86
14.91
4. 76
0.03
3. 27
0.12

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

36, 617, 0±2

100. 00

Sections.
Pennsylvania, New York, and New .Jersey .................... .

~e':t!:~g~~~~~~~~~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The cost of mining anthracite coal and preparing it for shipment :ts
governed by so many conditions, which vary greatly in di:fferen~ localities, and in the diversity of pra.ctiee, that no compilation would be of
value which comprehended any large number of operations. A valuable and interesting statement, however, upon this subject, from data
compiled from the books of a single establislnnent, was prepared by the
late Dr. Charles A. Ashburner, and was pnblisbed in the volume of
Mineral Resources for 1888, pp. 329,330, to which attention is directed.
During the past year much interest bas been developed upon the
subject of the utilization of the anthracite coal waste, i. e., the screenings resulting in the preparation of the coal into regular sizes at the
breakers. This waste, aside from the fact that it constitutes a large
per cent of the product which brings no return to the operator and is
therefore a loss in the mining account, has become a source of additional expense owing to the difficulty of disposing of it in the vicinity
of the breaker. J\IIH1ions of tons of pure coal are at this moment lying
in unsightly pyramids throughout the entire region. The governor of
the State has appointed a commission consisting of Hon. Eckley B.
Ooxe, Mr. P. W. Sheafer, and Mr. J. A. Price, to consider this subject
and report upon the same to the next session of the legislature. This
commission composed of gentlemen of eminent ability, has collected a
vast amount of infoTmation to be presented in their forthcoming report,
which is awaited with great interest. lVIr. Coxe,in an address delivered
before the Wilkesbarre Board of Trade, makes this reference to the
subject:
"The future prosperity of the (Wyoming) Valley depends in a great
measure upon the utilization of the waste coal product. This can not
be done, however, by sending it away to other points, but by bringing
here such enterprises as can use this waste fuel with profit. If instead
of shipping the smaller sizes of coal to distant points and selling it for
30 or 40 cents a ton, we had industries here tha.t would use it in the
employment of labor, the result would be much more satisfactory to
the people of this region. Wherever we travel in the anthracite region
we see vast piles of culm blazing, almost priceless fuel going up in
smoke-wasted. Every pound of that culm produces heat that might be
used to advantage in scores of industries were it only utilized as it
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should be. This gives us something to think about. Wherever such
waste is seen, we know that somewhere in this country people are
going without shoes who might be clothed and fed were the waste
stopped and the waste material utilized."
Various schemes for utilizing this waste, by t.he manufacture of compressed fuel, in combination with combustible volatile substances, have
been attempted, but none as yet have attained commercial importance
in competition with the natural product.
Much confusion and inconvenience in the marketing of anthracite
coal has been, in times past, occasioned by the want of uniformity in
the sizes of the coal produced. At a meeting held for the purpose in
Wilkesbarre this subject was considered, and the following sizes of
meshes were adopted, to take effect January 1, 1891:
Egg, through 2f inches and over 2 inches.
Stove, through 2 inches and over lt inches.
Chestnut, through li inches and over -!-inch.
Pea, through -!- inch and over t inch.
Buckwheat, through t inch and over t inch.
No.2 buckwheat, through i inch and over t inch.

It will be observed that the size known as "small stove" has been
omitted. The meeting at which the above action was taken was composed of operators from every part of the anthracite fields, and represented over 90 per cent. of the entire production. Apropos of the
classification of anthracite coal by sizes, the following interesting
statement has been prepared by Mr. F. E. Saward, of the Goal Trade
Journal, relating to the changes taking place in the proportions of the
several sizes required by the markets :
"It is an interesting fact that while the output of anthracite has increased in the past ten years, there has been a radical change in the
proportions of each size of coal made at the breakers. Why this is so
is known to those who are more familiar with the course of events, but
the average reader may have lost sight of the fact that the furnace
trade has dropped off, while the steam coal trade has changed from one
size to another.
"New markets have been opened for the increased quantity of the
domestic sizes that have been made, but the making of so great a
quantity has caused a lessening of the price, and lt has also caused a
larger percentage of the smaller coals (now largely used for steam) to
be made; these have been disposed of for steam purposes as against
soft or bituminous coals. It is doubtful if the gross result in dollars
and cents is much beyond the result for the quantity marketed ten
years ago.
"We have been led to these conclusions by the perusal of the figures
showing the percentages made by one of the larger producers of Lehigh coal in the years 1879 and in 1889.
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Percentage output of va1·ious sizes of anthracite 11w.de by a p1·oducer in the Lehigh 1·egion.
Sizes.
Lump and steamer .... . .............................................. .
Broken ........................................... .. .................. .

·_ :: ::::~: ~ :::::::::::::::::~ ~ :: ~ :~ :::::~ ::~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :

:t~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Chestnut ............................................................ ..
Pea .............................................. . .................... .
Buckwheat and small coals ........................................... .

1879.

1889.

15.8
19.4
15.9
15.8
17.4
15.2
0.5

8. 91
16.69
13.13
13.35
15.58
14.27
18.07

" The percentages made at all the collieries in the Lehigh district in
1879 were as follows:
Pe1·centages of sizes of antlwacite in the Lehigh d·i strict in 1879.
_________s_i_ze_s_._________ _P_e_r_c_en__
< I----------S-iz_es_._________ __P_er_c_e_nt_.
1

Lump . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Steamer........................
Broken.........................
Egg ............................ ,

1

24. 6
2. 3
14. 5 1
15.5 1

Stove...........................
Chestnur,.......................
Pea
Buck~h~~t::~~~~:~::::~:~::~:::l

18. 2
16.7
7. 9
0.3

"It is doubted if the result would show them to be very far away
from those figures recorded above as for one of the principal concerns.
That shows a very great increase in the small coals below chestnut, at
any rate.
"One of the larger producers in the Wyoming district, whence so
much free-burning coal is had, makes the following comparative showing of percentages for the years 1879 and 1889:
Percentage of var·ious sizes of anthracite made by a producer in the Wyo·ming r·egion.
Sizes.

1879.

1889.

Lump and steamer ..................................................... .
Broken ................................................................ .

11.13
16.11
14.06

11.00
11.00
15.00

7. 47
0.27

25.00
21.00
9.00
8.00

llt::ELLLE-->_~;~~~:::::;~::~:::::::H::_HE! ~~:~I

I

"This shows a loss in broken (or former steamer size) and in the stove,
to the increase of the smaller sizes, such as pea, buckwheat, etc.
"The percentages of Schuylkill coal have also changed, as the following will show; the figures are the average of all grades of coal, both
hard and free burning:
Percentage of var·ious sizes of anthra<Yite produced in the Schu.ylkill r·egion.
Sizes.
Lump and steamer .................................................... ..
Broken ................•................................................

:to~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Small stove ............................................................ .
Chestnut .............................................................. .
Pea .................................................................... .
Buckwheat .................•.. . ............................•...........

1883.
14.3
14.7
15.5
19.0
5.1
11.6
14.8
5.0

1889.
9.4
14.5
13.6
14.8
8.4
12.8
18.3
8.2
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''The changes do not appear so radical in thi~ last statement, for the
figures are not at hand for the earlier year named in the other comparative statements, but it is sufficient to show that the growth of the anthracite trade has been mainly on the small coals.
Recapitulation.
1879.
Lump
and
Domestic.
steamer.

1889.
Smalls.

Lump
and
steamer.

Domestic.

Smalls.

58.75
72.00
64.10

32.34
17.00
26.50

fi4. 951

25.28

Lehigh ............•••••..
'Vtoming ................
Sc uylkilL. ..............

15.80
11.13
14. ao

68.50
81.13
65.90

15.70
7. 74
19.80

8. 91
11.00
9.40

Average ............

13.74

71. 841

14.42

9. 77

"In 1879 the total product was 26,142,689 tons.
were as follows :

The percentages

Percentctgcs of sizes of anthracite f1·om the Schnylkill region in 1879.
Sizes.

Per cent.

r..ump aud steanler ..•.................... - .... - .. --.- ......... -.

13.74
71.84
14.42

Domestic ..................................................... ..
Smalls ......................................................... .

"In 1880 the total product was 35,407,710 tons.
were as follows :

Tons.
3, 592,005
18,780,908
3, 769,775

The percentages

Pc1'ceutages of sizes of anthracite from the Schuylkill 1·egion in 1889.
Sizes.
Lump and steamer..............................................
Domestic.......................................................
Smalls. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .

Per cent.
9. 77
64.95
25. 28

Tons.
3, 459, 333
22,997,307
8, 951,069

"In the item classed as ' domestic' is included all sizes from broken
bo chestnut-both included-though, as is well known, not all this coal

goes for domestic or house use, but the proportion now is infinitely
greater than it was ten years ago, for broken and chestnut were then
largely used as steam raisers.
"The loss is great in the Schuylkill and Lehigh lump, as these districts supply the furnace trade, which now takes coke; the Wyoming
lump is mainly for steam, and that trade appears to have been held."
During the year 1890 extensive developments have been in progress
in all parts of the anthracite coal fields. In the southern field, between Tremont and Minersville, new collieries are being constructed by
the Lehigh Valley Coal Company, Mr. CalVIn Pardee, Messrs. J.P. &
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tT. H. Hosie, and the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company.
The latter conipany has completed the North Brookside and Good
Spring collieries in the Lykens district, Silver Creek colliery in the
East Schuylkill district, and :Maple Hill colliery in the East Mahanoy
district. The Midvalley colliery of Messrs. Righter, Leisenring &
Co. will begin shipments early in 1891. Oneida colliery of Messrs. Coxe
Brothers & Co. is nearly ready for operation.
In the northern :field shipments have begun from the following recently completed collieries: Clinton tunnel, Ontario, vVashington, Wm.
A., Babylon, Pettibone, and Mount Lookout.
•
The Schuylkill and Lehigh Valley railroad has been opened between
Minersville and Lizard Creek Junction, where it connects with · the
Lehigh Valley system.
The New York, Ontario and Western railroad extension, from Hancock, New York, to Scranton, Pennsylvania, has been opened for traffic,
and is receiving coal from several collieries located between Forest City
and Scranton.
1'he large breaker attached to the Neilson colliery of Messrs. J.
Langdon & Co., near Shamokin, Pennsylvania, was destroyed by
:fire May lti, 1890. The central breaker of the Delaware, Lackawanna
and Western Railroad Company, near Hyde Park, was destroyed by
:fire August 18, 1890.
On August 17, several large breakers in the vicinity of Wilkes barre,
Pennsylvania, were damaged by a windstorm. All of them, however,
were restored and put in operation before the close of the year.
Extensive storage yards have been constructed at Landingville and
at Mahanoy Plane by the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company;
at South Plain:fie~d by the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company; and at
Hampton Junction by the Central Railroad of New Jersey. These.,
together with the increrLsed storage and dock facilities recently completed by the Lehigh Valley, the Philadelphia and Reading, the Delaware, Lackawanna and vVestern, and tbe New York, Lake Erie and
Western interests at Buffalo and other lake ports, will enable the companies to conduct mining operations with more regularity, and facilitate
the movement of coal during periods of slack trade, thus insuring not
only more steady work for the employ~s at the mines, but will enable
the companies to meet demands for particular sizes on short notice.
Not the least of the advantages gained by the establishments of these
storage yards is the increased expedition in the handling of cars.
The continued mild weather in the early part of the year, coupled
with the constant tendeney to overproduction caused a weakening of
prices in the Eastern markets which had its effect also upon the Western
rates, and before the close of the :first half of the year prices had
reached a point lower than at the corresponding period in 1889. Many
retailers and consumers, taking advantage of this condition of affairs,
increased their orders and secured sufficient coal to meet their require-
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ments until far into the autumn and early winter months. Efforts were
made to advance prices during the latter half of the year, and the advances were announced by the usual circulars, but to what extent these
prices were obtained it is difficult to say. The product was not controlled, during the year, as contemplated by the action of the producers,
to meet the actual demands of the markets; nevertheless, the conditions
at the close of the year were not discouraging. The stocks at tidewater shipping points at the close of the year were only about one-half
what they were at the beginning, while the shipments were half a million tons greater during the year 1890 than the previous year. The regular increase in the consumption of anthracite coal goes on from year to
year, though it is difficult to determine the exact ratio. The tableR
show, approximately, the percentage in general distribution, but it is
well understood that all this is subject to modification, owing to the
large and varying quantities of coal in stock at the interior points of
storage, all of which has been counted in the tonnage statement.
Bituminous coal has not made the inroads upon the anthracite markets predicted by those interested in the former fuel. The small sizes
of anthracite, pea, buckwheat, etc., being supplied in larger quantities
and with more certainty of steady supply, have not only held their own
but have found new demands at fairly remunerative prices. The rates
of transporation, of course, must be low, and this has been recognized
by the railroad companies who provide special tariff's for the small
sizes.
PENNSYL VANU BITUMINOUS COAL.

Total product in 1889, 36,174,089 short tons; spot value, $27,953,315.
Total product in 1890, 42,302,173 short tons; spot value, $35,376,916.
The bituminous coal fields of Pennsylvania form the northeastern end
of the Appalachian field. The total area underlaid by workable coal
beds is about 900 square miles. The coal mines of the State are confined to twenty- seven counties, later enumerated. The largest coal area
is contained in the western and southwestern parts of the State, extending west from the crest of the Allegheny mountains to the Ohio
line, and southwest of· a line drawn from New Castle, in Lawrence county,
northeast to Kane, in McKean county, and thence southeast in the direction of Bellefonte, in Center county. Ragged edges of broken Coal
Measures extend beyond these lines. In addition, isolated areas are
found in the Wellersburg Basin, in Somerset county; in the Broad Top
coal field, in Huntingdon, Blair, and Fulton counties; in the Tipton
field, west of Altoona, in Blair county, and in the fields in Bradford
and Tioga counties. The characteristics of the Coal Measures in which
these beds occur have been described in former reports.
Notwithstanding the fact that the total product of bituminous coal
in the United States for 1889 was 2,485,812 short tons less than in 1888,
the pt'Oduction of Pennsylvania increased 2,377,362 short tons, a gain
nearly as great as the total decrease, and shows the loss sustained by
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other States to have been 4,863,17 4 short tons. The increase -in the
product of bituminous coal in Pennsylvania in 1888 was 2,279,871 short
tons. This was in a year of general in~rease and represented only
about 17 per cent. of the total gain. The increase, from a comparative
standpoint, in 1889 is a remarkable one. The returns for 1890 show an,
increase in the product of Pennsylvania bituminous coal of 6,128,084
short tons. The details of the respective increases and decreases in
the production, by counties, for the two years is shown in the following
table, together with a statement of the production in 1886, 1887, and
1.888:

200, 000

I

2-10,000

J

(a)

~ -··········· ............ jf(c)1,000,000

27,094,5o1f3l.516,85G- · 33,796,727 I 36,174,089
4,422,355 1 2,279,8711

~,377,362 1

3, 852,472

l,Ul,llo·:

2,377,3()2 .........•..

42, 302,173

I

925,575

••••.•••••••
1

6,567,933··!~:849

6.121l.084 1

6,128,084 1 --·~

a Included in county distribution. b Included in product of country banks. cEstimate based on the census returns for small banks, which for 1889 WQre, approximatAly
800,000 short tons, showing that previous estimates of the product from this source were too small.
d.A.ll product from country banks and decrease deducted from
total estimated production.
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It will be seen from the foregoing table that in 1889 Allegheny county
suffered the greatest loss in tonnage, having over 66 per cent. of the
loss sustained in all the counties in which decreases in product.occurred. Westmoreland county showed a remarkable increase, being
nearly one-half of the total net increase of the State, and exceeding by
38,058 short tons the aggregate increase of the county from 1886 to
1888. Fayette county came second in increased tonnage, with a gain
of 688,261 short·tons; Jefferson third, with an increase of 621,138 short
tons, and Washington, fourth, shows 571,879 short tons in excess of the
preceding year's product. In remarking upon the decrease of product
in Allegheny county it may be well to call attention to the statement
made under the coal trade review of Pittsburg, that the shipments had
fallen oft' 29,993,900 bushels (of 76 pounds), or something over 1,000,000
short tons. Allowing for a production based upon an expectation of a
demand which did not materialize, it will be seen that the two statements are compatible, and the fact that the decrease in production was
not so great as the decrease of shipments will in part account for the
comparatively small increased production in1890.
In 1890 the county showing the greatest gain on the preceding year
was Clearfield, whose product in 1890 was 1,427,081 short tons greater
than in 1889. Cambria county increased 1,039,290 short tons, and the
other notable inereases were in Westmoreland eounty, 659,380 short
tons; Fayette eounty, 515,827 short tons; Elk county, 507,421 short
tons, aud Washington county, 471,766 short tons. The eounties having an iuereased produetion in 1889 and an apparent decreased product
in 1890 were Butler, Clarion, Jefferson, Lawrence, and Mercer. But
against this must be set the fact that the produet of small mines is included in the county distribution in 1889 and not aecOtinted for in 1890,
except in a total estimate for the State.
'
The following tables show the bituminous coal produd of Pennsylvania in 1889 and 1890, by counties, with the distribution and value:
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Bitwrninons coal product of Pennsylvania in 1889, by counties.
Disposition of total product.
Counties.

Loaded at Used by
mines for
Used for
shipment e;~a 1~ll~1s steam and Made into
on railroad to local
heat
coke.
at mines.
cars and
trade.
boats.

Total
product.

Sho1·t tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tiJns.
Allegheny ____ . ____ . _ 4, 4ft4, 376
204, 282
25, 103
23,670 4, 717,431
Armstrong. ______ ... _ 229,402
59,460
356 ....................
289,218
Beaver . __ - - _____ . _. - 44-,932
48, 180
249
100
93, 461
237, 55!
6,932
3, 889
9, 078
257,453
Bell ford_---------·--.
2,
918
80,777
127,
527
215,
410
4,
1~8
Blair .. --------------Bradford
. ________ .. __
121), 141
121, !l76
6, 365
800 .....................
2,162
288,591
183,477
94,064
8, 888
Entler·--·----------7, 296
179, 525
Cambria---·------ __ . 1, 174,508
390, 335 I 1' 751' G64
380, 3il1
4, 964
115
9, 717
395, 127
Center------·----- .. Clarion __ . ___ .. _____ .
3, 370
468
596, 589
535,251
57, 500
Clf'arfield - _________ . _ 4, 937,506
19,651
177,769 5, 224,500
89, 580
596,014
614,113
7, 5!9
4, 789
5, 761
Elk-··-------------·:Fayette-_- _____ . __ - ..
593,149
111,714
101, 272 5, 091,119 5, 897,254
Greene. __ ... ______ .. _ ............ .. .....
53,714
53,714 ···-------- ----------Hnntingdon .. __ .. ____
185,799
3,129
82,094
280,133
9,111
Indiana _____________ 53,4.98
80,200 ·-·- ------20,000
153,698
Jefferson.--_. ________ 2, 371,703
53, 68J
459,697 2, 896,487
11,403
143,410
620 ................. ..
25,696
117,094
Lawrence-----------_
Mercer .. ---- ___ . ___ ..
575,751
509, 737
51,231
14,783 ..................
Somerset. _____ --- ____
50,909
586
19,741
442,027
370,791
8, 543
4, 516 1, 036,175
12,572
Tioga·--·----------·· 1, 010,544
27,042 2, 364,901
64, 847
11,972
Washington·--·----· 2, 261,040
\Vestmoreland ______ . 3, 488,873
299,874
109,597 3, 732,780 7, 631, 124
Cameron,
Clinton,
I~ycoming, McKean
and Venango. _____ ._
286
126,711
334
111,581
14,510
The State ....... 24,059,913

1, 590,651

Value of
total
product
at mines.

Average
number
of
persons
employed.

$4,000,104
9, 386
210,067
459
110,604
162
205,672
560
210,466
466
171,387
321
270,394
451
1, 348,484
2, 791
311,544
750
430,850
940
4, 403, 551
7, 703
498,728
1,185
3, 702, 548
6, 567
57, 307 .. .................
211,597
538
124,088
139
2, 117,531
3, 738
150,537
267
511, 202
1,094
525
308,400
1, 264,889
2,400
1, 557,486
4, 005
5, 674,493
9,109
101,386

224

, -- , ---~~

332,937 10,190,588 136,174,089 [27, 953,315

53,780

Bitnminous coal p1'0(luct of Pennsylvania in 1890, by cottnties.

Counties.

Sold to
Used at
Total
Loaded at local trade mines
for Made into amount
mines for and used st,eam and
coke.
produced.
shipment. by emheat.
ployes.

Short tons. Sho1·t tons. Sho,r t tons. Sh01·t tons. Short tons.
Allegheny ___ 4, 643,050
174, 870
37,496
38,956 4, 894, 372
· Armstrong __
341,447
2,480
380,554
11,064
25,563
Beaver _______
119,216
18,355
1, 286
260
139,117
Bedford. __ ._.
445,192
305,282
10,279
1,
400
128,231
Blair _________
132,439
298,196
163,399
506
1, 852
Bradford._.-_
126,687
121,359
1,355
3, 973 .......... . .......
Butler _______
9, 372
2,471
7, 800
167, 578
147,935
Cambria ____ . 2, 487,414
26,348
15, 186
262,006 2, 790, 954
Center .......
200
452,114
378,384
5, 684
67, 846
Clarion _____ •
501, 563
8,425
2, 399 ·····-----·
512,387
Clearfield _•• _ 6, 351,454
9, 629
61,715
228,789 6, 651,587
Clinton ______
159, 000 ................... ................... . ---------··
159,000
11,788
374
45,000 1, 121,534
Elk---·------ 1, 064,372
Favette. _____
996,469
123,264 5, 281,304 6, 413,081
12,044
Huntingdon _ 229,855
81,067
8,486
3, 222
322,630
Indiana. ____ .
283,102
2,184
112
72,182
357, 580
Jefferson __ •. 2, 678,522
7, 805
6,820
157,652 2, 850,799
Lawrence._ .•
140,528
45,109
511 ....................
94,908
488,205
25,313
10,801 ....................
524,319
Mercer- - ---Somerset . __ .
486,322
522,796
10,041
593
25,840
Tioga ........
852,621
19,986
11,405
19,985
903,997
Washington . 2, 775,610
12,454
8, 253
40,350 2, 836,667
Westmoreland 3, 619,434
45,075
97,169 4,528, 826 8, 290,504
Small mines . .................... 1, 000,000 ................. ................... . 1, 000,000
Total_ .. 29,288,923

-

1, 473,317 1
e1

Total
value.

$4,534,708
198
275,011
251
145,946
251
356, 005
288
241,678
284
161,751
196
146,102
237
2, 332,997
361
356, 121
230
386,617
237
5, 642,098
236
123,326
265
942,081
255
4, 931,015
247
247,364
237
245
294,389
2, 421,960
245
142,682
232
446,392
231
341,518
225
995,936
192
2, 649,627
227
6, 691,532
228
750,000 .. ...............

395, 837 11,144, 09G 142, 302,173 !35, 376,9161

Average for the State.

Number Average
of days number
emactive. ployed.
----

(a)232

9, 036
66t
205
{)62
595
292
3U
4,140
623
938
9, 324
200
1, 871
6, 503
611
668
3, 971
307
1, 023
646
2,019
4, 644
12,080

. ..............

---61,333
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ALLEGHENY COUNTY,

(Coal produced in 1889, 4, 717,431 short tons; 1890, 4,894,372 shtn·t tons.)

The coal product of Allegheny in 1888 was 894,581 short tons in excess of the product of the preceding year, and this gain was greater
than that of any other county with the exception of vVestmoreland ..
This was followed by a revulsion of trade in 1889, for the product decreased 858,07 4 short tons, falling back to within 36,507 short tons of
the product of 1887. In 1890 the product was 176,941 short tons more
than in 1889; it was 681,133 short tons less than 1888, and 213,448
short tons more than in 1887.
The following table exhibits the product of Allegheny county since
1884:
Coal product of Allegheny county, Pennsylvan·ia, from 1884 to 1890.
Years.

Years.

Short tons.

188-1 . • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • . • • . . . • • .
1885. •.• •• ••• • •• . .••••. •• . . . • • .
1886 . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • . . . . . .
1887 ..... ·.•...•..•.•••.••.•.•.

·I

2, 863, 631
3, 588,244
4, 202. 086
4, 680, 924

I

Short tons.

1888 . . • • . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • . • •
1889... .. • •••••• •• • ••• •• .••• .• .
1890 . • • . . . • . • • . • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • .

5, 575, 505
4, 717,431
4, 894, 3721
1

The following table shows the shipments from the Pittsburg district
by slack-water navigation down the Monongahela and Ohio rivers
since 1860:
Shiprnents of Pittsburg coal by slack-water nav·igation since 1860.
Years.

Years.

Quantity.

Quantity.

1 - - - - - - - - -- - 1 -- -- 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Short tons.

Short tons.
1860 .. • . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • .. • . . . . . .
1861 . . . . . • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . •
1862 . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . • • • .. . • . •
18G3 . .. .. .. • . • . • .. • • .. .. .. .. . ..
1864 . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .
1865 . . • . . • . • • • . • • • • • . • . . . • . . . . .
1866 . . . . . • . • . . .. . . • • . • . . • • . . . . .
1867 . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • • . • . • . . • . • .
1868 . . • . . . . • • • . • . • • . . . . . • • . • . . .
1869 . . . • • • . . • . . • . . .. .. . • • • .. . . .
1870 . . . . . . . • • . . .• . . . . • • • • • . . • . .
1871 .. • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • . • • . .
1872 .... •• . • • . . •. • • . ...........
1873 . . . • • • . • • . . • • • . • . • • • • • . • • . .
1874 . . • .. • • • . • • . . • • . . . • • • • . . • ..
1875 . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •

1, 517, 909
834, 630
743, 358
1, 134, 150
] , 402, 828
1, 580, 791
1, 704, 212
1, 202. !!08
1, 812, 040
2, 100, 504
2, 303, 85fi
1' 944. 852
2, 291. 220
2, 09-!, B12
2, 503, 504
2, 2i5, 265

I

1876 . . . • • • • . • • . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . •
1877 .. . • • . . .. • .. .. • .. . . . . • . . . . •
1878 . . . • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • . .
1879 ..••.......•............. ".
1880 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . .
1881 . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . • . .
1882.. .........................
188:l .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . • . . . . • . ..
1884 . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
1R85 . .. .. . . .. . • .. . • .. . . .. . .. . . .
1886 . . . . . • • • . • . . . • . . • • . . . • • . • . .
] 887 . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . • . . . .
1888 . . . . . . . • • • . • • . . • . . • . • . . . • . .
1889 .................... ~......
1890 . . • . . • . • • • • . • . • • • . • • • . . • • . .

2, 495, 800
2, 677,460
2, 797, 530
2, 623, 232
3, 361, 934
3, 450, 186
4, 057, 38·1
4 339 492
170: 900
3, 298, 200
4, 123, 945
3, 065. 240
4, 408, 430
4, 250, 000
4, 400, 000

s:

.A..RMSTRONG COUN'l'Y.

(Coal p1·oduced in 1889, 289,218 short tons; 1890, 380,554 short tons.)

This county produced 9,128 tons less in 1888 than in 1887. The
product in 1889 was 63, 125 tons more than in 1888, and an increase of
91,336 tons over 1889 is noted in the product of 1890. The annual
l)roduction of Armstrong county for seven years has been as follows;
778 MIN--17
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Coal p1·od1wt of A1·mstrong county, Pennsylvania,, from 1884 to 1890.
Years.

Short tons.\

1884 ----··· ---- ............... .
1885 .................... . ..... .
1886-. ··-···· .. - .....•...•...•.
1887 .......................... .

Years.

170, 826
139, 327
210, 856
235, 221

I

1888 -......................... .
1889 - ........................ ..
1890 ..... . .................... .

Short tons.
226,093
289,218
380,554

BEAVER COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 93,461 short tons; 1890, 139,117 short tons.)

The product of coal in Beaver county in 1889 was 29,561 short tons
more than in 1888, in which year the product fell off two-thirds from
1887. In 1890 a further gain of 45,656 tons was made, but the loss of
1888 was not made up, the product of 1890 being still 58,7 46 tons short
of the yield in 1887.
Coal p1·oduct of Beaver county, Pennsylvania, for seven yea1·s.
Years.

Years.

Short tons.

Short tons.

i-------------------l------- 1-------------------l----- --1

1884 ............ - .. - ......... -1885 ··•·•······•·•·········•···
1886 - ..................... ····1887 ......................... ..

156, 695 I 1888 ......................... ..
184, 631 ' 1889 ......................... ..
i~~: ~~~ 11 1890 .......................... .

63,900
93,461
139,1171

BEDFORD COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 257,453 short tons; 1890,445,192 short tons.)

The coal mines of this county, together with those of Huntington and
the greater portion of those of Blair, are located in the broad top
semi-bituminous coal basin. There was an increased production in 1889
over 1888 of 9,294 short tons, followed by a large increase in 1890 of
187,739 tons.
The coal beds of this county belong to the Lower Productive oo·a l
Measures. The names which have been adopted for these coal beds
have been local, since it has only been within the last few years that
the geological survey of the State has established the identity of these
coal beds with those of the Freeport, Kittanning, and Clarion beds of
the western Pennsylvania bituminous coal fields.
The annual production of Bedford county for seven years has been
as follows:
Coal p1·oduct of Bedford county, Pennsylvania, f1·om 1884 to 1890.
Years.
1884 ......................... ..
1885 .......................... .
1886 ......................... ..
1887 ......................... ..

Short tons.

Years.

69, 77 0
107, 694
~ir: ~~~

1888 ......................... ..
1889 .......................... .
1890 _......................... .
1

Short tons.
248,159
257,453
445,192
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BLAIR COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 215,410 short tons; 1890, 298,196 short tons.)

The total product in this county in 1889 was 98,603 tons less than in
1888. In 1890 the product increased 82,786 tons over 1889. The falling
off in 1889 was due, not to the suspension of any one or more mines, out
to a decreased output at each one of the seven important mines of the
county. The reaction in 1890 was also participated in by all the producing companies with one exception.
Coal product 9f Blai1· cmmty, Pennsylvania, j'1·om 1884 to 1890.
Years.
1884
1885
1886
1887

Short tons.

···--· ...... ---·---. -- .... .
......................... ..
.......................... .
...... ···--- .............. .

208,541
205, 075
305, C95
287, 307

Years.

Short tons.

1888 ..... -- -- - -- -- - . - -- .••...•.
1889 ...... -.--------- •. --- .. --1890 .... -- -- -- .. -- .. -- -- . -- ....

. 314,013
215,410
298,196

BRADFORD COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 129,141 short tons; 1890, 126,687 short tons.)

The annual coal product of this county shows a steady decrease in
amount since 1884. The decrease in 1889 from 1888 was 34,710 short
tons. The succeeding decrease in 1890 was 2,454 short tons. Only two
companies are operating in the county on a commercial scale, the Towanda Coal Company and the Long Valley Coal Company, the former
lHtving been producing coal continuously since 1856. The following
table exhibits the total product of the county since 1884:
Coal p1·oduct of Bmdfot·d cou,nty, Pennsylvania, frorn 1884 to 1890.

118M --

~-~''__ ---- ------ Sho3:1:"_jl18e8------- ~:~~-- -------- - -~ Sh~':,~: :l

1885...........................
1e86 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1887 ...........................

2Ml,920 11889...........................
206, 9!)8 1890 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
167,416 I
1

129,141
126, 687

1

BUTLER COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 288,591 short tons; 1890, 167,578 short tons.)

The total product of this county for 1888 was reported at 194,715
short tons. The seemingly large increase in 1889, a:nd as notaole a decrease in 1890, are due simply to the numerous small mines in the
county, whose product, included in the returns for 1889, was 91,615
~hort tons. Deducting this factor from the total product in 1889 and
comparing with the statistics for the preceding and succeeding years, it
shows au increase over the product of 1889 of 2,~ol short tons and a
deerease in 1890 of 29,398 tons.
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Coal procluct of Butle1· county, Pennsylvania, from 1884 to 1890.
1
Short tons. I

Years.

Years.

Short tons.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - ---- ~ 1----------1-----

1884
1885
1886
1887

.......................... .
..•.••.•.....•.•...........
···•·• .•••.................
....••••••.......•••••.••..

151, 355
85, 42!)
162, 306
161,764

1888 ..•..•...•..•..•..•.•••....
1889 .......................... .
18!)0 ···•·· .•.....••....•.••••..

1!)4, 715
288, 5!)1
167,578

CAMBRIA COUN'l'Y.

(Coal produced in 1889,1,751,664 short tons; 1890, 2, 790,954- short tons.)

The coal product of Cambria county has increased each year since
1884. The increase in 1889 over the proceding year was 211,204 short
tons, or nearly 14 per cent., while that in 1890 was 1,039,290 short tons,
or within a fraction of 60 per cent. greater that the output of 188~).
With the exception of Clearfield, the gain in. the product of Cambria
county was the largest in the State during the year, being 379,910 tons
more than the gain of Westmoreland county, which comes tbird in increased productwn.
The following table exhibits the annual output of the coal mines of
Cambria county since 1884:
Coal p1·od·uct of CambTia county, Pennsylvania, fTom 1884 to 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

1884 .... .. ...... ...... .. .......
1885 ... ... ..... . .... ...........

65!), 843
1, 037,000

Years.

Short tons. [

1888 ....... .... . . ...... ........
1889 ........... ........ ........
18!)0 ________ • ___ • ____ • _. _••••..

1, 540,460
1, 751,664
2, 790, 954

1

1

Ii~~~ :::: :: :: :: ::::::::: :::::: ::I i: ~~i: ~~~ I

1

CAMERON COUNTY.

The product of coal in Cameron county in 1889 was 2,300 short tons,
the output of one mine which went into the hands of a receiver in
1890, and no production was reported for that year.
CENTER COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 395,127 short tons; 1890, 452,114 short tons.)

The total product of this county for 1889 was 12,357 tons greater
than during the previous year. In 1890 a further increase of 56,98i
shol't tons was made.
Although the coal mined in the Snow Shoe basin in Center county
bas long been favorably known by the coal trade as a superior coal, yet
the limited areas which are underlaid by coal beds, and the cost of
mining as compared to more favorable conditions which ~xist in Olear-
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field county, immediately to the west, have had a direct influence in
diminishing the prouuct of Center county. The large increase in the
product of Clearfield county in 1890 and comparatively small gain in
Center afford a,b undant proof of the advantages possessed by the former.
Coal prod~wt of Center coumty, Pennsylvania, j1·om 1884 to 1890.
Yea"'.

Short ton'·

1884 - ----- ..•.......•••. -. . . . . .
1885 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . .
1886
] 887 - • - -- ... - - - -- . - ... -•.•. - . - -

---····--··--··-······-----1

1

I

. y,.,..

-

ISho't ton,.

21(), 422 1888 ..• - .... -..•..••..••..••• -.
373. 50.! 1889 ..........• - .. -- .. -- .. -- .. 313. ::58:3111890 ·-············-············
508, 255

382, 770
395, 127
452,1141

CLARION COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 596,589 short tons; 1890, 512,387 short tons.)

Clarion county is one of the five bituminous coal producers which
had an increased product in 1889, and a falling off in 1890 when the
general tendency was toward increased business. The total product
of this county in 1889 was 61,397 tons grea.ter than during the previous
year, and in 1890 84,202 tons less than during 1889; The annual production of the county for seven years has been as follows:
Coal p1'odtwt of ClaTion county, Pennsylvania, f1'om 1884 to 1890.

_ _ _ _Y_e_ar_s_.----I-S-ho-rt_t_o_ns_ 1

y..,,.

Short tons.

1

188-i
1885
1886
1887

. - ...•• ------- ...• -.- ..• -...
-- - . -- ....• - - . -- .. - .• -- - . . .
·---···--···----·----······
. -- . - .. - .•••. - ~ - ..• - .. -. - - -

329, 97311888 -- .•• - ..•....•• -.- ~--- ..•..
299, 216 ! 1889 - - .••...•....•.••.••...• -.429,514 1890 ···············-········--593, 758

535, 192
596,5891
512,387

CLEARFIELD COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 5,224,506 short tons; 1890, 6,651,587 short tons.)

The general depression in the coal trade in 1889 is exemplified by the
product of Clearfield county, which from having a steady annual increase for five years, fell off in 1889, 174,475 short tons and increased
1,427,081 tons in 1890. The average·yearly increase from 1884 to 1888
was 805,359 short tons, and from 1884 to 1890, 745,507 short tons, indicating that an ordinary business in 1889 would have given Clearfield
county a practically steady annual increase in product.
The rapid development of the mines of Clearfield county is sufficiently shown in the coal tonnages of the Tyrone and Clearfield branelt
ofthePennsylvania railroad during the last twenty-nine years, and also
in the tonnages of the Beech Creek railroad, which are given below:
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Coal cmTiecl over the Tyrone anrl Clem:fielrl branch milroad rlltring the lttst twenty-seven
yem·s.

Y~-~·

1862 ......

~~~~·............. ·:~:.~::

Sho>t7::·11877 ........

...........

1R63 . • . . . . . . • . • • . . • • . • • • • . . • . . .
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Beech Creek railroad tonnage.
Short tons.
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Coal pt·oduct of Clea1:jield eounty, Pennsylvania, j1·om 1884 to 1890.
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CLINTON COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 106,000 short tons; 1890, 159,000 short tons.)

There are many isolated areas of the top lands of this county which
are underlaid by the lower beds of the Lower Productive Coal l\ieas·
ureH These beds have been prospected and worked on a commercial
scale at various times during the past twenty-seven years. The thinness
of many of the beds, the poor character of the coal as compared with
that in other counties, and their height in the hilltops above the grade
of railroad lines have all militated against the extensive development
of the coal, although it is estimated that there are between 15,000 and
20,000 acres of land in the county underlaid by workable coal beds,
which have an aggregate available tonnage of about 60,000,000 tons.
Since 1884, and up to 1888, no product from this county has been reported. In the latter year the product was 32,000 short tons.
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ELK COUNTY.

(Coal prod.uced in 1889, 614,113 short tons; 1890, 1,121,534 short tons.)

The total product of this county in 1889 was 58,153 short tons greater
than during the previous year, and in 1890 took a remarkable jump,
gaining 507,421 short tons over 1889. The largest producer in the
county is the Northwestern Mining and Exchange Company, operating
both in Elk and Jefferson counties. The annual product of the county
for seven years is exhibited in the following table:
Coal p1·oduct of Elk county, Pennsylvania, from 1884 to 1890.
Years.

Years.

Short tons.

1888 .......................... .
1889 ......................... ..
1890 ......................... ..

555, 960
614,113
1, 121,534

Short tons.
413,243
537, 826
526,036
609,757

1884 .......................... .
1885 ......................... ..
1886 .......................... .
1887 .......................... .

FAYETTE COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 5,897,254 short tons; 1890, 6,413,081 short tons.)

The total product of Fayette county has increased very regah1rly
since 1887. The increase in 1888 over the previous year was 668,671
short tons. In 1889 the increase was 688,261 tons, and in 1890 515,827
tons. The largest operator for a number of years has been the H. C.
Frick Coke Company, whose total product in this county in 1890 was
3,543,826 tons, of which 3,456,336 tons were made into coke, the remainder, 87,490 tons, being consumed at the mines. Of the total product of the county in 1889, 5,091,119 tons were made into coke, and
5,281,304 tons were so consumed in 1890. The annual product of the
county since 1884 has been as follows:
Coal product of Fayette county, Pennsylvania, from 1884 to 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

1884 .................. .........
1885 ........... --........... . ..

4, 041, 643
3, 192, 172

i~~~

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::I

t t~~: ~~~

Years.

Short tons.

1888 .••. -- ...... ............... 5, 208,993
1889 ....................... --.. 5, 897' 254
1890 ..•••.....•....•.•.•. __ •.. _ 6, 413, 081

11

I

GREENE COUNTY.

The total product of Greene county in 1889 was 53,714 short tons,
all of which was from mines not considered of commercial importance
and not accounted in the returns for 1890, except in the total estimate
for the State. The entire county is underlaid with valuable coal beds,
but they are at such depth that the cost of production is too gre:.tt to
admit of competition with more favorable localities.
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1\IINERAL RESOURCES.
HUNTINGDON COUNTY.

(Coal prodncetl in 1889, 280,133 short tons; 1890,

3~2,630

short tons.)

The total product of this county in 1889 was 1,690 tons less thar1 during the previous year. The product in 18DO was 42,497 tons greater
than during 1889.
This coal :fields of the county are contained exclusively in the Broad
Top semi-bituminous :field. The mines are opened on both sides of what
is known as the Broad Top lVIountain :field, on both sides of the mountain, being known respectively as the ea,st and west :fields.
On account of the superior character of the coal it is much sought
for by the trade to supply special consumers. Although a very small
area of the southwestern corner of the county is underlaid by coal beds,
yet the amount of available coal is very considerable, and there are no
facts to warrant the popular impression that the coal beds will be early
exhausted, since the amount of available tonnage contained is such as
to make it impracticable at the present time to enter into any specula,tion on this question.
Coal prodtwt of Huntingdon county, Pennsylvania, front 1884 to 1890.

I_·_____ __Y__ea_r_s.________ _s_h_or_t_t_on__s·I ________Y_e_M_s_._______l_s_h_o_rt_t_on_s_.
1

1

I

1884 .. - .. -- ·- ---- -··---- ------1885.- -·- ----------------------

~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::1

212, 587
247,424
313. 581
265,479

I

I

1888.------ ·--- ---------------1880--- ·- -- . . --- ·------.- -·- --.
1890----------.----------------

1

281,823
280,133
322, 630 \

Coal carried by the Huntingdon and Broad Top railroad to the Pennsylvania milroad at
Huntingdon.
Years.
1873--------------------------1874-.-----. ·- -- ·- ------------1875 ·- --.----- ·- --.-.-------- -·
1876 -· --. --· -· ·- -· ------------1877---- .. --------------------1878 .. ---------------- ·- ------1879 -· .. ---- ·--- ·- ·- -- ·- ----- ..
1880 .. -.--------.-.--------.--1881 .. ------ -· ---------------.-

Years.

Short tons.

1R82 ...•..••.••••• __ .•• __ •••••.
1883 .. -- .. ·- ----- -· -----------1884 .. ----------------------- ..
1885 .. -- ·- -------- ·- ----------1886 .. -· ------ ·- -· ---·-- --- ·- -1887.-------------------------1888 - - - - - - .. - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1889---------- .• -- ···------ -- ·1890 --------------------------.

350, 2-!5
22G, 693
204, 921
159, 779
140, 143
150, 20-!
141, 594
174,7:56
204,819

Short tons.
271,216
Ul6, 534
192,706
176, 07f>
385, 796
357, 438 .
375,958
376 801
515:009

Coal cc~rried by the East Bt·oad Top 1·ail1·oad to the Pennsylvania mil1·oad at Mount Union.
Years.
1875 .. ---- .. --.----.--. -------1876-- -· -- ·- --------.------ ... 1877---------.- ·- .. -----.-----1878.--. ·- -·- .. --.-.--------- ..
1879 ·--. -------. -·.- -· .. -----.1R80 ...•.• -- .•...•.... -- .•... -1881 ----.-- .. - -·- -· -· -- -·-- --.1882--.--------- ----· -· -- __ ·___ _

Short tons.

Years.

43, 567 1883 - .. - -- -- -- -- -.- -- -- -- -- -- . 66, 104 11 1884 ------------.------.--.--.54, 738 1885 - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - Q:l, 068
1886 ... - .. ---- -- -- -- .. -- -- ----.
67, 92.9 1' 1887 --.-.-------- .• -----------72, 450 1888 -- -- ---. -. -- -. -- . --- -- - - . -91, 745 1889 . - -- -- -- . - - •. - -- ---- -- --._-99, 095 1890 . - -. ---- --.-- -- -- • - - •.• ----

I

Short tons.
44,737
43,514
51,878
51, 050
48, 531
55, 7D5

72, 2531
70, 76!
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Coal product of Huntingdon cottnty, Pennsyl·vania, from 1884 to 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

1884 ......••••..•..••••••..••..
1885 .....•.....•••.•.••....•...
1886 ......•.•.•...••.. ··•·· .•..
1887 ••..............•.....•••..

212,527
247,424
313,581
265,479

Short tons.

Years.

281,823
280,133
322,630

1888 ......................... ..
1889 ......................... ..
1890 ......................... ..

INDIANA COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 153,698 short tons; 1890, 357,580 short tons.)

The total product for this county for 1889 was 3,587 tons less than in
1888, and 53,899 tons less than during 1887. The falling off in 1888
and 1889, was due largely to the decreased output of the Saltsburg
Coal Company, which fell from 160,000 tons in 1887 to 7,000 in 1880.
The product in 1890 increased 203,882 short tons. This gain was due
partly to a general increase in the product of all the old producers, and
particularly of the Saltsburg Coal Company and the Glenwood Coal
Company, which increased from 7,000 and 7,836 tons respectively in
1889 to 87,600 and 69,596 tons in 1890. Five new mines, not reported
in 1889, had an aggregate output of 125,152 short tons. The difference
in the increase apparent from this statement and that given as the
actual increase in the county is due to the exclusion from the returns
of 1890 of the product of small mines, which in 1889 amounted to
80,110 short tons. The product of the county for the past seven years
has been as follows :
Coal product of Indiana county, Pennsylvania, f1·o1n 1884 to 1890.
Years.

Short tons.J

Years.

Short tons.

-----------------1884 .......................... .
1885 .......................... .

i~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::1

30, 758
82, 750

1888 .. ..•..........•...•. ...•..
1889 .......................... .
~~~: ~~~ I :890 ...........................

157, 285
153, 698
357,580
1

JEFFERSON COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 2,896,487 short tons; 1890, 2,850, 799 short tons.)

Jefferson county produced 621,138 more tons in 1889 than in the previous year. The product for 1890 was in reality about the same as In
1889, but the omissior1 of the product of small mines from the total
makes an a-pparent decrease of 45,688 tons. The following table shows
the remarkable increases in the amount of coal produced since 1884.
The most notable increases occurred in 1886, 1887, and 1888, being approximately 600,000 tons each year and averaging within a fraction of
that figure.
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Coal product of Je:ffm·son county, Pennsylvania, from 1884 to 1890.

! 1884 ..••.••

·Y· -~ ~-

..•...••.•. •

ISho::::: 11888 .......

-~·-~ -

:~:,~::·11

8
........... .I
-I

1885 --------------------------479, li75 1889 - •••••••••••••• -.---.--- •• 1886 ------- .• - .. -- ... - .. -.-.- . -11, 023, 18611890 - ••• - •.••.. - •• -. - -.- •• - •• 1887 -•• --- -.--. - . ------ ----.- - . 1, 693, 492

2, 896, 487
2, 850, 799

LAWRENCE COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889,143,410 short tons; 1890,140,528 short tons.)

The total product of this county for 1889 was 36,489 tons greater
than during 1888, and (owing to the omission of small mines) 2,882 tons
less in 18DO than in1889. The product of the commercial mines in 1890
was 19,388 greater than the preceding year. Following is the product
of the county as reported for seven years:
Coal product of Lawrence county, Pennsylvania, from 1884 to 1890.

1884 ........~'-~~----········· Sho::: ~ 1888 .. ·- -~-·-~ - - · · · · ..

i~~g :: ~ ~: ~:::::::::::::::::::::

1887 ------------------.--------

1162·5i:.

Sh:,~:·
3i~6~1 I i~~~ :.:::::::::::::::::::::::::: i!g: ~~~

Including the coal taken out by small operators the product of McKean county in 1889 was 11,500 tons. The Buffalo Coal Company,
which had been operating in the county on a commercial scale, but
almost exclusively for locomotive use, ceased work in 1889, and the only
production in 1890 was by individual diggers. The coal beds of the
county are thin and the quality of the coal inferior, and these and other
disadvantages prevent large openttions.
MERCER COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 575,751 short tons; 1890, 524,319 short tons.)

Mercer conuty is one of the five in the State which had an increased
in 1889 and a decreased one in1890, but in this county the falling off is not entirely attributable to the omission of country banks from
the product of the latter year. The decrease in the product of commercial mines amounted to 19,935 short tons. Including the product ?f
small mines in 1889, the decrease is shown to be 51,432 tons. The increase in product from 1888 to 1889 was 88,629 tons.
prod~ct
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Coal p1'oduct of Mercer connty, Pennsylvania, frorn 1884 to 1890.

Sho~t tons. I

Years.

J

1188L ...•......................
1885 ............ -- --- .••.•••• -1886. - -- . - - •• - • - • -- - .•• -.•.••• 1887------- ---··· ----·- -- .... --

276, 350
378, 508
~~~:

gi

I

Years.
1888- ...•.. -. --.-.- - .••••••••••
1889------ .•• ---- .••••••• --- •• 1890 ________ • __ ••• ___ ••••• ____ _

Short tons.
487, 122
575,751
524,319

1

SOMERSET COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 442,027 short tons; 1890, 522,796 short tons.)

From a decreased product of 46,012 short tons in 1888, as coml)ared with that of 1887, the output of the county shows a gain in 1889
of 71,799 short tons, and another gain in 1890 of 80,769 tons. The falling off in 1888 was due largely to decreased production by the principal
operating company. With the exception of the depression in 1888 the
production of the county has increased steadily since 1884, as shown iu
the following table:
Coal product of Somel'set county, Pennsylvania, from 1884 to 1890.
Years.

Short tons.

Years.

Short tons.

l-------------------t--------11------------------------1884 .......................... .
1885.-------- ................. 1886 ....... -------------.-----1887. - • - - • - - - -. - - - - - - - • - - -... - -

269, 930
302,715

1888- -- - ...•.••••• - - ..... ---- - 1889·-- ...................... ..
:~~: g~g 1 1890- -. - ...•• - ••••••••• -. - •.• --

370,238
442,027
522,796

TIOGA COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1889, 1,036,175 short tons; 1890, 903,997 short tons.)

In Mineral Resources for 1888 it was stated that it was more than probable that the annual production of this county had already passed its
maximum limit. The statement seems to have been borne out, for siuce
1886, when the largest yearly product is reported, the output has decreased annually. The product for 1889 was 69,971 tons less than during 1888, and in 1890, 132,178 tons less than in 1889. Owing to the
unfavorable situation of the coal areas, and their scattered condition,
the cost of mining is too great to admit of profitable competition with
the more western counties of the State, where conditions are more
favorable for economical mining. The production of Tioga county since
1884 is shown in the following table:.
Coal product of Tioga county, Pennsylvania, fTom 1884 to 1890.
Years.
1884 .. ----------- ... - •• - ••. ---1885 ...........................
1886 .. ----.------------ ..... ---

Short tons./

Years.

931, 922 1 1888 -- .. --- ...... -- .. -- ...... -1,0li7,081 \1181<9 ...........................
1, 38-t, 800 1890 .... - .. ---.----------------

/ Short tons.
] '106, 146
1,036,175
903, 997

18-87_._--_-_··_·-_·_-·_··_-_--_--_-_--_-_--_--~·/__1,_3_2s_,9_6_J~I\__________________~-------~

__
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The pro<lnct of the Blossburg district since 1872 has been as follo\Vs:
PTodnct of coal in BlossbuTg region since 1872.
Short tons. IIII

Years.

Years.

Short tons.

I

Jill : :::: ::::: ::::: ::::::: !~:!!ll: l!!t::::::::::::::::::::: ::: Ull;11i
i~+~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~n: l~~ ~~~~:::::::::::::
i: ~~~: gn
1

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881

::::::::::::::

............•.... , ...• , . . • .
6()2, 2·l5 I ] 8.37
. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..
652, 5!J7
1RS8
.. ---.---.---------.-- .. --.
8U, 010 I 1880
... ·.....................•.. ,
921,G5511890
- . -----.----- ------ ---.--- . 1, 178, 581
1

. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1, 3:29, 230
. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . 1, 1O(i, 959
------- ------.---- .. --.---- 1, 035, 926
....................•...... ,
888,771

VENANGO COUNTY.

There are only a few scattered areas in the southeastern p~,rt of Venango county, principally in the townships of Irwin, Clinton, Scrubgrass, Dotters, and Potter:field, which are underlaid by coal beds.
AU the coal is mined to supply a local trade. This amounted in 188H
to 6,911 short tons.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

(Coal produced in 1$389, 2,364,901 short tons; 1890, 2,836,667 short tons.)

The total amount of coal produced in this county during 1889 was
571,879 tons greater than during 1888, and in 1890, 4 71,766 tons greater
than in 1889. The product of commercial mines in 1890 was 521,697
short tons greater than in 1889, the output of country banks in 1889
being 49,931 short tons. Washington is destined to be one of the
greatest coal-producing counties in the State; but on account of the
fact that most of the workable coal beds are situated below water level,
and will have to be mined from shafts, the large amount of capital which
is required to develop these beds and the cost of operation would necessarily be greater than that in the more northern counties, where the
coal beds can be mined above water level. These facts will malre the
development of the coal beds of the county a slow one. At the present
time the Pittsburg coal bed supplies almost the entire product of the
county, which is shipped by rail to Chicago, Oleveland, Columbus, and
intermediate points, and by boat down the Monongahela river to Ohio
and Mississippi river points.
Coal p1'oduct of Washington county front 1884 to 189lJ.
Years.

Short tons.

I

Years.

Short tons.

J--------------------------- 11------------------ - - - - - 1884- ................... ·---· -·
1885 ..•• -•••.••. -.•. ----------.
1886---------------------------

707,262
836, ();Ji:l
1,612,407

1888 --- .............. ---.-----1880 -.--------------.---------.
1890 ................. ..........

1, 793,022
2, 364, 901
2,836,667

~l-8-87_._--_·_··_--_··_-_--_--_.._·_--_--_-_.._··~1_1_,7_5_1,_61-5~1~-----------------~------1
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WESTl\IOREL.A.ND COUNTY.
(Coal produced in 1889, 7,631,124 short tons; 1890, 8,290,504 sh011t tons.)

Westmoreland continues to be the queen county of the State in the
amount of bituminous coal produced. It has for the past seven years
produced more coal than any other county in the Pennsylvania bituminous :field. In 1889 the total product was 1, 733,870 tons greater than
that of Fayette county, which came second. In 1890 the ]Jrodnet of
Westmoreland county was 1,638,917 tons greater than that of Clearfield, which changed places with Fayette in rank of producing importance. The product of Westmoreland county in 1889 was 1,111,351
greater than in 1888, and 659,380 tons greater in 1890 than in 188D.
The product in 1890 was 754,715 tons greater than the product of commercial mines in 1889. The steady increase in the annual product of
the county since 1884 may be seen from .the following table:
Goal p1·oduct of Westnw1·eland county, Pennsylvania, j1·orn 1884 to 1890.

l SM . . _. _ _y_,~·-...... _.... s:~:.~::·l~ll.~ ._. _. _y· ~-·- ....... _. ~~::9~:::·
_.I

__II

1885 ___________________________ 13,'i7-l.,07211889 ...........................

7,631,124

i~~~

8, 290, 504

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~: ~~~: !~~

11890 ----.- ................. --..

1

TENNESSEE.

Total product in 1889, 1,925,689 short tons; spot value, $2,338,309.
Total product in 1890, 2,169,585 short tons; spot value, $2,395,7 46. The
coal product of Tennessee decreased 41,608 short tons in 1889, as compared with that of 1888, but showed an increase in value of $174,283.
In 1890 the output increased 243,886 short tons, and the total value
$57,437.
The following tables show the amount of coal produced in Tennessee
in 1889 and 1890, with the value and distribution of the product:
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Coal p1·oduct of Ten·nessee in 1889, by counties.

I
Counties.

Disposition of total product.

Loaded
Total
Total
at mines Sold to
Used
product am~unt Total
fmore·nst1no'pnlocal
bUyseemd- stfeoarm Mannfac- of coal of rf~ceivedl mfmber
tured ::.H grades or c~a 0 e~railroad trade at ployes.
at
into coke. for 1889. so ! d 1_n ployes.
1889
cars anti mines.
mines.
boats.

---------1-----1----1------------------

Short
tons.
Anderson.............. 442, 319
J11Pdsoe................ . . . . . . . . . .

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

9, 700
5, 030
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

457, 069
225

$531, 920
986
280 ..•.....

gf~jW~r;~ -(~).:::::::::: .. ~~: ~ ~~: ....... ~~~.I .. ~·-~~~ ... ~·-~~~ ..... ~: ~~~ ... ~:~·- ~~~ ... ~~~: ~~~ ..... ~~~.
~~~~:~;~~~- ::::::::::: ::::::::::
1~~ 1:::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::
1~;
1~~ . _..... .

Franklin, Roane, and
White ...............
53,608
Grundy................ 253, 891
Hamilton.............. 212, 845
Marion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103, 288
Morgan...... . . . . . . . . . .
6J, 037
Overton ancl Putnam . . . • • . . . . . . .
Rhe<1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 000
Scott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85, 419
VanBuren.......................

1,401
2,118 10,796
106,628
280
700
2, 100
143, 136
893
60
2, 110
25, 159
2, 663
11
633
97, 328
3, 452
100
640
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 505
50 . . . . . . . . 145, 639
1, !J08
165
295
20, 240
10 ................ ·······---~

174,551
400, 107
241, OG7
203, 923
68, 229
10
149, 194
108, 027
10

318,686
395, 767
313, 991
230, 116
91, 511
10
164, 118
145, 075
10

390
?,0 1
u 25

423
135
475
180

I

....... .

I Wa<::~::::::::::::: iiaci~-,,;,~ii,i~ll,925,~i~~
1

a Prospecting.

Coal product of Tennessee in 1890, by counties.

Counties.

Sold
Loaded
at mines to local
for ship tracleancl
used by
ment.
employes.

Used at

m}~;s

steam
and
heat.

Total
Made
into
amount
coke. produced.

Total
value.

:Number Ave\age
of ~ays m~~~er
act1Ye. ployed.

1---------1---·--1---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Short
Shot·t
Short
Short
Sho1·t
tons.
tons.
ton8.
tons.
tons.
Anderson............. 574, 053
5, 700
2, 650
582,403 $680, 249
291
1, 325
Campbell............. 119,467
3, 100
3, 800 . •• .. • .. . 12u, 367
153,790
212
251
Claiborne(a) ................................................................................... .
}franklin, Hoane, and
White..............

12,000

Grundy............... l76 7:i5
Hamilton............. 2:a, 46±
Marion . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 12\J, 440
Morgan............... 138, 63::l
Rl1ea . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
Scott .. .. .. .... .. .. . .. 100, 545
Small

4, 554
~. 849
1, 000
12, 700
4, 345
3, 170
21!

7, 692
2, 469
1, 500
800
540
4, 032
100

100,356
167, 394
43,932
70, 202
204. 263
35, 506

124,602
349, 4u7
277,896
213, 202
143,518
211, 465
136, 365 •

141,714
326, 827
318.328
225. 403
158, 243
211, 4u5
175,327

209
310
285
226
258
200
2±1

315
880
500
523
b363
450
475

~::a:s.~~~~~~~~~: cii,~ ~~ ~~~~ ~-~2,39~ ~~-~

a Prospecting.

bOne hundred and seventy-five convicts.

c .A.verage for the State.

Extended descriptions of the Tennessee coal fields have been published in previous reports with numerous analyses of the coals and
cokes. The coal-producing regions are divided into three State inspection districts, the first including the counties of Franklin, Grundy. Marion, and White; the second the counties of Hamilton, l\iforgau, Rhea,
Roane, and Scott; and the third the counties of Anderson, Campbell,
and Claiborne. The product of these districts in 1888, 1889, and 1890
(exclusive of small bauks) was as follows:
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Coal product of Tennessee in !888, 1889, and 1890, by districts.
Districts.

1888.

First...............................................
Second . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'l'hird .............................................. 1

1889.

1890.

Short tons. Sh01·t tons. Sho1·t tons.

Totn,l.........................................

637, 415
68:3, 973
645,900

I

630, 333
681, 962
579,542

1, 967, 297

I

1, 921, 837

616, 819
83!-1, 606
708,770 I
2, 165, 285

'l1he product of coal in Tennessee from 1873 to 1890 is shown in the

f0llowing table:
Coal p1·oduct of Tennessee f1·om 1873 to 1890.

____
Y_e_M_s.___ __
sh_o_rt_t_on
_s_. _ _ _Y_e_M_s_.___ _s_h_o_r_t_to_n_•·I---Y--ca_r_s.___ _s_h_o_rt_t_on_s_.
1
1
11
1
1
1

1873. ........ ...
J874. .... .......
1875..... .... .. .
1876 ............
1877- .. . .. .. .. ..
1878....... ... . •

350,000
350,000
360,000
550, 000
450, 000
375, 000

1879............
1880...... ......
188-1..... ...... .
1882 ........••..
1883............
1884............

450,000 1885 .......... ..
641,0-12 1886 .......... ..
750, 000 1887 ........... .
850,000 1888 ............
1, 000, 000 1880 ........... .
1, 200, 000 1 1890 ........... .

1
1
1
1
----------~----~~--------~---

1

1, 440,957
1, 714,290
1, 900, 000
1 967 ')0 7
92s: 6&9
2, 169,585

1:

1

The number of men employed at Tennessee coal mines in 1890 was
4, 767, against 4,108 in 1889. Of the number employed in 1890, 175 were
eonvicts.
TEXAS.

Total product in 1889, 128,216 short tons; spot value, $340,617. Total product in 18!:>0, 184,440 short tons; spot value, $465,900.
Although nine counties are reported by the Census Office as producing coal in 1889, in only four of them-Erath, :Maverick, Medina, and
vVebb-is it mined commercially. The other five-Coleman, Jack, McCullough, Rains, and Wise-produced an aggregate oflittle more than
1,000 short tons. There is nothing to report on the development ot
coal mines in the State except the increased production of those previously described; the product in 1889 being 38,216 glwrt tons greater
than that of the year before and the product of 1890, 55,824 short tons
greater than that of 1889. The amount of coal produced in the two years
is shown in the following table, together with the distribution and value
of the product:
Coal product of Texas in 1889 and 1890.
Distribution.

1889.

1890.

1---------------------------------------ll-------------Loncled at mines for shipment .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
Sold to local trade and used by employes . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .
Used for steam at mines...... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Short tons. Short tons.
120, 602
6, 552

1, OG2

180, 800
1, 840
l, 800

Total ......................•••....•...............•...... -~-~l28:0i:l~

Total value...............................................

$340,617

$465,900

MINERAL RESOURCES.
UT.A,H.

Total product in 1889, 236,651 short tons; spot value, $377,456.
Total product in 1890, 318,159 short tons; spot value, $552,390.
Coal mining in Utah has been carried on since 1864, but no record of
the amount produced was made until 1885, when the product was
213,120 short tons. As yet no thorough geological survey has been
made of the coal fields of the Territory, and therefore any reliable estimate of the possibilities of the Territory in the way of future coal production is not practicable. Mr. Ellsworth Daggett contributed an interesting article on the coal fields of Utah to Mineral Resources for
1882, which contains practically all that is known on the subject. During 1888 there was considerable activity in coal mining in Utah, the
production increasing 78,940 short tons over the previous year. In
1889 the product decreased 22,310 snort tons, but reacted again in 1890
with an increase of 81,508 short tons over 1889.
The most important recent advance in coal mining in Utah has been
caused by the opening of the Pleasant Valley No.1 min~, located at
Scofield, Emery county, and operated by the coal department of the
Union Pacific Railway Company. The property embraces 1,800 acres
of land, on which three coal seams have been opened; the upper 7 feet
in thickness, the middle 12 feet, and the lower 28 feet. The mine opened
is on the lower seam, and the entire thickness of coal, 28 feet, is taken
out, the vein being all clean coal without bone or slate.
The amount, value, and distribution of the coal product of Utah in
1889 and 1890 was as follows :
Coal product of Utah in 1889 and 1890.
Distribution.

1889.

1890.

1---------------------------------------l------------Short tons. Short tons.
Loaded at mines for shipment . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
Sold to local trnde and used by employes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Usedfursteam atminos .................... ........... .........
Made into coke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

216, 960
17, 062
412
2, 217

279, 336
13,749
1,015
24, 059

Total.....................................................

236,651

318,159

Total value...............................................

$377,456

$552,390

Coal p1·oduct of Utah from 1885 to 1890.
Yoaro.
1885 - - - ... - .. -- .. - -.- --.----- . .
1886 -- . - . - - ... - - .. -------- .. - -.
1887 - . - - -- - - -. - - - - - - . - - - . - - - - - -

Shortton•·l

y...,,.

1-Shortton,.

2lil, 120 . 1888 .. - ... - - . - ... - - - .. - - .. - . . ..
200, 000 1889 -- --.--- ... - .. --.--.--- ---.
180, 021 1890 -.. - .......... - ........ -...

258, 961
236, 651
318, 159

VIRGINIA.

Total product in 1889, 865,78G short tons; spot value, $804,475. Total
product iul~90, 784,011 short tons; spot value, $589,925.
The total coal product of Virginia in 1889 was 207,214 short tons less
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than in 1888. In 1890 it decreased 81,775 tons from 1889. The falling
off in 1889 was due partly to the suspension of. operations at the \Vinterpock mines in Chesterfield county. These mines were -flooded in
1890 and could not be worked. The Southwest Virginia Improvement
Company, the largest operator in the State, also curtailed its output
during the year. The following tables exhibit the amount of coal produced in the State during 1889, and 1890 by counties, with the -value
and distribution of the pro<luct:
Coal p1·ocluct of Virginia in 1889, by counties.
Disposition of total product.

Total
Total pro- amount
Total
L~::uled_at Sold to
Used
.
duct ?f recei,·ed number
Counties.
m1_ues ior local
Used
for I Mam~ac- coal ot all
for
of emsh1pm~nt Itra<le at by em- I steam tured mto ~raue.7 coal sold plo.) es.
on ra1l. ·s ployes.l _at 1 coke.
tor 18o0. in 1889 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r_o_a_d_c_a_:rs. Dlllll ·
__ nnnes.\--- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

-,,
1

I
!

I

1

Sho1·t
Short Short ShoTt
Short
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
/ B11chanan .............. ---------81)
80 -----------------Cl!est('rfit>ld and Henrico
44, 648
798
45
3, 920 _.. ______ _
I Dicken~on . _----------- _______ . _.
23
12 _______ . _.. _.. ___ _
LPen1H1 -W ythe -- ---------------B70 ________ ........ ..........
l\lon1 gomer.v ........ _..
3, 062 4. 64~
226
2:35
1

:~~::~~~1~ -~-~~~-~-a~~~v-~1~:: ___ ~~~·- ~:~~

1, ~g~

I

5, 24! __ ~~-~~: ____ ~:~~ ~:~

Short
tons.
169
4\1, 411
35
370
8, 165

807, ~~g

$345
77, 602
106
703
19, 6-14
705,

~g

257
56

____ :•_ ~~ _

I"'";~~~············· ~~~,~~~T..~~l~,So~~~
Coal p1·oduct of Vi1·ginia.

in~890,

by counties.

I

Loaded Sultl to lo- Used at
at milws cnl trade mines for
Made
Total
for ship- and nsetl steam into coke amount
ment.
by e~u- a~(l heat.
. produced.
ployes.

Counties.

Total
value.

,, JA,era::c'
~·
N un1uer
ofdays
nnmact"ve bcr em1
•
ployetl.

1 - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

H<'mico .. -.........

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

19, 346 .... ____________ .. ______ .. __ __

Short
tons.

19, 346

$24, 183

300

2-±

ChP~tcrfiPlfl (a) ..... _. _... _.....•••.... __ ... _..•..• __ . _.•••.•.•.. __ ....• _... ____ .•. _..•..••.••• _
J\loJ•t~;?Olll('l'_\'------- ~
2,349
3,140
138 ..........
5,627
11.,400
205
36

Pnlasll:i an<l Taze-

1

woll;~;;l•• :: i-i~~~--+~~~~~~~(b)~~~r~~
a Mines flooded.

b Average for the State.

All but a very s,mall portion of the coal product of the State comes
from the Flat Top region, which has been fully described in previous
volumes of J\Iineral Resources. The "Iron Belt" has added some valuable literature to the subject in a history of the development of this
remarkable field, from which the following is abstracted:
"The development in the Flat Top coal field started in the fall of
1881, but only surface work on the side of the monutain was done. In
January, 1882, about 20 miners were landed at the point in Tazewell
county, Virginia, where now stands the town of Pocahontas, then a
howling wilderness, having taken 11ine days to make the tdp from J;ew
York, the greater part of this time being consumed in making their way
778 ~flN--18
'
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across the mountains from Wytheville. A place was cleared away and
a shanty was erected, in which the men cooked their meals and had their
sleeping apartments.
"The wet season in the spring of 1882 retarded the progress of the
work, which was all out of doors, but in 1\farch of that year the first blast
was put in the East mine, and on Apri11, Mr. Thomas C. Blair, now a successful capitalist of Roanoke, Virginia, closed a contract with the Southwest Virginia Improvement Company to run the No. 1 East mine 1
mile; also the air course and theNo. 1 West mine. The work was then
pushed with vigor till fall, when it was stopped for a time on account
of the inability of the railroad to reach the mines, and in consequence
of which all the coal taken from the mine was dul)lped in front of the
opening.
"The New River division of the Norfolk and Western railroad was
completed in 1883, and the first carload of the product of the new coal
field was shipped through to Norfolk and distributed among the poor.
When the car left Pocahontas it was decorated with branches of laurel,
and as it passed through the various towns along the route the people,
realizing that the completion of the Norfolk and Western branch road
to the coal mines would mark the beginning of a new era in the history
of our development, in their enthusiasJn draped the car with bunting
and flags, and when it arrived at Norfolk it was one mass of red, white,
and blue.
"When the mines were first opened a shipment of 200 and 300 tons
per day was considered a great output, but when the big explosion took
place in the year 1884 the daily output was many times greater than
this. This explosion was beneficial to the new coal fields, inasmuch as
it attracted the attention of the public to it. At that time there were
thousands of people in the State who did not know there was such a
place as Pocahontas, or had not heard of the wonderful developments
going on there.
"'In the beginning of 1885 the Norfolk and Western Railroad Company built a branch road from Bluestone Junction which tapped the
north side of the Flat Top field. The first to enter this side of the field
was the firm of John Cooper & Co. and Messrs. Freeman & Jones.
Since the opening of this road the development has been phenomenally rapid.
"The Pocahontas Flat Top coal measures are above the water level,
in veins ranging from 5 to to 13 feet in thickness, extending through an
area estimated to contain not les.s than 300 square miles. Pocahontas
coal is from the Lower Coal Measures and is semibituminous, containing
but 18 per cent. of volatile matter. The veins dip to the north and west
and the extension of the Ohio division of the Norfolk and Western
railroad north to the Ohio river and the road west to the Cumberland
mountains pass through the Middle and Upper measures, thus opening
np coal of greater volatile matter, bituminous, splint, and cannel."
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Total shipm ents over the N01:folk ancl TVest&rn Rail1·oad f1·om 1883 to 18!JO.
y ears.

0

....

0

...

-

Short tons.l

• -I
I1 1887 ........................... 1, 169,700

1883 (frommonthofJune)... .
Jf\8 ( __________________________
1885-00
00 ...... 00 ..
188(i
0

I

Yea~s.

. Short tons. //

105,805
27::l, 173I J' 1888 ........................... 1.563,343
651 087 18t:i0 - ....
1, 783, 527
!J2-1, <Jti1 lS!JO ..
1, 814, 568

-

0

. . . . . . . . 00 . . . . . . 00 . . . . - - -

0

. . . . . . . . . . 00- . . . . . . . .

.................... 0

..

1

1

0 '

I

I

Part of the above shipments are from the portion of the Pocahontas
field which extends illto Mercer and McDowell counties, West Virgnna. The amounts for the two States are combined in order to show
the business of the Flat Top region.
WASHINGTON.

Total product in 1889, 1,030,578 short tons; spot value, $2,393,239.
Total product in 1890, 1,~63,689 short tons; spot value, $3,426,590.
The produetion of coal in Washington in 1889 shows a decrease in
the amount produced of 185,172 short tons, and in value of $1,254,011
from 1888, which was a year of exceptional activity in the coal-mining
industry in vVashingt.on. In 1890 the product increased 233,111 short
tom; in ·amount over 1889, and $1,133,351 in value.
The following tables sllow the amount and value of coal produced in
Waslliugton in 188!) and 1890, with the distribution of the ·p roduct:
Coal proclnct of Washington in 1889, by counties.
Disposition of total product.

I

J~~~~:.'l

Kin~ ...........

Short
ton s.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-

Short
tons.

3\18, 657
23:1, 300
228, RWJ

00

K i l lJtas ..........
l'iPT<'e Thurston . . . . . . . .
0

p~~~~t a~~~;~t

I
Total
for ;; hip- Sold to
Used for Manufac- ofco~l of received employes
m enton localtrade Used by steam at turedintoall grades for c?al
ab_out 1
r ailroad at mines. employes. mines.
coke.
for year
sold m
rome.
cars and
Ui89.
year 1889.
'
boats.

Couuties.

-

Total . . . . . .

3\J, 200

3, 121
1, 643
672
5, 600

956,046

11, 03u

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

2, 410

11, 591

1, 008
1, 120

3, 758
4, 049
560

Short
tons.

ShoTt
tons.

39, 000

415, 779
294, 701
273, 618
46, 480

$954, 295
777, 450
578, 493
83, 000

~~ ~ ---s9,0oO 1, 030,""57812, 393,2381

I

I

1, 220!
75!)

a2, 657

a Including 678 employes in Kittitas and Thurston counties.

Coal product of Washington in 1890, by counties.

I

I

I

Sold
Loaded
localto Used at
at mine trad e :md minesfor
for ship- used by
steam
ment. l
emandhea•
ployes.

Counties.

I

~~de
c0nk~

ToW
amount
produced.

•

I value.
Total

Number Average
of days number
emactive.
ployed.

------------- - ------ - - -

Sho1·t tons Short tons Short tons Short tons Short tons
King • . . . • • • • • • • . . . 507, 003 1 4, 032
12, OSH .......... 517, 492 01, ss;, 920
292
Ki ttitas .......
436, 539
2, 518
625 ....... 00. 445, 311 1, 229,330
259
Pierce . . . . . . . . . . • . . 254, 079
10, 699
4, 308
16, 800
285, 886
814, 340
257
ThumWn .......... 1 al5. 000 ; =~==~~OIJO___""• 0001
____2"'_
Total ...... 1, 212,621 I 17, 249
17, 019
16, 800 1, 263, 689 3, 426, 590j (b) 270

I

00..

00

· --

a Prepared coal from lignite.

b Average for the State.

1, 098
489
589
30
2,206
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The number of men employed at coal mines in Washington in 1890
was 2,206, against 2,657 the previous year, showing that during 1889 a
considerable number were employed in development work, which resulted in an increased product in 1890 while employing less labor. The
Census Office reports show that the average wages paid in the State
were as follows: Foremen, above ground, $3.76; below ground, $3.97;
mechanics, $3.04; laborers, above ground, $2.29; below ground, $2.46;
miners, $3.~6; boys, from $1 to $1.50.
The following table shows the product of the State for 1887, 1888,
1889, and 1890, by counties:
Product of coal in Washington for fou1' yem·s, by counties.
Counties.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1------------------------J-------J--------J------------Short tons. Short tons. Short ton.o. Short tons.
King .. ···-······-···..................
Kittitas................................
Pierce.................................
Thnrston . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Not specified ... _......................

I

339 961
104-:782
229,185
15, 295
82, 778

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .

772, 601
1

546,535
220, 000
276, 956
42, 000

415,770
29.J., 701
273, 618
46, 480

I l, ::: : : 1--;.-;;;, ;;; I

517,492
445, 311
285, 886
15, 000

;: ,;;, ;;; I

The first discovery of coal in Washington was made in 1852, and the
first mine was opened on Bellingham bay in 1854. The coal from this
mine was shipped to San Francisco and was the only coal shipped out
of the Territory until 1R70, when exportation commenced at Seattle,
from the Seattle, Renton, aud Talbot mines in the vicinity. In 1874
the product from the Seattle mines was 50,000 tons; from July 1, 1878,
to .July 1, 1879, phe product was 155,900 tons. In the year ended December 31, 1879, the product was 137,207 short tons. The Renton mine,
opened in 1874, produced, in 1875. and 1876,50,000, short tons. The ~ral
bot mine, opened in 1875, produced, in 1879, ~ 8,000 short tons of coal.
Records of the operations of Washington coal mines are incomplete,
and enthely wanting from 1819 to 18:-i4. The mining during this time
was confined to King and Pierce counties. During the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1885, the total product of the Territory is given at 380,250
short tons, of which King county is credited w1th 20±,480 short tons
and Pierce county with 175,770 short tons. The annual product since
that time has been as follows:
Product of coal in Washington from 1886 to 1890.

I--------Y_e_a_
.rs_.-------I ShO>t
1886 .......•• _.......... _. . . . . .
1887 ··---···-·········- .. --.. ..
1888 . - •••••••.•..•.. -..........

ton'· il

Ye~.,.

423, 525 I 1ss9 ....... _...........••.... - .
772,601 II. 1890 ...........................
1, 215, 750

Sh"'t

ton•-j

1, o3o, 578
1, 2G3, 689
1
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WEST VIRGINIA.

Total product in 1889, 6,231,880 short tons; spot value, $5,086,4:84.
product in 1890, 7,266,494 short tons; spot value, $6,086,678.
With the exception of a small decrease in 18 76, coal mining in West
Virginia has shown a continuous growth since 1873, the rate of increase
during the last fiv:e years being exceptionally rapid. The most notable
increase is that in Mercer county, which is a pa1~t of the great Flat Top
coking coal region, the central point of which is Pocahontas, Virginia,
and which embraces the mines at Elkhorn, Simmons, Maybeury, and
Goodwill in Mercer and :McDowell counties, West Virginia. The product in theW est Virginia part of the Flat Top region in 1886 was 328,733
short tons, and in 1890 1,962,092 short tons, showing an increase of
1,633,359 short tons, or nearly 500 per cent. in five years.
The coal fields of West Virginia have been extensively described in
previous volumes of Mineral Resources, particularly in the number
covering the years 1883-'84.
The following tables show the product for 1889 and 1890 by counties,
together with the value and distribution:
~rotal

Coal product of West Virginia in 1889, by c01wties.
Disposition of total product.

a~:f:~~!

Counties.

for shipment on
railroad
cars and
boats.

I

II

II

Sold to Used by Used for Manulocal
emsteam fa~tured
tr~cle at ployes.l
~t
mto
mmes.
mmes.
coke.

Total
product
of coal
of all
grades
for 1889.

Total
amount
received
for c<;>al
sold m
188!l.

Total
number
of employes.

1 - - - - - - - J J- - · - - , 1- - - - , ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sho1·t
tons.
Barbour ................... ..
Boone ...................... .
J~raxtou .......... .
Brooke .. .. . .. .. . ..
14, 035
Cabell ..................... ..
Calhoun ................... ..
Clay .............. .

~it~~~~::~~::::::~~ 1, 07 4, 409
Harrison . . . . . . . . . . 141, 343
Kanawha .......... 1, 168, 024
Lewis ...................... .
Lineoln ..................... .
Logan ........... .
McDowell . . . . . . . . . 30!l, 489
Marion ............ 157,975
Marshall . . . . . . . . . .
33, 000
Mason.............
83, 116
Me1·cer .. .. .. .. .. .. 750, 507
Mineral .. .. .. .. . .. 487, 622
]','( onongalia..... . . .
64-, 927
Monroe . . . . ................ .
Nicholas .......... .
Ohio...............
28,121
Poeahontas ....... .
Preston . . . . . ••• . . .
41, 807
Putnam ........... 210,214

~It~~y::::::: ::::::

-- ....... -

Taylor.............
58, 318
Tucker .. . .. • • • .. .. 141, 993
Tyler ...................... ..
Upshur ........... .

:;:lz~i :::::::::::: ::::::::::

Sho1·t
tons.
1, 600
2, 888
160
16,831
505
220
256
12,211
820
26,328
31, 393
60
284
3,456
56, 620
24, 060
14, 106
96,844
13
3, 862
7,177
30
1, 408
113,615
24-0
3, 893
6,140
1, 480
1, 528
16,685
538
12
2,114
880
264

Short
tons.

Sho1·t
tons.

Sh01·t
tons.

Short
tons.

. - .. -- . - . - . -. -- - ••. --- -. ---.
1, 600
$1, 200
2, 88S
2, 293
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . •. . •.
160
120
. -- .. - . - .. -- . - .. - .. -----. - -.
31, 119
22, 828
103
150 ------....
.... - . - - . . - • - - - - . . . .... - - • - .
505
485
- . - .. - -- .. ----. - .. - .. - . - . - . 220
105
· · · · · · · · · · · · · -· · · · . . . . . . . . . .
25()
192
7, 150
345, 542 1, 450, 780 1, 302, 438
11,468
. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .
820 I
615
1, 200
11
5, 233
174, 115 1 114,427

50

1

. -~~·- ~~~ .. -- ~·-~:~ .... -~: ~~~- 1, 218, 2~g
. - - . - . . . . . - - - - . - - . . ..... - - - .
. - .. - .... - -- - - - - - - - - .. - .. -- 4, 788
3, 265
212, 367
974
1, 932
97, 520
600 .... -----3, 613
1, 457
4, 302
1, 858
165, 061
1, 924
56 .. - .. -- -- 438
1,489 ..........
---- .. --- --- ... --- . --- ... --- -- .. - -- - --.---- -- -- -- .. - .. 1, 020
414 .. ------..
- - - -. - - - - - . - --- - - - ... - -- . --2, 156
5, 124
76, 952
1, 384
1, 014 ---.......
- -- . - . - - - . - .... - ..• ---- .. --.
63
36
337
21
7, 651
9,235
21,323
403
. --- ... .. . •• ..• ••• ..••••..•.
......... ......... ..........
1 .. --- . . . . -

284
3, 456
586, 529
282, 467
47, 706
185, 030
921, 741
493, 464
74,03l
30
1, 408
143, 170
240
129, 932
218, 752
1, 480
1, 627
83, 012
173,492
12
2,114
880
264

11, 166, 0~~
213
2, 592
390, 232
199, 692
35, 956
167, 783
594, 885
394, 827
53,318
23
1, 056
126, 909
180
86, 024
244, 203
1, 110
998
52, 725
120,574
9

1,586
060
198

2, 644

233

2, 484

764
333
72
303
1,121
008
61
204
239
451
96
229
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Coal p1·oduct of West Virginia in 1890, by counties.

I

J

Counties.

Sold to U sed t
Loaded
Total j·
j Number!Average
local
. .
a
at mines trade and mmes for
Made
amouut
Total
for ship- used by
into
coke.
provalue. of d_ays nue~~er
steam
act1ve. ployed.
ment. employes. andheat.
duced.

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - Short
Shm·t
Short
tons.
tons.
tons.

----

Sho1·t
tons.

I

I

Short
tons.

Brooke ............
20,130
16, 494]
Fayette ............ 1, 131,369
28,176
Harrison .......... 130,215
9,522
Kanawha .......... 1, 380,131
31,001
McDowell ......... 595,515
7,414
Marion .....•...... 317,931
2,427
71,631
52,
038
Ma<,hall. ·····•· .•.
Mason .............
77,052 (a) 66,562
Mercer ............ 793,841
2, 447
MineraL.:··· ...... 532,813
40,793
Monon galla .. ......
12,040
10,080
Ohio . ........ •..... b50, 960 (b) 52,514
Preston ............
80,521
2,107
Pntn:tm ....••...... 203, 300
838
Taylor ....... ......
68,8±1
1, 509
Tucker ............ 152, 098 . 10, 069
Small mine. ...... - ~=:.:..:: 100, OiJO__

I

_

Total ........ 5, 614, 752

438, 527

170
2, 839
212
5, 004
4, 518
4, 236

I

36,794
$28,520
428,914 l, 591,298 1, 438, 612
4, 454
144, 403
100, 818
4, 980 1, 421,116 1, 365,585
93(), 222
348,775
678, 305
131,134
455, 728
313,505
............... 123,669 100, 846
145,314
134,643
208,350 1, 005,870
755,014
................... 573, 681
501,391
31, 360
20, 000
9,184
.................... 103,586
100, 017
86,411
178,439
127,803
.................... 205,178
198,269
7li, 618
6,268
58, 159
82,311
245, 378
186,641
100,000
100,000

202
225
194
230
183
218
265
229
217
279
260
268
282
194
256
309

50
2, 824
305
2, 756
1, 315
865
175
,180
1, 465
620
55
153
337
375
lOS
353

30,594 1, 310,781 7, 394,654 6, 208,128

(c) 227

12,236

1, 700
1, 232
75
56
112
9,400
1,040

.....................
...................

••e•••••••

a Of this amount 55,265 tons were consnmed at the mines for evaporating salt brine.
b Of this amoant 65,36± tons were used by iron works at or in the vicinity of the mines.

c A Yerage for the State.

The coal-producing regions of West Virginia may be said to lie in
two nearly parallel lines, one stretching along the northern border of
the State from Mineral county on the east to Marion and Monongalia
counties on the west, the other following the course of the New and
Kanawha rivers through the southwestern portion of the State from its
bounda.r ies; the two exceptions to the lines being in the "Panhandle"
or extreme northwestern point of the State and in McDowell county in
the extreme southern point, a portion of the great. Flat Top region.
The northern strip embraces the counties of Mineral, Tucker, Preston,
Taylor, Harrison, Marion, and Monongalia; the "Panhandle" contains
the counties of Ohio, Marshall, and Brooke; and Mason, Putnam, Ka:.
nawha, Fayette, and Mercer counties fill out the southern strip. For
convenience of description the coal belts are divided into ten districts
or i·egions, as follows: Elk Garden (Mineral county), Upper Potomac
(Tucker county), Cheat River (Preston county), Clarksburg (Harrison
and Taylor counties), Upper Monongalia (J\:Iarion and Monongalia counties), Panhandle (Ohio, Marshall, and Brooke counties), Point Pleasant
(Mason county), Kanawha (Putnam and McDowell counties, and part
of Fayette), New River (part of Fayette county), Flat Top (McDowell
and Mercer counties). The product of West Virginia in 1890, by districts, was as follows:
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Coal p1·oduct of West Virginia in 1890, by districts.
Loaded
at mines for
shipment..

Districts.

Short tons.
Cheat River...............................
80,521
Clarksburg. . . . . . . ....... ..... .. ...........
199,056
ElkGanlen ... ............................
532,813
Flat Top . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 3R9, 356
Kanawha..................................
1, 897, 178
New .River.................................
817,622
Pan Handle................................
(a)139,085
Point Pleasant.............................
77,052
UpJlCr Monoug.tlia.........................
329,971
Upper Potomac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
152, 098
Small miues ............................................ .
Total ................................ .

Districts.

Cheat River ............. .
Clarksburg .............. .
Elk Garden .............. .
Flat Top ................. .
Kanawha ................ .

Total................

Short tons.

Short tons.
178,439
221,021
573, 681
1, 962,092
2, 074,864

7, 394,654

282
210
279
201

$127,803
158,977
501,391
1, 433,319
1, 922,357

438,5271

229

337
413
620
2, 780
3, 909

1,080,109
220
2,0!6
229, 383
253
378
134, 643
229
480
333, 505
221
920
186, 641
309
353
~0, 000 .:.::..:..:...: ....:...:...:..
6, 208,128

(c) 227

Made into
coke.

Sho1·t tons.

2,107
11,031
40,793
9,861
a5, 103
24,912
(a)124, 682
(b)66, 562
12, 507
10, 969
100,000

Average
Average
Total
amount Total value. number number
of days employed.
produced.
worked.

NewRiver ................ 1,142,728
Pan Handle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
264, 049
Point Pleasant............
145,314
Upper Monongalia........
487, 088
Upper Potomac...........
245, 378
Small mines .............. __100, 000

I

5, 614,752

Sold to local Used at mines
trade and
fol ~;team
used by emand heat.
ployes.

Sho1·t ton s.

9, 400
212
75
5, 750
6, 492
2, 391
282
1, 700
4, 292

86, 4Jl
10,722
5f>7, 125
136, 091
2!l7, 803

30,594

1, 310,781

140,318
82,311

Counties embraced in the
districts.

Preston.
HarriRon and Taylor.
Mineral.
McDowell and Mercer.
Putnam, Kanawha, and part
of Fayette.
Part of l•'ayette.
Ohio, Marshall, and Brooke.
Mason.
Marion and Monongalia.
Tucker.

12,236

a Of the Ohio county product 65,364 tons were used by iron works at or in the vicinity of the mines.
b Of this amount 55,265 tons were consumed at the mines for evapm·ating salt brine.
c Average for the State.

The following table shows the tendency of coal production in West
Virginia, by counties, from 1886 to 1890:
Coal production in West Vi1·ginia j1·01n 1886 to 1890, by counties.
Counties.

1887.

1886.

1888.

1889.

1890.

l--------------------·l--------1---------l---------l---·----------Sho1·t tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons. Short tons.
Brooke....................
22, 880
40, 3M
11, 568
31,119
36,794
1, 450,780
Fayette . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . 1, 413, 778
1, 126, 839
863, 600
1, 591, 298
174,115
Harrison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
234, 597
154, 220
109, 515
144,403
Kanawha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
876, 785
1, 126, 839
863, 600
1, 218,236
1, 421,116
586, 529
McDowell................. ....... .. . . .
575,885
961, 395
956,222
Marion ............. .......
172,379
365,8!4
363,!l74
282,467
455,728
Marshall..................
251,333
92,368
47,702
47,706
123,669
185,030
Mason . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150, 878
140, 968
72, 410
145,314
921,741
Mercer...................
328,733
1,252,427
1,977,030
1, 005,870
493,464
Mineral...................
361,312
478, 636
456, 361
573,681
74,031
31,360
Monongalia .................................................. .
143, 170
103, 586
(a)
131, 936
140, 019
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
129, 932
178,439
Preston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
170, 721
276, 224
231, 540
218,752
205, 178
Putnam ...................
(b)
53.200
145,440
83,012
76,618
Taylor ....................
(c)
168,000
55,729
173,492
245,378
Tucker ....... .... .........
22,400
24,707
62,517
Other counties and small
18,304
100,000
mines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... - . . . . . . . ......... ..

Total................

4, 005, 796

a Included in product of Marshall county.
b Included in product of .Mason county.

J

4, 881, 620

5, 498, 800

6, 231, 880

7, 394, 654

c Included in product of Harrisou county.

/
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The annual increase in the production of coal in West Vhginia (with
the exception previously noted) may be seen from the following statement:
Coal_prodttct of West Virginia f1·om 1873 to 1890.
Years.

Short to:t;Ls. l

Years.

Short tons.

I

1873 - --. - -- ---- -- .. ---- . -- ... - 672, 000 1882 --.-.-- .. -.-- -•. -.- .••... - .
1874 --------------------------- 1, 120, 000 1883 -------------.------- ... --1875 - ---- - - - -- - - - ------ - - - -- - - - 1, 120, 000 1884 - --.--- ------ ---- --- - -.---1876 - ------ - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -. - - .
8!J6, 000 1885 . - ----- . --- - . ---- - . - - --- -- .
1877 -------- --- .. -------.- .. --- 1, 120, 000 1886 ---------- .·.----- .. ---.- •..
1878 . ----- - -- .. - .... - ....... - . . 1, 120. 000
1887 ........ ............. - .•••.
1879 ... , . , ....... , , , , , , , , , ... • • 1, 400, 000
1888 . , .............. , .... , , , , ..
1880 .. -.- . - ... - - .... - ... - - .... - 1, 568, 000 1 1889 . - .. - .. --.- ... -.- . - .. - . - - ..
_,_l_1_8s_I_._-_
.._-_
.._·_--_-_·_·._._--_·_-_
.._-_
.._-_-_,_·_1_.6-8-o,_o_o_o-'-!._1890 .......................... .
1

2, 240,000
2, 335,833
3, 360,000
3, 369,062
4, 005, 796
4, 881,620
5, 498,800
6, 231, 880
7, 266,494

I

WYOMING.

TotaJ product in 1889, 1,388,947 short tons; spot value, $1,748,617.
, Total product in 18!JO, 1,870,366 short tons; spot value, $3,183,669.
The product of coal in Wyoming in 1889 was 92,593 short tons less
than in 1888. The output in 1890 was 481,419 short tons more than in
1889. The followjng tables show the amount produced in the State in
1889 and 1890, by counties, with the value and distribution of the
product:
Coal product of Wyorning in 1889, by counties.
DiSlJOSition of total product.

Counties.

I.oaded at
mines for
sLipmeut
o~;~~i~~ad
boats.

I

lo~~ic}r~de
at mines.

Used by
employes.

Total
To t a1
amount
Total
prod net of I received omploye.s
Used for c~al of f!-11 I for coal
about
steam at grades for sold in
mines.
mines.
year 1889· · year 1889.

----------------------------1-~-----l----- l--------l--------l-------

Short tons. Sh01·t tons. Shorttons.
1, 073
Carbon_............
193. 402
1, 501
553
305
Con ,-erse ........... 'I
16, 285
200 -- .•... - ...
Croolc .... ................ ..... .
50
2, 742
Johnson............
2,300
45
510
Sheridan ......... -- ~ -- ..........
3, 368
Sweetwater . .. • .. ..
843, 668 .......... ..
3, 262
1, 824
Uinta .............. ,
298,788
Total ......... ! 1, 354,4.43

7, 330

8, 1031

Shorttons. Shorttons.
3, 300
250
- ..• -- -....
...... --.. .
...........
10,177
5, 344

199, 276
17, 393
200
5, 092
555
857,213
so9, 218

1

$194, 817
30, 955
600
13, 257
840
1, 025,007
4.83, 081

19, 011 11,388,947

!

1, 748, 617

488

1,441

1

(a)2, 675

--------------------------~---

a Including 746 employes in Converse, Crook, .Tohnson, and Uinta counties.

Coal procltwt of Wyorning in 1890, by comtties.

Counties.

g:

Loaded at Sold to local U:sed at I Total
A vern
mines for trade and rumes for amount pro- Total valne. nmn ber
shipment.
used by
steam and . duced.
employetl.
employes.
heat.

Short tons. Sh01·t tons. Short tons. Short tons.
II

Carbon _...... ..............
CollYerse _..................
Fremont....................
,Jolm:;on....................
Slteritlau _...................
Sweetwater.................
Uinta................... ....
Weston .....................

302, 106
2J, 345
900
7, 275
400
974, 533
341,716
185,024

Total .................. - 1, 835, 299

1, 783
2, 0781
1, 603
800
500 . .. .. . .. .. ..
195 .. . .. .. .. . ..
250 .......... --~
3, 9U4
300
5,213
3,349
15,000 ............
28, 510

--------------------~------~-------

I

6,

-

305, 969
25, 748
1, 400
7, 470
650
978, 827
350,278
200,024

$535,460
44,696
5, 750
16,984
975
1, 666,068
623,806
289, 930

714
30
4
12
2
(a)l, 672
422

416

527~--1-,8-7--0-,3-6-6-:~·--3-,1-8-3,-6-69-l·---3-,2-7-2

a Including 250 Chinese.
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The following information l'egarding the production of coal in \Vyoming in 1890 by counties, and the comparative tables in connP.ctiou
(;herewith, have been compiled by Mr. F. F. Chisolm, special agent for
~he Rocky Mountain region:
CARBON COUNTY.

Total product in 1890, 305,969 short tons; spot value, $535,460. This
does not include nut coal and slack coal from Union Pacific mines, as no
account is kept.
Although all the various openings made at the Carbon mines have
been abandoned, except No. 2 and No. 5, and' the output smaller in
1890 than in any year since 1883, except 1889, nearly two-thirds of the
production in 1890 came from Carbon, the combined output from the
New Hanna No. 1 and No. 2 mines and the Dana No. 1 mine being less
than half that from the Carbon mines.
The Carbon mines have been fully described in previous volumes of
the Mineral Resources. The product of coal from these mine~ to date
has been:
P1·oduct o} the Ca1·bon mines, Wyo·rning.
____
Y_ea_r_s._ _ _ _ __s_h_or_t_to__
n_'
1
] 868 ---- .• - .. - •• - ... -. - .. -- - . -1869 -------------------- .. ----1870 - ...•. - ..... -... -. ---.-.--.
1871. -...•• -..... - - . - - - .. -. - - . -.

I

6, 560
l 880
30, 48211881
5-!, 015
18132
31, 7-!8
1883

Y-•·

Short tons.
]00, 433
156, 820
200, 123
248, 380
319,883
226,863
214, 233
288,358 1
338,9471
178,832
201,191

-... - •.•. -- •...•... --. - .. - ...... - ............... - ... .
- .. -- ......... - .. -- ..... --- -. --.-- ..••• -.••. - ... - .• - -

!Ill ::::: ~~ ~~: :::::::::::::::: !!: !i!!If!.: • :~:::::::::~ • ::.:::.

oco I 1888 ___________________________

1876 ____________ _______________

60.

1877,..........................
1878 -- ...•........ - ... - ..•.. - - .
1879 - .. -.••...... - - -- .. - - ..... -

74,3-1311889 ......•....................
62, 418 1890 .... - -. -•.•.. - •... -- ...... .
75, 424

1

The newly opened Hanna No. 1 and Hanna No. 2 mines of the Union
Pacific railway at Hanna, ou the Carbon cut-off, practically began
production in 1890, the output for the year being 74,757 short tons.
TheRe two mines will probably be steady and large producers, in part
supplying the increasing demands of the Union Pacific for locomotive
use and also for commercial purposes in Nebraska and Kansas. The
coal is very similar in character to the Carbon coal. The machinery
and equ~pmcnt of these mines is excellent, but coal-cutting machines
are not used.
The Dana No. 1 mine~ at Dana Station, began commercial production
in 1889, ·and is described on page 329 of the Mineral Resources for 1888.
The output in 1890 was 29,886 short tons. It is commonly reported that
the coal from this mine has not equaled the expectations of the Union
Pacific Railway Company, ·to which may be due the small produetion
in 1890. It should be specially noted that the stated product of all
mines operated by the coal department of the Union Pacific does not
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include the nut or slack produced, these sizes being practically unsalable, and no satisfactory statement of the amounts produced being obtainable.
Near Hawlins two new coal mines are growing in importance as coal
producers, the Dillon mine operated by the Dillon Coal Company, and
the J\ierrHl mine operated by the Rawlins Coal Company. At various
points in Carbon county the small local trade is supplied by individual
opei.'ato1·s from the Bessemer, Clyde, Fly, Reeder, Gumerson, Cronkhite,
and Savory mines. The coal of the Seminoe district is yet without a
railway, though the building of the Carbon cut-off from Carbon to
Hanna lta.s brought it within 25 miles of rail~·oad transportation.

~

Analyses of coals f1·om Seminoe., Wyoming.

------------~~~ ~
Water ....... ........... .............
Volatile matter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fixeclcarbon ........................
.A.sl.J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
T. otaL..........................
Total fuel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sulphur.............................

No.

~~~Avmge.l

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Pe·r cent. I Per cent.
10.70
45. 15
35.05
9. 10

100. 00

I

9.10
45. 23
37. 06
8. 61

9.40
39. 60
47.40
3. 60

8.52
49. 30
38.97
3. 21

9.43
44. 82
39.62
6. 13

100. 00

100. 00

100. 00

100. 00

87. 00
0. 52

88. 27
0. 37

84. 69
0. 62

------~-------------------88. 20
0. 93

82. 29
0. 661

/

The following analyses, made by Prof. L. D. Ricketts, show the composition of the coals from the Dana Nos. 1 and 2, the Hanna 1 and 2,
the Dillon,, J\1errill, and Cronkhite mines in Carbon County:
Analyses of sonw Carbon county coals, Wyoming.
Dana
No.1.

~ana
No.2.

Hanna H.!lnna
No.1. No.2.

Cr~mkh1te.

I

Dillon. Dillon. Merrill.j

- - - - - - -1 · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Per ct.
Water ...............
V ol::ttile matter . . . . . .
Fixell carbon . . . . . . . .
Ash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total ...........

11.70
41. 41
39. 65
7. 24

Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.
11.30
42. 01
39. 69
7. 00

,J.Oo:QO moo

8.67
45. 05
41. 91
4. 71

9.52
41. 85
44. 68
3. 92

100. 44~gg~

9.20
34. 40
52. 40
2. 80

7.47
36. 05
51. 56
4. 32

98:8()

99. 40

5.19
37. 05
48. 50
9. 25

19.16
33. 11
41. 07
3. 64

--99.!mf96~

CONVERSE COUNTY.

Total product in 1890, 25,7 48 short tons; spot value, $44,696.
The coal output of Converse county in 1890 came from the Dougla~
mine, at Douglas; the Fetterman mine, at Inez, and the Deer Creek
mine at Glenrock. At the latter mine the Deer Creek Coal Company
has put in Harrison coal-mining machines.
FRE]fONT COUNTY.

The total product in 1890 amounted to· 1,400 short tons, valued at
$5,750, which came from the Lone Star and Gillis mines. This is tho
first product of coal reported from Fremont county.

--

-=-
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JOHNSON COUNTY.

Total prncluct in 1890 1 7,470 short tons; spot value, $J 6,984. The
coal mined in Johnson county was taken from four mines, the Buffalo
and Vulcan, of the Buffalo Fuel Company, the Diamond, of the Diamond Coal Company, and the Holland, operated by Mr. W. H. Holland.
These mines supply the local trade -at and near Buffalo. The Buffalo
mine shows a 7-foot vein of good lignite, and the Diamond a 6-foot
vein. At various points in this county veins of coal varying from 3 to
14 feet in thickness outcrop and some small amount is taken from them
by ranchmen for their own use as fuel, but no estimate of the total
mined in this way is included in the statement of production. The
prospects for railway connection with Buffalo, the only town in the
county, are bright, and with transportation facilities the growth of
coal production in Johnson county will be rapid.
SHERIDAN COUNTY.

The total product of Sheridan county in 1890 was 650 short tons,
valued at $975, against 550 short tons, valued at $840, in 1889. There
were no developments of any interest during the two years.
SWEETWA1'ER COUN1'Y.

Total product in 1890, 978,827 short tons; spot value, $1,666,068. (a)
The mines worked by the Coal Department of the Union Pacific Railway Uompany, the Van Dyke Coal Company, the Rock Spring Coal
Company, and the Hopkins Coal Company have been fully described in
previous volumes of the .M:ineralHesources.
There were in 1890 no developments of note among the coal mines,
and only one new coal mining corporation of importance has been organized si nee the Mineral Resources for 1888 was issued. This corporation,
the Sweetwater Coal Mining Company, owns a very large body of coal
land lying near Hock Spring and south of the Union Pacific railway
and 1Jegan production practically in 1890.
The Coal Department of the Union Pacific Railway Company has
mined from the Rock Spring field the tonnage given in the following
table:
·
P1·odu.ct of the Rock Sp1·ing 1nines, Wyoming.
Years.
l-1-8-68_____-__-___ -__-__-___-__- ___ -__-__·-_-__
] 869 - ..............•.. - ....... 1870 .............. ...... .......

i~~~ :: :~:: ~: ~ ~::: ::::::::::: ~::

1873 .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1874 -- ..... -- .... -- .. -- ...... -1875 ...........•............ - . .
1876 -.... - ... - ............. -. . .
1877 --.........................
1878 ............•.....•........ ,
1879 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

Short tons.,

Years.

Short tons.

36511880 .......•..•................ --24-4,-46-0
16, 933
20 945

1881 ........ - .. - .. -.- ........ -181<2

~~: ~~~ I i~~! ..::::.. ~:::::::::::::::
:::::::
. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .

44, 700 1885
58, 476 1886
104, 664 1887
134, 952 1888
146, 404 1889
154, 282 I 1890
1!)3, 252 II

... ---- ------ -- .. -- .. ---- -. - ..........•............. - ........................ - --.-- ...... ---- ...... .,....
.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

270, -t25
287,510

~~~: i~~ i

328, 601
35\J, 23-!
46.1, 444
6ti2 'J77
777: 213
652, 408

a Not including nut coal and slack coal from Union Pacific mines, of which
account is kept.

IW
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Following are some analyses of Sweetwater com1ty coals, made by
Prof. Hicketts:
Analyses of Swcet·water cmtnty, Wyoming, coals.
VanDyke. Number4. Blair No.1. Hopkins.

Water ............••..
I Volatile matter .......
Fixed carbon ......... ,
Ash ..............••..

I

- - -- - Per cent.
Per cent.
Per cent.
Pe1· cent.
8. 86
39.15
49.13 )
2. 86

9. 05
40.00
48.871
2. 08

7. 51
39.06
50.22
2.59

(), 70
3\).30
51. 2i
2. 72

Blair No.2. Number 7.

Per cent.
7. 08
38.54
52.631
1. 75

Per cent.
9. 22
49.52
"·
781
2.48

UINTA COUNTY.

Total product in 1890, 350,278 short tons; spot value, $623,806.
This does not include nut coal and slack coal from Union Pacific mines,
as no account is kept.
The coal output of Uinta county is made by but two corporations,
the Coal Department of the Union Pacific Railway Company and the
Rocky ]\fountain Coal and Iron Company. There are in all ten openings made by these two companies, eight of which are on the east of Bear
river and contiguous. Of these the Union Pacific owns the Almy Nos.
1, 2, 3, 5, and 8, all of which have been abandoned except No. 8, while
the Rocky Mountain Company own the Almy Nos. 6 and 7, a,nd also a
little further north two new mines, the Red Canon No. 1 and No. 2.
The product of the Union Pacific mines to January 1, 1891, has been
as follows:
P1·oclnct of the Union Pacific mines at Almy, Wyoming.
1

I----Y-ea_rs_._ _ _ _ _ Shorl tona. j
1869 • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .
1870 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1871.. ............. ............
1872 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1873 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
18i4...........................
1875. ..... .. .... . .... .. .. .. .. ..
1876 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1878 .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1879 .........................

··1

Yo~•·

1, 96711880 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ..
12, 454 1881 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.171 1882. ......... .................
22. 71 3 1SBH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22, 8±i
] 88 ( .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
23,006 1R85...........................
41,805 18S6.. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
60, 756 18ts7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54, 6.1il 1888 _..........................
50, 0!)6 1889 .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . ..
71.576 l189o.... .............. ... .. ....

Shortton•·l
100, 234
110, 157
117,211
111, 713
150, 880
lfH, 441
155, 5J7
196, 913
160, O'l5
118, 629
17u, IJo

1

Since the date of opening, the Rocky Mountain Coal and Iron Company has produced up to January 1, 1891, the following tonnage of
coal:
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f'1·oclnct (lj the Rocky Mou.ntain Coal ancl It·on Compauy's mines at Almy, Wyomi11g.

Years.
1870
1871
lf:/2
J :·rl:l

"

Shorttons.,

............ ---.---.--------- .. --.- •.. --- ...•... -.-..
...........................

... __ ...... _.. _. _......... _

H~l-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
] i-i7.j .. -.--.- ..• - ........ -.- ... -

I

i~~~ :: :::::::::::: :::: :::::::: :
i~~~ :: ::::::: ::::: ::::::::: ::::I
1880 . - . - - • - . - - - - • - ... - .. - .. - • . .

16, !)61
53, 843
105,118
IRo, fl89
181, 09!)
!)2, 589

Years.
1881
1882
1888
18SJ
188.)
1886

--------------------.-----...• -- ..•. - .. -- .•... - ... - ..
.......................... .
__ .....•. _. _............ _..
.....••....................
... --- ... - ....•... - ....... .

~~: ~~~ i~~~ ::::::::: ::::::::: :: ::: ::::
8~g:, i6~8~4· I i~~e
:I
1

-

::: :::::::: ::::::::: ::::::

90,779
~+. ~~;)
,s, ·: ..>0

08,471
70, 2Hi
100, 341

16+, fl10

20!), 298
1!)0 58!)
170; 798

Both properties have been ful1y described in previous volumes of the
Mineral Resources.
WESTON COUNTY.

Total product in 1890, 200,024 short tons; spot value, $289,930.
The most remarkable developments in the history of coal mining in
Wyoming were made at Newcastle mines, the Antelope and Jumbo,
located at Cambria, six miles north of :Newcastle, Weston county, and
operated by the cmtl department of Kilpatrick Brothers and Collins.
i 1he coal found here probably occurs in the lowest portion of the Dakota measures of the Colorado Cretaceous and almost upon the topywst
rocks of the J nrassic, but not, as often stated, within the Jurassic rocks.
The influence of the eruptive upthrust of the Black Hills is shown by the
loca.J dip of the stratification, which averages about 22 degrees, the
direction of the clip being nearly parallel to a line clra,vn from Harney
Peak to Cambria, or about northeast by southwest, but this inclination
of the sedimentary rocks is not constant in degree or direction, but
varied by the eruptive outflow, not connected with the Harney Peak
mass, such as the Inyan Kara butte to the north.
The vein of coal worked at Cambria is from
to 7} feet in thickness,
with good roof and floor.
Hegarding the character of the coal, there is a consjderable diversity
of opinion, and it has been classed from lignite to a high-grade coking
bituminous coal. This difference may be due, in part, to actual varia·
tions caused by partial metamorphism by heat. It is sufficient to say
that under the test of actual use it gives satisfaction, and that it is
claimed by the operators to be a good coking coal. The coke produced
iS apparently of a good quality, quite dense, and capable of sustaining
any weight ordinarily required of coke. The coke, however, as at present produced, runs a trifle too high in ash to be valuable for all uses.
The two mines worked are separated by a narrow canon, through
which the railway spur track to the mine~ is built, the main eutries
being on opposite sides and from 60 to 70 feet above the railway tracks.
The tipples and chutes are conuected with the entries by short tres-

6z
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ties substantially built. The daily capacity of the mines is about 2,000
tons, and the product is sold largely to the railroad company.
All of the openings are made with a view to large and regular prorlu<Jtion, and their entries and rooms are lighted by electricity. The
machinery and appliances are of the best modern type and the en tire
equipment admirable.
Several coal mines in this section have been slightly developed by
other corporations and individuals, but as yet the production from these
has been small.
'J1he production of coal from the beginning of coal mining to January
1, 1891, is given in the following table:
Tota.l p1·oduct of coal in Wyoming, by counties.
Carbon
county.

Sweetwater
county.

Uinta
county.

I Converse

Other
counties.
Total.
-------Short tons. Sho1·t tons. ShoTt tons. Short tons. Short tons. ShoTt tons. Short tons.
363 ........... -.. - - - ------------ ....................... .......................
18G8 ...........
6, 560
6, 925
Yea;J.'s.

Weston
county.

~

18th)_---------1810 ...........
1871.---------1872-- -- ------ 1873.---------187.Jo .. ---- .. --] 875 -------.--1876.---------] 877 -- -- - -- - - - 1878.---------1879--------.-1880 .. --.-----18d1 ...........
1882-- ------ - -18~3 .. --------188 t.---------1SKj __ .....•••.
1886 .. -----.--1887----------1888.---- .•••..
188.1 ...........
1890.----------

Total ....

30,482
5-l, 915
31,748
59, 237
61, 164
55, 880
61,750
69, 060
74, 3±3
62, 418
75, 424
100, 433
J!SG, 820
2lHJ, 123
2-±8, 380
319.883
226, 863
214, 233
288,358
338, 947
199, 276
305, 969

16, 933
20.915
40, 566
34, 677
44,700
58, 476
104,664
134, 952
146, 404
154,282
193, 252
2<14, 460
270,425
287,510
304,495
318, 197
il28, 601
359,234
465,444
732,327
857, 2J3
978, 827

1, 967
29,435
75, 014
127, 831
153,836
104, 705
13-1,394
130, 538
1::2, 016
llG, 500
132, 315
182, 918
200,936
211, 276
190, 163
219,351
234,657
255, 888
361,423
B69, 333
3J0, 218
350,278

6, 097,039

4, 013,992

......................... ......................... ........................

........................ ...................... ........................
-----··----- . ......................
------------ ----- ------- .......................
-----·------ ------------ .......................

....• !' .•....

--........ -..

------------ ·----------........................
----------·.......................
-·-------------------------------- ------------ .......................
....................... ......................
~

~

---

...................... -----------........ ............... .......................
..................... ......................
_________ ,. __

....................

...................... ........................ .....................
....................... ........................
8, 855
..................... ......................
36,651
........................ ......................
45,189
....................... ........................
17,207
................. ...................... ......................
55,093
------------ -·-- -------29, 933
11,000
17, 39~
5, 847
200, 024
25,748
9, 520

---3, 242,266

county.

I

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

,.

~

,. a

,.

~

~

•

..

~

•

a

a

•

•

•

•

200,024

73, 074

189,362

49,382
105, 295
147, 328
221, 745
259, 700
219, 061
300,808
334, 550
342,853
333,200
400,991
527, 8ll
628, 181
707,764
779, 689
902,620
807, 328
820,355
1, 170,318
1, 481, 54.0
1, 388,276
1, 870, 3()6

13,825,086

PETROLEUM.
BY JOSEPH

D.

WEEKS.

LOCALITIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN WHICH PETROLEUM IS FOUND.

"bile petroleum has been found in nearly every State and Territory,
the localities in which it is produced in qua.n tity are but few. \ These
are the well-known oil regions of western Pennsylvania and New York,
the ~rurkey Foot and other districts of West Virginia, the :Macksburg
and J.jma. fields in Ohio, the Florence district of Colorado, and the oil
fields of southern California. Practically, all the petroleum produced
in the United States is from the districts named, though a few thousand
barrels were produced in Indiana, Kentucky, Illinois, Kansas and Texas
in 1889 and 1890.
Not only are the localities named above the chief petroleum producing
districts in the United States, but the indications are that, with the
possible exception of Wyoming, they will continue so to be. The Indiana
field has some promise, and may be a producer of some imi)ortauce in
the future. The Kentucky and other southern oil fields, which at one
time it was supposed would be factors of some importance in the oil
production of the United States, give at the present time no such indication. The illinois field· is an exceedingly small one, with but little
promise for the future, while the Kansas and Texas fields will at tltc
best probably produce only a few thousand barrels eaclt year of a highgrade lubricating oil. However, there have been so ma.n y surprises h1
petroleum that these statements must be regarded as only settillg forth
the present indications.
A notable feature of the production in the United States in 1800 was
the great increase in production which is manifest in nearly all of the
districts. The production of the United States increased from 35,Hi3,513 barrels in 1889 to 45,822,672 barrels in 1890.
The production of Pennsylvania and New York increased from 21,487,435 barrels to 28,458,208 barrels. This increased production was
chiefly in what is known as the Southwest district, including Allegheny, Washington, Beaver and Greene counties. The JYicDonald pro.
duction had not yet begun in1890.
The production of Ohio increased from 12,471,466 barrels to 16,124,65G barrels in 1890. Thrsincrease was in both the Lima and Macksburg
districts.
The production of West Virginia decreased slightly. Indiana ve.1·y
nearly doubled its production. There was a slight increase in both
Coloi'ado and California, while the other States about maintained t heir
position.
287
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Character and composition of American petTolcum.-While the petroleum from different wells in the same district usually differs but little in
character, there is a marked variation in many cases in the oils from
different districts. The most notable distinction is in the solid constituents of the oil. The "basis" of all the petroleums in the United
States, except a portion of those found in the southern part of California,
is paraffin; of those of southern California, in most cases, asphalt.
In most of the oils a varying quantity of the lighter hydrocarbons,
known in a general way as naphtha, is found. In others these lighter
products are almost entirely wanting, or at least in refining an of the
distillate is sold as illuminating oil. The composition of certain oils is
also such that a large amount of lubricating oil, or heavy oils adapted
to lubricating, is produced. For example, the Kansas and Texas oils
are natural lubricating oils and can be used without any preparation
except straining to remove any grit, while other so-called natural lubricating oils have to be prepared by a process of distillation, the various
grades of density being used for various kinds of lubrication.
It may be sai<l in a general way that the products of petroleum are
naphthas or the lighter hydrocarbons, illuminating oils, heavy oils or
lubricants, residuum, paraffin or asphalt, and water.
Regarding the oils of western Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia and the J\facksburg district of Ohio, which are chiefly used for
the production of illuminating oil, it may be said that the petroleums
of these districts as they come from the ground are clear, semitransparent oils, generally of an amber color, but varying somewhat in this
regard with their density. When allowed to stand, however, a thick
emulsion. reported iu the tables of stocks, as "B.S." or sediment, separates itself from the oil. Th~ amount of this sediment varies greatly,
the longer the oil is a.Uowed to stand the greater being the proportion
of" B. S.," and the less the proportion of the lighter hydrocarbons. It
is for this reason that fresh oil, or oil just produced, commands a premium over old oil, or that which had been allowed to stand in tanks,
its yield of the lighter hydrocarbons, and of the better grades of illuminating oil, being greater when fresh than after having been stond.
The percentages of the products of fresh oil in refining will depend
largely upon the methods of refining. This can be carried on so as to
make the product of heavy oils almost nothing. From a refinery in
western Pennsylvania the following statement as the result of theil' operations for two years has been received:
Percentage of prod nets from Peunsylt·ania petroleum.
Products.

Per cent.

Naphthas .. ____ .. ___ ---· ____________ ---- _________ .·---·1

10.34

18

f}~~~~ ~j~~~~-~~ . _:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Resitl'uum ----------------------·-------·---------------

Per cent.

2. 00

t~~-~~
4.05

10.89
2. 00

t~!-~~
2.86

·water anu loss- - - -- - - --- ---- -- - -. - - -- - -.- - - -- - - -- -- -- -- - 5. 00 to 8. 00 5. 00 to 8. 00

..
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But little Lima or, better, Trenton limeston'e oil produced in western
Ohio and eastern central Indiana had been refi.ned in a commercial way
prior to 1880. The chief obstacle to this use of the oil was the difficulty
of removing the sulph1J.r compounds present in it and the small percentage of illuminating oil which could be produced from the crude.
A.t least two refineries succeeded in overcoming the difficulties in the
way of the sulphur compounds during 1889, and American Trenton
limestone oil became a factor in the market to some extent and promises
to be a much more important one in the future. The actual facts, however, as to the yield of different products from this oil have been very
difficult to obtain. In a general way it may be said to yield a comparatively large percentage of the lighter products and a small percentage
of illuminating oil. In general conversation it is customary to assume
a yield of 22 per cent. in illuminating oils and 15 per cent. of naphtha.
In a recent number of the Journal of the American Chemical Society
appeared an analysis of Lima petroleum, made in the laboratory, however, which shows a yield as follows:
P1·oducts j1·om Lima, Ohio, pet1·oleum.
Per cent.

~~~:; ~N~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Solid residuum ................................ ·-···· ................. .

16
68
6
10

TotaL .•.....•..•••.••.••.......................•.................

100

Naphtha, at 70° Baume ....•

0

......... .

.............................

o o.

These results are never reached in actual practice. Another sample
of Lima petroleum gave the following results:
Products front Lima, Ohio, petroleum.
Per cent.

Distillate at 59° Baume. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Distillate at 75° l~amue................................................
Distillate at 39° n a ume................................. . ..............
Distillate at 3fi.5° Baume................................. . ............
Distillate at 36° n aume............ . ...................................
Residuum . .............._..............................................
Water.................................................................

13. 15
35. 11
7. 93
13. 40
lR. 60
9.65
0. 7<1

Total. .................. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

99. 14

The foregoing would indicate a production of oils approximately as
follows:
P1·oducts j1·om Lima., Ohio, p etroleum.
Per cent.
Naphtha and burning oil..............................................
Heavy oils . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .
Residuum.............................................................
Water . ................................................................
Sulphur, first determination...........................................

56.80
32. 00
9.60
0. 70
0. 63

~~l~t;:~;_r::~,::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~I
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The petroleum from the Florence oil fields in Colorado seems to be
lacking in the lighter hydrocarbons or naphthas, or at least in refining
it all of the distillate is sold as illuminating oil, the whole product of
refining being divided only into two classes, illuminating oil and residuum. It yields in refining from 34 to 44 per ceHt. of this illuminating
oil of abont 1250 fire test. This oil contains no "B. S."
As has already been pointed out, most of the oil of southern California
differs from that of all otller sections of the country in having a,sphaltum as its base instead of p£ raffin. The oils from the different fields of
t.his section also differ greatly in their cl1aracter, some being practically
liquid bitumens, yielding a very small amount of illuminating oils on
disti1lation, while otlters have less asphaltum, producing larger percentages of illuminating oil. Here, also, the results of distillation are
only two, one illuminating oil, of which about 35 per cent. is produced
from the crude charge, the other residuum, which is sold for fuel.
The approximate classification of the distillates of California oil, as
given by Mr. Durand Woodman in the Journal of the American Chemical Society, is as follows:
P1·oducts from California peh·olenm.
Per cent.
Naptba under 0.73 specific gra-dty ·----------········-------·------Illnminatiug oils.--------------------------------·--------------···-

10
40

~~~~\~~~~~!~~~ :~i;;::::::::: ~ -::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

+

±I

i~. ~

I~~~~;;;~·::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: No,~~"ofip;'
TOTAL PRODUCTION OF CllUDE

PT~TROLEUM

IN TilE UNITED STATES.

In the following table will be found a statement of the total production of crude petroleum of all grades in the United States in 1889 and
1890. It should be stated here, once for all, that tbe statistics and
much of the text concerning the year 1889 are taken fi.'orn the report
made by the writer to the Eleventh Census:
.Production of pet?·oleum in the United States i-n 1889 and 1890.
States.

188!J.

1890.

Pennsylvania and New York .........•.. -..........

Ban-els. (a)
21, 487, 4:.!5

Ban·els. (a)
28, 458, 208

~~~t ·vi~gi~i~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ·_ ~: ~::: ~::::::::::: ~ ~ ~::: ~:

8~l?r~~~~~-:::: ::: ~::: ::::::: :::: ~ ~: :::: ~:: :: ~:::::::

1

~. ~1!: f~~
316, 476

16
'

l~~: ~~~
368, 842

!~b~uF:.~-~-.n~:--uy:y~y] __·~ :~!l ,=·-'1:~
Toi.aL ..............•

---···-·-··············--1
a42 gallons.

35,163,5131

45,822,672
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In this table the production of Pennsylvania and New York is united.
The Bradford (Pennsylvania) field extends into Cattaraugus county,
New York~ and is so closely connected with the .Allegany county (New
York) field as to cause them to be regarded as one in most reports. It
will probably be approximately correct to estimate that 26.5 per cent.
of this was produced in New York, 8.5 per cent. being fTom Cattaraugus
county, and 18 per cent. from .Allegany county; this would make the
production in 1889 of New York 1,896,966 barrels, and of the Pennsylvania portion of this district 5,201,397 barrels. The production of Cattaraugus county, New York, assuming this estimate to be correct, was
608,461 barrels, and of .Allegany county, New York, 1,288,505 barrels.
In the following table will be found consolidated the statistics of the
production of petroleum in the United States from the beginning of
operations in these fields, so far as the same could be ascertained:
Prod·uct of crude pet1·oleum -in the United

St~ttes

j1·om 1859 to 1890. (a)

[Barrels of 42 gallons.]

-~ G<~.
I>

PennsylYears. vania and
New York.

1859..
1860..
1861 .
1862..
1863..
1864..

•

.S

~

-+=>

·~

iB .....

~bll

0
~

'd
0

8

-~S

i:i~

~"d oo~

ctS

;a

<D

.....

~

~

.

"'

<::>

E >'<
>'< ="'
~ ~

~

·c;

~

~

•
"'
~
>'<

•

gj
~

~-~d
0

~

~ ~ ~

Total
United
States.

2,000.~==~~====~t..

2,000
500, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500,000
2, 113, 609 . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. . 2, 113,609
3, 056,690 .................................................................... b 3,056,690
2, 611,309. ......... .......... ......... ... . .. ... ..... . ........ ..... ..... ... ... 2,611,309
2, 116,109.. ... ..... ... .. .. .. . . .. .... . . .. . . .. .. . ... . . . . .. ... .. .. . .. . .. .. ... .. . 2,116,109

i~~L 5:~~+:+~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::-::: ::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::: ::: ~:~~~:+~~

!Ii ~ li:i:!!i: ~: ~: : : :: : : ;: : : :;: :~ : : : : ;: : : : ;: : ;::::1: ::: ::; :;: .1:~:11
1R75..
1876. .
] 877..
1878 ..
1879 ..
1880 ..
1881..
1882..
1883 ..
1884 ..
1885 ..
1R86..
1887..
1888 ..
1880 ..
189o..

R, 787,514 d200,000 d3,000, 000 ......... d
8, 968, 906
31' 763
120, 000 .. . .. . .. .
13, 135, 475
29, 8R8
172, 000 .. . . . .. . .
15,163,462
38,179
180,000 .........
19,685,176
29,112
180,000.........
26,027,631
38,940
179,000 .........
27,376,5091
33,867
151,000 .........
30, 053, ?OO
39,761
128, 000 .. • .. .. ..
23,128, H89
47, 632
126, ooo.........
23,772,209
90,081
90,000 .... .....
20,776, on
650, ooo
91, ooo... ... .. .
25,798,000 1 1, 782,970
102,000.........
22, <156, 1931 5, 018, 015
145, 000
76, 295
16,488,66810,010, 8G8
119,448 297,612
21,487,43512,471,466
5!4,1131 316,476
28,458, 20s 16, 124, 656
492, 578 368, 8!21

175,000 ................... •........... cl2,J62,514
12, 000 ................... '.. .. . .. . . .. fl, 132,669
13, coo ................... I..... .. . . . . 13, il50, 363
15,227 ................... ' ........... 15,3!16,868
19,85S,................... 1. . . . . . . . . . . 19,914,146
40,55:l :................... ' ........... 20,:.:!86,123
99,862 .............. -----~----- ...... . 27,661,238
128, 6~G ...... el60, 933 ................ e30,510,830
142, 8<>7......
4, 755 .... ,........... 23,440,633
2fi2, 000 ......
4,148 ..... 1. . . . . . . . . . . 24,218,438
325, ooo......
5, 161. .... 1. . . . . . . . . . . 21,847,205
37'7, 145.. ....
4, 726 ................ 28,064,841
678. 572 .. .. ..
4, 701
28,278,866
690,333 . . . . . .
5, 006 ................ 27,612,025
303,22033,:-175, 5.4001,46011 500 48 20: 3~.163,513
307, 360I63, 496
6, ooo, ..... :1. 2oo; 54,2781 45,822,672
1

.....

.. .. •

.. •

.. •

1

I

Total 896,746, 754146, 637, 19815,820, 13911, 059, 225 3, 590, 622!96, 8711 201, 013 1, 460\700 102 298 454,155,382
I
I
I
I I I
1

a Some oil was prouuced in other States, but no record has been secured otlwr than that cont.ain8i
in 1:oto b.
b [n additicn to t.!1is ::tmouut, it is estimated that for want of a market some 10,000,000 barrels ran
to W'lHte in and prior to 1862 from the Pennsylvania fields; also a large amount from \Vest Virginia

and Tenness<'e.
c Including ?.11 production prior to 1876 in Ollio, West Virginia, and California.
dinclnc1es nll production prior to 1876.
e This includes all the pe1roleum produced in Kentucky and Tennessee prior to 1883.
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ANJJ VALUE OF CRUDE PETROLEmi IN TilE UNJTlm STATES IN lSSV, ACCORDING TO USES.

In the following table are shown, by States, the production, tot:1l
value, and value per barrel of the petroleum produced in fue United
Statel3 in 188!:> according to nse:3, as compiled for tlJe Ceusm; 0 iliee:
Proclnction, value, etc., of crude petrolemn in 1889, by Slates.
Tilnminat.ing.

States.

AYl'l'<l,!!;C

Value.

PruLludiou.

J•er
barrel.

Ban·clss.

Penn>~ylnmia,

anrl New York. 2L :lW~, 1f>9 $23,225, 4f>3
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
317, o:n
il-10. G:s:;

&ur:~;a~~r-~i~i-~::::::::::::::::

~i~: ~i~

!J;l. 08~
1. 07~

g~~: ~i~

~: ~~t

Va.Ine.

Production.

.. Avcrnge
per
barrel.

Ba1·rels.
94,276
1, 240

$24!1, 710
10, :l:J.~

$2. filA

:s. :;:n

----- ~~: ~~~- ----- ~~·- ~;~:- ---. ~-- ~ ~~.

California.....................
07,264
12J.6R4
1.25§ ................................. .
Indiana . ............................ ............................................................. .
Kentucky . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ..
5, 400
5, 400
L 00 . __ .... __ ..... _...... _........... .
r_ninois. -----------------------------------------------..........
1,460
4,006 I
3.06
Ka,us::ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500
2, 500
5. CO
Texas ................................................. ---------48
340
7.08]
Missouri...................... . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .
20
40
2. 00

I

Total .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 22, 6-HJ, 817121, 5li9, J 00

L

08~

I

121,1461

Fuel.
States.

I
Value.

!Production.

325, 9271

Tota,l.
per
IA'"""""
IProduction.
bar-rel.

Value.

.
·
I Barrels.
Banels.
Pennsyh-ama a,ncl New YOJ k ................... -- .............. 21.487,43,3 $23, 475, 163
Ohio ... .---:·:................. 12, 153, 189 $1, 822, !l78
$0. 15
12. 471, 4fi6
West Vu·gm1a................ ............ ............ ..........
544.113
Colorado ......... -- .... --..... . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .
316,476
California.....................
205,056
234, 36!
1. lilt
303, 220
Indiana............ . ..........
33, 375
10, 881
0. 32&
33, 375
Kentucky .................... ------------------------..........
5,400
Illiuois ....................... ............ ............ ..........
1,460

!f::::~.

::: ::: :::::: ::::: ::: :::I::::: :::: ::: ::::: :: :: :: : ::::::: :::

Missouri. ..................... :------- ·-----......................
Total .............. , .. -- 1 12, 392, 520

I

2, 068, 223

2. 69

I

0. 16!

5~~
20

I 35, 163, 513

2, 173, Qf15
653.827
28:l, 210
il56, 048
10, 881
5,400
4,906

2,

~~~

40

Average
per
bnrrel.

$1. 09l
0.17~

1.20k
0. 88!
1. 17ft
0. 32ft
1.00
3.36

~: ~~~

2.00

26, 063, 340 ,-0-.76~ ,.

It should be said, in explanation of the preceding table, that the
classification is according to uses for which the oil was intended. That
classified as illuminating oil includes that production usually sold and
delivered to refineries for making into illuminating oil, bnt iu connection with this manufacture there is a certain amount. of lighter products,
such as benzine, as well a§', when it is so desired, a certain amount of
lnbricat.ingoil, and also of residuum, which may be used as fuel. Under
the head of" Fuel" is included the production from those districts the
oil of which is used chiefly for fuel purposes, though a small portion of
this oil was used in 1889 for the manufacture of il1nmi11ating oil, and
much larger amounts since. Under the head of "Lubricating" are
included only what are known as the natural lubricating oils, which are
used only as lubricators, either without any preparation or with sligllt
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refining. From this table it will be noticed that the total production
of what is classed as illuminating oil in the United States in 1889 was
22,649,847 barrels, valued at $~-!, 5'~0 ,190, an average value of $1.081- per
barrel. 'l'he product of lubrica,t.i11 g oil was 121,146 barrelR, valued at
$325,927, or $2.69 per barrel. The production of what is classed as fuel
oil was 12,392,520 barrels, valued at $ ~,068,223, .or 16~ cents per barrel.
vYith the exception of 205,956 barrel ~ produced in California, all of tl1e
fuel oils, so called, produced in the United States were from the Trenton
limestone oil fields in Ohio and Indiana. The total production of all
grades of oil jn the United States was 35,H33,513 barrels, valued a,t
$26,963,340, or 76~ cents per barrel.
!i!TOCKS OF CRUDE PETROLEUM,

The stocks of crude petroleum held in tanks at the wells in the United
States on December 31, 1888 and 188!), as well as tbe total production
for December, 1888, and December, 1889, are given in the following
table. In the States other than Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia
these stocks at the wells repreRent all the stocks of crude petroleum
held by producers or for them. In Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia to these stocks at the wells should be added the stocks held by
the pipe-line companies. Even this total will not represent the amount
of crude petroleum in the country, but only that held by the producer
or the party who has purchased the oil from him which is still carried
in the tanks of the pipe-line companies. The crude petroleum held by
the i·efiners is not included in the statement.
The table of stocks on hand December 31, 1888 and 1889, is as follows:
P1·oduction and well stocks of C1'1tde pet1·olewnt in 1888 an£l1SS9, by States.
1888.
States.

Production, December.

Barrels.

1889.

cent.
Stock on Poferstock
hand at
at
wells,
w ells D ecember 31. production.

Bar1·els.

Production, December.

Barrels.

Pennsylvania and New York. 1, 582,741
339, 187
21.43
Ohio .......................... 1,070,746
81,224
7.59
West Virginia................
19, 060
6, 104
32. 03
Colorado ......................
25,769
13,092
50.81
California .. .. .. . . . . • . . .. . . . . .
28, 671
7, 547
26. 32
Indiana....................... . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. ..
Kentucky......................................................
Illinois.......................
a120
110
91. 67
Kan~as .......................
a 42 J
100
238.10

cent.
Stock on Per
of s tock
hand at
at
wells,
wells Deceruber 31. pro<luction.

Barrels.

2, 055, 24.7
423,336
20. 60
971,538
470,125
48.39
81, 453
6, 835
8. 39
34,570
51,0:1-t
147.63
25, 737
3, 440
13. 37
a 2, 730
12, 2GO
448. 72
a4.50 .......... .. ......... .
a120
100
83. 33
a42
100
238.10

l:'r~~:~u~·i:::::::::::::::::::::: __ ~i ~~ ---~~~:~.~- __ ~~ . ~---~~- --~~~~~:~~Total. ..................

2,727,154 1

447,370

16.40

I 3,171,8931

967,2681

30.49

a.A.verage per month for the year.

From tbis table it appears tl1at out of a total production in tbe United
States of 2, 727,154 barrels in December, 1888, 447,370 barrels, or 16.40
per cent. was carried in stock at the wells on December 31, 18881 while
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of a production of 3,171,893 barrels in December, 1889, 967,268 barrels,
or 30.49 per cent. waR carried in stock at the wells. It will be noted
that at the close of December, 1888, stocks carried at the wells of Pennsylvania amounted to 21.43 per cent. of the total production, and at the
close of December, 1889,423,336 barrels, or 20.60 per cent. was carried in
stock at the wells. In Ohio but 7.59 per cent. of the production of December, 1888, was carried at the wells at the close of that month, while
48.39 per cent. of the production of December, 1889, was so carried.
The other figures are of but little importance.
The stock of crude petroleum carried by the pipe lines in Pennsylvania and New York at the close of December, 1888, was 18,995,814
barrels. On December 31,1889, this had decreased to 11,562,593 barrels.
The stock held by the pipe lines in Ohio at the close of December, 1888,
was 10,161,842 barrels. At the close of December, 1889, this bad increased to 14,415,997 barrels, making a total stock held by the pipe
lines at the close of December, 1888, of 29,157,656 barrels, and at the
close of December, 1889, of 25,978,590 barrels. Adding these amounts
to the stocks carried at the wells, there would be a total of 29,605,026
barrels in stock December 31, 1888, and 26,945,858 barrels on December
31, 1889.
CENSUS STA'I'IS'fiCS OF WAGES.

Concerning the different rates of wages paid foremen, pumpers or
engineers, and drillers, shown in the various tables of classified ·wages
that will appear through this report, it should be noted that a pumper
or engineer may operate a number of wells and the lowest rate given
may be for one well and highest rate for a group of wells. A similar
remark will apply to the wages of foremen.
The statistics of labor and wages in the production of crude petroleum
in the United States in 1889, by States, are as follows:
Total nurnbm· of mnployes and nurnbm· of each class and 'Wages paid.
Foremen.

Number
States.
Pennsylvania and New York
Ohio.: .................•...
West Virginia .. _...•......
Colorado ....• - . -.•.........
Califurnia ................. .
Indiana ................... .
Kentucky .•...•............
lllinois .• _.. _•.............
Kansas ................... .
Missouri.._ ............. __ .
Total ............... .

of

employes.

Total wages.
Numbcr. l

19,832
2,123
339
90
95
34
14
1
10
1

$7,423, 781
836,377
160, 974
34,6:32
75, 056
6, 080
3, 050
600
6, 000
350

22,539

8, 5-!6, 900

1, 230
94
17
5
5
1
2

Wages.
$744,674
71,613
14,520
4, 950
8, 000
1, 200
1, 248

............... ........................

Mechanics.
Number.
10,049
724
213
56
25
7
8

Wages.
$3,742,416
235,607
108,298
19,138
18,147
725
660

. ........................

2
1, 000
---------- ........................... ................
.....................
------------- - ------ ---------

..................
1, 354

846,205

11,084

4, 125,991
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Total nurnber of employes and mtrnber of each class and wages paid-Continued.
Office force.
Boys under 16. ! - - - - - - - - ; - - - - - - !
Males.
Females.

Laborers.
States.

1---c--· ~--1-----,--------

~~~-

-------;---- - - - - -

~~~-

~~~- "\~ages.

NumWages.
Wages.
Wages.
ber.
1----------1---1-----1----------------Penns_ylvania anclNew York 8, 256
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 282
WC e srtaVd irg_·_in
__ia_.-.·.·-·.· .· .· _· .· ..._._ .·
107
0 10
0
28
California..................
6~
Indiana . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25

$2,748,453
509, 421
36, 75G
8, 744
46, 284
4, 105

~~!.;:::::::_:_:_:_:_:~::::::: ~
•rotal . . .. . • . • . • . . . . . . 9, 772

156
...... .
.... .. .
...... .
... . . . .
.......

$53, 193
..........
..........
. . •. . . . . . .
..........
. . . . . . . . •.

::!!! (:~: :: :~::::
3, 358, 355

I

156

53, 193

134
23
2
1
3
1

$133, 741
19, 736
1, 400
1, 800
2, 625
50

166

101, 852

$1, 30-!
................ .
...... ___ ....... .
....... - ... -.... .
................ .
............... ..

.> .: ; ,; : : r:: ·: :
7

I

1, 304
1

Totaltvages paid anclwages paicl fm· the several classes of work.
Wages paid inStates.

Total.

BuilJing
rigs.

Drilling
wells.

Operating

car~~o~ for
"'
wells.

1

Tor- Building r;~ iN~~-g
pedoing an~ i~e~ pairing Office.
wells
pmr 0 .0
])ipe
· Lankaoe.
lines.

1-------1-------·1----]~---]---

Pennsylvania and
New York ...... $7,423,781
Olno . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
836, 377
West Virginia....
160, 974
UoloraJo..........
3-!, G32
California . . . . . . . .
75, 056
Indiana...........
6, 080

)

---------

$478,214 $2,780, 795 $3,773,189 $105, 626 $110,268 $40,694 $t35, 045
i:lU, 254
17 4, 299
595, 51 8
3, 728
9, 4-W
:l, 402
19, 736
19, 869
82, 31.2
55, !l03
30
1, 460 .. . .. .. ..
1, 400
2, 703
8, 099
21, 494 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
536
1, 800
3,195
20, 131
49, OG5
50 . . . . . . . . .
2, 625
125
600
5, 305 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
50

:::::::::

~~~~!t~:~::::::: ::~~g ····--~~~·1:::::~:~~~: ~J~~
:::::i~~,: :::::i&&: :::~.:~66:
Misso~:i:~;:::::::l-8-,-54-6-,:-:-~-~-----~~-~-:-~-~-;·~ ;, ;~:;;;· i 4, 505,:: :;~, ;;; ;;,: ;;; ;;,;;; ;~;:;;;·~
PENNSYLVANIA.

Owing to their intimate connection in a commercial way, it is almost
impossible to make an exact separation between the oil produced in
New York and Pennsylvania. The basis of all information regarding
the production of oil in Pennsylvania and New York is the pipe-line
report, and in these reports of the Bradford district no distinction is
made between the oil produced in Pennsylvania and that in New York,
the Bradford district including portions of l\fcKean county, Pennsylvania, and Cattaraugus connty, New York. The returns from the
northern field, as it is called, include not only the Bradford district,
and, consequently, the production of the wel1s in Cattaraugus county,
' New York, but also of the wells of Allegany county, in the same State.
An attempt has been made to separate the oil produced in New York
from that in Pennsylvania, but at best the result must be regarded
only as an approximation. In this report Pennsylvania is divided into
eleven districts~ as follows: (1) The Bradford district~ (2) Forest county,
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(3) Warren county, (4) Butler, Clarion, and Elk counties, etc., (5) Tidioute and Titusville, (6) Allegheny (Pennsylvania) county, (7) Beaver
county, (8) Washington county, (9) Greene county, (10) the Franklin
lubricating-oil district, and (11) Smith's Ferry district. These may be
classified in a general way into the Bradford, Middle Lower and Washington or Southwestern districts.
The Bradford district lies chiefly in Pennsylvania, in McKean county,
but the main field extends some 5 or 6 miles into New York. An outlying basin of oil rock, which properly belongs to the Bradford basin,
is situated for the greater part in Carrollton township, Cattaraugus
county, New York. This field also includes the small OLltlying district
of Kinzua, which lies southwest from the main district and contains
large and long-lived wells, and the Windfall Run field, lying in Pennsylvania, near Eldred, which has only small wells. The sand from which
the oil in the Allegany (New York) and Bradford districts is obtained
is a gray, black, dark brown, or chocolate brown sand of about the
coarseness of the ordinary beach sand of the New Jersey coast. The
oil obtained is dark amber green, and occasionally black. Its gravity
is generally slightly greater than that of the oil usually obtained from
the Venango and Butler districts. ·
The Middle field, the Warren and Forest, is located in the counties
from which it takes its name. It includes such pools as Cherry Grove,
Balltown and Cooper, Stoneham, Clarendon, Tiona, Kane, Grand Valley, and others in these two counties. The oil in this district comes
from sands of varying geological horizons, having somewhat the general appearance of the Bradford and Allegany sand, but frequently
coarser grained. The late Dr. Ashburner was of the opinion that the
Allegany (New York), Bradford, Warren, and Forest district oil sands
were of the Chemung (Devonian) age. The oils from the several '\Varren and Forest pools differ very greatly in color and gravity, but they
are generally spoken of as amber oils.
The Lower field begins with a few pools in the southwestern corner of
Warren county and the western end of Forest county and embraces all
the oil-producing territory southward, including the field8 of Venango,
Clarion, and Butler counties, the field on the Ohio river in Beaver
county, and the fields in Lawrence county. The oil of the Venango.
subdivision of the Lower district is obtained from three principal sand
beds, known, respectively, as the :first, second, and third oil sands, contained within an interval of about 350 feet. These sands are believed to
be1ong to the Catskill (Devonian) formation. These sands were the
first discovered in Pennsylvania, and drillers from this field operating in
other districts designated the sands which were found in the new districts
as the first, second, and third sands, irrespective of thejr geological
position. The Venango sands generally consist of white, gray, or yellow
pebble rock. The oils vary, though generally they are green in color1
sometimes black, and in a few instances amber. The gravity varies
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from 300 to 51o, 480 being about the average of the oil obtained from
the third sand, which is the greatest producer. The Butler subdivision
of the Lower district includes oil pools in Butler, Clarion, southeastern
Venango, aud Armstrong counties. The character of the sands and
oils ar~ very much the same as the Venango district. The Beaver snbdi vision of the Lower district includes chiefly the Slippery Rock and
Smith's Ferry fields. In both of these pools heavy oil is obtained from
the representative of the Pottsviile conglomerate and amber oil from the
Berea grit, in the sub-Carboniferous series.
The vV ashington or South western district includes the wells in
Allegheny, Washington, and Greene counties, in south western Pennsylvania. The general character of the sands and oil is similar to that
of the Lower district.
Prod'uction in Pennsylvania and Nerzo Yorlc.-In the table below is
given the actual production of crude petroleum in th~ States of Pennsylvania and New York in 1889, by months and districts. The total
production for these States was 21,487,435 barrels in 1889, and 28,458,208
barrels in 1890. These totals differ somewhat from the totals of the
pipe-line runs, which are the receipts from the wells by the pipe lines
as published from mouth to month. These runs include all the production of Pennsylvania and New York ~:mel a portion of the production of
West Virginia. After making due allowance for the West Virginia
runs, the totals as given in the tab1e of production and the pipe-line
totals do not differ greatly. In fhct, so far as it can be a,scertained, the
pipe-line runs in 1889 approximated very closely to the actual production.
·
The proclnction of crude petroleum in Pennsylvania and New York in
1889, by districts and months, is as follows:
Production of crncle pet1·oleu,nt in Pennsylvania and New Yo1'k in 1889, by d'i st,ricts and
months.
[Barrels of 42 gallons.]
Dist r icts.
Bradford <listri ct , l'ennsylv:mi aa ndNcw York,
anu Allegany county,
N ew Y ork- -- ·-----·---·
Forest county··-· · -- .. -· \Yan ·en eom:t.v-------·-·Bnt! er ami Clarion COUll ti es, •1tc . ... .. _... _.. __. _
Tidioute ancl 'l'itnsville __
Alleghen y co:m ty . --- ....
Beaver county._.--- . --.-\Vashington couuty . --.-Greene connty . .... __ .. _..
Franklin ui:;tri ct-------,.
Smith's Ferry cli~trict (a)_
PennsylYania and
New York--- .. ···-

.Tan.

Feb .

Mar.

Apr.

603, 916
19, 537
174,437

490,878
16, 737
162, 8-L4

607,804
21, 689
190, 188

548, 903
19, 393
201, 159

595,371
23,699
209,474

614,286
22,647
202,385

4J2, 733
66,569
20,495
27, 361
18-3, 516
24,707
5, 088
2, 417

352,432
61, 135
22, 599
23, 2;30
171, 165
23, 873
5,172
2, 417

405 , 950
70, 321
28, 996
28, 159
24,4, 47-i
22, 383
6, 280
2, 417

406,797
67,122
32, 625
28, 092
301, 799
21 , 806
5, 790
2, 417

432, 769
83,560
50, 598
45,796
349, 192
23, 527
5, 373
2,417

413,407
72,476
55,214
41, 071
357, 033
2J, 792
5, 757
2, 417

1, 542,806

1, 332,482

1, 628,661

1, 635,933

1, 821,776

1, 811,485

May.

.Tune.

a. Smitll's Ferry production, ' IVhicb was very regular, is averaged at 2,416.67 barrels per month.
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Production of c1-,.,Je pet?·oleunt in Pennsylvania and New Yorlc,

etc.~Continued.

[Barrels of 42 gallons.]
I

I

Districts.

July.

Bradford district, PennsylvaniaandNewYork,
and Allegany county,
New York ..••..........
Forest county ............
\V :ll'ren conn ty ...........
nutler and Clarion COUll·
ties, etc .................
Tidioute and Titusville ..
Allegheny county ........
Beaver county ............
W ashiugton county ......
Greene county .......•.•..
Franklin district .........
Smith's ]'erry district (a) .

Dec.
Total.
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----

638,763
23, 673
211, GOO

628,792
22,336
201,766

586,686
21,823
191,843

618,286
22,432
206,944

598, fl52
2:!, 132
195, 290

625,696
21, !l:i7
199,504

7, 158, 363
258,955
2, 3±7,4il4

451,064
77,392
56,529
51, G75
401,325
33,819
5, 911
2, 417

490,873
75,4-50
54-, 387
49, 354
397, 093
36, 767
4, 992
2,417

475,925
68,728
<19, 942
49,545
376,007
:J8, 768
5, 927
2, 416

502, 541
7H, 365
50,086
57, 670
363,830
42,719
4, 880
2, 416

48J, 772
80, 920
49, GOG
78, 007
351, 50!)
44, 176
5, 091
2, 416

53!J, ] ,10
R3, 081
61,015
122,776
349,202
55, 545
5, 015
2,4-16

5, 358, 403
885,119
541,093
602,736
3, 8±8, 145
:l92, 912
65, ~76
20, 000

1

---- - - - - - - - - - - - - -----

and -- ~-New York ........ 1, 954, 168 1, 964, 227 1, 867, 610 1, 959, 169 1, 913,871 2, 055,247 21, 487,4-35

l~ennsylvania

a Smit.h's Ferry production, which was very regular, is averaged at 2,416.67 barrels per month.

The total production of crude petroleum in the Pennsylvania and New
York oil fields from 1871 to 1889, by months and years, is as follows:
Total p1·oduct of cntde peb·oleum in the Pennsylvania and New York oil fields from 1871
to 1890, by rnonths and yea1's.
[Barrels.]
Years.

Jan.

Ft•b.

Mar.

Apr.

May.

lfl71 ... -.- ..•••••.••.
1872. ···••• ···•••· •. 1873.----- ...........
187J .................
1:-575-.--------- .. -.-1876 .. -- ..•...•••... 11377 ... -- ••.. - •• - .• -.
1878 ....••• - --------1879- - -- . - -- -- ... - ...
1880- - . - - .. - ..... - •• 1881 ....... -·- ... ---1882- . - .......... - -. 1883 ..... -· ······- .. 1884. - .. - .• - .. - .. - .. 1885. - .. - .. - -- ... - .. 188G .......... .......
1887.---- .. ·····--.-.
1888- -- ... -- ..... - - - 1889 ............... -1890.- ...• - ..... --.--

418,407
583, 575
632, 617
1, 167, 24il
852, 159
'H2, 225
8-!2,8!)0
1, 20J, 296
1, 369, 921
1, 904, 113
2, 24~. 090
2, ;)53, 551
1, 9-!8, 319
1, 825,838
1, 652, J7G
1, 748, !)58
1, 990,851
1, 155, 937
1, 5-12,806
2, 108,24.8

372,568
4li2, 985
60S, aoo
805, 492
719. 824
Gfi8. 885
78:J, 216
1, 094,856
1, 261, 935
1, 870. 008
1,913, 128
2, 131, 332
1, 756,188
1, 880, G50
1, 437, 884
1, 604,848
1, 827,924
1, 290,718
1, 332,482
2, 05{>, 424

4-00,334
461,590
665, 291
88:3, 4:l8
789,539
718, 177
901,697
1, 208, 380
1, 499, 315
2, 015,992
2, 274,532
2, 482, 170
1, 830, 67±
2, 052, 262
1, 638, 133
1, 928,448
2, 007,196
1, 3:!8. 877
1, 628,661
2, 313, 189

385, 980
462, O!lO
641,520
778, 7~0
675, OGO
701,490
972,810
1, ]95, 8~l0
1, 530,450
2, 015,700
2, 205,780
2, 402,790
1, 81G, 530
2, 065,860
1, 780,290
1, 938,360
1, 960,860
1, 3~9, 403
1, 635, 9:J;J
2, 328,870

408,797
537, 106
776, 36J
895, 745
606.508
735,351
J, 127,594
1, 264, 862
1, 644,922
2, 228,931
2, 393,293
2, 486, 572
1, 962,052
2, 381,854
1, 771, 371
2, 178,773

Aug.

Years.
1871. ............... 1872.-.- ... - .... - .•. 1873 .................
1874 .................
1875.-------- ... -.--1876 .................
1877 .•.••.• ······---.
1878 .....•. ·····-- •••
1879- - ..... - ..... - ...
1880 .................
1881.- .••• --.- ••••••.
1882 .................
1883 .................
1884 .................
1885.- ...... -.- .. - ...
1886 .................
1887.-- .... -.- ...... 1888- .. - .. - .. ----- •• 1889 .................
1890 .................

462,582
549,909
936, 138
931, 519
718,766
782, 223
1, 273, 759
1, 341,928
1, 892,302
2, 341,027
2, 331,727
3, 104,495
1, 879,437
2, 099,165
1, 705,961
2, 413,206
1, 848,877
1, 382, 077
1, 964,227
2, 514, 968

Sept.
461,940
500,430
954,270
840,630
698, 9JO
780, 600
1, 214, 910
1, 315,710
1, 856, 700
2, 346, 300
2, 193,420
2, 620,380
1, 913,370
1, 948,260
1, 712,790
2, 418,540
1, 779,930
1, 273,080
1, 867, G10
2, 584, 9J9

Oct.
485,243
442,432
942,493
919, 7il9
731, 073
809, 1G2
1, 269,326
1, 369,797
1, 836, 378
2, 385, 6i.l6
2, 323, 171
2, 297,658
2, 076,659
1, 961,866
1, 874, 105
2, 408,111
1, 843, 291
1, 354, 518
1, 959, 169
2, 750, 698

I

June.
410,340
491, 130
79'3, 470
02], 750
696, 210
723, 600
1, 130,790
1, 217,250
], 675,650
2, 158,440
2, :J77, 860
2, 8;!5, 940
1, 977,900
1, 832, 190
1, 767, 210
2, 335,380

1, ""· 51711, 912, 860
1, 473, 362
1, 821, 776
2, 378, 382

Nov.
464,610
638,610
991,470
861, 000
700, 200
786, 480
1, 17il, 420
1, 348,950
1, 710,480
2, 274,420
2, 266, 830
2, 192, 940
1, 958, 340
1, 811,700
1, 761,660
2, 222,790
1, 125, 450
1, 442,405
1, 913, 871
2, 575, 941

1, 450, 703
1, 811, 485
2, 370, 001

Dec.
477,958
6J5, 575
1, 084,380
858, 142
720,874
787.090
1, 256, 058
1, 318,678
1, 769,356
2, 2:!8, 634
2, 480, 000
1, 897, 510
1. 988, 526
1, 822, 614
1, 898,657
2, 181,625
1, 2RS. fi02
1, 582, 7-11
2, (155. 247
2, G26, 035

July.
4!ifi, 475
517,762
8G7,47:1 '
1, Oilil, 447
788, ilGl
763, G2il
1, 189,005
1, 28:J, 865
1, 637, 767
2, 248,430
2, 372.678
3, 258, 1G2
2, 020, 394
2, 059, 950
1, 775, 80±
2, 418, fl61
1, 899,525
1, 39J, 8.t7
1, 954-, 108
2, 524,206

Total.
5, 205, 234
6, 293, 1!H
9, 893,786
10,926, 9.t5
8, 787, 514
8, 908,906
13, J:J5 , 475
15, lfiJ, 402
19, 683, J 76
26, 027, 631
27, ::J7G, 509
30, 053, 5UO
23, 128, 389
23,772,209
20,776, OH
25. 798. 000
a21, 478, 88Cl
16, 488, 668
21, 487, 4351
b29, 130, 910

I
I

a Not including 877,310 barrels dump oil aml oil shipped by private lines.
b Pipe line runs.
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For some years previous to and including 1887 the total production
as given is simply the total of the pipe-line runs. The statistics in the
early years, as indeed all of the figures up to the close of 1888, are
those publit5hed in Stowell's Petroleum Reporter. As the pipe-line runs
for 1888 and 1889 differ from the totals of production as given in the above
table, and as these runs are of sufficient importance to those interested
in the production of petroleum to become a matter of record, the runs
of these two years are given below.
The runs of the several pipe lines for 1889, as reported from month to
month in Pennsylvania and New York and that portion of West. Virginia tributary to the south western Pennsylv<:tnia field, are as follows,
by ~onths and lines:
Pipe-line runs in Pennsylvania and New Ym·k in 1889, by lines and rnonths.
[Barrels.]

IOct ave.

Miller.

West ern
A tlantic.
- - --

1, 847
2, 034
2,179
2, 079
2. 908
2, 421
2, 719
3,186
3, 863
3, 318
2, (itS
3, 314

16,734
14,56-!
17, 021}
17, 277
16, 4!l7
15,877
17,348
15,399
H,Sl3
H,B62
1-! , OS(;
1-l, 136

llO, 718
105. OGO
142, 150
176, 6!)9
207,896
209, 506
232. 9-!0
277, 1-!3
277,662
263, 834
243.813
25-! : 405

Total .......... 13, U75, 77u 1, 593,939 1 32, 53G

188,113

M unth s .

National.

January .......... 1, 071,087

ire!r~~~-~:::::::::
April .......... . ..
May ............. .
June ............. .
J-uly ..............
August.--- ...... .
D..:ptelllbcr ....... .
Octol.wr . . ..... .. ..
November ..... . ..
DecemlJer .... --- ..

901, 5-!9
1, 102, 158
1, 071, (j(j5
1, ll9, !l20
1, 10-!, 626
1, 181, 200
1, 174. 489
1, 103, 009
1, 185, :J62
1, 11 8, 210
1, 5.2,-191

---

'l'id e
water.
128,904
101, !J62
111,387
S!J, !JOO
12li, 692
133, 160
132, I 06
130, 8:!5
125,908
133, \!65
146, 226
229, 8!)4

Sonthw est.

Franklin.

Total.

5, 00~ ], 513,012
5, 080 ] '307, 652
G, 19J 1, GUS, 755
5, 7041 1, 629, 203
5, ~7 1, 794, 129
5, l'i'il 1' 80-!, 671
5, 825, 1, 915, 6G8
4, 9061 1, 961, 426
5, 841 1, 860, 140
4. 79!i 1, 9li>5 , ~13
5, 00;, 1, 898, U26
4, 9291 2, 499, 158

178,720
174, 397
227, G57
265, 879
314, !J29
333, 410
373, 5:JO
33:-i, 468
329,044
362, 878
3li8. 618
4-JU: 989

1

---

2, 501, 82G 13, 734, 519 1 64, 244121, 790, 953

The total runs by months for 1888 and 188!) are given below. It shonld
be borne in mind, as stated above, that the runs for 188!) include a
portion of the production of West Virginia as wellasallofthe production
of Pennsylvania and New York.
Pipe-line 1·uns in Pennsylvania and New Ym·k in 1888 and 1889, by months.
[Barrels.]
Months.
January..........
February .. . . . . . . .
March . . .. . . . .. . . .
ApriL............
May ..... _....... .
Juue .........•...
July ------ - .. - -- -

1888.

1889.

Months.

1888.

1889.

1, 126, 035

1, 513,012
1, 307, 652
1, 608, 755
1, 62\J, 203
1, 7!:J4, 129
1, 804, 671
1, 945, 668

4-ugnst ...........
c eptmuber. .... ...
OctolJer...........
Nov ember .... . ...
DecemlJer _.. . . . . .

1, 365,992
1, 253, U9
1 311 6J3
1:4Hi:448
1, 550, 902

1,9G1,426
1, 860, HO
1 968 513
1;898:G26
2, 49\1, 15i:l

1, 240, 002
1, 211, 086
1, 320,936
1, 430, 469
1,422,960
1, 370, 080

Total.......... 16, 022, 792

· ------------~------~------~~--------

1

j21.7!i0,953
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Monthly and yeatly

Months.

~-verage

1882.

price of pipe-line cel'tijicates o1· etude petroleum at the well
for the yea1·s 1882 to 1890.
1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

I

1890. i

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

January ........ . $0. 83§
Feurnary ....... .
.s~!
Marel1 .......... .
• ~1~.April ......••....
Jviay ............ .

June ........... .
July ........... .
August ....... ..
Septemuer .... ..
October ....... ..
November ...... .
December ..... ..

. t8;t

. 71~
. 5Jit
. 57 1'0
. 58~
. 72/t
. 9:;i
1. 14
. 96

$0.931
1.01

$1. 11

• 97~
. 92~

1.04-a
. 9Rg
. 94

IGa

. ostt

1. n£
1. 14~
1. 14:!

. 78
7tk
. 72~
. 74g

l.OO§
1.
1. 05k
1. OS~
1. Wt

.85~

. 63~

• 81§-

.

$0. 70*

$0. s ~i

. 80§
. 78J

• 77:1
. 7-1§

.12~

.79
. s2

. 92~
1. 00:1
1. 00~
1. 05,\

1. 04~
. 8!Jk

.79~

.7o
. 66~

. 66. C2b
. Gil~
. 65~
. 71§
• 70~

$0.70

.6J~

. 6::ljt
. 6 -1~

.64§
. o2~
. 59!
. GOk
. 67
. 70t
• 73i
. SOt

.il3ft

$0. 86~
.89!
. 90i

. 8:!&

. 88

$0. 91!
.91~

.Sol
. 7nt
. 80;}
. !JOk
. 9ilii.

.83h

$1.051
1.o5!J
. 90
. 8~~
ss~

. s:1t

. sn:1

. 95)\

. 89-k
. 89;!
. Slt
. son
. 72--J
. 67!

. no~

. 85~

. f.!Ji;
. 99§
1. 01~
1. OR!

. 89!

1. 0~§

A.verago .... -.78i ll.Q'5l~~88--:71T-.~--.87i ~~~

Quantity of crude petr·oleum p?·oduced in,. and the quantity and value o,f petroleurn products exported fr·orn, the United States during the fiscal years 1S6l
to 1884, and calendar year·s 1885 to 18.90.
Production (a).

Exports.
Mineral, refined or manufactured.

Mineral. crude
(including all natural
oils witliout regard Naphthns, benzine,
to gravity).
gasoline, etc.

Years ended- Barrels (of Gallons pro42 gallons)
duced.
produced.

June 30, 186! ..
1865 ..
~66..
67 ..
1868 ..
1869 ..
1870 ..
1871..
1872 ..
1873 ..
1874 ..
1875 ..
1876 ..
1877 ..
1878 ..
1879 .•
1880 ..
1881..
1882 ..
1883 ..
1884 ..
Dec. 31, 1885 ..
1886 ..
1887 ..
1888 ..
1889 ..
1890 ..

2,478, 709
10!, 105, 778
101, 846, 010
2, 42-i, 905
3, 105, 700
132, 959, 400
3, 5\)1, 900
150, 859, 800
3, 613,709
151, 775, 778
4, 046,558
169, 955, 4H6
185, 202, 672
4, 411,016
5, 558,775
233, 468, 550
5, 84:J, 4971 245,384, 874
7, 24-2,343
304, 178, 406
11, 188, 7411 469, 927, 122
10, 083, 8281 423, 520, 776
8, 823,142
370, 571, 964
454, 560, 582
10,822,871
14,738,262
619, 007, 004
16,917,606
710, 53!l, 452
940, 06!), 3781
22,382,509
25,805,363 1, 083, 825, 246
28, 650, 181 1, 203, 307, 6021
26, 662, 808 1, 119, 837, 936'
23, 744, 924
997,286,8081
20, 776, 041 1 872, 593, 7221
25, 798, 000 1, 083, 516, 0001
21, '178, 883
902, 113, 0861
16, 49], 084
692,625,528
21, 4R7, 435
902, 472, 270
28, 458, 208 1. 195, 244, no
1
1
1

Gallon..

Val=.

Gallon.

9, !!80, 65-1 $3, 864, 187
438, Hl7
12,293,897 6, 8fi8, 513
480,947
16,057, 9-!3 6, 015,921
673,477
7, '"· 248 1, 864, 001
224, 575
10, 021J, 659 1, 504, 9il3 1, 517, 2()8
13,425,566 2, 994,404 2, tin, 094
10,403, 314 2, 237, 202 5. 422, 60-!
'· ";·
13,
~?9, "''
768
18, 4a9, 407
17, 776,419
14,718, 114
20, 520, 397
26,819, 202
9H6, 727
2n, 874,488
28, 297, 997
39, 984, 8-!4
41, 304, 997
52,112, ao6i
67,186, 329,
81, 435, 600
76, 342, 4RO
80, 650,286
77, 609, 452

2~,

8~, 1~9, 6~8

9<J, 4<J0, 6<J3

~·2, !"1·
::!07, "
1~1'

Valu<.

Residuum (tar,
pitch, aud all other
>Tl1ich tltelight
Lubricating (heavy from
bodif'S baYe been
paratlin, etc.).
clistilled).

Dluminating.

Gallo=.

Val•w.

"?· "'

4~0, ?~1

"!· "'

'"'I

~12 ~80, 2~~· 5414~, 51~, ~76l

~<J.J.l,
"· ~.111
0:12

"·
~11.

ooo
287

748,000
277,966
1, 2-l-t, 3o5: 40-!, 243
1, 1/a, 473, 313,646
963, 442
303, 863
1, 601, 065' 497, 540
2, 304,6241
2, 487,681
6;:>;:>, 4681
5, 1!'· 835 1, oao, 1
4, 8<J2, 2031 1, 054, 064
6, 508, 100. 1, 492, 3961
1o,182, 342 2, 32u. 632
10,515,535, 2, 170,5951
13, 327, 5R4 2, 6911, 2581
13, 948, 367 2, 689. 464
20,582, 613 3, 559, 280 t
24, 510, 437 4, 215, 449
~7, 903, 2m 4, 638, 7241
::!0, 162, 522 4, 763, 3471
1

6~?· 3~1~
u

1

I

Gallon s.
Valne. ?~· 21~. 3liill$1~- ~~~- 089
2<J, 490, 8-W lti, <Jhd, 413
50, 987.34-1 2-t s:;o, 887
70, 2:15,481 2-!, '107, (i-!2
79, 45li, 888 21,810,676
100, 630, 684 31, 127, 433
113, 735, 294 32.668,960
149, 8~12, 691 :>6. 8!14, R10
, 1,,
145, 171, 583 34.058,390
~38, 186
41' 770
!2~
•81, 07<
79, oOO 181, 1ll5, 187 42, 050,756
1, 827,798 142, 399 247, 806, 4R3 41,24-5,815
2, 752,8481 187, 103 221, 955, 30S 30,078,568
2, 581, 404,193, 206 243, 60,), 152 32,915,786
3, 196, 620 317, 355, 309, Hltl. 914 61,789,438
338, 8-!1, 303 46, 57,l, 974
3, 968, 790 316,
3, 307, 038 210,726. :378,310,010 40,305,249
423,
9G~, 6!l9 36,218,625
'·3, 767,
ooo 276,
247, 860 184, 411 397, fi60, 2(i2 40,315,609
559,
95-~. 5!)0 51, 2:J2, 706
3, 715, 362 212, 802
6, 14.'), 356 442. fj-!6 505. 931, 622 44, 91il, 079
5, 2\J7, 124 il52. 679 513, 660, 092 47,103,248
7, 319, 130 311, 656 562, 353, 178 49,642,632
1, 993, 824
119. 673 591, 880, 302 48,155,204
2, 989, 098 141, il50 601, 8-iO, 307 46, 1;98, 842
1, 870, 596 116, 009 572, 457, 975 48,105,743
1, 858, 458
97,265 680, 705, 456 53,293,299
2, 222,472 120,070 664, 068, 170 51,403,089

Gallon•(b). Valu<.

$154, 091 12, 791, 518 $ti, 704, 411 .........................................
173,043 12,722, 005 !l, 5211,957 .........................................
188, ll25134, 255, !12118. 620. 14-1 .........................................
34, 175162, 086. 657.22, 509, '"'' · •••••.•••• ' ..............................
267,873 67,900, 9fil 1!1, 977, 8701"" .....................................
4-!5, 770 84. 4o:l. 4!l2127, o:Hi, 137! c 1:J-t, 5:12
$51, 122 ....................
564, 864 97, 902, 505 2!l, 864, Hl3
c H, 811 .
2, 611 ..... ...............

'· 20~.
,~ 9H2, 160 1':'·
oos. '~'I"·
1'-"· '"',
8.
092, ~;)?
122. 5.!~.
5 I,, 30, 56~.
1~~ I
3, 010, OoO 0, 7«, o9.l 1, 487, 43915ll, "'"· 4H 37, 19o,
2, 099, 696 9, n7, 457 1, 038,622 217, 220, 5o~ 37, 56o, 095
1, 406,018111, 758, 9~0 1, 141,440 191,551, 93:l27, o:w, ::!61
2, 220, 268 14, 780, 236 l, 442, 811 204, 814, 673 28, 755, 638
3, 756,72915, 140, 183 1, 816, 682 262,441, R44 55,401, 132
2, 694,018 16,
1, 411,
2, 180,41315, 0<J4, ::lli1 1, 258, 1RO H31, 586, 442 3a, !l!l.J, 862
1,
201 18,
1, 192, :"~ aoy, a:.;;. "" ~~, 78~, 57~
3, 06.5, 464 17, 292, 310 1, 693, .) I;) 332, 283, 045 .A, 311' 60<J
3, 129, 511 20, 213, 098 1, 809, 143 488, 213, O:J3 -!.J., 588, 8fi4
3, 914, 94117, o1o, 537 1, 302, 28G 419,821, o8Tfi, 921i. 574
5, 302, 97415,045,411 1, 072,6514-15,615, 6\J3 38,195,349
6, 0-!0, 085 14, 739, 4fi9 1, 160, 999 445, 5::!1, 3Sfi 39, 43D. 034
5, 068, 409 14, 474, 951 1, 264, 736 -!85, 120, 68o:3o. 012. 922
5, 141,831312, :~82, 203 1, 049, 0-!3 485, 242, 107137, 007, il36
5, 461, 305 13, 481, 706 1, 083, 429 454, 985, 784 37, ~29, 551
G, 134, oo2 13, 984, 407,1, 2os, 116 ~51, 769, 606.41, 215, 1~2
6, 744, 235 12, 937, 433 1, 134, 799 <J23, 295, 090,38,640, 6il8

m,

GalWn#. l Val=.

Total.

'"I*"·

'0~7~"I

~

M

l-3
~

0
t-t
t:=:l

~

---

al!:s a given number of gallons of refined p etroleum represents the product of a larger number of gallons of crude petroleum, it is necessary to rednce the exports of,

petroleum to their equivalent in crude oil, in order to arrive at a knowledge of the percentage of tlle total product of mineral oil exported. It has been ascertained, as th~:~
result of careful computation, that the f]Uantity of petroleum and its distilled products exported during the year ended June 30, 1878, was eqUivalent to 407,482,17E gallons of
crude oil; or, in other words, that the exports of petroleum constituted about 66 per cent. of the production. .A. larger percentage of the mineral oil product of the ·ountry is
exported than of any other product, except eotton.
b Barrels reduced to gallons, at the rate of 42 gallons to the barrel.
cEstimated.

~

0

~
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The values of the illuminating oils in Pennsylvania are based on the
average Yalne of pipe-line certificates. These averages for 1889, by
months, were as follows:
Monthly at•emge pr·ice of pipe-line certiji.cates in 1889.
January ............•......••....••..••••. $0. 86&

July

~ir~~;;~r: ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:::: ::~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::~:u~: ~D~ e;0e1~:1~~e:~ 1;_;_: -~ -~ -~ -~ -~ ~:_: :_: _:_. :_: :_: _: :_: :_: ·_. :_ :__

Jnne......................................

0. 8:.1~

v

._· _: _: :_: ·.: _: :_: :_.

$0 !l5k

-_· :_: :_: .: .:

:11.·

~O'·!l4;1

u

8

Average .............•.................................................................... $(\. 94k

These averages it is to be understood are not true averages, tha.t is,
the average which considers both priec an<l quantfty sold at that price,
but they are the averages of the prices obtained in the different primary markets from day to day, which are the bases of the prices paid
by the larger consumer, the Standard Oil Company, for all oil bought
by them on that day. It is probable that the true average prices are
slightly under the averages usually obtained. These, however, under
the circumstances, are the only averages that can be ascertained, and
do not vary greatly from the average of the prices.
The only oil that sold at the average in 188!) was that from the Bradford-Allegany district. The oil from each of the other districts commanded a premium above the price of pipe-line certificates, owing to
its being better adapted. to the production of light products and waterwhite oil. The average premium, as it was called, in the Forest, Warren, Butler, Clarion-Venango, and Allegheny (Pennsylvania) districts
was 20 cents; in the other districts, 25 cents.
The total production, total value, and average value of all of the oil
produced in the Pennsylvania and New York district in 1889, by districts, were as follows:
Total product·ion, total value, and average value of c1·ude petroleurn 1J1·odnced in the Pennsylvania. and New roTk districts in 1889, by districts.
Illuminating.

Lubricnting.

Districts.
Production.

Value.

Price pQr
barrel.

Barrels.
Bauels.
Bradforcl-Allcgany........
7, 158, 3G3
$G, 737. 80!l
$0. 94.-k
Forest .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . ..
2?>8, 955
2!l5, 532
1. 14k
·warren...................
2. 3-t7, 434
2, G79, 010
1.14k
Butler-Clarion-Venango(al
6, 2 ~3 , 522
7, 125,421
1.14!
Allegheny, Pennsylvania.
5-H, 092
617,512
1.14~
b2!l, 000
$34, 546
$1. 191;
Beaver _..................
602, "/il6
718, 010
1. 1!lk
Washington..............
3, 818, 145
4, 584, 103
1.19!
Gre(O'ne .. .......... ..... ..
3G2, !ll2
468,056
1.1!l§ .................................. ..
65, 276
215, 164
3. 30
}<'rank lin ........ -- .... --- . -- --- .. --- .. · · · .. · · .. · -- · · -- .. ---- ·

I

Total .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .

.

21, 393, 1531

23, 225, 453

a Including Tidioute and TitnsYille district.

I

1. OSi

-----------94,276

24!l, 710

2. 6-!i

b Smitl1's Ferry district.

In the table from Stowell's Petroleum Reporter, given on the following page, will be found the monthly and yearly average of pipe-line
certificates or the prices at primary markets of crude petroleum per
barrel of 42 gallons from 1865 to 1890, inclusive. The remarks made
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above regarding the value of these averages should be noted in examin ·
iug this table; that is, that these are not true average prices, but the
average of the prices obtained daily.
- Monthly and yearly average prices of pipe-line certificates of crude petrole?tm at wells from
1865 to 1890.
Years.

Jan. I Feb.IMar.IApr.IMay.IJune. July.IAug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dcr. Yearly.

---~--~----I-------18G5 __ . _....... $8.25 $7.50 $6. oo $6. oo $7. 37!$5. 62!
62H6. 75 $8.
$7.25 $6. 50 . $6.59
$5.12~ : $4.

1866 ___________
1867 ......... -1868 ..... __ ____
1869----·-----1870 ___________
1871...........
1872.-.-.-----1873 ...........
1874.- --------1875 ...........
1876 ...........
1377-. .... ----1~'78 ...........
1879. _.........
1880.- .... ----1881.. ...... --1882. _...... _ __
18Sil.. __ . ____ __
1HR l...........
HlH5...........
l~~Ci- _____ . _...
1M87...........
18SS ...........
1889._ . . . . . . . ..
1890...........

.J..5J

4.cl0 il.75
1.85 1.75
1.95 ' 2.00 2.55
5.75 G.95 6.00
4.52 ~ 4.52t 4.45
3. S~t 4. 38 4. 25
4. 02~ 3. so 3. 72~ ;
2.60 2.20 2.12~
1. 20 1. 40 1. 60
l.O:l 1.52~ ~ 1.75
1.80 2.60 2.01
3. 5il!- 2. 70 2. 67!
1.4il 1.63! 1.59
1. 03 0. 98 i 0. 86!
1. ll1! 1. 03~ 0. 88!1
0. 95§ 0. 90&1 0. 83it
o. 83f. o. 81!· o. 81~
o. 93i 1. 01 o. 97tt
1. 1l 1. O i~· 0. 91>§
0. 70~ 0. 72jt 1 0. SUit
0. 88lt 0. 7:lf, 0. 77~
0. 7ll 0. 64s 0. 63u
0.91! 0.01a 0.03~
0. 86~ 0. 89!1 0. 90ft
1. 05~ 1. 03kl 0. 90
1.87~

I

3.05

3.87~

2.07~

4.50
2.35
2.82§ 3.75
6.70 5.35
4.22! 4.40
4. 01 4. 60
3. 52~ 3. 80
2.30 2.47t
1. 90 1. 62~
1.36§ 1.40

l.!JO
4.50
4.95
4.17~
3. 85~
3. 85
2.22&
1. 32t

2.02~

1.26~

Ul ~l§

2. 58 2. 24
1.37! 1.35!
0. 78§ 0. 7ti
0. 78 0. 80
0. 86!! 0. 81-k
o. 78R-I o. 71~
o. 941!- 1. o n~
0. 94 0. 85~
0. 78~ 0. 79
0. 74k 0. 70
0. 64! 0. 64rr
0.82ft 0.8U,i.
0. 88 0. 83§0. 82~ 0. 88f

2.01t
1. 94~
1.14
0. 6Sjt
1. 00
0. 81!
o. 54jt
1. 16J!
0. 68~
0. 82
O.G6~
0. 62~
0.75fl
0. 83*
0. SU,!

12~

3.00 3.75 4.50 3.30 3.10
2.62t 3.15 3.40 3.55 2.50
5.121 4.57~ 4.00 4.12~ il.75
5.37~ 5.57~ 5.50
5.50 5.80
3.77~ 3.15 3.2513.27! 3.22
4. 79 4. 66 4. 65 4. 82~ 4. 25
3. 80 3. 58~ 3. 25 3.15 3. 83§
2.00 1.42§ 1.15 1.20 1.25
1. 02§ 0. 95 0. 95 0. 85 0. 55
1.09 1.13 1.33 1.32§ 1.4-J.
2.24~ 2.71~ 3.81
3.37~ 1 3.11
2. 07t 2. 51 2. 38 2. 56!1 1. 91
0.9St 1.01 0.86~ 0.82k 0.89~
0. 60-n 0. 67~ 0. 6\lj} 0. 88§ 1. 05~
1. 06! 0. 91 0. 96 0. 96-£ 0. 01-£
0. 7.(.i* 0. 78§-1 0. 97k 0. 91!-l 0. i5!
o. 57 o. 58~ o. 72§ o. 03i 1. 14
1. 05 8 1. 08 1. 12~ 1. 11k 1.14~
0. 63~ 0. 81! 0. 78 0. 7lkl1 0. 72~
0. 92~ 1. 00!- 1. 00! l. 05~ 1. 04jt
0. 66 0. 62! 1 0. O~i!- 0. ~5§ 0. 71~ 1
0. 59! 0. OOJ\- 0. 61 0. !Of 0. 73!!
0.80~ 0.90k 1 0.93~ 0.90~ 0.85~
0. 95k 0. 99!1 0. 99§ 1. Oljt 1. 08!
0. 89§ 0. 89! 0. 81f 0. 80!/ 0. 72jt

1

2.12~

1.87~

3.74
2.41

4.35

3.62~

5.12~

5.6:l,t
3.84
4. 34
3. 63
1.87
1. 15
1.36
2.56!
2. 42
1.19
0. 85*
0. 94t
0. 85-k
o. 78k
1. 05!
0. 83!
0. 87f
0. 71!
0. 66!
0.87~
0. 94~
0. 86!

3.40
4. 00
3. 32-~
1.00
0. 61~
1.55
3.73
1. 80
1.16
l. 18~
0. 91~
0. 84jt
o. 96
1.14l
0. 74jt
0. 89~
0. 70ft
0. 80!
0.89!
1. 04§0. 67i

Shipnwnts of petroleum from Pennsylvania and New Yorlc.-In the following table will be found a statement of the number of barrels of crude
petroleum and of refined petroleum reduced to its equivalent shipped
out of the Pennsylvania and New York oil regions either by pipe line
or railroad from 1871 to 1890, inclusive. In some years, especially in
the earlier ones covered by this table, a considerable portion of the oil
was shipped as refined. Iu this table that is reduced to its equivalent
in crude, a barrel of refined being regarded as being produced from 1-fibarrels of crude.
Shiprncnts of cnule petroleum and refined petroleum, reduc~d to cntele eqnh•alent, out of
the Pennsylvania and New Yorlc oil fields for the years 1871-'90, by months and yea1·s.
[Barrels.]
Year.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May.

June.

July.

1871.- ........... - .. 1872.-- ...... - ... -.-1873.--.-- .. --------187 ·L ............. --1875 ....••..•..• ··--·
1876.--- .. ·-----··-.1877----- ......... --1878---- ... ----- .• -- .
1879.----- ... --- .. --.
1880- - - . - .... - - - - - - ..
1881.--- ..... --- .. --1882 ...... ...........
1883.---------- ..... 1884 ... ·-- ...........
1885. -·--------- -- --·
1886.----------- .. --1887 ...... ----·· ----1888- - - - - - - - - - .... - - 1889 ............... -·
1890 ......... - .......

437,691
476, 960
573, 124
843, 663
453. 095
677, :'RO
743, 401
775, 701
663,998
1, 650,409
1, 061, 617
1, 657,067
1, 357,815
1, 686, 961
1, 804,028
1, 991, 501
2, 312,007
2, 265,100
2, 388,609
2, 637, 3J9

3i7, 718
407, 606
527, 440
501,220
327,776
510, 193
48i, 904
774, 234
702, 729
1, 395,151
915,028
1, 787, 909
1, 250,824
1, 723,261
1, 895,021
2, 032,794
1, 995, 757
2, 163, 957
2, 272,060
2, 146,108

383,890
276, 220
668,374
518,246
693,918
623,762
913,919
741, 512
973,879
1, 613, 371
1, 276, 746
1, 718,956
1, 641,899
1, 873,890
1, 887, 034
2, 055, 750
2, 332,324
1, !179. 753
2, 263, 009
2, 148,977

389. 147
428,512
708,191
803, 40!:1
72!l. 581
60:.!, 037
903,526
846, 632
1, 136, 188
8.J.2, 268
1, 3i8, 398
1, 678. 134
1, 908,379
1, 643,336
1, 823,726
2, 070,468
1, 938,278
1, 928,435
2, 236,004
2, 317,410

587,375
510, 417
768, 176
890,027
681.679
646, 150
1, 234,324
960,894
1, 331,469
1, 095,259
1, 563,436
1, 827, 356
1, 995,634
1, 899,329
2, 097, 099
2, 032,072
2, 328,564
1, 773, 004,
2, 256,120
2, 474, 9()6

501, 754
529,228
696,414
815, H3
745, !l86
921, 862
1, 391,124
1, 135,119
1, 369,314
975, 083
1, 729,697
2, 172, 685
1, 747,789
1, 827, 553
2, 034, 025
2, 117,489
~. 165, 439
l, D5ti, 115
2, 268,280
2,486, 205

541,137
591,238
814,449
940,281
904,537
1, 228, 5:.!9
1, 096, 951
1, 330,454
1, 625, 035
1, 231, 611
1, 925,532
2, 402,970
1, 634,407
1,740,021
1, 961 , 152
2, 418,961
2, 000,173
2, 098,531
2, 949,597
2, 640,668
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Shipments of crude petroleu1n and 1·ejined pet?·olenrn, etc. -·Continued.
[Barrels.]

Year.
1871. ... - •.... -.-.- •.
' 1872
.....•.•. -·· .. - ..
187:3 .................
187+ ..............•..
1875 ......... .... ....
1876. ···•• ···•·· •....
1877 ...................
1878 .................
1879.- ...•. ·-·-·· ....
1880. ··-·· ..•••..... .
1881. ................
1882 .................
J8s:: .....• _...•..... _
188-1 .................
1885 .....• ···-·· .... .
188G .........•.......
1887 ....•............
1888 .... -· ···-·· .....
188[) ... --- .... - ......
1890 ..•...•..••••....

Aug.
5:!8, 13!
621,954
864,768
7\l:J , 865
882, 08()
1, 203.402
1' 4:!5. 943
1, ()55, 651
1, 808, 239
1, 39+, 129
2, 21-1,877
2, 0-!7. 5-15
2, 086,478
2, 000,371
2, 049.099
2, 059, 21!9
2, 220,768
2, 2:l3, 263
2, 625, 825
2, 538, 2:!4

Sept.
551,075
541,607
()52, 955
1, 014, 570
1, 109,392
1, 154,549
1, 5G3, 797
1, 434,225
1, 627,120
1, 252, 635
2, 131, 950
1, 9!12, 171
2, 325,574
2, 2fl2, 087
2, 116, 659
2, 157, 323
2, 342,227
2, 289,486
2, 567,459
2, 618,418

Oct.
505,071
607, 468
1, 010, 852
5!3, 341
871,917
524, 190
1, 268,971
1, 747, 390
1, 662,269
1, 665,933
2, 080,467
2, 089,428
2, 215,421
2, 510, 283
2, 050,150
2, 441, 84R
2, 573, 008
1, 558, 1]5
2, 747, 28-t
2, 725, 341

Nov.
480, fJ77
477, 945
959, 58fl
546, 117
671,066
871,496
1, 205,634
1,281,410
1, 453,645
1, 226,030
2, 066, !J06
1, 404, G40
2, 065,602
2, 078, 261
1, 857, 080
2, 72-!, 796
2, 462,082
2, 503 491
2. 303. 131
2, 662, 8!l8

Dec.
410,822
430,786
955,443
602, il48
871,902
1, 190, 983
600,019
992,688
1, 532,585
1, 335, 613
1, 969,581
1, 121. 453
1, 74H, 547
2,382, 24,1
2, 138, 253
2, 550,..891
2, 608,341
2, 397,782
2, 671,518
2,889, 525

Total.
5, 664, 7()1
5, 899, fJ47
9, 499,775
8, 821,500
8, 942,938
10,164,452
12, s::2, 573
13, 676,000
15,886,470
15,677,492
20,28-1,235
2\,900, 314
21, 979,369
2:l. 657, 597
2:3, 713, 326
26, 6:)3, 852
27, 279, 028
25, 1:'8, 031
29, 6:!8, 898
30,116,075

These shipments are, for the latter years, chiefly what are known as
pipe-line deliveries. It will be seen that the shipments for 1880 were
the largest in the history of the trade, being 2,350,870 barrels greater
than in 1887, the year of the largest previous sldpment, when the total
shipments were 27,279,028 barrels. It will also be noted that the shipments were over 8,000,000 barrels in excess of the production. 'l'his
increased shipment makes itself very manifest in the statement of
stocks held in the Pennsylvania and New York oil regions at the close
of 1889, which are given below.
These figures of shipments must not be taken as showing the actual
consumption of oil. To them must be a<lded, in order to ascertain
what becomes of the oil produced in the oil regions, all of the sediment,
the dump oil, or oil that does not pass through the pipe line, as well as
the amount of oil destroyed by fire and dit~posed of in other ways than
by refining or direct consumption. There is also a certain amount _o f
loss by evaporation and otherwise. This is provided for by the pipe
lines in receiving the oil from the producers, a certain number of gallons per barrel being allowed for such loss. Forty-four gallons are
generally delivered by the producer to the pipe line as a barrel, but
certificates are issued for barrels of 42 gallons only.
Stocks of crude petroleum in the Pennsyl·vania and New York oil fields.The reduction in stocks of petroleum held by the pipe lines in 188!)
was most notable. The stocks at the close of that year, as will be seen
in the following table, were less than at any time since 1879, being on
December 31, 1889, 11,562,593 barrels, compared with 8,4 70,490 ba,rreJs
at the close of 1879. Between 1879 and 1880 the stocks had risen to
37,366,126 barrels at the close of December, 1884. From this there was
a gradual reduction until1887, when the stocks stood 28,006,211 barrels
on December 31 of that year, from which they dropped a little more
than 9,ooo,ooo barrels, or to 18,995,814, at the close of 1888, and to
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11,562,593 at the close of 1889, notwithstanding, as has already been
pointed out, the greatly inereased production in 1889 over 1888. This

increase, as above stated, in the Pennsylvania and New York oil fields
was 4,998,767 barrels, yet the decrease in stocks was 7,433,221 ba~rels.
The following table shows the total stocks of crude petroleum in tho
Pennsylvania and New York oil fields from 1871 to 1890, by months
and years:
Total stocks of m·ude petroleu1n in the Pennsylvania and New York oil fields for th6
years 1871-'90, by months and years.
[Barrels.]
Yt:Jars.

.Jan.

Feb .

Mar.

A.pr.

1871 .•••••.••.
1872 .•••••.•..
187:.! -·········
1874 -- ••••..•.
1875 ----· ..••.
187li---.----.1877 -- -- -- . -- 1818 ---- ••••.•
1879 - - -- • - - ••.
1880. ··••••••·
18Bl .....••..•
18R2 ..........
1883 -- -- ••.• -1884 ---- ••.•••
1885 -- ..•••• -1886 ---- ••.•• 1887 -- -- . -- -- .
1888-- •.••••••
1889 -- ••••••..
18[)0 .••••••••.

Years.
1871- .•.••••.•
1872 ....••.••.
1873 .•••••.•. 1874 -- ..••.• -1875 ---- ......
1876 .•••••••. 1877 --· .......
1878-- •.•••••.
1879 ...••. - ··1880-- ..••••••
1881 ••• . ••••••
1882 ···•·•· ••.
1883 -······ ...
1884 ........ -188.'; -- .... - •. 1886- .........
1887 --- .... -- 1888 ......... 1889 ..•••••.•.
1890 ·········-

537,751
532,971
1, 183,728
1, 948,919
4, 011, 703
3, 585, 143
2, 604, 128
3, 555,342
5, 321, 222
8, 724, 194
20,110,903
26, 716,188
35, 187,116
35, 884, 509
37, 214, 274
34, 186, 238
33,835,389
26,927,634
18,165,607
11,060,220

A.ug.
530,146
997, 166
1, 513, 890
2, 932, 444
4, 223,397
3, 30!, 405
2, 852,544
4, 717,877
7, 114,195
15,063,651
25,005, 187
31,772,094
36, 164, 881
39,084,561
35, 343,771
34, 800,397
32,003,536
22, 825,298
13,859,267
10,526,613

587,021
579,793
1, 265,373
2, 283,032
4, 5<16, 188
3, 734,835
2, 860, 636
3, 875,964
5, 813, 663
9, 004,062
21, 108,003
27, 059, 611
35, 692, 480
36,041,898
36l.757f 137
34,082,775
33,288,630
26,084,574
17,240,428
10,990,417

642,000
662,497
1, 244,657
2, 648,210
4, 592, 36ol
3, 829,250
3, 210,454
4, 342, 832
6, 318,099
9, 606, 683
22,105, 789
27,822, 825
35,881,255
36,220,270
36,508,236
33,954,493
32,932, 502
25,404,276
16,634,437
11,170,997

771,000
877, 832
1, 178,643
2, 623,534
4, 537,843
3, 900,703
3, 279,731
4, 692, 090
6, 689, 111
10,780,153
22.963, 171
28, 547, 481
37,789,406
36,642,794
36, 464, 800
33, 823,385
32,955,084
24, 893,223
16,076,501
11,178,990

Sept.
541,330
951,410
1, 521,185
2, 758,504
3, 812,945
2, 930,456
2, 503,657
4, 599,362
7, 620,525
16, 157,316
25,066,657
32,400,303
35,752,677
38,740,734
34,939,902
35,061,614
31,340, 9B9
21,876,681
13,198,452
10,346,878

Oct.
495,102
914, 423
1, 452,777
3, 134,902
3, 672,101
3, 040,108
2, 504,012
4, 221,769
7, 794,634
16,877,019
25, 309,361
32,608, 533
35,613,915
38,192,317
34,763, 857
35,027,877
30,662,583
20,722,024
12,468,969
10,263,258

May.

.June .

.July.

605,000
950, 803
1, 192,541
2, 59~, 286
4, 552,672
3, 989, 904
3,173, 008
4, 996,058
6, 980, 064
11, 916,577
23,793, 028
29, 206,697
35,755,824
38,631, 203
36, 139, 072
33, 969, 486
32, 642, 330
24, 653,043
15,668, 331
11,062,100

554,000
1, 010, 302
1, 324,493
2, 701,625
4, 502,896
3, 791,642
2, 912, 674
5, 078, 189
7, 263,150
13,099,934
24,441,191
29, 859,952
B5, 985, 935
38, 665, 838
35,872,257
34, 187, 377
32,389,750
24,219, 496
15, 258, 863
10,866,587

511,220
990,229
1, 433,620
2, 279, 479
4, 386,720
3, 326,726
3, 004,728
5, 031, 600
7, 353,382
14,116,753
24,888, 337
30,715,144
36,371,922
38, 985,767
35,686,909
34,428,490
32,289,269
23,586,951
14,541,696
10,663,497

I

..

Nov.
502,960
886,909
1, 493,875
3, 449,845
3, 701, 235
2, 955,092
2,471, 798
4, 289,309
8, 051,469
18,025,409
25,509,285
33,728,555
35,506,653
37,925, 756
34,668,437
34,525,871
29,325,951
19,734,132
12,021,924
10,080,538

Dec.
532, 000
1, 084,423
1, 625, 157
3, 705, 639
3, 550 , 207
2, 551, 199
3, 127, 837
4, 615,299
8,470,4M
18,928,430
26, 019, 704
34, 596,612
35, 74!j, 632
37,366, 126
34,428,841
34,156,605
28,006,211
18,995,814
11,562,593
9, 993,600

A.veragel!l.
567,458
869, 897
1, 369, 162
2, 755, 035
4, 174,189
3, 411, 622
2, 875,434
4, 501,308
7, 065,834
13,525,015
23,860,051
30,419,500
35,953,975
37,698,481
35,732,291
34,350,384
31,806,015
23,326,929
14,724,756
10, 682,807

For the last two years the total stocks of petroleum as given in the
foregoing table are in excess of those held by the pipe lines. The stocks
given in the table include, in addition to those held by the pipe lines,
all that are held at wells, but not those of crude held at refineries.
Well records in the Pennsylvania and New York oil jields.-In the
tables following are given what are known as the well records; that is,
the statistics of the drilling of new wells and the number of producing
wells in Pennsylvania and New York. New York is included in this
778 MIN--20

-
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well report for reasons previously given, namely, that in the pipe line reports it is so difficult to arrive at the exact statistics of production in
the oil territory in New York contiguous to Pennsylvania, the oil pools
running fi'om one State into the other and the oil being run through
pipe lines to a common receptacle, often without a.n y opportunity of
measuring the oil from different wells in the different States belonging
to the same parties.
In the following table is shown the number of rigs building, preparatory to drilling wells, at the close of each month of 1889, by districts
and by totals:
Number of 1·igs bttilding in the Pennsylvania and New York oil fields at the close of each
month during 1889, by districts.
Months.
1 - - - - -- - -

January .. ---- .......
February ............
March ...............
ApriL ...............
May .................
June ................
July ................
.August .............
September ..........
Oct.ober .............
NoYember ...........
December ...........
TotaL .........

Bradford- ,
B~t:.er- Wash- Aile,
.
,
All '"'anv Forest. Warren Clanon- in"'ton gheny Bea' er. Greene. Total.
eb "'
Venango. "'
·
·
---~~---------~-~-~~

26
27
55'
52
45
55
53
81
58
102
120
!)6

3
12
2
1
2
1
6
6
3
9

11

2
--7-70_1 _ _5_8

18
1
23
16
14
13
13
34
34
46
27
27
· ~-

276

108
1il2
153
134
122
126
107
144
179

lf)l

199
213

37
34
43
33
50
36
34
46
18
42
64
60

1:So8i497

19
18
18
17
34
33
29
22
27
12
6
5

7
7
13
15
14
5

7
5
7
7
12
7
4
18
15
10
"12
14

-- 240
-- 62
118

219
22!J
311
267
279
278
246
351
347
427
453
422
~-

3, 829

From this it will be seen t.hat the number of rigs building increased
from January to March, was stationary to the close of June, declined
a little in July, increased rapidly -from August to November, when the
number was 453, the largest number during the year.
In the following table is given the number of wells actually drilling
at the close of each month in 1889, by districts. This includes only
drilling wells, excluding rigs building and wells actually completed
during or at the close of the month.
Numbm· of wells d1·illing at the close of each month in 1889, by districts.
Months.

Bradford- Forest.
Allegany.
·

Warren.

1'"""-1 w~•-

Aile- Beaver.
Clanon- .
Greene., Total.
Venango. mgton. gheny.
--~-

January .............
February ...........
March ..............
April ...............
May ................
June ................
July ................
August .............
September ..........
October .............
November ...........
December ...........
Total. .••.•..••.

45
50
63
791
93
76
97
113
85
166
139
148

3
17
3
3
2
5
4
6
9
14
9
10

19
5
44
16
43
34
36
49
43
35
37
45

174
151
186
179
206
205
193
194
230
273
275
231

85

406

2,497

- - - --- - - -- - 1,154

56
92
113
143
1a2
170
148
148
142
150
124
132

22
2
13
-......
25
41
7
79 . ............
105
1
113
5
61 . ........
59
10
28
13
35
12
19
4

~~-600

~

-

20
22
19
19
19
16
2
27
22
19
28
21

341
350
453
487
574
612
598
598
600
698
659
610

- -- -54
234
6,580

About the same remarks may be· made on this table as were made in
regard to that showing the number of rigs building, except that the

I
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increase was a gradual one frorn the beginning of the year to the last
of June, and was then stationary until the last of September, 188D, increasing over 16 per cent. in October, making the total numl>er of wells
drilling at the close of October 698, the largest number of wells drilling
at the close of any oue month during the period covered -by the table
given below, or fi'om 1871 to 1890.
Numbe1' of cll'illing wells in the Pennsylvania and New Yo1·k oil fields at the close of
ecwh 1nonth for the yectrs 1871-1890, by months and years.
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. I May. June. ,July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. lA-~
ages.

Years.

l-i~-+t-)-::-::-:-::-:-::-:-::~-~-~-~ ~~~ ~i~ ~b~ ~~~ ~~~ ~;~ ~~~ ~g~ ~~~ ~;~ ~i~ ~~~
1

1873 .. _..........
1874 . ------------

361
37

34\J
55

227
99

177
213

228
225

395
210

B40
267
l80 1128

197
107

1879 . -----.-.---.
18:00 . -----------1881 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1882 ------.-----1883 ------.-----188l - - -- - - . --- - - 18 c':J,~..
, _.__· ._ ._ .__-._ .__- ._ ._ -. [

265
540
383
422
126
270
!l7
320
201

323
535
420
4:J8
151
273
109
337
177
72
350
608

406
577
437
408
205
260
139
356
155
65
453
645

468
580
44G
405
199
284
1!lO
318
155
59
487
603

460
460
470
381
216
244
228
358
157
82
574
585

384
440
408
226
228
123
20!l
403
142
106
612
617

:129
452
379
240
262
123
2-t2
349
135
124
598
643

270
4\H
388
177
314
79
382
322
107
166
600
632

i~~g ::::::::::::: 1!g
i~+~ :::::: :::: ::: !~I

1 88

1887
1888
1889
1890

-----·--~---- [
.............
64
. ------------ I 341
---- --- -- - - - - 597

I

1t~
~~~

2~~
~~~

2~i
!6~

~~~
~i~

~~~
~~~

~~~
i~~

3~~
t~;

258
515
352
194
315
!11
308
2!)0
137
106
598
683

~~i
~~g

163
82

137
57

313
469
445
184
341
100
355
272
104
187
698
644

372
47!1
475
154
301
. 86
35!l
285
114
327
659
542

~~g
~~~

60
5-t

242
121

!~~ I ~~~
~i~ i~~

~i~
~~~

I

440
408
468
138
263
78
277
238
88
273
610
445

357
495
428
281
243
168
241
B21
13!)
136
548
604

The effect of the increased demand for petroleum and the decrease in
stocks, shown in previous table::;, ancl the reduction of production, owing
to the shut-<lown in 1888, will be seen by comparing the figures of wells
drilling in 1888 and 188!), as shown in the above table. It will be remembered that the shut-in bcga,n in November, 1887, and lasted until
November, 1888. In January, 1888, there were but G4 wells drilling, as
compared with 341 in the same month of 1889. The average for 1H88
was 136 wells, as compared with 548 for 1889.
In the following table is given a statement of the number of wells
completed in each district in the Pennsylvania and New York oil fields
during each mouth of 1889, by months and districts:
Nttmber oftcclls completed in the Pennsylvania and New York oil fields in 1889, by months
and districts.
!Bradford- Forest.
Allegany.

Months.
Jmwary ...........
Feuruary .........
March ............
April .............
May ..•...........
June ..............
July--·-····-----August ...........
September ........
Octuuer ...........
NoYember .....••..
December .........
TotaL ........

f

Ip.cludin~ 36

3!)
34
52
59
82
83
107
104
97
143
121
113

41
2
1
4
4
9
7
2
7
9
5

But!er- I Wash-! AlleWarBeaver. Greene.
Clanon- . t
n-h
ren. Venango.
mg on . . b eny.
--------32
16
38
52
46
71
62
65
70
62
72
50

·~ I

207
196
22-!
207
275
228
23:J
222
250
252
211

I
I

16
10
49
51
47
54
60
71
50
59
56
54

7 ...........
14 ............
8
6
3
34
34
4
69 ...............
23 .................
5
26
18
8
5
15
27
8
~

I

~~ -636~~~-577 i--m

wells

dril~ed

in :Jj'ranklin district, data for which by

(j

6
8
5
11
12
14
5
6
12
10
3

-83 --98-,

mo~tl:~s

Total.

284
288
35:J
401
4-31
537
549
508
4-78
559
540
471
(a)5, 435

we:re :qo~ Qbt!+~:P.~blo,
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The following table gives the number of drilling wells completed in
each month from January, 1872, to the close of 1890. .
Number of drilling wells completed in the Pennsylvania and New York oil fields each
month for the years1872-1890, by 'months and yea1·s.
Years.

Jan.

1872 .........
1873 .........
1874 .........
1875 .... .. ....
1876 .........
1877 .........
1878 .........
1879 .........
1880 .........
1881 .........
1882 .........
1883 .........
1884 .........
1885 .........
1886 .........
1887 .........
1888 .........
1889 .........
1890 .........

37
93
102
190
240
281
274
136
320
222
347
125
229
64
270
158
57
284
553

Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July.! Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.
---- -------120
94
104
187
231
2'>.1
226
132
2:10
220
340
126
227
62
280
162
52
288
482

89
100
110
195
242
291
211
238
367
271
385
142
256
82
291
138
56
353
522

121
105
113
186
200
269
409
270
500
316
432
209
298
116
328
160
49
401
556

135
102
109
172
202
320
470
402
426
406
469
231
311
213
343
148
56
431
534

84
130
101
190
261
403
269
330
310
374
340
228
244
242
365
162
97
537
571

128
114
121
200
248
317
203
327
338
336
185
261
268
217
357
159
82
519
555

118
120
107
210
270
255
186
283
368
332
253
309
145
283
313
142
96
508
579

82
106
104
201
209
322
174
210
356
312
164
321
l\9
356
253
134
132
478
571

100
101
120
220
273
467
229
232
364
322
117
321
59
397
272
100
229
559
567

64
100
106
217
272
391
248
227
336
363
150
302
73
384
221
101
307
540
520

Dec. ~ ~otal.
105
1,183
1,263
98
1, 317
120
230
2, 398
2, 920
272
382
3, 939
165
3, 064
261
3, 048
302
4, 217
406
3, 880
3,304
122
272
2,847
66
2, 265
2, 761
345
3, 478
185
96
1, 660
302
l, 515
471 (a)5, 435
6,
358
348 1

a Including 36 wells drilled in Franklin district, data for which by months were not obtainable.

From this it will be seen that the total number of wells completed in
1890 was 6,358, as compared with 5,435 in 1889. This. is the largest
number of wells completed in these States in any one year.
In the following table is given the number of dry holes, that is, the
number of wells drilled that produced no oil, in New York and Pennsylvania in 1889:
NU?nber of dry ltoles drilled in the Pennsylvania and New York oil fields in 1889, by
months and distTicts.
Butler- Wash- AileBradford·
Clarion- ington.
Allegany. Forest. Warren Venango.
gheny. Beaver. Greene. Total.
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --- - January ........... ..
6
2
5
47
2
2
66
2
56
February ......... ..
4
1
66
1
2
2
5!)
2
41
March . . ............ .
7
1
1
7
6
April .............. .
1
57
10
79
2
3
May ............... .
4
8
48
5
10
83
8
!)9
1
3
60
6
June ............... .
8
15
3
3
July .............. ..
4
2
2
46
6
21
91
10
(b) 5
August ............ .
3
45
7
5
68
2
September ......... .
10
3
38
67
3
2
7
4
13
6
6
October ........... ..
45
1
1
3
3
78
November .......... .
3
6
36
7
11
2
3
68
10
December ......... ..
27
8
5 ............ ..............
1
51
---- - -- - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - 66
(a)81
TotaL .........
9
40
546
73
13
47
875
Months.

----

•Nine gas wen..

---

6 One gas well.
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The total production of the new wells completed during 1889 is
shown in the following table:
Iuitittl daily procluction of new tvells in the Pennsylvan-ia and New Yo1·k oil fields in 1889,
by months ancl cli stl'icts.
[Barrels.]

Mouths.

}~radford- Forest

.Alleg any.

·

Butler- ·wash- .Aile"'WarClarion- ington. gh eny. Beaver. Greene.
ren. Venang
o.

- - - -- - - -1- - - -- - - - January .......... - .
l<'ehrnary ...........
March .............
April .... . ........ .
May-------------·
J1:111e ..............
J nly ...............
August ...........
1::\eptemller . ____ .. .
October ...........
N ovelllller ........
December .........
Total........

11

219
2!16

133
79
187
160
340
344
232
306
217
495
342
366

10
12
R
2-l
85
65
68
15
84
60
3U

291

:;:·o

45 1

520
U-l3
757
(j ;', ~

B05
85 1
807

1, 254
1, 500
1, 666
1, 6R6
1, 561
2, 055
1, 590
2, 501
2, 427
1, 981
2, 710
1, 882

- - ---~ -

6, 863

I

4781

3, 210

Total.

- - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - -

22, 813

730
473
4, 048
1, JOO
2,504
3,152
2, 815
3, 246
2, 433
1,883
1, 761
2, 062

200
544
275
183
818
588
1, 387
469
270
292
800
397

26,297

6, 223

230
140
25
245

30

~47

HO

425
100
365
10
243
500
322

15

------

2, 777
3,04-2

6GO
235
1, 080
552

2,5721 2, 745

1 31
7,193
6,832
7, 712
6,684
6,118
8,107
6,484

--a 71,323

a Including 122 barrels in Franklin district, data for which by mouths were not obtainable.

The average daily production of the new wells completed in the
Peunsylvauia and New York oil fields from 1882 to 1889 is as follows:
Average daily product of the new wells in the Pennsyl1;ania and New Ym·k oil fields j1·onl
1882 to 1889, by months and yem·s.
[Barrels.]
Months.

1882.

1883.

January ...... ~--. __ .
February .. __ ........
March ......... -----·

~~~1:::::::::::::::::
July-----------·----·

August ..............
September----------October . .. __ .........
November---·------·
December ............

19. 50
19. 40
22.25
22.00
21. 30
3G. 80
103. so
8J. 20
25.75
15.90
12.90
20.40

-

1884.

188!A.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

I

- - - - - - - - - - - · · - - - - - --

22.40
14.90
22.50
21.00
17.50
15.00
15. 00
13.80
14.40
14. 20
13.1;0
11.80

13.70
15.00
17.00
12. 00
18.00
. 17.50
59.30
22.60
41.70
165.50
87.40
92. 60

40. 00
41.:10
2:1.30
40.00
23.00
10. GO
lO. 30
10. GO

13.20
1!.00
10.90
10.90

i

13.50 : 25.50
n4o 44.75
22.90
29.75
32.00 i 4.3. 50
33.60
22.00
25.00
38.51
31.10 1 18.14
51.90 I 49. 30
62.40
57.70
28.00 I 25.98
28.00 i 19.69
23. oo I n : 4v

15.43
12.48
66.00
9.40
68.71
40.55
14.38
19.00
19.00
13.72
12.80
13.30

13.08
10.50
19.70
15.17
12.00
13.50
13.20
15.50
14.14
11.50
15.20
14.25

It will be seen from this table that the average production of each
well for 1889 is less than for any year covered by the t.ables.
In the following table is given the number of producing, flowing, and
pumping wells in each district of Pennsylvania and new York at the
close of 1888 and 1889:
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Total number of p1'oducing, jlo1cing, and pnmping wells in the Pennsylvania and New York
oil fields ctt the close of 1888 and 1889.
Producing wells.
Districts.

Flowing wells.

Pumping wells.

Dec. 3'1,

Dec. 31,

Dec. 31,

lJec. 31,

Dec. 31,

Dec. 31,

1888.

1889.

1888.

1889.

1888.

1889.

1---------1------------------14,192
14,371
16, 293
179
182
Bradford-.Allegtotny ....••.
16, 111
156
299
Forest ................... .
240
84
67
232
2, 880
4,178
2, 090
790
1, 586
2, 592
Warren ...... ------- ..... .
6,138
8,336
28
308
6,110
8,028
Butler- Clarion -VenangoArmstrong, etc.
298
160
36
Allegheny ............... .
16
176
262
3
270
14
199
1!l6
Beaver and Smit.h's Ferry.
256
108
186
\Vasbington ............. .
618
1, 232
510
1, 04G
6
19
193
187.
231
212
GreenE' ....•..............
605
631
Franklin .....•...........
605
631
Total ..•.•............

25,42of31,768f1:s58J- -2,398 24.062 29,370

From the above table it appears that the number of producing wells
in Pennsylvania increased from 25,420 at the close of 1888 to 31,768 at
the close of 1889, a total increase of 6,348, though the number of producing wells completed in Pennsylvania and New York in 1889 was
but 4,560, leaving an excess of 1, 788 wells to be accounted for in addition to the wells that were abandoned in the State during the year.
This difference is no doubt due to the fact that a large number of wells
which were shut in at the close of 1888, owing to the restriction of production before referred to, were not counted as producing wells. So
also a number of wells that were not producing and practically abandoned at the close of 1888 were drilled deeper or cleaned out and
became producers in 1889.
A~ the production of PP.nnsylvania for the month of December, 1889,
was 2,055,247 barrels, it appears that the average production per well
for that month was 64.7 barrels, an average of a little over 2 barrels a
day. The average for the different districts varies greatly, but can be
readily ascertained by dividing the production by the number of wells
given above.
The amount of money expended for materials used in pumping,
operating, and caring for wells in 1889, including fuel, materials for repairs, replacing old machinery, and materials, was $8,633,3~1. This is
divided among the districts as shown in the following statement:
Value of matet•ials used in pumping, caring f01·, and operating wells in the Pennsylvania
and New York oil fields in 1889, by districts.
Districts.

.Amounts.

Bradford-Allegany .........•................................................ $2,603, 248
Forest .............•........... -........................................... .
29. noo
Warren .................................•.......................•...•....... 1, 022,966
Butler-Clarion-Venango-Armstrong, etc .........................••.......... 1, 787, 296
Washington ...........•....................................................
Greene ..••••.••••••••.•••.•••••••..•.•......................................
Franklin .••..•••••••..•.••••••.•...•......................... ___ . ___ ...... _.

~~~~~e~d ·s~it·I~·~- :F~;;:Y: ·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

215,096
214,026
2, 454,446
274,460
31,953

Total ......................................... -.--··-·-················

8, 633,301
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TJ'ell1·ecord.
Number.
Total :producing wells December 31, 1888 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••. : • •.••••
Tot.al producing wells December 31, J889 .................•..•..••..••••••••.
Total flowing wells December 31, 1888 ....•••.•••.....•.•.........•.•••••••••
Total tlowing wells December 31,1889 ...••.•••••••..••••••••.•.••..••••••••.
Total pumping; wells December 31,1888 ..........•...•••...........•.....••.
Tot.al pumping "\'\"ells December 31,1889 •....••••••.••.•.••.•.......•.••.•.•.
Wells completed in 1889 .......••.•••.........••....•..............••.••••••.
Dry holes in1889 .............•.•.•••••.••...••......•....•.........•..•••••.
Producing wells completed in 1889 ------------··-···························
Initial daily prodnction of new wells (barrels) ............................. .
Rigs bniltling December 31, 1888 .....••.••...........•.••••...•....•.•••.••..

~~~~~~:~:.\\\\~~~ ~~~~~~t~~·~\. i1l~ 8" :::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1

9

Wells drilling December 31,1889 ••••.•••••..•••••....•..•..•.•••.•..••...••.

25,420
31,768
1,358
2, 398
24,062
29,370
5, 435
875
4,560
71,323
179
422
273
610

Capital employed in prod?fcing crude petrole~tm in Pennsylvania and
New Yorlc oil fields in 1889.--The total capital employed in producing
crude petroleum in Pennsylvania and New York districts at the close
of 1889, according to the table given below, was $89,562,008. Of this,
$27,184,857 represented the value of land and $62,377,151 the value of
all other property.
The total capital invested in Pennsylvanht, the value of lands, and
the total amount invested in all otl1er property, by districts, are as follows:
Total caJYital

inve.~ted

in the production of C1'1tde petroleum in Pennsylvania in 1889, by
d'i stricts.

Districts.

Bradford-Allegany ..............••..•.....•..
Forest .................................... --Wan·en ..................................... .
Butler-Clarion-Venango-Armstrong, etc ..... .
Allegheny .................................. .
Beaver ancl Smith's Fcrry ................ ~---

iJr~~~~n-~~~~: ::: ::~ :::: ::'::: :::::~: :::::::::::

Franklin ..•...... _..................•........

TotaL .........................•..... - ..

'£otal capital.

$32, 288, 195
1, 162, 174
10, ()80, 618
26, 020, 574
2, 070, 926
2, 203, 219
12, 238, 107
2, 171; 763
726, 432

-----89,562, 008

value of
Total value Total
all oiher
of land.
property.
$8, 562,827
648, 3:l8
3, 971' 524
8, 322,204
73B, 876
998,055
2, 703, 816
!)78, 427
25!l, 790

$23, 725, 368
513,836
6, 709, 094
17,698,370
1, 331, 050
1,205,164
9, 534, 291
1, 193,336
466,642

--------27,184,857
62,377,151

The total amount of oil land owned and leased in the Pennsylvania
and New York oil regions was 873,399 acres. Of this, 288,510 acres
were owned and 584,889 leased. The value given 'to this land in the
schedules was $27,184,857, an average value, ignoring fractions, of $31
an acre. The largest amount of land was held in the Butler-ClarionVenango-Armstrong district, the smallest amount in the Franklin district. The highest average value per acre was in the Franklin distric~,
being $53 an acre. The lowest value was in the Forest district, the
average being $21 an acre. It is evident to any one at all acquainted
with oil lands that these averages are very much below the actual value
of this territory as oil land. This class of land is worth to-day all the
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way from $100 to $400 an acre. R ecent purchases in the Bradford
district, one of the oldest, have been as high, where the fee has been
bought, as $150 to $250 an acre, while it is almost impossible to place a
value upon oil lands in the Washington district or in several of the
newer ones of the southwestern fields. .As is stated elsewhere, land was
bought in 18R9 at a valuation of $1,500 for each barrel of daily production.
In leasing oil lands it is usual to pay a certain price for the lease,
varying from $1 to $20 per acre, together with a certain proportion of
the oil produced as royalty. This royalty varies from one-sixteenth to
one-fourth of the oil produced, the almost universal custom being oneeighth. In estimath1g the worth of the oil land the value seems to have
been put by the producer, so far ,as it relates to the leased land, at the
amount paid per acre for the lease, while probably a fair price, though
a low one, has been placed upon the land owned. It is evident, however, that this valuation is not a fair one, as certainly it should
be estimated with some reference to the price paid for land when
purchased in fee, having in consideration at the same time the amount
of oil produced. Under these considerations it is believed that $100
an acre would be a very conservative estimate as the average value per
acre of the owned and leased oil lands in Pennsylvania. .At this figure
the value of these lands would be $87,339,900, instead of $27,184,857.
The number of acres of land held as oil territory in the Pennsylvania
and New York oil districts, together with the total value of the same
and the value per acre, are as follows:
.

Statistics of land held as oil territory in the Pennsylvania and New York oil
dist1·icts in 1889.
Total value Valueper
oflai>d.
acre.

Districts.

Total
acreage.

Bradford-.A.llegany ..••.•••.••••.•
Forest ...........................
W arren ..........................
:Butler-Clarion-Venango-Armstrong, etc .... . ................
Alleg;j_l6ny .......... . ............
:Beaver and Smith's Ferry .....••.
W ashington .....................
Greene ............•...•.•........
Franklin .••..••....••......•••...

1R2, 861
30 , 895
88,486

90,515
12,194
33,744

92,346
18,701
54, 742

$8,562,827
64R, B38
3, 971,524

$47
21
45

351, 278
31, 971
28, 812
112, 137
42,083
4, 876

142,634
2, 407
981
2, 544
275
3, 216

208, 644
29, 564
27, 831
109,593
41,808
], 6(;0

8, 322, 204
739, 876
908, 055
2, 703, 816
978, 427
259,790

24

873, 399 1 283, 510

584, 880

27, 184, 857

(a) 31

Total. ....••..•... - •..••.. --·

Owned.

Leased.

Acres.

Acres.

23
35
24
23
53

a. Average.

The total capital invested in the production of crude petroleum in
Pennsylvania and New York, outside of that invested in lands, amounted
in 1889 to $62,377,151. Of this, $55,936,194 was invested in wells, including rigs, wells proper, engines, boilers, casings, etc.; $1,327,614 in
tanks.; $7,255 in tank cars owned by the producers, but not including
those owned by transportation companies j $1,268,928 in pipe lines at
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wens, but not including the lin~s owned by the pipe-line transportation
companies ;•$446,305 in oil in stock at wells, and $3,390,855 in other property. One or two of these amounts demand some explanation. It
should be distinctly noted that the value of tank cars and pipe lines
giveu above does not include in any case the value of these properties
owned by the various pipe-line and other tranRportation companies, but
only the properties of the several kinds mentioned that were actually
a part of the well outfit.
The total value of the wells, that is, rigs, wells proper, engines, boilers,
and other apparatus, not including tanks, tank cars, or pipe lines, was
$55,936,194. On the basis of 31,768 producing wells, this would give
an average value of $1,761 per well. The average value of the wells in
each district, as shown in the table of capital invested in them, is given
below:
Avemge vctltte per well in each of the districts in the Pennsylvania and Nmv Yorlc oil fields
in 1889•
Districts.
Bradford-Allegany ........... .
:Forest . ...............•..••••..
Warren ...................... .
Bulter-Clarion-Venango-Armstrong, etc .... . ............ .

.A.nlounts.

Districts.

$1,237
1, 360
1, 335

.Allegh eny ................... .
Beaver and Smith's Ferry .... .

1,998

]'ranklin .......•...••..••.....

ifr;~~~n-~~~~-:::: ::::::::::::::

Amounts .
$4,297
4, 202
7,428
4, 971
690

In the older districts it is customary to estimate the value of a well
at the price at which the material at the well, including casings, rigs,
engines, boilers, etc., could be sold. In the newer districts, especially
in the southwestern country, a much higher estimate than this has been
made, though even there it is believed that in arriving at the value sufficient account has not been taken of the income that the wells bring to
their owners.
The number of producing wells at the beginning of 1889 was 25,420;
at the close of 1889 it was 31,768. Assuming that the average number
of producing wells throughout the year was in round numbers 28,000,
they produced an average of 767 barrels, worth on the average in the
neighborhood of $1.10 a barrel, or $844 per well. This number of wells
(28,000), producing this value of oil in one year, should certainly be
worth on an average more than $1,761, when the old materials from
these wells will be worth from $1,250 to $1,500 in the upper region, and
in the lower fields from $2,000 to $3,000. Some of the wells in the
Washington district will probably produce from 50,000 to 75,000 barrels
of oil before they are abandoned.
The capital invested in the production of crude petroleum in Pennsylvania and New York, outside of that invested in land, was as follows in
1889, by districts:
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Capital invested in tile prodtwtion of m·ude petroleu1n in Pennsylvania and NmiJ York in
1889.

Districts.

Rigs,_ wells,
engmes,
etc.

Tan"ks.

Bradford-Allegany - $20, 149, 046
Forest .. _.. _... ____ 406, 559
\Va.rren. · --- ------· 5, 575, 578
Bu tler-Clariou-Venaugo- Armstrong,
etc ... -.------·- ... 16,654,912

Tan"k
cars.

Oil in stoc"k
Pipelines. December
31, 18S9.

Other
property.

Total.

$534, 594
15,911
160,376

$510
495

$681, 5-!9
42, 755
215,212

$181,376
7, 668
60,820

5, 250

233.300
4, 771

70,676
6, 857

313,040
28, Oti7

17,698,370
1, 331, 050

2, 632
81, 81!)
2, 762
4,128

18, 90±
99,054
950

28,010
()2, 421
27,650
15,818

1, 205, 164
9, 534,291
1, 193, 336
466, 642

446,305

3, 390,855

62,377,151

~!~.e;~~e~~cl s~·ith;;-

1, 280,455

421, 192
10,900

Ferr.v. __ ..........
Washington ..•.....
Greene .............
Franklin ...........

1, 13t, 572
9, 151,407
1, 148,224
435,441

21,046
139, 590
13, 750
10, 255

1. 000

I

Total. ........ 55, 936. 19411, 327, 6141 7, 255 1 1, 268~

·------------

$2,178,293 $23, 725, 368
40,448
513,836
697, 108
6, 709,094

The totals of capital, acres of oil land held and its value, and the
value of other property for the States of Pennsylvania and New York
in 1889, were as follows:
Capital.
Total capital (real and personal) investe<l in lan<lR, wells, leases, etc.,
and employed in the business...... .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. $89, 562, 008
Number of acres of oillan<l:
Owne<l...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 288, 510
Leased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 584, 889
Total acreage.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 873, 399
Present value of land, both owne<l and leased .................... : . .. . 27,184,857

.A.verage value per acre, $31.
Value of rigs, wells, engines, boilers, etc _............................ . $55,936,194
Value of tanks ................................................... _.. __
1,327,614
Value of tank cars ................................................... .
7,255
Value of pipe lines at wells owned by parties making report .......... .
1,268,928
Value of oil in stock at wells December 31, 1889 ..................... ..
446,305
Value of other property and improvements ......... : . ................ .
3,390,855
Total . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

62, 377, 151

LABOR AND WAGES.

Oens'lts statistics of labor and wages.-The total number of persons
reported as employed in the production of crude petroleum in Pennsylvania in 1889 was 19,832, to whom was paid $7,423,781 in wages. The
number reported as foremen or overseers was 1,230; as mechanics,
10,049; as laborers, 8,256; as boys under 16 years of age, 156; as
employed in offices, males 134, females 7.
While tb,ese statistics may correctly represent what they claim to
give, namely, the persons actually employed in producing crude petroleum whose wages were paid by the different individuals, firms, or comllanies producing petroleum, they are misleading, and do not by any
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means represent the number of persons actually employed in building
rigs, drilling wells, and building tankage and pipe lines in the oil
regions. A great deal of this work is done by contract, building rigs
at so much a rig or so much a foot, in drilling wells at so much a foot,
or pumping wells at so much a day or so much a barrel. While the
amounts so paid appear in a statement of payments for operating,
pumping, and drilling wells, neither the number of men employed nor
the amount so paid would appear under the head of wages pajd for
labor; nor is there any means of arriving at the total number of men
so employed or their wages.
The classification of wages; though it is a general one in certain departments of the census, is unfortunate in the petroleum industry, as it
is exceedingly difficult to classify the workmen engaged in drilling and
operating wells under these classes. A pumper or engineer is neither
a foreman, an overseer, a mechanic, nor a laborer, as the term "mechanic" is understood, meaning, as it does in the oil regions, usually a
blacksmith, carpenter, or man engaged in a similar occupation. In
some instances a pumper, who is the only workman at the well, has
been classified as a foreman or overseer.
The division of employes in the table of classified wages given with
each (listrict is better than the list following, but as in many instances
no return was maue in the table of classified wages, the tota]s of the
different employes given in these lists in no case equals the total number of employes given.
The total number of persons employed and the wages paid in the production of crude petroleum in Pennsylvania in 1889, so far as the same
have been ascertained, are given in the following tables, by districts:
Classes of labor and wages paid in Pennsylvania and New York oil fields in 1889, by districts.

Foremen or overseers.

Mechanics.

Laborers.

Districts.
Num·
ber.
Bradford-Allegany-------.......
Forest ...... ···-···-··-······...
Warren.........................
Butler-Clarion- Venango- Arm-

432
13
120

All~;l~;~;t~.: ~ ~:: ::::: :~ ~ ~: :::::

4

Wages.

Wage!'!.

~~~-

Wages.

3, 037
77
1, 256

$91:1, 48R
33,785
519,476

2, 709
99
866

$873,036
42,850
260,360

4
' i~

1
' i~!: ~~~

3, 636

142
147
477
92
88

1, 099,566
61, 131
58,368
254,671
55,732
42,739

Total ...................... Jl,230--744,674 10,049~~416~ 8, 256

2, 748,453

l~eaver

and Smith's Ferry......
Washington....................
Greene..........................
Franklin................... . . . . .

i~

11
117
21
7

$244,392
9, 039
67,276

Number.

2

i~: ~i~

7, 550
85,356
15,071
4, 685

196
894
177
93

175, 076
611,697
127,335
12, 837
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Classes of labo1· and wages paid in Pennsylvania and New l'"o1'k oil fields in 1889, by dist?·icts-Con tin ued.
Office.
Boys under16 l -years.

-

- - - --,----

- - -- 1

Females.

Males.

Districts.

-

~~~l- Wages.'~~~l-

Wage11.

1 - - - - - - - - - -- - 1 - - - - - . -- - - - - -

Bradford-Allegany..............
31 $6,587
Forest ........................ __ ............. .
\V arren .... _... ___ .. __ . . . . .. . . . .
20
6, 600
Butler-Clarion - V cnango- Armstroiig, etc . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. ..
66 16, 316

~~~-

Total
number
Total.
of em- wages pmd.
· ployes.

Wages.

-

-

-

$56,470
1,125
11,0:32

$360

6, 255
191
2, 286

$2, 094, 342
8U 799
864: 744

22

9, 552

944

8, 386

2, 639, 406

t!;~¥~~a~rd·s~ith;~-if~~-~.;:::::: :::::::::::::: -----~- ---~·-~~~- :::::::::::::::
Washington------------~-------

39

23,690

Total.......................

156

53, 193

30

¥~=~tt~: ::::: :_
::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::

---1-----1

45
2
24

~

44,004 --- - --- ........

.8, ~~~ ::::::: ::::::::

~~~133, 741 --7- 1, 304

~~1

1,557

~i~·~~~

1,019:418

i~~
2~g: ~~I
19,832 7,423, 781

Employ71tents of lab01· in Pc·n nsylvcmia and New Y01·k o-il fields in 1389, by (listricts.

Districts.

l~u~ldiug

ngs.

Torpedo- Buildin )Building
or re- "' ' 0~ I:eDrilling Operating ing or
and caring cleaning pairing pru:·mg Office.
well,;.
for wens: wells.
tanks.
1f~~:.

-

Bradford-Allegany $120,868
Forest ............
5, 015
\V arrcn ...........
81, 048
Butler-ClarionVenango-Armstrong, etc ...... 161,908
.Allegheny ........
8, 919
Beaver and Smith's
Ferry .. _........
27,696
Washington ...•..
66,780
Greene ...........
3, 277
Franklin ..••. . .•. .
2, 703
Total . ..••..

$548,558 $1, 296, 607
31,849
45,547
393, ()68
333,848
1, 097,416
117,977
126,409
373, 689
75,747
15,482

--

$44,153
110
23, 248

$9,286
1, 562
11,830

$18,0:31
1, 591
10,070

21,230

··-······

18,406
1, 669

...............

82,989 ............
464, 84()
12,882
101, 191
3,572
431
41,570

3,900
52. !150
10,590
75

1, 326,976
79,565

478,21412, 780, 79513,773,139

105,626

Total
wages
paid.

2, 974

$56,839 $2, Ofl4, 342
1,125
86,799
11,032
864,744
10,496
2,125

.............. ...............

2, 639,406
210,255

4, 267
3, 7(ll

44,004
8,800
624

240,994
1, 019,418
206,938
60,885

110,2681 40,694

135, 045

7,423,781

................

The division of the $7,423,781 into amounts paid for various purposes
shows that $478,214 was paid for labor engaged in building rigs,
$2,780,795 in drilling wells, $3,773,139 in operating and caring for wells,
$105,626 in torpedoing and cle.1ning wells, $110,26t; in building and
repairing tankage at wells, $40,694 in building and repairing pipe lines
at wells, and $135,045 in the offices. The only figures that require much
comment are those relating to the item of labor paid for drilling wells,
which amounted to $2,780,795. This includes not only the amount paid
for drilling new wells, but in many instances the cost of drilling and
cleaning out old wells. The number of new wells drilled and completed in Pennsylvania and New York in 1889 was 5,435. Where this
was done by contract the price ran from 40 cents to $1.50 per foot, the
cost of drilling by contract including labor, fuel, wear and tear of tools,
and use of machinery and appliances. Possibly 60 cents a foot would
represent the cost of drilling a well, of which not much less than 40
cents would be the cost {)f labor. Assuming that the average depth of"
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wells drilled in Pennsylvania and New York in 1889 was 1,200 feet, this
would make the cost of labor per well in round numbers $500, making
the total cost of labor in drilling the 5,435 wells drilled in 1889
$2,717,500. A portion of this sum should be added to the $2,780,795
given as the lapor cost paid for drilling the same. Relative to drilling
by contract, very full information on this subject has been received
from Mr. J. L. Wilson, secretary of the Well Drillers' Association, of
Titusville, Pennsylvania. Estimating the cost of wells in what is
known as the Upper district, Mr. Wils011 gives the following figures:
Cost of rig, from $275 to $325; lumber in rig, from 8,000 to 10,000 feet,
worth from $8 to $11 per thousand; iron, $70 to $80; timber, besides
the lumber mentioned above, $30 to $50; carpenters' work and grading,
$75 to $90; carpenters' wages, from $2 to $3.50 per day of 10 hours.
Relative to the cost of machinery, ~fr. Wilson states that it is difficult to give exact information, as it is not known just how long machinery
will last, its work being divided between drilling and pumping. Drilling maehinery rents for drilling purposes, however, at from 10 to 15
cents per foot of drilling done, or from $50 to $75 for 30 days, the
machinery including boiler, engine, pipes and fittings, belt, and bull
rope. Boilers used in the oil region cost from $27 5 to $425, engines
from $150 to $180, belts from $30 to $50, bull ropes from $15 to $20,
ancl1)ipes and fittings from $5 to $10.
Drilling costs iu the upper region from 40 to 50 cents per foot. This
includes cost of labor, fuel, wear and tear of materials, and rent of
tools, including ropes, the first cost of tools and rope being from $800
to $1,000. The depth of the new wells of the upper regions is from
600 to 1,000 feet, the time consumed in drilling being from 8 to 15 days
of 24 hours each, drilling being continued night and day. The cost of
labor is as follows: 2 drillers, at from $3 to $4.50 per day of 12 hours;
2 tool dressers, at from $2.50 to $3.50 per day; fuel, 4 to 5 cents per foot
of well drilled, and casing from ~0 to 45 cents per foot. The amount
used is from 150 to 400 feet. Tubing used, according to depth of well,
at from 13 to 17 cents per foot; fittings per well, $12 to $25; sucker
rods, 5 to 7 cents per foot. The amount of sucker rods used is the same
as tubing, varying with the depth of the well. The cost of drilling
given above includes putting into the well the casing, tubing, and rods,
but not the furnishing of them.
When the well is to be torpedoed, from 20 to 180 quarts of nitroglycerin are used, worth from 90 cents to $1 per quart.
The following is a condensed statement of the statistics of labor and
wageR for the entire States of Pennsylvania and New York in the production of crude petroleum in 1889:
Statistics of labor and wages in the Pennsylvania and New York oil regions in 1889.
All labor, not including office force:
Number of foremen or overseers. . . . . • • . . . .. • . .. • • . . .. .. • .. ..
1, 230
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889...... .... .••• ....

$744,674.
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Statistics of labo1· and wages, etc.-Continued.

All labor, uot including office force-Continued.
Number of mechanics....................................... 10,049
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 ....•............. $3, 742, 416
N urn ber of larborers ........................................ _ 8, 256
Total wages paicl all workmen of this class in 1889 ........... :. . . . . . 2, 748, 453
Boys under 16 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
156
Total wages paid all boys under 16 years............................
53,193
Office force:
Total numberofmales...... ...... ...••. .... .... .... .... ....
134
Total number of femaies . ........... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . . . .. ..
7
Total wages paid males ........................................... ..
133,741
Total wages paid females ......................................... ..
1, 304
Total n urn ber of persons employed and wages paid in 1889.

19, 832

7, 423, 781

Wages paid for labor:
In building rigs ...•................................... __ ..... __ ' __ ..
In drilling wells ..................................... _........ ____ ..
In operating and cad 11 g for wells ................................. ..
In torpedoing wells ...................................... _.... _.. _.
In building or repairing tankage ................................. ..
In building and repairing pipe lines .............................. ..
In office ...................................................... _. _. _.

478,214
2, 780,795
3,773,139
105,626
110,268
40,694
135,045

Total ........................ - ...... --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7, 423, 781

OHIO.

In the three well-known districts, Lima, Macksburg, and Mecca,
which make up the oil-producing territory of Ohio, the product in 1890
was 16,124,656 barrels, compared with 12,471,466 barrels in 1889. The
statistics by districts and the value are shown in the following'table:
Total production and value, and value per barrel, of petroleum p1·oduced in Ohio in 1889
and 1890.
1889.

Districts.

Ban·els.
Lima ............. 12,153, 189

~!~~:-~1~e~:::::

1890.

Value per
Total IT
• 1ue. Vb~:.e1.er
Total IT ota1"a
production. ota1va1ue. barrel. production.

317,037
1, 240

Total ........ j 12,471,466

Barrels.
$1,822,978
340, 683
10,334
2, 173,9951

$0.15
1. 07t
8.33i

o. 17j!-

15,014,882
1, 108,334
1,440

$4,504,465
1, 127, 730
12, 000

116, 124, 656 1 5, 644,1951

$0.30
1. 01!
8. 33t
0.35

In the classification of this oil all of that produced in Lima was
classed as fuel oil in 1889, that of the Macksburg district as illuminating,
and all of that produced in the Mecca~ Belden district as lubricating oil.
This classi:fication is correct with the exception of the Lima district. While
it is true that most of the ~ima oil that was cons1.1.med in 1889 was used
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as fuel, strenuous efforts were being made to find a method for refining
it·, so that considerable of the oil that was produced in 1889 and went
into pipe-line stocks has since been used for illuminating purposes, the
oil producing some 22 per cent. of illuminauts, the balance being sold
for fuel purposes. AU of the oil produced in the Mecca-Belden district
was used for lu"\lricating purposes, and al1 of that produced in the
l\'Iacksbnrg di~trict was wh:tt may be termed refinery oil, or for manufacture into illuminating oil.
In 18DU a Luge proportion of the Lima oil was refined and supplied
domestic consumptwn, while the exports of refined oils were supplied
by the Pennsylvania and New York fields.
Bringing the production in previous years to the end of 1890, it is
seen that the total product for the State aggregates 46,637,198 barrels,
allowing, as has already been done, 200,000 barrels as the aggregate
product previous to 1876.
P1·oduction of pet1·oleum in Ohio.

I -- - - - - - - - -I-B_a_n_·e-ls-.
rrevious to 1876...............
1876 - - --- - - - - - - - - ------ - - ---- -1877 . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . • • . . . • . . . . .
1878- ----·-. ----------- .. -----187() ------.-----.------- .. ----1880 _.. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .
1881 - ------ ---- -- ------ - - - -- - -1882 - - - - -- -- - - --- -- - ----- - --- "
1883---------------------------

200,000
31, 761
29, 888
38, 17()
29, 112
38, 94 0
33, 86i
39, 761
47,632

I

1

Bamh.

188-t ------·--------··---------90,081
1885 - - ---- --------.-- •••• -.---650, 000
lHI.;:) . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . • • . • . . . . • . 1, 782, 970
1887- ·-·--· ---·-------·- -- ·- --- 5, 018,015
1888 ----------- .. -----.-- •.. --. 10, 010, 868
I 889 _.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . .. . • . . 12, 471, 466
1890 - ---- . - ------ -----.- - •. --- - 16, 124, 656
TotaL .................... 46,637,198

The enormous increase in production shown in the above table began
in 1885, which marks the commencement of developn;I.ents in the Lima
field.· In 1886 this di~trict yielded 1,064:,025 barrels; in 1887 it increased four fold to 4,630,375 barrels; in 1888, to 9,682,683; in 1889, to
12,153,18D; and in 1890, to 16,124,656, an amount greater than Pennsylvania and ~ ew York together had produced in any year prior to
1878.
Stocks.-The total stocks of oil held in Ohio December 31, 1888, were
10,243,066 barrels, of which 10,161,842 barrels were held by the pipe lines
and 81,224 were held in stock at the wells. At the close of 1889 these
stocks had increased to 14,886,122 barrels, of which 14,415,997 barrels
were held by tb.e pipe lines and 470,125 at the wells. In 1890 these stocks
decreased to 10,000,000 at the close of the year; due to the increased
refining at the wells, there was a slight increase to 500,000 barrels.
The distribution of these stocks by districts is shown in the following
table:
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Stocks of pet1·pleu.m in Ohio December 31, 1888, 1889, and 1890.
[Barrels.]
Lima.

D ecember 31, 1888:
Pipo-lin c stoclis -----------------At w ells ...... . ...................

9, 810,714
78,118

351,128
2, 726

Tota.l at close of 1888 .. _. _. ___ . _.

!l, 888, 8 3~

353,854

Decem b cr 31, 1889:
Pipe-line s tocks----------------- · 14,105, 149
At w ells . .........................
466,308

310,848
3, 337

Total at close of 1889. ___ • _. _____ 14,571,457

314,185

December 31,1800:
Pipe-line and refining stocks ......
At >Yells ......... _------.---------

I

Total at close of 1890 ___ ••• __ ••••

9, 400,000
500, 000
9, 900,000

MeccaBelden.

Macl{sburg.

Periods.

Total.

........................ 10,161,842
380

81,224

380

10,243,066

......................... 14,415,997

I

480

470,125

480

14,886,122

.--- _:~~·-~~~-1 :::::: ::::::

9, 500,000
500,000

1------------

10,000,000

100, 000

From the preceding table it will appear that not only was all the oil
produced in the Macksburg district in 1889 disposed of, but stocks were
drawn on to the extent of nearly 40,000 barrels. The stocks in this district at the close of 1889 were actually 39,669 barrels less than at the
close of 1888. On the other band, stocks in the Lima distrid had increa,sed 4,682,625 barrels, which would indicate a consumption of 7,470,564 barrels of Lima oil in 1889. It should be remembered, however,
that reductions in stocks in the pipe lines do not always indicate actual
consumption, as oil may be carried in tanks outside of those owned by
the pipe lines.
· The following statistics in regard to the number of wells and the capital
employed in the Ohio oil industry were collected with great care and
detail for the Census Office and are taken from the final report:
Wells.-'~ The total number of wells in all districts in Ohio at the close
of 1889 was 2,640, of which 2,242 were in the Lima district, 390 in the
Macksburg district, and 8 in the Mecca-Belden district. At the close
of 1888 there were 1, 788 wells in the State the increase in 1889 being
852. Of this increase, 777 were in the Lima field, 73 in the Macksburg,
and 2 in the Mecca-Belden.
"During the year 1889,759 producing wells are reported as having been
completed. Of these, 667 were completed in the Lima district, 86 in the
Macksburg district, and 6 in the Mecca-Belden district. The initial
daily production of all of these wells was 55,930 barrels, an average of
73-?0 barrels. The average initial production per well in the Lima district was 82 g. barrels per day; the Macksburg district, 131\-; the MeccaBelden, one half barrel.
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for the whole State of Ohio for 1889 are as follows:
Well record.

Number.
Total pro<lndng wells Decem her 31, 1888 ... 1, 788
Total producing wells Decem her 31, 1889 ... 2, 640
Total tlowing well!l Deceml.H:lr 31, 1888...... 255
Total flowin .~ wellA Decemb er 31, 188!L..... 785
Total pumping wells December 31, 1888 .... 1, 533
Total pumping wellA Decemuer 31, 1889 .... 1, 855
Wells complcte1l in 188!J...... .. .. . . .. . • • • .. 825
Dry holes in 1880............ .... .. . ........
66

Number.
Producing wells completed in 1889........
759
Initial daily production of new wells
(barrels) ................................ 55, 930
Rigs lmildiug December 31, 1888...........
26
Rigs buildiug December 31, 1889-- · ·.• •. • • •
59
\Vells drilling December 31, 1888........ .•
38
\Yells drilling December 31, 1889..........
45

Value of materials used in pumping, caring for, and operating wells in 1889, $650,503.

Capital.-" The total capital in vested in the oil business in Ohio in
1889, aceorcling to the reports received, was $17,771,152. Of this,
$9,963,302 represents the value of land and $7,807,850 the value of
wells, tanks, pipe lines, oil in stock at wells, and other property and
improvements.
"Of the total capital, as above stated, $16,802,637 was invested in the
Lima district, $944,721 in the lVfacksburg district, and $23,794 in the
l\fecca-Belden district.
•
"Of the $7,807,850 invested in wells, etc., $6,627,835 was invested in
wells proper, including the rigs, engines, boilers, etc.; $373,052 in tanks,
and $123,762 in pipe lines at wells, not including those belonging to
pipe-line companies; $76,063 represents the stock of oil at the wells on
December 31, 1889, while $607,138 represents the value of other property, including cash and improvements.
"The total acreage of oil lands, both owned and leased, is 440,401.
Of this, 23,513 acres are reported as owned and 416,888 acres as leased. The
total value of this land, both owned and leased, is given as $9,963,302.
This is but $23 an acre, ignoring fractions, for all the oil lands throughout the State. The value of the 371,619 acres of oil lands in the Lima
district is given as $9,693,466, an average of $.26 an acre; that of the
68,171 acres of land in the Macksburg district is stated to be $255,841,
an average of only $4 an acre; while the value of the 611 acres in the
Mecca-Belden district is $13,995, or an average of $23 an acre. It is
evident, as has already been stated in connection with the general discussion of the value of oil lands, that this is an underestimate, the probability being that to the actual value of the land owned is added the
actual amount of money paid for the leased land, and these two sums are
taken as the total value of all the land. Even with Lima oil at the prices
ruling in 1889, $100 an acre would be a very low estimate of the average
value of the oil lands in the State of Ohio, and this amount would
place these lands at $44,040,100, instead of a little less than $10,000,000.
"The total value of the wells, including rigs, engines, boilers, casings,
etc.,butexcludingthetanks and pipe lines, as givenbelow,is$6,627,835.
Of this amount, $5,990,285 represent the value of the wells in the Lima
district, $630,950 the value of those in the Macksburg district, and
$6,600 the value of those in the Mecca-Belden district. This would
make the value of each well in the !Jim~ qist:rict $2?672, in the Mac~s·
778 J\HN--21
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burg district $1,618, and in the Mecca-Belden district $825. As has
already been stated, it is the usual custom in oil districts to estimate
the valne of a well at about what the casing, etc., would be worth to
remove to another well, and not by its producing capacity.
The consolidated statistics of tlte capital in all of the districts of
Oltio are as follows:
Statistics of the capital employed in the Ohio fields in 1889.
Total capital (real aud persona.!) invested in lands, wells, leases, etc.,
aml employed in the business ...........................•............ $17,771,152
Number of acres of oil land:
Owned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 513
Leased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 416, 888
Total acreage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 440, 401
Present value of land both owned and leased ....•....••...•...........

9,963,302

Average valu.,e per acre, $23.
Value of rigs, wells, engines, boilers, etc ............................. .
Value of tanks ................................................. _. __ . _
Value of pipe lines at 'vells owned by parties making report ......... .
Value of oil in stock at wells December 31, 1889 ...................... .
Value of other property and improvements ........................... .

6, 627,835
373,052
123,762
76,063
607,138

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .

7, 807, 850

Lctbor and wages.-In a general way it may be said that a large proportion of the work of building rigs, drilling and torpedoing wells, and
erecting tankage is done by contract and the items for the labor in connection with these operations do not appear in this report; so also the
general classification of foremen or overseers, mechanics, laborers, and
boys is confusing and misleading, different proprietors classifying the
same workmen under different beaus, as, for instance, a pumper who has
charge of the works at the well will be in some cases classed as a foreman, in others as a mechanic, and in others as a laborer.
The total number of employes at the oil wells in Ohio at the close of
1889 was 2,123. There was paid for labor by the proprietors of the wells,
not including, as stated above, that paid drillers working by contract,
$836,377. Of the employes, 1,798 were in the Lima district, 318 in the
J\facksburg, and 7 in the Mecca-Belden district. The amount of wages
paid in the Lima district was $722,975, in the Macksburg $111,402, and
in the :Mecca-Belden district $2,000. There were 94 men classed as overseers, to whom $71,613 was paid in wages; 724 classed as mechanics,
to whom $235,607 was paid, and 1,282 classed as laborers, to whom
$509,421 was paid. No boys under 16 years are reported as having
been employed at wells, and the total office force reported was 23, to
whom $19,736 was paid in wages. This last item evidently includes
only employes in offices, even if it includes all who are regarded as
office force, and <loes :not includ~ owners, proprietors, or officers of
companies,
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The wages paid for labor in building rigs in Ohio, with the exceptions
above noted, was $30,254; for drilling wells, $17 4,299; in operating and
caring for wells, $595,518; in torpedoing wells, ·$3,72 8; in building or
repairing tankage, $9,440; in building and repairing pipe lines, $3,402,
and in the office, $19,736.
The statistics of labor and wages in the Ohio oil fields in 1889 are as
follows:
Labm·and wages.
All labor, not including office force:
Number of foremen or overseers................................
94
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 ....... _.. . . . . . . . . . • $71, 613
Number of mechanics ............... --- .. ·--- .... --.-----......
72..1:
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1888 . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 235, 607
Number of laborers ............ ·----- .......................... 1,282
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 509, 421
Office force:
•
Total number (males) ...... -----· .........•.. ------ ...... ---- ~-23
Total wages paid (males).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19, 736
Total number of persons employed and wages paid in 1889 .. 2,123 836,377
Wages paid for labor :
-In building rigs . _..•.................................................
30,25<1
In drilling wells .................................................... . 174,299
In operating and caring for wells ................................ ---. 595,518
In torpedoing wells ................................................. .
3,728
In building or repairing tankage .................................... _
9,440
In building nml repairing pipe lines ................................. .
3,402
In office .......... _......... _.. _. _____ .. __ ... _.. _.. __ . _.. _.... _. _. __ .
19,736
'Total . . . . • . .. . . • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

836, 377

Lima district.-Probably the most remarkable oil district ever developed in this country is that known as the Lima or Northwestern Ohio
district. lts discovery opened up a new horizon (the Trenton limestone)
as an oil-producer. Its development has been rapid since it first began
to assume prominence in 1885, and its production has increaRed enormously. For a while it was believed that the character of the oil was
such that no market could be found for it fo:c illuminating purposes, but
this theory has been exploded, and it is safe to predict that in the near
future a large portion of the demand for illuminating oil, at least in the
United States, will be supplied by the distillate from the limestone oil.
The Lima oil field, according to Professor Orton, who has written
mosi; fully upon it, constitutes a fiat-lying tract of Trenton limestone.
It is as near a level terrace as an area of this sort ever becomes. The
very gentle slope that exists in it is mainly to the northward, not
amounting to more than 4 feet to the mile, and at times reduced even
to 1 or 2 feet. The rises in the floor, or, in other words, the knobs and
bosses of this great limestone sheet, are always favorable to production,
other things being equal. In this field are included all of the oil-producing districts in northwestern Ohio. They are generally divided into

the Lima, Fiud:lay7 .New B~ltimore,

S~iut

Mary's,

Gib~ouburg,

Upper
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Sandusky, and Spencerville fields. Oil was produced in this district
in 1889 in Auglaize, Hancock, Mercer, Sandusky, and Wood counties.
The oil is found at Lima at a depth of 1,300 feet. It requires about
sixty days to drill a well, the cost being some $2,500. The first wells
drilled in this territory were none of them very large producers. Early
in 1886 no well exceeded, if, indeed, any reached, 150 barrels a day.
Toward the close of 1886 and the first of 1887, however, some very large
wells were brought in, one being reported at 1,500 barrels a day, another
reaching the 1,000-barrellimit, and others maintaining a rate of several
hundred barrels per day week after week. In 1889 the average production of the new wells in this district was 80~ bar!els, some wells
yielding as high as 1,500 barre-ls and others dropping as low as 30 barrels,
from 50 to 75 barrels being the most common figures of production.
The Lima oil and, indeed, all limestone oils differ greatly in character
from the oils of the sandstones. They are dark or black and rather
heavy, and contain sulphur compounds. In these respects the oils of
north western Ohio resemble those of Canada and Tennessee. These
oils, though they would be classed as rather heavy, differ greatly in
specific gravity. In the first wells struck thr. oil had a gravity of 360
B.; in the later wells it reaches 37° or 38° and in some even 41 o.
There have been two great drawbacks to the use of Lima oil for
illuminating purposes: first, the presence of sulphur compounds; and,
secondly, the yield as compared with the Pennsylvania oils. It is
claimed that a way has been found to deprive this oil of its sulphur,
and the price and market that are being obtained for the residuum
after distilling off the illuminating oil have largely done away with the
second objection. As is stated elsewhere, this oil has largely entered
into use as an illuminator.
The production of petroleum in the Lima, Ohio, oil fields from 1886
to 1890 is as follows :
P1·oduction of petrole·um in the Lima, Ohio, district front 1886 to 1890.
Barrels.

1886
1887
1888
1889
1890

. - . - - .• - - - ••.•••.... - ...•. - ••....•••... - . - .... - - - . - • - - ... - -- .•• - - - - 1, 064, 025
.. ---- - . --- .. -- ---- - ... ------ . -- --- . -- --- . ----. -.---. ---. ---- •• ---. 4, 650, 375
.. - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - ... - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - ..• - - - - .. - - -- .• - - - - . 9, 682, 683
.. --- •. ---.- . -.-. - ... --- .. ---- ... -- .. - .... ---- ... --- ..• ---- ---. - •• - 12, 153, 189
. - .--:. ... ---- ... -- -- .. -- --- . ---- ... -- . - .. -- ---. --- .. ----. --.- • --. -.-. 15, 014, 882

The statistics of the production of petroleum in the Lima field in 1889
are as follows:
'
Total p1·ocluction and value.
Total production in 1889 (barrels of 42 gallons)...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total value at wells of all oil produced, excluding pipage ....•... _....
Value per barrel ................... _____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12, 153, 189
$1, 822, 978
$0. 15

Stocks of fuel oil on hand at wells.
Barrels.

December 31, 1888 __ _: ____ .....•....... _..... _____ ...•..••••••••••••••
D{)cemb.e r 31, 1889 •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

78,118
466,308
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Well record.
Total number of producing wells December 31, 1888 .........••.........
Total number of producing wells December 31, 18~9 .................. .
Total number of flowing wells December 31, 1888 ..................... .
Tota.l number of flowing wells December 31, 1889 ..................... .
Tota.l number of pumping wells December 31, 188H ................... .
Total number of pumping wells, December 31, 1889 ................... .
Number of wells completed in 1889 ................................... .
Number of dry holes in 1889 .......................................... .
Number of producing wells completed in 1889 ........................ .
Initial daily production of new wells ( bn,rrels). ....................... .
Number of rigs building December 31, 1888 ........................... .
Number of rigs building December 31, 1889 ........................... .
Number of wells drilling December 31, 1888 .......................... .
Number of wells drilling December 31, 1889 .......................... .
Value of materials used in pumping, caring for, and operating wells in
1889 .. - -...... - -... - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . - - - . - - - - ... - - - - . - - . - - - - - . - ....•. - -

1,465
2,242
157
682
1,308
1,560
701
34
667
54,800
23
57
33
38
$318,000

Capital.
Total capital (real and personal) invested in lands, wells, leases, etc.~
and employed in the business ....................................... $16, 802, 637
Number of acres of oil land:
.
Owned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 22, 477
Leased. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 349, 142
Total acreage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 371, 619
Present value of land, both owned and leased ........................ .

9,693,466

Average value per acre, $26.
Value ofrigs, wells, engines, boilers, etc ............................. .
Value of tanks ...................................................... .
Value of pipe lines at wells owned by parties making report .......... .
Value of oil in stock at wells December 31, 1889 ...................... .
Value of other property and improvements ........................... .

$5,990,285
355, 157
117,049
69,946
&76,734

Total .......•............ .· ...................................... .

7,109,171

Labor and wages.

All labor, not including office force:
Number of foremen or overseers.............................
86
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 ................ .
Number of mechanics.......................................
557
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 ................ .
Number of laborers ......................................... 1,134
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 ................ .
Office force:
Total number (males) ............. ---~......................
21
Total wages paid (males) ......................................... .

$65,563
183,210
454,826

19,376

Totaln umuer of persons employed and wages paid in 1889. 1, 798

722,975

Wages paid for labor:
In bu ililing rigs ....•.....•........................................
In drilling wells ................................................. .
In operating aml caring for wells ................................ .
In torpedoing wells ..................................•...•..•.....

$22,352
129,638
537,201
3,728
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\Vages paid for labor-Continued.
In building or repairing tankage ..........................•.•.•..•
In building and repairing pipe lines. ___ ... ___ . ___ .. ____ .. ___ .. _..•
In office ......••• _.•... _. __ ... _.. ______________ .......... _. _. _.. _.

$7,640
3,040
19,376

'I'otal ....••.•......... _.. _..... ____ . _____ .. ____ ........... ___ .

722,975

Classified wa.ges.

Class of labor.

Foremen ...................... ------ ........... .

[;:~~~:~~~rosr~ ~~~i-~~~~-~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Hig lmilders .................................... .
Drillers ......................................... .
Tool d res~:~ers ................................... .
La borers ........................................ .
Teamsters ...................................... .
\Vel! cleaners ................................... .
Sundry mechanics .............................. .

N11mber
of each
class.

Range of wages.

81
977

48
J51
2i6
5
186
5
20

.

13

$15 to $214 per month.
$5 to $75 per month.
$'2.50 per day.
$C.O to $125 per rig.
45 to 80 cents per foot.
$3 per <by.
$1 to $2 l)cr day.
$3 to ~5 per da.)'.
$3.50 to $5 per day.
$2.25 to $2.50 per day.

1

Macksburg, Ohio, district-The second 1argest oil-producing district in
Ohio, and the oue producing oil that compares with the best product of
Pennsylvauia, is that known as the Macksburg district. The chief production of this district is in Washington county, but a large quantity
is reported also from Noble county, and small amounts from Harrison
and Belmont counties.
The development of the Macksburg district was almost coincident,
with that of the western Pennsylvauia oil fields, the first well having
been bored in 1860. This well was but 56 feet deep, and yielded many
thousands of barrels of heavy lubricating oil. It is reported that at
first the daily yield was from 100 to 200 barrels. .A well a short distance
west of this yielded at first 150 barrels a day. Notwithstanding th(A
early exploitation of this district, it however assumed but little importance until the spring of 1884, when a number of successful wells were
bored. During 1885 the production increased rapidly, the runs through
the Macksburg pipe line being 661 7586 barrels. In 1890 the production
re~w.hed 1,108 7334 barrels, and this was the year of its greatest output.
The production of the Macksburg district for the last 6 years h?.s
been as follows:
Pl'oduction of pet1·oleu1n in the Macksbzt1'g, Ohio, dist1·ict j1'om 1885 to 1890.
Barrel,.

1885 .....•...• -- •..• --- .. ---- ... - ....... - .. - . - .. - ...... - ..... - . -.-.- .. -661, 580
1886 .... ---. ·-- -·. ·-.- "' ·-. ·-· .. -.- .. -.- ... -.- -- ... -· .... - .. -...... -- •..
703,945
1887. . .. - ••••. - - - .. - . - - - - - •....... - . - ... - .......... - ... -... - . - .. - ... -- . 372, 257
1888 - ... - .. --.- ..•.. --- •..•• - ..... - .... ----- .. -. -... - .... - .... - .. - -----.
291, 585
1889 ... --- .. -- .. -.-. - ... --. - .. - - - ....... --- .••.•........ - ........... ---317, 037
1890 • - • - • - - ..••.••• - .• - • - - .•... - - . - ... - . - - . - - .. - .. - - • - • - - - . - - .. - . - - . - • - - 1, 108, 3~'
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Though oil is produced from 4 sands in this field, the important
or1e is the Berea grit. The first oil well in this formation was struck in
1878, and was a 10-barrel flowing well.
Search for oil in this horizon in 1889 was quite persistent. A dozen wells
were drilled near Cadiz, several of which started with a production of
from 5 to 10 harrels of oil per day, only a few maintaining a production
of 4 or 5 barrels at the close of the year. In Belmont and J efl'erson
counties some work was done, but the result was, on the whole, somewhat unsatisfactory.
Tl1e statistics of the production of petroleum in the Macksburg district in 1889 are as follows:
Total prodttction and value.
Total production in 1889 (barrels of 42 gallons)._. __ .. _............... __ _ 317,037
Total value at wells of all oil produced, excluding pipage. __ ............ . $340,683
Value per barrel ....................................................... .
$1. 07t

Stocks of oil on hand at wells.
Barrels.

December 31, 1888 .........•...•.....................................•••.
J)ecember 31, 1889 ...••..•.••....•......•..............•..•.•..•.....•..•

2,726
3,337

Well record.
Totalnnmber of producing wells December 31, 1888 ..................... .
Total number of producing wells December 31, 1889 ..................... .
Total number of flowing wells December 31, 1888. __ .. _... _.. _.........•.
Total number of flowing wells December 31, 1889 _.. _...... _............ .
Total number of pumping wells December 31, 1888 .....................••
Total number of pnmping wells December 31, 1889 .....................••
Number of wells completed in 1889 .................. __ ................. .
Number of dry holes in 1889 ..... _........................... _.......... .
Number of producing wells completed in 1889 _.......... _...... _........•
Initial daily production of new wells (barrels) .......................... .
Number of rigs building December 31, 1888 ............................ ..
Number of rigs building December 31, 1889 ........................ _... .
Number of wells drilling December 31, 1888 ............................. .
Number of wells drilling December 31, 1889 .... _....... _................ .
Value of materials used in caring for and operating wells in 1889 ..•......

317
390
98
103
219
287
118
32
86
1,127
3

2

5
7
$331,255

Capital.
Total capital (real and personal) invested in lands, wells, leases, etc., and
employed in the business...... . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. $944, 721
Number of acres of oil land:
Owned ............................ _........................
745
LeaE;ed ....................... _ ....... _..................... 67, 426
Total acreage ................................. _. . . . . .. . 68, 171
Present value of land, both owned and lea sed. __ ........ _............. _.

255, 841
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Average value per acre, $4.
Value of rigs, wells, engines, boilers, etc ............................... .
, Value of tanks ........................................................ .
Value of pipe lines at wells owned by parties making report ............ .
Value of oil in stock at wells D ecember 31, 1889 ....................•.....
Value of other property and improvements ............................. .
To tal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

$630,950
17,450
6,695

3,731
30,054
688,

~80

Labo1· and 'Wages.
All labor, not including office force:
Number of foremen or overseers..............................
8
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 ..............•....
Number of mechanics........................................
161
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 .................. .
Number of laborers..........................................
141
1'otal wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 .................. .
Office force:
Total number (males).........................................
2
Total wages paid (males) ............................. . ........... ..
Total number of persons employed and wages paid in 1889. .. .

318

W:,tges paitl for labor:
In bnihling rigs ................................................... .
In drilling wells ................................................... .
In operating and caring for wells ................................... .
In building or repairing tanks ..................................... .
In building and repairing pipe lines ................................ .
In office ................................ _.......................... .
Total. . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

$6,050
52,397
52,595

360
111,402

$7,902

44,661
56,317
1,800
362

360
111, 402

Classified 'Wages.
Class of labor.
Foremen ......... . ............... . ............... .
Pumpers or engineers .......................... ..
Carpenters ......................... . ............ .
Rig-builders ......... .. ........................... .
Driller!~ .......................................... .
Tool-dressers ............... . .................... .
Laborers ......................................... .
Teamsters ....................................... .
Sundry mechanics ........ _...................... .

Number
of each
class.
10

111
41
75
131

13
24
3
3

Range of wages.

$40 to $75 per month.
$10 to $60 per month.
$2.50 per day.
$50 to $205 per rig.
45 to GO cents per foot.
$2 to $3.50 per day.
$1 to $2 per day.
$3 to $5 per day.
$2.50 per day.

Mecca-Belden district.- The wells in this district are located in Lorain
and. Trumbull counties and include the Grafton and Mecca-Belden districts. All the oils in this district are from the Berea grit.
These districts produce a lubricating oil from a few shallow wells.
The total production in 1889 was 1,240 barrels, worth at the railroad
station, 3 miles distant, package included, from 30 to 35 cents, according to quality. There were eight producing wells in 1889, and all
were pumped by heads. The oil is obtained mixed with water highly
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charged with hydrogen sulphide, as many as 1,000 barrels of water being often pumped out for one barrel of oil. The wells are owned and
operated by farmers, who engage in this work when circumstances
permit. The wells range from 50 to 60 feet deep, at which depth a
fissure or creviee is found containing inexhaustible quantities of water,
carrying a greater or less amount of oil. This water is collected and
the oil permitted to settle, when it is skimmed off and, after settling,
is heated by steam to still further drive off the water, and it is then
put up in barrels and sold. A well was drilled in 188g to a depth of
2,375 feet with the hope of obtaining a larger amount of oil, but without
success.
There arc no 1)roductive wells now in Mecca proper, all being in East
Mecca.
WEST VIRGINIA.

The descriptions given in Pennsylvania of the Lower oil tleld, the
character of the strata and of the oil produced, will apply to the lVIount
Morris and the Turkey Foot districts. That given in Ohio concerning
the Macksburg district will apply to the Eureka. Regarding the other
districts, it is sufficient to say that in most of the producing wells of
the Volcauo and Burning Springs districts the oil is found near the top
of the carboniferous rocks.
Prod~wtion.-The total production of petroleum in West Virginia in
1889 was 544,113 barrels, valued at $653,827, or $1.20k per barrel; in
1890, 492,578 barrels, valued at $1.01~ per barrel. In 1889 the Turkey
Foot district produced 199,460 barrels; the lVIount MorriB, 174,758 barrels; the Volcano and Eureka, 165,735 barrels, of which 23,G02 barrels
were lubricating, and the Burning Springs, 4,160 barrels; making a
total of 520,511 barrels of illuminating oil, valued at $5g5,730, or $1.14-2per barrel, and 23,602 barrels of lubricating oil, valued at $58,097, or
$2.46k per barrel. Tabulating these figures, the result is as follows:
Total prodnct·ion and value of pett·olett1n produced in West Virgin·ia in 1889 ancl1890.
1890.

1889.

Districts.

Total production.

Total
value.

199,460
174, 758
105, 735
4,160

Total production.

Total
value.

l'ri ee per
barrel.

Barrels.

Bar1·el.~.

TnrkeyFoot..............
Mount Morris............
Volc~uo aml ;Eureka ......
Bnrnmg Sprmgs..........

Price p er
barrel.

$243,192
194, 949
211, 526
4,160

$1.21-k ................................... .
1.11~ ................................... .
1. 27~ . . .............. . .................. .
l. 00 ................ .. ....

Total ................ ---;-t4, 113 -653, 827 ~--1. 20;} -492, 578 1

--1-- ........ ..

$501, 198 1

..$1. 011

1

Prod~tction and stoclcs.-There are no separate reports of stocks of
West Virginia oil held by pipe Jines. Tlte stocks held in Turkey Foot
and Mount Morris are probably reported with the stoeks of the pipe
line in south west ern Pennsylvania, while the stocks of Eureka oil held
by pipe lines arc in the Macksburg report. There were, however, G,104
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barrels of oH in stock at wells December 31, 1888, and 6,835 barrels December 31, 1889. As the production of December, 1888, was 19,060
barrels, this would make the stocks at wells at the close of December,
1888, 32.03 per cent. of the production of that month. The production
of December, 1889, was 81,453 barrels, and 6,835 barrels were held in
stock at wells at the close of the month, making stocks at wens but 8.39
per cent. of the production for that month.
The general statistics in the Census report, referring to the West Virginia field are as follows :
The number of producing wells in West Virginia at the close of December 1888, was 505, and 623 at the close of December, 1889. Of the
wells producing in this field at the close of 1888, eight were flowing and
497 pumping. At the close of 1889 there were 23 wells flowing and 600
pumping. The well statistics for the entire region are as follows:
Well1·ecord.
Turkey Morn:t V~~dno Bm:ning Total.
Foot. Morns. Eureka. Sprmgs.
1------------------1------------ --493
Tot.al nnmber of producing wells December 31, 1888..
5 ........ .
7
505
490
Total number of pro1lt1cing wells December 31, 1889..
103
23
7
623
Total number of flowing wells December 31,1888 ..................... ..
7
1
8
Total number of flowing wells December 31,1889.....
11
3
8
1
23
6
Total number of pumping wells December 31,1888...
5
486
49/
Totaluumber of pumping wells December 31, 1889...
92
20
482
6
600
Number of wells completetl in 1889...................
153
29
24
206
Number of dry holes in 1889..........................
40
1
41
Nnruuer of producing wells completed in 1889.. .... ..
11:1
23
29
165
Iuiiial daily production of new wells (barrels)........
3, 726
3, 298
567
7, 59L
Nnmuer of rigs builtling December 31,1888...........
2
1
2
5
Nnm ber of rigs building Decem her :ll, 1889 .. . . . . . . . . .
11
2
3
16
Nmuuor of wells drilling December 31, 1888...... ... ..
2
3
5
Nnmber of wells drilling December 31, 188!!...........
15
4
5
24
Value of materials used in caring for and operating
wells in 1889 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $92, 254 $25, 136
$5,379 .•.... -- . !$122, 769
Items.

I

The total capital invested in oil production in West Virginia in 1889
was $1,4 72,598. Of this amount $411,663 represents the value of laud
and $1,060,935 the vaJue of other- prop~l'ty.
The amount of land held as oil land in this State is 120,219 acres, of
which 396 acres were owned and 119,823 acres leased. The value of
this land was $411,663, or, ignoring fractions,.$3 au acre. To this amount
should be added 17,630 acres of land leased for oil purposes on which
no developments have been made, representing an outlay for leases of
$10,243.

.

The total amount of capital invested in other property was $1,060,!)35.
Of this amount $985,769 represents the value of rig8, wells, etc., $35,904
the value of tanks, $3,775 ~he value .of pipe lines, $17,713 the value of
oil in stock at wells, and $17,774 the value of other property.
· As there were 623 producing wells in this State at the close of the
year, and the value of these wells was $985,769, the value of each well
would be $1,582.
The remarks made in Pennsylvania in discussing the question of laud
and value of wells will apply here also.
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In the following table will be found a statement o( the capital used in
West Virginia, by districts, and its division into totals of land and other
property:
Capital invested, by districts.

Total capital.

Districts.

:flo~elJ~1?r~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$489,180
501, 254
4.76, 028
6, 136

Volcano and J<:ureka ····-------·-··-----------Burning Springs .................•.............

Value of
land.

Total value
of other
property.

$188, 173
142, 111
80, 718
. 661

$301, 007
359, 143
395, 310
5, 475

1, 472, 598j--4-ll-,-66-3-l·--l-,-06_0_,9--3-5

Total. .............•.......•...............

The following table shows the acreage of land in each district in West
Virginia, together with the value of the same and the value per acre:
Ac1"eage and value of land.
Total
Value
Districts.
Total.
Owned. Leased.
value. per acre.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - Acre:;.
Ae1·es.
Acres.
Volcano and Eureka ............... .
Burning Springs ................... .

~~~~£J~1?r\~:: :::::::::::::::::::::

50
244
100
2

32,295
49,063
36,495
1, 970

32, 345
49,307
36, 595
1, 972

$188, 173
142, 111
80, 718
661

$5.82
2. 88
2.21
.34

Total. ................. - .. -.- .. .

396

119, 823

120, 219

411, 663

a3.42

a Average.

In the following table will be found the division of the capital invested
in West Virginia other than land:
Division of capital other than land.
Districts.

Rigs,
wells, etc. Tanks. Pipe line.

Turkey Foot.--·-··-···-· $291,210
Mount Morris ............ 337, 114
Volcano and E11reka ...••. 352, 71)5
Burning Springs .••.....•
4, 650
Total. ....•....•• -.....

985,769

Oil in
stock.

$6,413
6, 056
;l2, 610
825

$620
110
3, 045

$850
863
16,000

35,904.

3,775

17, 713

Other I Value
property. perwell.
1

Total.

$1,914 1
15,000
860

$2,827
14,657
720
664

$301, 007'
359,143
395,310
5,475

17,7741

al,582

1,060, 935

··········!

a Average.

Labor and wages.-The total number of employes returned as engaged
in the production of crude petroleum in West Virginia at the close of

1889 was 339, who were paid $160,974. The division of these workmen
into classes and wages paid is as follows:
Allla\>Or, not inclncling office force:
Number of foremen or overseers ...........•..•. ·----· .... --·-.... 17
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 ...•••..•. ____ . __ .. $14, 520
Number of mechanics ................................ -···--·· .... 213
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 _...... _•• _.... _. __ 108, 298
Number of laborers ....... __ .. __ . __ ._ .......... ___ ....... ____ .... 107
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889...... . . • • • • • • . . • • • 36, 756
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Office force:
Totalnum1wr (males).... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
2
To tal wages paid (males) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$1, 400

Total number of persons employed and wages paid in 1889 ........ 339 160, 974

The character of work for which this total amount of wages was paid
is shown in the following table:
Wages pa·i d for labor.

In building rigs . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19, 869
In drilling wells ................ "'........................................ 82,312
In operating ::mel caring for wells ............ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55, 903
In torpedoing wells ___ .... ___ .. _. _................. _... . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .
30
In building Ol' repairing tankage_ ............. _._. __ ........... __ .........
1, 460
In office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 400
Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1GO, 97 4
COLORADO.

Though indications of petroleum, such as oil springs, sandstones impregnated with petroleum, or with the residuum after evaporation, and
"oozes," ·are reported from many parts of Colorado, the only locality
from which oil has been produced in pa,ying quantities is the field
located in the valley of the Arkansas, near Florence, in Fremont
county, known as the Florence field. This field extends from near
Canyon, 8 miles above Florence, to an as yet undetermined distance
southeast of Florence. The present productive field is confined to a
small area, about 2 miles square, of the valley of the Arkansas river,
and adjacent ''mesa" or table land. It is reached by the Denver
and Rio Grande and Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe railroads. The
productive wells at present seem to be confined to a basin 1~ to 2 miles
wide. East and west of this basin the petroleum is displaced by water.
A notable spring of soda water was recently struck about 2 miles east
of Florence at a depth of 2,200 feet, the water issuing from the ground
at a temperature of 80° F. The length of this basin is northwest and
southeast. What its extent is along its length is not as yet determined.
The first wells, as will be seen below, were struck near Canyon, about
8 miles northwest of Florence. But these wells have been abandoned, and all the production is in the immediate vicinity of Florence.
The drilling at the present time is chiefly toward the southeast from
Florence, toward Pueblo, the larger bodies of land held by the different companies being in this direction. Wells have been bored near
Pueblo, about 30 miles down the river, which have yielded water abundantly, but no oil. There is quite a stretch of country just belo~ Florence which has the same geological structure as that in which the wells
have been drilled. It is possible that the oil :field may extend some
distance down the river toward Pueblo.
As stated above, indications of oil have been found in many other
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places in Colorado. Beneath the Laramie deposit the Colorado group
of the cretaceous formation consists of bituminous shales 1,GOO to 2,000
feet in thickness. These have been disturbed in the vicinity of the
mountains, and gas and oil have been found issuing from them in many
places, as on the north branches of the San Juan river, in the coal basin
below Glenwood Springs, and in the White Hiver country. These bituminous shales of the Laramie have yielded, and probably will still yield,
large quantities of petroleum. At Morrison, 11 miles from Denver, on
the Denver and South Park railroad, the Denver Natural Gas and Oil
Company is drilling for oil, encouraged by the presence of a sand rock
colored dark brown or black by the residual products of the liquid
hydrocarb~:ms, which exists five-eighths of a mile west of the drilling
point. The rock outcrops at this point, dipping about 300 east. Drilling was begun five-eighths of a mile east of the outcrop under the supposition that oil woald be found at greater quantities at this depth.
The drilling is in a shale, and was, in 1\Iay, 1891, down to a depth of
1,950 feet, no oil having been reached at that time. The drilling of this
well, known as the 1\tiorrison well, has been discontinued.
The first indications of petroleum in Fremont county were found at
Oil Springs, about 6 miles northeast from Canyon and half a mile
-above the mouth of Oil Creek canon. Mr. Joseph Lamb and other
pioneers claimed to have seen the springs in 1859, but lVIr. Gabriel
Bowen is generally credited with the discovery. In 1862 the late 1\tir.
A.M. Oitssady purchased the springs from Mr. Bowen, and in March of
the same year began collecting the crude oil by sinking 6 wells, first
digging and sinking shafts, following with spring-pole and drill to a
depth of 60 to 100 feet. Two wells were sunk from 300 to 500 feet, but
oil "'as only found near the surface.
Between the years 1862 and 1865 Mr. Cassady collected and refined
oil, most of which was transported by team and sold in Pueblo, Denver,
and Santa Fe. For some of the refined oil he realized as high as $5
per gallon.
As l\1r. Cassady's method of refining was crude and expensive, the
advent of railroads across the plains feom the Missouri river rendered
his industry unremunerative and he abandoned it. Other parties at
later dates attempted to sink wells in the same locality, but without
success.
In 1881, while a well was being drilled near the coal mines at the
town of Coal Creek for a water supply, oil was discovered at a depth
of 1,260 feet. A company was organized, composed of citizens of
Canon City, called the Land Investment Coal and Oil Company, which
commenced operations in November, 188~, and on April 7, 1883, after
expending about $20,000, struck oil on the farm of Mr. E(1 win Lobach,
near the town of Florence, the present center of the oil industry of
Colorado. This company was not successful, and in a few years was
merged into the Colorado Oil Company, which (fom:pany, with tho
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Arkansas Valley Oil and Land Company and other interests, organized
the United Oil L'<>rnpany in 1887.
Other operations since the organization of the United Oil Company
have been undertaken at Florence. The only one, however, operating
in the census year was the Florence Oil and Refini11g Company. 'fhese
two companies produced all the oil from this district in 1889. ]four
other companies, however, have since begun operations in this field,
namely, the Rocky Mountain Oil Company, Triumph Oil Oomvany,
Colorado Coal and Iron Company, and the Beaver Land Company.
The geology of the country near Florence is very simple. The
Arkansas valley at Florence has cut through the Laramie gToup, the
upper member of the Cretaceous, exposing .t he upper portion of the
Colorado group, the middle member of the Cretaceous. East and west
of Florence the rocks of the Laramie, sandstones and slmles, with beds
of coal lying nearly horizontal, are exposed on the mountain side. In
the valley at Florence, where the wells have been put down, the formation consists almost entirely of blue or bluish-black shale, haviug a
thickness of from 3,000 to 4,000 feet. The wells are all sm1 k in this
shale, no well that has yet been put down having passed through it,
though some wells have been drilled 3,500 feet or more. Farther np
the valley of the Arkansas these sedimentary strata are uplifted and
rest against a granite axis of the Greenhorn range. The slate or shale
in which the oil is found dips southwest about 1oo. As stated auove,
the wells drilled in this district have never gone through the shale,
which lies just below the drift, but it is questionable if the origin of t1w
oil is in the shale. The indications are that it drains into the shale
probably from the direction of Canon City. It is noted in drilling that
when the shale seems to be solid and unbroken no oil is found, but
when in drilling, crevices are struck and the strata appears broken, oil
is almost sure to be discovered. A well at a given point, which, when
drilled, shows crevices and broken strata, may produce 150 to 200 barrels a da.y, while another well 100 feet from it, drilled through solid
shale, will not give the least indication of oil. About one well iu three
has proved a producer.
The depth a.t which oil is found varies greatly. There are producing
wells as deep as 1,960 feet, and others not over 1,000 feet. In one case
there are two wells within 300 feet of each other, in one of which oil was
found at a depth of 1,630 feet, and in the other no oil was found until
1,960 feet had been reached. The earlier wells of the Florence field
were drilled 1,000 to 1,200 feet. In many cases these wells, after producing for a while, ceased, but upon drilling deeper they began producing agn,in. No water is found in the wells after leaving the surface.
It will thus be seen that the conditions under which oil is found in
Colorado are very different from those of its occurrence in Pennsylvania
and Ohio. There are no pools as the word is understood iu the East,

but the oil seems to flow through the crevices or shattered strata to the
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drill hole. It is also a remarkable fact that the wells, instead of decreasing, actually increase in production. A certain well on the property of
one of the companies, which began producing DO barrels of oil, now produces 150, the maximum being reached within a short time after the
well was struck, it gaining every day for about two weeks. Another well
that began with a production of 100 barrels ran up in 5 days to 210,
and has been producing at this rate for months. On the other hand,
sometimes increase in prodncti9n is very gradual, wells that are now
several years old having recently increased their production. One well
that started off producing 40 barrels in this way has recently run up
to 150. The life of wells in the Florence district is also very long, and
some wells have been r~markable producers, one having produced up
to 1\Iay 1, 18D1, over 6,000,000 gallons. The large production and long
life of the wells of this district may be due to the fact that i-e is a new
field and comparatively few wells have as yet been put down.
It is also a fact that it does not hurt these wells to shut them clown
for a period. Often when th!3 demand for oil has not been equal to the
production the wells have been shut in, starting off again with full production when pumped. This will account for the variation in the number of producing wells shown in the table given elsewhere. This variation is not due to the drilling of new wells and the abandonment of old,
but to stopping of production by shutting in the wells.
The Florence oil has a number of peculiarities as compared with Penn.
sylvania. It is a heavy oil, being about 31° B. It contains little or no
lighter hydrocarbon~ all the products that pass over in refining being
sold as illuminating oil. Nor does the oil deposit any" B. S." It yields
in refining about 35 to 44 per cent. water-white illuminating oils of
about 125° fire test. There is little or no market for the residuum from
refining other than fuel.
Prod·u ct.-The following table gives the total product of all Colorado
oil wells since 1887, when production first began, and includes all oil
paid as royalty to owners of land upon which wells were drilled. There
is no market in Colorado for crude oil, and none is bought and sold
except a very small amount of royalty oil, which is pumped and bought
by refineries, and is paid for at the rate of 2 cents per gallon or 84 cents
per barrel.
Product of crude oil in Colomdo j1·orn 1887 to 1890.
Years.
1887 •• -....... • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • . • • • . • . • • . • • • . . • • .

Barrels.
76, 295

!PJ::::::::::::::::::::::~~:.: :::::::::::::::::::~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: m: m

1
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Stock of crzule oil at wells.
1888.
Barrels.

December 31 ......................................•••.•...••....•••..••

13,092

1889.

January 31 .......•..................... - ...... - . -..................•..
J<'ebruary 28. ----·· ................................................... .
March 31 ....••........................................................
April 30. . ..•.... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - · - - - · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
May 31 ............................................................... .
J nne 30 ............................................................... .
J nly 31 ............................................................... .
August 31 ..... _...................................................... .
Septembel' 30 ......................................................... .
October 31 ......................................... _.... _............. .
November 30 ...•.............•..................................••...•
Decernber 31 .......................................................... .

10,870
24,496
34,792
39,593
41,883
41,953
38,355
40,516
35,519
38,418
40,854
51,034

Average ................................. : ...................... .

36,524

Value of stock on hand at wells December 31, 1889 . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . $45, 267. 56

The value of these stocks is calculat~d. on the same basis as that of
production.
Distribution of product.-There are no pipe lines or distribution lines
used in Colorado. All oil produced is consumed by refineries. The
per cent. of oil evaporated is very small.
Distribntion of the Colorado oil pToduct.
Barrels.

Stocks at wells December 31,1888 ...................................... .
Produced in 1889 .......... _•.............................. _. _.... __ ... _
Total. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stock December 31, 1889

13,092
316,476
329, 568
51,034

Distribution in 1889:
Dump oil ......... _._ ....•.....•............ _____ ._. _............... .
Evaporated ...........•.................................... _. _...•..
Remaining on hand December 31, 1889 .............................. .

277,211
1, 323
51,034

Total ..................•.•...............•.....................•..

329,568

Total nurnber of 1·igs building but not cornpleted.
[No rigs building in months omitted in 1889.)

December 31, 1888 .................... 31 July 31, 1889 ......................... 1
January 1, 1889...... . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . 2 August 31, 1889...... . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . 1
February 28, 1889 .................... 1 September 30, 1889 . ,. u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
'.! 'otal va.lu.e of materials used in building rigs, $3,600,
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Total nmnbe1· of 1·igs completed.
[No rigs completed in months omitted in 1889.)

DuringJanuary, 1889 .....•...•...•••....•• 3
February, 1889 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
March, 1889 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Total cost of rigs built in 1889, $7,200.

DuringJuly, 1889 . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . • • • • . • • • • • 1
August, 1889....... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • 1
September, 1889 .................... 1

J'olal number of wells drilling.
lNo wells drillinl! in months omitted in 1889.]

December 31, 1888 .................... 41
Jannary 31, 1889 -----· .............. _ 3
February 28, 1889---------- .... ------ 1
Total value of materials used in <lrilling

July 31, 1889---- .... ------------ ..•.• 2
August 31, 1889 ...................... 2
September 30, 1889 ................... 2
wells, $27,500.

Where dry holes have been drilled it frequently occurs that the rig
is removed and another well started, thus reducing the cost of the following well.
The value of materials used in drilling wells is that of the tools and
:fixtures necessary to drill wells, and is not the value of materials used
within the wells, such as tubing, casing, rods, etc.
Oil wells completed in Colorado in 1889.
Total nnmInitialdail
bcr of wells Number of Number of produc- Y
C<?mpleted dry holes. well~ pro- tion of new
~o~t~~
ducmg.
wells.

Months.

~:b~~~r:V·::::::.::·:::::.:·.:::::::::::::

~

g

March················-·····-···-··-···

i

1 ............

1

Barrels.

5g
50

~£-~:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_.~-~-:-:-:-:-:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
~~~~ifb:~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

... -. -.... ~.... -.... -.~ ... -...... -~ '1--- .. -...~g.

October................................
1 ............
1
50
Novetnber .............................
1
..
1 ....................... .
December .......... . ................................................................. .
Total ........................... .

8

6

260

Out of 14 wells completed it will be noticed that 8 were dry holes, 6
only being productive. The average initial production of wells was
43! barrels for the first 24 hours.
Nttrnber of producing oil wells in Colm·ado.
Months.

Total
Total
number
number
producing. abandoned.

Months.

(a)

l------------l--------1--------ll·-------------l------------1888.
1889.
December 31. _.. _.
23 ........... . July 31 .......... .
22 ........... .
1889.
August 31 ...... ..
23
September
30
__
..
_
January 31 .......
24
24 -------·····
October 31. __ .... .
February 28 __ .•••
24
~5 ................
1
March 31 ....... ..
25
1 November 30 ... _..
23 ..................
.A.pril30 ........ ..
12
3 December 31. .... _
22
1
1889.
May 31 . ......... .
16 .......... ..
Total...................
6
June 30 . _........ .
15

•

778 MIN-22

a All pumpin~.
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Some wells, although productive, were shut down during the year on
account of lack of storage and limited demand for crude product at the
refineries. Six wells that had ceased to produce were cJeaued, but without results. Thirteen other wells were cleaned with good results,
bringing the production back to almost the original amount. No wells
were torpedoed in this State during 188!).
Tankage.- The tankage in this State consists chiefly of cement and
brick cisterns, it having been demonstrated that evaporation is less
than if wood or iron tankage were used.
Statistics of oil tanlcs in Colomdo.
Size.
Material.

Number.

1- - - - - - - , -- -

Diameter.

Cement and brick ....................... .
Do .................................. .
Do .................................. .
Do .................................. .
Do .................................. .
Do .................................. .
Iron ..................................... .
Do .................................. .
Do .................................. .
Wood .................................... .
Do .................................. .

1
1
1.
13
1
1
1
1
1
7
15

1--;t.
20
2.5

25
31
30
28
30
59
86

Height.

In.

Ft. In.

2
0
0
8
0
7
0
11
0

13 0
12 0
13 9
9

Capacity.
(Barrels of
42 gallons.)

6t

13 4
15 5
22 0
28 0
17 6
. ................ ...............
10 0
8 0

li72 '
i, :)00
1, 086
1, 258
1, 511
1, 581
2, 770
14, 204
18,105
37
100

Tanlc 1·ec01·d.
Total number of tanks.................................................
Total capacity of tanks (barrels) ..................................... ..
Total value of materials used in building or repairin~ tanks in 1889 .... .
, Total value of all materials used in buildiug or repairing tank cars in 1889
'Total length of pipe lines at wells, not including that belonging to pipeline companies (feet) ................................................ .
Total value of pipe lines at well ....................................... .
Sizes of pipe used and length of each size:
3jnch pipe (feet)..................................................
2-inch pipe (feet)..................................................
l-inch pipe (feet) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .

43
4:2,324
$9,039
$7,000
39,228
$7,904
8, 781
29,724
723

The amount of money expended for tankage at wells is really an
expense for storage, and includes a limited amount of expense incurred
from pipe lines at wells to refineries a_ud storage cisterns.
Th41 condensed statistics of the production of petroleum in Colorado
in 1889 are as follows:
Total production and value.
Total production in 1889 (barrels of 42 gallons) .......................••.
Total value at wells of all oils prouuced, excluding pipage ............ ..
Value per barrel ...................................... _. _ ....... _..•...

316,4:76
$280,240
$0.88t

Stoclcs of ill'n7ninating oils on hand at well8.
Barrels.

December 31, 1888 ...................••................•••.•............
December 31, 1889 ..•.•••..•.....................•...•.••..••••••..•••••

13,092
51,034
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Well1·ecord.

Total number of prorlncing wells December 31, 1888 .... -·-- .••... -----·
Total number of producing wells December 31, 1889. _______ .. ___ .. ____ •
Total number of pumping wells December 31, 1888 ...... ·----· ··---- ..••
Total number of pumping wells December 31, 1889. ____ .. _____ . ____ . ___ _
N urn ber of wells completed in 1889 .... ______ .... ___________ . _. __ . _____ _
N nm her of dry holes in 1889 ......... ____ . ___ .. _. __ . _. _. ____ .. _.. ______ _
Number of producing wells completed in 1889 ...... ··---- ·----- _______ _
Initial daily production of new wells (barrels) ....... _____ ... _____ . ____ .
Number of rigs building December 31, 1888. _. __ .. ___________ . _. _. ____ . _
Number of wells drilling Decemb~r 31, 1888 ---· ·----- ·----· ........ ·--Value of materials r..sed in pumping, caring for, and operating wells in
1889 . - - - - ... - - - .... - .......... - . - ......... - .... - . : . ... - .... - . - . - • - - - -

23
22
23
22
H

8
6

260
3

4
$27,500

Capital invested in Colo?"ado oil fields.

Total capital (real and personal) invested in lands, wells, leases, etc., and
employed in the business ........... ·----· .... ------ .................. $3,000,000
Number of acres of oil land:
Owned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33, 015
Leased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 100
Total acreage .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . 39, 115
Present value of land, both owned and leased .......................... . 2_. 517,215
Average value per acre, $64.
Value of rigs, wells, engines, boilers, etc ............................. _ ..
$229,659
Value of tanks ..................................................... _.. _
63,581
·value of tank cars ........ --- .._._ ................... _...... _....... _.. .
8,333
Value of pipe lines at wells owned by parties making report ... _....... .
7:903
Value of oil in stock at wells December 31, 1889 .............. ___ .. __ •..
45,268
Value of other property and improvements .................... _....•...
128,041
'l'otal

482,785
Labo1· employed in p1'oducing Colorado oil.

All labor, not including office force:
Number of foremen or oyerseers ......................... ·----5
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 ............. _. _.
Number of mechanics . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .
56
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 ..............•.. _
Number of laborers...........................................
28
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 .............. _..
Office force:
Total number (males) .... -----·...............................
1
Total wages paid (males) ............. _. __ ......... _. _......... __ ..
·Total number of persons employed and wages paid in 1889.

90

Wages paid in prod-ucing Colo1'aclo oil.
Wages paid for labor:
In building rigs .. --~- ....................... __ .......... _........ .
In drilling wells .................................................. .
In operating and caring for wells .............. ___ ... _... _........ .
In bniltling and repairing r•ipe liues ..................... _.... _.... .
In office ........... _. ____ . __ . _ ... _. _. __ .. ________ . _......• ___ .. __ ..

Total •••••...••••••..•••..........•..•••..••••..••...••••••••••

$4,950
19,138
8,744

- 1, 800
34,632

$2,703
8,099

21,494
536
1,800
34,632
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Classified ·wages.

Class of lauor.

Foremen .............. .
J>umpers or engineers ..
Carpenters ........... .
Drillers ............... .
Tool dressers ......... .
Laborers .............. .

Nm11ber
of each
class.
4
20
10
8
10

38

Rango of ''"go..
$4.17 to $5 per day . . . .
$2.50 per u;o~y..........
$aver <lay . . . . . . . . . . ..
$± per day . . . . . . . . . . . .
$:J per 1lay . . . . . . . . . . . .
$2 per day . . . . . . . . . • . .

IAvorngoJ_...~rJ;oo.
$4. 58
2. 50
3. 00
4. 00
3. 00

2. 00

330
145
86
127
112
115

CALIFORNIA.

The petroleum fields of California where oil is found in merchantable
quantities are almost exclusively within the boundaries of the southern
counties, though oil has been found in many other parts of the State.
The oil-producing territory in California in 1889 and 1890 may be
divided into two general sections: (1) that included in the Santa Paula
region, in which are found the Ojai, Sespe, Ex-Mission (which includes
the Adams and other districts), the Torrey Canon in the San Fernando
mountain, 22 miles west of Newhall, the San Fernando district, including the Pico, Wiley, and Elsemere fields, and the Puente district, in
which only one field, the Puente, is found; (2) the Santa Clara district,
in Santa Clara county, which is known sometimes as l\ioody gulch.
The wells in the Santa Paula subdistrict of the southern fields are in
Ventura county; the Pico and Puente subdistricts are in Los Angeles
county.
Oil was at one time produced in San Mateo county, a short distance
below San Francisco on the coast, and small amounts in other counties;
but the only production in 1889 and 1890 was in Santa Clara, Ventura,
and J_;os .Angeles counties.
The oil belt commences near Santa Paula, in Ventura county, and
extends thence in a southeasterly direction about 80 n~iles to Puente,
in Los Angeles county, taking in the Sespe~ Torrey canon, and other
wells in Ventura county, Pico, Newhall, Elsemere, Puente, and other
districts in Los Angeles county. This belt has a variable width of from
2 to 3 miles, through oil is not found all through the eutire length, it
being apparently in pools.
Though petroleum has been known to exist in CaJifornia from the time
of its first settlement by the whites, no attempt was made to utilize the
deposits until about the time of the discovery of the Pennsylvania oil
fields, which led to the prospecting for petroleum at localities pointed out
by petroleum and tar springs and by seepage from the asphaltum beds.
During the years 1865 and 18GG upw-ard of 70 companies were incorporated in California to search for petroleum and a large amount of
money was spent, but no considerable amount of oil wns found. The
developments at tlJis date "'ere h1 Los Angeles and Ventura counties.
Discouraged at tl1e result of the first efforts, but little was done until
1875, when the business began to revive. In this year two w~lls were
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put down in the Pico canon, which have been producers ever since.
These two wells produced in 1875 about 650 barrels of oil. In 1877,
6,332 barrels were produced from the Ex-l\iission field, and in 1878,300
barrels were produced from the Santa Clara district. The first wells
put down in the Pico canon were drilled with spring poles. At least
three wells were drilled in this way, two of which are still producing.
The petroleum fields of California are the most interesting in the
United States. In many respects they differ entirely from any other
fields yet opened. The oil, with the exception of that from Santa Clara,
has usually, as its "base"~ asphaltum instead of paraffin. The Pacific
Coast Oil Company at one time pressed paraffin wax from the Santa
Clara oil, but the low price of the wax and the reduction in the production of the crude compelled them to discontinue this production. The
strata in which the oil is found are tilted at a high angle. Drilling is
difficult and expensive, owing to the character of the rock and the angle
at which the oil-bearing strata stand. The oil, while carryiug but a
small proportion of the illuminating hydrocarbons, finds a ready market
as fuel, owing to the high price of coal in California, and it containB
practically no "B. S."
While there is a certain general resemblance in all of the southern
fields, there are certain important differences which make a description
of each field of importance.
Describing the most northwesterly, the Santa Paula, first, it may be
said that this field includes, as has been stated above, a number of small
subdivisions, such as the Ex-Mission, Adams, Scspe, Ojai, Santa Paula,
Torrey canon, and_others. These caiions are sharp ravines cut laterally in the sides of the mountains and usually at right angles with the
course of the range. The strata in these various districts stand at an
angle of about 75 degrees. Jn sinking wells the drills pass through
shales until the oil sand is struck, which is from 2 to 40 feet in thickness. This sand is believed to be in the Tertiary strata, though of this
· there is some doubt. A red sand that used to be regarded as barren is
now giving some very good wells.
The great angle at which the strata stand in this district makes drilling exceedingly difficult, resulting often in crooked holes, causing the
drills to lodge in the wells and requiring torpedoing and reaming out
and very expensive work in recovering them. This liability of the wells
to become crooked suggested the employment of the diamond drill in
boring. A well was bored in this way at Pico, but it was not a success,
though a straight hole was secured. The fine mud that results from
the use of the diamond drill seemed to fill up the interstices in the rock
and prevented production. The reaming out of the well by a drill resulted in a very largely increased production. The same fact regarding the tilting strata also suggested the use of tunnels in producing
petroleum. Some of the earliest work in mining for petroleum in California was by the use of tunnels. In fact, in the early history of this
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field and of all southern California prospecting for petroleum was by
these tunnels, which were driven into the sides of the mountains where
the surface indications, such as tar springs or seepage from asphaltum
deposits, gave any prospect of getti11g oil. Many of these tunnels are
still in existence and some are producing. One of these tunnels was
driven in 1864 by a company of which Senator Stanford was a member.
This produced at first 25 barrels of oil a day. Twelve years later the
production had fallen to 8 barrels a day, and when :Messrs. Hardison &
Stewart purchased the property, in 1835, it was producing 5 barrels a
day, and at the present time 2 barrels a day. This method of producing oil has never been in great favor in California. It is somewhat dangerous, as is all tunneling. It is known locally as "coyoting." There
are many things, however, to commend it for these fields. As suggested
above, the difficulty and expense of drilling, and especially the caving
in of the wells, owing to the peculiar structure of the shale through
whieh the wells a; e drilled, makes it difficult and expensive, not only
to put down wells, but to case off the water. In these tunnels there is
no caving in of strata, no casing, no pumping, and in fact, no expense
after the tunnel is once driven. The first or Stanford tunnel was driven
350 feet. One driven some four years ago was 625 feet long. The oil
was found in different strata, and paid for it before it was finished.
The yield of this tunnel was about 60 barrels a day when first finished;
now it is 8 barrels a day. The cost of driving these tunnels is from $5
to $10 a running foot. The wells cost as much as this at times. The
size of the tunnel is usually 4 by 6 feet. In 1889 there were 4 of these
tunnels producing.
Another peculiarity of these wells, growing out o.f the tilting of the
strata above referred to, is the great increase in the production of
different wells put down to reach the strata at different depths. As has
already been stated, these strata dip about 75 degrees. A series of five
wells has been put down at one place in the Adams canon., the wells
being started on the surface at different heights up the mountain side
above the stream at its base. The first well was put down a short
distance above the point where the oil-bearing rock came to the surface,
the presence of the oil showing itself by seepage from the outcropping
rock. The sand rock was struck at a depth of 110 feet, and produced
20 barrels a day. The second well was started a little bigher up the
mountain side, the rock pitching toward the mountain, striking the oilbearing rock at a depth of 130 feet, giving a production of 25 barrels a
day, draining- or perhaps better, stopping production entirely in No.1.
A third well was started still farther up the mountain side, which struck
the rock at a depth of 330 feet, producing 75 barrels a day and stopping
production in the second well. A fourth well, started still higher up
the mountain side, struck the rock at a depth of 682 feet and started off
producing 300 barrels a day, stopping production in No. 3. The fifth
well is being put do\Yn very much bigher up the mountain, but had not
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struck the sand rock at the time this report closed, though it had been
drilled to a depth of 2,450 feet. The fourth well described above produced up to a given period 123,000 barrels, the production of the four
wells being for the same time 250,000 barrels. Another peculiarity is
noticed in these wells. Sometimes the depth of shale is very slight, the
well being drilled entirely through saud (not 1jand rock), a little oil being
produced all the way down. It is customary to case the well and perforate the casing, the oil flowing in fi'om the sand almost the entire
depth of the well. In a short time, however, the saud packs around
the casing, the oil begins to percolate through it, and, to use the expression of the region, the well "gets its pace and is a stayer."
The oil of the Santa Paula field produces about 15 per cent of distillate; 35 per cent can be secured, but the quality of the illuminant is not satisfactory. But little oil from this district is refined, most
of it being sold for fuel purposes. The gravity is from 16° to 32°, the
average being about 26°. The oil from the same region differs greatly
in its character. In putting down wells up the sides of a hill, six or
seven diff'erent grades of oil will be found in as many ledges. In one
case six wells were put down, beginning at the bottom of the hill and
going up the sides 400 feet. In the first wen, going up the hill, a black
oil of 260 gravity was found; in the second well the oil was black and
of 280 gravity; in the third it was a heavy oil and brown; in the fourth
well the oil was 18° gravity, tarry and black; in the fifth well the gravity was 18o, heavy and green, and in the sixth well the gravity was 30o
and the oil was light green in color with some yellow.
The strata in the other districts are not pitched as in the Santa Paula,
where they stand at an angle of some 75 degrees. In the Pi co field they are
65 degrees, and in the Puente 30 degrees. This excessive tilting makes
drilling difficult and expensive. Not only are the strata very much tilted,
but they are so much so all through southern California that but little
dependence can be placed in their continuity. This resulted in the
early history of mining for oil in California in the spending of very
large sums of money, but with very little result, but in later years it
has led to very cautious explorations. It also has resulted in very
small fields, with the exception of the Santa Paula. In this field there
are practically continuous deposits for a distance of some 40 miles,
though the deposits are in pools. The Pi co producing field is but a few
huudred feet, possibly a mile in length by 700 or 800 feet broad, though
developments are being made for 8 miles, while the Puente, as developed,
is but 3,500 feet long by 800 feet broad. This also is probably much
larger.
Many of the conditions existing in the Pi co canon are similar to those
in the Santa Paula district; but there are many conditions that are
more manifest here than in Santa Paula. The San Fernando district, as stated above, compriRes three subfields, the Pico, which is the
most important, the \Viley, and the Elsemere, which are recent develop-
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ment.s. The Pico field is some 7.5 miles west of Newhall, which is on
the Southern Pacific railroad; the Wiley some 5.5 miles southwest, and
the Elsemere 2.5 rniles to the southeast. These are a.U connected with
~ewhall by pipe lines.
As has already been stated, drilling was begun in this field in 1875,
August 22, being the date of the beginning of the first well, which was
finished September 8. . This well was drilled to·a depth of 120 feet with
a spring-pole. At the depth of 30 feet oil was struck in a shale, giving
a production of 2 barrels a day. At the depth of 120 feet oil was found,
also in shale, the production being 10 to 12 barrels a day. In 1887 this
well was deepened with modern drilling tools to a depth of 600 feet.
At a depth of 175 feet the well produced by· pumping 30 barrels a day.
In 1882 this well was still further deepened to 735 feet, but there was
no increase in .P roduction. The best sand was found in this well at a
depth of170 feet. Well No.2, very close to No.1, was drilled in November, 1875, also with a spring-pole. The best sand was struck at a
depth of 250 feet, the well flowing from 20 to 25 barrels a day. At 520
feet the production was 40 barrels, the well being pumped. In well No.
3, sand producing 4 barrels a day was struck at 90 feet, another at 145
feet producing 8 barrels a day, while at 170 feet one producing 11
barrels a day was struck. In well No. 5 the first oil-producing sand
was struck at 900 feet, while in No.7 sand was found at 850feet, giving
a flowing well. The deepest producing wells in this district are from
1,400 to 1, 730 feet.
The same difficulty in drilling wells exists here as in the Santa Paula
district. The wells are put down on the sides of very steep canons,
requiring very expensive work in securing a level place to begin drilling, oftentimes requiring blasting in the mountain sides. Crooked holes
are not infrequent, audit is nothing uncommon for wells to cost from
$6,000 to $20,000 apiece. Contracts have been taken in this district to
put down wells at $6 a foot. the company owning the land furnishing
fuel, water;and casing. The wells in this district never suffer from
drowning out by water. Though some of the wells produce both water
and oil, the average proportion of water to oil is very small. In some
wells the water contains material in solution that eats the casing, making it thin, like paper. In this district as in others, considerable gas is
found in the wells, which is utilized for pumping and drilling, saving
possibly in this district 20 tons of coal a day. Wells are never shot for
production. Sometimes when a hole is crooked and tools are stuck in
them they are shot to release the tools, but not to increase the yield of
oil.
The oil of the Pico field is in some respects better than that of the
other :fields, some of it containing a little paraffin occasionally, and it
yields a larger percentage of illuminants in refining than the Santa
Paula oil, crude being about 40° gravity. In the Wiley subdivision of
the Pico tield two different oils are found, taken from the same well, a
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green and a blaek. The production of these two oils is about 4~ barrels
a day, and was found at a depth of from 600 to 800 feet. In drilling
this well sand. not sandstone, was struck at a depth of from 400 to
600 feet. This sand followed the drill up the well fully 50 feet. It is
from this sand that the oil comes. It had to be shut off from the well
by casing and the casing perforated. A similar phenomenon is noticed
in the Santa Paula district.
·
The Elsemere field was not developed until after the close of 1889.
The Puente field is located in the Puente hills, 'i miles from Puente
station, on the Southern Pacific railroad. Oil in some instances is
found in a shale just above the sand, but mostly in the sand. It has
asphaltum as its base, carrying about 15 per cent. Wells are struck
at various depths, but the best producers begin at 500 feet. It is difficult to drill below 1,200 feet, owing to the caving in of the strata,
noticed in connection with the remarks on other fields. One well has
been drilled in this district to a depth of 1,200 feet, but the deepest producer is at 1,000 feet. The strata are very much pitched and broken, dipping about 30 degrees north, the strike being a little northwest of west.
The field as at present developed is 3,500 feet long by 800 feet wide.
The first well was drilled in this field in 1883. The occasion of drilling
the well was the discovery of a large amount of seepage near where the
well was first put down. No. 2 and No. 3 were drilled early in 1884,
and no others were drilled until 1886. The earlier wells up to No. 3
were drillerl to the depth of 200 feet, and produced a heavy oil to the
amount of 3 or 4 barrels a day. These are still producing, but in
smaller amounts, from 1 to 2 barrels daily. No.4 well, which was
drilled in 1886, was also a small producer, yielding 15 barrels a day.
No.5, drilled in 1886, began with a production of 75 barrels. Three
wells were drilled in 1888 and three in 1889. The same difficulty in
drilling noted in other districts in this State obtain here also, such as
crooked holes, caving in of sides, losing of tools, etc. The cost of drilling is from $3 to $6 a foot or more. In this district what is known as
stovepipe casing is used. This is a thin riveted casing, two joints being
put together, one being smaller than the other. The inner casing on
one end projects beyond the outer casing, while the outer casing projects at the other end beyond the inner, forming a socket at . one end,
into which the projection at the other fits. The casing is ticked together at the joints, requiring no nuts or screws or couplings. The
casing is sometimes jacked down into place. All of the oil from this
district is piped over tlle hills to near the Puente station, loaded in
tank cars and sent to Los Angeles, and consumed for fuel. No dry
holes have ever been found in this district. Every well that has ever
been sunk was a producer and is still producing. The wells are all
pumped by heads. Though one or two spouters have been struck, they
soon dropped in production and are now pumping. The following is
an analysis of various tests made of the oil from these wells, having a
gravity of 32o:
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Analysis of oil from the Pnente fielcl, California.
Per cent.

Benzine, from 80° to 58° . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Illuminating, 58° to 4-2° . ...... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... ...... .... .... ....
Lubricating, 42° to 3Q J ______ •••••• .••• .•.••• •••••• •..••• .••••• .••••• •..• .•••
Lubricating, 30° to 24° ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Asphalt (maltha) . . . . . .. . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . ... .

15
26
14
27
18

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

100

Statistics of production of petroleurn in Octlifornict in 1889 anrl1890.In the table g-iven below are the consolidated statistics of the production of petroleum in California in 1889. From this it appears that
the total production was 303,220 barrels, of which 97,264 barrels were
classed as illuminating and 203,956 barrels as fuel oil. Tile probability
is that a small proportion of that oil classed as fuel oil was also sold to
refineries, but the division named is tlw best that was possible under
the circunu:;tances. The illuminating- oil was priced at $1.25k per barrel
at the well, the fuel at $1.13,i. Some of this oil classed as fuel oil was
a very heavy oil carrying a large percentage of asphaltum, and was sold
as a paint for painting iron pipes. A small portion of the oil classed
as illuminating was sold for mixing with asphaltum for thinning or
terhpering it, as it is termed. 'rhis oil brought 20 cents a gallon. These
1tmounts in each case, however, were so small that they may be ignored
q,nd the classification allowed to stand.
P1·oduetion of oils in 1889 and 1890.
Kinds of oil.

I

1889.

1890.

Barrels.

Barrels.

Illuminating........................................................
I•' uel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

!17,264
205, 956

98,360
209, 000

Total . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

303, 220

307,360

Value at wells of all oil prodtwed, excluding pipage, in 1889 ancl1890.
1890.

1889.

Kinds of oil.

Total Yalue per
Total Yalueper
value.
barrel.
value.
barrel.
- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Illuminating . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $121, 684
$1. 25k $121, 701
$1. 23
Fuel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234, 364
1. 13~
262, 499
1. 25
Total....................................

-------------356, 048

1. 17i

384,200

1. 25

Concerning the other statistics but little need be said. It has been
exceedingly difficult to collect these figures, and even now there is some
doubt as to their accuracy. The business of producing crude petroleum
in southern California is so complicated in eertain fields as to lead to
possible duplication of returns in some instn.nces and to insufficient
returns in others. It is believed, however, that the statements given
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in this report are nearer correct than those usually published regarding
the production of crude oil in California, being the result of a personal
visit by the writer to the :field.
Stocks of oil on hand at 1oells.

December 31, 1888:
Illumina,ting ...................................•............•......
Fuel .............................................................. .

narrels.

1, 758
5,789

Total .....................................................·.. .
December 31, 1889:
Illuminating ...................................................... .
Fuel ....................................................... - ...... -

7,5tl7

Total ...••....••..........................•.............•.•..

3,440

1,264
2,176

Well 1·ecord.

Total number of producing wells December 31, 1888 .................... .
Total number of producing wells December 31, 1889 .................... .
Total number of pumping wells December 31,1888 ..................... .
Total number of pumping wells December 31, 1889 ..................... .
Number ofw\)lls completed in 1889 ..........•..........................
Number of dry holes in 1889 ........................................... .
Number of producing wells completed in 1889 .......................... .
Initial daily production of new wells (ba.rrels) ........................ .
Number of rigs building December 31,1888 ............................ .
Number ofngs building December 31,1889 ............................ .
Number of wells drilling December 31, 1888 ............................ .
Number of wells drilling December31, 1889 ............................ .
Value of materials used in caring for and operating wells in 1889 ...... .

88
89
88
89
10
4
6

76
2
1
3

2
$51,680

Capital.

Total capital (real and personal) invested in lan<ls, wells, leases, etc.,
and employed in the business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 186, 958
Number of acres of oil land owned.............................. 10,607
Present value ofland............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 060, 000
Average value per acre, $100.
Value of rigs, wells, engines, boilers, etc .........................••..•..
$840,164
Value of tanks ................................ _. __ ......... _.......•.. _
11,250
Value of tank cars ................................................ __ .. .
40,000
Value of pipe lines at wells owned by parties making report ........... .
61,257
Value of oil in stock at wells DecemLer 31, 1889 ........................ .
4,036
Value of other property and improvements ............................ .
170,251
·rotal .•.•.••••.....•..••.•..........•..•...............••. _ .. _.. _ 1, 126,958
Labo1· and Wctges.

All labor, not .including office force:
Number of foremen or overseers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . .
5
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . $8, 000
Number of mechanics . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889. _............ _... ___ 18, 147
Number of laborers..............................................
62
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • . . . . • . 46, 284
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Office force:
Totalnumlu3r (males).....................................
3
Total wages paid (males) .......................................... " . . $2, 625
Total number of persons employCll and ·wages paid in 1%>89 . . . .

95 75, 056

Wages paid for labor:
In building rigs ...•••........................................... ··--··
In drilling \Veils ..................................................... .
In operating and caring for wells ................................. - ... .
In building or repairing tankage ..................................... .
In office ............................................................. .
Total ........ _.. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3,195
20,131
49,055
50
2,625
75, 056

Classified wages.

I Number
of each
class.

Class of labor.

Range of wages.

1

1-------------------------------:
Formnen ......................................... .

b~:~~~~~:Sr. ~~-~i-~~~~~ .·.·.·.: ::::::::::::::::::::::::

Drillers ......................... ·······-···· ..... .
Laborers ......................................... .
Sunury mechanics ....................•...........

6

I

9

1

~

58
2

I

$100 to $200 per month.
$65 to $80 per month.
$3 to $tf.er clay.
$1.50 to $3 per clay.

I $2.50 to $4 per clay.
1

INDIANA.

Although reports of the discovery of oil in Indiana were rife in 1889,
the only production in this State concerning which statistics have been
secured was at Terre Haute, in Vigo county, and at Montpelier, Blackford county. ~rhe notable developments in Indiana have all been sub·
sequent to that year.
On May G, 1889, oil was struck in the Diall well at Terre Haute. The
flow was estimated at 1,000 barrels per day, but its production rapidly
declined, the total production for the eight months after the well was
struck being but 30,000 barrels, an average for the entire time of 3, 750
barrels a month, or about 125 a day. At the close of the year it was
estimated that the production did not exceed 75 barrels a day. The
excitement following this find, which was in some respects unlucky,
was intense. Company after company was formed, and over $60,000
was expended in exploiting for oil. Up to the close of the year only one
producing well in addition to the Diall had been struck. This was a
small producer, rated at first as a 50-barrel well, but averaging in December only 15 barrels a day. The oil in these wells is found in the
upper part of the Hamilton limestone at a depth of 1,615 feet. The
other locality in which oil was found in 1889 was in Montpelier, Blackford county. During that year two wells were drilled at this point.
The well drilled by the citizens of the place as a company was intended to
demonstrate the presence of oil or gas, and, finding oil, the well was plugged
and as, late as April, 1891, no use had been made of the product. A
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well was also drilled at the same place by a firm composed of residents
of Montpelier and some oil was secured. The production in188D, however, wa~ very small. This product is used on the spot for burning
under a boiler at a stone quarry, and occasionally a tank car is sold to
one of the fuel companies. In this case the price of Lima crude controls the market. The oil is of a dark color, is supposed to be a limestone oil, but has not the sulphurous odor peculiar to the limestone oil
from Lima. At the close of the year developments were being pursued
in this district with good prospects of securing a supply of oil. Some
interest was also being taken in a territory at Keystone~ Wells county,
3 miles north of Montpelier, in a section which it was assumed was a
continuation of the ~1:ontpelier district, and in ·1890 some wells were
struck and the district gave great promise of becoming an important
one in the future.
At Dundee, Madison county, about 6 miles west of Montpelier, and
at Bryant, southeast of Montpelier, there are also indications of oil.
This whole territory can be named the Montpelier district, from the
point at which oil was first struck.
The statistics of the production of petroleum in Indiana in 1889 are
given as follows:
Total proclnction and vctltte in 1889 and 1890,
1889.

1800.

1------------------------ --- --Total production (barrels of 42 gallons) ..........................•..
Total value at wells of all oil produced, excluding pi page .........•.
Value p er barrel ..........•.............................••. _..... _..

33,375
$10,881
$0. 32&

63,496
$32,462
$0. 51g

The stock on hand at the wells December 31, 1889, was 12,250 barrels
of fuel oil.
Wellt·ecord.
Total number of producing wells December 31, 1889 ........ _..........••.
Total number of flowing wells December 31, 1889 ............ _..........•
N urnber of wells completed in 1889 .... _..................•.• _....... _..•
Number of producing wells completed in 1889 ...................•..... __ .
Initial daily production of new wells (barrels) ..........................•
Number of rigs building December 31,1888 ............................. .
Value of materials used in pumping, caring for, and operating wells in
1889 . - - .••. - - - - - . - .... -... -....... - - .... - - ..... - .. - - - ........•.• -....•

3
3
3
3
1,135
1
$15,777

Capital.
Total capital (real and personal) invested in lands, wells, leases, etc., and
employed in the business ... _.......... _. _.... __ ... _...... _..... _. _ .... ( a)$49, 918
Number of acres of oil land leased ................. __ .......... _.. 12, 585
·
Present value of land .................. -----·............................
5, 528
Average value per acre, $0.44.
a In adclition to the above, information has been received of the expenditure of $5i,874 in the drilling
of 17 wells in Vigo county, all of whkh w ere dry holes . Of this amount $51,524 is reported as absolutely lost.
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of rigs, wells, engines, boilers, etc ..............................•.
oftanks ............................... - ......................... .
of tank cars .. _......................... _... __ ..... _... __ ........ .
of pipe lines at wells ownell hy parties maki11g rt>port ............ .
of oil in stock at wells December 31, 1889 ......................... .
of other property aud improvements ............................. .

$15,650

'l'otal ................... _......... ____ . ___________________ .•.... _.

4.4, 3DO

10~33G

5,t500
2,130

4,075
6,400

Labo1· and wages.

All labor, not including office force:
Number of foremen or overseers .... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 .............. __ ..
Number ofmechanics ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... ......
7
Total wages paid all workmen of t,his class in 1889 __ ...... _...... __ ..
Number of laborers..........................................
25
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 188!) _................ .
Office force :
Total number (males)........................................
1
'l'otal wages paid (males) ........................................ __ .
Total number of persons

cmplo~' cd

and wages paid in 1889.

$1,200

34

Wages paid for labor:
In building rigs .................................................... .
In drilling wells ................................................... .
In operating and caring for wells ................................... .
In office ........................................................... .
Total ...........•............•.... - ...... - .. - .... -- ..• - ••..•••

725

4,105

50

6,080
$125
600

5,305
50

6,080

Classified wages.
Nnmbcr
of each
class.

Class of labor.

Foremen.------ ................... .
Rig bu ildcrs .............. - ....... .
Drillers ........................... .
La borers ................. -- ....... .
Sundry mechanics .... ---- ........ .

1
3
4
1

22

Range of wages.

Days
employed.

$150 per month--------·····
240
$12f, per rig ............................ .
60 cents per foot ............ -----------·
$25 per month ............•.............
$75 vcr month ...............•.•........

KENTUCKY.

The only petroleum produced in Kentucky in 1889 was from tbe
Boyds Creek district, in Barren county, some 3.5 miles from Glasgow.
From January to August five wells were operated in this district, and
six from August to the close of the year. Some 5,400 barrels were
produced, which were distilled (it could hardly be called refined) by
the operator in a still near the wells, and the distillates sent to Louisville
to be refined. The naphtha and residuum were also shipved to the Louisvil1e refinery.
Near Sumerset, Pulaski county, oil was struck about 85 feet below the surface. The oil sand was drilled into to a depth of 45 feet,
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and it was in this rock that the oil was proeured. Just before boring
this well the same operators bored another at a point 4 or 5 miles northeast, in which the same oil-bearing rock was struck near the surface;
there was, however, barely a showing of oil. The results obtained in
drilling these wells convinced the operators that the dip of the oilbearing sand rock was in a southwesterly direction, and their opinion
is substantiated by the fact that many years ago some wells were
developed at a point 40 miles southwest of the second well referred to.
The well first referred to was plugged after some 3 or 4 barrels had been
obtained, the operators conclurli11g that to obtain oil in paying quantities they would have to go farther south west.
This oil has been tested by Prof. W. Dicore, of Cincinnati, Ohio. It
shows a specific gracity of 0.870 of 43.Z 0 B., and on distillation 5 per
cent. of light oil boiling below 130° F., 18 per cent. of light oil boiling
at from 130° to 300° F., and 34 per cent. of illuminant of 430 gravity
B. After these are taken off a lubricating oil of 28° B. is obtained,
which, on further heating, yieids oil of 39° B., out of which 17 per eent.
of heavy lamp oil of 43° can be produced, increasing the total of lamp
oil to 51 per cent. The remainder is a lubricating oil (of a consistency
The color of the crude
like linseed oil) of 22° B., flashing at 330° F.
oil is a greenish brown, and the odor not more offensive than that of
well purified gasoline. There is no sediment or inorganic substance,
nor a separation of the higher hydrocarbons after long standing.
In Russell county some 15 or 16 years ago (1874) a refinery was operated by some parties who also had a well at the same location, but during their operations there was a great depression in the price of oil, and,
coupled with the burning of their tank and the fact that they had no
means of transporting their product, except in wagons for a long distance in order to reach railway transportation, they could not make the
continued operation of their well profitable. It was therefore abandoned and the well plugged. The oil is still there and can be seen
seeping from the hole, and is of the same character as the oil found
near Somerset. About the same time that this refinery and well were
operated in Russell county there were some wells bored in Cumberland
county, which adjoins Russell county, but they were also abandoned
about the same time that the Russell county operators ceased, and for similar reasons, namely, lack of transportation facilities and depression in the
price of oil. Early in 1890 there was one well being drilled in Cumberland county and three rigs in course of construction for the purpose of
further development, and it was said that there would be ten or twelve .
rigs at work in this and Russell counties during the earlier months of
that year. Natural gas in considerable volume was struck early in
January, 1890, in Cumberland county, but was cased off, since the
operators wished to continue drilling for the purpose of finding oil, for
which there was every prospect of success.
Wayne county also had producing oil wells in former years, which
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likewise were abandoned for the lack of transportation and the failure
of the company prosecuting the development.
In all there are upward of 70,000 acres of land under lease for oil purposes in Pulaski, Wayne, Russell, Clinton, and Cumberland counties,
to which that under lease in Barreu county should be added. Operations are being energetically pushed in Barren county, which lies west
of Russell and Cumberland counties, and a refinery was being erected
near Glasgow late in 1889. Wells completed in this county, however,
were not found to exceed 15 barrels daily productiqn.
A little heavy, dark oil, with weak brine, has been found at a depth
of 70 feet near Lexington, in the Trenton rock. Near North Middletown,
Bourbon county, a well in the Lower Hudson 98 feet deep yielded in
1888,100 gallons of good lubricating oil per week. The oil is black, and
has a gravity of 23.50 B.
The statistics of the production of petroleum in Kentucky in 1889
and 1890 are as follows:
Total production and value.

Total production (barrels of 42 gallons) ... . ..................•.....
Total value at wells of all oil produced, excluding pip[l,ge .......... .
Value per barreL .................................................. .

1889.

1800.

5,400
$5,400
$1

6, 000
$6,000
$1

e

No stock is reported on hand December 31, 1888 and 1889.
Well record.
Total num her of producing wells December 31, 1888. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . •
5
Total num her of producing wells Decemher 31, 1889 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
6
Number of pumping wells Decemher 31, 1888 ....... _......................
5
Number of pumping wells December 31, 1889 ........................ -----6
Number of wells completed in1889...... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... ......
3
Number of dry holes in 1889 .... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... ...... .... ....
1
Number of producing wells completed in 1889 ...... ...... .... . .... .... ....
2
Initial daily production of new wells (barrels) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Value of materials used in caring for and operating wells in 1889.... .. . . . . . $3,050
Capital.
Total capital (1·eal and personal) invested in lands, wells, leases, etc., and
employed in the business...... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . $25, 000
N urn her of acres of oil land:
Owned ... _.. . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100
Leased . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 51, 500
Total acreage.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51, 600
Present va.Iue of Janel, both owned and leased (actual expenditures
on sn,m e for oil purposes)...... .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . 10, 150
Average value per acre, $0. 20.
Vf.!,Jue of rigs1 wells1 engines, hoilers 1 etc.... . . . . . . • . • .. . . . . . . . • .. • . . . • . • • • . 9f 000

Value
Value
Value
Value
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tanks . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tank cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
pipe lines at wells owned by parties making report . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
other property and improvements................................

$750
1, 800
200
3,100

Total ....... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14, 850

of
of
of
of

Labor and wages.

All labor, not including office force:
N nm ber of foremen or overseers ...................................
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 .............. _.
Number of mechanics ........................................... .
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889 ...............•
Number of laborers ............................................. .
Total wages paid all workmen ·of this class in 1889 ........ ~. _.... .

2

$1,248
8
660

4

1, 142

Total number of persons employed and wages paid in 1889....
14
Wages paid for labor:
In building rigs ....... ·----------- ..•••.....•................•......•.
In drilling wells (part contract) .......................... ____ .• _.• ___ •
In operating and caring for wells ...•••..•••..•••••..•••.•••••.••....•.

1, 650
1, 200

Total .•.•••••••••.••••.. __ ••...••...••••..•••••. __ •• __ •••••••.••••

3,050

3, 050
$200

Classified wages.

Class of labor.

~r!~hrl
class.

Range of wages.

Days
employed.

--------------~-r-----1

Foremen ...........•..•••••.••••••.
Pumpers or engineers .•••••••.••••.
1

~!r1~~~ ~~~~::: ~::::: ~: :::::::::::::
Tool dressers ........•••.•••••.•••.•
Laborers .....•........•...••...••••

2
4
2
4
2
2

$52.50 to $70 per month . . • . .
50 to 313
$24 to $30 per month . . • . . . . . 50 to 313
$1 per day..................
20
60 cents per foot............
40
$1.75 per day. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
90 cents to $1 per day . . . • . . . Various.

ILLINOIS.

The only oil produced in Illinois in 1889 was from some wells near
Litchfield, in Montgomery county. The oil is a lubricating one, dark,
almost black in color, and of 22° B. specific gr~vity. The cold test is
remarkable, the oil remaining fluid at 20° below zero, Fahrenheit. It is
largely used by the factories in the neighborhood of Litchfield, and is
sold to consumers at near-by points for lubricating purposes, bringing
from 8 to 10 cents per ga1lon in bulk, according to quantity. In all
there have been thirty wells bored in the neighbood of Litchfield,
chiefly for gas. The depth of these wells ranges from 640 to 670 feet.
All save five were abandoned years ago. These five wells continue to
produce the character of petroleum mentioned above. The average
production of these wells is about 4 barrels a day. They are pumped
by heads, and one man attends to them all. Natural gas from wells
near by is used to some extent in furnishing fuel for pumping the wells.
The supply of gas is about equal to 12 tons of coal a year, and 12
778 MIN--23
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tons additional are used in pumping. The supply of natural gas is
gradually diminishing.
The statit3tics of the production of petroleum in Illinois in 1889 are
are as follows:
Total production ancl V(tltte.

Total pro(luction in 1889 (barrels of 42 gallons). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 460
Total value at wells of all oil prodncetl, exclnding pipage ................ _.. $'1, 906
Value per barrel . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . $3. 36
Stocks of oil on hand

(£t

wells.
Barrels.

December 31, 1~88 ........................................................ .
December 31, 1889 ..••...............................................••..••

110
101!.

Well record.

Total number of producing wells December 31, 1888 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ••
Total number of producing wells December 31, 1889 .................. -----Total number of pumping wells December 31, 18)8.... ...... ...... .... ......
Total number of pumping wells Deccmb 0r 31, 1889 ....................•.. _..
Value of materials used in pumping, operating, and caring for wells in 1889.

~

5
5

5
5
$760

Capital.

Total capital (real and personal) invested in lands, well~, leases, etc., and
employed in the business ..................... . .......................... $12,336
Number of acres of oil land:
Owned.........................................................
20
Leased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000
Total acrea,g e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 020
Present value of land, both owned and leased ........................... _..
Average value per acre, $0.52.
Valne of rigs, wells, engines, boilers, etc ................................. .
Value of tanks .... -----· ...................................... ·----- ..... .
Value of pipe lines at wells owned by parties making report .............. .
Value of oil in stock at wells December 31, 1889 ..........................•.
'l'otal ... _•..........• _.....•.... __ .. _... _..... _.. _.. _.......•...

2,600

9,000
250
150
336
9,736

Labo1· and wages.

•rotalnumber of persons employed in 1889 ......................•..•....•••
Total wages paid all workmen ........................................... .

1
a$600

One engineer or pumper was employed 365 days, at $50 per month.
<J Paid for OJ.>eratin~ and caring for

wells.
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KANSA~.

The only section of Kansas in which oil has been found in what
may be termed paying quantities, and even here the production is very
small, is in Miami county, near Paola. In this county "tar" or oil
springs have been known to exist from the earliest settlement of the
State. One of these springs, some 8 miles east of the town of Paola,
has led to the drilling of a number of wells in search of oil during the
past thirty years. As early as 18.58leases were obtained and there was
considerable talk of developing the oil field here. In 1861 a well was
drilled 5 miles east of Paola, in which it is reported that oil was found,
but the well filled with water, soon caved in, and no oil in commercial
quantities was produced. Another well was started 2 miles east of
Paola in the same year, but was aban<loned before the oil rock was
, reached.
In a report made by Prof. Mudge, in 1864, he refers to the existence of
oil and bitumen in the eastern tiers of counties of the State. In Prof.
Swallow's report of 1865 he makes reference to 19 different tar springs
within Miami county, and adds that" scarcely a well has been dug
without finding petroleum in some of its forms." Prof. Swallow concludes that these facts are "very strong evidence of the existence of
large reservoirs in these localities." Although large reservoirs of oil or
gas may be found, as Prof. Swallow predicted, yet the facts which he
presents in themselves are not necessarily sufficient to warrant such a
con elusion. In 1865 a• St. Louis company drilled 2 wells about 10 miles
east of Paola. These wells were reported to have been drilled to a
depth of 700 feet, when the tools were lost. In 1873 a company was
organized, known as the Kansas Mining Company, and the same year
drilled a well on the northeast quarter of section 16, township 19, range
24 (Westfall farm), near one of the largest of the "tar springs." At a
depth of 320 feet a strong :flow of gas was found and work stopped.
Other gas wells were soon drilled on the same farm and gas was piped
to Paola, a distance of 7 miles, by the Paola Gas Company. In 1888
one of the wells on the Westfall farm was drHled deeper, and it was
found that under the gas rock there was an oil rock 12 to 16 feet thick,
producing a very heavy black oil. This well bailed from 1 to 2 barrels per
day. .As the oil interfered with the gas, for which the well was drilled,
it was plugged off at the bottom of the gas rock and the well turned
again into the gas main. It was soon ascertained, however, that the
oil was of such value as a lubricant that wells of 1 or 2 barrels per day
could be worked. at a profit, and. the Paola Gas and Land Company
pm'chased the property of the Paola Gas Company, and prospecting
for oil began in the spring of 1889. The first well of recent years,
drilled especially for oil, was put down in May, 1889, on the northwest
quarter of section 16, township 17, range 24, and at a depth of 330 feet
a good oil sand was struck, the gas sand lying at 316 and 328 feet and
the oil sand at 330 to 341 feet. This well, known as No. 29, was shot with
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10 quarts of nitroglycerin, and when cleaned out the gas Rhot a stream
of oil to the top of the denick. The well was tubed, the ca~ing head
packed, and the oil flowed by the gas. This well at first produced 15
barrel~ per day for 4 mouths.
Iu the fctll of 188D and spring of 18!)0, 4 wells were (lrillcd by tlte
same company 3 miles ~onthwe:::;t of PaoLt, and the oil rock struek at
about tlw f3ame level as in the eastern field, but the rock was much
harder and the oil much lighter. The west field has a much stronger
head and promises a much larger yield than the east fielu.
There are at least three districts near Paola. The first is Russell
tract, or Westfall farm, about 7 miles e<:"Lst of Paola and 2 miles from
Somerset station, on tlle Missouri Pacific railroad; the others are
nearer Paola, one being, as stated, 3 miles southwest, and the other
just at the edge of the town. As above noted, gas was at first the
object of the recent drilling near Paola. Well No.1, in Russell tract,
was bored for gas in 1882. Since that time 56 wells have been drilled
by the Paoht Oil, Gas and Mining Company and its predecessors. As
stated above, it was not until 1888 that wells began to be drilled for
oil. The Russell tract is now one of value as an oil producer, the
pressure of the gas not being strong enough to force it through the 2~
inch pipe laid from Russell to Paola, a distance of 7 miles. Thirteen
wells are now (18!JO) producing oil.
The structural geological conditions of Kansas when viewed by themselves are favorable to the existence of natural gas and oil. The rocks
underlying Kansas are comparatively horizontal, the general dip being
toward the west and northwest. The highest geological strata in eastern Kansas is the Carboniferous, while westwardly higher formations are
found. Going from the northern toward the southern portion of the
the State, within the Coal Measure area, the strata thicken, as the records
of the oil and salt wells in Miami county seem to prove. The best oil
well in this district, No. 39, drilled in May, 1889, has the following
record:
Becorcl of pet?·olet~m well in Miami county, Kansas.
Feet.
Cn s<>rl to- ..•••••••••.•••.•..••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• _•..•••••••.••• _•••••••• _

~~~~1~,t~f~~ le- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :: : : : :: :_::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : :: :

280
20

Wltite slate ______ . __ .- ....... ---- ............. _.... -.------ ............. ·------Gas sand (Yery good)--- ........................................................ .
\Vhite slate ............ - ......................... - ............................ ..
Oil sand ............................................ ___ ._ ... _............ _....•. _

11
3
10
4
13

TotaL .........................•......................•...•.•....•...•.....

:341

The sand in which the oil is found is stated to be "identical with Bradford in appearance." It certainly has that look of light-colored coarse
maple sugar that is seen in the Bradford saud when filled with oil. The
oil itself is a heavy, black, fatty substance of remarkable lubricating
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properties. A test taken by the writer on the afternoon of May 7, 1891,
temperature 70° F., showed the gravity to be 23~ 0 B., zero cold test, and
280° fire test. This refers to the oil in the Rassell tract, or from the
Westfall f;:um. That from the district 3 miles southwest of Paola is
much lighter, having a gravity of 30°, zero cold test, 100° fire test, and
not so densely black as the oil in the eastern field. The oil contains
none of the lighter hydrocarbons; even at 300° F. nothing distilled
over. A little water remains obstinately entangled in the oil, which at
that temperature produces frothing to such a degree as to interrupt
further distillation. Even in some cases the temperature of the retort
has been carried to 400° F. without the production of a drop of distillate.
As stated above, the quality of this oil as a lubricant is phenomenal.
Without the least artificial preparation it has given some remarkable
results as a lubricant under the most severe tests, especially on railroa<ls running through the alkali country.
While the foregoing statements apply chiefly to the oil produced in
1\-fiami county, near Paola, oil has been found in other portions of the
State apparently on the same general degree line as at Paola. These
discoveries of oil have been made chiefly when boring for natural gas.
In Kansas City, Kansas, oil was struck when boring for natural gas,
usually at a depth of from 300 to 400 feet. As natural gas was the
product sought in drilling the wells, and as it was difficult to market
the oil, which was produced in small quantities, at satisfactory prices,
the ·wells were allowed to drown out in most cases when it was found
that they did not produce sufficient natural gas to pay for operating
them.
The record of a well bored in Kansas City is as follows:
Record of a well b01·ed at Kansas City, Kansas, for natuml gas in 1889.
[Feet.]

Strata.

Loam and clay ..... .
Limestone ......... .
Shale ............•..
Limestone ......... .
Shale ............. ..
Limestone---------Shale .............. .
Limestone.-·-----··
Shale .............. .
Flint .............. .

Thickness
of each

stratum.

14.0
19.0
30.0
12.0
5. 0
20.0
5. 0
10.0
30.0
10.0

Total
depth.

Strata.

· Tbickness
of each

Shale ...............
Limestone.···-----.
Shale .... _..........
Limestone ..........
Shale ...............
Limestone ...... -- ..
Sltale ....·..... __ ....
Limestone._ .. _.--~.
Black shale .........
Sand rock ..........

14.0
33. 0
63.0
75.0
80.0
100.0
105.0
115.0
145.0
155.0

stratum.

25.0
15.0
18.0
10.0
170.0
5. 0
38.0
4.0
26.0
16.8

Total
depth.
180.0
195.0
213.0
223.0
393.0
398.0
436.0
440.0
466.0
482.8

I

Qj] WaS Rtruck at a little OVer 400 feet; gas from 266 to 476 feet;
hard, close sand from 47G to 480 feet; gas from 480 to 482.8 feet.
At Fort Scott, Kansas, oil was found in 2 or 3 wells when drilling
for natural gas. Its character seemed to be the same as that of the
Paola oil. As the quantity of gas was insufficient to pay for operating
the wells they were abandoned. A.t Wyandotte and Coffeyville oil has
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been found under similar conditions to those existing at Paola, but no
attempt bas been made to save the same.
It has been extremely difficult to secure statistics of the production
of oil in Kansas for 1889, as no record was kept. The best information
received indicates th;Lt there were three wells producing oil December
31, 1889, at Paola, the production for that year being about 300 barrels,
valued at $1,500. Nearly the entire amount of this oil remained on
hand at the close of the year, little or no product having been sold. A
small amount of oil, some 200 barrels, was also produce-d in Kansas
City from wells drilled for gas. This was also lubricating oil of about
the same quality as that produced in Paola. The statistics of the pro-duction of petroleum in Kansas in 1889 and 1890 are as follows: ·
Total production and value in 1889 and 1890.

Total production (barrels of42 gallons) _. _..................•.......
Total value at wells of all oil produced, excluding pipage .......... .
Value per barreL ...... _.................. _.......... _....... _... _..

1889.

1890.

500
$2,500
$5

1, 200
$8,400
$7

Stoclcs of oil on hancl at wells.
Barrels.

December 31, 1888 ...•....................................................
December 31,1889 ................ ···:..···· ..............................••

100
100

Well record.
Total number of producing wells December 31, 1888 .......... ---- .... ...•••
Total number of producing wells December 31, 1889.... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. •
Total number of pumping wells December 31, U~88 ......... ---.... .. . . . . ...
Total number ofpumping wells December 31, 1889 ....... ---- ...... -------Number of rigs building December 31, 1889................................
Value of material used in pumping, caring for, and operating wells in 1889.

4
4
4
4
2
$500

Capital.
Total capital (real and personal) invested in lands, wells, leases, etc., and
emplo~Ted in the businees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $75, 000
Number of acres of oil land leased ................................... 4,000
Present value of land . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . 40, 000
Average value per acre, $10.
Value of rigs, wells, engines, boilers, etc ................................. ..
Value of tanks .................... _. ............................•..........
Value of pipe lines at wells owned by parties making report ............. ..
Value of oil in stock at wells December 31, 1889 ........................... .
Value of other property and improvements ............................... .

25,000
2,500
3,000
500
4,000

Total . . . • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . • . . . • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • 35, 000
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Labo1· and wages.
All labor, not including office force:
Nu1nber of mechanics. ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .• • . • • • . • . . .
2
Total wa.ges paid all workmen of this class in 1889 .......... ~-......... $1,000
Number of laborers ............................... ·---~-.........
6
Total wages paid all workmen of this class in 1889............... .. . . . .
2, 500
Office force:
Total number (males)............................................
2
Total wages paid (males)..............................................
2, 500
Total number of persons employed and wages paid in 1889.. . .

10

6, 000

Wages paid for labor:
In building rigs..................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In operatiug ::mel caring for wells......................................
In building or repa.iring tankage.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In building and repairing pipe"lines...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$300
3, 000
100
100
2, 500

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

6, 000

Class~fied

wages.
Number Range of Days em·
of each
wages
·
class. (per day j. ployed.

Class of labor.
Pumpers or enginc·~rs ......... __................... _.. .
Carpent1>rs . ........... _.. . . . .......................... .
Rig- huilders ........................... . .... _.......... .
Drillers .....•............ . ............. . .. . ............
'Iool dressers .... . ...... __ ..... . ........ . _.... . ........ .
Laborers .....••••.•...•...•............................

1
1
1
2
2
2

$1. 50

All.

2. 50
2. 50
3.50
2. 00
• 1. 25

200
100
250
250
300

TEXAS.

Similar conditions to those found in Kansas, New Mexico, and thE,
southern part of California exist in Texas. Springs, known locally as
tar springs, are found scattered over various portions of the State,
especially in the northeast, southeast, and central portions. The oil
wells of Kansas and l\iissouri are found a little east of the ninety-fifth
meridiaJ?. of longitude west of Greenwich. The Texas springs are a
little to the east of the ninety-fourth meridian, and some are also found
on the ninety-third and east of it. The petroleum produced in Texas
in 1889 was in Bexar county, near San Antonio, about midway between
the ninety-eighth and ninety-ninth meridians. The product of these
springs is known locally as petroleum, and is in this report so classified,
though some geologists, especially those who have been connected with
the geological survey of California, insist on calling it maltha. At
present, however, they acknowledge that this so-called maltha and petroleum are similar substances. Chemically they may be; practically
they are not.
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The Texas oil is a natural lubricator of from 28° to 30° gravity, and
is said to be found in a conglomerate. The wells are shallow, the oil
being struck in various parts of the State at from 125 to 350 feet. The
Bexar county wells, which produced the petroleum reported upon from
this State in 1889, are about 300 feet deep. As there is but a limited
demand for the oil, there is no effort to produce it in large quantities.
The 2 wells producing in 1889, which were on the ranch of Mr. George
Dulnig, were wells that had been drilled originally for procuring water.
They were found to yield small quantities of oil and gas. The production of these 2 wells in 1889 was about 4 barrels a month.
Outside of the oil produced in Bexar county none seems to have been
produced in the State on a commercial scale, though reports as to the
discovery of oil at various points in Texas are frequent. At Sulphur
Springs, in Hopkins county, there are certain so-called "sour wells,"
which produced a few gallons of oil. In 1887 and 1888 considerable
excitement was occasioned by the reported striking of oil in Nacogdoches county. The locality was some 80 miles southwest of Shreveport. The wells were driven wells, and some oil was obtained at the
depth of 85 feet; in other cases at a depth of 300 feet. Quite a number
of wells were driven in 1887 and 1888, but no petroleum was produced
in 1889. The oil produced in Bexar county was used for lubrication.
It retailed in barrel8 at 20 cents a gallon, in tin cans of 5 gallons at 30
cents, and in smaller quantities than 5 gallons at 35 cents a gallon.
The statistics of the production of petroleum in Texas in 1889 and
1890 are as follows:
Total production and value in 1889 and 1890.
1889.

1890.,

1-------------------------Total production (barrels of 42 gallons) ..•...........•...••••.•••••.
'l'otal value at wells of all oil produced, excluding pipage .....••••.
Value per barrel ...............•..........••••.•...•••.••.•••.••.••.

'8
$340.00
7.08§-

54

$227.00
4. 20

Stocks of oil on hand at wells.
Barrels.

December 31, 1888 . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . •
Decemoer 31, 1889 .••••• ..•••• ...••. ...... ...•.. ..•... ••••.. ...•.. ...... ••.•

6
48

WellTecm·d.
Total number of
Total number of
Total number of
Total number of

producing wells December 31, 1888. .•.••. ...• .... ..•... ...•
producing wells Decep1ber 31, 1889 ..•••.. .....• .... .... ....
pumping wells becember 31, 1888 ..•..........•.... _..... ••
pumping wells December 311 1889 •••••• ••.• .••• .•.• .... ••••

2
2
2
2
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Capital.
Total capital invested in wells, (tt) lea,ses, etc., and employed in the business. $1,650
Value of rigs, wells, engines, boilers, etc·------·-----------·--·-··----·---·valne of tanks. ___ ..... __ ....... _.... ____ ._. _____ ._ ..... _............. ____ .
Value of pipe lines at wells owned by pa,rty making report.................
Value of oil in stock at wells December 31, 1889.............................
Total .... !...

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1,200
100
10
340
1, 650

The work is all done by ranch hands; no special men are employed,
the production of the wells being but 4 barrels per month.
·
MISSOURI •

•The only oil produced in Missouri in 1889 and 1890 concerning which
it has been possible to ~ecure any information was in West Boone
township, Bates county, near the Kansas State line, southwest from
Paola, where the oil produced in Kansas in 1889 was found. This oil
was aU produced from 1 well, drilled in 1886 :tor water. The oil comes
from sand 220 feet in depth. It is similar in every respect to the
KansaR oil. The well is pnmped by a windmill and yields Jess than 1
barrel a rlay. The oil is sold to local trade for lubricating purposes.
I11 1889, 20 barrels of oil, valued at $40, were produced. All oil is
sold as soon as produced. The cost of operating the well in 1889 was
$350; the total capital, $750. The territory consists of 600 acres of
land, valued, as oil territory, at $210, the rigs, wells, engines, etc.,
being valued at $520 and tank at $20. There was but 1 producing
wen and 1 tank. The cost of drilling the well was $1.50 a foot.
There is an interesting history connected with the drilling of some
wells a.t Adrian, Bates county, Missouri. Oil was discovered here in 1889
at a depth of 3-~ feet while prospecting for coal. The oil sand was some
25 feet thick, overlaid with soapstone shale to a thickness of 8 feet.
The oil oozed from the rock into the shaft and was bailed out. The
shaft was in the creek bottom, and being flooded by the first high
water the well ceased to produce. A number of drill holes were then
put clown. Three of these produced about 6 gallons in ten hours, but
the holes were not cased, and they w~re soon drained out by water.
In 1883 a derrick was erected, proper oil tools procured, and a well
sunk over 500 feet. All the oil secured in this well was found at from
33 to 90 feet in depth. The well was pumped but once, and then only
for ten hours, the product being 20 gallons of oil, with a large
quantity of water. The oil is similar in ~haracter to that found at
Paola.
Mr R. B·. Marshall, of Adrian, states that he bas done a great deal
of prospecting for oil in that section of the country, and finds a strip
a These wells are sunk on the ranch of the owner, and no value is placed on the land as oil territory.
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of territory some 10 mHes long and from 1 to 3 miles wide underlaid
with gas and oH, but that the difficulty with the region as a producing
territory is that the sand is too fine and the oil too thick to give any
great production. There is a great deal of saud rock impregnated with
oil which can be driven out by heat. The statistics of the production
of petroleum in Missouri in 1889 and 1890 are as follows:
1'otal pr·oduction and val1te in 1889 ctnd 1890.
1889.

I

Total production (barrels of 42 gallons) ____________________________ _
Total value at wells of all oil produced, excluding pipage._--._. ___ _
Value per barreL ..... ---------------------------------.-----------_

20
$40

$2

1890.
278
$556

$21

No stock was reported on band at the wells December 31, 1888 and
1889.
Well r·ecord.
Total nnmber of producing wells December 31, 1888---- .... ------ .... ------Total number of producing wells December 31, 1889 .............. _.... _.....
Total number of pumping wells December 31, 1888 .... ---- ...... ·----- .......
Total number of pumping wells December 31, 1889 ........... __ ....... _.. __ ..
Value of materials used in pumping, operating, and caring for well::~ in 18t!9..

1
1
1
1
$5

Capital.
Total capital (real and personal) investe<l in lands, wells, leases, etc., and employe<l in the business .......... - .. - ........ --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $750
Number of acres of oil land owned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600
Present value of land as oil territory .................. -----·-----· .... ------ $210
Average value per acre, $0.35.
Value of rigs, wells, engines, boilers, etc-..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $520
Value of tanks .. - - ---- -.-- ---- --. - ---- ---- ---. --- - ---- -- ... -- - - ... ---- . . . . . .
20
Total.... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

540

Labor: and wages.
Total number of persons employed in 1889 ... --. ---. ... . ... . . .. . . . . . .... .. .
1
Total wages paid all workmen.-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . (a) $350
TENNESSEE.

At a point about 8 miles north of White Bluff, in Dickson county,
Tennessee, on Jones creek, oil has been known to exist since 1865. It
is said seven wells have been drilled at this place by different parties
some of them being shallow and the deepest well being upwards of
2,000 feet deep. There was but one actually dry hole, and that was
abandoned at 640 feet. The shallow wells produced oil in small quantities at a depth of 187 feet. Two wells have been cased and have
G

Paid for operating and caring for wells.
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small quantities of oil bt them, but since there is no market for crude
oil in this State or immediate vicinity, wells have been neglected and no
attention paid to its development. The product is not utilized except
to a small extent for lubricating purposes. It is firmly maintained by
residents there that oil can be found in remunerative qua,ntities.
·
Oil is generally found at an average depth of 150 feet, in a sandstone
of 20 feet in thickness. Gas and salt water are also found.
ALABAMA.

Though no oil was produced in Alabama during the census year, still,
in view of the fact that drilling was recommenced in 1890, some account
is given of the history of oil production in this State and the prospects
of future production.
In various parts of northern Alabama there are found springs which
yield natural gas and petroleum to a limited extent, though as yet
these products have not been found in sufficient quantities to be of any
commercial value. There are also found in the same section in the
outcroppings of the Carboniferous formations "tar" springs somewhat
similar to those of California, from which there exudes a thin bitumen,
known as "maltha." Shortly after the beginning of the petroleum
excitement in Pennsylvania in 1859 many wells were drilled at points
indicated by these natural gas and petroleum and tar springs. Some oil
was found, but not in sufficient quantities to justify the continuance of
operations.
The best known of the Alabama tar springs are just outside of Moulton valley. These springs are in the · outcroppings of a very highly
fossiliferous, coarse-grained, siliceous limestone that has a cover of
reddish and greenish argillaceous shales. Near the lower of the two
springs is a well said to have been drilled for oil some years ago to a
depth of lOG to 107 feet. The Goyer Oil Company, of Memphis, Tennessee, proposes to put clown wells near these springs. At present (June,
18U1), two wells have been completed, in one of which a dark-green oil
was found at a depth of 1,509 feet. The first oil secured in small
quantities was at the top of the Trenton limestone, at a depth of 1,355
feet. This well was computed by Dr. McRae to be a 25-barrel well.
The second oil sand, from which most of the oil came, is believed by
Mr. Henry McCalley to be some 300 feet down in the Trenton limestone, or some 200 feet lower geologically than any known productive
oil sand in this country.
Oil wells are to be drilled in other parts of the State.
WYOMING.

Though oil has been known to exist in Wyoming for more than thirty
years and though developments made in 1885 and since point to the
presence of valuable oil deposits in this region, the oil industry has
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assumed, as yet, no importance, owing chiefly to the distance of the
producing territory from any important market and the expense of
transportation ther~to. The developments of importance have been
confined chiefly to two districts, one known as the "George B. Graff
Oil-Mining district/' in the county of lTremont, in the western part of
the State, not far from Dallas, and at the base of the Wind River
mountain, and the other known as the ''Stockdale Oil-Mining district,"
in Weston couJ1ty, in the extreme northeastern part of the State,
near the Black Hills and New Castle. The first district, the "George
B. Graff," is m~med for the late Dr. George B. Graff, of Omaha, who
developed thc1 property. The amount of oil in this district is indicated
from the fact that there are about 50 open oil springs in Fremont
county, 14 within a radius of 20 miles of Lander. In 1885 four wells
were sunk -to tlw upper oil-bearing sands. The depth of these wells
and their p'·~oduct as given at that time are as follows:
Depth and flow of Wyoming oil wells.
Wells.

Flow
Depth. per day.

Feet.
No . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
N f . 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••. . . . . . . . . .
N ' '· 3 .................................................................

4
_N'
I

85
100
350

Ban·els.
85
100
325

~;;,:; :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~

It is probable the production of some of these wells as given is too
great. Several statements received from this district are to the effect
thv)t three of the wells which were drilled about this time were shut in
or"' packed" with Hodley packers; that If they were allowed to flow,
ol." (to use the local expression) "let loose," they would produce some
5'00 barrels per day per we'll; and that in the neighborhood of these
·wells a lake, 300 yards long by 30 yards wide, was made to receive their
'\)Ver:flow, and it is estimated that in this lake there are now some 15,000
barrels that were produced as long ago as 1886. Nothing has been done
\n the way of development or production in this district since this date.
Regarding this oil field, Mr. L. D. Ricketts, Territorial geologist, states:
"These wells are cased and supplied with valves to prevent the oil
from escaping, but, owing to the great gas pressure, a leakage can not
be prevented. The pressure is so great that upon suddenly opening
the valves the oil spurts up 75 feet into the air, like some black-watered
geyser. After the pipe thus clears itself the steady flow of oil is resumed, which, as variously estimated, will aggregate from 600 to 1,000
barrels per 24 hours." The oil is found in two strata, the upper a
"black sand," averaging about 70 feet in thickness, and the other is a
"black pebble" or "dark conglomerate," varying in thickness, according to different authorities, from 400 to 800 feet. The oil in this district
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is low in illuminants, averaging about 25 pm C;Cnt. It is proposed, and
a company has been organized for the purpui~e, to pipe the oil to Denver, 250 miles distant, and to sell it for fuel.
Regarding the secoi1d district, the "Stoekade OH-Mining district,"
which is located in the Black Hills, near New Castle, in West on county,
but little information has been obtained. A large quantity of Government land, supposed to contain oil, has been located in this district.
A list of some 376locations of 160 acres each, amounting to 60,160 acres,
has been furnished the census special agent. This land, at the Govm~n
ment price of $2.50 an acre, would be valued at $150,400. In order to
hold these leases $200 worth of improvements must be put upon the
laud. If all of the claims were finally taken up this would add $75,200
to the value of the land entered a~ oil land in this district. It is known,
however, that in many cases the claims have been abandoned. So far
as has been learned, no amount of oil has ever been produced in this
distriet, though indications are very favorable to the securing of a large
supply.
NEW MEXICO.

Information has been received of a very.smal1 production of a heavy
lubricating oil in Bernalillo county, on section 11, township 16 north,
range 16 west. This oil flows naturally from the rocks containing it.
The product is stated to be a barrel a day, which is probably in excess
of the actual production. It is sold in small quantities to consumers
in the immediate vicinity at the rate of $10 a barrel. The larger proportion of the production is wasted and lost. It is also reported that
there are several plaees on the Navajo Indian reservation where petroleum exudes in a similar manner from the crevices in bituminous sandstone, and there is no doubt that at many places in New Mexico the
same phenomena that are noticed in Colorado and Wyoming will be
found to exist.

NATURAL GAS.
BY JOSEPH

D.

"WEEKS.

Previous to the investigation into the production of natural gas by the
Eleventh Census no attempt had been ]p-ade to determine the volume of
this fuel produced or consumed. The want of meters to measure the
gas, the methods of use, and the profligate waste which characterized
the early utilization of what is now known to be a valuable product,
rendered even an approximate estimate of the amount utilized impossible. This waste has been checked, more economic methods have been
adopted, and meters have been invented that give approximately correct measurements. That the supply of gas is limited and will ultimately be exhausted has never been questioned. There is no accurate
method of estimating how great a store of this product we have to
draw upon, and even when we are able approximately to determine
how much is being consumed, it is impossible tc oay how long it will
last at the same rate of consumption. During 1889, according to the
census report, the total consumption of natural gas in the United States
was 552,150,000,000 cubic feet. This figure is of course but an estimate)
but must be taken as the best approximation possible. The distribution
of this consumption by industries is ascertained to be about a& follows:
Total consumption of ncttttral gas in the United States in 1889.
Cubic feet.
Iron and steel mills .................................................. ..
Glass works .......................................................... .
Other imln,trial establishments ...................................... .
Drilling anrl operating oil and gas wells .............................. .
Other uses ........................................................... .

171' 5~0, 000, 000
18 750 000 000
23G: 900: ooo: 000
62. 50J, 000, OOiJ
7, 500, 000, 0()0
30, 00:1, 000, 000
25, 000, 000, 000

Total . . • • • • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . .

552, 150, coo, 000

~:;~~~ga~rr -~~~~~~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Val~w.-It has been found, in the preparation of previous volumes of
Mineral Resources, that the best mode of arriviHg at the value of
natural gas consumed is by estimating the value of coal displaced by
its use. In 1889 the value of the gas consumed as actually returned is
given at $11,044,858. The value of fuel displacement, which is regarded
as the actual value, was $21,097,099. This includes 69,018 cords of wood
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disph1eed in Ohio and Indiana, valued at $165,040. The amount of
coal displaced in the United States is placed at 10,198,930 tons, with a
value of $20, 732.,050. In 1890 the value of the displacement is given as
$18,667' 725.
The followiug table, from Mineral Resources of the United States,
1888, gives the amount and value of coal displaced by natural gas from
1885 to 1888, inclusive, by principal gas-producing districts:
Amonnt and value of coal displaced by natuml gas j1·ont 1885 to 1888.
1886.

1885.
Localities.

Coal displaced.

Value.

Coal displacet!.

Value.

Pennsylvania:
Short tons.
Shrn·t tons.
Allegheny connt.y............... 2, 000, 000 $2, 500, 000
4, 000,000
1, 000,000
J:,emainder of l'itt!lbmg district.
500,000
750,000
\Vestern l'enu-.;\"lnmia, outside
1, 000,000
of Pittsbnrg district . . . . . . . . . . .
500, 000
1, 250, 000
60,000
New York............................
56,000
196,000
200,000
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50, 000
100, 000
West Virginia........................
20,000
40,000
~o. ooo
Iniliana .. ~ ................................................... .
150,000
2, 000
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600
1, 200
2, 000
Kan>ms ..............................................•.•......
4, 000
Ni~('d~~fl~~e-:::::
5, 000

::::::::::::::::::::::: ······5," ooo· ·····2o: ooo·

Total ........................ _..

3, 131,600
•

Localities.

4, 857,200

2, 500,000
210,000
400,000
60, 000
300, 000
4, 000
6,000
12,000
20,000,

~- 6, 453,000 j-w.<i12, 000

1887.

Coal displaced.

$5, 000, 000
1, 500, 000

1888.
Value.

Coal displaced.

Value.

---- ---- -----

Short tons.
Pennsylvania:
Allegheny county ............... 5, 477,000
Remainder of Pittsl.Jnrg district .. 1, 610,500
Western Penns:fl'' ania, outside
of Pittsburg district ........•.. 1, 795,500

$6,846,250
2, 415,750

Short tons.

4, 487,500

2, 693,800

5, 387,600

Total Pennsylvania ... ~ ..........
New York ............................
Ohio ................................•.
West Virginia ........................
Indiana .........................•.....
Elsewhere ......•.....................

8, 883,000
111, 000
500, 000
60,000
300,000
5, 000

13,749,500
333, 000
1, 000,000
120,000
600,000
15,000

12,443,830
125,000
750,000
60,000
660,000
25,000

19,282,375
332, 500
1, 500,000
120,000
1, 320,000
75,000

Total ..........................•.

9, 859,000

15,817,500

14,063,830

22,629,875

7, 302,700
2, 447, 1:130

$10, 223, 780
3, 670,995

In the following tables are shown the amount and value of fuel displacement in 1889 and 1890, by States. In the statement for the former
year is also shown the actual amount received by the companies for the
gas consumed. The amount and value of the coal displaced by gas in
1890 was less than in 1889, but owing to the higher prices the amount
actually received was probably fully $1,250,000 more than in 1889.
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Va.lne of natMral gas consumed in tlte United States in 1889, by States, and the amount and
value of coal and wood cUsplaced by the sante.
Coal displaced.
Wood displaced.
Value of
natural gas 1------;------1----~--
supplied and
Cords.
Value.
Tons.
Value.
used.

States and Territories.

I

Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . . .
II11l ian a . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York................
Mi:;sonri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Km1Ras....................
Califomia.................
Illinois....................
Kentucky.................
\Vest Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . .
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arli:ansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Utah......................
South Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$8, 287, 383
1, 362,472
1, 120, 997
20-l, 325
27, 825
13,660
12, 680
8, 658
2, 580
2, 000
1, 728
375
150
25

Total .............. -- ~~858
Used a,t pipe lines ............... ....... .
Usedfordrillingandpump- 1

o~i:!'~~~~ ::::::::::::::::1::::::: :::: :::
Grand tot.al. .........

1

I

6, 863,062
716,461
1, 660,456
130, 159
11,859
4, 538
3, 517
7,245
615
600
288
107
18

5

$11, 593, !l89
2, 002,762
5, 123, 56!)
530,026
35,687
15,873
12, 680
10, 615
2, 580
2, 000
1, 728
375
150
25

9, 3!l8, 930
100,000

19, 332,059
200,000

400, 000
300, 000

800, 000
600, 000

11, 044, 858 110, 1!l8, 930

I

$20, 932, 0591

44, 888
24, 130

$72, 940
92, 100

69, 018

165, 040

69, 018 1 165, 040

Amount and value of coal and wood displaced by natw·al gas consumed in the Unitecl States
in 1890, by States.
Coal displaced.
States and Territories.

P ennsylvania ...... ................. ..... .
Indiana .................................. .
Ohio .. .................... ................ .
New York ................................ .
Mi3souri .................................. .
KansaB ................................... .
California ................................. .
IllinoiB .... .................. .. ........... .

Tons.
6, 334,017
897, 000
1, 573, 100
138,000
3, 000
6, 000
5, 500
4, 000
10,000
1, 800

~~~~:~l~i:~i~:::::::::::: ~:::::: ~::::::::: I
~J!~:~:~~~i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: J
Total ................................ .
Usecl at pipe lines ........................ .
Used for drilling and pumping W'llls .•....
Otller uses ....... .............•.••.........
Grand total ......................•....

2,000

f

Wood displaced.

Cords.
Value.
- - - -- - - $9.551,025 . ............... ...................
Value.

2, 242, 500
30, 000
$60,000
20,000
65,000
4, 619, 300
..
........
..........
...................
552,000
10, 500 .. ................. ..................
12,000 .. ................... ................
33,000 . ................. ...............
6, 000 .. .................. .................
30,000
5,400
6,000

................. ..................

1--------:-------·1-----11
- ----8, 974.417 17,067,725
50,000
125,000
100,000
400,000
300, 000
!l, 774,417

200,000 ..................
800,000 ...................
600,000 .. .................

18, 667, 725

50,000

...................
...................
.......... .........
125,000

Pipe Unes.-The total number of feet of pipe line used in the distribution of natural gas in the United States at the close of 1888 was
25,564,594, and at the close of 1889 was 37,746,093, divided into sizes as
follows:
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Total nurnber of feet of pipe line 1~sed in the distribution of natural gas in th6 United
States at the close of 1888 and 1889.
Sizes (inches).

i-·-··········-···
t-----------······
t····-------··----

1. .... -. --- ·- ..... 1:f .... --- ... - --.--.

lt .............. -..

2 .....• ··········· ·
I 2t
. ................
3 ....•..•..••.....•

1888.
2, 201
907
423, 7ti4
1, 157, 774
324, 93B
G32, 774
4, ()fl7, 328
52. :JiiO
3, OfJ:' , 015

1889.

Sizes (inches).
6 ..••.••.••••••••.
8. ----------·----·

3, 341
7. 135
SSG; 925
3, 039, 912
730, 45!
JWl, 22G
7, 222, 30K
5J , 71;(1
4, ~1a , 23 1

1~}- --------------,
12.------ ·--------14 ..••••• ---------~~}---- ............

~t}.--.--.---- .. ---

8,422

8, 422

4 .....•..•..• -----5 .•.••• ·----------5~-- ... ··•••• ...•••

3, 165, 590
29-!, 127
184, 800

4, !ll3, 883
308,434
233, l06

16 ••••••••••••••••.

20 ....•.. ---- ... - ..
2-L. ------------ ••.

1888.

1889.

3, 308, 077
5, 167,462

3, 866,192
6, 979,459

1, 405, 120
642,900
643
369, 252
19J, 780
106, 669

1, 369,613
643
480, 693
205, 942
148, 056

83,001

92,971

2, 141,368

--------

TotaL ....... 25,564, 5!l4

37,746,093

The tendency is toward the use of larger pipes, as these will transport more gas with less loss by friction than smaller pipes.
The fi.)llowing statements taken from the report of the Eleventh
Census show very clearly the capital, wages, and other expenditures
required for supplying the natural gas.
CAPITAL.

The total capital reported as invested in the production and transportation of natural gas in the United States at the close of 1889 was
$59, 682, 154. Of this amount $12,795,715 is given as the value of lands
and $46,886,439 as the value of rigs, wells, pipe lines, and other property.
The total acreage of land, both owned and leased, held by natural
gas producers, is reported at 564,700. Of this amount 46,802 acres are
reported ~1;s owned and 517,898 acres leased. The average value per
acre of this land is $22.66. This is evidently too low a valuation, and
probably comes from the fact that it is based on the amount paid for
leases. This question has been so thoroughly discussed on the report
on the production of petroleum that it need only be referred to here.
It is customary in leasing-·oil or gas land to pay so much bonus down
for the lease, the amount varying from $5 to $50 an acre, and a royalty
of the gas produced. It is fair to assume (certainly it is fair in consideration of the fact that $20,000,000 worth of gas was produced from
these 564,700 acres of land) that the average value of this land is at
least $100 an acre.
Of the 564,700 acres of land held in the United States 467,175 acres
were held in Pennsylvania, Indiana and Ohio. This amount is certainly worth an average of more than $100 an acre, some of it considerably more. Assuming this price, $100, for the average value of all
land held, the value of land would be $56,470,000, instead of $12,795,715.
It is but fair to say that some of this land reported as gas land is also
oil land, certain wells on the same leases producing oil and others gas.
Of the $46,886,439 reported as the value of property other than lands,
778 MIN-24
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$7,472,157 is given as the value of rigs, wells, etc., $31~637,284 as the
value of pipe lines used in transporting the gas from wells to consumers, and $7,776,998 as the value of other property.
Capital invested in the natural gas industry in the United States in 1889,

' I Num.ber of acres of natural gas land.

Value of plant.

States and Territories.

Total capiTotal Owned. Leased
Value.
Rigs,
p·
Other
taL
.
acreage.
·
":ells, etc. Ipe 1lncs. property.
1------------1------------1--------1
Pennsylvania... 277, 430
25,411 252, 019 $7, 589, 9G8 $3, 757, 961$18, 955,018,$ 1, O!l5, 885$34,398, 832
Indiann,. _...... _ 77, 493
12, 294
65, 190 1, 090, 218 1, 396, 949 4, 792, 5J8
92G, O!l81' 8, 205,813
Ohio............ 112,252
3, 1;2 108 , 5 4 ~ 3, 241,679 1, 702, 051 6, 41 .8, 342 1, 501, 6.'78 12, 953, 750
49
5.., 3
NewYork ......
49,870
208,120
169,753
580,519
114,037 1,102,429
Missouri. .......
15
5
10
176,800
90,800
44,200
1,500
313,300
Kansas . . . . . . . . .
2, 002
2
2, 000
10, 200
22, 500
27, 200 1 100, 100
1GO, 000
California . . . . . .
6
6 . .. . . . . . .
1, 900
49, G35
215 __ .. ______
51, 750
illinois .........
19,044
44
19,000
3,200
23,620
18,400 __________
45,220
Kentucky . . . . . .
23, 215
3, 800
19, 415
275, 550
128, !)50
800, 700
941, 200 2, 146, 400
WestVirginia ..
218 .........
218
11,280
103,395
25 ..........
114,700
Texas.. . . . . . . . . .
72!)
725 . . . . . . . . .
72, 500
1, 500 . . . • . . . . . . .
6, 000
80, 000
Arkansas .......
2,000 .........
2,000
20,000
3,500 ...........
500
24,000
Ut.a h ........... ......... ......... ......... ...........
2,970
30---------3,000
South Dakota.........................................
1,273
87 ..........
1,360
NewMexico.... ......... ......... ......... ...........
3,000........... ..........
3,000
Tennessee . . . .. .
270
270 ........ _
2, 700
11, 800 . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. ..
14, 500
Wisconsin......
1601. ...... ..
160
1, 600
2, 500 .... .. .. . .. ..... . . .. .
4,100

I

33 1

Total . . . . .

564, 7001

46, 802

517, 898,12, 705, 715 7, 472,157 31, 637, 284 7, 776,998 59,682, 154

Labor and wages in producing natural gas in 1889.-The total number
of persons employed in the production of natural gas in tlle United
States in 1889 is given as 6,684, to whom $1,736,389 was paid i11 wages.
Of the total number of employes, 37 4 were foremen or overseers, 889
mechanics, 5,004laborers, 6 boys under 16 years, 395 males engaged in
office work, and 16 females engaged in office work. It must be .u nderstood that these workmen were employed not only in the production
of gas, but in its distribution. This report is by no means satisfactory
and is to a large extent meaningless, or at least the terms used are
such as to lead to confusion in the classification. A better classification is given in the.second table below, which shows more in detail the
number of persons employed and by more definite occupations.
Labo1· and wa,ges in p1·oducing natural gas.
Foreml'n or overseers.

Mechanics.

States and Territories.
Number.
Pennsylvania....................
Indiftna.........................
Ohio __ .... _.....................

145
153
59

Wages.
$126,424
58, 865
40, 702

~~:~~I~::::::::::::::::::::::-----~~---------~~-~~~-

Number.

Wages.

Laborers.

~~~-

Wages.

399
324
97

$207,210
97, 091
32, 9!l7

2,529
1, 408
757

$571,445
134, 388
125, 938

3i

4,4~g

29~

17,6~~

Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
900
1
200
Illinois.........................
1
750 ........ ..............
3
172
Kentucky __ .. .............. ....
3
3, 360
14
8, 056
3
520
\VestVirginia ............................•............
6
1,800 ..................... .
Texas .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . ..
1
900
1
720
1
360
Arkans?.s....................... ........ ..............
4
2,500 .................... .
South DC'.kota................... ........ ..............
1
73 ..................... .

~;i~~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::

Total _.....................

------ i- ------ ·- ·- 4oo · . _____ : _... __ . __ ~·-~~~ _·······5-~- ·- ···- i; 2oo ·1

----m

--235, 553 -889

~--357, 840

5,004J---s51.945
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Labor and tvages in p1·oducing natural gas-Continued.
Office.

Boys under
16 years.

Total.
Males.

States and Territories.

Females.

Num
Num
Num- 1
Num- Wages.
ber.- Wages. ber.- Wages. ber. Wages. ber.
1- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~-1 -----1
Pennsylvania ...... ,............
1
$50
202 $]85,567
6 $2,013 3,282$1,092,709
Indiana.........................
2
1()0
115
49, 287
5
2, 060 2, 007
34-1, 851
Ohio............................
3
438
63
<10, 337
4
806
983
241, 218
NewYork...................... ....... .........
12
7,868
1
85
357
34,235
Missouri...................... . ........ ... . ..... ....... ... . .. .. ....... ........
2
85
Kansas.........................................
1
1,000 ....... ........
3
2,100
Illil1ois. ........................ ....... .........
1
300 ....... ........
5
1, 222
2

We~~u~f~i~i~ ~ ~ ::: ::~ :~:: :::::: ::::::: ::::::::: _.... ~ __ .. ~~ ~~~ _::::::: ::::::::
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arkansas......................................................................
South Dakota......................................... . ........................
NewMexico.................... ....... ......... ....... ......... ....... ........

1

~

3
4
1
4

~; ~~~

1, 980
2,500
73
2,000

Wllw.:::::::::::::::::::::::::: =i~~~~~~~~~~~~

Of the $1,736,389 paid for wages in 1889, $235,553 was paid to foremen or overseers, $357,840 to mechanics, $851 7945 to laborers, $648 to
boys under 16 years, $285,439 to office force, males, and $4,964 to office
force, females. In addition to these wages a large amount of money
was paid to contractors for drilling wells, laying pipe lines, etc., into
which labor entered largely. Of wages so paid no account is given.
In the following table will be found totals showing the occupation
and number of employes of each kind in the United States:
Number and occupations of employes about gas wells in 1889.
~

~

'§
·Class oflabor.

.t

~
l=l
l=l

<D

p.,

Presidents.............
Treasurers .. .. .. .. .. . ..
Bookkeepers .. .. .. . .. ..
Clerks, males ...........
Clerks, females ........
Teleg~·aphoperators....

Supenntendents .......
:Foremen or overseers . .
Electrieians ............
Inspec.tors .............
Station agents .........
.Agents
... .. ..

~0

~

~

0

;a

;E
0
- -

l=l

H

1 ...... ......
1
1 .. .. ..
36
80
9
160
41
40
4
17
6
1
13
29
7
130
121
44
1
8
34
5 ......
· 25
10 ......

.

... . .....

~U~~~~ei:-~i~~I;~;;:::: --~J- 16~

Drillers................
Tool-dressers..........

61
22

38

~i:ld~~~r~~~~ii~~~~~~

~~

5

Teamsters..............
19
10
Lineinen ...............
23
33
Warehouflemen ........
2 ......
Blacksmit-hs...........
2 ......
Tongsmen .. :...........
69 ......
Watchmen.............
7 ......
Mechanics............. 153
92
Laborers ............... 2,2911,374
Boys under 16 years....
1
2

·g

~
~

rn
dl

~

<D

~
---

......
.. .. ..
7
4
1
3

Sl

l!ldl

-

~

.,;

'8

.s

>. :~
~
.p

~

<D

<D

0

:::!
l=l

~

.,;

.p

~
<D

-

E-1

-

~

0

.s
~

Cl)

A

~

dl

rn

-~ -~ -~

~0
~

.,;

):1

~

~
Cl)

0

-

w

-

~

-~l=l
0

;;s

~

-

.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
.. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. ..

:::: "i' "i' '"i' ::::::::::::::::::::::::
.... .... .... .... .•.. .... .... ..•. .... .••.
.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

.... 6.
......
......
......
......
......
37
755
3

0

E-1

1
2
132
248
22
10

5 .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

54

10 .. . . .. .. 1
3 .. .. 1 .. .. .. . . .. . . 1
...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

311
9
39
35
1

...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
-----~

.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
1 .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

----~-

: .. i2:::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::
32
10 .... 1 .... .... 4 .... .... .... .... ....
12 ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... ..... .... .... ....

......

3
--

··--a·::::::::::::::::--~-::::::::::::::::::::

13 .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
3 .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

......
......
......
5
33
257
......

....
....
....
....
1
1
....

.... ....
.... ....
.... ....
.... ....
........
1
3
.... ....

....
....
....
....
14
3
....

....
....
....
....
.••.
....
....

....
....
....
....
1
1
....

.... .... ....
.... .... ....
.... .... ....
.... .... ....
4
1
4
............
.... .... ....

....
....
....
....
....
5
....

3~g

146
34

~~

42
59
2
2
69
12
340
4,691
6

Total ............. 3,282 2,0071983"3'57j2j-31-5 21j-6 -3-~4-1 -4---6 6,684
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Total expenditure for rnaterials d~tring 1889.-The total expenclitur~
during 1889 for all materials used in drilling wells, operating and caring for the same, building pipe lines, and for all other materialR, was
$13,184,497. Of this amount $165,677 was paid for materials used in
building rigs, $467,540 for materials used in drilling wells, $282,882 for
materials used in operating, shutting in, and caring for \veils, $7,044,±38
for pipe lines, $285,180 for materials used in fitting, $28,794 for torpedoes, and $4,915,086 for all other materials. Considerable work "\Yas
done by contract, including labor and materials. It was impossible to
make a division of the amounts between labor, materials, etc.
Total expenditures jo1· rnaterials du-ring 1889.

States.

Operat- I Pipe, I
ing, shut- 1" cou~-c
Bui_lding Drilling ting in, j~~~~i{d:' Use_d in
ngs.
wells. a_nd ~~r- ing and l fittmg.
1
~g or repairing
wells. pipelines. j

Torpedoes.

~~~-Value.

All otl1er
materials.

Total.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - 1 - - - 1· -- - - 1 - - - - 1
I

Pennsylvania $113,022 $326,674 $188,550 $855,192 $227,926
55
Inuiana. _____ 3, 800
42, 710
38, 712 1, 761, 203
40, 190
82
Ohio . . . . . . . . . 26, 019
66,751
44,710 4, 261, 054
970
86
New York .. . 17, 336
22,405
5, 810
131,144
16,094
41
:Missouri .. .. .
500 . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. ..
12, 200 .. .. .. • . . .. .. .. .

$6, 167 $3,246,249 $4, 963,780
10, 275
~4. 182
1, !)21, 072
8, 228 1, 315, 133 5, n2, 865
2, 330
316, 022
511. 141
.. .. .. .
1, 500
14,20J
14, 705
~fll.l~ftB.;.....
4, 500
6, 500
1, 800
1, 555
2
350 . -- ...... ..
Cahforn1a.... ......... ......... ..........
90 ................................. .
90
Illinois.........................
1,600
16,000 ................................. .
17, GOO
Kentucky....
500 .. .. .. .. .
1, 700
6, 000
15 1, 444
6, 000
15,644
\Visconsin ............ (a) 2, 500 .......... .......... .••..•••. .••.•.• .......
900
3, 400
-----------··--1----l---l---1----,l----1
Total . . . 165,677 467,540
282, 882 7, 044, 438 285, 180
281 28, 794 4, 915, 086 13, 184,497

alncllldes cost of rigs, drive pipes, casing, and tubing.
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The present report on stone in the United States is intended particularly to show the distribution by counties of the difterent varieties in
the various productive States and Territories. With tLis purpose in
view, each productive State and Territory is treated of by itself. The
statistical fignres apply in the large majority of cases to the calendar
year 1889, and they serve to show the relative magnitudes of the industries. In addition to the subject of distribution, other features of interest in regard to the properties, the chemical constitution and physical
structure of the stone and the purposes to which it is applied are included in so far as the data at hand at this time will permit.
In 1889 there were produced in the United States limestone, granite,
sandstone, marble, slate, and bluestone, named in the order of their
commercial importance.
The total value of this stone product, according to the results of the
Eleventh Census, was $53,035,620, dh:;tributed as follows: Limestone,
$19,09::>,179; granite, $14,464,095; sandstone, ~ll0,816,057; marble,
$3,-188,170; slate, $3,482,513; and bluestone, $1,689,606. In 1890 no
such detailed canvass of the United States was attempted as was e~e
cuted in the previous year for the Eleventh Census. Building was
more active in 1890 than in 1889, and the total shows fully the normal
growth to a total value for stone of all kinds of $54,000,000.
LllUESTONE.

Production.-Thevalue ofthe limestone produced in the United States
in 1889, as shown above, was $19,095,179. It was produced in 40 States
and Territories as follows:
Pl'oduct·ion of l·imestone in the United States in 1889, by States and Tel'1'itories.
Rank. States and Territories.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Value.

Pennsylvania .....•••.. $2,655,477
Illinois ................ 2, 190, G07
Indiana ................ 1, 889, 336
Missouri ............... 1, 859, 960
New York ............. 1, 708,830
Maine ................. 1, 523, 499
Ohio ................... 1, 514, 931
813,963
\Visconsin .............
Min11esota .............
613, 2-l-7
Iowa ...................
530, 863
Califoruia ..............
516,780
Kansas ................
478,822
324,814.
Alabama ...............
Kentucky ......•..•...
303, 314
"'W ashi.ngton ...........
231, 287
Texas .................
217,835
207,019
Nebraska ..............
Vermont ...............
195,066
164,
860
M_ar.yl~nd ..............
V1rgmm ...............
159,023
Colorado ...............
138,091

l

Rank.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2!1
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

States and Territories.

Value.

C01mecticut ...........
New Jersey ............
Massachusetts ...•.....
\Vest Virginia .........
:n.Iichig;m ..............
T ennessee .............
Idaho ..................
Rhode Island ..........
Utah ..................
.Montan:t ...............
Arkansas ..............
South Carolina ........
New Mexico ...........
Orogo~- --- __ --- _--- __ }

$131,697
129, 662
119,978
93,856
85,952
73,028
28,545
27,625
27,568
24., 964
18,360
14,520
3, 862

~f~ri~~~ :::::::::::::
Arizona .............
South Dakota ........
Wyoming ............

77,935

Total ............. 19,095,179

813
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Uses.-The principal purpose for which the limestone was ttsed was
for the production of lime, the value of the lime produced being
$8,217,015. For building purposes $3,405,671 worth was used; for
street work, $2,383,456; for a flux in blast furnaces the limestone used
was worth $1,569,312; for bridge, dam, and railroad work, $1,289,6~2,
and for miscellaneous purposes $230,103 worth was used.
GRANITE.

Production.-The value of the granite produced in the Ullited States in
1889 was, as shown in the following statement, $14,464,095. 'l'his product
was distributed among twenty-eight States and Territories, as follows:
Production of granite in the United States in 1889, by States anll Ten.,it01"ies .
.,------,-----------,------:-:----,----------,----Rank.

States.

Value
of
output.

II Hank.[

1
- - 1-J-M-a-Rs- a-cl_n_IR-e-tt_s___-.•.-...-. -$2-,·5-0:-J, 503 •11
2 Maine . ................ 2, ~25 , 839
3 California ....•••••••.. 1,329,018
4 Cmmecticut ....•...... 1,0G! , 202
5 Rl1ode Island..........
9:ll, 216
6 Geor_g ia................
752,481
7 New Hampshire.......
727, 531
8

Penn>~ ylyania..........

c:Z:l , 252

9
10
11
12
1il

Vermont . • . . . . . • • • . . . . .
Mio>~o n ri ..........••..
Maryland . .............
New Jersey . . • • • • • • . . .
Mimwsota . ............
"c' i r · g ~raldia ... _- _- •__- _- •• _· ._ .••• __ ._ ._

581, !>70
500. 642
447, 489
425, 673
356, 782
332, 548 1
314, 673

11~
v

0

1 01 0
•

Hi
17
18
19
20
21
22
2J
24
25
26
27
28

I

States.

Value of
output.

Sonth Dakota ......... .
$30-!, 673
26li, 095
\Yi s co~l~in .••..•.•.....
222,773
:t:cw 1: ork ..••..•......
211, 194
D elaware ............. .
146, 627
N orrh Carolina ..•.....
47,614
So n th Carolina .••.••..
44, 150
Oregon .......•.•.•....
22, 550
Texas .............••..
!l, 700
Utah ................. .
MoH.tana ......•........ }
.Arkansas..............
76 ' 000
W it;;hington . . • • . . . . . . .
Nevada . .....•........
---Total............. 14, 464, 095

Uses.-The purposes to which the granite product was put were as
follows: Building, $6,1()6,034; street work, $4,456,891; cemetery, monumental, and decorative purposes, $2,371,911; bridge; dam, and railroad
work, $1,238,401, and miscellaneous uses, including millstones, walls
(fences) watering troughs, posts, engine and machine beds, yard stock,
boundary stone, horse blocks, etc., $230,858.
SANDSTONE.

Production.-The total value of the sandstone produced in the United
States in 1889 was $10,816,057. The States contributing to this total
were, in the order of output, as follows :
P1·od'uction of sandstone in the United States in 1889, by States and Territories.
Rank.

States and Territories.

Value of
output.

Rank.

States and T erritories.

Value of
output.

-- 1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-

21

Ohio .....•.....•••..... $3,046, 656
Pennsylvania .•••...•.. 1, 609, 159
Colorado ......••.... _.. 1, 224, 098
Connecticut ..•••••••..
920, 061
New York ......•......
702, 419
649,097
Massachusetts .••.•••..
507, il09
NewJersey ...•••......
246,570
Michigan .•...•..••••..
New Mexico . •....•....
186, 80-!
Wisconsin ..•..••..••..
ISH, 958
175, 598
California .....•...•...
155, 557
Missouri. .•...•.•••••. .
149, 289 I
Kansas ..........•..•..
West Virginia .....••..
140,687 I
Minnesota ......•••••..
131,979
Kentucky ...••••..•••.
117,940
93,570
South Dakota ••••••••••
Iowa ...........••.•••.
80,251
Washington ••••..•••••
75,936
(8, 306
Utah .••..•...••.••••••
Indiana .••.•....••.•••.
(3, 983

I

l

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

.Alal.Jama ........•••...
Moutana .......••..•...
.Arlum ~as ............ . .
Illiuoi;; .......•........
Wyoming .....................
Tex as .......... -.......... -......
North CaTolina .••..••.
Virginia .. _....••......
M:u·:yland .......••..••.
Ari zo na .........•.....
Oregon ---------------N ew Hamvs hire .•.....
T eun essee ......•..••••
Id a ho .. .........••..•..
Rhode I sland . ...••....
Nevada ...........••...
Vermont ...................
Florida .... . .....••••..
Georgia . . . . ......•..•..

$43,965
31,648
25, 074
17,896
16,760
14, (j51
12,000
11,500
10, 605
9,146
8,424
3, 750
2, 722
2,490

~

}

26,199

Total ......•.•••. 10,816,057
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Uses.- The principal use to which the sandstone product of 1889 was
put was for building, $7,121,942 worth, or over 65 per cent of the product being devoted to this purpose; for street work, a quantity valued
at $1~832,822 was used, while bridge, dam, and railroad work consumed
$1,021,920 worth of the product. For abrasive purposes $580,229 worth
was used, and for miscellaneous uses, $259,144. Tlle last classification
includes the stone used for grout, hitching-posts, fence walls, sand for
glass, sand for plaster and cement, furnace hearths, lining for blast
furnaces, rolling-mill furnaces, adamantine plaster, millstones, cemetery work, watering troughs, :fluxing, ganister, firebrick, silica brick,
lining for steel converters, glass furnaces, core sand for foundries,
and random stock.
MARBLE.

Production.-The value of the marble produced in the United States
in 1889 was $3,488,170. This was the product of ten States, as follows:
Production of marble in the United States in 1889, by States.

1
2

3
4
5
6

Value of

States.

Rank.

output.

I

outptlt.

P ennsylvania .......... I

7

Vermont .............. . $2, 169, 560
419 , 4G7
Tennessee ............. .
35J Hl7
New York ........... ..
Hlo: 250
Georgia ............... .
139, 816
J\farylan!l. ........... ..
87, 030
California ............ ..

Val ue of

States.

, Rank.

gI }~~1~~~-~~~~~~~~:::::::: ~

10

Virginia ••.•.•.••...• . .

1

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

$121. 850

---i:l, 488, 170

Mm·ble irnported and entm·ed for consttmption in the United States, 1867 to 1883, inclusive.
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............................... . 359,881
....... . . - ... - ..•• - .. - ...• - .... . 332. 839
400, 158
$HiS •
$77
$44
$28
475, 718
1,081
452 ........
::!18
39G, 671
474. ()80
527, 628
529 1')6
2, 12~ .............................. .. 349:590
HJS
11
8 ............... . 376, 936
329. 155
531. 908
470 , 047
486, ;!31
:. 533,
096

1867 .••.. ·-·····-· ...... ·-·
1868 ·········-·-··· .••...•.
1869 ............... ··-·-···
1870 . . -. ~- •.•... - ......... .
1871 ... ___ -. __ ... _. $5, 973
1872 ............... 3, 4\19

~~~L:::::::::::::: t~~i ..... ~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~~ ::::::::::::::: 1,~~~ I g~ I 2~~ ~---··a-7· : ::::::::

1877 ...............
1878 ...............

I

!i.::c::~: ~~:: ····iii :H:·~ (:~ ~::: ·: :~: ~:1-: ::~~

$2, 540
4, 403
3, 898
3, 713
1,134
4, 017
4, 148
2, 863
1,623
1, 151
1,404
592
427
7, 239
1, 468
3, 5821
2, 011

Total.

$51,978
85,783
101,309
142, 785
118, 016
54,539
69,991
51,699
72, 389
60,596
77,293
43,915
54,857
62,715
82,046
84,577
71,905

--$247,032
399, 936
465,088
479,337
525,598
539,624
473,955
531,079
603,619
591,H~

430,411
421,660
384, 623
601,862
553,900 (
575,145
607,631

!
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During the calendar years enclillg' December 31, from 188G to 1890~
and fiscal years ending June 30, for 1884 and 1885, the classification has
been as follows :
Marble ·irnpo1·tecl and entered for consumption in the United States f1·om 1884 to 1890.
Classifieat.ion.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

--- --- ------ ---

---

In uloek, rough or squared, of all
kinds--------------------------- $511,287 $429,186 $408,895 $355,648 $357,220 $498,275 $510,354
Veined marble, sawed, dressed, ur
otherwise, including rnarule
slau,; ;md marble paving t.iles .. _ 12,941
43,923
96,625 142,405 107,957 115,909 142, 653
All mnnufactures of, not specially
enumerated ..................... 67, 829
54,772
44,053
61,231 132, 376
31,880
69,086
TotaL ....................... 592, 0571 527,881

---- - - -- - -- - -- - 549, &73

529,933

534,263

675,415

785, 383

SLATE.

Production.-Slate valued at a total of $3,482,513 was produced in
/the United States during 1889. Twelve States contributed to this product as follows:
P1·oduction of slate in the United States in 1889, by States.
Rank.

I

States.

!

Value of
output.

l-----------------------------------------------1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Pennsylvania ....................................................... $2,011,726
Vermont............................................................
842,013
Maine..............................................................
219,500
NewYork ..........................................................
126,603
Vi rgi11ia............................................................
113, 079
Maryland............................................. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .
110, 008
California . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18, 089
Georgia.............................................................
15,330
New Jersey........................................................
10,925

H ~f!~~~~~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: }

I

Total ••••.••••••••••••••• ; • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

15,240 I

3, 482,

5131

Uses.- By far the greater portion of the slate produced in this country
is used for roofing purposes, the value of the slate thus used in 1889 being
$2,797,904, while that devoted to other purposes was valued at $684,'609.
BLUESTONE.

Production.--This variety of sandstone was produced in only three
States, the total value of the product being $1,689,606, divided as follows:
Production of bluestone in the United States in 1889, by States.
Rank.

States.

Value of
output.
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Uses.-Originally bluestone was used for flagging only, to which purpose the larger portion is still applied, but the use of it has extended to
other purposes, such as rubble masonry, retaining walls and bridge
stone, sidewalks, curbing, gutters, stepstones, flooring, vault covers,
bases of tombstones, porch and hitching posts, and house trimmings.
ALABAMA.

The kinds of stone produced in this State are, in the order of their
commercial importance, limestone and sandstone.
Li-mestone.-This comes froin twenty-one quarries, distributed over
the following counties: Shelby, $87,540; Colbert, $69,494; Lee, $52,500;
Blount, $42,000; Franklin, $28,586; De Kalb, $16,333; Etowah, $13,567;
Jefferson, $10,000, and smaller amounts in Jackson and Talladega
counties. The value of the entire product as sold, including the value
of the lime made from it, was $324,814. Of this amount the value of
lime produced was $178,248. Other uses to which the stone is put are,
in order of importance, blast-furnace flux, building, and street work.
Analysis of limestone from Chewacla, Lee county.
Percent.
Calcium carbonate...................................................

57.73

~c~~~~e~~~idec:~~~~I~~i~-; ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

41
:

~~

Sili:::~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~lo~~
Sandstone.-The amount produced in 1889 was valued at $43,965.
The stone comes mainly from Jefferson county, with a product of $28,500,
and small amounts from Colbert and St. Clair counties. It is used principally in the erection of buildings, a small quantity being devoted to
bridge, dam,and railroad work.
New and prospective 4evelopments.-Marble has been found near Florence, Lauderdale county, 1 mile from the Louisville and Nashville
railroad, and it is possible that developments may be made at this
point. The Shelby Lime and Cement Company opened t1 new limestone
quarry in February, 1890. The Cherokee Stone and Railroad Company
opened a sandstone quarry in Oolbert county in the fall of the same
year.
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ARIZ ON A.

Sandstone and limestone in small qua,ntity are produced, the former
in Maricopa and Yavapai counties and the latter in Gila county. The
product is used locally.
New and pr·ospective developments.-Messrs. Murphy and Austin, of
Prescott, operated to a limited extent quarries of brown and lilac sandstone in 1890. The completion of prospective railroad facilities will increase their operations.
ARKANSAS.

The kinds of stone produced in this State are, sandstone, $25,074;
limestone, $18,360; granite and slate in small amounts.
Sandstone.-The counties prodLlcing s ~tndstone are, in the order of
their importance, Johnson, Sebastian, Conway, and Miller. The product
is used mainly for building purposes, although some is devoted to street
and railroad work.
Limestone.-Limestone comes from Independence, Benton, Washington, and Carroll counties, and is used chiefly for burning into lime.
Granite ..-The production of this stone is limited to Pulaski and Saline counties, and has extended over only a few years; but the outlook for larger operations in the future is good. The granites of Arkansas, which are, exactly speaking, ~yenites, are known as the Fourche
Mountain or Little Rock, the Saline county and the 1\fagnet Cove syenites. The first of these groups forms the Fourche mountain, a few miles
south of Little Rock, and contains the so-called blue granite, which is
an eheolitic augite hornblende syenite, and some gray grrtnite, which is
a light-gray cross-grained elmolite syenite. The blue granite has already
become a very important building stone, and it is also used in the manufacture of paving blocks. The gray granite has been produced to a
small extent. The Sa.l ine County region contains almost exclusively
eheolite syenite of a reddish or grayish color, which has found little or
no market on account of its distance from the railroad. The rock of
the third region is worked to some small extent in building railroad culverts and foundations of houses. ~rhe following tests were made in the
mechanical laboratory at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy,
New York, on a 50,000-pound Tinois-01sen testing machine. The specimens were cubical in form and were cushioned with pieces of bookbinders' board about three-sixteenths of an inch in thickness. They
broke suddenly with an explosive force and in some cases the small
fragments tore the heavy binders' board completely to pieces. In regard to the stone from Fourche mountain, it may be said that it is easily
quarried, occuring in long ridges 200 to ·300 feet in height, and by opening a quarry on the side of any one of these easy access to the stone
is obtained, and perfect drainage and a convenient dump may be had at
a minimum of cost.
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Results of tests of A1·Tcansas syenites.

Description of specimens.

County
where
found.

Reduced
to correPreRsnre ST'ond to R~}.io _Speci.fic
.Area Actual
per I pre,;surc
absorp- l,r:t·~~lty
per
of sur- crush- ,;q 11are
face. ing load. iuch.
sq ::arc tion-1 60 ~ F.
in c h in
totwo-inch
cubes.

- - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - Sq. in Pounds. Pounds. Pounds.
1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8

Liglttcoloredelreolite syenite,
I
o;lightly iecomposed......... Saline . .
2. 34
48, 000 1
"Gr.ty granite,!' a very lightcolored elreolite syenite...... Pulaski.
2. 25
33, 750 '
Brownish elreolite porphyry,
occurs iu narrow dikes ......... do . . .
1. 42
30, ooo
"Light-blue granite" (syenite) ..... do . . .
1. 64
47, ooo
"Light-blue granite" (syenite),
somewhat darker ................ do . . .
1. 07
22, 800
"Li~ht-blue granite" (syenite),
still darker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do . . .
1. 57
35, 950
"Medium blue granite" (syenite) .............................. do...
1.50
43,500
"Dark blue granite" (syenite
porphyry) ....................... do...
1.57
43,800 I
Mean of last five specimens .
.A.veragefor"bluegranite" ...... do ........••..........

2ll. 500

22, 350

761

2. 62

1 [, 000

16, 000

83

2.45

21.

ooo

2s. 700

I
I

161
2.52
24,980
33, 280 . .... - ... ............
~

2G, 820 ............

21, 5()()
· 22, 900

26, 745

29,000

34,150
32, 630

27,900
26,000

1

...........

1, 673

2. 64

4, 530

2. 69

30, 740

1

Slata..-A. small quantity was quarried in Pulaski county in 1889.
There is good reason to anticipate an increased production in the future.
New and prospective developments.- Variegated marble is found in
Marion county, and Mr. L. 1\1atlock, of Yelvj]le, opened a quarry of it
in the summer of 1890. A. large area of marble outcroppings has been
traced out and mapped in the region north of the Boston mountains in
this State. These marbles are susceptible of a high polish and are of
seyeral shades of red, pink, and variegated. They are said to compare
favorably with the Tennessee marble, but investigations and developments have not yet proceeded to a point which justifies more definite
statements as to the future. The American Onyx Company, of Kansas
City, Missouri, opened a marble quarry in Benton county in the summer of 1890.
In northern Arkansas, according to the Geological Survey at present
being conducted LTnder the direction of Mr. John C. Branner, State
geologist, there are six distinct beds of limestone. Each of these six
beds will furnish good building material. The upper bed in places will
furnish marble, although the greater part of it has little commercial
value. The third bed in the series furnishes an excellent building
stone at almost every outcrop, and it is found throughout nearly all
the northern counties. It corresponds quite closely with the Indiana
oOlitic limestone, being in the same geological horizon and resembling
it in strueture, except that it is more crystalline and takes a finer polish
than the Bedford, Indiana, stone. It is n;tore crystalline, less oolitic,
.and more fossiliferous in the western than in the eastern part of the
bed. It has been quarried at Batesville, Independence county, for
building stone and burning into lime. The fourth bed in the series,
belonging to the Trenton period, occupies the same geological position
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as the Tennessee marble, which it resembles in structur:e and appea,rance. It has been traced and carefully mapped through Independence,
Izard, Stone, Searcy, lVIm·ion, and parts of Newton and Boone counties. It is known to exist also in Madison and Carroll counties, and
possibly extends as far west as the State line or beyond. Small quantities only have been quarried for local use in monuments and mantels.
It varies in color through light gray, pink, reel, variegated, and mottled. TLe fifth bed is found in great quantities in Independence, Iz~t-:.'cl,
Stone, and Searcy counties. It is a fair building material and burns to
produce good lime. Some litllogntphic stone has been obtaiuecl from it.
CALIFORNIA.

Until witLin a com:rmratively few years the demand for Rtone in this
State has not been very great, and consequently the development and
growth of the California industry is by no means iu proportion to the
resources in stone of all kinds which the State has revealed and which
have l>ee11 recognized and known for a long time. Most of the buildings
of the State have been of pine or redwood, the abund~tnce, accessibility,
and eheapness of whieh have e~msed their genera.l adoption. The mild
climate has also tended to retard the adoption of the more substantial
stone in the erection of dwellings. Insufficient faeilities for transportation llave naturally also been an ob~tacle in the way of quarry development, and in some localities where fine stone is abundant and
accessible this clrawbaek will be felt for years to come.
Even where the demand for stone becomes as great in comparison
with other building materials as could possibly be expeeted, the number of large cities in California and neighboring States is insuffieient to
offer inducements for the development of more than a small fraction of
the valuable quarry property known to exist, and shipments to remote
points will have to be made before production will be commensurate
with the possibilities. Sueh shipments are, however, by no means out
of the question in view of the fact that a larger amount of eastern stone
is shipped to California than would ordinarily be suspected. This is
notably the case with slate, and to some extent also with other kinds of
stone produced at eastern quarrying centers. This State produces the
following kinds of stone, named in the order of their commercial importance: Granite, limestone, marble, and slate.
Granite.-This comes from 76 quarries in the following counties,
named according to the value of output: Placer, Sacramento, Sonoma,
Alameda., Fresno, San Bernardino, Solano, Humboldt, San Diego,
Tulare, Nevada, Los Angeles, Marin, and Calaveras. It is thus evident that granite is quarried at points scattered over an area extending
from the extreme northern to the extreme southern part of the State.
The great bulk of the product comes, however, from the first . five
.counties, four of which are near Sacramento and San Francisco. The
total output for the State in 1889 was valued at $1,329,018. Of this
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amount Placer county produced $299,000 worth; Sacramento, $289,000;
Sonoma, $215,000; Alameda, $142,000, and Fresno, $120,000. Somewhat less than half of the output is used for street paving and a slightly
smaller quantity for ordinary building purposes. The granite quarries
in the southern part of the State, while capable of producing large
quantities of good stone, depend for their demand upon the southern
portion of the State, and consequently the production will be necessarily
limited until a wider territory of consumption is made available by a
decided cheapening in transportation. In Fresno county are recently
opened granite quarries 21 miles north of Berendo. Large developments are promised, the stone being so situated as to be accessible and
easily handled. It is not regarded as a monumeutal stone, but it does
not stain and answers very well for building. Large quantities of fine
granite are to be found at Declezville, Victor and Riverside in San
Bernardino county; and at Temecula in San Diego county. In PY.lcer
county, Rocklin and Lincoln are the most important producing centers.
The stone from these quarries takes a brilliant and lasting polish and
is quite popular with builders. Quarries have been operated for about
twenty years at Rocklin, Lincoln, Loomis, and Penryn. The Central
Pacific railroad takes about 90 per cent. of the product to San Francisco.
At Penryn the latest improvements for finishing and polishing granite
are to be found in more complete condition than at any other locality
in the State.
The Folsom quarries of Sacramento county are at a point 1 mile above
the town of Folsom City, which is 20 miles from Sacramento. Stone
from these quarries has been used in the construction of the stone viaduct
at Mare Island navy-yard, and also at the State capitol in Sacramento.
It also enters largely into the stone buildings in San Francisco. These
quarries lie for 2 miles on both sides of the American river. In
this vicinity one of the prisons of the State is located. A large dam
constructed of granite across the American river was completed in
December, 1890. The labor was for the most part convict labor furnished
by the State. This great work was commenced in 1866, but for a complication of reasons was somewhat delayed until1888, when it was reundertaken and pushed with vigor. Most of the granite recently quarried
has been used in the construction of this dam and also of the canal.
The enormous water power which this dam will render available will be
used in the prison and also in the city of Sacramento, where it is expected an important industrial era will be inaugurated by the utilization
of power from this source. The dam and canal are the most substanti~tl structures of the kind on the Pacific coast. It is the intention of
the Granite Company operating at this point to put large quantities of
stone upon the market as soon as the canal and dam operations are entirely completed.
The granite-quarrying operations of Sonoma county are practically
limited to the production of ba~alt paving blocks, which has for years
ponstit"Q.ted an im:portant industry in this county.
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New and prospective developments.-During 1890 new granite quarries
were opened by Mr. Matthew Lumber, of Rocklin. The Western Granite
and Marble Company, of San Jose, the Carlow Brothers, of Sacramento,
and the California Improvement Company, of Oakland, are all engaged
in new developments of quarry property.
Sandstone.-ln 1889 sandstone was produced to the value of $175,598
from fifteen quarries scattered over the following counties, named in
order of output: Santa Clara, Amador, Ventura, San Bernardino, Yolo,
Solano, and Napa. Of the total output Santa Clara yielded $100,000
worth ; Amador county was second, with a product valued at $35,000 •
.At San Jose a sandstone of light color and good quality is quite ex teD·
sively quarried. It has been adopted upon the basis of its merits and
its accessibility for use in the construction of the Stanford University.
The Sespe Mountain sandstone of Ventura county is claimed to be the
finest sandstone in the State, particularly for ornamental building.
Marble.-Four quarries in San Bernardino, Amador, Inyo, and San
Louis Obispo counties produced in 1889, $87,030 worth of marble. Of
tl1e total output San Bernardino produced to the value of $78,000, by
far the most of the entire product. It is thus evident that Southern
California yields the bulk of the marble output of the State. ·The marble industry of California is in its infancy. The most advanced development is fonuL1 in the quarries at Colton, San Bernardino county.
Equipment for sawing·, dressing, and polishing has ju:::;t been completed.
The stone is not what could be called strictly first class, but occasionally fine blocks are quarried. The quarries are so situated as to render
operations easy and inexpensive. The developments in Inyo county
are watched with interest. Shipments are steadily being made, and it is
expected that railroad communication with JVIojave will be made before
long. Considerable prejudice among California marble workers against
tbe marble of the State has had to be overcome, but, in view of the fact
that the best quality of stone is not usually obtained near the s1uface,
such unfavorable impressions are natural, but not always fair. Time
must elapse before the stone can be fairly judged.
New and prospective developrnents.-The stockholders of the Carrara
J\iarble Company in .Amador county have been prospecting for a new
railroad to their quarry. The marble from this quarry is regarded by
certain experts in the State as the best to be found on the Pacific coast.
SZate.-Eighteen thou~and dollars' worth of slate was produced from
three quarries in ElDorado county in 1889. The product was used for
quite a variety of purposes and appears to give entire satisfaction to
the consumers. The demand for slate has been such in the past as to ;,
cause its importation from the East; the industry which has been
opened up in the State ought therefore to thrive, and from present appearances it will grow steadily. At the Chili Bar slate quarry abundant water power is available, and while at present a large amount of
dead work in stripping, etc., is to be done, the outlook for liberal production in the course of a year is exceedingly good.
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Limestone.-Twenty-two quarries, scattered over eight counties in the
State, produced limestone valued at a total of $516,'780. Of this amount
$513,130 represents the value of lime manufactured, so that it appears
that only a small quantity of the total limestone production of the State
goes for anything else than lime. The productive counties, named in
order of value of output, are as fol.Iows: Santa Cruz, $2G6,650; San
Bernardino, $74,000; Kern, $47,630; San Benito, $37,500; and smaller
amounts in ElDorado, Santa Clara, San Diego, and Placer. The firstnamed county has for years been the principal producer of lime.
\Vood is abundant, cheap, and to be had immediately at the quarries.
Transportation to San Francisco is by water. These advantages will
probably enable Santa Clara county to maintain the lead for years
to come. The most improved appliances are in use, and the lime
is undoubtedly the best in the State. In San Benito county active
operations have been inaugurated and the stone is of good quality. ThP,
following analyses of the limestone in this county have been made:
Analyses of limestone "from San Benito connty, Calijo1·nia.
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The lime produced has to be hauled by twelve-horse teams to the railroad, thus adding to the cost of the lime; but it is said that this increase to the cost is largely offset by the ease of quarrying.
COLORADO.

The stone interests of Colorado have within a comparatively few
years increased to very surprising proportions. The kinds of stone
now produced are granite, limestone, and sandstone. The value of the
stone output of this State in 1880 was only $50,400. The kinds of
stone produced were sandstone and granite, the granite being valued
at $41,400, while the value of the sandstone was only $9,000. The
value of the stone output of Colorado in 188!) was $1,676,862. The developments are mainly due to the very much improved transportation
facilities. The resources of this State are still undeveloped, and in almost all the varieties of stone produced for commercial purposes are
very great.
Granite.-Ten quarries produced in 1889 an output valued at $314,673.
This came from six counties of the State, named as follows, in order of
value of output: Douglas, $200,049; Olear Creek, $75,000; Gunnison,
$25,000; and much smaller amounts from Chaffee, Larimer, and Boulder
counties. The great bulk of the product was used for general building
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purposes, a smaller .amount being devoted to monumental and cemetery
use, and a trifling quantity to street work. The counties producing
granite are an in the central part of the State, running from the extreme
northern limits to about half the distance to the southern boundary.
The greater portion comes from counties in the neighborhood of Denver.
.
Sandstone._:_In 1889 there were seventy-on~ quarries producing sandstone, the product of which was valued at a total of $1,224,098. The
product came from the following counties, named in the order of their
outputs: Boulder, $405,773; El Paso, $377,800; Larimer, $317,388;
Eagle, $60,000; J efl'erson, $41,496; and smaller quantities from Las
Animas, Fremont, Park, Huerfano, and Montezuma. An amount valued at $703,477 was devoted to general building purposes. For street
work the product used was valued at $509,955; the remainder was
devoted to bridge, dam, and railroad work. The enormous strides
made in the production of sandstone are largely due to the operations
of the Union Pacific Railroad Company. This company not only quarried sandstone, but by the transportation facilities furnished to other
quarries brought the industry to its present stage of advancement.
Colorado sandstone is now being shipped to remote points and is becoming well known to the general trade.
The following is an analysis of sandstone from a quarry in Boulder
county:
Analysis of Bmtlder county, Colorado, sandstone.
Per cent.
Silica ................................................................ ..
Oxide
of iron ........................................................ ....
Lime
................................................................
t'-o~~n£;itg~ii;i~~-:::::::::::::: :-:::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::

95.37
2.40

Total. .........................................................•..

99.74
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Among the most important sandstones of the State may be especially
mentioned that known as Peachblow. This stone has met with very
favorable reception and appears to be of good quality and color. It has
been well received in Chicago.
New and prospective developments.-The following firms opened new
sandstone quarries in 1890: Messrs. Kirk, Cramer and Davis, of Breckenridge, Mr. William Coates, of Walsenburg, and Mr. C. S. Faurot, of
Boulder.
Linzestone.-The total value of the limestone output of 1889 was
$138,091. Fifteen quarrries were productive. The product came from
the following counties: Jefferson, $54,950; Boulder, $36,500; Pitkin,
$24,127, and smaller amounts from Fremont, Pueblo, La Plata, and Larimer counties. The value of the lime produced in this State is $91,101.
For flux the amount used was valued at $35,940. The balaucew4)Js used
for building purposes mainly.
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Marble.-Although marble has not actually been quarried for market,
the prospect for the development of this industry in the near future seems to be very good. Large masses of pure white marble are
to be found on Whitehouse mountain near Marble city. Preliminary
steps toward development have been taken. Gunnison county also
contains marble deposits varying in color from pure white to jet black.
Efforts are being made to secure the investment of capital for development. The marble deposits in Pleasant valley, northwest of Fort Collins, are of great interest, and some slight work of development has been
attempted. The colors found at this place are red and pearl. Tllis
marble property is about 4 miles from the railroad and is easily accessible by an extension of the road.
CONNECTICUT.

This State produced granite, sandstone, and limestone in 1889.
Granite.-The granite output of Connecticut was valued at $1,061,202.
It came from the following counties: New Haven, $421,246; New
London, $313,508; Fairfield, $188,697; Litchfield, $60,425; Middlesex,
$35,341; Windham, $26,!J68, and smaller amounts from Hartford and
Tolland counties. The product was used for the most part for building
purposes. The~mountdevoted to this purpose was valued at$758,915;
for street work, including the value of all paving blocks, $109,261; for
cemetery and ornamental work an amount valued at $111,155 was produced. For bridge purposes, $65,659, and a much smaller amount for miscellaneous uses was produced. Granite is produced in every county in the
State. The most important, however, are those along the Sound coast.
Sandstone.-The total value of the Connecticut sandstone produced
in 1889 was $920,061. By far the most of it came from the long known
and celebrated brownstone quarries of Middlesex county. The counties in the order of the value of the product were: Middlesex, $871,476;
New Haven, $40,495, and very much smaller amounts from New London and Hartford counties. The most important quarries are in the
neighborhood of Cromwell and Middletown. The work is carried on on
a large scale with the use of channeling machines. Some of the quarries have gone to a considerable depth. This stone has been extensively
used in the largest cities of the East for many years, and it is so well
known that it is unnecessary to touch upon the subject here at any great
length. The principal quarries are at Portland and Middletown, on the
east bank of the Connecticut river, in Middlesex county.
Lirnestone.-The value of the limestone output, including the value
of lime made from it, produced in this State in 1889 is $131,697. It
came from Litchfield and Fairfield counties, the amounts from each
being respectively $87,342 and $44,355. By far the most of the product
was burned into lime, the value of the lime being $129,663.
The following is an analysis of limestone from the Danbury Lime
Company, whose quarry is in Fairfield county:
778 1\'IlN-25
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Analysis of limestone from Fai1jield county,

Connevtic1~t.

Per cent.,
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Nmo and prospective dcvelopments.-A new granite quarry was opened
in 1890 by Mr. Patrick Garvey, of Bridgeport. The Totoket Granite
Company, of New York City, began putting in a plant at the quarries
at Stone creek in 1890. The quarries are not yet fairly in operation.
DELAWARE.

Granite to the value of $211,194 was taken from five quarries in New
Castle county in the northeastern part of the State. An amount valued
at $110,849 was devoted to bridge, dam, and railroad work, $67,202 in
street work, and $32,443 for general building purposes.
FLORIDA.

Such a thing as the production of stone in this State has apparently
been unheard of until ca;reful investigation during the recent census
developed the fact that Alachua county produced a small quantity of
limestone for making jetties at the mouth of the St. Johns river.
This stone is of course not the well-known coquina which has been used
as a building material in this State in times long past.
Sandstone, flint, and limestone are reported as existing on the property of Mr. Louis Miller, of Sparr, Marion county. The sandstone has
been quarried for local use.
GEORGIA.

Within the past few years the stone interests of this State have developed to a marked extent. The kinds of stone produced in 1889 were
granite, sandstone, limestone, marble, and slate.
Granite.-Of these kinds, in point of value, granite was by far the
most valuable, and it is interesting to know in this connection that
while Georgia held twelfth place among the granite-producing States
at the census of 1880 with a production of only $64,480 worth of granite, at the Eleventh Census it takes sixth place with a production of
more than ten times as much, narneJy, $752,481 worth. This production
in 1889 puts this State one place above New Hampshire, which has received the name of the " Granite State." The five States which produced more granite than Georgia in 1889 are: Massachusetts, Maine,
California, Connecticut, and Rhode Island, in the order named. The
granite-producing counties in the order of their importance are as fol-
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lows: DeKalb, $606,075; Hancock, $G8,083; Henry, $57,950, and very
much smaller amount~ in Bibb, Elbert, Spalding, Rockdale, Jones,
Oglethorpe, and Newton. Of the total product in 1889, $347,100 worth
went for building purposes and over $250,000 worth for street work.
Smaller amounts were used for cemetery and bridge and railroad purposes. Among the most important granite quarries in the State may
be mentioned those conducting operations at Lithonia and Stone J\'lount.
At these places the granite is quarried with great ease, Stone moun~
tain qeing simply an uninterrupted and solid mass of granite almost
entirely devoid of soil. The granite is loosened by blasting and then
split by hand drills and wedges. The cheapness of unskilled labor,
which is contributed entirely by _negroes, together with the ease of quarrying, make it possible for operators to compete favorably with other
granite-producing centers. The granite from Lithonia and Stone mountain has been quite thoroughly tested aud examined by scientific
authorities of high repute. The results of these examinations are very
favorable to the stone.
Marble.-The value of the marble produced in Georgia in 1880 was
$196,250. Of this amount, $10,000 worth came from Cherokee county,
and of the remainder by far the most of the product came from Pickens
county. The developments of Georgia marble have all been made
within the past six years.
The following is an analysis of Pickens county marble made by Th'Ir.
John C. Jackson, of Chicago:
Analysis of Piclcens county, Geo1'gia, marble.
Per cent.
Calcium carbonate .................................................. _.

Mli~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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It finds its chief application in wainscoting, mantels, table tops,
counters, panels, etc.-in other words for purposes of interior decm·ation. The Georgia Marble Company has a very fine plant, and the
shipping facilities are about all that could be wished. A very decided
demand for this marble in most of the large cities of the Union has
arisen, and seems likely to increase markedly from year to year.
New ctnd prospective developrnents.-Deposits of marble have been
known to exist in Whitfield county. Capt. Charles C. Davis, of Chattanooga, Tennessee, has recently purchased 160 acres of quarry land, and
it is his intention to open quarries at once. The United States Marble
Company bas recently been incorporated to develop marble quarries in
the State. The capital stock of this company is $250,000.
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Slate.-Atthe slate quarries at Rock l\fart, Polk county, $15,330 worth
of stone was produced in 1889. These slate quarries h:}ve been operated
for twenty-five years. Up to 1883, the slate was all hauled a distance
of 23 miles by wagon, ancl yet was sold at a profit. In 1883 the East
Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia railroad was completed, and in 1885
the East and West Alabama railway, so that transportation facilities
are now exceedingly good. The slate deposits are estimated to cover
an area of about 360 acres and near the junction of the two railroads
above mentioned. From all that can be learned of these quarries, the
investment of a larger amount of capital could be made to pay well.
In 1889, a determined effort was made to secure the investment of about
a quarter of a million in the slate deposits as well as marble deposits
which exist in the neighborhood of Hock Mart. The methods of quarrying and manufacturing have hitherto been of the very crudest nature,
and the introduction of more improved methods would doubtless result
in a very decided cheapening of the cost per square of roofing slate.
Limestone.-From Catoosa county was produced limestone to the
value of $24,656 in 1889; lime valued at $20,000 was produced, and the
remainder was used for furnace flux.
Sandstone.-A small amount of sandstone was produced in Randolph
county, but the amount was almost insignificant.
IDAHO.

The stone industry in Idaho amounts to comparatively very little at
present. The chief product is limestone, which in 1889 was valued at
$28,545, and came from three quarries in Kootenai, Bingha.m, and
Alturas counties. Neal'ly the whole amount came from the first-named
county and was entirely used for burning into lime. The lime is used
entirely in neighboring towns.
Samdstone.-A small quantity of sandstone was produced in Ada
county and was entirely used for building. The amount was insignificant.
JJ{arble.-At Spring Basin, in Cassia county, marble was produced
in sufficient quantities to supply local demands. The product is suitable for cemetery work, but it has never entered the market in competition with the well-known marbles of other regions.
ILLINOIS.

I.1imestone and sandstone have been produced in this State for some
years. The latter, however, is of very small importance compare<l with
the former.
Lirnestone.-The limestone produced in 1889 was valued at $2,190,607.
This product was obtained from 104 quarries, operated in the following
counties, named in the order of the value of output: Cook, $825,800;
Will, $742 7177; Adams, $91,000; Jersey, $73,000; Madison, $03,000;
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Hardin, $58,000; Kane, $47,000; Pike, $42,000; Kankakee, $38,000;
Hancock, $35,000; Saint Clair, $32,000; Winnebago, $26,000; Rock
Island, $23,000; Henderson, $22,000; Du Page, $22,000; Randolph,
$16,000, and smaller amounts in Union, Whiteside, 11onroe, Ogle,
Stephenson, Kendall, J o Daviess, :McHenry, Greene, and La Salle. It
is evident that the first two named counties produce the great volume
of the limestone, the amount from Cook and Will counties together being
$1,567,977. Thus these two counties produce fa.r more than the rest of
the State put together. In the amount of limestone used for building purposes lllinois takes first place among the limestone-producing
States. The amount devoted to building was valued at $1,084,556.
In the amount of limestone devoted to street work lllinois stands
second among the limestone-producing States. The amotmt thus used
was $505,576. The· value of the lime produced from limestone in this
State, included in the total above given for the State, is $366,245. As
flux an amount valued at $166,507 was used; for bridge work and miscellaneous purposes an amount valued at $67,723. The operations in
Cook and Will counties, on account of their magnitude, the general
excellence of the stone produced, and the ease of quarrying and working out deserve special mention. The region embraced by these two
counties is known generally as the Joliet region. It includes territory
from about 5 miles south of the city of Joliet to about 10 to 12 miles
north, taking in the towns of Lockport and Lemont and running along
the valley of the Illinois river. ' Most of the quarries are situated on
the banks of either the river or the canal. The stone exists in layers
at the surface, varying from 1 inch to 3 inches in thickness, and growing in thickness with the increasing depth until at about 25 feet it is
found of a thickness varying from 15 to 20 inches. It is, however, rarely
quarried below the 25-foot level, owing to the expense of getting it out
and dressing it, since at that depth it is much harder, although the
quality of the stone is superior to that in the upper levels. At the
depth of 25 feet the inflow of water materially adds to the expenses of
quarrying. The stone found at or near tlfe surface-is almost valueless
and is almost entirely thrown away in stripping the quarry. The next
two-fifths furnish stone of sufficiently good quality to be used for riprap, rubble, sidewalks, and curbing. The last two-fifths contain the
best stone, namely, that used for building. It is generally of a bluishgray color. The exposed stone is of a yellowish color from the effects
of exposure to the atmosphere. It is also true that most of the Joliet
stone turns more or less yellow upon exposure. The beds are divided
vertically by seams occurring at somewhat irregular intervals of from
12 to 50 feet, and continue with quite smooth faces for long distances,
and also by a second set of seams running nearly at right angles with
the first, but only continuous between main joints ~tnd occurring at very
irregular intervals. This structure renders the rock very easily quarried and obtainable in blocks of almost any required lateral dimensions.
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The stone is easily worked into required shapes and takes a fine, smooth
finish, and -is susceptible of being readily planed. This forms a very
rapid and cheap method of finishing flagging stones and preparing
such as are to receive a smooth finish on the polishing bed. Enormous
quantities of flagging stone are taken out, most of which goes into Chicago; but business with other cities is cTecidecUy on the increase. The
finest varieties are readily produced in forms which are capable of being
turned out by lathes.
The following is an analysis of Cook county limestone:
Analysis of Cook county, Illinois, limestone.
Per cent.
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The crushing strength of this stone is 16,017 pounds to the square
inch; specific gravity, 2.512. The stone obtained in the vicinity of the
towns of Sterling, l\1orrison, Fulton, Cordova, and Port Huron is largely
burned into lime. This is true of much of the stone aU along the Mississippi river. .. The best grades of Alton stone become whiter upon
exposure to the air, and some of it that has stood in buildings for twenty
to twenty-five years has become almost perfectly white. The quarry at
the Chester, Il1inois, State prison is an immense bluff about 200 feet in
height. It has been worked for o11ly the past two or three years and is
now turning out fine stone. All work is done by the convicts.
Sandstone.-The sandstone of Illinois comes from counties in the north_
western and western parts of the State. The total value of the product
hi 1889 was $17,896. It came from the following counties, named in
order of output: Henry, Fulton, Whiteside, Union, Knox, Lee, and Clay.
By far the most, however, came from Henry county. It was nearly
all used for building purposes.
INDIANA.

The 1dncls of stone produced in this State are limestone and sandstone. Much progress has been made in the stone industry in the last
ten years.
Limestone.-The limestone produced in 1889, including the value of
the lime made from it, was valued at $1,889,336. The limestone industry is a very important one in this State. The productive counties are
as follows, in the order of their relative magnitude: Lawrence, $506,471;
Huntington, $228,679; Monroe, $1D5,G32; Decatur, $169,195; Washington, $137,200; Ripley, $112,916; Owen, $74,227; Clark, $65,387;
Franklin, $51,558; Putnam, $49,606; Wabash, $38,640, and smaller
amounts from Shelby, Grant, Carroll, Cass, Delaware, Howard, Black-
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ford, 1\iadison, Harrison, Jennings, Adams, Floyd, Wells, Crawford,
Jackson, Jay, Fayette, Miami, Randolph, Vanderburg, Wayne and
White. The most productive portions of the State are the southern
and southeastern. The product of these portions amounts to $1,312,586.
The limestone of the State may for convenience be divided into three
general classes: The oolitic limestone, otherwise known as cave limestone, from the numerous caverns which are to be found scattered
through it; second, the harder and much more crystalline variety; and
finally the rock which occurs in thin strata and which is well adapted
for purposes of flagging, etc. The oolitic limestone extends in a southeastern direction from Greencastle in Putnam county. This stone is
commonly known in trade as Indiana stone or Bedford stone and is wellknown over a wide area in the United States and is an exceedingly
popular building stone, not only in cities of the West, but in Eastern
eities as well. It has been most extensively quarried at Stinesville, Bllettsville, and Bloomington, Monroe county, and at Bedford in Lawrence
county; but owing to the increased demand for this stone, new quarries
are being opened and extensively worked at frequent intervals along
the line of the wuisville, New Albany, and Chicago railroad, from Gosport to Bedford, and these give promise of rich and practically inexhanstible snpp lies. This stone is almost exclusively used for building
purposes, and it is the great production of this stone which enables Indiana to take second place among the States producing limestone for
building purposes, Illinois standing in the :first place. The stone is char
acterized by its oOlitic character, is comparatively soft when first removed from the quarry, but hardens on exposure to air. The deposit varies from a few feet to a great rnany in thickness and it is practically free
from fissures. Solid walls 40 to 50 feet in depth lm ve already been revealed
without a seam or fault of any kind from top to bottom. It is easily
quarried in blocks of any size required, being cut from the solid mass
by means of channelers. It is soft enough to be readily sawed, ordinary steel blades, with sand as the abrasive material, being used for
sawing. Occasionally diamond saws are used with fine results. For
most part the stone is fine grained, but contains also layers of coarser
material in which shells are easily recognized with the unaided eye.
Operations in all quarries producing this kind of stone are conducted
on the largest scale and the machinery employed is usually of the very
best.
The harder, more crystalline stone is found in the eastern and southeastern parts of the State, principally in Decatur county in the southeastern part. The quarries in general are rather small, there being
twenty of them in Decatur county alone. Some of the quarries are
operated on a large scale, as, for example, the Greensburg Limestone
Company, the Big Four Company, and a number of others. On account
of its hardness this stone can not be sawed. It is used quite largely
for building purposes. In the northern and nortb eastern portions of
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the State the stone is used somewhat for building and street purposes,
and in Huntington county very largely for burning into lime. The
great center of tue lime industry is at Huntington, Huntington county.
The most important concern producing lime at this point is the Western
Lime Company. The product has a widespread reputation for use in
building. On account of the flagging nature of the stone in the more
. northern portions of the State it is often quarried simply by aid of a
pick and bar. This is more especially true in regard to the northeast·
ern sections of the State. In the northern, northeastern, and eastern
portions of Indiana are a great many small quarries. A number of
them seem to be capable of more extended operations, but the lack of
railroad facilities from the quarries to the main lines of travel exerts a
retarding influence. The stone quarried at Greensburg, in Decatur
county, is decidedly crystalline, and is susceptible of a high polish.
The thin-bedded stone in the upper portions of these quarries is used
to some extent for flagging. The development of the oolitic or Bedford
stone is largely the result of operations conducted within a comparatively few years. In a small way it has been quarried and used for
twenty-five years or more, but it is within the last twelve years that
the stone has been recognized and appreciated by the larger cities of the
East and West. It occupies at present a very prominent position among
the best building stones of the country.
Considering the purposes to which the total limestone product of Indiana is devoted it appears that the value of the stone devoted to building
purposes was $994,313; the value of lime manufactured, coming chiefly
from Huntington county, was $340,315; to street and road work an
amount valued at $316,722 was devoted; to bridge work and light
foundations $233,710; and a small amount is used as flux. There are
in all 172 limestone quarries in the State.
The following analyses may be found of interest:
Analysis of limestone f1·om Admns county, Indiana.

IPercent. I
Carbonate ofca!cium .................•.......•.•.•..•..••....•••.••••.

~~~~~a~~-~~~~~-r~~~~~~: ::::: ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Silica .....•...................•••............ : ........•.....••••....•..
Iron ..•.....................•.••....••...•..•.........•....•...•..•••..

54.00
45.00
.46
. 53
.01

Total. .........•...•..........••........•.......• -················

100.00

Analysis of limestone f?·ont Howa1·d co1mty, Indiana.
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
- - - - - - - - - ---• 008
None .
None .
Iron .........................
.001
. 001
2. 61
Carbonate of magncsinm .... Trace.
24.74
24.56
31.69
g3,10
60.01
95.50
66.92
05.03
Carbonate of calcium ......

rn,olu
blom·'''"""""'"'•.
Insoluble matter dried at

1. 62

3. 08

5.56

6.84

. 90

100° .••••••.••.••••• ; ...•..

1. 74

8. 73

7.63

7.03

1.82

1
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Analysis of LniHWence county, India·Ha, oolitic l·imestone.
Per cent.
I,ime ................................................................. .
Carbonic acid .......•••............................................. -Water ................................................... ------ ...... .
Magnesia ..... ·........................... --- -- . - - . - - --. - - . - - - .. --- - Iron ................................................................ .
A.lurnlna .....................•........................... " •.........
Manganese .........•................ ---- ..................... ----- ..

53.55
43.33
.56
2. 56

~ftf:f ~~r:i_c_ ~~~~::: _- ~ ~ ~: _- _- ." _- _- _- _- _- _-_- _-_-_· : : _- ~ : ~ : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
TotaL ....................................................•......

100.00

Sandstone.-The sandstone ,produced in 1889 was valued at $43,983.
It was produced in the four counties following: Warren, $19,163; Foun-

tain, $14,500, and smaller amounts in Orange and Putnam counties.
There are in all eleven quarries. Of the total amount produced, $16,033
worth was used for building purposes, whereas the entire product of
Orange county was used for abrasive purposes. For bridge work, etc.,
an amount valued at $18,080 was used. The sandstone of Orange
county deserves especial mention on account of its value for abrasive
purposes. This stone is said to need no oil to soften it, but is used with
water alone, and it appears to be very popular for the purpose of sharpening tools. It has been very highly recommended for razor hones and
sharpening axes and knives. It is found chiefly in the western part of
Orange county, and appears to be produced in no other county of the
State. lVIuch of it is shipped in the rough to the various points in New
York to be sawed. There are no works with good facilities for sawing
the stone in the vicinity of the quarries. The presence of petrifactions
in these quarries occasions not a little trouble in working the stone.
IOWA.

Limestone and sandstone are produced in this State.
Limestone.-In 1889 the total value of the limestone product was
$530,863. It came mainly from counties in the eastern and southeastern par-ts of the State. The limestone quarries are in a great many
cases scarcely worthy of the name quarry, the operations being extremely limited and carried on frequently as work incidental to farming.·
There are comparatively few large operations in the State. It will,
however, be noted that the value of the total output is considerable.
The productive counties are as follows: Jackson, $97,600; Dubuque,
$96,168; Cedar, $67,941; Marshall, $51,400; Jones, $37,880; Scott,
$31,081; Lee, $20,093; Clinton, $14,631, and smaller amounts from
Des Moines, Madison, Decatur, Cerro Gordo, Dallas, Wapello, Linn,
Muscatine, Black Hawk, lVIahaska, W ashlngton, Benton, Clayton, Pocahontas, :1\'Iontgomery, Tama, Floyd, Adams, Mitchell, Humboldt,
Johnson, Jefferson, Clark, Van Buren, Howa,rcl, Taylor, Keokuk, Pottawatt.amie, Louisa, Webster, Allamakee, Story and Buchanan. The
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number of quarries is 143. Of the total product an amount valued at
$236,792 was devoted to building purposes, while the value of the lime
produced is $170,043. ':J.1he remainder was divided between street and
road work and bri<lge piers and foundations.
Sandstone.- Eleven quarries in this State produced sandstone valued
at a total of $80,251. The productive counties are: Marion, $61,451,
and Hardin, $10,197. The remainder producing small amounts are
Cerro Gordo, Clayton, Lee, Jasper,
ashington and Scott. The stone
is almost entirely used for general building purposes.
New and prospective developments.-The following new limestone
quarries were opened in 1~90 hy Mr. F. C. Chesterman, of Dubuque;
Mr. Warren Bailey, of Cedar Falls, and Most & Stearns, of Humboldt.

"'T

KANSAS.

Limestone and sandstone were both produced in this State in 1889.
Thelimestone was valued at $478,822, the sandstone at $149,289.
Limestone.-This comes from 115 quarries, many of them, however,
very small, and contained in the following counties of the State: Cowley, $95,000; Leavenworth, $65,387; Marshall, $57,700; Chase, $53,000; Ripley, $52,000; Butler, 47,000; Lyon, $19,000; vVyandotte,
$19,000; and smaller amounts from Marion, Atchison, Wabaunsee, Shawnee. Washington, Johnson, Hussell, Dickinson, Franklin, Morris, Elk, .
Brown, Douglas, Republic, Pottawatamie, Coffey, Anderson, Jefferson,
Ness, Montgomery, Jackson, Harper, Sumner, Ellsworth and Osage.
The stone is pretty well distributed over the eastern portion of the
State. Most of it, however, comes from the vicinity of Atchison, Leavenworth, Topeka, and Fort Scott. Of the total production an amount
valued at $269,316 was used for building purposes. The value of the
lime product is $9,013. For street work $97,502 worth was used; and
for bridge, dam, and raih·oacl work an amount valued at $102,991.
The following is an analysis of Cowley county limestone made by
Prof. F. W. Clarke, of the U. S. Geological Survey:
Analysis of

li11~estone

j1·om Cowley county, Kansas.
Per cent.

Silica .. - .. - ... _............... _............................... _....... .
Water .......................................................•.........
Ferric oxide ......................................................... _.
Ferrous oxide .................... _................... _............... .
Alumina ............................................................ .
Carbonic acid ........................................................ .
Lime ............................................................•.....

5.27
• 78

.71

Potassa .............................................................. .

.32
1. 07
40.34
50.36
. 56
.07
. 06
.20
.10

Total. .......................................................... .

99.84

rui~h:l~ ~~id~ ~ ~ ·. ·. ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ ·. ~ ·. ·.·. ~ ~::::: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::

P1Josphoric acid ...................................................... .
Soda .................................................................. .

Matter dried at 100°.
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According to the tests made in Washington a 2-innh cube crushed at
29,490 pounds.
Sa.ndstone.-Tbe sandstone product came from the following counties,
named in order of value of output: Bourbon, $00,000; PL.illips, $35,086;
Rawlins, $18,000, and smaller amount::; from Crawford, Woodson, Clark,
Wilson, Kingman, Harper and Comanc"4e counties. The sandstone is
found in all parts of the State, but the most productive portions are in
the south and southeast. The product was used mainly for street work,
a smaller quantity being devoted to building purposes.
KENTUCKY.

Sandstone and limestone were produced in this State in 1889. The
value of the limestone produced was $303,314, while that of the sandstone was $117,940.
Limestone.-The limestone comes from fifty-four quarries scattered
over the following counties, named in order of output: Warren, $128,000;
.Jefferson, $76,000; Kenton; $36,000; Fayette, $17,300; Pendleton,
$14,000; Lyon, $7,000, and smaller amounts from .Jessamine, Menifee,
Logan, Montgomery, Caldwell, Crittenden, Boyd, lVIarion, Hardin,
Washington, Carter and Trigg. Tbe purposes for which the stone
was used· were mainly for building, to which was devoted. the amount
valued at $187,570; $24,414 is the value of lime produced. To street
work an amount valued at $86,054 was applied. SmaUer amounts were
used for flux and for bridge work. The product of Warren is deserving of special notice because of its peculiarities and its value as a buildir!g stone. This stone is known commercially as Bowling Green oolite.
It is quite different from the oolitic stone of Indiana, inasmuch as it
belongs to another limestone group, the constitntent globules being
large and distinct, whereas in most of the Indiana ston~ they are
minute. It is quite similar to the Portland oolite of Ireland. The folloiving analyses of Bowling Green and Portland oolite show the similarity between the two:
Composition of Bowling G·reen, Kentucky, limestone compared with Portland, b·eland, lirMstone.

Carbonate of lime .................... _................... _... ..

Bowling
Green.

Portland.

Per cent.

Per cent.

\Yater and loss ................................................ .
Iron and alumina .............................................. .

95.31
1.12
1.42
1. 76
. 39

95.16
1. 20
1. 20
1. 94
.50

Total .................................................... ..

100.00

100.00

~m~,~~~t-~ ~~-~,~~~-e~!~:::

_. _.: _. _. _._._. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _- ~ ~ _. ~ _. ~ _.: _. _. _. _. _._. :::::::::

The quarries are of large extent, well equipped with channeling machines, derricks, etc. A mi11 with twelve gangs of saws finishes the
stone. Blocks of almost any size can be furnished. These q narries
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were first opened in 1833, but until recently they were operated in the
most primitive manner, and while the product baR been used chiefly
in the South, e:fforts are now being made to introduce the stone to the
building trade of the northern States. Among the cities in which it
has been most used are Louisville, Memphis, Nashville, and Bowling
Green; to some ~xtent also in Chicago. 'fhe stone is soft and easily
worked, and like the Indiana stone hardens on expostue to the atmosphere. Carvings made upon the stone stand exposure to the .air very
well. Its color under the influence of sunlight tends to become continually lighter. Its crushing strength is such as to enable it to resist
a pressure of 3,000 pounds to the square inch. When heated to redness
on the surface and plunged into cold water it revealed no crack, even
upon examination with a magnifying glass, and in some cases on being
reheated for a second and third time and plunged into water still failed
to present indications of cracking. According to present indications,
the extended application of the stone in the northern and eastern portions of t~e country seems highly probable.
Sandstone.-The sandstone is produced from eleven quarries operated
in seven counties of the State, namely: Rowan, $52,400, Mul1len berg,
$25,000, Lewis, $24,900, Bell, $5,000, and smaller amounts from Crittenden, Rockcastle and Ohio. The greater portion of the stone, namely,
$77,877 worth, was used for building purposes, $38,463 for bridge work,
and a small quantity for street purposes.
MAINE.

The kinds of stone produced in this State, in order of commercial
importance, are granite, limestone, and slate.
Granite.-In the value of granite produced in 1889 this State stood
second in the list of all granite-producing States of the Union. The
total value of the product was $2,225,839. The counties producing this
product are, in order of their importance: Knox, $844,638, Hancock,
$685,720, Waldo, $165,603, Kennebec, $136,270, Washington, $106,025,
York, $88,567, Franklin, $72,033, and smaller amounts in Lincoln, Somerset, Penobscot, Cumberland, Androscoggin and Oxford. From the
first seven counties above named comes the gTeat bulk of the entire
product. The most productive counties are those along the coast. The
value of the granite devoted to building purposes is $839,125. In the
value of stone devoted to this purpose Main·e is second only to 1\fassachusetts, but in the value of stone devoted to street work, it stands
first among all the granite-producing States, the total value of stone
devoted to street work being $927,949. Of this amount $824,113 was
the value of paving blocks, which were shipped to most of the large
cities on the Atlantic coast, principally to New York. Considerable
was devoted to cemetery and monumental work. Although Maine
doubtless possesses much stone well adapted to these uses, it stands in
fourth place among the granite-producing States in the ..value of output
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for these purposes, being preceded by Rhodt. Island, l\iassachusetts,
and Vermont, in the order named. The vast resources of this State in
granite have been utilized to only a small fraction of the possibilities.
The quarries situated along the coast have great aclvant~ges in the matter of transportation, inasmuch as this is largely by water and freight
rates are naturally low. The granite quarries offer very excellent conditions for being worked. The stone opens easily, having peculiar cohate joints that are such striking features of the syenite or granite of
New England. Then there are generally at least two of these rift lines
and there is a more or less complete division by what appear to be true
beds as well as joints, so that the division of the rock is as complete as
could be desired. At the same time the lines of weakness are not so
numerous as to make the quarried masses in many cases too small for
use 7 as is sometimes true of other regions. Many of the quarries on
the coast arc conducted on a very large scale with all the latest most
improved facilities, not only for quarrying but for the subsequent handling and preparation of the stone for market. A shaft of granite 115
feet long ancl10 feet square at the base and weighing 850 tons has recently been quarried. It is claimed to be the largest piece of stone ever
quarried. It has not yet been utilized but is lying in the quarry yards
at Vinal Haven. The color of the granite produced from quarries in
Maine varies from light gray to black and red. From the commercial
standpoint the most important are the lightest in color and the gray.
The grain of ·the stone -yaries very m1-ich in size, that quarried at
Augusta being quite :fine, while the other extreme is seen in the product of the Biddeford quarries. The light-colored stone comes from
Biddeford, Pownal, Norway, Lewiston, North Jay, and Augusta. In
many cases the light-colored granite is interspersed with black spots
of mica which render it unfit for fine work. Veins of quartz, and of
quartz and feldspar are often quite troublesome. In many of the ledges,
as for example those in Augusta, the stone lies in beds or sheets which
are very easily loosened by a single blast. In many of the small quarries the method of quarrying and the tools employed are simple and
have undergone little improvement. This, however, is not true of the
largest plants for producing this stone. Stone from South Thomaston
and St. George is very dark in color and in the latter town are quar··
ries of black stone and the only ones worked to any extent in the western portion of the State. The black granite is largely worked into
monuments and it presents very fine contrasts between the black,
polished faces and the lighter-colored hammered parts. Quite a large
number of small quarries are operated by men whose main occupation
is fa,rming, but who work quarries for a small part of the year and with
few quarrymen. The usual method in such cases is to secure a few
contracts after haying seaRon and they are fulfilled before cold weather.
Sneh firms as these rarely keep any books an<l it 'Y:-tR extremely difficult to determine the exact amount of yearly l.ntsiuess <lone by them,
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Limestone.-'l he limestone of Maine, and which is converted enjJrely
into lime, comes for tile greater part from Knox county. Smaller quantities are also produced in \Valdo and Penobscot counties. Iu this
limestone region there are sixty quarries producing stone wliich is converted almost on the spot into lime. The total value of the lime produced in 1889 was $1,523,400. The stone is almost inexhaustible in
quantity and is admirably adapted to the purpose for which it is used.
Operations of quarrying consist simply in blasting by means of uynamite, which breaks the stone up at once into sizes suitable for use in
the kilns. It is then hoisted out by means of improved cables and machinery and sent directly to the limekilns, which are favorably situated
for transportation by water. Tbe stone is partially crystalline, but very
coarse grained. Fine crystpJs of calcite are very numerous anu gypsum
also occurs. Tlw operations at the quarries near Rockland are all below the surface of the ground. The fuel used in the kilns is entirely
wood, which is imported from Canada. The stone produced for burning
into lime is not measured as such, but is measured only by the quantity
of lime produced from it, so that in speaking of the amount of stone
quarried the producers name the amounts of lime obtained from it, and
theunit of measurement is a bushel or barrel of lime. The lime produced at Rockland is of fine cha,r acter and is the standard lime of New
York City, to wbich it is shipped in enormous quantities. Boston also
forms an important market for the product.
Slc~te.-The slate product of :Maine comes entirely from quarries in
Piscataquis county. The out-put in 1889 was valued at $219,500 for
roofing purposes. This slate is of very superior quality.
New and pTospective de'velopments.-New granite quarries were opened
during 1890 by the following firms: Messrs. Grayes Bros., Northeast
Bar Harbor; Mr. J.P. Fogg, of Pownal, and the Norway Granite Company, of Norway.
MARYLAND.

Granite, limestone, marble, and slate are produced in this State.
Granite.-Twenty-two quarries in Baltimm;e, Cecil, and Howard
counties were operated in 1880, producing an output valued at a total of
$447,489. Of this amount Baltimore Count.r yielded stone valued at
$223,070; Cecil, $219,863; and a smaller amount came from Howard
County. The granite quarry at Port Deposit has won a wide reputation for the satisfactory stone produced. Throughout the mass of this
granite, as it occurs in the quarry, seams occur at intervals from about
one-half ineh to a number of feet, and while they are discernible
only by an experienced eye, they are very valuable in the operations of
quarrying and can be opened readily by means of wedge and feather.
They frequently reveal a perfectly level surface, rea,dy at once for use in
building without the intervention of the stonecutter. The expense of
preparing the rock for use in the wall is accordingly reduced. The
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stone is very hard, takes a beautifill polish, retains its color, and can be
gotten out in enormous blocks, larger, indeed, than it is advisable under
ordinary circumstances to handle. It was used in the construction of
the piers of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad bridge across the Susquehanna river ncar Perryville, and has given entire satisfaction in
this work.
l{ew and prospective developments.- In the spring and summer of 1890
tlle following firms began the operation of granite quarries: E. S. Johnson, of Guilford; Benjamin Kepner, of Port Deposit; Oliver and Peach,
Gntnite; and .l\L C. Pyle & Son, of Pylesville. The Mt;.ryland Granite
Company was incorporated, with a ca.pita.I stock of $200,000, in December, 1890. Its object is to operate granite quarries and to do a general stone-contracting business. They are said to have purchased 184
acres of land at Deer Creek for the development of granite. The
African Granite Company was incorporated at Baltimore during 1890,
with a capital stock of $30,000.
Sandstone.~Sandstone was produced in this State in 1889, in Allegany
and Frederick counties, in small amounts, the total value of the product
of the State being valued at only $10,605. The Potomac Red Sandstone Company is operating sandstone quarries on the Potomac river,
about 20 miles above Washington, in Montgomery county. This stone
has been quarried since 1884, but for a period of nine years previous to
that date there was no production. This production was originally
known as Seneca red sandstone. It has been used in quite a large
number of buildings in Washington City, notably the Smithsonian Institution. From all the evidence :vhich has been submitted, it ap11ears
to be one of the best red sandstones in the country. Many of the
strong and unqualified indorsements of this stone appear as the favorable result of an investigation of a committee of Congress appointed to
investigate the use of this stone in the construction of the War, State,
and Navy Department building in vYashington.
Limestone.-Ordinary limestone from thirty quarries was produced
in 1889 to an amount valued at $164,860. The productive counties were
the following: Baltimore, $102,350; Frederick, $38,296; Washington,
$15,184; and much smaller amounts from Carroll, Allegany, aud Howard counties. The great bulk of the product was used in the production of lime, which was valued at $148,432. The remainder was used
for building and street work, and to some extent as a flux and in bridge
and railroad work.
New ancl prospective developments.-The l?rederick Lime Company,
of Frederick county, has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$50,000 to develop limestone quarries for the manufacture of lime.
' Operations began in November, 1890.
Slate.-The slate product of :M aryland comes from what is known as
the Peach Bottom region, in the northern part of Harford county,
where there were :fivr, quarries in operation in 1889. They produced an
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output valued at $110,008. For a more detailed description of what is
known as the Peach Bottom region and of the slate produced from it,
see the report on Pennsylvania iu this volume.
Marble.-The production of marble proper is limited to Baltimore
county, at a number of points · in the vicinity of Baltimore, along the
Northern Central railroad. The total value of the output in1889 was
$119,G75. In Harford county green serpentine was quarried from a
single locality. While this is by no means marble in constitution, it is
nevertheless used for purposes to which marble is continually applied,
and it therefore enters into competition with marble in the market.
This stone is an exceedingly valuable one for purposes of interior decoration and furniture tops. The quarry was opened in the year 1880, rtnd
has been in operation ever since that time.
The following is an analysis of Harford county serpentine made by
Dr. F. A. Gcnth, of Philadelphia.
Analysis of serpentine frmn Hmjord county, Ma1·yland.
Per cent.
Silicic acid . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alumina ..............................................................
Chr01nic oxide .................................... 0••••.•••••• 0.• ~ 0....
Nickel oxi1lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ferrous oxide ---·······o··-··o····-········-·············-············
-:-.ranganous oxide . . • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . .

40. 06
1.37
• 20
. 71
3.43
. 09

Wr~~~~-s~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: :~::::::::: ~::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i~: ~~·

J'lfagnetic iron.........................................................

I

TotaL ............................... . ...........................

3. 02

,lOQ.OO I

The specific gravity of the stone is 2.668; hardness, 4 on a scale of 10.
New and p-rospective dcveloprnents.-The Texas Lime Company began
operations in quarrying marble for the production of lime in Febrtmry,
1890. The Lake Chrome antl Mineral Company opened a serpentine
quarry in Harford county early in 1890.
MASSACHUSETTS.

Granite, sandstone, limestone, and marble are produced in this State.
Granite.-In the granite industry Massachusetts stood in first place
among the granite-producing States in 1880 as well as 1889. It will
moreover probably continue to hold this position for some years to
come. The value of the granite output, according to the Tenth Oen.
sus, in 1880 was $1,329,315. The corresponding figures for 1889 are
$2,503,503. There were in 1889,151 quarries, distributed over the following counties, named in order of va.lue of product: Essex, $778,366;
Worcester, $751,413; Norfolk, $485,353; Middlesex, $172,161; Bri~·
tol, $164,337; Hampden, $112,849, and very small quantities also from
Franklin and Hampshire counties. The product was most largely
used for general building purposes, the value of the stone devoted to
those purposes being $1,362,451, The value of the product devoted to

l
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cemetery uses was $497,438; forstreet work, $466,147. The remainder
was devoted to bridge, dam, and railroad work, and to various miscellaneous uses. It is evident that the granite comes mainly from the
counties along the eastern coast and principally from the northeastern
part of the State.
Among the various granites of the State that quarried at Quincy,
which is a bluish-gray syenite, is perhaps the most interesting. It
was the first to acquire a reputation, and the success of the Quincy
granite did much towards stimulating search .for similar products in
other parts of the State. The quarries on Cape Ann, in Essex county,
are being very rapidly and successfully developed, the quality of the
stone produced here leaving little to be desired. Transportation facilities at the Cape Ann quarries could hardly be better, in view of the
fact that they are immediately on the coast and, furthermore, in immediate communication with the Old Colony railroad. There is still,
however, considerable need of good harbors at this locality, and considerable money must yet be spent there before quarrying can increase
as it should.
The products of Massachusetts granite are so well known all over
the country that it is necessary to say but little here in regard to them.
Stone for all purposes is shipped all over the United States. The
methods of quarrying and of cutting and polishing the stone in vogue
in this State are fully up to date.
The following is an analysis of Bradford red granite, made by
L. P. Kinnicutt, Ph. D., of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
Analysis of Bradford, jJ:fassachusetts, t·ed granite.
Percent.
Silica.----- __ .. __ ......................... ." ............. -------------.Alumina and oxide of iron ........................................... .
Lime ................................................................. .

Wo~~~:f~~-~;._id~-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Sodium oxide ....................................................... ..
Loss and undetermined ........................................... - ~ ..
Total. ... ---- ...................... ---------------- ....... -- ....

The following is an analysis of Worcester granite.
made by Prof. C. F. Chandler, of New York.

·I

72.73
16.95
1. 05

trace.
8.15

. 90
. 22

100.00

The analysis was

Analysis of W01·cester, Massachusetts, granite.
Per cent.
Si1ica...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Alumina..............................................................
Iron peroxide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Manganese oxitle......................................................
Lin1e ..................................................................
Magnesia..............................................................
Potash . .. . . . . . . .. . . ............... ... . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . .. .. .. . .
Soda...................................................................

7!J. 07
12.67
2. 00
. 03
.85
. 10
4. 71

Total . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .

99. 80

778 MIN--26

I

3. 37
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New and prospective developments.-New granite quarries were opened
at various times in 1890 by the following firms: Messrs. Rowley &
Hanscombe, of Lanesville; the Braintree Granite Company, of Boston;
Messrs. Jones & Desmond, of West Quincy; Messrs. McDonald &
Turner, of Quincy; the Old Colony Railroad Company, of Boston, and
J\fessrs. Charles Johnson & Bros., of Quincy. Mr. J. T. Tank, of Providence, Rhode Island, opened a quarry in Worcester county.
Sandstone.-Saudstone was produced from 21 quarries, to an amount
valued at $649,097. The most important county is Hampden, in which
the product was valued at $563,179. Suffolk ·county produced an
amount valued at $82,018, while very small amounts came from Norfolk and Hampshire counties. The product is almost entirely used for
general building purposes.
.
The following is an analysis of so-called }faynard sandstone, made
by Dr. L. P. Kinnicutt.
Analysis of Mctynard, Massachusetts, sandstone.
Percent.
Sili(,a ............................................................... ..
Oxide of iron ........................................................ ..
Alumina ............................................................. .
Lime ................................................................. .

~~~boa:i~ ~gi~ts!~t~~; ~;;d i~~; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~: ~::::::::

79.38
2.43
8. 75
2.57
4. 08
2. 79

TotaL .......................................................... .

100.00

Tbe following is an analysis of Worcester sandstone, made by Dr. L.
P. Kinnicutt.
Analysis of Worcester, Massachttsetts, sandstone.
Per cent.
Silica..................................................................
Alumina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iron oxide .............................................................
Manganese dioxide....................................................
Lilne ........ ... .................................................... : ..
Potassa and soda . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .
Carbonic acid , w ater, and loss . .. . .. . .... . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .
Total. ................................ - ...... --.·-·····--········

88. 89
5. 95
1. 79

. 41
. 27
. 86
1. 83

-1--;:oo~~

The following is an analysis of Kibbe quartz sandstone, made by
Prof. C. F. Chandler, of New York.
Analysis of Kibbe, Massachusetts, qtwrtz sandstone.
!---------------------------------------------'Percent.
Silica..................................................................
Alnmina .........................................·.....................
Oxide of iron..........................................................
Lim e ....... . ..........................................................

81.38

9. 44
3. 54
.76

I~!i~:~:~:~~~~~~·.:~~ ~:~ - . . .:::.:.::. . .:. :·: ::::::::::::::. wJI
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Limes.tone.-The linestone of Massachusetts comes from twelve quarries in Berkshire county, in the western part of the State. The total
product in 1889 was valued at $119,978. Most of it was used for burning into lime. The remainder was devoted to building purposes and
flux.
The following is an analysis of limestone from Berkshire county:
Analys·is of Be1·kshire county, Massachusetts, limestone.
Per cent.
Lime .............................................-.....................

95.66

~~{~~e~~-ai~~~- ~~~l ~i~;~1i~'a' :~:::: ::::::: ~::: ~:~:::::::::: :~::::: :::::::

: i~

• TotaL...........................................................

100.73

Silica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L 14
Carbonic acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None.
Loss at red heat (water) .... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. ..
3. 00

Marble.-Marble was produced in small amount at Lee, Berkshire
county.
MICHIGAN.

In 1889 sandstone, limestone, and slate were produced in this State.
Sctndstone.-This was valued at $246,570. By far the most important
producing county is Houghton, which yielded a product valued at $165,000.
Marquette county, with a product valued at $35,970 stood second, while
smaller amounts were produced in Huron, Ionia, Ottawa and Hillsdale
counties. Most of the product was used for building purposes, although,
it is important to note that $27,800 worth were used for abrasive purposes, Michigan being one of the three or four States pr9ducing ·good
abrasive material.
Limestone.-Limestone valued at a total of $85,952 was produced in
the following counties, named in order of their importance: Huron,
$40,272; Wayne, $16,715; Emmet, $13,100; and smaller amounts from
Monroe, Delta and Alpena counties. 1\{ost of the product was used
for building purposes, although some was burned into lime, and a slightly
larger quantity used for street work, the rest being devoted for fluxing
uses.
Slate.-The value of the slate produced in Baraga county was $15,000.
Marble.-1\.farble has been discovered at Ishpeming, Marquette county,
and is said to be of very fine quality, even comparing favorably with the
Mexican onyx. It must be said, however, that no full and definite information is yet at hand in regard to this discovery.
MINNESOTA.

The advances made by this State in the stone industry since 1880 are
very remarkable. According to the census of 1880 the total number of
quarries in Minnesota was 41 for all kinds of stone, and the total value
of the 1)roduct in that year was $255,818. In 1889 there were 102 quar·
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ries producing limestone, granite, and sandstone. The total value of
the product of all kinds of stone in that year was $1,102,008.
Granite.-The value of the granite produced in 1889 was $356,782.
The product came from 23 quarries scattered over the following counties: Stearns, $139,265, Benton, $110,650, Bigstone, $95,000. Decidedly smaller quantities carne from Sherburne, Morrison and Nicollet.
The productive counties in 1880 were Benton, Sherburne and Chisago,
and the product at that time was valued at $28,815. The figures speak
plainly for themselves as to the great strides which have been made in
granite production. The product was devoted most largely to building,
the value of the stone thus used being $209,396; for street work an
amount valued at $141,554 was applied. Comparatively very small
amounts were devoted to cemetery and bridge work.
Sa,ndstone.-The value of the sandstone output in 1880 was $41,150;
in 1889 it was $131,979. The product came from seven quarries operated in the following coi1nties: Pine, $89,750, Pipestone, $20,279,
St. Louis, $13,950, and smaller amounts in Houston, Rock and Scott
counties. Of the total value, $82,000 worth was devoted to building
purposes and the remainder between street and bridge work. The developments which have been made in Pipestone county in what is
commercially known as "Pipestone red jasper" are of particular interest. This is a metamorphic quartzite rock of intense hardness, varying in color from cherry to lavender or violet. Its extreme hardness is
another important characteristic. The following analysis was made by
Dr. C. T. Jackson:
Analysis of red pipestone from Pipestone county, Minnesota.
Per cent.
W::tter.... ...... ... . .. .. .. .. . ... .. . . .. .. ...... .. . ... . . . . .. .. . ... . . .. . ..
Silica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Alumina..............................................................
Magnesia.............................................................
Peroxide of iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oxide of manganese........................... ........... ............
Carbonate of lin1e.....................................................
Loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

48. 2
28.2
6. 0
5. 0
.6
2.6
1. 0

8. 4

TotaL............................................................

100.0

The following tests of this stone have been made:
Tests of Minnesota red pipestone.
Crushing strength ................... pounds per square inch .. _23, 000
Specific gravity................................................
2. 8
Weight per cubic foot ................................ pounds.. 170.6

On account of its color and desirable properties which tend to make
the stone durable, it is quite popular as a builcUng material and has
already been used in the construction of quite a large number of important buildings.
Ljmestone.-In 1880 limestone was produced from thirty-three quarries scattered over eleven counties of the State. In 1889 the limestone
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came from seventy-two quarries contained in :fifteen counties. Named
in the order of the value of their output, these counties are as follows:
Hennepin, $137,728; Blue Earth, $127,279; Hamsey, $103,929; Good.
hue, $95,938; Le Sueur, $41,553; Scott, $34,030; Washington, $16,381;
Winona, $13,695; Wabasha, $12,050; Hice, $9,700, and smaller amounts
from Dodge, Houston, Brown, Fillmore and Olmsted. The total product was valued at $613,~4 7. Of this an amount valued at $380,556 was
used for building purposes, while $124,266 was the value of the lime
produced. Smaller amounts were devoted to street and bridge work.
The great bulk of the limestone comes from counties situated in the
southeastern part of the State, where the cities of Minneapolis and
Saint Paul form important outlets.
MISSOURI.

The kinds of stone produced in this State are granite, sandstone and
limestone.
Granite.-The total value of the granite produced in 1889 is $500,642.
The product came from four neighboring counties in the southeastern
part of the State. They are as follows: Iron, $373,558; Wayne, $63,842;
Saint Frangois, $60,842, and smaller amounts from Madison county.
There are ten quarries contained in this area. The stone was about
equally divided between general building purposes and paving blocks.
The value of the stone devoted to building is $219,518. The value of
paving blocks produced is $216,986. To bridge, dam and railroad
work an amount valued at $63,638 was appl1ed. A very small quantity
was devoted to cemetery uses. The granite-quarrying industry dates
.back to a sh'Ort time previous to 1880, but it at present bids fair to develop i.Q.to an industry of considerable importance to the State. The
most extensive quarries are at Graniteville, Iron county. The various
plants at this locality are well equipped and supplied with improved
machinery. Many of the :finest buildings in Saint Louis have been constructed of this stone. At Granite Bend, Wayne county, are extensive
granite quarries well equipped. In 1887 a shaft 85 feet deep with drifts
extending from the bottom of the shaft in various directions was sunk.
It was then charged with 32,700 pounds of black powder. The re~ult
of the blast was such that they have stone enough broken up to supply
the demands of the :firm for :fifty years. The cost of the blast was
$16,000. Unquestionably the granite industry in Missouri, although at
present in its infancy, may easily assume va~ proportions in the near
future.
Sandstone.-Sandstone valued at a total of $155,557 was quarried in
the following counties of the State: Johnson, $100,184; St. Clttir,
$15,000; Cape Girardeau, $12,734, aud smaller amounts in Carroll, Barton, Saline, Franklin, Vernon, Holt, Lewis, Buchanan and Henry
counties.
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Limestone.-The limestone industry in l\fissouri is a very large and
important one. A product valued at $1,859,960 was produced in 1889.
This includes the value of all lime produced, namely, to an amount valued at $465,390. The productive counties are the following: Saint Louis,
$870,276; Jackson, $211,743; Ma.rion, $151,908; Greene, $103,324; Buchanan, $82,301; Dade, $72,327; Pike, $68,127; Jasper, $41,000; Perry,
$33,070; Clark, $28,563; Mercer, $26,287; Lawrence, $26,060; Callaway,
$24,500; and smaller amounts in Jefferson, Lewis, Wright, Cape Girardeau, Livingston, Andrew, St. Charles, Macon, Clay, Pettis, Cole, Linn,
Caldwell, Sullivan, Randolph, Ray, Harrison, Monroe, Saline, Boone,
Henry, De Kalb, Webster and Nodaway. The purposes to which the
product was devoted are as follows: For building purposes, $542,871;
the value of lime produced, $465,390; for street work, $670,351; for
bridge, dam, and railroad work, $169,720, and small amounts for flux
and miscellaneous uses. It is evident that by far the most important
county producing limestone is Saint Louis county. Many quarries in and
around the city of Saint Louis are operated. The stone is used for purposes of heavy construction, such as bridge and railroad masonry, building, paving, macadam, riprap, and the manufacture of lime. It is of
excellent quality and shows great strength. In some of the quarries
steam drills are in use, but in most of them the old methods are adhered
to. The manufacture of a superior quality of lime in Saint Louis has
grown to be an immense industry. l\iost of the kilns are located just
outside of the city limits; they are well equipped and numerous. The
product is almost entirely used in Saint Louis.
The following are analyses of limestone from various localities:
Analysis of Marion county, Missour·i, li1nestone.
[By Regis Chauvenet & Brother.]
Percent .
Silica.-------·--------------------·--- .. -------------------------------

Almnina and oxide of iron------------------------ - ------------ -- -----

. 08
.40
. 02
98.80

~~~~~~t~ 'c;i ii ;~~ : ~ ~ ~: _-: ~::::: ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~:::::: ~::::: ~ ~ ~ ~::::::::::::::::
Total --------------------------··--------------------------------j~~
These chemists state that this is the purest sample of limestone they
have ever analyzed, leaving nothing to be desired for whiteness ap.d
purity.
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Analysis of Ash G1·ove white lime.
[By Charles W. Eoff, chemist.]
Pbr cent.
Carbonate of lime ...... --.-- .. - •... ---- ... -- .... --- ........•...•••.. -Magnesia ........................ ------ ... -.-------.-- .. .... ..........
.Alumina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

99.815

Trace .
. 054

8~l~: ~1 r;~:~~~~~~~::::::::::: :::: ::: :::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::: Tr~~~-1

Silicic acid ......•........ __ ...................... __ .. _......... __ . . . . .
Plwsphoric acid.---------· .......... ··-----...........................

. 12
None.

S"lp:::~;d.:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l~
Analysis of Champion white linwstone, Ash G1·ove, Missouri.
[By W. D. Church.l .

Percent.
Carbonate of lin1e ................ ------------··· .. ---··· ..... -·-- .. --.

~~~~~~~~li~~o1:c1~e~~tt~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Alumina ............................................................. .
Oxide of iron ................................ _. __ .. __ . __ .. _........ _.. .
Sulpl1ate of calciurn. --·-···· ••............... ··---- .......... --·· -··-Water .................................................. - ............. .
Alkalies and loss ..... _... __ .. _....... _... _........................... .
Total .............. _... _.......................... _......•...•....

92.750
3.260
.495
.480
.400

Trace.
. 675
1. 940
100.000

Analysis of lirnestonc from Sctint Louis county.

"""'1

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - p,
Carbonnte of lime ..................................... ··---- ....... --.
97.76

f:~~l~~~~en~;Ue~?~_e:~.i~-::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Oxide of iron .. _.......... _.............. _............. . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . .

: ~~
. 20

TotaL ............... ___ . __ ....... __ .----_.......................

98.34

Analysis of Lawrence county limestone.
[By J. F. Elson, ofNew Albany, Indiana.]

Per cent.
Carbonate of lilne .............. . ....•.•.......•.•...........•.•••..•..
Almnina ...........................••.. - ..• -- .•.•.. - ... - .. -.--. -..... Iron ...................................... - - - -........ -. - .... - - - - . -- - ..
Undetermined.--- ...... ·; ........................................... .

85.373
12.112
1. 289
1.134
. 001
. 091

Total ..................................... -.--- . --- -- · ·-- • · ·--- · ·

100.000

~~r~~~[~t-~ ~-t~ ~~~~-~s_i~-:::: :::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

..
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In northern Missouri limestone is found in every county and is quarried to a greater or less extent over the entire region. With but a few
exceptions the quarries are worked on a small scale. The product is
used in the immediate vicinity for foundations, cellars, wells, etc. The
quarries are generally owned and operated by farmers, who do no work
beyond the immediate local demand. Lack of facilities for transportation
makes quarrying too expensive to be entered into as a business. Quarries adjacent to Government works on the Missouri and Mississippi
rivers have supplied quite an amount for riprap. At Ash Grove, Mis.
souri, are very extensive limekilns. A large quantity of lime is manufactured of a superior quality. The demand for this lime is very great.
It is largely shipped to .Alabama, Tennessee, Texas, Arkansas and
Kansas, besides being also very largely used in Missouri. Extensive
plants for burning limestone into lime are operated at Springfield, the
product being used in Springfield, Kansas City and Saint Louis. At
Cape Girardeau a large quantity of lime of good quality is also produced.
.At this locality crude petroleum is used as fuel, and it is claimed that a
whiter and stronger lime is obtained than can be produced by either
wood or coal. The limestone quarries at Grafton produced stone which
has been found most excellently adapted for foundation purposes. It
is the stone chiefly used in the construction of the great Edes bridge
across the Mississippi river.
Onyx.-Quite recently discoveries of onyx have been made in Crawford and Pulaski counties; also in Wright county a deposit bas been
discovered. A company has been formed to develop the industry and
active work will soon be beguiP. This onyx is taken from what is
known as the Ozark region, being found in caves in the Ozark mountains within 70 miles of Saint Louis.
MONTANA.

Granite.-Granite was produced from a single quarry in Lewis and
Clarke county in comparatively small amount. It was entirely used
for building pm·poses.
Limestone.-Limestone was produced to the value of $24,964 from
four quarries situated, in the order of their values, in J e:fferson, Missoula, Park and Cascade counties. Sixteen thousand dollars worth of
the product was used as flux and a small quantity for burning into
lime, and about $8,000 worth for building purposes.
Sandstone.-Six quarries at various localities in Deer Lodge, Cascade, Custer and Yellowstone counties produced sandstone valued at
$31~648. It was entirely used for building. About half the product
came from Deer Lodge county.
NEBRASKA.

Limestone only was produced in this State. The value of the output
was in 1889,$207,019, including the value of lime produced from it.
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The productive counties are as follows: Cass, $148,567; Gage, $24,552;
Sarpy, $13,339, and smaller amounts from N emaba, Jefferson, Pawnee
and Thayer. Ninety thousand five hundred and forty-two dollars
worth were used for building; $86,643 for street work, while for flux
and bridge work smaller amounts were used. The product comes entirely from the southeastern part of the State.
NEVADA.

This State produced very small quantities of granite and sandstone.,
The granite came from Washoe county. A new granite quarry was
opened in September, 1890~ by Mr. J. M. McCormick, of Reno.
The sandstone came from Ormsby county.
The product of this State was sufficient in amount for nothing more
than building and street work in Carson City, to which probably the
most of it went.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Granite.-The granite produced in this State in 1889 was valued at
$727,531. The entire southern and middle parts of the State, with the
exception of Belknap county, were productive .of granite. There are
seventy-eight quarries in the State, operating in the following counties:
Carroll, $197,284; Cheshire, $189,590; Hillsboro, $182,847; Merrimac,
$112,853; Strafford, $22,535, and smaller amounts in Grafton, Snlli van
and Rockingham counties. Of the total product an amount valued at
$324,567 was devoted to building purposes; to street work, $252,25(3.
Of this latter value $87,569was the value of the output of paving blocks.
To cemetery and ornamental work an amOlmt valued · at $135,029 was
used. For bridge and miscellaneous purposes an amount valued at
$15,679 was used.
A resident of New Hampshire has developed a new use for granite,
which consists in finely crushing the stone and afterwards molding it
into the desired shape, and by the action of heat it is hardened and ruaue
to resemble closely the original granite, and it is said that to all appearances it is as strong and durable. Nothing can yet be said of the real
value of this process, but experiments are yet being made.
New and prospective developments.-New granite quarries were opened
in the spring, summer, and fall of 1890, by the following firms: Messrs.
Bishop & Shalon, of Milford; Mr. William E. Elder, of Dover; Messrs.
Lewis & Flanders, of Enfield; -Mr. D. J. Winn, of Haverhill; the Troy
Granite Company, of Worcester, Massachusetts (their quarry is located
in Cheshire county, New Hampshire), and Mr. L. K. Hutchinson, of
Milford.
Sa1~dstone.-A trifling amount of sandstone, which, however, was entirely used for abrasive purposes, was produced in Grafton county in
1889.

I
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NEW JERSEY.

Granite, sandstone, limestone, slate, and bluestone were produced in
this State in 1889.
Gran'ite.-The total value of the granite produced in New Jersey in
1889 was $425,673. It came mainly from the northern and northeastern parts of the State, and the markets for it are largely New York
City and Jersey City. The productive counties, in order of importance,
are as follows: Somerset, $8G,250; Hudson, $81,500; Essex, $79,200; Sussex, $52,000; Passaic, $37,760; Mercer, $27,513; Hunterdon, $24,800, and
smaller amounts in Union and Morris counties. There are in all twentythree productive quarries. Of the total output an amount valued at
$236,310 was devoted to street work, including the value of all pavin~
blocks produced, which amounted to $168,555; to general building purposes an amount valued at $42,175; for bridge, dam, and railroad work,
$147,063. A trifling amount was devoted to cemetery purposes.
New and prospective developrnents.-New quarries were opened in the
spring and summer of 1890 by the following companies: The Waterloo
Ice Company, of Newark; Thomas Nevins & Son, of Orange, and York
& Bittenbender, of Belvidere.
Sa.ndstone.-Sandstone was produced in 1889 to an amount valued at
$597,309. It came from twenty-six quarries, scattered over the following counties, named in order of importance: Essex, $270,450; Hunterdon, $173,007; Mercer, $77,652; .Passaic, $63,200; and Somerset, $13,000.
The amount devoted to building purposes was valued at $486,788; for
b.ridge, dam, and railroad work the amount used was $100,521.
Lirnestone.-The value of the limestone output of New Jersey in 1889
was $129,662. It came from 33 quarries operated in the following counties: Snssex, $72,529; Hunterdon, $37,378, n,nd smaller amounts in
Warren, Somerset and Morris counties. The value of the lime produced was $99,406; for flux an amount valued at $29,620 was used, and
a trifling amount for building. The following is an analysis of Hunterdon county limestone:
Analysis of Huntm·don county, New Jersey, lirnestone.
-----------------------------------------~----~

Per cent.
Carbonate of lilne.....................................................
Silica. _... _... _.. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Carbonate of magnesia................................................
.Alumina..............................................................
OxiJe of iron..........................................................

2. 100
40. 750

53. 643

TotaL...........................................................

97.543

-252
. 798

This lime is especially valuable for fertmzh1g l)urposes.
Slate.-A small quantity of slate was produced in Sussex and Warren
counties, New Jersey. Most of it was used for roofing purposes.
New and prospective developntents.-A new slate quarry was opened
by 1\iessrs. Staton & Jones, at Lafayette, in the swnm.er of 1890.
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Bl'i testone.-Bluestone similar to that obtained in Pennsylvania and
New York, and used mainly for flagging purposes, was produced in small
quantities in Hunterdon and Sussex counties in 1889.
NE"\-V MEXICO.

·The kinds of stone produced in this TPrritory in 1889 were sandstone
and limrstone. The former was valued at $186,804, the l:ttter at only
$3,862.
Sandstone.-Sandstone was produced at eleven different quarries situated in the following counties, named iu the order of their relative imp~rtance: St.tn Miguel, $13D,124; Santa Fe, $19,800; and Rio Arriba
county~ $14,100. Small amountR also were produced in Valencia and
Lincoln counties. Nearly the entire pro<luct was used for local building purposes, a very small quantity being devoted to street and bridge
work.
Limestone.-The small limestone output was obtaine<l from the following four counties: San Miguel, Lincoln, Sierra, and Santa Fe. The
product was mostly burned into lime for local consumption.
Ricolitc.-This name was given by Mrs. L. J. Cadwell, of Chicago, to
a stone now quarrie<l in the western part of Grant county. It resembles 1\Iexicau onyx, but is quite different in composition. It iB susceptible of a very high polish, and is of a variety of colors. It can also be
carved, aud in this respect, as in others, differs from the Mexican onyx.
Contracts to supply this stone for interior decoration in a number of
buildings in Chicago have been signed.
NEW YORK.

The kinds of stone produced in this State include granite, sandstone,
bluestone, limestone, marble, and slate. Among the stone-producing
States New York stands third, being preceded by Pennsylvania and
Ohio in the order named. In the number of kinds of stone produced,
however, it is second to none.
Granite.-The value of the granite output in 1889 was $222,773. The
pro<luct comes from the following counties: Essex, $85,200; Richmond,
$30,000; Orange, $29,803; Westchester, $16,000, and smaller amounts
from Jefferson, Putnam and Rockland counties. The product was
mainly used for building purposes, the amount devoted to these uses
being valued at $149,700. The remainder was divided between street,
cemetery and ornamental work and bridge, dam and raih·oad uses.
Sandstone.-The sandstone of New York includes that which is recognized to the trade under the names of sandstone, brownstone, and bluestone, while the variety of sandstone known commercially as bluestone
is hereinafter given by itself on account of its peculiar character and
its almost exclusive application in street work for curbing and :flagging.
The value of the sandstone proper, exclusive of bluestone, produced in
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1889 was $702,419. Tlle product came from sixtj!-three quarries scattered over the following counties: Orleans, $573,773; Saint Lawrence,
$4 7,290, and smaJler amounts from the following: Niagara, Oswego,
Oneida, Jefferson, Chenango, J\fonroe, Allegany, Greene, Rockland,
Washington, Tioga, Steuben, Schuyler, Franklin, Wyoming, Essex,
Chautauqua, Otsego and Cattaraugus. Of the total amount produced, the value of that devoted to street work was $459,158; to general
building purposes an amount valued at $241,216. A comparatively
very small amount was devoted to bridge and miscellaneous work. As --will be seen by an inspection of the proclucti ve counties, the greater
part comes from the northwestern part of the State.
Among the sandstones deserving of special mention is what is known
as the Potsdam red sandstone. This stone has been most thoroughly
tested and has won a wide reputation for durability and its capacity to
withstand the effects of strong heat and sudden cooling. It has been
indorsed in a very unqualified manner by many of the leading authorities
on structural material in the country.
New and prospective developments.-The following firms opened sandstone quarries in New York during 1890: :Messrs. :lVIcVay, Tobin & Co.,
of Holley, Orleans county; Mr. Edward Jones, of Hulberton, New
York, opened a sandstone quarry at Murray, Orleans county; Baldwin
& Hinds, of Hinds burg, opened a sandstone quarry in Orleans county.
Bluestone.-This is the name given to the variety of sandstone which
consists almost entirely of granules of silica cemented together by siliea. The identity of this stone with sandstone is not generally recognized among the bluestone producers, and, in fact, many of them seem
almost hurt if it is called sandstone. The bluestone industry is entirely
distinct from what is herein given as the sandstone industry. Owing
to the hardness and durability of bluestone, as well as the manner in
which it occurs in the earth, it is well adapted to purp.oses of street
paving, such as flagging and curbing, and most of it is devoted to these
uses. A certain amount of the stone is quarried from regular organized
quarries, with a definitely invested capital and phmt, or facilities for
quarrying, but in addition to stone taken from these regularly operated
quarries a large amount is produced irregularly and spasmodically by
men who invest no capital and have no definite organization as producers of stone. Their operations are conducted as follows: Provided
with a very simple equipment of the most ordinary quarry tools they
dislodge the stone found on land belonging to other persons and transport it to a number of shipping points, selling it there to dealers who
make it a business to collect the stone in this manner and then ship it
to the places where it is used. The dealers pay the individuals who
quarry the stone an amount which simply compensates them for their
time and labor, while the owner of the property receives a certain definite percentage from the dealer for the amount of stone thus taken
from his land. During the year 1889, and a number of years previous,
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some of the dealers ~t various points in New York State constituted the
members of the Union Bluestone Company, with headquarters in New
York city. Each member of this company was entitled to furnish a
certain percentage of the total amount sold by this comp:::t ny in a given
year. The tlealers may, therefore, be regar<le<l in a certain sense as
producers. 'l'he land on which this stone is quarried is, generally speaking, of little value for anything but the l>luestone contained in it.
Originally, the stone was quarried for flagging only, but more recently
it has been applied to quite a long list of purposes, such as rubble masonry, retaining walls and bridge stone, curbing, gutters, stepstones.,
flooring, vault covers, bases of tombstones, porch and hitching posts,
house trimmings, such as platforms, steps, door and window sills, lintels and caps.
The stone is known commercially by quite a number of names which
designate approximately the region from which it is taken. .Among
the names in common use may be mentioned the following: Hudson
River bluestone, Hudson River flagging, North River bluestone, North
River flagging, Pennsylvania blnestone, Wyoming Valley bluestone,
Delaware Hiver bluestone, Delaware flags, bluestone flagging and bluestone.
The value of tl.te bluestone produced in New York in 1889 was
$1,303,321. This product came from 142 quarries in addition to
numerous minor qmuries or holes from which the product was taken
by laborers, as l.tas already been described. The productive counties
are seen in the following list: Ulster, $662,324; Delaware, $150,866;
Chenango, $D3,100; Sullivan, $87,930; Wyoming, $50,260; Schenectady, $47,906; Orange, $33,405; .Albany, $23,285, and smaller amounts
from Otsego, Jefferson, Tompkins, Schoharie, Steuben, Seneca, Greene,
Chemung, Broome, Saratoga, Oneida, Rockland, Franklin, Washington and Yates. The Union Bluestone Company, as organized in 1889,
has dissolved.
New and prospective developments.-Messrs. Swartwout & Terry, of
Read's Creek, Delaware county, and lVI:r. John McQuirk, of Hartwood,
Sullivan county, New York, opened blues tone quarries during 1890.
Limestone.-Limestone, including the value of the lime made from it,
was produced in 1889 to the value of $1,708,830. The product came
from 157 quarries distributed as shown in the following list of counties:
Erie, $331,011; Onondaga, $180,849; Washington, $172,987; Ulster,
$107,683; Hockland, $104,000; Warren, $103,600; Montgomery, $95,319;
Monroe, $94,891; Westchester, $83,313, and smaller amounts from J efferson, Schoharie, Clinton, Niagara, Genesee, Cayuga, .Albany, Oneida,
Greene, Saint Lawrence, Orange, Saratoga, Lewis, Herkimer, Wayne,
Seneca~ Orleans, Essex, Fulton, Rensselaer, Madison, Otsego, Yates
and Wyoming. The value oi the lime produced is $837,613. The stone
used for building was valued at $444,291. For street and road work
an amount valued at $197,091 was used, and for bridge, dam and railroad work $175,736 worth.
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Neu.: and prospect·i'VC developments.- The follmYing firms opeued limestone quarries in 18DO: l\Iessrs. Schumacher & Ed wards, of Buffalo, at
Eggertsville, Erie county; :Mr. J. H. Goultl, Smiths Ij~mding, Greene
county; aud ·Messrs. An<lrews, Warner & Co., of Le Roy, Genesee
couuty.
·
Jl.farble.-The value of the marble output of this State in 1889 was
$354,197. The product came fi'om thirteen quarries, operated in four ·
counties of the State. They are as follows: St. Lawrence, $138,200;
Westchester, $135,104; Columbia, $54,717; and Warren, $26,176. The
St. Lawrence county marble varies from white to dark blue and green
in color, and mixtures of these shades produce in some cases a mottled
appearance. The stone is adapted to monumental work, but is mainly
used for building purposes. In general it is too coarsely crystalline for
fine carving, scroll work, or tracing. In Westchester county the most
important localities producing marble are Tuckahoe and Pleasantville.
This product is especially well adapted for use in the preparation of
carbonic acid.
New ancl prospective developments.-The following persons opened
marble quarries during 1890: Mr. Mark W. Spaulding, Rensselaer
Falls, Saint Lawrence county; Mr. Thomas S. Clarkson, Potsdam, Saint
Lawreuce county; and Mr. John Webb, jr., Gouverneur, Saint Lawrence
county. . lYir. M. W. Spaulding, of Rensselaer Falls, also opened a
serpentine marble quarry in July, 1890.
Slctte.-The slate output of New York State in 1889 was valued at
$126,G03. The product came from sixteen quarries in Washington
county. This is the only locality in the world at which red slate is produced. The prices received for this variety of slate are much better
than those which hold for the product from the neighboring slate
regions of Vermont.
New and prospective clevelopments.-Messrs. R. R. Jones & Co., of
:Middle Granville, Washington county, N. Y., opened a slate quarry
during 1890.
NORTH CAROLINA.

Granite and a very small quantity of sandstone were produced in
1889. The granite was valued at $146,627, and was obtained from
twenty-two quarries scattered over the following counties, named in
the order of their outputs: Vance, $88,737; Iredell, $22,860; Anson,
$10,000, and smaller amounts from 1\fcDowell, Rowan, Guilford, Gaston, Burke, and Wake counties. Of the total output $44,000 worth
was used for bridge work, $42,000 for street work, and the rest was distributed between building and cemetery purposes.
New ancl prospective developments.-Three quarries of granite in the
vicinity of Salisbury have recently been opened. The Stone Mountain
Grani_te Company recently commenced operations in Rowan county.
It is expected that quarries will be developed according to tbe most
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improved methods, with a view of supplying local demands and also of
putting the stone upon the market in competition with granite from
Northern centers. Near Mount Ayre the Mount Ayre Granite Company has commenced quarrying operations on quite a large scale for
the purpose of supplying paving blocks for a number of cities, among
which may be specially mentioned Cincinnati, Ohio. The recently organized Dunn Mountain Granite Company, of Salisbury, is about to
commence the development of granite quarries in that locality.
Scmdstone.-A recent scientific examination of Moore county brown
stone, contained in property in the vicinity of Carthage, has been made
by Mr. Henry E. Colton, of Chattanooga, Tennessee. The results of this
examination are decidedly favorable to the quality of the stone. It is
probable that quarrying operations will be undertaken in the near
future. The stone is so situated as to be quarried with a minimum of
expense.
]farble.-A large deposit of white marble in McDowell county has
been examined by experts and is reported both as being of fine quality
and of large extent. A plant valued at ,$50,000 has recently been
established for the purpose of quarrying marble in Cherokee county.
Slate.-Deposits of slate in Montgomery county have recently been
discovered, and steps toward t-keir development have been taken by
Mr. C. C. Wade. The North Carolina Slate Company has recently
applied to the legislature of the State for an act of incorporation.
OHIO.

The kinds of stone produced in this State are exclusively sandstone
and limestone. The total output of sandstone in 1889 was valued at
$3,046,656. In the production of .sandstone Ohio stands in first place
among the sandstone-producing States of the Union and second in the
value of its total stone output. The next State in order in 1889 was
Pennsylvania, with an output valued at $1,609,159. It is thus evident
that Ohio not only occupied first place, but was largely in advance of
the State standing second.
Sandstone.-One hundred and ninety-two quarries were operated in
1889. The product came from the following counties, named in the order
of the value of their output: Cuyahoga, $1,118,409; Lorain, $1,067,240;
Stark, $140,426; Scioto, $71,700; Washington, $59,736; Huron, $59,118;
Fairfield, $57,162; Summit, $50,310; Trumbull, $41,440; l\forrow,
$41,037; Wayne, $29,250; l\fuskingum, $25,095, and smaller amounts
from Crawford, Richland, Holmes, Harrison, Tuscarawas, Belmont, Jeferson,Mahoning, Erie, Delaware, Franklin, Lucas, Meigs, Montgomery,
Ross, Licking, Guernsey, Columbiana, Perry, Portage, Wood, Ashland,
Pike and Lawrence. It is evident that by far the most of the stone comes
from Cuyahoga and Lorain counties, in the northern part of the State.
The stone was used for the following purposes: Building, $1,846,918;
abr~s~y~ pllrposes, $525,548; street work, $430,552, and the remainder
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was used for bridge, dam, and railroad work and for miscellaneous purposes. Iu the production of stone for abrasive purposes Ohio stands
first. The total value of the stone produced in 188!) for these purposes
was $580,000, so that it is evident that Ohio produces nearly the entire
amount. Some of the sandstone quarries of Cuyahoga and Lorain
counties are operated in a most thorough, complete, and economical
manner; the latest appliances are in use, and for smoothness of working very few quarries in the country can compare with them. The operations of the Cleveland Stone Company are the most important. The
use of the Knox system of blasting in the quarries of this company is
attended with great success. The stone is of such a thoroughly homo·
genous character that the result of a blast by the Knox system is simply to move, slightly, large masses of stone with<>ut sprauling or weakening them in any manner. It might almost be said that one could
stand upon the mass of rock while being blasted out without danger of
personal injury.
The following are a number of analyses of sandstone taken from various quarries in the State:
.Analyses of Ohio sandstone.
No.1.
Buff.

No.3.
Euclid
bluestone.

No.2.
Berea.

No.4.
Columbia.

Per cent.
Per cent.
Per cent.
Pe1· cent.
Silica ........••.........•...........•..
97.00
96.90
95.00
96.50
Alumina......................................................
2.50 ......••....
Iron oxides............................
1.00
1.68
1.00 ............
Linte..................................
1.15
.55 ............
1.00

No.5.
Elyria.

Per cent.
87.66
1.72
3.52
.17

1

~ ~~~fts~~li ·;~ci~:: ~~: ~:~~ ~ ~: :: ::~~::::: ···· ·· · ·:64. ···· ····:55· :::::::::::: ········:5o· ........ : ~~carbonic acid, water, and loss..........

. 21

. 32

Total. ...........•................

100.00

100. oo

I

1. 50

2. 00

2.03

100.00

100.00

100.00

No.1 came from Amherst, Ohi.o; No.2, from Berea; No.3, from Euclid county; No.4, from Columbia
couutv, and No.5, from Grafton, Ohio.
The analyses of Nos. I and 2 were made by Messrs. J. H. Salesbury and John Eisenmann, respectively, and No.5 by Mr. F. lf. Jewett.

The sandstone of Ohio is so well known all over the country as a
building and grindstone materialthat it is necessary to say very little
here in regard to its desirable qualities. It is shipped practically over
the entire United States.
New and prospective developments.-Developments of new quarries
are rapidly being made both by companies long established as well as
by new ones which are forming from year to year. The following firms
opened new sandstone quarries during 1890: Mr. T. S. Gerhard, of Independence Township, Cuyahoga county; Mr. J. M. Crouch, of Gann,
Knox county; Mr. J. N. Kisner, of Warsaw, Coshocton county; Mr.
R. G. Garver, of Wilmot, Stark county; the Youngstown Stone Company, of Youngstown, Mahoning county; Messrs. Richard & Dicky, of
Mill Rock, Columbiana county, and Mr. H. M. Friend, of Summit Hill,
~oss county.
The Uniontown Firestone Company, of Uniontowll,
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Pennsylvania) began to operate a sandstone quarry at New Lisbon,
Columbiana county, in August of 1890.
Limestone.-The Ohio limestone, including the value of lime produced from it, amounted to a value of $1,514,934 in 1889. It came from
the following counties, named in the order of their importance·: Ottawa, $230,485; Stark, $132,821; Erie, $128,169; Clark, $101,707; Miami, $91,810; 1\:fontgomery, $87,650; Wood, $79,799; Franklin, $76,778;
Seneca~ $68,772; Lucas, $53,568; Preble, $52,700; Sandusky, $52,122;
Hamilton, $49,683; Allen, $42,515; Hancock, $37,253; Highland,
$35,557; and smaller amounts from Greene, Hardin, Lawrence, Wyandotte, Butler, Delaware, Muskingum, Scioto, Shelby, Van Wert,
I"'ogan, Guernsey, Jackson, Putnam, Clermont, Crawford and Olinton. The value of the lime produced from the limestone of the State
in 1889 was $581,325. For building purposes an amount valued at
$407,388 was used; for street and road work the amount used was
$183,235. An amount valued at $105,963 was used for flux. Theremainder was devoted to bridge, dam and railroad work mainly. It is
evident from the consideration of the productive counties that most of
the limestone comes from the western part of the State, particularly the
northwestern part.
The following analyses of limestone in Ohio are presented:
Analyses of Ohio limestone.

INo.

Carbonate Carbo;nate .AJum.~a
of lime.
of
and _ox1de
magnesia. of Iron.

Locality.

Silica.

0

.

~~ft~~~ Moisture.

--1------·-----1----1----1·--- - - - - - - - - -

1
2
3
4

5

()
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

it

16

Sandusky coqnty •..............
·wood county .................. .
Seneea county ................. .
Marble Heau, Ottawa county ...
Marble Cliff, Franklin county ..
.... uo .......................... .
Kellys Island, Erie county .... .
.... do .......................... .
l .•.. do .......................... .
! Athens county ............... ..
Fremont, Sandusky county .... .
· Portage, \Vood county ......... .
Genoa ......................... .
1

j'

~~~~f~~~y.-ott~~~-c~~~t::Y ~::::

Springfield, Clarke county .....

Per cent.

Per cent.

54.06
53.98
54.30
83.20
81.14
93.28
97.28
89.16
87.35
86.58
40.01
55.92
54.20
55.41
59.28
50.91

45.20
43.25
45.14
15.83
16.00
2.69
2.00
9.49
10.68
11.00
58.91
38.21
44.60
42.99
38.52
41.09

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
0.27
.43
.16
1.08
2.18
.27
. 25
• 20
.32
.50
1. 92
.79
.65
. 49
1.39

o. 74.

1.53
.23
.15
1.94
1.41
.85
1.05
1.49
2.10
.41
3. 92
.15
.21
1. 60
5.50

.••••••••• •••·••••••

.......... ---·······
---------- ......... .
0. 02
0. 80
.•••••••••.•...•••.•
•••.••.•.. ·••····•··
•••••••••• ··-·······
---------- ·-········
.................. ..
·••··••••• ••••••.•..
.••••••••. ··•···••··
·······--· •••·••••••
---------- .••..•••••
·--------- ·••••··••·
.•••••••••.•••..•••.
••••••••••.••••••••.

The analyses of Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 10 were made by Prof. E<lward Orton, State geologist Columbus
Ohio.
'
'

Analyses of limestone fr·om Findlay, Hancock county, Ohio.
Per cent.
Carbonate of lime..........................................

g~~~~n~1~ir~~ ~~~~~~i-~::: ~:::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::

50.298

778 MIN--27

'

49.221

4~: g~~

37.837

99.710

99.787

Alumina....................................................
3.100
Silica . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
2. 291
Sulphuric acid.............................................. Undetermined
Total .•.•.•.••..•••••..•....•... -- .................... .

Percent.

4.101
5.002
2.341
1.285
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OREGON.

In 1889 Oregon produced granite, limestone, and sandstone.
Granite.-The counties producing granite are as follows: Columbia,
1\riultnomah, Clackamas and Jackson. By far the most important is
the first-named county, the product of which went entirely into paving
blocks. Small quantities were used for building, cemetery purposes,
and bridge work.
Limestone.-Forty-one thousand dollars is the value of both limestone
and lime produced in Baker county, in the northwestern part of the ·
State. It was used entirely for burning into lime and for flux.
Sa·n dstone.-Sandstone was produced in Linn and Jackson counties
in small amount. According to the tests which have been made, the
sandstone appears to -do very well as a cupola lining.
New and prospective developrnents.-Mr. L. M. Perkins, of Hudson,
opened a new sandstone quarry in the summer of 1890.
1J;farble.-Extensive deposits of marble near :Boseburg, Douglas
county, have been opened by Messrs. Woodard & Willis, of that city.
The product is said to resemble the famous Tennessee marble, and includes all colors. Future developments will have to determine the
value of this discovery. The Variety Marble Company, of Roseburg,
has put in machinery for the purpose of developing marble quarries in
Douglas county.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Among aJl the States producing stone, Pennsylvania takes first place
when all of the kinds of stone are considered, yielding a product valued
at $7,319,199. The total value of the entire stone product of the United
States in 1889 was $53,035,620. By comparing these figures, it will be
noted that of the entire product Pennsylvania yielded 13.8 per cent.
Its ·preeminence as a stone-producing State is due to the large amount
of limestone and slate produced. In both of these kinds of stone
Pennsylvania holds first place, and second place in the production of
sandstone and bluestone. All of the various kinds of stone which are
commercially distinguished from each other are produced in Pennsylvania. These kinds are, in the order of their relative importance for the
State: Limestone, $2,655,477; slate, $2,011,726; sandstone, $1,609,159;
granite, $623,252; bluestone, $377,735, and marble, $41,850.
Granite.-The total value of the granite output in 1889 was $623,252.
This product came from sixty-four quarries contained iJ;l. the following
counties: Delaware, $122,279; Philadelphia, $108,736; Montgomery,
$91,214; Bucks, $90,884; Chester, $66,398, and smaller amounts from
Lancaster,_Luzerne, Adams, Berks, Dauphin, Lehigh and York. Of
the total output that devoted to street work is the most important, the
value for tbis purpose being $292,114. For general building purposes
an amount valued at $143,231 was used, and smaller amounts for
bridge purposes. A little was used for cemetery work.
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New and prospective developments.-Messrs. W. G. Cunningham &
Co., of Philadelphia, opened a new granite quarry in Adams county
in September, 1890.
Sandstone.- The total value of the sandstone produced in 1889 was
$1,609,159. The product came fwm the following-named counties, the
most productive of which are in the northwestern, western, and southwestern parts of the States. The productive counties, in the order of
their importance, are as follows : Beaver, $344,038 ; Dauph.in, $243,219;
Lawrence, $130,973; Allegheny, $120,315; Westmoreland,~ $108,518;
Montgomery, $87,994; Lackawanna, $72,260; Fayette, $68,602; Luzerne, $54,054; Somerset, $51,717 ; and smaller amounts from Huntingdon, Bucks, Chester, Tioga, Philadelphia, Lancaster, Indiana, Berks,
Blair, Lehigh, Erie, Lebanon, Clearfield, Lycoming, Venango, Jefferson, Cambria, Warren, Elk, Crawford, Armstrong, Clarion, McKean,
Delaware, Greene and Susquehanna. Scattered over these are 159
quarries. Most of the product was used for building purposes, the
amount devoted to this use being valued at $777,123; for bridge work
an amount valued at $496,902 was used; for street work, $175,062;
to miscellaneous uses a smaller~ amount was devoted.
The following is an analysis made by Prof. Brenneman, of Ithaca, New
York, of a san<lstone from Luzerne county:
Analysis of sandstone f1·orn Luzerne county, Pennsylvania.
Percent.
Si1ica and i11soluule matter............................................
94.00
1. 98
:Ferric oxide . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . ..
Lin1e. .. . .. .... ............ ...... . . .. ..................................
1.10
~Iagnesia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l. 00
Volatile m:ttter at red heat (water and ca.r bonic acid).................
1. 92
.Alumina .............................................................. Trace.
Total ............................................................

jloQOO

•
The specific gravity of this stone is 2.656.
Further tests made of this stone show it to be of fine quality, emi·
nently .fitted for street work.
Analysis of sand8tone f1·om McKee's Gap, Blair county, Pennsylvania.
Per cent.

Iron and alumina......................................................

Silica..................................................................

99.10
.60

Total.......................... ...................................

99.95

ro~~n::i~~iti~~--:::: :·:.::: :·. -_-_-_: :::: :·.:::·.::::::--·_ ·.: ::·:. ·.:::: ::::::::: Trac~25
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Below are given two analyses of sandstone from Fayette county. The
quarry from which this stone was taken is operated by Messrs. W. C.
& H. S. Drumm, of Layton's Station.
Analyses oJ sandstone from Fayette county, Pennsylvania.

I
Silica ..... -· ............................. ,..................
Alumina....................................................
Iron . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Water......................................................
Total..................................................

No.1.

No.2.

Pe1· cent. Per cent.
96.54
99.46
3. 39
. 45
. 01 Trace.
.06

. 09

100.00

100.00

No.1 from Layton quarry.
No.2 from Oakdale quarry.

New and prospective developments.-Sandstone quarries were opened
in 1890 by the following firms: Messrs. Jute, Stratton & ].,oley,
of Pittsburg, opened a sandstone quarry at Layton's Station. The
Bellevue Land Company, of Washington, commenced operations upon a
sandstone quarry; Mr. Wi1liam E. Cunningham, of Pennsylvania, opened
a brownstone quarry in Bucks county in December of 1890; Messrs. Robinson Brothers, of Homewood, Beaver county, began quarrying sandstone
ill August, 1890. The Middletown and Hummelstown Stone and Lime
Company, of Middletown, began quarrying brownstone in the summer
of 1890; Messrs. F. T. Scott's Sons, of York, opened a brownstone
quarry in July, 1890; Messrs. Foster Brothers, of Allegheny, began
quarrying brownstone at Homewood, Beaver county, in April, 1890.
Bluestone.-Bluestone is the name given to a variety of sandstone,
which consists of grains or granules of silica cemented together by silica.
This stone is used almost entirely for street work in the form of curbstones and flagging. It is quarried chiefly in New York State, although
the product fro~ Pennsylvania is scarcely to be distinguished from the
New York stone, and enters into competition with it in the market.
The total value of bluestone produced in Pennsylvania in 1889 was
$377,735. It came from seventy-two quarries reported in the following
counties: Susquehanna, $144,619; Pike, $126,250; Wyoming, $74,004:;
Bradford, $16,476; and much smaller amounts in Monroe, Wayne, Lackawanna, Schuylkill and Lycoming counties.
Limestone.-The total value of the limestone produced in Pennsylvania in 1889 was $2,655,477. Of the product, however, comparatively
little was used as limestone itself, most of it being used for burning
into lime and as blast-furnace flux. The productive counties, in order
of their importance, are as follows: Montgomery, $475,572; Lawrence,
$434,935; Chester, $321,680; Lebanon, $203,986; Lancaster, $184,962;
Northampton, $171,674; York, $135,575; Berks, $129,651; Blair,
$122,G65; Lehigh, $85,559; Columbia, $66,738; and smaller amounts
in Huntingdon, Adams, Dauphin, l\1ifflin, Cumberland, Bedford, Lycoming, Franklin, Montour, Allegheny, Union, Bucks, Armstrong,
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Northumberland, Somerset, Butler, Bradford, Beaver, Erie, Monroe,
Crawford and Washington. For building purposes an amount valued
at $238,431 was used. The value of the lime produced, a large portion
of which went · for agricultural purposes, was $1,195,955. For blastfurnace flux the value of the product consumed was $949,083. The
remainder was used for street and bridge work chiefly. It is probable
that the amount named above as consumed for flux is smaller than the
true amount. This is due to the fact that considerable quantities of
limestone are quarried by blast-furnace establishments for fluxing purposes, of which, apparently, a careful account is not in all cases kept.
The following are analyses of the so-called Acme Avondale limestone of Chester county. The analyses were made by Messrs. Booth,
Garrett and Blair, of Philadelphia:
Analyses of Acme limestone frorn Chester county, Pennsylvan·ia.
Dark
colored
stone.
Carbonate of lime...................................................

8ii~~~~~~~; ~~~!~:i~~- ~::: ~::::::::::::: ~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::

Insoluble matter....................................................

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . .

Light

colored
stone.

Per cent. Per cent.
73.07
94.82

'

t ~~

1
:

~g

20. 87

4. 34

100. 79

100. 39

This stone shows a tendency to become popular as building stone, and
its qualities generally render it desirable.
The following are analyses of stone from Hyndman, Bedford county,
Pennsylvania, made by Mr. Otto Wirth, of Pittsburg:
Analyses of limestone f1·om Hyndman, Bedfm·d county, Pennsylvania •

.
Insoluble matter....................................................
Carbonate of lime...................................................
Total . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . . • • • . • • . . • . • . • . • • . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

Blue
stone.

Fossil
stone.

Per cent. Per cent.
4.14
2. 70
95. 76
97. 30
99. 90

100. 00

The following is an analysis of a limestone from a quarry in Armstrong county:
Analysis of Armstrong county, Pennsylvania, limestone.
Per cent.
Carbonate of lime .............•.................•.....................

8~ig~ ~ftfr~~ r::~!f~~~~i~~~:::: ~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Phosphorus ......................................................... ..
Silica ...........••••...••••..••.•.•..•..•••..•..•...•...•.•....•••... .. .

96.007
1. 498
1.462
.034
.790

Total .•••••.••••••••..••..........•....•........•••.•••.•••••.....

99.791

1
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The following is an analysis of limestone from Midvale, Franklin
county, by Prof. William P. Tonry, of Baltimore, Maryland:
.Analysis of li'mestone f1·orn Midvale, Pennsylvania.
Percent.
Carbonate of lime .........................................•...........

~ill~~~~~~ ~-f· ~~~~-e_s_i~-::::::: ::: :~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::

94.427
3. 880
1. 700

Total. ..•••....•...•......•..•••••.•......... ··············•······

100.007

The following is an analysis of Franklin county limestone:
.Analysis of li1nestone from Franklin county, Pennsylvania.
Percent.
Calcium carbonate .....•..•.••••....•....••..•........•..•....•.......
Magnesium carbonate .....•...................••••..........•.........
Iron .........................................................•.........
Silica ...........•.....•......•........•.•.....•••.•...•....•..........

92.079
4.420
1. 420
2.130

Total. ....•••• ; . • • • • • • • • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • • • . • • • . • • • . .

100. 049

The following are analyses of limestone from Fayette county:
.Analyses of Fayette county, Pennsylvania, limestone.
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
Calcium carbonate ....•.•.•.••••••.....•......••.
Magnesium carbonate ...•••...................••.
Phosphorus ................•..•...•....•......••.
Insoluble matter .•....••••.••........•••••..•....

95.210
3. 400
. 005
1. 385

95.180
1. 840
.004
2. 976

94.460
3.520
.005
1.980

TotaL . . . . • • . . • • • • • . . • . . • • . . • • • . • • • . • . • . • • • . .

100. 000

100. 000

99.965

The following is an analysis of limestone from Columbia county:
.Analysis of Columbia county, Pennsylvania, limestone.
Per cent.
Carbonate of lime .........••......•...••...•.....••••..•..•••.•••.••.•
Silica ..........................••..•................••.....•..•....••.•
Oxide of iron and alumina ........................•.•..............•...
Carbonaceous matter and water ...........................•...••.•....
Carbonate of magnesia ...............••......•...••...•...•...•..••...

90.47
6. 08
1. 36
1. 50
.59

Total. ......•....•..•..•.•••.........••......•...••..••..•.•.•••..

100.00

The following are analyses of limestone from Lime Ridge, Columbia
county, Pennsylvania, by Messrs. Booth, Garrett, and Blair, of Philadelphia:
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Analyses of lirnestone from Lirne Ridge, Colurnbia county, Pennsylvania.

iJN"o.

1 ..................
2 ..................
3.,,,
______________
4-----------·-----·
5 ...... .....................
6 .•••.••.•••.••••••

7 ..................

Oxide
Carbonate Carbonate of iron
and
of m~gof lime.
alumina.
nes1a.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

88.450
82.371
70.981
92.314
96.125
94.267
93.378

4. 782
7. 791
5.630
3. 901
1. 767
1. 934
2.004

.660
1.190
3.444
. 530
. 500
• 550
.630

Phosphorus.

Siliceous
matter.

Per cent.

Per cent.

..;

. 020
• 023
. 032
. 006
. 006
.020
.014

6. 26
8. 83
19.51
3. 34
1. 86
3.48
4.17

The following is an analysis of gray limestone from a quarry in Lawrence county, made by Mr. Otto Wirth, of Pittsburg:
.Analysis of g1·ay lirnestone frorn Lawrence county, Pennsylvania.
Per cent.
Carbonate of lime. ___ ................................................. _
95. ~5
Carbonate of 1nagnesia .............................................. ..
1. 03
Oxide of iron ......................................................... .
. 91
Alumina .............................................................. .
. 74
Silica. -.. -- ....... _................................................... _
2. 03
Phosphoric acid .................................................. ____ _
.04
Sulphuric acid _................................................... _.. _ Trace.
Total. ........................................................... .

100.00

The following is an analysis of East Conshohocken stone, Consho·
hock en, Montgomery county:
.Analysis of East Conshohocken lirnestone, Montgornery county, Pennsylvania.
Percent.
Lime ................................................................. .
1\Iagnesia .............. -- ... - ... - .. --- .............. -- ............. - .. .
Alumina -.-.-- ...... - ... --- .. -.- ..................................... .
Oxide of iron---------------------------- ............................. .
Silica. __ . _. _. __ . _........ __ ... _....................................... _
Phosphorus-------------···-···-----------·---· ...................... .
Sulphuric acid. ___ ... _.. _............................................. .

51.600
8. 300
10.000
3. 600
26.200
.040
.400

TotaL ... -- ..... -- --.......................................... . . . .

100.140

The following is an analysis of limestone from Lawrence county:
.Anctlysis of Lawrence county, Pennsylvania, limestone.
Percent.
Carbonate of lime_·-------------- ................................... ..
Phosphoric acid .. _.. _.. __ ...... _............ _....................... ..
.Oxide of iron and alumina ............................................ .

iffnU:~~~~:~~~~ ~::: ::::-.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

95.070
• 750
2.240
.052
1.620
.150
.100

TotaL ........................................................... .
Phosphorus .......................................................... _

99.982
.023

~ilig~~~~~ -~~ -~~-~~~~~~~::::::::::::::: ::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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The following is an analysis of limestone from Hellertown, N orthampton county:
Analysis of limestone fr·om Hellertown, NoTthmnpton county, Pennsylvania.
Per cent.
Carbonate of lime ..........................................•..........

~:~~~~~\~~ror\~%~~~~~::::::: ::::::::: ~::: ~:::::::::::::: :: ::: ::::::::

Alumina ............................................................. .
Silica ...............•..................................................
Phospl1oric acid ..••••.........................................•.......

~~~~:~~¥:~:~~~o:~~ii~;:::

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Total. •••••.••••.............•..•••••••..•...•.•. ···············-

53.875
25.494
4. 060
6. 090

5.470
. 089
.174
1. 016
3. 640

99. 908

New and prospective developments.-Mr. Joseph Gassert, of Lebanon,
began quarrying limestone for burning into lime in February, 1890.
Limestone quarries were also opened during 1890 by Mr. J. B. K. Richen bach, of Leesport, Berks county, and William E. Laut, of !.Jancaster,
Lancaster county.
Slate.-The slate industry of this State, everything considered, is perhaps the most interesting subdivision of its stone industry. The slate
industry is in by far the greater part limited to Pennsylvania and Vermont. The total valu'e of all slate produced in the United States in
1889 was $3 7482,513. The value of all slate produced in Pennsylvania
in the same year was $2,011,726. The total value of all slate produced
in the State of Vermont was $842,013. The importance of Pennsylvania as a slate-producing State is evident from these comparisons.
While there is a great variety in the colors of the slate prod need inVermont, a similar statement does not apply to Pennsylvania, the product
of which is entirely black, although a very fine distinction is locally
made between black and a sort of bluish-black.
The actively quarried slate belt of Pennsylvania really begins in
Sussex county, in the northeastern part of New Jersey, where, at
La Fayette and Newton, there are slate quarries in operation, and
also in Warren county, at Polkville. The Pennsylvania portion of
• this slate belt begins at the Delaware Water Gap, in the northeastern part of N ortbampton county, and extends through N orthampton, Lehigh and Berks counties in a southwesterly direction. There
is then a break filled up by Lebanon and Lancaster counties to the
southwest, but in the southern part of York county operations in what
is known as the Peach Bottom region reappear. Passing from the Delaware Water Gap in a southwesterly direction, the most important producing localities are as follows: Slateford, Mount Bethel, East Bangor,
Pen Argyl, Wind G-ap, Belfast, Edelman, Chapman Quarries, Treichlers, Danielsville, Walnutport, Slatington, Tripoli, Lynnport, Steinsville, and :finally, in York county, a portion of what is known as the
Peach Bottom region, which is for the most part in the northern part of
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Harford county, Maryland. The most important localities in York
county are West Bangor and Delta, which may be regarded as the
principal points for the entire Peach Bottom region. The slate of Pennsylvania is frequently divided, more for commercial reasons than anything else, into the following regions: The Bangor region, the Lehigh,
the Northampton Hard Vein, the Pen Argyl, and the Peach Bottom
regions. The Bangor region is entirely within Northampton county,
and is the most important. It includes quarries at Bangor, East Bangor, Mount Bethel, and Slateford; the I .. ehigh region includes I... ehigh
county entire, also a few quarries in Berks and Carbon counties, aud
also a small number of quarries in Northampton county on the side of
the Lehigh river opposite Slatington; the Pen Argyl region embraces
quarries at Pen Argyl and Wind Gap, in Northampton county. The
Northampton Hard Vein region is especially distinguished on account
of the extreme hardness of the slate as compared with that produced
in other regions of the State. It includes the following localities: Chapman Quarries, Belfast, Edelman, Seemsville, and Treichlers, all inNorthampton county. The Peach Bottom region includes four quarries in
York county, Pennsylvania, and five in Harford county, Maryland.
One of the chief difficulties met with in quarrying the so-called " soft"
slate of Pennsylvania is the occurrence of what are known as "ribbons." These ribbons are composed of foreign material and are exceedingly hard and interfere not a little with the' smooth and economical
quarrying of the slate. These ribbons are entirely wanting in the Peach
Bottom slate, and this makes a great difference in the ease of quarrying
in favor of the product of the Peach Bottom region. The slate produced at Chapman quarries and other localities quarrying the same kind
of slate that i~ produced at this locality is so extremely hard that
although it can be split with about the same readiness as the soft slate,
it has to be sawed with diamond saws. This hardness is naturally an
advantage to the slate, rendering it durable and nonabsorptive. For
flagging purposes it is extremely adapted, chiefly on account of its
hardness. The most important product into which this hard vein slate
is made is roofing slate, although it finds considerable application for
billiard tables, imposing stones, blackboards, cisterns, lintels, window
sills, copings, ridgepoles, stairsteps, and floor tiles. For paving purposes it has given great satisfaction. For use in blackboards and school
slates it does not appear to compare favorably with the output of Bangor and Lehigh.
Considering the slate product according to the counties, the following
statement will suffice: Northampton, $1,467,653; Lehigh, $487,133;
York, $36)553, and very much smaller amounts from Berks and Carbon
counties. There are in all104 quarries. The value of all the slate produced for roofing purposes in 1889 was $1,636,945; for other purposes
the value amounted to $374,831. It appears to be generally acknowledged that for the sum total of desirable qualities for roofing, the Peach
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Bottom slate is far ahead of that from any other locality in Pennsylvania. The advantages are its unchangeable color, and the smooth
and glassy appearance which its presents upon the roof, together with
great durability.
The production of slate according to the various regions which have
been enumerated for Pennsylvania is as follows: The Bangor region,
$707,162; Lehigh, $690,382; Northampton Hard Vein region, $184,595;
Pen Argyl, $303,030; Peach Bottom, including, however, that produced
in Mary land, $146,565.
The largest quarry in the State, and probably in the country, is the
old Bangor quarry at Bangor. The dimensions of this quarry are 1,100
feet long, 350 feet wiJ.e, with an average depth of 175 feet. Operations
are conducted on a very large scale here in every respect, two locomotive engines and a largo number of cars being kept duTing a part of
the year almost coustantly employed in stripping and transporting the
surface material to the dump.
Slate quarrying, not only in Pennsylvania but in all other States
producing slate, is carried on almost entirely by the Welsh, in so far as
skilled labor is concerned. This is of course due to the fact that operations of quarrying slate have been better studied in the enormous slate
quarries of Wales than in any other part of the worlcf, and naturally
labor skilled in slate-quarrying comes from that country. For ordinary
labor, such as stripping, Italians supply most of the demand. .A large
school-slate factory is in active operation at Bangor. In this faetory
the operations are carried on almost entirely by machinery, whieh is so
perfect in its working that the manual labor required in attending to
it is largely monopolized by children of both sexes. Similar statements
may be made of large and prosperous school-slate factories in operation
in Slatington and Walnutport. In the manufacture of roofing slate,
boys are quite freely employed in the work of trimming the slates after
they have been split to the proper thickness and approximate size.
This practice enables the Welsh to keep the skilled work largely in
their own hands, as they bring up their sons to learn the business after
them, beginning with the light work of trimming, and as they grow
older and stronger extending their work to the heavier operations.
Slate is well adapted for ornamental purposes after it has gone through
the process of marbleizing. Quite a variety of stones and wood are thus
imitated in a very successful manner. The following is a list of different kinds of stone which are thus imitated: Gray granite, 1\fexican
onyx, fossil limestone, Devonshire marble, Tennessee marble, Circassian, Egyptian, and Pyrenees marble, and in fact all the better known
varieties of variegated marble; also blue agate, red gTanite, red serpentine, the various kinds of woods, and petrified wood of California.
As the industry progresses the number of different kinds of imitations
increases. The slab to be marbleized is first rub bed by hand with fino
sand, using a wooden bloc1r covered with cloth. The marbleizing proc-
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ess is done in two ways. For the marble h:1ving fme veins and lines
running through it, like Spanish marbles, it is colored on a :float, as it
is called; that is to say, a large vat of water is sprinkled with the different oil paints required. The effect desired on the stone is thus produced on the surface of the water and is then transferred to the slab
by simply immersing the slab and leaving the representation on it.
According to the other method the coloring is done by hand, using
brushes, sponges, and feathers to smear on the paint. In this process
water colors are used. At this stage the slab is baked over night, the
temperature of the oven or kiln varying from 175° F. to 225° F. After
this first baking it is varnished, and the baking repeated. Next, it is
scoured with ground pumice dust, varnished, and baked again. If any
gilding is to be done, this is effected after coming out of the kiln for
the third time. The next stage consists in rubbing with very fine
pumice stone and a felt block, after which it is baked for the last time.
Rubbing with rotten stone follows, and the final polish is put on by
rubbing with the palm of the hand.
The purposes to which slate are applied are increasing quite rapidly
from year to year. For quite a complete list of the uses to which slate
is at present put, see the report on Vermont.
New and prospective developments.-Mr. George W. Geiser, of Easton,
expected to develop slate property during 1890. Messrs. Jackson Brothers, of Pen Argyl, began operations upon a new slate quarry in the
spring of 1890. The Doster Slate Company, of Bethlehem, organized
late in 1889, began operations as slate producers in 1890•
. Marble.-Marble was quarried in 1\tiontgomery county, at quarries
near Conshohocken and King of Prussia. The total amount produced
was valued at $41,850. It was used largely for builclirig purposes,
chiefly for steps, window sills, exterior trimmings of houses, etc. The
waste is used as :flux in iron furnaces and also in the manufacture of
glass. The quarries have been operated for a number of years.
RHODE ISLAND.

Granite, sandstone, and limestone were produced in Rhode Island in
1889.
Granite.-The value of the granite output was $931,216. Rho~e Island
stands first among the granite-producing States in the value of granite
devoted to monuments and general cemetery and decorative work. The
productive counties are as follows: Washington, $737,456; Providence,
$184,655, and smaller amounts from Newport and Kent counties. The
value of the granite sold as cemetery and monumental stock was $588,199; for general building purposes $266,400 worth was used; for street
work, including $45,817 as the value of paving blocks, an amount valued
at $65,817 was used. The remainder was devoted to bridge, dam, and
railroad work. The granite quarries and works located at Westerly,
Washington county, have long been celebrated for the very fine orna-
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mental stock produced. Most elaborately ornamented monuments and
statues are turned out in great number. The plants for finishing and
polishing are exceedingly well equipped; all the latest improvements in
quarry tools being freely used. The stone is particularly well adapted
for successful ornamentation and fine finish, and this accounts largely
for the prominence of this branch of the granite industry in the State.
In fine carving a pneumatic tool, striking exceedingly rapid blows and
operated by heavy air pressure is becoming popular among granite-cutters. The rapidity with which fine work can be executed is very much
increased by the use of this tool. Its value in connection with granite
as well as with ornamental marble has already been satisfactorily demonstrated.
Sandstone.-Sandstone valued at $21,170 was produced in Providence
county. The product was used entirely for building.
Limestone.-Providence county also yielded limestone and lime. together valued at $27,625. Practically the whole amount was used for
burning into lime, a very small quantity being used for flux.
SOUTH CAROLINA.

Granite and limestone were produced in this State in 1889.
Granite.-Nine quarries contained in Fairfield and Richland counties
produced granite valued at $47,614. Nearly the entire product came
from the first-named county. It was used mainly for street work, the
remainder being divided up between building, cemetery, and bridge
work.
New and prospective developments.-N ew granite quarries were opened
during 1890 by the following: Mr. A. J. Gilbert, in the neighborhood of
Bordeaux, Abbeville county; the Columbia Granite Construction and
Manufacturing Company, of Columbia; and Mr. F. Hopperfield, of
Yorkville, York county.
Limestone.-Limestone valued at $14,520 was produced in Abbeville
and Spartanburg counties. It was used for bridge work and burning
into lime.
]}fnrble.-In 1889 Mr. C. E.l\1:ayhew, of Columbia, discovered a bed of
blue marble near Walhalla, Oconee county, and was taking steps to
organize a stock company with a oapital of $25,000 with the purpose
of developing it.
SOUTH DAKOTA.

The kinds of stone produced in this State are granite, sandstone, and
limestone.
Grcmite.-The granite product in 1889 was valued at $304,673. The
entire amount came from Minnehaha county, in the southeastern part
o( the State. The product was divided in its application between paving blocks, valued at $170,695, and building, which consumed the re-
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mainder. Much of the stone classified here, for commercial reasons, as
granite is really quartzite, a variety of sandstone.
Sandstone.-The production of sandstone in J 889 amounted to $93,570.
It was produced at twelve quarries located in the following counties,
the most important of which is the first-named: Fall River, LawrmJCe,
Pennington and Ouster. Of the total value, $81,941 worth was devoted
to building purposes and the remainder to abrasive purposes. The
above-mentioned counties are all in the southwestern part of the State.
The following data were secured by M[lj. John R. JUcGinnis, of the Ordnance Department, Rock Island Arsenal, Illinois. The stone was from
];""all River county:
Tests of South Dakota sandstone.
Percentage of water absorbed .... •. . ••.. ••. .••• .• .••.• .•. .• .. •• . 8. 08
Specific gravity............................ . • • . . . • . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . 2. 47
Crushing strength, pounus per square inch ...................... 3, 850

Another specimen gave:
Percentage of water absorbed .. .. .. . . . • .. • . .. . • .. . . .. • .. .. • .. . .. 7. 45
Crushing strength, pounds per square iuch ...................... 5, 200

New and prospective developn~ents.-New sandstone quarries were
opened in 1890 by the following companies: The Fall River Stone Oompa,Hy and the Norfolk Stone Company, at Hot Springs; Mr. Henry C.
Ashe, of Sturgis county; and Messrs. Scott & Holmes, of Fairburn, in
the southern Black Hills region of Ouster county.
Limestone.-.A very small quantity of limestone was produced in
Ouster county in the southwestern part of the State in 1889.
TENNESSEE.

The stone interests of this State center chiefly in the marble produc
tion of Knox, Loudon, and Hawkins counties. In addition to the production of marble, however, comparatively small quantities of limestone
and sandstone were also produced during the year 1889.
Sandstone.-.A small quantity of sandstone, valued at $2,722, was
produced at four localities, situated in Giles, Marion, Campbell and
Maury counties. It was almost entirely used for ordinary building
purposes.
Limestone.- Limestone, valued at $73,028, was produced in 1889 from
the following counties: Houston, $47,950; Davidson, $9,120, and smaller
amounts from Maury, :Montgomery, Hickman, Franklin and Marshall
counties. Most of the product was used for conversion into lime, the
lime produced being valued at $60,625. The remainder was divided up
between the ordinary building, flux, and street work.
Marble.-The total value of the marble output of Tennessee in 1889
was $419,467. This product came from twenty-two quarries in Knox,
H~twkins and Loudon counties. Of the total value, a product valued
at $283,154: was produced in Knox county. The value of that from
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Hawkins county was $103,813. The remainder, $32,500, came from
Loudon county.
· The marble-producing region of Tennessee is in the extreme eastern
and northeastern parts of the State. Tennessee marble first came into
notice about 1863, following immediately upon the close of the war. The
first notable use to be made of it was in the United States Capitol building at Washington. Ever since the discovery of the product it has been
valued chiefly for purposes of interior decoration and for use in furniture.
The product from Hawkins county is the handsomest and brings
a much higher price than the product from either Knox or Loudon
county. The principal shipping point for the Hawkins county product is
Whitesburg. The most important cities in the country for the manufacture of marble into furniture tops are Cincinnati, Ohio, and Baltimore,
Maryland. The marble product of Tennessee is so generally well known
for its attractive qualities that it is scarcely necessary to enter upon
the subject further here. Judging from efforts which were being made
to secure further investment of capital and to improve transportation
facilities, greater strides will be made in the next few years in the
marble regions of Tennessee than have been known heretofore. The
consolidation of some six or seven previously independent firms into
what is known as the Tennessee Producers' Marble Company will
doubtless have the effect of stimulating the industry and preserving a
definite grade of prices. The demand for the stone, particularly for interior decoration in dw~llings as well as in public buildings, seems to
be all that could be desired, and probably the condition of trade would
stand a much more active development of the quarries than has heretofore been effected. Improvements in transportation facilities are
sadly needed.
New and prospective developments.-The Awalt Marble Company, of
TuUahoma, has been organized as a branch of the Tennessee Land and
Improvement Company. It expects to commence the development of
marble deposits in the vicinity of Tullahoma, Coffee county. Marble
similar to Hawkins county marble has been discovered at Fountain
City, a suburb of Knoxville, Knox county. It is expected that the
Fountain City Land Company, which owns the property, will organize
a company to develop the stone. The Athenian Marble Company has
been incorporated for the purpose of developing marble quarries near
Athens, Mcl\:Iinn county. Marble has been discovered recently in
lYfarion county, a few miles from South Pittsburg. The product has
been analyzed, and is pronounced of good quality, susceptible of high
finish and of beautiful color.
Slate.-Although as yet no slate has been quarried in Tennessee, it
is probable that this State will shortly become productive of this stone.
The Tennessee Slate Company has been organized to quarry slate at a
point between Chilhowee mountain and McGregor's Knob. The slate
is regarded as of fine quality and suitable for roofing, as well as most
of the other purposes to which slate is applied.
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TEXAS.

Granite, sandstone, and limestone were produced in Texas in 1889.
The stone industry of this State dates back for only a few years, no
mention whatever being made of the production of stone in Texas in
the Tenth Census report.
Granite.-Eight quarries in Burnet, Gillespie and Llano counties,
all in the central part of the State, produced granite valued at $22,550.
Almost the entire output was used for ordinary building, a very
small quantity being devoted to cemetery purposes. The locality in
Burnet county at which the granite for the new capitol was quarried
is Marble Falls. The quarrying operations involved in obtaining stone
for the capitol were largely conducted with convict labor. The amount
of granite at this point is inexhaustible and appears to be of good
quality. The presence of an enormous water power is an inducement
for more extended quarrying operations than have yet been attempted
The adoption of this stone for the new capitol is the best guaranty of
its merit. It shows considerable variety in color, ranging from red or
rose color-the stone of which the capitol was constructed-to a light
gray, with various intermediate shades. It has shown a resistance to a
pressure of 11,891 pounds to the square inch before crushing. At or
near Marble Falls marble said to be of fine quality is found in large
quantities. It has shown a crushing strength of 14,782 pounds to the
square inch, the tests having been made by Col. D. W. Flagler at Rock
Island, Illinois. It is said that quarrying operations could be conducted at small cost, as there is but little stripping to be done. One
of the la:rgest dams in the world is now in course of construction across the Colorado river just above the city of Austin. The principal stone
used in the work is granite from the quarry near Marble Falls. The
Houston and Texas railroad has secured control of the Austin and
Northwestern railroad, running from Austin to Burnet and Marble
Falls, has changed the gauge from narrow to standard, and gives a
direct outlet from the quarry to the seaboard and to other railway transportation. This granite is also used to considerable extent for the jetty
work at Galveston. Sandstone is also found at the same locality.
Sandstone.-The value of the sandstone produced in 1889 in Texas
was $14,651. It was taken_ from seven quarries contained in the following counties named in order of relative outputs: Washington,
Parker, Grimes, Llano, Brown, Collin and Wise. It was entirely used
for building.
Limestone.-Limestone, valued at $217,835, including the value of lime
made from a portion of it, was obtained from eighteen quarries contained
in the following counties, named in order of their importance: Travis,
$62,686; Hood, $50,000; Bell, $35,698; Grayson, $23,040; El Paso,
$19,138, and smaller amounts from Washington, Lamar, Fannin, Lampasas, Coryell and Dallas. The product to the value of $135,901 was
used for building. The value of the lime produced was $6,700. The
remainder was used for flux, street, an~l bridge work.
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The following is an analysis of limestone from El Paso county.
Analysis of li-mestone

fron~

El Paso county, Texas.
Percent.

1---------------------------------------------Carbonate of calci::!lll. ...... ...........................................
Silica and trace of iron................................................
TotaL ...........................................................

97.50
2. 50

·jloO:OOI

UTAH.

Sandstone valued at $48,306, limestone at $27,568, and granite at
$8,700 were quarried .in 1889.
Sandstone.-The sandstone output came from Utah, Summit, Emery,
and Box Elder counties, nearly the entire amount coming from the first
two named. The entire product was used for building in Salt Lake
City, Provo City, and Ogden.
New and prospective developments.-Mr. H. W. Lawrence, of Salt J...~ake
City, opened a sandstone quarry in February, 1891.
Limestone.-Limestone came from Salt Lake and San Pete counties,
by far the greater part, however, from Salt Lake county. It was used
mainly for burning into lime and for fluxing.
Granite.-A very small quantity of granite was produced in Salt
l;ake and Weber counties. The amount was small and was used mainly
for building, although a little was devoted to cemetery work .
.llfarble.-The marble interests would apparently well repay more extended investigation than has been thus far devoted to them. There
are marble beds south of Nephi which are said to be of good quality,
although it has not yet been proved that they are capable of yielding
large blocks free from flaws. Another deposit is the property of the
Wasatch Marble Company on the divide between the heads of the Big
Cottonwood and Snake creeks. The marble here covers many acres and
is said to be hundreds of feet in thickness. It is white in color and free
from cracks or stains. It is said that blocks could be taken out as
large as it would be possible for the heaviest machinery to handle.
Efforts are now being made to develop this property.
Slate.-~!r. F. W. C. Hathenbruck, of Provo City, commenced quarrying slate and serpentine during the summer of 1890.
VERl\-IONT.

This State occupies a unique position iu. the United States in regard
to the stone industry. This is due to the fact that it is the great marble-producing State of the Union, producing vastly more than all the
rest of the country put together, and 1 secondly, to the fact that it is
only second to Pennsylvania in the production of slate. The kinds of
stone produced are granite, sandstone, limestone, marble, and slate.
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Gr-cmite.-The total value of the granite produced in 1889 in this
State was $581,870. The product came from 53 quarries in the following counties: By far the most important granite-producing county is
\Vasllington, the output of which was valued at $474,341; second is
Windham county, witn a product valued at $52 7460. The remaining
are: Orange, $24,100; Caledonia, $18,027; and smaller amounts from
Chittenden, Orleans and Windsor counties. The most important developments of the last decade in this State are those which have been
made at Barre. At this point there is an enormous supply of granite
of the finest quality, such that the product is well adapted, not only to
all the ordinary uses to which granite is put, but also for the finest kinds
of monumental and decorative work, to which it is quite largely applied. The methods of quarrying are modern. In one of the quarries
in this locality the Knox system of blasting is in very successful use.
The application of this recent method of blasting granite is quite limited,
and is not received with favor by a great many of the large producers of
granite in this ami other States. The objections to the system as applied to granite are probably, however, due more to the results of single, and in some cases, unsuccessful experiments than to long continued
and fair trials of it. The amounts devoted to the various purposes to
which granite is applied are: Cemetery and ornamental work, $412,287;
ordinary building, $45,198; street work, $48,323; bridge work and miscellaneous uses, $76,062.
New and prospective developments.-The following firms have opened
granite quarries during the year 1890: The Green Mountain Granite
Company, at Barre; the ExcelsiOr Granite Company, at Montpelier;
Mr. Jacob B. Taylor, at Barre; and the Berlin Granite Company, at
West Berlin.
Sandstone.-A very small quantity of sandstone for abrasive purposes
was produced in Orleans county.
Limestone.-The total value of limestone and lime produced in 1889
was $195,066. Of this amount $168,808 was the value of the lime produced. For building purposes an amount valued at $5,010 was produced. The remainder was divided up between street and bridge work.
JJfarble.-As already stated, the marble output of Vermont amounts
to more than is produced in all other localities in the United States.
The total value of the marble product in 1889 was $2,169,560. This
c~me from but three counties in the State: Rutland, $1,844,301; Bennington, $229,059; Franklin, $96,200. From this it is evident that the
Rutland quarries produce nearly the entire output. The productive
counties are all in the western part of the State, and, interrupted only
by Chittenden county, extend from the Dorset quarry in the southwestern corner to the Champlain marbles at Swanton in the extreme
northern part. The quarries now operated are in or near the towns of
Manchester, Dorset, East Dorset, Wallingford, Rutland, West Rutland, Proctor, Pittsford, Brandon, Fair Haven, Middlebury, Nort4
778MIN-28

'·
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Ferrisburg and Swanton. .Abandoned quarries are found alJ along
the railroad from Dorset to Middlebury. The largest operators in the
State are to be found at West Rutland and Proctor. .At these places
quarrying operations are carried on on an enormous scale with the very
latest and most improved machinery, and taken all together they are the
finest examples of economically quarried property to be found in the
world. The abundant water power at Proctor is fully utllized iu the
operations of the large mills mvned by the Vermont Marble Company.
Power is transmitted largely through the medium of compressed air.
New and prospective de'oeloprnents.-The Taconic :M arble Company was
formed for the purpose of developing marble property in Bennington
in the summer of 1890. Two quarries are now in working order and a
considerable output may be looked for in 1891.
Slate.-The total value of the slate output in 1889 was $842,013.
This product comes entJrely from Rutland county. The area in which
slate is actually produced at present is confined to a narrow strip in
Washington county, New York, and a somewhat wider one lying next
to it in Rutland county, Vermont. It extends from Castleton, Vermont, on the north, to Salem, New York, on the south, a distance of
35 or 40 miles, and has a maximum width of 6 miles, but the average is not more than a mile and a half. Scattered over this territory there are about forty-nine quarries in Vermont, and abandoned
quarries or those which for one cause or another are at present idle
number many more. The first commercial use to be made of the slate of
this region was between thirty and forty years ago, when Messrs . .Alanson
and Ira .Allen began on a small scale the manufacture of school slates
from the stone obtained at Scotch Hills, 2 miles north of the villa,ge
of Fair Haven. This quarry is still in operation. The industry has
now reached large proportions, the number of quarries keeping pace
with the demand for the stone, and this is steadily increasing as new
purposes are found for its application. Besides its well-known adaptability for roofing, slate is used locally in a comparatively rough state
for sidewalks, curbstones, hitching posts, underpinning, cellar walls,
and door steps. .As a manufactured article, after going through the
mill, it is offered for the following purposes: Billiard-table beds, mantels,
fireboards, register frames, radiator tops, steps and risers, platforms,
tiles, wainscoting, moldings, thresholds, window sills, lintels, brackets,
laundry tubs, washbow1 tops, cisterns, sinks, urinals, refrigerators,
blackboards, mangers, curriers' slabs, imposing stones, grave boxes,
grave covers, headstone.s, grave markers, vault doors, water tables,
belting courses, counter tops, brewers' vats, greenhouse shelves, chimney tops, switch boards, and panels for electric work. In the marbleizing process it is susceptible of considerable ornamentation, which makes
it more desirable still for many of the above uses and also extends the
list of its uses as follows: Table tops, stand tops, oard-receivers, soda.

water fotmtains 1 checker bo~ds, doorplates, signs7 a:nd paper weights,
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The slate differs somewhat in it_s physical properties, such as hardness,
homogeneity, and cleavage., but the greatest variation is to be found in
its color, no other place in the world showing as many colors in an area
of equal size. Most of the commercial names under which the slate is
sold are descriptive of the color of each kind and are as follows: Sea
gTeen, unfading green, uniform green, bright green, red, bright red,
cherry red, purple, purple variegated, variegated and mottled.
The line dividing Vermont and New York also marks the division of
two important varieties of slate. The true sea green is found only in
the former State, while the red is entirely confined to the latter, some
of the quarries producing the respective kinds being, however, but a
few hundred yards apart. The sea-green slate is manufactured almost
entirely into roofing slates, more than three times as many squares
being made from it as from all other varieties combined. It is quarried
very extensively in the villages of Pawlet and Poultney. The selling
price per square is lower than for any other prominent kind quarried in
the region, and the greater output results both from its predominence
in the localities mentioned and from the ease with which it is worked,
the split being remarkably pronounced. When first quarried its color
is a pleasant grayish-green, but after being exposed to the weather it
gradually fades and changes in a very unequal manner, certain sheets
turning brown, others light gray, while some remain practically unchanged. .A. roof covered with it presents, after a year or two, a peculiar
spotted appearance. It is, however, a good wearing slate and the objection to its color is the principal one against it.
.As already stated, no red slate is produced in Vermont, while the
red-slate quarries of New York, just across the dividing line, are the
only ones in the world producing red slate.
New and prospective developments.-.A. movement was on foot in the
latter part of 1890 to purchase all the sea-green slate quarries in Vermont. The syndicate is said to be backed by English capital and its
ultimate object is to obtain control of the entire sea-green slate product
of the world.
VIRGINIA.

The stone resources of this State are as yet comparatively undeveloped. The great drawbacks to progress in the stone industry have
been lack of capital and facilities for transportation. . Production at
a not distant day in the future will probably far exceed anything that
has yet been accomplished in any one year. The kinds of stone at
present actually produced are granite, sandstone, limestone, slate, and
marble.
Granite.-In 1889 thirteen quarries, scattered over six different
counties, produced granite valued at $332,548. These counties and
the value of stone produced in 1889 are as follows: Chesterfield,
$1357916 i Amherst, $59,125; Henrico, $55,507; Alex~udria, $4010001
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Campbell, $27,000, and Dinwiddie, $15,000. The product was more
largely used for building purposes than any other, the amount devoted
to this purpose being valued at $120,467; $79,925 worth went for street
work and the remainder was used chiefly for bridge and railroad work.
A number of the quarries in the vicinity of Richmond have been operated successfully for quite a number of years. The plants are comparatively well equipped, and, while operations might be conducted upon a
considerably larger scale, they may be said to be prosperous. The
stone from most of these quarries is of good quality and is generally
well received.
New and prospective developments.-The Rocky Mount Granite Com.
pany has recently purchased quarries near Rocky Mount, Franklin
county, and apparently their intention is to materially increase operations at these quarries, which have previously been carried on by other
parties. The Roanoke Grauite Company, of not less than $35,000 capital, has recently been incorporated for the purpose of developing
granite quarries in the State.
Sandstone.-The sandstone output of 1889 came from Campbell and
Prjnce William counties and was valued at $11,500. It was entirely
used for building purposes.
New and p1•ospective developments.-A new sandstone quarry in the
vicinity of Manassas, Prince William county, was commenced in 1890.
Limestone.-Eleven quarries in nine counties of the State produced
limestone and lime together valued at $159,023. The productive
counties are, in order of importance, Botetourt, $46,000; AIIeghany,
$45,646; Shenandoah, $27,295, and smaller amounts in Roanoke, Montgomery, Warren, Pulaski, Loudoun and Washington. The larger part
of this product comes from quarries in the southwestern part of the
State. The value of lime produced was $83,667. For fluxing, principaliy in blast furnaces, $48,146 worth was used. A small quantity was
used for street and road purposes.
Slate.-The Virginia slate product comes entirely from Bingham
county. The product in 1889 was valued at $113,079. The product
enters the market in competition with that from the important regions
of Pennsylvania and Vermont, and is well adapted for roofing and
many of the other purposes to which slate is applied. Amherst county
will doubtless produce slate before long. The 1\iount Ayre Slate
Company is at present engaged in the development of a slate quarry
near Scottsville, Albemarle county.
Marble.-The only marble produced in Virginia in 1889 was taken
from a quarry in Mountsville, Loudoun county, by the Virginia 1\riarble
Company. Although considerable merchantable stone has been quarried, practically none has been sold, as it has been found impracticable
to transport the product by wagons over the roads which connect the
quarries with Leesburg, the nearest point on the railroad. There are
;prospects that a branch road connecting with the Chesapeake and
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Ohio railroad may he built to the quarries, but until this is done the
product can not be considered as on the market. For the purpose of
interior decoration and furniture tops, the stone is undoubtedly very
fine.
New and prospective developments.-Experts have examined the marble property in the neighborhood of Staunton. According to indications thus far, it is likely that quarrying operations, will be undertaken.
l\ir. J. S. Smith has just organized a stock company, with a capital of
$100,000, to develop marble property near Fincastle, Botetourt County,
and the preliminary operations of stripping have already begun.
WASHINGTON.

Limestone, sandstone and granite were produced in this State in
1889. The value of the limestone was $231,287. The bulk of the entire
product comes from San Juan county, in the northwestern part of the
State. Very small quantities were produced in Kitsap and Douglas
counties. Practically nearly the whole product is used for burning into
lime, small quantities being devoted to building and blast-furnace flux.
Sandstone.-The sandstone output was valued at $75,936. It is used
entirely for building and comes from the following counties, named in
order of their importance: Whatcom, $42,000; Thurston, $18,000; and
Pierce, $15,936. According to investigations made by experts sent out
by the Cleveland Stone Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, very fine sandstone in inexhaustible quantities has been revealed on the shores of
Lake Whatcom.
Granite.-A small quantity of granite-$10,000 worth-was produced
in Stevens county, in the· northeastern part of the State. It was entirely used for building purposes. Mr. 0. D. Guilfoil has recently
opened a quarry of black granite in King county. Small shipments
have been made.
WEST

VIRGINIA.

Sandstone, valued at $140,687, and limestone, at $93,856, were produced in this State in 1889.
Sandstone.-The sandstone comes from the following counties, named
in the order of their outputs: Kanawha $66,000; Wood, $18,839; Summers, $18,800; Ohio, $15,150; and smaller amounts from Marion, Lewis,
Preston, Ritchie, Harrison, McDowell and Taylor. Most of the product
was used for bridge, dam, and railroad work; $40,000 worth was used
for building, and a smaller amount for street work. A large proportion
of it was used in the city of Charleston, situated in Kanawha county.
Limestone.-The limestone comes mainly from Berkeley county, with
a production of $61,000; $21,411 from Jefferson, and the remainder from
. Greenbrier. The total value of the product was $93,856. These counties are in the northeastern and southeastern parts of the State. The
great bulk of the stone was used for burning into lime. Smaller amounts
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were used for flux, building, and railroad work. There are but eight
operative quarries in the State. The value of the lime produced was
$82,471.
There are large quantities of sandstone and limestone in West Virginia which have not yet been at all developed. There seems to be a
decided need of increased capital and better railroad facilities. Near
Martinsburg, in the northeastern part of the State, are the most important limestone quarries. At this place patent kilns are in use and
a good quality of lime is produced. The Alderson brown stone quarries in Summers county yield a valuable stone, which is easily quarried
and well adapted to building purposes and also tor street work.
WISCONSIN.

Sixty quarries producing limestone and sandstone were operated in
1880. A total output valued at $227,065 was produced. In 1889, a
total of 119 quarries produced granite, sandstone, and limestone, the
entire output of stone being valued at $1,264,016. These comparisons
speak for themselves in showing the great strides in the stone industry
which have been made in the last decade in this State.
Granite.-The granite production of the State has been entirely confined to the past decade, no mention of granite in this State having
been made in the Tenth Census report. The value of the granite in
1889 was $266,095 and represented the output from eight quarries
scattered over Green Lake, Marinette, and Marquette count,ies. The
product was distributed as follows : Green Lake, $154,645; Marinette,
$79,950, and Marquette, $31,500. The great bulk of the product was
used for street work in the manufacture of paving blocks. The total
value of granite devoted to street work is $223!825. Of this amount
$179,075 was the value of the paving blocks produced ; $40,640 worth
was used for building purposes and a comparatively very small amount
for cemetery work. The marked advances made in the production of
granite are emphatically shown by the statemant that this State stands
in sixth place among the gTanite-producing States of the Union in the
value of paving blocks produced. Most of the paving blocks came
from Green Lake and Marquette counties, for which Milwaukee forms
an important place of consumption.
Sandstone.-Thirty-two quarries, scattered over fourteen counties in
the State, produced sandstone in 1889. The productive counties, in
the order of importance, are as follows: Bayfield, $69,995; Pierce,
$28,980; Douglas, $28,096; Ashland, $28,000; Dunn, $15,261, and
smaller amounts from Sauk, Lafayette, Monroe, Portage, Jackson, Lacrosse, Trempealeau, Dane and Grant. Bayfield, Douglas and .Ashland counties, in the northwestern extremity of the State, produced
together $126,091 worth of stone. The remainder comes from the
central, western, and southwestern parts of the State. Nearly the
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entire product was used for building purposes, a small amount being
devoted to bridge and railroad work.
Limestonc.-Seventy-nine quarries produced $813,963 worth of limestone all(llime. The productive counties are as follows: Fond du Lac,
$160,800; Calumet, $133,842; Milwaukee, $99,550; Waukesha, $98,020;
Racine: $57,017; Ozankee, $53,640; Dodge, $35,844; Manitowoc,
$31,370; Winnebago, $27,120; Brown, $25,669; Washington, $25,358;
Door, $20,254, and smaller amounts from Saint Croix, Lacrosse, Sheboygan, Rock, Walworth, Buffalo, Trempealeau, Qutagamie, J efferson, Portage, Dane, Grant, Iowa, Columbia, and Green. The first
twelve counties produced $768,484 worth of the entire output. They
are all in the southeastern part of the State, and Mil waukee is the most
important outlet. Of the total value of limestone and lime $514,947 is
the value of the lime produced. For building purposes an amount
valued at $232,780 was used. Smaller amounts were devoted to street,
bridge, and railroad work; and also for blast-furnace flux. The following analyses have been made:
Analysis of limestone f1·orn Calumet county, Wisconsin.
Per cent.
1Ja1cinm carbonat,e --- ................•••.•.•..............•...••.•....
\fa,gnc;;inm c:u·l.Hmatc .. _...........................•...•.•.•.......••.

55.50

38.20

~i1rg:~~?-~~~: ~~ ~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2. 27
. 67

3.14
99.78 .

TotaL .......................................................... .

Analysis of limestone from TJ'innebago county, Wisconsin.
[By Dr. John C. Jack.]

Per cent.
Calcium carbonate---·······-·-·--····-·······························
Magnesium carbonate.................................................
Iron. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . .
Alumina............................. .................................
Silica..................................................................

51.97
42.91
. 18

TotaL . . . . • • • • • . • • . . • • • . • • . .. . • . • . .. .. • . . . • • .. • • • • • • • .. . • • . • • • • • •

99. 89

1.82
3. 01

Analysis of lirnestone front Brillion, Calnmef county, Wisconsin.
Per cent.
Carbonate of calcium ................................................. .
Carbonate of magnesium ................ __ .... _...................... .
Alumina ........ -- ................................................... .
Silica ................................................................. .

55.09
~.96

.36

·I·

.59

I

!--~

TotaL ..••..•• -- ................................ -.- .............

100.00

This stone is used almost .entirely for burning into lime, which appears to be very popular throughout tb.e territory in which it is used.
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WYOMING.

Sandstone.-Sandstone to the value of $16,760 was produced in the
following counties, in the order of value: Laramie, Albany, Converse,
Carbon and Sweetwater. The product was entirely used for building,
and chiefly in Cheyenne.
Limestone.-ln Laramie county a trifling amount of limestone was
produced.
JJ!farble.-A marble quarry has been discovered in Converse county.
No output has yet been secured, but, according to the evidence so far,
the stone is of a fair quality and efforts have been made to secure the
investment of capital in the deposit, but as yet without success. The
locality is seven miles from the nearest railroad.

.

'

POTTERY.
Owing to the large number of small potteries where the clay used is
found on the spot and not purchased, it has been impracticable to detennine the entire amount of clay used in pottery in the United States,
except for the larger concerns. For these the statP.meiJt given belo'\1
for the years 1887 and 1888 are fairly accurate. But in the census investigation for the calendar year 1889 the scope was extended to all tho
cla.y for white ware burned in pottery kilns. The large result is not surprisiug, especially in view of the relatively low value ass] gned to the clay
from the small potterie8 where rough stoneware and even unglazed pottery are the chief products. The results for 18DO are not obtained from a
census, but from an inquiry as to the general condition of the industry
among the large potteries. They are only offered to show this conditio11 .
.Amount and value of potters' materials j1·om 1887 to 1890.
1888.

1887.

Q?=·1
tity.

Vduo.

Tons.
Kaolin or china clay ..... 22, 000 I $231, 000
J3all clay ................. G, 000
3<:, 000

~~~~l~;s~i-~t: :::::::::::::

15, 000
19, 800
Ground feldspar ......... 10, 200

I

Qnantity.

188!J.a

Quantity.

Value.

Value.

1890.a
~

Tons.

18,000
5, 250
45, 000 13,500
168, 000 . 16,250
112, 200
8, 700

$189, 000} Tons.
31, 500 294, 344
1

"'· 125
500
138,
95, 700

I

11, 113
6, 970

Quantity.

Value.

Tons.
$635, 578 350,000
49, 1:17
30, 370

I

13, 000
8, ooo

$756,000
57,400
45, 200

a In 1889 and 1890 all clays burne!l in kilns are considered.

The pottery trade in 1888 was depressed compared with 1887, but
nevertheless several new enterprises were started. In 1889 and 1890
fully the normal growth was obtained and the improvement in the
grade of the product was especially pronounced. Nearly all the large
potteries have extended their facilities for products of better designs
and decorated in far better manner.
Among the new developments which add to the known stores of
good potters' clay which have been mentioned in earlier reports, is the
discovery of kaolin in Florida, near Lake Eustis. Dr. Francis Wyatt,
of New York, has Gxamined this clay for a company, and already tableware made from it is exhibited at nearby hotels. This is a different
deposit from the clay found in the Florida phosphate region, which is
more or less mixed with aluminum phosphate, and found as the matrix
with bowlders of phosphate rock.
44:1
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There are many new establishments begun in the last two years for
working clays or marketing them for sale, especially in the Southern
States. Near Chattanooga, Tennessee, five new and rather pretentious
potteries ha,ve been established. Good white kaolin has also been found
near Tullahoma. Other deposits have been found at Piney Flats, near
London, near Smithville, and at Cookville, in Tennessee. In Georgia
kaolin has lately been found at Atlanta, Buena Vista, Taylor, Augusta,
and Milledgeville. Clays are being developed at Blacksburg, Florence, and Graniteville, Sou.th Carolina. In Virginia there are new
potteries at Strasburg and Broad way, and clay deposits are being
developed at Newport News, Murray, Harrisonburg, Staunton, and
Williamsburg. In Kentucky pottery clay has been found at Rice's
Station, near Red House, and the needed capital for its development has been supplied. InNorth Carolina two new companies are now
established at Sylva. An unusually large bed of kaolin is reported at
Kings mountain, and the works at Columbia, Dillsboro, and at
Greensboro are to be enlarged. In Texas kaolin has been worked near
Austin, and sedimentary clays are common in eastern Texas, particularly near Athens, in Henderson county; near Jefferson, Marion
county, and Rusk, Cherokee· county. The Geological Survey of
Arkansas has called attention to large deposits of kaolin in Pulaski,
Saline, Pike and Ouachita counties. One important bed examined
in Ouachita county has a thickness of more than12 feet. This bed outcrops in but few places, but it is probably several miles in length. Prof.
Branner, the State geologist, says that the true nature of this material
would hardly be suspected from its general appearance or analysis.
As it comes from the ground it resembles a sandy clay. With the sand
washed out it is found to have about the same composition as the kaolin
from Brandywine Summit, Pennsylvania. TheMining Industry, of Denver, has called attention to some deposits of fine kaolin near Golden,
Colorado. In California a large deposit of kaolin has been found near
Grass Valley, and developments have begun on a large deposit near
Oro Grande.
Imports and exports.-The following tables show the imports of variou~ clay products and the extent to which this country supplies foreign
demands.
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Earthenware and china imported .lnd entered for consnrnption in the United States, 1867
to 1890, inclusive.

Years ending-

Brown
China and I China and
earthen and porcelain
not decorated
common
decorated.
porcelain.
stone ware.

June30,1867 •••.•.•..
1868 .•••.•••.
1869 ••••••••.
1870 . - •••• - ~.
1871 •••.••••.
1872. --··· --·
1873. --·-····
1874- •••••••.
1875.- •.••••.
1876 .•••.•••.
1877. ·---- •••
1878 ·•••••••·
1879 •••••••••
1880 .••••••••
;881 .••.•. --·
1882 •·••••••·
1883 ..••.•••.
1884 •••••. - •.
1885 ·••••• ••.
Dec . 31, 1886 .•••.•••.
1887 .•••.•••.
1888 ••••••••.
1889 ·•••••••·
1890 ••••••••.

$418, .(93
309,960
400, 894
420,442
391,374
470,749
479,617
397,730
4-36,883
409,539
326,956
289, 133
296,591
334,371
321,259
316,811
368,943
982,4-99
823,334865,44-6
967, 6941, 054,8541, 148,026
974-,627

$48,618
47,208
34,260
47,457
96,695
127,346
115,253
70,54468,501
36,74-430,403
18,71419,868
31,504
27,586
36,023
4-3,864
50,172
44-, 701
37,820
4-3,079
55,558
48,824
56,730

Other earthen, stone, or
crockery,
glazed, etc.

$439,824
403,555
555,425
530, 805
571,032
814-,134
867, 206
676, !i56
654,965
718,156
668,514
657,485
813,850
1, 188,847
1, 621,112
2, 075, 708
2, 587,545
2, 664,231
2, 834-,718
3, 350,14-5
3, 888,509
4, 207,598
4-,580, 321
3, 562,851

Total.

$4,280,924
3, 244.958
3, 468,970
3, 461,524
3, 573,254
3, 896,664
4-,289, 868
3, 686,7943, 280,867
2, 948,517
2, 746, 186
3, 031,393
2, 914,567
3, 945,666
4, 4-13,369
4, 4-38,237
5, 685,709
666, 595
963,4-22
951,293
1, 008,360
886,314
788,391
563,568

$5, 187,859
4, 005,712
4, 459,549
4,460, 228
4, 632,355
5, 308,893
5, 751,94-4
4-,831,724
4-,4-4-1,216
4-,112,956
3, 772,059
3, 996,725
4-,044,876
5, 500, 388
6, 383, 326
6, 866,779
8, 086,061
4. 363,4-97
4-, liHp, 175
5, 20~. 704
5, 1!0:7, 642
6, 2Qi, 324
6, 5w, 562
5, 1~7. 776

Clay impm·ted and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1883, inclusive.
Fiscal years
ending June
30-

Fuller's earth.
Quantity.

Long tons.
1867 ••••••••.
1868 ••••••••.
1869 .••••••••
1870 .• ••••••·
1871 •••••••••
1872 ..••••••.
1873 ..•••••••.
1874- ••••••••.
1875 .•••••••.
1876 ·•••••••·
1877 •••••••••
1878 .........
1879 .••••••..
1.880 .........
1881 •••••••..
1882 .•••••••.
1883 .••••••••

280. 25
211.00
324-.10
2:39.40
290.20
274-.00
251.18
277.20
300.06
246.73
4-00.00
335.07
361.21
578.00
267. 55
908.27
1, 24-1.27

Unwron~htpipeclay

Kaolin.

Value.

Quantity.

and

Value.

reclay.

Quantity.

Long tons.

$3,113 -- .................. ..............
2, 522 .................... ..............
3, 587 ...................... ..................
2, 619 ....................... ................
3, 383 ...................... ..................
3, 3~8 ........................ ................
2, 9 8
1, 378.30 $13,091
3, 4-4-0
89.21
1, 378
3, 694130.47
1, 977
3, 097
14-2.00
2,152
4-,4-60
204.26
3, 009
3, 499.30
38,899
4-,095
4-,269
4-5,272
4-,774-.60
7, 823.66
67, 740
6, 925
66, 6543, 207
6, 887.37
11,4-4-413,954.85 135,4-48
14-,309
12,870.60 115,4-92
~

Total
value.

Value.

-------

Long tons.
6, 383.75
8, 383.75
12,963.75
8, 014.15
10,900.48
13,081.20
12,883.82
12,909.1410,374.65
11,799.12
11,680.14
9, 4-06.74
8, 4-77.80
11,899.80
12,4-4-4-.28
12, 181. 39
7,841. 32

$72,20466,958
84-,64-5
76,057
1oa, 144
128, 130
14-1,927
14-7,782
116,307
126,738
129, 016
95, 877
87,94-8
117,350
123,54-5
119,620
74-,673

$75,317
69,4-80
88,232
78,676
106,527
131,4-88
157,996
152,600
121,978
131,987
136,4-85
138,871
137,4-89
192, 015
193,4-06
266,512
204-,474-

Class·ijied impo1·ts of clay during the calenda1· years ending December 31 from 1885 to 1890.
1885.

Kinds.

China olay or kaolin ••••••
All others:
Unwrought ••••••••••••
Wrought ••••••••••••••

1886.

1887.

Long
tons.

Value.

10,626

$83,722

16,590

$123,093

23,4-86

$141,360

9, 736
3, 554

76,899
29,839

13,740
1, 654

113,875
20,730

17,645
2,187

139,4-05
22,287

Long
tons.

Value.

Long
tons.

Value.

---- ---- - - - - ----

--------------------Tota.l •••••••••••••••
23,916
190,4-60
31,984
257,698
43,318
303,052
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Classified irnpo1·ts of clay during the calenda1· years, etc.-Continued.

I

-·---------1
Kinds.

China clay or kaolin . . . . . .
All others:
Unwrought............
'Vronght . . .. .. .. . .. . ..
Total ...............

1888.

Long
tons.

Value.

1889.

Long
tons.

1890.

1
Va ue.

Long
tons.

a1
V ue.

18, 150

$102, 050

19, 843

$113, 538

29, 923

$270, 141

20, 604
6, 832

152, 694
53, 245

19,237
8, 142

145, 983
64, 971

21, 049
2, 978

155,486
29, 143

307, 989 --:t7.222f324, 492

53, 950

454, 770

~~

Value of earthenware and stonewm·e of dornestic manufacture exp01·ted f1·om the United
States frorn 1790 to 1890, inclusive.
Years endingSept. 30, 1790 . .• •...•.
1791. .......
1826 ........
1827 ........
1828 ........
1829 .. -----.
1830- -- - - - -1831. .......
18:>2 ........
1833 ........
183-L ......
1835 ........
1836 ........
1837 ........
1838 ........
1830 .•....•.
1840 ........
1841 .. --.--.
1842 ........
.June 30,1843 (9 mos}
1844 ........
1845 ........
1846 ........

Value.

Years ending-

Value.

Years ending-

Value.

$1,990
1, 984
1, 958
6,492
5, 595
5,592
2, 773
7, 378
6, 333
12,159
12,745
16,427
13,391
14,249
12,019
11,645
10,959
6, 737
7,618

.June 30, 1847 ......
1848 ......
1849 ......
1850 ......
1851. .....
1852 ......
1853 ......
1854 ......
1855 ......
185fl ......
1857 .•.•••
1858 ......
1859 ......
1860 ......
1861. .....
1863......
1800 ......
1864.-- ...
1865 ......
1366 ......
1867 ......
186S ......
1869 ......

$4,758
8, 512
10,632
15,644
23, 096
18,310
53,685
33,867
32,119
66,696
34,256
36,783
47,261
65,086
40,524
32, 108
88,244
67,591
99,258
31,61-6
29, 3~8
29,528
19,213

.June 30,1870 ......
1871 ......
1872 ......
1873 ......
1874 ......
1875 ......
1876 ......
1877 ......
1878 ......
1879 ......
1880 ......
1881. .....
1882 ......
1883 ......
1884 ......
1885 ......
Dec. 31, 1886 ......
1887 ......
1888 ......
1889 ......
1890 ......

$42,120
37,383
48,941
53,909
59,494
92,253
73,846
87, 355
98,035
80,898
106,724
123, 177
180,773
227,547
236,247
135,385
203,699
221,282
138,502
189,183
157,321

2,9071

4, 884
7, 393
6,521

Fi1·e brick imported for consumption in the United States, 1884 to 1890, inclusive.
Calendar years ending December 31 from 1886 to 1890; 'previous years end
.June 30.

Number.

1884 ........................................................................ .
1885 ........................................................................ .
1886 ........................................................................ .
1887 ....................................................................... ..
1888 . ------ ........ --.-- ..... -- .... -- ...... ---- .... -- ...... -- ............... .
1889 ........................................................................ .
1890 ........................................................................ .

1, 524,000
3, 401,449
4, 904,675
5, 836, 51JO
6, 093,491
3, 098,618
6, 206, 81i6

PRECIOUS STONES.
BY GEORGE

F.

KUNZ.

During 1890 work was carried on at the tourmaline locality at Mount
Mica, Paris, Maine. The work was more or less successful and over
$2,000 worth of fine gems were obtained. For the first time in the
history of America, tru·quois of fine color, in many respects equal to the
Persian, was mined at the Castilian mine between Los Cerrillos and
Santa Fe, New Mexico, of which over $10,000 worth was sold in
1890. These stones are well received by the gem trade, as the Persian
mines have proved less and less prolific for many years past. Turquois has also been discovered in the Burro mountains, Grant county,
New Mexico, and Saguache county, Colorado. Of especial interest
among newer discoveries was the finding of a few crystals of dl.amond
on Plum Creek, Pierce county, Wisconsin, where they were found in
searching for gold under conditions almost identical with the finding of
diamonds in North Carolina. The option was obtained on a tract of
4,000 acres on the Missouri River near Helena, Montana, for the purpose of mining sapphires. .A preliminary examination made at the
sapphire locality in Montana reveals the fact that sapphires exist in
l<trge quantities in the gold glacial gravels that lie immediately on the
bed rock, a green slate. From present appearances extensive workings
will be carried on for these fancy-colored stones, which are not true ruby
red nor true sapphire blue. Tbe success of the enterprise depends very
much upon how many of these peculiar-colored gems the markets of
the world will absorb .
.As in former years, large quantities of garnets have been found in
the vicinity of Gallup and Fort Wingate, New Mexico, and Fort Defiance, .Arizona, whereas the search that is still being carried on at !son's
:Mills, Elliott county, Kentucky, wit}l the hope of finding diamonds
there, has brought to light the fact that immense quantities of ruby
red garnets-pyrope-exist in that vicinity.
With the exception of a single pebble of fire opal described in a former report, no true gem opal had been found in the United States.
During 1890, however, near Whelan, southwest of Colfax, Washington,
almost on the Idaho and Washington line, a brilliant fire and noble
opal has been found filling the cavities of amygdaloidal basaltic rock,
the cavities of which vary in size from that of a pea to a large walnut.
Some of these opals have sold for almost the price of fine noble opals
from Hungary.
445
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Esti-mated production of precious stonu
1884.

Species.

1885.

Total.

Total.

Diamond . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$800
$800 ...••.••••
Sapphire gems. . . . • • . • . • . . . • . . . . . .
$250
1, 5oo
1, 750 .••••••••• :: • • • • · $5oo · ···· ·$5oo ·
Chrysoberyl . . . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . . . . . .
25 . . . . . . . . . .
25
Topaz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
200
3oo
5oo • • • · · $i; ooo · •••· ··25o · ···· 25o ·
Beryl.............................
300
400
700
250
500
750
Phenacit.e ........................................................................................ .

i;

itd~f:~~\~::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

Tourmaline.......................
1, 500
500
2, 000
Smoky quartz . ... .. .••......•.•..
2, 000
10,000
12,000
guartz................... .. . . . . . . .
10, 000
1, 500
11, 500
Silicified woocl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10, 000
500
10, 500
Garnet............................
1, 000
3, 000
4, 000
.Anthracite . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 500
2, 500
Pyrite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 000
1, 000
3, 000
.Amazons tone.....................
2, 500
250
2, 750
Catlinite (pipestone)..............
10, 000
10, 000
.Arrow }JOints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 000
1, 000
Trilobites.........................
500
500
Sagenitic ruLile........ .. . . . . . .•. .
500
500
1, 000
Hornblende in quartz.............
500
100
600
Thomsonite. ....... ......... ... .•.
250
500
750
Diopside.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Agate . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . .
4, 000
500
4, 500
Chlorastrolite.....................
500
1, 000
1, 500
Turquoise . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . • • • . . . .
1, 500
500
2, 000
Moss agate . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . .
1, 000
2, 000
3, 000
.Amethyst . . • . . • . . . . • • • . . • . • • . . . . .
2, 000
250
2, 250
.Tas per . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . • • .
2, 000
500
2, 500
Sunstone. .....•..•.•.. ••..••.. .•.
250
200
450

~~~~t~ ~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::: ....... -~~~Total .....•.•.•.•.••.•......
Gold quartz .....•..••....••.......

54,275
40,000

3'ggg

2,~gg

~:;gg

500
JOO
600
2, 000
5, 000
7, 000
10,000
1, 500
11, 500
5, 000
1, 500
6, 500
200
2, 500
2, 700
...... ......
2, 500
2, 500
1, 500
500
2, ooo
2, 500
250
2, 750
10, 000 ••• • . . . . . .
10, 000
. ••••. . ••• ••
2, 500
2, 500
. •• . . •• . •• •.
1, 000
1, 000
• •• • • • ••••••
250
250
...•. .•••• .•
300
300
250
500
750
100 • • • • . . • • • .
100
1, 000
1, 000
2, 000
.•••..••••••.••••.•....•..•....•
1, 500
2, 000
3, 500
500
2, 000
2, 500
2, 000
100
2, 100
.••...••.••.•••...•••.••........
250
100
350

..... _:~~ ....... :~~. ··· ····· 7so· •••······· •·· ···756 ·
28,550
100,000

82,825
140,000

39,300
40,000

30,550
100,000

69,850
140, ooo

I
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in the United States f'rom 1884 to 1888.
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oo
<D....,
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$500

$500

2, 000
$500
100
600
1, 000
1, 000 • . . . . . . . . .
$1,500
500
•••.•. . . . ••.
5, 500
5, 500
500
3, 000
3, 500
300
500
800
.•••........ .......... ........... ............ .......... ......••••.
650 ..••...•..
650
3, 000
200
3, 200 • • • . • • • . • • • • . • .. .. . . .. .. • . .. • • . • •
100 . - ... -....
100
3, 500
1, 000
4, 500 - ............................................................... .
2, 000
5, 500
300
200
500 .••..........•..•...... - ....... .
3, 500
2, 000
5, 000
7, 000
1, 500
3. 000
4, 500
1, 000
3, 000
4, 000
1, 500
11, 500
10, 000
1, 500
11, 500
10, 000
1, 150
11, 150
10, 000
500
1, 000
1, 500
35, 000
1, 000
36, 000
1, 000
15, 000
16, 000
1, 250
2, 000
3, 250
2, 500 I
1, 000.
3, 500
~. 000
1, 500
R, 500
2, 500
2. 500
2, 000 . . . . . . . . . .
2, 000
1, 500
1, 500
. . . •. . •. . . . .
1, 500
500
2, 000
2, 000
500
2, 500
2, 000
500
2, 500
2, 000
250
2, 250
1, 500
200
1, 700
1, 500
200
1, 700
10, 000 •. . . . . • . . .
10, 000
5, 000
5, 000
5, 000
5, 000
. .. • . . . . . . . .
2, 500
2, 500 . .. . . . • . . . . .
1, 500
1, 500
1, 500
1, 500
1, 000
500 .. • • . • • . • .
500
500
500
1, 000
1, 750
1, 750 .••......•..••••..•...••..........•...........••.•..••..•.... - . . .
200
200 .•... -. . . . . .
100
100 ............. -- .... - ... - ....... .
300
400
250
500
750
300
200
500
100
....... ····· .... .. . . .. ........ .•.
50
50 .••......... ·•·•······ ••........
1. 000
1, 000
2, 000
3, 000
1, 000
4, 000
3, 000
1, 000
4, 000
. 500
500
1, 000
300
500
800
300
500
800
1, 000
2, 000
3, 000
1, 000
1, 500
2, 500
1, 500
1, 500
3, 000
1, 000
1, 000
2, 000
200
750
950
200
750
950
2, 000
100
2, 100
2, 000
100
2, 100
2, 200
300
2, 500
...................... ··········· ............ .......... .....••••.•
100 ..........
100
200
100
300
50
100
150 .•...........••........••.......
1, 000
1,000
1, 500
500
2, 000
2, 500
500
3, 000
750
750
49,000

29,510

................... ....................

78,510
40,000

70,650

17,950

88, 600
37, 650
27, 200
75,000 ..................... .

64,850
75,000
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P1·od·1tction of precious stones, ornamental minerals, etc., in 1889 and 1890.
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1890.

1889.

Sapphire ....•... $2,600
Emerald ........
225
Aquamarine ..•.
Phenacite ......
100
Topaz ..........
Tnrquoise ...... 10,000
Tourmaline ..... 1, 030
510
Garnet .........
510
Quartz .........
Amethyst ......
15
200
Rosn quartz ....
700
Smoky quartz ..
Golrl quartz .... 6, 000
R u t.i latocl quartz
2
Dumortierite in
quartz ........ .............
Quartz coated
with chalcedony ........... l, 000
50
Chrysoprase ....
Agatized andjasperized wood .. 42,'125
Banded and moss
jasper ......... ............
Amazon stone .. ..............
Pyrite ..........
100
Chlorastrolite ...
200
Thomsonite .....
100
Fluorite ........ ··----Fossil coral. ....
100
Azurite and malacl1ite ......... 1, 000
Catlinite (pipestone)
............
Zircon (a) ....••.
Gadolinite, fergusonite, etc.
(a) ..... • .•••••

~Q

$6,725
300
597
200
23, 175
2, 250
1, 633
2, 750
98
400
4,007
9, 000
30

..........

$150
150
200
200
500
675
11,250
200
225

$6,725
450
747
200
400
23,675
2, 250
2, 308
14,000
98
600
4, 232
9,000
30

250

250

2, 000
200

2,000

4,000
200

53,000

175

53,175

80

550
500
1, 500
200
200
500
500

630
500
2, 000
500
400
500
700

.............

2, 037

2,037

.............

5, 000
16,000

5, 000
16,000

.............. ............

1, 500

1, 500
1, 000
200

...............
500
300
200

................
200

Monazite (a) •••. ............. ........... 1, 000
Spo(lumene (a) .•
200
Wooden ornaments decorated with mineral;; (u) .•••••• ......... ............ 15,500
Miscellaneous
minerals (c) ... ............ ............... 20,000
Total ............. 107, 645

Sapphire ........ $2, 600 $6, 725 . . • . • • • . $6, 725
Emerald ........................••••...••....•.
Aquamarine .......•............••...•..••.••.•
Phenacite ..........•...............•....••.....
Topaz ........................................ .
Turquoise ...... 10, 000 28, 175
$500 28, 675
Tourmaline..... 1, 030
2, 250 . . . . . . . . 2, 250
Garnet . . . . . • • • .
510
1, 633
675
2, 308
Quartz..........
510
2, 750 11, 250 14, 000
Amethyst .......•.............................
Rose quartz..... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .
200
200
Smoky quartz . .
700
2, 000
225
2, 225
Gold quartz..... 6, 000
9, 000 . . • . . . . . 9, 000
Rutilated quartz .••............................
Dumortierite in
quartz........ ••.•... .••••• ..
250
250
Quartz coated
with chalcedony ............. :. • • . . . . . • • • . 2, 000
2, 000
Chrysoprase.. . . • • • . • . . . . . . • . • .
200
200
Agatizedandjasperized wood.. 1, 000
5, 000
1, 000
6, 000
Banded and moss
jasper .........•••.....•......................
Amazon stone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500
500
2
1
~hf~~~~k~iit~-:: i~~
~~~ ' ~~~ ' ~~g
Thomsonite . . . .
100
200
200
4-00
Fluorite . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • .
500
500
Fossil coraL. . . .
100
200
500
700
Azurile and malachite .................••.•....••..••......••.
Catlinite (pipestone) . . . . . . . . . •. • . . . . • • . • • • . 5, 000
5, 000
Wooden ornaments decorated with minerals (b) ..•...••••••••••••••• 15,500 15,500
Miscellaneous
minerals (c)... • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . 20, 000 20, 000
Total. • • . . • • • • • • • 58, 633

15,500
20,000

81, 162 188, 807

a Used to extract the rarer elements for chemical purpose~
b Such as clocks, horseshoes, boxes, eto.
o Fo:r cabinets, museums, eto.

60, 200 118, 833

FERTILIZERS.
PHOSPHATE ROCK.

In 1889 more phosphate rock was produced in the United States than
in any previous year-541,645 long tons in South Carolina, 4,100 long
tons in Florida, and 500 tons in North Carolina. It was absorbed by
the consumptive demand with no great accumulation of stocks by the
producers. A larger amount than usual was exported, owing to low
freights and good demand in England. In that country it probably
displaced a corresponding amount of Belgian phosphates and reacted
also on the lower grades of phosphate rock produced in England.
Higher ocean freights and the hope that Florida phosphates would be
mined in large quantities and at lower prices depressed the foreign
demand for South Carolina river rock in 1890, and the total sales of
South Carolina rock were reduced to 463,998long tons, worth $2,875,605
in first hands at the place of shipment. In Florida the product in 1890
was 46,501long tons, worth $338,190.
The phosphates of North Carolina have received little attention during
the last two years, and one of the two establishments was burned out
early in 1891. In Alabama the phosphate rock has only been used
locally, and this is true also in Virginia, although an effort has been
made to separate apatite from a phosphatic iron ore. Attention in the
development of new deposits has been limited to Florida.
SOUTH CAROLINA.

As indicated above, the great product of 541,645 long tons, worth
$2,892,276 in 1889 was followed by a decreased product of 463,998 long
tons, worth $2,875,605 in 1890: This was due principally to failure to
arrange European contracts. Further, important interests in river
mining were concerned in a controversy with the State government in
regard to the actual rights of phosphate miners, and this did not aid in
keeping up the yield, which, however, was considerably greater than
the product of 1888.
The following statement shows the annual product of phosphate rock
in South Carolina since it became an industry. The figures for 1886,
1887, 1888, 1889 and 1890 are for calendar years; the previous years are
trade years, ending J\'Iay S1:
778 l\HN--29
449
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Phosphate rock (washed product) ·rnined by the land and river mining cornpanies of South
Carolina.
Land com- River companies.
panies.

Years ending May 31-

Total.

Long tons. Long tons. Long tons.
1867------------------------ --------·- -·- ····---- --1868 -------··-··················----------······-··1869 ---· ··- ..... -- ...............•. -- .. ---------- ...
1870------- --· -·-- .. --····· .. -- -· ------· --·--· ---··1871.-- --. ---·····---· ------ ----·· ------ ---· -- --·--1872 ---··--·------- ------------·--------- --- .•...•..
1873--- .. - ----· ------ .. --. -----··---- --------------1874 -----·-----------------·--------- --------------1875---------- ...•. ·---- ---.---------------.-------1876-------------------.---------------- ---· .. -----1877------------- .. -.--------------.------------- .. 1878 ---· -·--. --.--- ---·-- ---- --· ------ -----· -- -···-1879-- --- .. ----------.- -· ···-----· -----------------18HO .........................................•. ----1881- .. --.--- ·- -------.--.--------------- ·---- ······
188~.-- ---.---- .. ----------------------- ----·- -----1883--------- -·---- -------------- -·---- ---.--------18r;4 ......•............ -------·-······-··-----······
1885---.--------.------ .. --------- ... --.--- .. - ··- --1885 (.June 1 to December 31) ...................... .
18H6 (c:1lendar yea.r) . . . . .......................... .
1887----.----- ······ --·- .. ---- .. --·---- ---··- .. ----.
1888------- --·--- ---------- .. --------- -· .... -- ..... .
188!) --···· ............ --- ..•............ --. --.---.-18()0- .. --····· --· --·- ... - ................ --.--- .... .

6
12,262
31,958
63,252
56, 5H:l
36,258
33,426
51,624
5-!, 821
50, 566
36,431
112.622
100, 779
125, 601
142, 193
191,305
219, 202
250, 2!)7
225, !ll3
14.!),400
253,484
261,658
290, 689
329,543
353,757

1, 989
17,655
22, !i02
45,777
57,716
67,969
81,912
126,569
97,700
98,586
65, 162
124,541
140,772
15!), 178
181. 482
169; 4!)0
128,389
177, 065
218,900
157, 878
212,102
110,241

6
12,262
31,958
65,241
74,188
. 58,760
79,203
109,340
122 790
132:478
163,000
210,322
199,365
190,763
266,734
332,077
378,380
431,779
395,403
277,789
430,549
480, 558
>i48, 567
541,045
463, 9!)8

A good demand, particularly from the domestic trade, has kept the
price good and the business in a remunerative condition, so that it can
not be q nest.ioned that if attention had not been diverted to Florida most
astonishing products must have come from South Carolina to supply
the increased consumption.
A further item influencing the smaller product in 1890 was the increase
in imported fertilizers in the previous year. In 1890, however, the imports declined again to the lowest amount and value in many years.
Phosphates ·irnported and entered for consltmption in the United States, 1868 to 1890, inclusive.
Calendar years ending
Guano.
December 31 from 1886
to 1890; previous years
end Juno30.
Quantity.
Value.
1868 ...•••••••••••••••..
1869 --············-----1870 .•. -· •··•••·· .•.••..
1871 ....•• ------- .•.. --1872 ··••••• •••.•••••..••
1873 .•••••.••••••••••••.
1874 .......•••.•.•••..•.
1875 .•.•••.•••••.••.•...
1876- ··-················
1877- •..•• - .••..••......
1878 .••..•••••••••••..•.
1879 -··· .•...••••••.....
1880 -····· ••••••••••••..
1881 .. -.- ....•••.••.... 1882 ···•·• .•.•...••.. ··1883 ...•••..••••......•.
1S84 .....•.••••••••..•..
1885 ....•...••••.••...•.
1886 ..•.••. -- ..• - •. - ..•.
1887- •········ ······-···
1888 ...•....•..•..•..••.
1889 ....................
1890 ··•···•••·••••••••••

Long tons.
99,668
13, 480
47,747
94,344
15,279
6, 755
10,767
23,925
19,384
25, 580
23,122
17,704
8, 619
23,452
46,699
25,187
28,090
20,934
13,520
10,195
7, 381
15,991
4, 642

Crude phosphates and
other substances used
for fertilizing purposes. Total value.
Quantity.

Value.

Long tons.

$1,336,701 ......................
217,004 ........................
1, 414,872 .•..... -.....
3, 313,914 .........................
423, 322 ...........................
167,711 .........................
261,085 ..........................
539,808 ..........................
710,135 .........................
873,459 .........................
849, 607 .............................
634,546 .......................
108,733 ...................
399,552 ............................
854,463
133,956
537, 080
96,586
588, 033
35,119
393, 039
40,068
306,584
82,608
252,265
53,100
125,112
36,405
313,956
35,661
59,580
31,191

-

$88,864
61,529
90,817
165,703
83,342
218,110
243,467
212,118
164,849
195,875
285,089
223,283
317,068
918,835
1, 437, 442
798,116
406,233
611,284
1, 179,724
644,301
329,013
403,205
252,787

$1,425,625
278,533
1, 505,689
3, 479,617
506,664
385,821
504,552
751,926
874,984
1, 069,334
1, 134,696
857,829
425,801
1, 318,387
2, 291, !)05
1, 335,196
994,266
1, 004,323
1, 486,308
896,566
454,125
717,161
312,367
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Guano brought from islands, rocks, and keys, appertaining to the United States, 1869 to
1890, inclusive.

!~-F-i-sc_a}_J_!_!r_sso_~-d-in_g_I_Q_t_m_n_tit_Y_·-!~-_v_a_I_u_e_. li_F_is_c_a}_J_:_:r_3~-~-d-in_g_I_Q_u_a_nt-it_Y_·-:~-_v_a_I_u_e_.
Long tons.

Long tons.
t869 .....• ----------1870.-------.-------1871.----.--.-------1872.---------------1873_---------------_
1874
________________
1875 .... ------------1876.-- ------· ------1877 ..... ~ ·········-1878 ..•.......•.....• ,
1879 ...•.••..••••••••

15, 622
14,318
14,154
4, 209
11,014
6, 877
7, 269
14,785
6, 060
17,930
8, 733

$253, 545 1880 -- - - - ------ -----356, 830 1881. - -- - ---. -. - ... -340,235 1882----------------60, 865 1883------ - - - . - ---- -161,690 1 1884----------------100, 345 1885--- .. - -- -- --.-- -122, 012 1886- - -- - ------ - ----HJ2, 972 1887 ...••..•.........
79, 822 1 1888- -- •••.••• ---- .. 211, 2391188!). - - . - - - - - . -. - .•. 95,137 1890 ..•..•..•...•••..

12,795
16,883
15,249
7, 873
9 333
12:100
5, 770
8, 226
5, 765
8, 295
6,853

$147,051
179, 882
160,016
92,130
106,431
86,166
38, 839
55,671
41,226
64,777
44,752

I

FLORIDA.

The report for 1888 announced the discovery of phosphate rock in
}.,lorida in large quantity, covering a great area, and rich in phosphoric
acid. This rock is markedly different in character, and particularly in
amount, from the small deposits which had been known for several
years in this State. The discovery is of much more importance than
all the other mineral resources of the State, and, indeed, this is oertainly
regarded as of more importance in the world's supply of fertilizing material than any other known deposit. Since the report in 1888 the
deposits have been examined by representatives of practically all the
phosphate mining regions of the world with a view to determining
the iufluence of the new discovery upon phQsphate mining elsewhere.
So much had been written on the subject as to lead to great expectations of a large product immediately, especially as the mining problems
are unusually simple. But the railroad facilities require great development in this rather new country, and numberless items necessary in
preparing for a large and continuous product are seldom considered,
especially by those at a distance. In England the consumers delayed
their purchases in 1890 until the last moment in hopes of large }..,lorida
shipments and resultant low prices. The shipments which were made
did affect the prices, although .the quantity was not great. The material was in a condition new to the consumers and offering some new
problems in its conversion to superphosphate. This gave the material
a lower price than it deserved, and soon called a halt in reckless mining
and shipping without profit. The cheap oifset to bad mining afforded
by a combination is under trial now, but the more intelligent development of the mines and lower costs everywhere is the ultimate solution.
In the report for 1888 a product of 3,000 long tons was noted.
In 1889, 8,100 long tons were mined, and of this quantity 4,100
long tons went into use in that year. In 1890 the product developed
satisfactorily and was fully in pace with the facilities afforded for getting the rock to the consumers. The sales amounted to 46,501long tons
worth, as shipped, $338,190-more than the total mineral product of the
State in previous years.
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The area in which phosphate rock has been found in the State has
been increased each time it has been described, and at present it is very
uncertain, and this particularly because of variations in quality, as the
material shades out into limestone. Thus far the developments have
been west of the longitudinal ridge of the State, although some beds of
washed pebble rock have been found on the lower St. Johns river.
At the close of 1888 Mr. Albertus Voght, living near Dunnellon, a
village on the Withlacoochee river, in Marion county, found fossil
teeth in a white subsoil. Some of this white soil was submitted to a
chemist for analysis and found to contain a large proportion of calcium
phosphate-ordinary phosphate of lime. Active exploration began at
once and extended rapidly with the speculative excitement usual to
such discoveries. The fact is well established that much of the material is of unusually high grade-the highest in the United States.
This developmental or rather speculative work was the main feature of
the years 1889 and 1890, with more real development work in the latter.
Florida phosphates-may be divided into four classes: (1) hard rock;
(2) soft rock; (3) land pebble; and (4) river pebble. Of the hard-rock
phosphate there are the following local variations: ·rhe massive rock
itself; the laminated rock, in which there are narrow layers of phosphate separated by equally narrow interspa.ces, and the plate phosphate, which is probably derived from the laminated variety and is thus
far found in only one or two localities in Florida in the more recent
deposits. The hard-rock phosphate is white, creamy, and varies in texture and structure from one of homogeneous appearance to a brecciated
variety, and to still others carrying considerable sand and clay. It is
jOmetimes stained in a slight degree with iron, and always contains
more or less alumina. The percentage of phosphate of lime contained
in this class of phosphate rock is from 80 to 86. The hard-rock phosphate as thus far developed is from a point about south of Tallahassee,
following the line of the Gulf at a distance of 20 to 30 miles around to
below Dade City in peninsular Florida. Its length is a little less than
200 miles. This deposit is not continuous, but may occur at any point
within this length. It also extends into the north of Florida quite to
the Georgia line in the vicinity of the Suwannee rivar. The width of
the belt is between 6 and 10 miles. Mining is by open pits, and will
be conducted in the future with the most improved plants. The hardrock phosphate consists of masses of bowlders piled together over large
· areas; the actual depth of any of these piles has not been determined,
the greatest yet reached being about 60 feet from the surface. Hardrock phosphate bowlders have been derived from rocks of two geological ages-the Eocene, which has the widest areal distribution, and the
J\1iocenc, which is found within the comparatively limited area southeast of T::.Lliahassee. Phosphate has also been mined near Boston,
Georgh, a station on the line of the Savannah, Florida and Western
Railroad. In the vicinity of Dunnellon, where the hard-~ock region is
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crossed by the Withlacoochee river, the phosphate has been broken
down and is now dredged from the bottom of the stream in a form somewhat altered from its original condition, or as pebbles. Vertebrate remains occur in abundance.
The soft-rock phosphate occurs both as a deposit by itself and in the
deposits of hard rock, filling the spaces between the bowlders. It may
be either clayey or sandy in its nature. It falls considerably below the
hard rock in the percentage of phosphate of lime, and naturally shows
a higher percentage of alumina an.d iron.
The htnd-pebble phosphate is found in anumberoflocalitiesinpeninsular Florida, the center of production at present being in Polk county,
within a radius of 18 miles of Bartow. Thus far it bets been worked only
to the west of the Peace river, within 12 or 15 miles of it, but prospectors
have reported its occurrence beneath a large part of the surface between
Peace river and the Gulf. It is essentially a mass of white phosphatic
pebbles lying in a matrix of phosphatic clay or sand, usually a combination of the two. The matrix is easily disintegrated by water and the
pebbles are washed out by appropriate machinery. The pebbles vary
in size from grains to one inch in diameter, the average being between
one-quarter and one-half an inch. They are hard, and usually pure
white or cream colored on fresh fracture. The percentage of phosphate
which they contain is about 75 to 80, but the yield of the rock as mined
would not reach this standard. The land pebble is found in several
parts of Florida, in the vicinity of Bartow, in connection with the plate
rock at Anthony and Sparr, 10 miles north of Ocala, and again northeast of Gainesville, occupying an extensive area here. The age of the
land-pebble deposits is probably older Pliocene. Land-pebble mining
is developing rapidly; the most complete plant is that of the English
company, seven miles south of Bartow, where, under favorable conditions existing, enormous basins have been dug, in which dredges of
great capacity are floated. The pebble is dredged, washed by machinery
adapted to this purpose, dried, and then shipped.
'rhe river pebble is found in bars in the rivers of southern Florida
the greatest production at present being from the Peace river, which
furnishes nearly the entire product. The other rivers in southern
Florida that are known to carry river pebble in quantity are the Alafia, the two Manatees, the Oaloosahatchee; in northeast Florida,
Black creek, a tributary to the Saint Johns, which enters the latter
stream about 20 miles south of Jacksonville, also furnishes a small
amount. Pebble phosphates are also found in many other streams
entering the Gulf, but thus far not in workable quantities. With the
pebbles the remains of vertebrate animals are often found. The river
pebble is blue or black, from one inch down in size, usually finer as distance down the stream is gained. It occurs as pebbles, or more rarely
as the hardened ·casts of small mollusks, which show some attrition by
water. In the Caloosahatchee river the pebble is mixed with ordinary
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shells of carbonate of lime washed out from the Pliocene and Post-Plio·
cene beds bordering the river above. The derivation of the river pebble is probably very largely from the land pebble deposits, the streams
in which they occur draining the country occupied by these deposits.
Some of them may also have been derived from the hard rock phosphate. The percentage of phosphate of lime in the river pebbles is
between 58 and 68, the average of the cargoes running between 60 and
65 per cent. The river pebble is dredged, washed, and floated on the
river to the works, where it is dried, cleaned, and made ready for
shipment. The phosphate drying works are very extensive.
The distribution of the phosphate deposits in Florida as they were
known in 1889 and 1890 is well given in the volume, JVIineral Industries
in the United States, of the final reports of the Eleventh Census, which
also shows quantitatively the number of enterprises engaged in developing the rock and their importance. In 1891,215 companies had been
formed for work in this field, and the number is constantly increasing.
Marl.-The production of marl in the United States during 1889, as
determined by the Eleventh Census, was 139,522 tons, valued at $63,956.
In 1890 there was a slight increase in the production, which is estimated at 153,620 tons, valued at $69,880. .As heretofore, New Jersey
produced nearly the entire amount, North Carolina and .Arkansas contributing only about 1,500 tons. The producers of this substance in
New Jersey are so numerous that exact statistics of production and
value are almost impossible to obtain-certainly impossible with the
means at command-as a large percentage of the farms in the marl belt,
which extends from Raritan bay to near the mouth of the Delaware
river, with an average width of about 15 miles, is underlaid with workable deposits of marl. The open winters of the past few years have
tended to materially decrease the production of marl, owing to the difficulty of hauling ·during such seasons. By far the larger portion of
marl is produced by farmers and sold to their neighbors or used on
their own farms, which accounts for the difficulty of obtaining exact
statistics on this subject, the producers very rarely keeping accurate
accounts of the amount of marl used or sold.
Canadian apatite.-The product of apatite in Quebec and Ontario in
the last few years has been determined by Mr. E. D. Ingall, of the
Canadian Geological Survey, and is given below, together with the product since 1878. The greater part of the product came from Ottawa
county, Quebec; here the producing mines are the North Star, of the
Dominion Phosphate Company; the High Rock, owned by the Phosphate of Lime Company; the Star Hill and Crown Hill, of the Canadian
Phosphate Company; the Emerald mine, of the Ottawa Company, and
the Blackburn mine, in Templeton Township. In Ontario the output is
largely the intermittent work of farmers, but there are regular plants
at the Toxton, Ottly Lake, and Bob's Lake mines, and at those in North
Burgess.
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AI though the higher
market in England, and
than most other sorts,
Florida developments.
ments.

grades of Canadian rock finds a very ready
receive 1 to 3 cents more per unit of phosphate
the trade was considerably disturbed by the
This affected the price rather than the ship-

Product of Canadian apatite from 1878 to 1890.
Years.

I Quantity. I

Years.

Long tons.
187il
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

.••••• ••••••• •••• •• •••••• ••
. . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •
. .•• • . • • •• ••••••• ••••••• •••
. . • • . • • • • • • • •• • • . • • • • • • • • • •
. . .• • • • •••••..• •.• • • . •••• ••
. . .•• . • •••••• ••• • • • •••••••.
• . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • .

3, 701
11, 927
7, 974
15, 601
17,181
17,840
22, 143

Quantity.
Long tons.

1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890

.••.•••••••••••• - • • • • • • • • • .
•••.•••••• :. • • • • . • • • • • • • • • .
• • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • .
.• ·····-··. •••.•••• •• ••••••
·········-····--···········

24, 290
20, 495
23. 690
22, 485
30,988
ill,753

BUHRSTONES.
Value of bubrstones produced in 1889, $35,155; value of bubrstones
produced in 1890, $23,720. The domestic production of :flint and quartz
grit for the manufacture of buhrstones and millstones has shown a
steady decrease since ~886. Grinders of paint, gypsum, and cement
rock continue to use the domestic millstone to some extent, but its use
in grinding cereals bas been almost entirely abandoned for the more
modern roller process. French buhr is still used in some :flourjng mills
which have not adopted the roller proeess. The decreasing tendency
of the industry may be seen from the following table, showing the
annual production since 1883. The producing States in 1889 and 1890
were New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia:
Value of buhrstones produced in the United States since 1883.

I

Years.

Years.

Value.

1883 ------ •.•••••.••••••••.•• -... $150, 000
1884--.- .•••••••••••. •.··· ••.••• ·- 150,000
1885 --.-- •. -..• -.•• -..• -.•• -..... 100, 000
1886 _.•.••. _••.••.••••.•••. _.• _... 140, ooo

I

1887
1888
1889
1890

Value.

-•••••••••••.•••••.••••...• -- $100, 000
-- .•••...••..•• -· •• -· •....•. 81,000
. • . • • • . • • . . • • . . • • . . . • •• . . • . . .
35, 155
__ .•.........•...•• _..•.....
:!3, 720

-I

I

Value of buhTstones and millstones imported into the United States from 1868 to 1890.
Years ended- Rough.

--June 30, 1868 ..
1869 ..
1870 ..
1871..
1872 ..
1873 ..
1874 ..
1875 ..
1876 ..
1877 ..
1878 ..
1879 ..

J

456

$74,224
57,942
58,601
35,406
69, 062
60,463
36,540
48,068
37,759
60,857
87,679
101,484

Made
into millstones.

Total.

Years ended-

Rough.

-----~

........... "' $2,419
2, 297
3, 698
5,967
8,115
43,170
66,991
46,328
23,068
1, 928
5,088

$74,224
60,361
60,898
39,104
75,029
68,578
79,710
115,059
84,087
83,925
8!J, 607
106,572

June 30, 1880 .. $120,441
1881..
1882 ..
1883 ..
1884 ..
1885 ..
Dec. 31, 1886 ..
1887 ..
1888 ..
188!L.
1890 ..

100,417
103,287
73,413
45,837
35,022
29,273
23,816
36,523
40,432
32,892

Made
into mill- Total.
stones.
----- - $4,631
3, 495
747
272
263
455
002
191
705
452
1,103

$125,072
103, 912
104,034
73,685
46, 100
35,477
29,935
24,007
37,228
40,884
33,995

CORUNDUM AND EMERY.
The total product of corundum and emery in 1889 was 2,245 short
tons, valued at $105,565. In 1890 the product decreased somewhat, being 1,970 tons, worth at the mines $89,395. The States of Massachusetts, New York, North Carolina, and Georgia furnish the supply. A
small quantity, about 5 tons, came from South Carolina. The value of
corundum at the mines varies from $20 to $~00 per ton, the best coming from the Georgia and North Carolina mines.
P1·oduction of corundunt and ernery for the yea'rs 1881 to 1890.
Quantity.

Years.

Value.

Years.

Quantity.

Sho1·t tons.
1881. ............... .
1882 ................ 188:L .............. ..
1884 ................ .
18o5 ................. ,

500
500
550
600
600

Value.

Sho1't tons.

I

$80, 000 1886 .....•••.•...••..
80, 000 1887 .........••.•....
100,000 1888 ............... ..
]08, 000 1889 ............... ..
108,000 11890 ................. ,

645
600
589
2, 245
1,970

·j

116,190
108,000
91,620
105, 567
89,395

Emery imported into the United States from 1867 to 1890, inclusive.
Grains.

Ore or rock.

Years endedQuantity.

Value.

Quantity.

Pulverized or
grounu.

Value.

Quantity.

4, 531
35,205
25,335
15,870
41,321
26,0G5
43,886
31,972
40,027
21,964
38,454
58,065
76,481
67,781
69,432
59,282
121, 71!l
55,368
88,925
45,033
93,287
88,727
97,939

834,286
924, 161
644,080
613,624
804,977
343,828
69,890
85,853
77, 382
96,351
65, OtiS
133,556
223,855
177,174
117,008
93,010
513, 161
194,314
365,947
a144, 380

Value.

Other
manufactures.

Total.

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - Pounds.
Pounds.
Tons.
June30, 1867 ...•.. - - .. -. - ... ....................
924,431
$38,131 . ............... $52,504
428
$14,373
~

1868 ...... ................... ....................
18G9 ...... ................... ...................
1870 ...... ....................
1871. ..... -----··--- ...................
1872 ...... .................. --------·1873 ...... 610,117
$29,706
187-L.~--331,580
16,216
1875 ...... 487,725
23, 345
1876 ...... 385,246
18,999
]6, 615
1877 ...... 343,697
1878 ...... 334,291
16,359
1879 ...... 496,633
24,456
1880 ...... 411,340
20,066
1881. ..... 454,790
22,101
1882 ...... 520,214
25,314
1883 ...... 474,105
22,767
1884 ...... 143,267
5,802
1885 ...... 228,329
9, 886
Dec. ~lJ, 1886 ...•.• 161,297
6, 910
1887 ...... 367,239
14,290
16,216
1888 ...... 430,397
1889 ...... 503,347
18,937
1890 ...... 534,968
20,382

----------

85
964
742
615
1, 641
755
1, 281
961
1, 395
852
1,475
2,478
3, 400
2, 884
2, 765
2,447
4,145
2, 4-!5
3, 782
2,078
5,175
5, 234
3,867

a To June 30 only;

33,549
42,711
29,531
28,941
36, 103
15,041
2,167
2, 990
2,533
3, 603
1, 754
4, 985
9, 202
7,497
3, 708
3,172
21, 181
8, 789
24,952
6, 796

.................. ..................
................... ...................

................. .................

.. ...............

---------.................

. ..................
...................
$107
97
20
94

..................
34

....................
14-5
53
241
269
188
757
851
2, 090
8, 743
111,302
5,046

38,080
77,916
54,8GG
44,811
77,424
70,919
62,366
58,327
61, G53
42,182
56,601
87,506
105,894
97,432
98,695
85,490
148,890
74,800
121,638
68,209
118,246
218,966
123,367

since classed with grains.
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GRINDSTONES.
The value of grindstones produced in the United States in 1889 was
$439,587. In 1890 the value of the product increased to $450,000. To
this production four States contributed, Ohio, Michigan, South Dakota
and California, named in the order of importance. It is difficult, if not
practically impossible, to separate the product of Ohio and Michigan,
as many producers operate in both States and the manufacture of the
finished stones is carried on principally at Cleveland, Ohio. These two
States contribute about 98 per cent. of the entire product.
The following tables show the value of the grindstones produced in
the United States since 1880 and the imports from 1868 to 1890.
Value of gr·indstones p1·oduced in the United States, 1880 to 1890, inclusive.
Years.

Value.

1880 ............................. $500,000
1881 . .. .. .. . • . . . • • . . . • • • • • • • . • • • . 500, 000
1882 . . .. . • .. . . • • .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. . 700, 000
1883 -. . • • • • • . . . • • . • . • • . . . • • . • . • . . 600, 000
1884 . . . • • . • • • . • • • • • . . • . . • . . . • . . . . 570, 000
1885... ••• . • .• • • .. • • •. . • . • • • • . . . . 500, 000

Years.

Value.

1886 - --- ........................ - $250, 000
1887- ........................... . 224,4-00
1888 -- ..........•........•..•.... 2ill, 800
439,587
450,000

I~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1

Gt·indstones impm·ted and entm·ed for consumption in the United States, 1868 to 1890, inclusive.
Finished.
Years ended-

Unfinished or rough.

!-------,-

Quantity.

Long tons.

Value.

Quantity. j Value.

Long tons.

June30, 1868............ ......... ............ $25,640 ............ $35,215
1869 ............... - .......... -......
15, 878 .......... -.
99,715
1870 ...... - ...... - .......... -...... ..
29, 161 .. .. .. . .. .. .
96, 444
1871. ..... - ...... -.......
385
43, 781
3, 957. 15
60, 935
1, 202
13,453
10,774.80
100,494
1872. ....... .... .........
1, 437
17, 033
8, 376.84
94, 900
1873 ...... -- .......... -..
1874 .....................
1,443
18,485
7,721.44
87.525
1875.....................
1,373
17,642
7,656.17
90,172
1876 .....................
1,681
20262
6,079.34
69,927
1877 ......... - .. -........
1, 245
18; 546
4, 979. 75
58, 575
1878 ..... - ....... -.......
1, 463
21, 688
3, 669. 41
46, 441
1879 .....................
1,603
24,!l04
4,584.16
52,343
1880 .....................
1,573
24,375
4,578.59
51,899
1881.....................
2, 064
30, 288
5, 0-!4. 71
56, 840
1882 .. - ••• -.-- ..... -.....
1, 705
30, 286
5, 945. 61
66, 939
1883 .....................
1,755
28,055
6,945.63
77,797
1884 .......................................·.... ............ ..........
1885 .................................................................
Dec. 31,1886 .................................................................
1887 .................................................................
1888 ..................... ---······--·~---------- --······----~---------1889 .................................................................
1890.................................................................

4:58

Total
value.

a Classed as finished or unfinished.

$60,855
115, 593
125, 605
104, 716
113,947
111, 9~13
106,010
107,814
90,189
77, 121
68, 129
77,247
76,274
87, 128
97, 225
105,852
86, <!86
50,579
(a)39,149
(a)50, 312
(a)51, 755
(a)57,720
(a)45, 115

INFUSORIAL EARTH.
The product in 1889 amounted to 3,466 short tons, valued at $23,372.
In 1890 the product was 2,537 tons. Of this amount 2,532 tons were
marketed, realizing $50,240. The difference in value as appearing between the products of 1889 and 1890 is not due to any notable rise in
the price, but simply to the value being estimated at different stages
of preparation. In California, for instance, the amount of crude earth
produced was 39 tons, but this was sold only in the form of " Callustro"
preparations, valued at $10,335. The mines at Dunkirk, Maryland,
produced 1,500 tons and those of Pope's Creek 560 tons, with an aggregate value of $29,000. The remainder of the product was from Connecticut, Nevada, and New Hampshire. Thirty-five tons of earth carried
over from production in previous years were marketed from New Jersey,
but none was mined in that State during the year.
The production of infusorial earth in 1880, according to the Tenth
Census, was 1,833 short tons, valued at $45,660, or about $25 per ton.
The product for the subsequent years is shown in the following table
The figures for 1889 are from the Eleventh Census.
P1·od'Uction of infusorial uwtlt f1·orn 1880 to 1890.
1

I---Y_e_aJ:S_'·--+S-h_o_rt-to_n_s.+_ v_a_lu_e_
.
1880 .. .. . .• ...• .. . • • .
1881. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
1882 - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
188il. ... - ...... --....
1884.................
1885.................

1, 833
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1,000
1,ooo

I

Years.

$45,660 1886 ................ .
10, 000 : 1887 ................ 8, 000 1888 -.............. ..
5, 000 1889 ............... ..
5,000 1890 . .............. ..
5,ooo I

Short tons.
1, 200
3, 000
1, 500
3,466
2,532

Value.
$6,000
15,000
7, 500
23,372
50,240
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OILSTONES, W"HETSTONES, ETC.
Total product in 1889, 2,991 short tons, valued at the quarries at
$32,980.
The product in 1890 consisted of 761,348 pounds of vVashita and
Arkansas oilstone, valued at the quarries at $12,384; 15,000 gross of
scytbestones, valued at $46,000; 500,000 pounds of Bindostan and
Orange stone, valued at $10,275; 2,000 pounds of Labrador oilstone,
valued at $250, and 8,000 pounds of chocolate whetstones, valued at
$1,000. The total value of the 1890 product, as above, was $69,909.
In this the value is taken for the manufactured product, with the exception of the Arkansas and Washita oilstone. This is quarried in
Arkansas, shipped in its rough state to New Hampshire, and there
made into the oilstones of commerce. . The difference in the value of
the product in 1889 and 1890 is due to the fact that the value of the
entire product of the former year was taken in the rough state. The
producing States remain as heretofore noted, Arkansas, Indiana, New
Hampshire, and Vermont.
Itnpm·ts of whetstones and 1·azo1· hones for the years 1880 to 1890.
Years ended.June 30, 1880 .... .......•........
1881.--.---------------.
1882------------- .• ----.
1883.-- ..••• -- ------- .. 1884 ·----· --------- ·-.-1885 ·--- --------- ·--- ___ ,

460

Value.

I

Years ended-

$14, 185 Dec. 31, 1886 ................... .
16, 631
1887 ___ --- ------.------.
27,882
1888.-- ·--- ·------ -----30, 178
1889.------------- - ·---.
26,513
1890 .---- --------------.
21,4341

Value.
$21,141
24,093
30 676
27:400
37,454

I

CEMENT.
Production.-The following table shows the product of the natural
cements in the leading districts during the years named:

1ock

Product of natuml

cen~ent

in 1889, 1890, and 1891.

Localities.

1889.

1890.

1891.

Barrels.

Bauela.

2, 547,225
1, 338,464
682,275
350,000
350,000
350,000
200, OlJO
150, 000
78,912
225,000

2, 683, 57!)
1, 533,579
698, 3!l6
450,000
400,000
400,000
200,000
150, 000
87,650
202,000

Barrels.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Rosendale, New York ..................•..••••...•.
Louisville, Kentucky .............................. .
Buffalo and Akron, New York ..................... .
Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania ...................... .
Milwaukee, \Visconsin ............................ .
Utica and La Salle, Illinois ........................ .
Potomac River .................................... .
Fort Scott, Kansas ..........................•.•....
Mankato, Minnesota ............................... .
Onondaga and Schoharie connt.ies, New York ..... .

2, 815,010
1, 501,200
745, 4GO
520. 000
42;"5, 000
450,000
250,000
140, 000
101, 875
215,000

v~~iig~ ~~~r~~~~·.:.~~~~·- -~~-i~: -~i_s:~.~~~~· -~~~- ~~~.

270,000

277,000

288,000

Totals........................................

6, 531, 876

7, 082, 204

7, 451, 535

The above statement was compiled at the close of the year 1891 by
Mr. U. Cummings, who has collected statistics of this character for many
years. In preparing a statement of the technical features involved in
cement manufacture for the report to follow the present volume, Prof.
Spencer B. Newbury has made an independent canvas of the entire
country and the following table shows the results of this work. The
wonderfully close agreement of the two statements is especially gratifying from the difficulty of securing returns with such remarkable
promptness from scattered producers who are also engaged in very active competition. The agreement would be even more striking if the
grouping of districts had been identical.
P1·odnct of hydraulic cement in the United States.
BY SPENCER B. NEWBURY.

1890.

1891.

Works.l----,----·1----.---1
Barrels. Value.
Barrels. Value.
Georgia ...................................... .
Illinois, Utica and La Salle .................. .
Indiana aml Kentucky (LonisYille regio11) ... .
Kansas and Miso:>Ouri (Kansas City and :Fort
Scott) ...................................... .

Mnl~~~k .~~~~~-~~~~~1.' .. ~~~~~~-~~~-c~, __ ~~~.

Minnesot.a.,Mankato ..........................
New York, Onandaga county.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York, Ulster county . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York, Sdwharic co tm ty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York, Bnffnlo an<l Akron................
Ohio, Bellaire and New Lhbon.............. ..
PennsylvaJJi:"t (1.ohigl1 Valley) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'.rennessee, Chattanooga ....... -...............
Utah,SaltLakeCity..........................
Virginia and West Virginia...................
Wisconsin, Milwaukee........................

1
40, 000
$40, 000
40, 000
2
363,117
292,784
409,877
11 1, 533, 579 1, 150, 184 1, 513, 009 .
2
175, 000
122, 500
135, 000

$40, 000
276,931
983, 456
94, 000

3
223.209
203,785
204,900
187, 855
1
87,650
65,737
101,875
76,406
8
281, 086
183, 268
288, 941
188, 944
17 2, 68:3, 579 2, 213, 982 2, 815, 010 2, 252, 008
1
25, 357
20, 286
27 055
21, 644
4
765,734
560, 277
788:300
575,283
2
57,000
56,000
70,000
68,000
6
555, 000
434, 900
695, 000
536, 600
l
48, 423
43, 540
33 100
36, 026
1 ....................
s:ooo
10,000
2
20, 000
15, 000
20; 000
15, 000
1
450,000
180,000
460,000
150,000

Total .. •. : .. •...•.....................•. --63-17,308,734

Is, 582,243

7, 607,067 !5.512, 153-·
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MINERAL RESOURCES.
P1·odnct of Pm·tland cement in the United Sta.tes in 1890 and 1891.
BY SPENCER B. NEWBURY.

1890.

Works.

g~~~;?~~r:.~~~,~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Dakota, Yankton . .. ------------ .........•.....
Indiana. South Bend ...................•....•.
New Yorl,, Onondaga county, Buffalo, etc .... .
Ohio, Bellefontai11e and Columbus .... . ....... .
Pennsylvania, Lehigh ancl Lawrence counties
TotaL ............•...•........•...••....

1891.

1 ......... .. ....... ...................
1
12,500
$40,000
1 ..... . .. .. ... .. .. . .. ................
1
15, 000
36,000
5
65,000
140, 000
2
22, 000
49, 000
7
221, 000
43!l, 050

5, 000
12,500
31, 813
15,000
87, 000
35,000
268,500

- - - - - - - - - - --18

I

Barrels.
Value. Barrels. Value.
- - - - - - - - - - - -I

335, 500

704,050

$15,000
40, 000
71,579
36,000
290,000
82,000
532,850

---

454,813 1,067,429

Price.-The average price, considering all grades of natural rock cement, was 72 cents per barrel in 1889, 70 cents per barrel in 1890, and
68 cents per barrel in 1891. This is for cement in woou. The lower
prices are due, to a considerable extent, to fierce competition in the
West. Fully one-half of the cement sold at Buffalo, New York, and
all points west of that, is in sacks. All cement sold in Buffalo and west
of it is rated at 265 pounds to the barrel, all sold east of Buffalo contains 300 pounds to the barrel, and Portland cement is 380, so that there
are three different weights for a barrel of cement in this country. The
fact that Portland cement is frequently said to do better than the natural cement may be in many cases due to the fact that one-third more
cement is given to the barrel.
Cement irnpo1·ted and entm·ed for consumption in the United States, 1868 to 1890.
Years . (a)

Quantity.

Ba?·rels.

Value.

~~~g::::::::::::::: :::~:::::::~

$ 1g:~~~

1870............ ...
1871. .. -- · ·---- .. -1872 . .. • .... ------ 1873-- · -- -- ...... --

18, 057
52, 103
172 • 83!l
209• 097

i~~t:::::::::::::::

j

Years. (a)

Quantity.

Value.

---- ~ 1-------1 -B-a_T_re-lM-.- - - - -

............
-- ·-- ·----..
--- .. -- .. ·..
-- · -- -- -- ·..

::::::::::::

1876 ...........................
1877 ............. -- .... ----....
V-l78 - -- ---- ·-- ·-- -- .. ·- ...... • •
187!) . ....................... -..

~~~:*~i

1880 . ..•........... ····-····· - ·

~~~L::::::::::::: ---- 37 o:4~o·

18R3...............
456,418
1884 . .............. (b) 585,768
18Sfi.. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
554, 3911
18R6...............
915,255

247,200 i~~L:::::::::::::
2Ql , 074 1889...............
184 • 086 , 1890....... .. • .. . ..
212, 719

i:~~~:~~~

1, 740,356
1, 940, 186

$373,264
441, 512
683,684
802,294
825,095
874,070
!Hi2,689
1, 470, P46
1, 731,4!'>6
1, 704,253
2, 2411,741

~------------~------~------ ~------------~------~-------

a Calendar years ending December 31 from 1886; previous years end June 30.
b Classed simply as cement; kind not specified since 1883. It is probable, however, that about 95 per
cent of the total imports is Portland cement.
Lin~e

and cement of domestic p1·odtwtion exported f1·mn the United States, 1864 to 1890.
_ __Y_e_ar_·s_._(a_)_ _ _Q_.u_an__t_it_y__
. _v_al_u_e_._ _ _ _Y_e_a_r_s._(_a_)--~-~n~ltity.
1
1
1
i Barrels.
Barrels.
1864 ............................ .
1Rfi5 . . - ......................... .
1870 .. ...............
31,175
27, 575
1871 ..•. - ...... -.. • • .
1872...... .... ..... ..
39, 686
1873.. .•. •• ••• .. .. . ..
27,873
41, 349
1874..................
1875.................
64 087
1876.. .. .. .. .. .. .. • ..
53, 827
18i7.................
78, 341
1878....... ..........
82,507

$86 386
94, 606
490
"1, "85
6 9 · ~ 18
1
5? 848
6;;· 080
!•8: 630
T
9~' 568
923
98' 334

in'

I

1879 .......... -......
1880 .... - .. • • • .. • • • ..
1881. .... .. ... . .. ... .
' 1882....... ..........
1 Ui83.................
188!.................
, 1885.................
I 1~8~ - .. .. . .. .. .. .. • • .
. l 881 .. ......... ... . ..
1 1888..... ... .........
1889.................
1890 .................

60, 6~7
41, 989
57, 555
67,030
74,687
65, 768
7D,627
8?, ~~ 7
6.J, "-'-0
100, OiO
89, !)95
86,963

Value.
$74, 097
52, 584
s3, 598
100,169
120, 156
108, 437
127,5~

12~, 687
91,771
147,309
142,298
152,295

1

aCalenda.ryears ending December 31 from 1886 to 1890; previous y.eau end June 30.
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CEMENT.

New developments.-A new and important discovery of cement rock
was made during 1890 in the coast range of mountains near Sierra Peak,
about 32- miles southwest of South Riverside, in southern California.
It is owned and controlled by Messrs. Fraser Brothers of South Riverside, Oa1ifornia.
It comprises about 330 acres in extent, and is fully 90 feet in thickness.
It lies in horizontal strata, the edges being exposed in a canon passing
through it. It is capped in most places by 3 to 5 feet of limestone.
The deposit lies partly in Orange and partly in San Bernardino counties, the county line running north and south through its eastern
portion.
A thorough examination ot this deposit was made during the spring
and summer of 1891 by a competent authority on cements, and it developed qualities as good as any known cement deposit; only trifling
variation exists in the proportion of ingredients between the upper
and lower layers, and a thorough admixture of the different layers, calcined and ground together, resulted in a cement showing the following
analysis :
Cmnposition of cement from South Riverside, California.
Per cent.
Silica .......................................•.................•........
.Alnmina .......•.....••................•............................•.

Lime .................................... ............................ .
~:i~~e~}1;~x"t: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

24.34
8. 56
63.62
0.40
2.08
1. 00

TotaL ....•.••...•••.••••.....•.•...........•••.•..•.•..•........

100.00

.Alkalies ......... . ............................. . ..................... .

I

I

The rock is blue-black in color, and is extremely fine grained, hard
and compact, the fracture conchoidal.
A. series of tests of the cement extending over a period of eight
months exhibit no signs of shrinking, swelling, checking, or disintegra. tion. It bears subme-rsion immediately after being made up into balls,
patties, or briquettes, and it neither heats nor falls down, and its induration is in perfect keeping with the laws governing the action of first
quality hydraulic cements. Several experiments were made as to its
Portland-making qualities, and it was found that a first quality of
Portland cement can be produced without the admixture of any extraneous material whatever, as shown by the analysis.
The Portla,n d experiments were made by grinding the various layers
together in the raw state, then moistening sufficiently to press into balls
or cakes, and exposing to a white heat until the point of incipient vitrifaction was reached, the clinker, after a gradual cooling, was
reduced to powder and spread out in a thin layer for a week, and then
made into briquettes and tested in the usual way-by tensile strain per
square inch.
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The following table is the average result of many tests:
Tests of Sout.h Rive·rside P01·tland cement.
IHou;rs in
a1r.

Bl!eaking
Days in streng.t h
water. per square
inch.

·Pound&.
1
1
1

1
7
30

135
280
475

The table following is the result of several hundred tests of the cement
made after the manner of natural cements, by first calcining the rock,
then reducing it to powder. All stages of calcination was resorted to
from an under-burn up to the melting point, with a view to the development of imperfections, if any existed:
Tests of natural cement from South Rivm·side, California.

I

.
Hours in Days m
air.
water.

I breaking
Average

j ~ve~~ge
strength IHours in Days in breakmg
strength
air.
per square
water. 11er Rq11are
inch.
inch.

---

- -Pounds.
1
1
1
1

1
7

14
21

Pounds.

115
178
223

1
1
1

256 !

I

28
90
210

I

291
354
4.851

A bed of good bituminous coal about 7 feet thick probably underlies
1he entire cement rock deposits, as it is mined on both sideR of the
mountain range adjacent to the cement deposits, and it is probable that
the coal can be reached at a reasonable depth by sinking a shaft in the
canon mentioned, and the shaft would undoubtedly pass through a bed
·of snowy gypsum of at least 40 feet in thickness, judging from the exposures on both sides of the narrow mountain.
No cement is produced in California, the entire supply coming from
Europe, amounting in the aggregate to upwards of a million barrels
during the year 1891.
Two or three attempts have been made to produce artificial Portland
cement in that State, but the excessive cost has tended to a discontinuance of that industry. Therefore the discovery of this vast body of
cement rock, containing upwards of 30o,ooo,ooo barrels of the raw material, from which a cement of most excellent quality can be produced
at a very low cost, must prove of incalculable value to the people of
that State, as it is located in the very heart of the famous orange belt,
where the demand for cement for the construction of irrigation dams, .
canals, and pipe lines is already immense, yet increasing, and must continue to increase for many years to come.
A first-class cement plant capable of producing 1,200 barrels per day is
projected and will probably be put in operation during the season of 1892
on the line of the Sante Fe railroad system at South Riverside, California, the rock to be brought down to the plant by a narrow-gauge system.

GYPSUM. ·
Total product in 1889, 267,769 short tons; value as first sold, $764,118.
Total product in 1890, 182,995 short tons; value as :first sold, $574,523.
The total amount of gypsum produced in the United States in 1890
was 84,774 short tons less than during 1889. The decrease in value
was $189,595. Ninety per cent. of this loss will be covered by the decrease in Michig-an and New York, the aggregate output in these two
States alone being 76,595 tons less in 1890 than in 1889, and showing a
total decrease in value of $188,024. The falling off in New York was
due to the exceptionally wet weather which prevailed during the year.
The entire product of the State is used as land plaster, which is most
useful during a dry season. This assistance not being needed when
plenty of rain has. fallen, the pro~uction of gypsum decreases accordingly. The production in Michigan in 1889 was unusually large. One
concern reporting a large output in that year produced no gypsum
in 1890. The mill of Mr. Lorin Day, at Grandville, was burned May
19, 1890. The mill was rebuilt, but produced nothing more during the
year (a).
An interesting feature of the gypsum-producing industry is the observation of the conditions in which it is marketed in the different producing localities. A limited amount is sold in the condition as mined.
The sales in this particular in 1890 were limited to New York, Ohio,
and Virginia. This portion of the product, though originally sold crude,
is used as a fertilizer.
The distribution of the total product may be seen from a study of the
following tables, showing the production in 1889 and 1890, by States:
Pt·oduction of gypsum in 1889, by States•

States.

.Amount .Amount
of plas~er
Value. cined into .of Pans Value.
plaster or stucco
of Paris af~el:' calor stucco. cmmg.

s~J~ii.

.Amount
Amount Amount
as
prosold
Value. sold
land
duced.
crude.
plaster.

Shm·t
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Total
value.

Short
tons.

California.....
3, 000 . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
3, 000
2, 250 $30, 000 $30, 000
Colorado......
7,7(10 ..••...•. ..••.••.
100
$140
7,600
4,325
28,800
28,940
Iowa .......... 21,784 ..•........•...•. 14,434
23,000
7,350
5,507
32,250
55, 250
Kansas ........ 17,332 ............•..•. ---·----- --------·
17,332
b13,896
94,2B5
94,2B5
Miehig-an ..... 131,767
35,100 :jl:l5,100
54, 084 123,143
42,583
32,434 215,497 373, 740
NewYork .... 52,608
21,537 21,642
31,071
57,834----------------------------- 79,476
Ohio _.........
9, 920
106
212
2, 744
9, 604
7, 070
5, 656
41, 675
51, 491
South Dakota .
320 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • .
320
253
2, 650
2, 650
U~ah_-:··----·· c16,000 J 16,000
25,000 ..•...••..•••......•••••.••..••...•.••...•..... 25,000
V trgm~a . . . . . .
6, 838 I
500
750
6, 338
19, 586 . • . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 20, 336
Wyonung.....
d500 ,-····-·-- .••..••..•••..••. .........
500
390
3,000
3,000
Total. ....

Wl~769f73,'243fs2,704lo8,'m

233.3o7js5,755 64,m 448,lo7 764,li8

1

a Mr. Lorin Day's new mill was burned May 13, 1891.
b Of the Kansas product 600 ton.s were made into fireproof cement, producing 400 tons of cement,
valned at $6,000.
c Estimated, and value given for crude material.
dBegan operations November 1,1889,

778 MlN--3Q

.65
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P1·oduotion of gypsum, in 1890, by States.
T t l

I

a~h~nt

Amount
calcined

.Amount

g~~~~d

Value

(be~o~~t ~~f~f~-

Stocks Total
Jan.1, value.
1891.
land
calcin. )
i
plaster.
mg ·
1 - - - - - . , . · - - - - i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i n _ g _ ) _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
States.

1

duced.

Colorado ....... ..
Iowa ........... ..
Kansas .......... .
Michigan ........ .
New York ...... .
S~ut~ pakota ... .
Vrrgm1a ........ ..
Other States a ... .

A:ld,nt Value.
crude.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

4, 580
20,900
20, 250
74 877
32:903
2,900
6, 350
2o, 235

.••...•• .... --...
.. . .. .. ..
15, 000
3, 072
.........
100
57o

. • • • • • • ..
.. .. .. • ..
.. . .. .. ..
$15, 000
2. 858
.........
150
1, 14o

18,742

19, 148

Total....... 182,995

Value.

Short
tons.
50
2, 900
80
12,714
29. 831
2 900
4, 948
3, 102

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

$125
4, 530 $21, 925
2, 350
18, 000
45, 000
215
19, 420
72, 242
28, 980
47, 163 148, 119
70.235 _______ .. ...... _ ..
7,750 ......... .........
20, 632 .. .. .. .. . 1.. .. .. . ..
12, 727
16, 563 I 125, o75

.. .. .. .. $22, 050
..... -.. 47, 350
750
72 457
.. . .. • .. 192: 099
. . . . . . . . i 73.093
........
7,750
1, 302
20, 782
_... __ . _ 138, 942

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 - - - - - 56,525 143, 014

105,676

j

412,361

J

2, 0521574, 523-

a Ohio, California, and Wyoming.

In addition to the two States named, in which the product for 1890 was
much less than in 1889, there was a decreased output in Colorado, Iowa,
Utah and Virginia (a). The States showing increased production were
California, Kansas(a), South Dakota and Wyoming. The following
table is arranged to show the total amount and value of gypsum produced in each State for both years, with increases and decreases in
1890:
Comparative statistics of gyps11,m prodtwtion for two years.

States.

Total product.
-----,----!Increase. Decrease.
1889.

1890.

Total value.
-----,----1

1889.

Increase. Decrease.

1890.

1-------1--·--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Colorado.........
Iowa.............
Kansas .. . .. .. . ..
MNeicwhigarnk... ..
__._·_·_·_
y

S~ut"?-

0

:pakota....

V 1rguna . . .. .. . ..

Other States (b)..
Total.......

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

7, 700
21, 789
17, 332
131,767
52, 608
320
6, 838
29, 420

4, 580
20,900
20, 250
74, 877
32, 903
2, 900
6, 350
20,235

267, 76~ lls2, 995

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

3, 120
884
2, 918 .... _.....
56,890
19,705
2, 580 .. .. • .. .. .
488
9, 185

~

$28, !)40
55, 250
94, 235
373,740
79,476
2, 650
20, 336
109, 491

c84, 774 W4, 118

$22,050
$6, 890
47,350
7, 900
72, 457
21, 778
192,099
181, 6H
73,093 ... .. . .. ..
6, 383
7, 750
$5, 100 ....... _..
20, 782
446 ......... .
138, 942
29, 451 ......... .

~~4, 523 ~~

c189, 595

a Kansas has an increased product and decreased value. Virginia decreased product and increased
value.
b Includes California, Ohio, Utah, and Wyoming.
c Net decreases,
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The following table, showing the annual product of land plaster and
stucco in Michigan, is taken from the annual report of Mr. Charles D.
Lawton, commissioner of mineral statistics:
.Amount of land plaster and stucco produced in Michigan.
I
Stucco.
Stucco.
L anc1 P1as t er ·I (Barrels
Land plaster. (B31'rels of
of
Years.
(Short tons.) 300 pounds.)
(Short tons.) 300 pounds.)
I
------------l--------l--------ll------------l--------l--------1
Years.

Previous to 1866 . • • .
100, 000 • • • • • • • . . •• • . . 1878 ........•........
1866.................
14,604 .............. 1879 ............... ..
1867.................
17,439 .............. 1880 ............... ..
Previous to 1868 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
a80, 000
1881. .............. ..
1868-- .... -- .. -- -- - ..
28, 837
34, 966 1882. -- -- -- ---- -- -- -1869-- .. -- ....... ---29, 996
41, 187 1883-- ....... --.----1870 .. --- ........ --..
31,437
46, 179 1884 .. -------- .... --1871. .......... -- .. -41, 126
48, 685 1885-- .. -- -- ....... -18i2.................
43, 536
59, 767 I 1886 ............... .
44, 972
82, 453 1887- ... -- .... -- .... 1873. -- ....... -- - -- ..
1874 ............. --..
39,126
82,44911888 ....... - .. ------1875 ................. 1
27,0191
61,120 11889 ............... ..
1876.............. ...
a39, 131
64,386 1890 ................ .
1877....... .. • .. • .. ..
a40, 000
a55, ooo I

40,000
43,658
49,570
33,178
37,821
33, 227
27,888
28,184
29, 378
28,794
22.177
19,823
29,500

I

48,346
50,800
106,004
112,813
135, 165
201, 133
156,677
141,5751
153,274
170, 107
196, 6~8
206,080
238,700

a Partly estimated.

Gypsum imported into the United States from 1867 to 1890.
Ground or calcined.
Years ended-

Quantity.

Long. tons.
June 30, 1867 ...... $125,281 .............................
1868 .. -- .. 114,350 ..............................
1869 ..... 1870 ......
1871. .....
1872 ......
1873 ......
1874 ......
1875 ......
1876 ......
1877 ......
1878 ..... 1879--- .. 1880.----1881.----1882 ......
1883 ......
1884 ......
1885 ......
1886 ......
1887 ......
Dec. 31, 1888 ......
1889 ......
1890 ......

Unground.

Total.

186,512
148,720
154,013
168,873
165, 459
170, 901
171,096
179,070
162,917
140, 587
125,542
150, 4.09
171,724
200, 922
218,969
210, 904
173, 752
153,338
195,890
190, 787
220,140
229,859

............................
. ..........................
.. ........................

. ............................

·-----------.......................

.. .......................

-··---·---·-. ..............................

.................................

..........................

................................
.............................
5, 73,7
4, 291
4, 996
6,418
5, 911
4,814
3, 340
5,~66

7, 568

Value.

Quantity.

Long tons.
$29,895
33, 988
52,238
46,872
64,465
66,418
35, 628
36,410
52, 155
47, 588
49,445
33,496
18,339
17,074
24, 915
53, 478
44,118
42,904
54,208
37,642
33,736
20,764
40,291
55,250

•Not specified since 1883.

97,951
87, 6!)4
137, 039
107,237
100,400
95, 33!)
118,926
123,717
93,772
139,713
97,656
89, 239
96,963
120,327
128,607
128,382
157,851
166,310
117,161
122,270
146,708
156,697
170,965
171,2891

Value.

Value of
mauufactured plaster of
Paris.

$95,386 ..................
80,362 . ..............................
133, 430
$844
100,416
1,432
88,256
1, 292
99,902
2, 553
122,495
7, ~36
130,172
4, 319
3, 277
115,664
127, 084
4, 398
105, 629
7, 843
6, 989
100, 102
99,027
8,176
12,693
120,642
128, 107
18,702
20,377
127, 067
]52, 982
(a) 21,869
168,000 ...................
119,544
115,696 ................
162,154 ...................
170,023 ...........
179,849
174,609

------------

-..
........... -............

FLUORSPAR.
The only locality producing fluorspar continues to be at Rosiclaire,
Illinois. The product in 1889 was 9,500 short tons, valued at $45,835.
ln 1890 there was a decrease in production, the product being 8,250
short tons, but an advance in the price increased the value to $55,328.
The following table exhibits the annual production of this mineral since
1882:
Production of jluo1·spm· in the United States front 1882 to 1890.
Years.

Quantity.

I

Value.

Years.

Quantity. / Value.

Short tons.
1882 .•••••••••••. ··1883
- ·-·_
1884...•••••••••.
______________
1885 .••••••••.•••••.
1886 _______________ _

4,000
4, 000
4, 000
5,000
5, ooo

Short tons.

I

$20, 000
20,000
20, 000
22,500
22, ooo

I

] 887------ --- •• - •••.
1888 ...•••....•••••.
1889- •• - ••• --- --- ••.
1890

5, 000
6, 000

$20,000

9, 500

45,835
55,328

8, 250

···· ···········-

ao, ooo

1

Regarding the reintroduction of fluorspar for metallurgical ~ses, Dr.
Foehr, of Germany, has contributed the following to the Ohemiker
Zeitung:
"Fluorspar was considered an indispensable flux until the commencement of this century; it diminishes the loss of metal and was then the
only e11ergetic means of reducing the melting point of slag from ores
carrying a high percentage of clay and zinc. Without fluorspar very
refractory ores could not be smelted at all.
"Gradually, however, as the blast furnaces and smelting apparatus
were improved, fluorspar was superseded by lime and other cheap
fluxes, but of late its use has been reintroduced into nearly all branches
of metallurgy.
"While fluorspar is regarded merely as a material to unite with excessive silicic acid, the possibility of its adoption is surprising in view
of the fact that the cost of fluorspar is six to seven times greater than
that of limestone while the reactions of fluorspar and limestone, respectively,
2CaF2 + 3Si02 = 20aSi0 3 +SiF4 and
30a003 + 3Si02 = 3CaSi03 + 300z
show that the quantitative economy in fluxing with fluorspar compared
with limestone is as 156 to 300. The fact is, however, that one part of
fluorspar goes further than ten parts of limestone. The former is specially effective in reducing the quantity of fuel; it forms two parts of
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slag where limestone forms three, and it forms possibly also fluorsilicate,
whereby heat is likely to be liberated.
"While the rather high price of fluorspar prevents its use in the production of ordinary white and gray pig iron, it has proved a rapid and
energetic solvent in blast-furnace wol'k, where it is blown in as powder
through the nozzles.
" In making silicon iron, fluorspar plays a more important part. A
ferro-silicon iron, with 10 per pent. silicon, made specially in Upper Silesia, is almost inclispeusable for works that make very tough, deep gray
castings. This ferro-silicon can be obtained in any ordinary blast furnace from any siliceous iron ore if it is only fluxed with fluorspar and
the slag is strongly basic. The fluorspar reduces the silicon energetically; at all eveuts, fluorsilicon is formed which is reduced to silicon by
the hydrogen contained in the furnace gases, and possibly also directly
by the coke. It does not seem impossible that the greatly increased
price for coke will result in a reintroduction of fluorspar as a fuel-saving flux in the manufacture of foundry pig, particularly as even a very
small quantity of fluorspar added to the charge at once raises the product to No. 1 deep gray pig, rich in graphite.
"The remarkable property of fluorspar, that it facilitates the reduction
of the most different bodies-a property common to almost all the fluorides-makes it a valuable flux in the production of spiegeleisen. It has
long been known that fluoride of manganese, as well as a mixture of a
manganese combination with fluorspar, can comparatively easily be reduced to metallic manganese by means of sodium. This reaction served
Brunner in his successful attempts, the first ever made, to produce metallic manganese in large quantities. The modern application of this
method to the blast furnace substitutes carbon for sodium. A highly
basic slag, rich in fluorides, seems nearly indispensable for the production of a rich ferro-manganese in the blast furnace.
"The property of fluorspar of carrying phosphorus into the basic
slag has never been of special importance as far as pig iron is concerned, but it is utilized by the Krupp & Rollet methods of dephosphorizing pig in the basic-lined cupola furnace. While, at all events
in the blast furnace process, the property of calcium fluoride of forming
an easily melting slag with phosphates is of some importance, fluorspar
in the process t>f purifying the pig iron serves probably only as a flux
for the highly basic lime slag saturated with phosphorus.
"In the Thomas process too, and even in the Bessemer converter, fluorspar is in recent practiBe being added in small quantities for the purpose of concentrating the slag and reducing the loss of nietal; very
great care, however, is needed to prevent such a slag from attacking
the acid lining. ·It is also said that in puddling in the various steelm·a king methods and in the Siemens-Martin process fluorspar is added
partly as a slag-forming flux. The details are, however, not known.
"In foundry work, it is an astonishing fact that limestone, which, be-
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cause of its cheapness, superseded fluorspar, of late is losing ground to
the latter. The limestone flux in cupola-furnace work serves only to
slag the ashes of the fuel, the sand adl1eriug to the pig, etc., no chemical effect on the iron being infended. But fluorspar affects the iron
noticeably, keeps it gray and soft by keeping the silicon as an alloy,
while a limestone flux favors the· tendency of the silicon to slag. Besides, fluorspar carries some phosphorus and sulphur into the slag. ,
Fluorspar makes it possible to melt inferior pig iron and a higher percentage of scrap. But, strange enough, practice has shown that too
much fluorspar is rather injurious than advantageous; one reason for
this being that the manganese contained in the iron is thereby prevented
from slagging.
"The quantity of fluorspar which is added to 100 kilograms of pig iron
to be remelted is one-third or at the most one-half, kilogram. The
improvement of the product caused by this flux is specially manifest in
the improved cupola furnaces, particularly the Herbert furnace, which
has much facilitated the utilization of inferior iron for soft castings.
The property of fluorspar to protect manganese does not seem favorable enough to offset the injury due to its silicon-reducing power. Its
use would, at least, require melting in a basic furnace or as cold as possible.
"As the small quantity of the phosphorus and sulphur which is contained in Swedish charcoal iron is almost entirely carried off' in the comparatively acid slag by fluorspar, this is of prominent importance for the
treatment of very pure qualities of iron.
"Fluorspar was formerly the most important flux for smelting copper
ores in the German stack, as well as in the English reverberatory furnace. The Mansfeld copper slate, for instance, was fluxed with up to
10 per cent. of fluorspar, the cost of this being about 8 per cent. of the
total smelting cost. The effect of this flux depended essentially on the
volatilization of fluorsilicon, whereby the strongly acid slag was reduced in silica. The ,introduction of improved and heated blasts in the
Mansfeld works has almost confined the use of fluorspar to the blowing
in of furnaces. Five per cent. of fluorspar is commonly added at tbe
start, but the quantity decreases gradually until after from two to five
weeks no fluorspar at all is used. The English reverberatory furnace
process fluxed formerly with as much as 10 per cent. of fluorspar, but
nowadays this takes place only with ores rather rich in arsenic. Fluoride of calcium with arsenides of metals gives very volatile fluoride of
arsenic, which, with a reducing flame, easily escapes. The risk of loss
involved in the volatile fluoride of copper necessitates the presence of
excessive carbon whenever fluorspar is employed in the metallurgy of
copper.
•
"While fluorspar is at present of small value in the treatment of
copper ores containing sulphur, its property of giving very fluid combinations with gypsum and baryte::; may prove an important means for
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working poor oxides and siliceous ores as well as charges containing
azurite, malachite, red oxide of copper, atacamite and earthy red oxide
of copper, by reducing the smaller part of the sulphate and forming a
matte very rich in copper, and by forcing its larger part together with
the fluoride of calcium into the slag which thereby becomes thin and
very fluid. Equal quantities of fluorspar with gypsum or barytes produce the most fluid slag. A significant point particularly with poor
ores high in silica is that this slag is poor in copper-a fact on which
was based the former Freiberg practice of resmelting the copper slag,
together with pyrites and fluorspar, thus obtaining copper matte and
poor slag, the intention probably being to enrich the matte in copper
and impoverish it in iron.
''Fluxing copper ores containing nickel with fluorspar is very favorable for the collection of the nickle in the matte, and has been in use in
the Riechelsdorf, Griinthal and Mansfeld works. The chemical process is still entirely obscure and worthy of study in the laboratory.
Possibly nickel arsenide is decomposed into volatile fluoride of arsenic
and nickel, which latter goes into the matte. Fluorspar is an almost
indispensable flux for making tough copper and, generally, whenever
silicon, which makes copper highly brittle, has to be removed. As a
means of producing a matte poor in iron in the reverberatory furnace,
a mixture of fluorspar, barytes, and quartz is more energetic and rapid
than an addition of only the two last named, the proportion of the
fluorspar and the barytes being for this purpose as between 1 and 3,
. whilst the quantity of quartz depends upon how much iron the roasted
matte contains. Too much fluorspar gives a matte rich in iron. For
refining and resmelting copper, fluorspar finds a constantly increasing use. Mixed with some soda it is most excellent in resmelting copper ingots and for removing from the metal bath small quantities of
arsenic and silicon. The process is kept a secret; the refining slag is,
however, reported to be resmelted with gypsum or glauber salts and
fluorspar.
''The introduction of the Pilz and Raschette furnace has made lead
and silver smelting without fluorspar a possibility. It is too expensive
for this purpose, except for particularly refractory ores; but it has
proved most excellent for fluxing ores containing barytes and zinc.
Possibly the temperature of the slag formation is reduced, thus diminishing the quantity of metal that is lost through volatilization. This
is of greater importance in the reverberatory than in the stack furnace,
so that the use of fluorspar might occasion a special modification of
the English reverberatory furnace process, a Derby process, with a flux
of about 7 per cent. fluorspar. For resmelting lead slags also, a small
fluorspar flux is serviceable. It is used, too, for smelting on the Spanish
slag hearth.
"As in improved lead works the ores to be smelted are almost invariably :first roasted; the fluorspar is added at the roasting. The quan-
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tity varies from 1 to 5 per cent. according to the percentage of the
quartz in the ores. One per cent. of fluorspar, if ground as finely as
possible, causes a noticeable economy in fuel. As this flux lowers the
temperature in a roasting furnace and shortens the roasting process,
the yield of metal must also be favorably affected.
"In refining, also, :fluorspar is very advantageous, especially when
sprinkled on the bath in a fine powder. The litharge is thereby made
thinner and retains fewer metallic grains mechanically. The same
effect is reached by adding a small quantity of soda, or mixture of soda
and fluorspar.
"The slags from tin ores are generally very acid in the stack as well
as in the reverberatory furnace. As it is particularly desirable here to
reduce the quantity of slag as much as possible, fluorspar, which has
this property and in addition makes the slag fluid, has long ago found
use, especially in English tin works, where it sometimes forms 5 per
cent. of the charge. Commonly, burnt limestone and fluorspar are
mixed, although it seems far preferable to employ soda than lime. The
fluorspar fluxing must not be too liberal, as otherwise the furnace walls
are attacked an·d tin seems then to go into the slag.
"Fluorspar with zinc ores is very undesirable, as it attacks the distilling vessels. On the other hand, in order to overcome this obstacle,
a material composed of pure quartz sand with about 3 per cent. fluorspar
and some soda, has tentatively been used for tubes and muffles, which
though apt to frit on the surface in annealing, become, on the escape
of fluorspar, far more dense and fireproof than otherwise can be obtained. In fact a small quantity of fluorspar is regularly used in any
considerable factory making fireproof ware. The ordinary zinc-distilling vessels are said to be extraordinarily improved by a glaze baking
consisting of sulphate of zinc and fluorspar in equal quantities, in regard to product as well as the durability of the muffles. In refining pig
zinc the remelting is sometimes facilitated by adding a mixture of glauber salt, rock salt, and fluorspar.
"When the price is not too high, fluorspar is an advantageous means
of fluxing garnierite, but still more importa~t in the concentration of
speiss.
"Fluorspar has been recommended for regenerating brittle silicon
platinum, by keeping the platinum in powdered fluorspar incandescent
and cemented long enough to enable the total amount of silicon to escape as a fluoride. It appears, however, more rational to substitute
ammonium fluoride for fluorspar, the price being immaterial because of
the small quantity used.
"It would be a worthy object for scientific ambition to study the
physical properties of fluorspar experimentally smelted together with
oxides of metals, ores, and metal salts, with or without fluxes of silicates and sulphates, and in different proportions, specially if the range
of the investigation were extended to the conduct of metal fluorides
and silicon by incandescence in oxidizing and reducing atmosphere."
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Oryolite.-The only source of supply remains at Ivigtok, Greenland.
The importations since 1871 have been as follows:
Irnports of m·yolite jo1· the yea1·s 1871 to 1890, inclusive.
Years ended-

Amount.

Value.

Years ended-

Long ton11.

June 30,

~~H::::::}::::::::::::
i~~~:: :::::1:::::: ::~::::

1876 ....... !........... ..
1877 ....... 1. . . . . . . . . . . .. .

mt::: q:::::::::::::

.Amount.
Long tons.

$71,058
75,195
84,226
28,118
70,472
103,530
126,692
105,884
66,042
91,366

1

Value •

June 30, 1881. ................. .. $103, 529
1882. ......
3, 758
51, 589
1883.......
6, 508
97, 4Jl0
1884.......
7, 390
106, 029
110,750
Dec. 31, 1885.......
8, 275
1111,152
1886.......
8, 230
1887.......
111, 328
138,068
1888.......
7,388
98, 1!30
1889.......
8, 600
115,158
95,405
1890.......
7,129

MICA .
The product of mica in 1889 was 49,500 pounds, valued at $50,000
at the mines in the condition in which it was first sold. In addition to
this, 196 short tons of scrap or waste mica were sold for grinding purposes, with a value of $2,450. The industry, as it plainly shows, has
declined rapidly. In 1890 there were signs of improvement. The
product aggregated 60,000 pounds, worth $75,000 at the mines. The
scrap mica sold for grinding increased also to 300 tons.
Increased interest in mica properties was evident during1890. There
were some sales of mines in North Carolina, and a company of greater
capacity than usual was organized as the Western Carolina Mica Company. The modern apparatus which they hav!3 introduced bids well for
a much greater yield in the future.
Cut mica produced in the United States from 1880 to 1890.
Years.

Amount.

Value.

Years.

$127,825
250,000
250,000
285, 000
368, 525
161, 000

1886 .••••••••••••• : • •
1887. ··•·•• .•••..•••.
1888 ...••••••••••.••.
1889 .. ..•. - .••••.•••.
1890 ..••.•.•••••••••.

Pounds.
1880 .••••••••••••••••
188L •••••••.••••••••
1882 .••••••••••••••••
1883 .•••••••••••••••.
1884 .•••••••••••••• . •
1885 .••••••••••••••••

81,669
100,000
100, 000
114,000
147,410
92,000

Amount.

Value.

Pounds.
40, 000
70,000
48,000
49,500
60,000

$70,000
142, 250
70, 000
50,000
75,000

The States producing mica in 1889 were New Hampshire, North Carolina, Virginia, and South Dakota. Only one mine in Virginia, at
Amelia Court House, was productive, and that was discontinued early in
1889. The mines in the West, where labor is higher, naturally felt the
decline in prices most severely, and hence the New Mexican development at Cerrillos was discontinued in 1888, and in the Black Hills only
one mine remained in 1889 out of eleven in 1884. The occurrence of
good mica has been determined in Wyoming and Washington, but the
owners have not yet developed the mines. This is not surprising when
the valuation for the mines determined by the Eleventh Census aggregates $691,550 and the returns for the year 1889 show a net loss for the
entire industry.
The most encouraging outlook for the industry is in connection with
the increasing use for the scrap mica, which accumulates in about the
proportion of 10 pounds of waste to 1 of cut sheets, even when the
cut sheets take in the smaller sizes now used for stoves. By mills
located in Denver, Richmond, New York, and Boston a large propor474
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tion of this is now ground and used for making lubricants, for insulato:r:s,
and in wall paper.
·
Imports.-In October, 1890, mica was placed on the dutiable list by
the new tariff, with a duty of 35 per cent. ad valorem. It had previously
been imported f.ree. The imports for the year, especially before the
law went into effect, were exceptionally heavy-more than double the
value of the imports in any previous year. This undoubtedly provideR
for an accumulation of stock b.eyond immediate needs.
Unmanujaotu1·ed mica imported and entm·ed for oonsu·rnption in· the United States, 1869 to
1890, inol1tsive.
Years endipg-

Value.

Years ending-

.June 30, 1869 . . . . •• . • • • • • . • •• • • • .
$1, 165 .June 30, 1880 . • • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • . .
1870 ...•••.•.•••.••.••..
226
1881 .••. --- •••••• -- ••• -1871 ...•.•.••••...... -..
1, 460
1882 . --.-- •.• ------- •• -1872 .......... -- •• -- .:-...
1, 002
1883 .••..••• ------......
1873 ....................
498
188! . . . . . . • • • • • . . • • . • . • .
1885 . . . . . • • . . • . . . . • . . • . .
1, 204
1874 . -- ........... -- .• -1875.-- .......................... . Dec. S1, 1886 . . . • .. . . • . • • • . . . . • . .
1876 ....................
569
1887 ····················~
1888 . . . • • . • • .. . • • . . • • • . .
1877 .......... -. • • • • • • • .
13, 085
1889 ....................
1878 ....................
7, 930
1890 ....................
1879 •••·••••••••••••••••
9,274

Value •
$12, 562
5, 839
.5, 175
9, 884
28, 284
28, 685
a 56, 354
a49,085
a 57, 541
a97,351
a207,375

a Including mica. waste.

•

SOAPSTONE.
Total product in 1889, 12,715 short tons; value, $231,708. Total product in 1890, 13,670 short tons; value, $252,309.
The amount of soapstone produced in the United States in1889 (exclusive of the output of fibrous talc at Gouverneur, New York), was 12,715
short tons, valued at $231,708. The value here quoted represents the
aggregate amount received by operators for their product in the condition in which first marketed, whether rough, manufactured, or pulverized. In some cases the mineral is sold without furtber preparation
than being sawed into slabs convenient for shipping. In other cases,
it is manufactured at the quarries into various useful articles for mercantile, domestic, or scientific purposes, or pulverized for use in the
manufacture of soap, paint, paper, and rubber, and in such instances
the only value obtainable is for the manufactured product. Following
the same line of computation in the investigation for 1890, the product
was 13,670 short tons, valued in its first selling condition at $252,309.
Fibrous talc.-The fibrous variety of soapstone obtained at Gouverneur, New York, is especially valuable as a filler in the manufacture of
medium grades of paper. The product in 1889 was-23,746 short tons, valued at $244,170. In1890 the product increased to 41,354 tons, valued at
$389,196. Oftheproductin1890, 10,350 tons were sold in the crude state
as mined, and the remainder, 24,459 tons, sold ground ready for use.
Mr. Frank C. Goodall, in a paper read before the Institute of Naval
Architects records his experience that a paint with soapstone as the
mineral ingredient serves unusually well for protectiug metallic ship
bottoms, and that similar paint has been used for many years in China
and Japan.
Talc imported into the United States from 1880 to 1890, inclusive.
Years.

(pounds).
(pounds).
Q_u_a_n_tit_y_t __
v_ai_u_e._I---Y-ea_r_s._ _ _ t_Q_u_an-ti-·ty-t--v_a_lu_e._

1-

1-------

1880 ......••...•..... ········--·- $22,807 1 1886 ................. ... .........
1881................. ............
7,331 1 1887.................
(a)
1882................. ............
25,641
1888.... .............
24,165
1883 ......•...................... 114,607 i 1889 ................. 1
19,229
i~~t ~ ~ ~:::::::::: ~::
~!: ~g~ 1890 ... -.............
1, O«

::::::::::::

i

a Quantity not reported previous to 1888.

4.76

$24,514
49,250
22,446
30,993
1, 560

ASPHALTUM.
BY E. W. PARKER.

The production of asphaltum and its allied mineral, bituminous rock,
in 1889 was limited to California, Kentucky, and Utah. The commercial product in 1890 was also confined to these localities. Ohio produced
600 tons, but the product was not n1a·r keted during the year and is not
considered in the total. The varieties, qualities, and values of the
several bitumens are so widely different that they might readily be classed
as separate minerals. In fact, a new name is usually given to each new
discovery. In this manner the names of gilsonite, elaterite, uintite,
wurtzilite, albertite, grahamite, and a number of others have been bestowed. The latest discovery has been honored with the name of " lithocarbon." It is found a few hundred miles west of San .Antonio, Texas,
near the line of the Southern Pacific Railroad. This has been thought
by some to be an entirely new mineral, and great claims have been
made regarding its possibilities. What·is most strenuously claimed for
it, and seemingly with some reason, is that it serves unusually well as
the foundation for a paint or varnish for covering metallic surfaces.
Thin metal covered with a coating of this varnish may be bent and
twisted repeatedly without perceptible crack to the covering and without appearance of peeling off. .A company has been organized in New
York which claims to have obtained possession of several thousand
acres of land on which the new mineral occurs, but with the exception
of capita,lizing the company no steps have been taken toward developing the property. Nor has it been possible to ascertain the extent of
the deposit, and the probable effect its development will have industrially. There can be little doubt, however, that it is like the others,
a species of asphaltum. It is found as a fossil limestone impregnated
with bitumen, yielding upon refining a good quality of asphaltum which
dissolves in turpentine to form varnish. This when dry does not crystallize, but remaining soft and pliable, and possessing strong adhesive
qualities will doubtless serve the principal purpose claimed for it. Two
unknown quantities must, however, be determined-the amount of
available mineral and the cost of production and tran1;portation.
The bituminous rock of California occurs in four different countiesVentura, Santa Cruz, Santa Barbara, and San Luis Obispo. The product of Ven~ura county is of higher grade than any of the others; that
is, it carries a larger percentage of bitumen. The product of the other
three counties is used almost exclusively for street paving, it being
necessary only to heat the mineral and thoroughly mix the ingredients
477
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before spreading. The average price of the product of Santa Cruz and
San Luis Obispo counties is from $2 to $2.50 per ton. The Santa Bar. bara product is a grade between this and the Ventura county mineral,
and is worth about $4 per ton. The Ventura rock is valued at from
$10.50 to $12 per ton. Some of this is used for street paving, in the
preparation of which it is necessary to mix the natural product~ while
heated with the sand of the locality where used. A considerable saving in transportation expenses is effected by this means. A considerable part of the Ventura product is refined, and used for a covering for
piling, wharf timbers, wood conduits, etc., which it renders practically
indestructible by protecting them from the action of air, water, insects,
and other destructive agents.
The bituminous rock of Kentucky is not essentially different from the
product of Santa Cruz and San Luis Obispo counties in California.' It
is worth about $2.50 per ton at the mines, which are in Grayson and
Hardin counties, and is used for street paving, cellar, warehouse, and
brewery flooring, and similar purposes.
The product of Utah consists of bituminous rock worth about $7.50
at the mines and of "gilsonite," an exceptionally pure form of asphaltum.
Gilsonite contains about 90 per cent. pure bitumen. It is used for making street paving by mixing when heated with petroleum, sand, and
limestone; for paint and varnish by dissolving in turpentine, and as an
insulator for electrical wires. Gilsonite is valued at from $50 to $60
per ton at St. Louis, its point of distribution.
The following table shows the annual production of asphaltum and
bituminous rock since 1882. Previous to 1888 the output was entirely
from California and was consumed in street paving in the large cities.
The industry can hardly be conSidered as having assumed commercial
importance until 1888, and in the same year began the production of
gilsonite in Utah.
P1·oduction of asphaltunt and bituminous roclc since 1882.
Years.

Short tons. _v_a_Iu_e_.

-~~~I---Y-e_ar_s._ _ _ _sh_o_rt_t_on_s._ _v_ai_n_e._
1

1882 .•..•....•.•..•..
188~ - .....•..•.••.•..
1884 ...........•..•..

················J

Ul86 .....•••........ :
1885

3,000
3, 000
3,000
3,000
3, 500

I

$10, 500
10,500
10,500

i~;g~~

1887. -- .•• --- •.•••.• 1888 ..••••.....•••...
1889 ..•.•••..•..••...
11890 ..•••••••...•.... 1

1

4, 000
50,450
51,735
40,841

$16,000
187,500
171,537
190,416

The increased ~alue of the product of 1890 as compared with that of
1889 is due to a decreased production of bituminous rock in California
and a largely increased output of gilsonite in Utah.
Trinidad asphaUum.-Notwithstanding the large proportions which
the asphaltum and bituminous rock industry has attained in the West,
the bulk of the supply for the United States, in fact nearly all that is
consumed in the Eastern cities, continues to be procured from the
island of Trinidad. This is due to the excessive cost of transportation
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from our Western localities. The European demand is supplied from
the bituminous limestone deposits of N eufchatel, Switzerland~ and
Seyssel, France. A limited amount of Neufchatel asphaltum is imported into the United States. The following table shows the imports
of asphaltum from 1867 to 1890, inclusive:
Asphalturn impo1·ted into the United States f?·om 18G7 to 1890.
Years ended-

Quantity.

Value.

Short tons.

J·une 30, 1867 ........ .....................
~. 868 ...

- .•..
1S69 ........
1870 ........
1871 ........
1872 ........
1873 ........
1874 ........
1875 ........
1876 ...••...
1877 ........
1878 ...••...

185
203
488
1, 301
1, 474
2,314
1,183
1,171
807
4,5321
5,476

Years ended-

I

, , "'I

$6,268 1 June 30, 1879 ..•••.•.
1880 ........
5, 632
1881. •••••••
1882 ........
13,072
14,760
1883 ........
188! ....•.•.
35,533 I
Dec. 31, 1885 ........
1886 ........
17,710
26,006
1887 ........
23,818
1888 ........
1889 .•.•••••
36, 550 I
35,932
1890 ........

I Quantity.

Value.

I Short tons.

38,298 1
I

8, 084
11, 830
12,883
15,015
33,116
36, 078
18,407
32, 5()5
30,808
36,494
61,952
73,861

$30, 635
87,889
95,410
102, 608
149,999
H5, 571
88, 087
108,528
95,735
84,045
138,163
223,368

Capt. F. V. Greene, of New York City, vice-president of the Barber
Aspl.talt Company, contributed some very interesting information to the
census report on asphaltum from Trinidad and other foreign sources.
As the figures and statements given by Captain Greene cover also the
calendar year 1890, the following is abstracted from his contribution.
Some of the information is obtained from the books of his company.
Other portions are estimates which, while not derived from positive
records, may be considered substantially correct:
Imp01·ts of T1·inidacl asphaltwn by all companies fTom 1880 to 1890, inclusive.
Years.
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1FI85
1886

Long tons. [

......................... ..
.•..••...•.•.••..•. ••·•·· ..
.......................... .
...•...............•.......
.......................... .
...••••.••..•••.•..••••.••.
......................... ..

Years.

Long tons.

1
1
1
3, 913 1 _1_8-87_________-_.-._-_-_.-.-__ -__-___-__-___-_-_ _ _2_6_,5-9-3
6, 707

1888 - .••••••••• ---.............

~~: ~~~ i i~~~ ::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

19, 63o

~~; ~~~

35, 137

~~: ~~~

I
I

TotaL.. . .. .. . • . .. .. .. ..

280, 171

Pavements of Trinidad asphaltum.-The number of square yards of
Trinidad asphaltum laid in the United States in the past decade is as
follows:
NumbeT of sq·uare yards of Trinidad asphalt paving laid in the United States f1·om 1880 to
1890, inclusive.
Years.

Sq. yards.

1880 .......................... .
1881 .......................... .
1882 .......................... .
1883 •.••••••••••• ····--······-·
1884 .......................... .
1885 .......................... .
1886 ......................... ..

106,838
116,629
1!16, 184
387,510
424,524
403,882
623, 188

Years.
1887 ......................... ..
1888 .......................... .
1889 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1890
......................... ..

Sq. yards.
799,335
757, 101

1, 130,863
1, 857,000

Total. . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . • • . • a6, 803, 054.

a Equivalent to 446 miles of roadway 26 feet wide.
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Trinidad asphaltum is being used for street paving in the forty-nine
cities in the United States and Canada named in the following list:
Cities where Trinidad asphalt pavements are used.
Washington and Georgetown, D. C.
Savannah, Georgia.
Chicago, Illinois.
Fort Wayne and Indianapolis, Indiana.
Topeka, Wichita, and Wyandotte, Kansas.
Louisville, Kentucky.
New Orleans, Louisiana.
Baltimore, Mary land.
Boston, Massachusetts.
Detroit, Michigan.
Saint Paul, Minnesota.
Kansas City, Saint Joseph, and Saint
Louis, Missouri.

Omaha, Nebraska.
Newark, New Jersey.
Albany, Binghampton, Brooklyn, Buffalo,
Lockport, Long Island City, New York,
Rochester, Schenectady, Syracuse,
Troy, and Utica, New York.
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Toledo,
and Youngstown, Ohio.
Allegheny, Altoona, Erie, Harrisburg,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Scranton, and
Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania.
Chattanaoga, Tennessee.
Montreal, Quebec, and Toronto, Canada.

Percentage of uses for Trinidad asphaltum.-From the best information
obtainable the proportions of Trinidad asphaltum used for different purposes are about as follows:
Proportions of uses of T1·inidad asphaltum.
Per cent.
For laying sheet asphalt pavements ....•..............................
For manufacturing asphalt blocks and tiles for pavements ........... .

j~~ ~1~~~~1e:rp:~:~::~~

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

TotaL .......••.••..••..•.......••......................•........

72
24
96

3
1
100

The amount of asphalt blocks manufactured and laid as pavements
has varied from 5,000 to 100,000 square yards per annum, and the total
from 1880 to 1890, inclusive, is estimated at 500,000 square yards.
Pavements from bituminous limestone.-About 55,000 square yards of
bituminous limestone pavements were laid in Washington, D. C., during 1876 and 1877, and about 3,000 square yards in New York in 1883
or 1884. Nearly all of this was 13ubsequently taken up and replaced
by Trinidad asphaltum. In 1887 about 10,000 square yards were laid
in Rochester, New York; in 1888 about 20,000 square yards in Saint
Augustine, Florida, and in 1890, 40,000 square yards in New York City.
Captain Greene estimates that the total amount of bituminous limestone pavement now in use in the United States does not exceed 75,000
square yards.
Asphalt pavements in European cities.-The asphalt pavements in
Europe are all made from the bittlminous limestones obtained from the
localities mentioned previously in this report. The pavements are
found in Berlin, London, Paris, and a few other cities, probably not
e4ceeding ten in all, The total ~rea covered is, approximately, as fol-
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lows, according to the authorities cited, and it is about one-fourth of
that covered by Trinidad asphalt pavements in the United States.
Areas of bit·uminous limestone pavements in use in Eu1·opean cities.
Square
yards.
Berlin .•••••••••...••.
London .••......••••..
Paris············--···

681,486
360,000
357,360

Other cities...........

300, 000

Authorities.
United States Consular Reports, No.120.
R eports of paving compames.
Annnaire Statistique de la Ville de Paris,
1888, page 26.
Estimated.

Total .•.•••..... 1,698, 846 \

Ozocerite.-The amount of refined ozocerite or mineral wax produced
in the United States in 1889 was 50,000 pounds, valued at $2,500 at
the mines. In 1890 the product increased to 350,000 pounds. The
value at the mines was about the same per pound as in 1889. The
price quoted during the year was 7i cents per pound at New York.
The locality from which this product is obtained is near Thistle, Utah.
It was discovered in 1885, but no work of any importance was done
upon the property until1888, w?-en 65,000 pounds of crude mineral 'Were
mined. The principal supply of mineral wax is from GaliCia, in Austria. This property was discovered in 1859. It was not until 1865,
however, that sufficient capital could be obtained to push the enterprise. Now about thirty-five companies are in the field.
ImJJorts of mineral wa.x. (a)
Years ended-

Quantity.

Value.

Years ended-

Potmds.
June 30, 1873 ........
1874 ........
1875 ........
1876 ........
1877 ........
1878 ........
1879 ........
1880 ........
1881. .......

25, 1a5
380
7,430
16, 525
101,604
69,884
44,963
103,973
98,911

$4,244
<10
1,026
2, 229
11,720
7, 870
6, 016
14,057
12,792

June 30, 1882 ........
18 8~ ........
188·1. .......
18()5 . .......
Dec. 31, 1886 ........
18~37 ........
1888 ........
1889 ........
1890 ........

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
272,509
565,658
617,992
1, 056, 438
800,496
718,769
1, 164,940
1, 078,725
1, 669,241

29,322
52,774
69,026
123,976
71,220
59,084
89, 131
86,682
142,333

aUp to and including 1883 imported under "Wax and manufactures of, " and classed as "bay or myr·
tle, Brazilian and Chinese, " since as "Mineral wax."
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SALT.
BY

WILLIAM

A.

RABORG.

The production of salt in th~ United States during the years 1889
and 1890 was as follows: In 1889, 8,005,565 barrels, valued at $4,195;412,
and in 1890, 8, 776,991 barrels, valued at $4,752,286. The amount and
value of the salt produced in the various States and Territories in the
latter year, 1890, is given in the following table:
Quantity and va.lu.e of salt prodnced in the United States du1·ing the year 1890.
Product,ion.

States and Territories.

~~~~~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::'::::::::::::::::::

Ohio . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . • • . .. .

Value.

Barrels.

~: ~~~: ~~~

$i: 136,
~~~: gi:
617

231, 303

i;~~~~i~~~~i-~~~: _- _·::: _.:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~::::::

~~~: ~~~ i

Califon1ia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

if~~~~~-_._·:::_._.:_.::::_._.:_._.:::_._.::_.:::_.:::_.:::::::::::::_.:::::::::::::::::::

~~~: ~~~

N cvada, IllhJOis, Indiana, Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky, and other
States and Te!Titories, estimatetl.......................................

300, 000

Total...............................................................

8, 776,991

i~~: ~~~

1

li2, 363

57, 085

1

~~~: r~g

I
1

200, 000
4,752, 286

Compamtive table of production of salt in States and Ter1·itories during yem·s 1883 to
1890.
States and
Territories.

1883.

Quantity.

1884.

Value.

Value.

Quantity.

Barrels.

I

'"'

Quantity.

1886.

Val~---· Quantity.

Value.

Barrels.

Barrels.

Ban·els.

Michi~an .... 2,894, 672 $2,344,684 3, 161,806 $2,392,536 B, 297,403 $2,967, 663 13, 677, 257 $2,426,989
New l:ork ... 1,619, 486
680,638 1, 788,454
874, 258 2, 431,563 1, 243,721
705. !)78 2,304, 787
Ohio ......... 350,000
231,000
260,000
i.l20, 000
201,600
306,847
199, 45o
4oo, ooo
West Virginia ...... 320,000
211,000
250,000
162,500
310, 000 l 195,000
~45, 070
223.1&4
Louisiana .... 265,215
29!), 271
299,691
108,372
139,911
141,125 I 223,964 I 125, 677
214, 285
150,000
California ... 214,286
160,000
150,000 ' 178,571 ! 120, 000
221,428
100,000 I 114,285 I
Utah ........ 107,143
164,285
100,000
80,000
107,140
75,000
Nevada ......
21,429
15,000
17,857
20,000
30,000
21,000
12,500
28,593
Kansas ...... ............ ................ ................. .................. . ............ ................. ............ ...............
Illinois, Indiana, Virginia, Tennessee,
Kentucky,
and other
States and
Territories (a) .... ..,. 000
377,595
400,000
364,443
250,000
243,993
240,000
352,763
1

.

I

Total .. 6, 192, 2a1

1

., .~ -·

4, 251, 042 6, 514, 937
~---

~~

...

1

1

4, 197, 734 7, 038,653
,,

tJ Estimate<!.

4,825, 345 7, 101, o81

1 '·

825,345
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Compamtive table of p1·oduction of salt in States and TeiTitorieB during yearB 1883 to
1890-Continued.

I

1888.

1887.

States and
Territories. Quantity.

Value.

Quantity.

Barrels.

Value.

Quantity.

Barrels.

Barrels.

~~~l~~~k~ ~: 2, 353,560

18PO.

1889.

Quantity.

Value.

Value.

Barrels.

3, 944, 309 $2, 291,842 3, 866,228 $2, 261, 743 3, 856, 029 $2,088,909 3, 837, 632 $2,302,579
936,894 2, 318,483 1, 130,409 2, 273, 007 1, 136,503 ~. 532, 036 1, 266,018
250,000
162,500
231,303
136, 617

Ohio ...... . .. 365,000
210,000
247,000
380,000
West Virginia ..... 225,000
135, 000
143,000
220, 000
Louisiana ... 341, 093
118, 735
134,652
394, 385
California .. . 200, 000
140,000
92, 400
220,000
Utah ........ 32;), 000
102, 375
32, 000
151,785
Nevada ...... ................... . . ................. .. .............. .............. . ......
Kansas ...... .................. .................... 155,000
189,000
Illinois, Indiana, Virginia, Tennesseo,
Kentucky,
and other
States and
Terri tories (a) .... 250, 000
150, 000
350,000
143,099
Total .. . 8, oo3, 962

1 4, 093, 846 8, 055,881

229, 938
273, 55:1
62, 363
427, 500
---------- ----- --·-- - .......... .. ........
882,666
450,000
202,500
200,000
325, 629
150,000
200,000

300,000

4, 374,203 8, 005,565

130,000
152,000
63, 000
GO, 000

200, 000

134,688
132,000
57,085
126, 100

..................
307,109

300,000

200,000

4, 195,412 8, 776, !)91

4, 752,286

a Estimated.
MICHIGAN

With a production of 3,837,632 barrels of salt, valued at $2,302,57!),
Michigan headed the list of salt-producing States and Territories in
18DO. In 188D the production was 3,85G,929 barrels, valued at $2,088,909.
Since 1887 there has been a yearly decrease in the production, although
the amount of salt made continued to represent over one-half the product of the United States.
The average depths of the wells in the different counties were as follows: Mason, 2,200 feet; Manistee, 2,000 feet; Saint Clair, 1,700 feet;
Huron, 1,200 feet; Midland, 1,200 feet; Bay, Saginaw, and Iosco, 850
feet.
During 1890 there were 122 salt-producing companies in the State,
97 of which were in operation, having a capacity of production of
5,950,000 barrels.
P1·odttct of Michigan salt in 1890, by dist?·icts.
Counties.

Fine.

Bulk.

- - - - - - - 1-- - - - 1--

Saginaw ........
Bay·········-··
Manistee .......
Mason .....•.••.
Huron .....•.••.
St. Clair .....•..
Iosco ....••...•.
MiJlanJ .....••.

Bar1·els.

Fine
p k
,
packers'. ac ers.

S 1
oar.

Second
quality.

Total.

- - - - ----------1·----1

Bar-rels. Barrels.

655,293 305,127
581,072 214, 787
826, 293
84,527
3il3, 871
16,013
32,676
22,968
155,754
81,123
289,232 ................
46,812
1, 353

TotaL·-··· 2, 921, 0031725, 898

308
462
3, 716
2, 270

Ba1·rels. Bm·rels. Ban·els.
1,659
3, 138
12,691

....................
37
2,812

18,896

............

.............

............
.............

25,571
20,644
79,208
15,463

............

703

.................. ................

1,389

1, 619

............... ---------- .............. ................
55

8,430 1

20,337

18,896

Ban·els.
1, 006,854
820,103
1, 006,525
367,617
55,681
242,011
289,232
49,609

143,06813,837,632
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Grades of salt produced in Michigan as 1·eported by the inspectors from 1869 to 1890,
clusive.
Years.

1869 ..••..•••.•.•.•.•••
1870 ..•..........•..•..
1871. ..•..•.........••.
1872 ...•...•.. -- .......
1873 .. •••·••······ .....
1874 ..•...••..••..•....
1875 ..........•........
1876 .. ··········•···••·
1877 ...........•.......
1878 .. - ... - ... ····•· ...
1879 .. - ... ····•··· .....
1880 .. - ....•..••..•....
1881. .. - .. -- .. -- ...... 1882 ......••...........
1883.- ............•....
188!. .. - ...... ....••. :.
1885 .. - ....•........ - ..
1886 .................•.
1887 .................•.
1888 ...•..........•....
1889 ...••..•.•.•.....•.
1890 ..••....••...•.•••.

Fine.

Packers'.

Bar1·els.

Barrels.

513,989
568, 326
655,923
672,034
746,702
960, 757
1, 027, 886
1, 402,410
1, 590, 841
1, 770,361
1, 997, 350
2, 598,037
2, 673 , 910
2, 928,542
2, 828,987
3, 087,033
3, 230,646
3, 548,731
3, 819,738
3, 720, 31!)
3, 721,099
3, 655,331

Second
quality.

Solar.

Common Total for
coarse. each year.

- - - ----Ba1·rels. Barrels. Barrels.

12,918
17,869
14,677
11,110
23,671
20, 090"
10, 233
14, 233
20,389
19,367
15,641
16, 691
13,885
17,208
15,424
19,308
15,480
22, 221
19,385
18, 126
19,780
20,337

15, 26±
15,507
37,645
21,461
32,267
29,391
24,336
24,418
22,949
33,541
18,020
22, 237
9, 683
31, 335
16,735
lti, 957
19,849
31, 177
13,903
26,174
17,617
18,896

19,117
19,650
19, 930
19,876
20, 70{i
16,741
19,410
21,668
26, 8J8
32. 615
27, 029
48, 623
52,821
60, 222
33, 526
38,508
31.428
71,235
73, 905
87,694
93,455
143,068

m-

. ....................
.. .....................
.. ............. ......

................

. ...................

. .................

. ..............
..................

. ..................

.. ..............
.. ..................

. ..................

.................

. ................

...............
.................

...

. .................
3, 893
17,378
13,915
4,978

. ...................

Barrels.
561,288
621,352
728,175
724,481
823,346
1, 026,979
1, 081,865
1, 462,729
1, 660, 997
1, 855, 88±
2, 058,040
2, 685,588
2, 750,299
3, 037, 307
2, 894,672
3, 161,806
3, 297,403
3, 677,257
3, 944,309
3, 866,228
3, 856,929
3, 837,632

NEW YORK.

Of the 2,532,036 barrels of salt, valued .at $1,266,018, which is given
as tbe production of the State of New York during 1890, 1,546,412 barrels were made in the Onondaga reservation and 985,624 barrels in the
Warsaw district. An annual decrease in the production of tbe Onondaga, district has occurred each year since 1882, when the amount of
salt made was nearly double that of 1890, while the product of theW arsaw district in 1890 was very nearly 13 times as great as that of 1883.
P1·oduct of salt in New Ym·k for the yea1·s 1883 to 1890.
1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

Bushels.

Bushels.

Bushels.

Bushels.

7,497, 431
600,000

6, 942,270
2, 000,000

6, 934,299
4, 58!), 635

6, 101,757
6, 056,060

8, 097,431

8, 942,270

11,523,934

12, 157,817

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

Bushels.

Bttshels.

Bushels.

Bushels.

5, 695,797
6, 072,000

5, 657,367
5, 935,000

5, 365,039
6, 000,000

4, 928,122
7, 732,060

Total .••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 11,767,797111,592,367

11, 365, 039

12, 660, 182

Onondaga reservation .•...••.••........
Warsaw district .•........•............
Total .....•..••...••.•••..•••...•.

Onondaga reservation..................
\Varsaw district.......................

----

1---------:--------1--------1---------1
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Salt inspected at the Onondaga wells in 1889 and 1890.
Solar.

Fine ground.

Districts.
18_8_9_._

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

Ss~itucau~~- ~:: ·.: ·.: ·.·.: ·.::
•

1_8_9o_._

__
1

Ground solar.

Ground dairy.

~~~ ~ ~

1889.

1890.

Bushels.

Bushels.

Bushels.

Bushels. Bushels. Bushels. B1tshels. Bushels.

841, 042
163, 200

837, 807
138, 803
688, 133
918, 994

!H7, 698
629, 035
142, 947
832, 046

637, 539 146, 933 142, 734
77, 773
44, 4!J5
537, 783 ....•.•••.••....•..••. - ....•.•...••.
142, 965 ..•...••..••.......... _............ .
714, 458 .•....... ......... 1 118, 618
124, 411

Liverpool............. 756, 760
Geddes ............... 1, 008, 987

TotaL ......... -12,769,989. 2, 583,

m

I140~ ill.
1

2, 251, 726 2, 032,745

933

734

119u~l

168, 906

Production of the Onondaga dist1·ict, 179'7 to 1890. inclusive.
[Bushels of 56 pounds.]
Years.

Solar.

Fine.

Bushels.

Bushels.

1797 •••.• ...................
1798 ••••. ..................
1799 ..•.• ......... _...........
1800 .•..• .....................
1801 ..•.. .......................
1802 ..•.. ....................
1803 ..•.. ..................
1804 ..... .....................
1805 .•... ......................
1806 ..•.. . , .................
1807 .•... ....................
1808 ..... ....................
1809 -· ... ...................
1810 ..... ·---------·
1811- .... ...................
1812 ..... ....................
1813 ... -· ....................
1814 .... - ...................
1815 .... - ....................
1816 .... ----··----·
1817 ..... ...................
1818 ..... ...................
1819 .••.. .................
1820 ..... .....................
1821 .••.. ...................
1822 ..••. ..................
1823 ..... .................
1824 ..•.. ...................
1825 ..•.. ................
1826 .•... ...............
1827 ..... ................
1828 ••••• ...............
1829 .•.••
1830 .•••. .............
1831 .•••. ..............
1832 •••.• ...............
1833 •••.. .................
18:34 ·•••· ..............
1835 .••.. ................
1836 .•••• ..............
1837 ·•••• ..................
1838~••••. .............
1839 .•••• ..............
1840 ••••. .....................
1841 •••••
220,247
163,021
1842 .••••
318,105
1843 •••••

--··-------

'

25,474
59,928
42,704
50,000
62, 000
75,000
90, 000
100, 000
154,071
122,577
175, 448
319, 618
128,282
450, 000
200, 000
221,011
226,000
295,000
322,058
348,665
408,665
406,540
548,374
458,329
526,049
481,562
726,988
816, 634
757, 203
811, 023
98:1,410
1, l!iO, 888
1, 12!l, 280
1, 4::!5, 446
1, 514, 037
1, 652, 985
1, 838,646
1, 943,252
1, 209,867
1, 912,858
2, 167, 287
2, 575,033
2, 864,718
2, 622,305
3, 120,520
2, 128,882
2,809, 395

Total.

Years.

Bushcl11.

Bushels.

25,474
1844 •••.•
59,928
1845 .....
42,704 1846 .....
50,000
1847 ..•..
62,000
18!8 .....
75,000 1849 .....
93, 000
1850 .•••.
100,000 1851 .....
154,071 1852 ..•..
122,577 1853 .••..
175,448 1854 .....
319, 618
1855 .....
12S. 282 1856 ..••.
450,000
1857 ..••.
200, 000
1858 ...•.
221,011
1859 ..•..
226, 000
1860- .••.
295,000
1861 .....
322,058
1862 ..••.
348,665
1863 .....
408,665
1864. ···406, 5!0
1865 .....
548,374 1866 ..•..
458,329
1867 .....
1868 ..•.•
526, 0-!9
1869 ..•..
481,562
726,988
1870 .••..
816,634 1871 •.•..
1872 ..•.•
757.203
811,023
1873 .....
083,410 1874 .•••.
1, 160, 88S 1875 .•••.
1, 129,280 1876 •••••
1,435, 446 1877 .••••
1, 514,037 1878 .••••
1, 652,985 1879 •••.•
1880 .••..
1, 838,646
1881 ••••.
1, 943, 252
1, 209, 867
1882 ••••.
1,
858
2, 167, 287 . 1884. ••••
2, 575, 033
] 885 .••.•
2, 864, 718
1886 ..••.
2, 622, 305
1887 .••.•

912,

il32, 418
353,455
331, 705
262, 879
:.142, 497
377.735
374, 732
378, 967
63:.1. 595
577, !)47
734,474
408,124
70!), il!J1
481,280
1, 514, 554
1, 345,022
1, 4G2, 565
1, 88!, GD7
1, 983,022
1, 407,656
1, 971,122
1, 886, 76~
1, 978,183
2, 271,892
2, 027, 490
1, 857, 042
2, 487, 6!)1
2, 464,464
1, 882, 6tl4
1, G91, 359
1, 667,368
2, 655,955
2, 308,679
2, 525,335
2, 788,754
2, 957,744
2, 516,485
3, 011,461
3, 032, 4!7
2, 444, il74
2, 353,860
2, 439,332
2, 772,34.8
3, 118,974
3, 115,314
1889 .••.• 2, 916,922
1890 •••.• 2, 726,471

111883 ' .. "

3, 340,76711888 .....

2, 291, 903
3, 127' 500

Solar.

Fine.

I

B1tshels.

Total.
Bushels.

3, 671, 134 4, ()03, 552
3, 408,903 3, 762,358
3, 507, 146 3, 83S, 851
3, uSS, 476 3, 951' 355
4, 39!, 629 4, 737,126
4, 7Ui, 83! 5, os:l, 569
3, 804,187 4, 268,919
4, 235, 150 4, 614,117
4, 288,938 4, 922,533
4, 820,577 5, 40-1-,524
5, OOS, 873 5, SOH, 347
5, 58!, 761 ·6, 082, 885
5, 257, <119 5, 960,810
3, 8:.10, 8!6 4, 312, 126
5, 5:8, 665 7, 03:1, 21!)
5, 54!), 250 6, 894, 272
4, 130, 682 5, 59:.1, 247
5, 315,694 1 7,200, iJD1
7, 070, 852 9, l'53, 874
6, 504, 727 7, 042, 383
5, 407, 712 7, 378, 834
4, 499, 170 0, il85, 930
5. 180,320 7, 158, 503
5, 323,673 7, 5!)5, 565
6, 639, 126 8, 666, GIG
6, 804,295 8, 662,237
6, 260,422 8, 748, 113
5, 910,492 8, 374, 956
6, o48, 321 1 7,.930, 925
5, y~s, 998 7, ~~o, 357
4, 361, 932 6, 0_9, 300
4, 523, 491 1 7, 179, 446
3, 083, 998 I 5, 302, H77
l!, 902, 648 6, 427, 983
4, 387,443 7, 176, 197
5, 364, 418 1 8. ;)22, 102
5, 482. 265 7, 998, 750
4, 905, 775 7, 917, 236
5, 307,733 8, 340, 180
5, 053, 057 7, 497, 43l
4, 588,410 6, 942, 270
4, 494,967 6, 934, 2!)9
3, 32!), 409 6, 101, 757
2, 576,823 5, 695,797
2. 542,053 5, 657,367
2, 448,117 5, 365,039
2, 201, 651 4, 928, 122

I
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Avm·ctge st1·ength of Onondaga brines.

"'
Syracuse.

Years.
1865 ••••••••••••••• - ••••••••••••••
1866 .•• . •••••••.••••••••..•••..•..
1867 ......................................................
1869 .......................................................
1870 .•. ··•••• •• - •...•.•••••.•••..•
1871 .......
.......................... -...... --- ....
1872 ...••••.••...••.•••..••.•.....
J87:l .••••••••••.•....•••••.••..•..
1874 .••.••• .......................................
1875 •••••••••••.•.•.•...•••.•.•••.
187(] .............................. .
1877 .... . ..............................................
1878 ·•··•••··••••••···••••·••·•••·
1870 .....................................................
1880 .....................................................
1881 .. . ...•...••....•..••...•..•..
1882 . •...••..••..•••••.••.. •···•••
188J .. ..................................................
188-! . ... •·••• ..••....•.•.....••• . .
1883 .••..•...••...•......•...•....
1836 .. • .•.••.•...••...............
1887 ... . ...............................................
1833 ........................................ .
1889 . ............................... ...........
18[)0 ------------·---·--··-----····

----

66.17
135. f'O
6-!. 4-1
60. (! 8
59 .-W

6::. uo

65. 10
G:.l. -til
6:'! . 80
6:!. 88
6G. 75
68. !)4
6D. G3
66. !il
{if) , 13
(i7. 02
(i7. ( ;,
fiu. u/
67. 88
G7. C:J
68. ?.7
67. :JO
(ii. 91
67. 0~
Gi. 43

I
I

Salina. Lh erpool. Geddes.

.Average.

66.17
65.90
133. !)5
59.02
59. 34
63.82
66. 20
67.52
67.15
69.50
G9. 33
G9. 59
70.02
67. l(i
67.55
68.21
138.63
60. 34
70. 10
69. 25
72. <16
72. 20
72.41
71.93
72.42

64.86

66. 47
65. 81
134. 35
60. :jG
[)8. 9-!
u:l. :l5
60. 00
65. 3(1
66. 15
66. 38
67.70
G9. 19
70.58
G7. 47
67.10
u6. 68
67. 2-l
68.30
7l. 58
70.90
7:l. 84
70.77
69. ()5
60.28
71.05

60.65
58.34
6L 35
GO . 36
58. ~14
G2. :J5
67. 00
6:'i. 4:3
66.15
66. (18
G7. 70
69.19
70. 58
67. -!7
67. 10
(6. 63
67.24
6H. 30
71 . 58
70. 99
7:J. 84
70. 77
69.95
69.28
71.05

63.08
64.27
60.18
59.17
62.88
66.07
65.43
65.81
66.54
67.87
69. 2:l
70.27
67.17
136.97
67. u
67. 71
68.15
70.28

60.72
7;!,, 10

70.26
70. 05
6!J. il8
70.49

Production of salt ·i n the War saw district, New York, ·in 1S90.
SubtU3tricts.

Bushels.

Warsaw . ............................................................•.......
Moun t }.:[orris .....................................•.........................

5, 000,000
700, 000
586, Q.J.O
500, 000
700, 000
2-i6, 020

r~ )1~ys :.r!~.~~ ~ ~ :~::::::::: ::::: :::: ::: ::: ::::: :::::::::::::: ::::: :::::::::: :
Piffard .......•.•.•....•.........•••.•..•..••...•.....• . .............•.......

Ic..":.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

7, 73?., 060

The T'ully Roclc Salt and Brine Supply.-The town of Tully, in which
is situated the rock salt deposit which furnishes the Solvay Process
Company with its brine, is situated in the southern portion of Onondaga
county. It is bounded on the south by Cortland county, on the east by
the town of Fabius, on the north by the town of Lafayette, and on the
west by the towns of Otisco and Spafford. Its southern portion, with
the village of the same name and three lakes (though a fourth lake is
on the same plateau, but in Cortland county), is surrounded by hills of
considerable size and extent. The artificial outlet of Crooked lake
formed the beginning of Onondaga creek and is at present used by the
Solvay Process Company to furnish the fresh water for dissolving the
rock salt in their wells. The Tully lakes are some 800 feet above Syracuse, while the twenty-one wells are about 300 feet below these lakes,
so that the water from the lakes not only furniBh the solvent of the rock
salt but also the power by which the saturated brine is forced to the
surface and into a reservoir from whence it runs by gravity to Syracuse. This advantage can not be overestimated, since it does away
with the daily expense of pumping the brine and all that pertains to
the latter operation.
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The first well which was sunk in thiR locality is 'situated at a point
near the center of the valley, when descending from the Tully Hills,
near the cross road between the western and eastern portion of the valley. This well had to be abandoned at about 400 feet depth, since the
tube collapsed after passing into quicksand. The next well was sunk
1,400 feet east of the former. It was started in the shales of the Hamilton group, through which it passed for 713 feet, then entering· the
limestones of the Helderberg group and continuing in the same for
about 498 feet, when a bed of rock salt was penetrated for about 45 feet,
making the total depth of the wel11,261 feet. The dip of the rock, as
ascertained in these borings is 40.7 feet per mile from north to south,
while the ground rises from the north to the south about 120 feet for
7,000 feet, the distance between the most northern and the most southern wells. This first successful well is called the Tully well or well "A
1" of group A (not used at present). Later a well was sunk about 4
miles farther north or about 1 mile south of Card!ff village. The drill
hole penetrated through 244 feet of the Hamilton shale~, 500 feet of the
limestones belonging to the Helderberg group, and finally 100 feet in
red ~hales of the salt group, when it was abandoned.
The twenty wells now in use by the company a.re in groups, four wells in
each group. The distance between the groups is 1,000 feet from north
to south and400feet between the wellsof the same group in the same direction, while the distance from the east to the west between the wells
of the group is but 150 feet. Thus each group of wells forms a rectangle of 400 feet by 150 feet with a well at each corner, and all the
groups together occupy a rectangle 6,000 feet by 150 feet. The greater
number of these wells were only sunk through the first rock-salt bed,
though a second becl of 54 feet thickness was found in some of them.
The results obtained in these borings are given in the following table:
Depth of salt wells at Tully, New Yorlc.
Thick·
Depth ness of
to salt. salt
berl.

Well.

1, 218
l Feet.
1,175

A.t.. .........
1 ..•..••..•..
2 ...•••.•.... '
3 ..••.•••..•.
4 .••..••. , ...
c 1 .•••.••.••..
c 2 ..••.••.••..

n
n
B
n

1, 435
1,170
1,456
1, 085
1, 069

Feet.
43
318
50
228
25
47
45

Well.

c
c

3 .•••.••••.••
4 ..•••••••..•
D 1. ....•••••.•
D 2 ..••.•••.•..
D 3 .•••.•.•••••
D 4 .•••••••••••
EL •••••••••••

Thick- I
Depth ness of
to salt. salt·
bed.

Feet.
1, 070
1, 057
1, 072
1,075
1,053
1,053
1,030

Well.

Peet.
45
44
43
43
48
52
53

ThickDepth ness of
to salt. saltbed.

Feet.
E 2 .•••..•.. • .•
E 3 ..•..•...••.
E 4 ..••.•..•...
]<~ 1 .•........•
]' 2 ..•....••..
F 3 .••••••••••
F 4 ..•••••••••

1,040
1, 011
1, 023
1,014
992
1,012
974

Feet.

I

44
61
39
35
47
40
41

From this table it may be concluded that the first layer of the rocksalt deposit underlaying tJ.te southern part of Onondaga county is at
least 43 feet thick and separated from a second iayer of salt of 54 feet
thickness by 25 feet of shales except in those parts where the wells of
group B are situated.
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MINERAL RESOURCES.
KANSAS.

In 1890, the salt production of Kansas was 882,666 barrels, valued at
$397,199. The rapid growth of the industry in this State has placed
Kansas prominently on the list of salt-producing States, and accounts
for the decrease in production at other localities which formerly supplied the sections of country which now depend upon the Kansas
product.
OHIO.

In 1890, 231,303 barrels of salt, valued at $136,617, was made in the
State of Ohio, being about 20,000 barrels less than the production for
1889.
Estimated p1·oduction of salt in Ohio from 1882 to 1890.
Years.

Barrels.

Value.

Years.

1882 ..•••••.•••.••..••.
1883 ...................
1884...................
1885..... •• ........ .. ..
1886........ •. . • • . •. . ..

400,000
350,000
320, 000
306,847
400,000

$300,000
2.li,OOO
20 I, 600
199,450
260, 000

1887 ...................
1888 ...................
1889.............. .. . ..
1890....... .••••• ... • . .

Barrels.
365,000
380,000
250, tlUO
231, 3(\3

Value.
$219,000
247,000
W2, 500
136,617

"\'VEST VIRGINIA.

The production of salt in West Virginia during the year 1890 is estimated at 229,938 barrels, valued at $134,688.
Estimated production of salt in West Virginia from 1882 to 1890.
Years.

Barrels.

Value.

1882 .................. .
1883 .................. .
1884 .................. .
1885 ................. ..
1886 ................. ..

400, 000
320, 000
310, 000

$300, 000
211' 200
195. 300

~~~:

5g5

Years.

1887 .................. .
1888 .. - ............... .
18S!L ................. .
i~~: ~6~ 11890 .................. .

Barrels.

Value.

225,000
220,000
200, 000
22Y, 938

$135,000
143,000
130,000
1:14,688

LOUISIANA.

The production of salt at the Petite Anse mine in 1890 was 273,553
barrels (39,079 tons), valued at $132,000, being 46,493 barrels less than
the product for 1889.
Production of the Petite .Anse salt mine f1·om 1882 to 1890.
I---------Y-ea_r_s.________ ,_s_h_oi-·t-to_n_'·I--------Y-ear
__s_._______ ,_s_h_o_rt_t_on__
s.
1

1882 .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . ..
1883 . .. • .. .. . • . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .
1884 . .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • . .. . .. . . .
1885 . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. • .. .. .. .. . . .
1886 . • . . . . . . • • . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • .

25, 550
37, 130
31, 355
41, 898
41, 957

1887 ......................... ..
1888 .......................... .
1889 .......................... .
1890 ......................... ..

47,750
55,214
45,588
39,079
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SALT.
UTAH.

In 1890, 427,500 barrels of salt, valued at $126.100, were produced in
Utah. The following table gives the production and value of salt made
in the Territory during the years 1883 to 1890, inclusive:
Production of salt in Utah, 1883 to 1890.
I---Y_e_ai_'s_._ _ _Q_u_a_n_ti-ty_._l _v_al__n_e._
1

I Quantity. I Value.

Years.

1

Barrels.
1883 .•.••••.•••••.•••
1884 ..•.••••••..•••••
1885. ··•·•·. ••·••·•••
1886 ......• ·•••·•··•·

Barrels.

107, 143
114,285
107, 140
164,285

$100, 000 11 1887-................
80, 000 I 1888........ ••• . . . . . .
75, 000 11889.................
100,000 1890. .. . . .. . .. •.. . . . .

325 000
151: 785
200, 000
427,500

$102,3751
32,000
60,000
126, lOG

I

1

CALIFORN~A.

The salt made in Alameda, San Bernardino, and San Diego counties
in 1890 amounted to 62~363 barrels, valued at $57,085.
In San Bernardino county the Cook-Perkins mine produced 150 tons
of salt, valued at $1,275. The whole product was shipped to the stock
ranges of Arizona and New Mexico for supplying cattle. ~rile area of
the deposit includes 160 acres, there being about 90 acres exposed to
the surfaee. The quarrying is done with gi::mt pow.der for 30 cents per
ton; the transportation charge from the mine or quarry to the railroad,
17 miles, is $4.50 per ton.
Five years ago about 200 tons were shipped to New Mexico for the
stock ranges, in blocks weighing from 200 to 1,400 pounds. It was put
out on the ranges at convenient places for the cattle to use, and there
are a number of the blocks still on the range, shipped that year, with
no material loss. It has saved the stock ranchers the employment of
herders to a considerable extent, as the cattle will invariably come back
from once to twice a month to the place where the salt is deposited for
their use.
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

Salt impm·ted and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1890, inclusive.
[Calendar years ending December 31 from 1886 to 1890; previous years end .June 30.)

Years.

In bags, barrels, aml
other packages.
Quantity.

In bulk.

Value.

Quantity.

Value.

For the purpose of
curing fish.
Quantity.

Value.

Total
value.

-

Pounda.
1867 .•••••••••••
1868 ··••••••••••
1869. •••••••••••
1870 ··••••••••••
1871 ·•••·•••••••
1872 ·•••••••••••
1873 . - •..•••••••
1874 .•••••••••••
1875 ·•••••••••••
1876. •••••••••••
1877 ••••••••••••

25J, 470, 862
308, 446, 080
297,382, 750
288,479, 287
283, 993, 799
258, 232, 807
239,494, 117
358, 375, 496
318,67:3,091
331, 26U, HO
359,005, 742

Po1mds.

.$696, 570
915,546
895,272
797,194
800,454
788,893
1, 254, 818
1, 452,161
1, 200,541
1, 153,480
1, 059,941

229, 304, 323 .
219, 975, 096
256,765, 240
349, 776, 433
274, 730,573
257' 637' 230
388, 012, 132
427, 294, 209
401, 270, 315
379, 478, 218
444, 044, 370

Pounds.

$336,302
365,458
351, 168
507,874
355,318
312,569
525,585
649,838
549,111
462,106
532,831

................ . ..........
................ ...........
---··········
--·-····68,597,023 $87, 0-!8
6J, 671,139
57,830,929
86,756,628
105, 613, 913
110, 249, 440
118, 760, 638
132, 433, 972

66,008
60,155
86, 193
126,896
119,607
126,276
140,787

$1,032,872
1, 281,004
1, 246,440
1, 392,116
1, 221., 780
1, 161,617
1, 8U6, 596
2, 228,895
1, 869,259
I, 741,862
1, 733,559~
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MINERAL llESOURCES.

Salt itnpo1·ted and entered for consutnpUon in the United States, etc.-Continued.

I

Years.

In bags, barrels, and
other packages.

In bulk.

Quantity.

Qn=tity. l Valno.
Pounds.
1878
1879
1880
1881
18R2
1883
1884
1885
1886

I Vain~

Pounds.

.•••••••. • •.
••••.•••... .
..••.•••... .
.•••••••..•.
..•...•.....
............
............
............
............

3fi2, 109, 96'3 $1, 062, 995
375, 286, 472 I 1, 150, Ol!l
400, 970, 5 ~: 1 I 1, 180, 082
412, 442, 2!)} 1, 242,543
329, 969, 300 1, 086,932
312, 911, 360 1, 035,946
340, 759, 010 1, o9:J, 628
351, 27G, 969 1, 030, 02fl
3Hl, 2:12, 750
966, 993 .
275. ""· 571 , 850, 069
1888 .. . • .. . . .. .. 2;J8, 921' 421 ! 62Q, 435
627, 134
1889 .. • .. . . . . . . 180, ~06, 2031
575, 2GO
1890 .......... 172, 611, Oil

I IB87 ............

"I

Value.

Quantity.

Total
value.

Pounds.

414,813, 516 $183,909
434, 760, 1a2 I 532, 706
449, 743, 872 5-18, 425
5~9, 361, o.j2
658,068
399, 100, 228 474, 200
412, 938, 686 451,001
441,613,517 433,827
412, 322, 341 386, 858
366, 621, 223 :371, 000
343, 216, 331 328, 201
272, 650,211 246,022
234, 499, 635 I 2-W, 232
243, 756, 044 252, 848

i

I

For the purpose of
curing fish.

I

100, 79J, 611
!l4, 060,114
109, 024, 446
1~3, ~~5 . ~li5

l:l4, 117, J69
142, 065, 557
126, 605,276
140, 067, 018
..,. "''· ,.,
105, 577, 947
ll:l, 459,08:1
97,960, 624
98, 279, 719

$96,898
95,8-U
119, fi67
1 14-4, :lp
1-1.7, 0:J8
154, 671
I 122,46:1
I 121, 4~!)
••• 721
107, 089
111, 120
lOU, 12'1
96, &.J.s

I

$1, 643,802
1, 778, 565
1, 84.8, 174
2, 044,958
], 708, 190
I 1, 6-H, 618
1, G49, !>18
1, 538, B16
1, 432,714
I
1, 285,:159
97i, 577
976,489
924,756
I

!

Salt of domestic production exported ji·om the United Stales f1·ont 1790 to 1890, inclllsive.
F i~~~lm;~~:::s 30en~l~I~J
18i2, and June 30
since.
1790 ....................
1791 ....................
1830 . - ......... - .. - .....
1831. ...................
1832 ....................
1833 ....................
1834 .......... . .........
1835 ...•.•...•••.•••....
18:16 ....................
18:37 .••.••...•.•.•......
1838 ..........•.........
18:l9 ....••.••.••••••....
1840 ....................
1841. ...................
1842 ............. ··•·• ..
1843 (nine months) .....
1844 ....................
1845 ...•••.••••..•••.••.
18JG ....................
1847 ....................
1848 ................. . ..
1849 ....................
1850 ....................
1851. ...................
1852 . ...................
1853 ....................
1854 ....................
1855 ....................
1856 ....................
1857 ....................
1858 ....................
1859 ....................

Quantity.

Calendar vears ending
D••ct->mbcr 31 t'1·om
1886 to 1890; previous
years enu June 30.

Value.

Bushels.

Quantity.

Value.

B1tshels.

31,935
4, 208
47,488
45,847
45, 072
25, 069
89. 06±
126,230
49,917
!:)9, 133
114,155
2G4, 3:17
92, 145
215,084
110,400
40,678
157,529
131, 500
117,627
202,244
219,145
312,063
319, 175
344,061
1, 467,676
515,857
548,185
5B6, 073
698,458
576, 151
533, 100
717,257

$8,236
1, 052
22,978
26, 848
27,914
18,211
54,007
46,483
rn,943
58,472
67, 707
G4, 272
42, 246
62,765
39, OGi
10,262
47, 755
45,151
30,520
42,333
73,274
82, 972
75,103
61,424
89,316
119,729
159,026
156,879
311, 495
190, 699
162,650
212,710
G

I

I

475, 445
1860 ....................
1861. ...................
537, 4'J l
397.
5~6
1862 ....................
584; 901
1863 .................. -186± ... .................
635,519
589,537
1865 ....................
1i70. 644
186ti ....................
1867 ..•......••••••..•..
605 825
GU. U70
1868 ... .....................
442. !l47
1869 ....................
1870 .••..••..•.••.•••..•
298; H-2
120, 156
1871. ...................
42, GOB
1872 .•...••.......... - ..
7:l, :123
187:1 .•••. - •....•.•..•...
31, 657
1874 ....................
47, 0!)4
1875 ....................
51,014
1876 ....................
65,771
1877 ....................
72, 427
1878 ....................
4B, 710
1879 ....................
22, 179
1880 ....................
45,455
1881. ...................
1882 ....................
42,085
1883 ....................
54,147
1884 ....................
70,014
1885 .................... a-!, 101, 587
1886 .................... 4, 828,863
1887 .................... 4, 685,080
1888 .................... 5, :J59, 2il7
1889 .................... 5, 378. 450
1890 . ................... 4, 927,022

I

Pounds from 1885.

$129,717
144, 04G
228, 10!J
277, 8il8
296,088
:358, 109
300, !)80
304,030
289, 93G
190,076
119.582
47, 115
19,978
43,777
14,701
Hi,273
18,378
20, 1:!3
24,968
13, 612
6,613
14,752
18, 2G5
17,321
26,007
26,488
29,580
27, 177
32,986
31,405
30,079

I
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SALT.

Customs districts and pot"ts into which salt was intpo1'ted during the· fiscal years end·ing
June 30, 1889 and 1890.
1889.

Districts.

1890.

- - - ---;--- - - t - - --

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.

.Aroostook,Me .................................
551,700
$1,716
Baltimore, Md ................................. 45, 895, 135
70, 467
Bangor, Me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 923, 232
4, 148
Bath, Me .... -----·-·------------ ................ ------------- . --------Boston and Charlestown, Mass ............... 97, 562, 445
144, 220
Brazos de Santiago, Tex: ...................... 2, U67
20
Buffalo Creek, N. Y ....................... -.- . .
300
2
CapeVincent,N.Y ............................
190
1.
Champlain, N.Y...............................
81,936
598
Charleston, S. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 440, 104
4, 479
Chicago, Ill....................................
18, 291, 313
61, 884
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
223, 776
608
Cuyaho~~· Ohio................................
1, 248, 800
2, 007
Detroit, .Mich............................ . . . . . .
389, 200
2, 642
Dulutl1,M.inn ..................................
145,600'
949
Fairfield, Conn.................................
979, 8~0
1, 107
Gaheston, Tex: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16,932,789
22, 714
Gloucester, Mass ..........•................ ·'..
41,419,640
39,552
Huron, M.ich...................................
649, 600
3. 871
Indianapolis, Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 688, 000
7, 297
Kansas City, Mo...............................
3, 438, 016
11, 521
Key "~Nest, lna. .... .. ...... ..............•.....
89,043
106
Miami. Ohio ..........................•................................
Milwaukee, Wis...............................
884,800
5, 037
Mobile, .Ala....................................
4, 959, 360
8, 093
New Haven, Conn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
2. 757, 701
2, 701
New Orleans, La. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35, 878, 849
36, 091
Newport New01, Va ......................•.....
5,145,490
10,197
NewYork,N.Y ............................... 140,710,084 1 265,287
Norfolk anu Portsmouth, Va.. ..... ...•.. ... . ..
28,711,512
43,037
Omaba,Nebr...................................
691.3~ ·
1,824
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
230, 400
588

l

Oswe~atchie,

N. Y . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . .

33, 600

---.,..----1

Quantity.

I Value.

Potmds.
599, 800
33, 254, 515
3, 073, 575
4, 112, 148
78, 003, 812
6, 750

$1, 796
63, 371
2, 631
4, 289
120, 468
37

20,070
1, 620,453
22,080,301
336,000
875,640
358,800

94
2,178
84,361
1,108
4, 725
2,578

672,707
4, 970,007
61,517,700
308,000
1, 680, 000
4, 590,014
107,410
56,000
1, 012, 617

734
8, 812
55, 196
], 818
5, 426
12,690
150
633
6,365

2, 065,507
37,006,746
2, 278,270
109, 844, 216
15,308,354

1, 892
69,295
7,081
219,608
31,126

402, 040

1, 578

300

Paso uel Norte, Tex. and N. Mex . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
358, 796
2, 032
469,365
3, 399
4, 293,705
Passamaquoddy, Me...........................
4, 837,767
11,838
8,469
Pensacola, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
896, 000
681
5, 600,000
7. 938
Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45, 987, 154
63, 881
36, 748, 437
48, 788
Portland and Falmouth, Me....................
18, 160,494
19, 793
11,730,366
17, 188
Providence, R. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9, 257, 260
8, 071
7, 448,762
6, 915
Pu~et Sound, Wash............................
453. 827
1, 330
3, 354,550
11,287
Ricnmond, Va ..............•.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 128, 389
5, 264
3, 438,954
9, 223
St. .Tohns, :Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
348, 000
335
471,400
547
650,530
St. Louis, Mo...................................
1, 702, 610
7, 640
3, 325
San Diego, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 760
39
1, 440
28
17,272,427
S1m Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
7, 729, 004
26, 138
65,067
Savannah, Ga . . . . • • . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . .
11, 258, 273
9, 550
9, 982,813
12,169
Superior, Mich.................................
39, 200
420 .••.••..•...............
Tampa, Fla.................................................. . ... . . . . . .
27,000
70
Vermont.......................................
24,827
2.14
7, 200
10
Waldoboro, Me .. . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
549, 690
568
Willamette, Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 699, 950
14, 741
8, 966, 959
33, 059
Wilmington, N. C . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • . • • • • • •
10, 933, 943
13, 679
6, 603, 007
10, 697
All other customs districts, etc . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
3, 593, 439
4, 331
1, 649, 807
2, 078
Total .. . . .• . . . .. . . .. • •. • •• •.• • • •• • •. •••••.

- - - - - - - - - ------1------l

582,377, 147

943,071

506,039,864

950,925
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MINERAL RESOURCES.
Exports of salt, by oounh~ies, du1·ing the fiscal years 1889 and 1890.
1889.

1890.

Countries to which exported.
_________________________________________ __Q_u_a_n_t_it_y_._l__v_a_lu
__
e._ Quan~t~ Vruue.
1
1
1
Pounda
Pounds.
Argentine Republic ......................................... .'.. • • • • . . . . . .
24, 400
$190
Brazil.............................................
6,200
$39 .................... ..
Central American States:
Costa Rica.....................................
238, 412
1, G87
188, 115
1, ( 33
Guatemala.....................................
5, 960
64
3, 560
47
Honduras .....................................
20,879
263
25, 568
318

Chn!i~~~~-~~~~-: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

15i; ~~g

1, 7i~

11~; ~~

Miquelon Langley, and St. PieiTe Islands ........ French Possessions................................
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward
Island . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. ..
Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, and theNorth west Ter-

500
89, 280

5
506

2, 480
107, 800

12, 193

161

3, 150

35

:~~: ~~g

~: ~~~

5~: ~~g

3J!g
131

..

1, s~~

~~I~:::¥-+:::~:: ~~m~~ ~~::: ~~~~ :~ ~~ w~ ~. ::::::~~mt:: : :;::. . ~t: -·~:!!.
BI:ft~!rco"l~~bi"a::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::!::

I

Newfoundla.n d and Labrador .. . . .. ... .... ... .. .. ..
291, 825
634
British West Indies . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .
7~. 224
797
British Honduras..................................
3,515
37
British possessions in Australasia.................
116, 000
580
Hawaiian Islands..................................
837, 740
3, 963
Haiti..............................................
11,460
158
Japan ...... ........ ......... ...... ......... .......
19,800
123
Mexico .......................................... ~136, 540
1, 637
Netherlands.............................................................
Dutch \Vest Indies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Azore, Madeira, and Cape Verue Islands . . . . . . . . . .
3, 777
43
Russia, Asiatic.................................... :i, 794, 800 I
7, 212
0

~~:~~~~~~~~- : .-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

United States of Colombia.........................

X11gtb.?r·i;l~~ds -~~d.-p~~i~- :::::::::::: ·:: :::::::::
Total ..•.•••.•.•••...•••••••..••.•••.••......

~!: ~~~

530, 060

gg~

as

575

14,740
161, 737
8,890
25, 000
839,500
8,113
29.500
201; 325
10,000
300
2, 000
1, 314, 000

1, 735
80
150
4, 317
109
lfi2
2, 527
125
3
18
6, 539

M:~~g

~~3

6, 055 ..................... .

~: ~t~
~~ j··· ···3;2oo· ··· ···-2o ·
5.8o3,000j---a4,26614,2s1,092j29.Q73
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BROMINE.
Bromine is produced as a by-product of the salt industry. The mother
liquor from the salt works in West Virginia, Ohio, and Michigan are
treated for this purpose and the bromine saved. The bromides contained in the mother liquor are oxidized by manganese dioxide in West
Virginia and Ohio; potassium chlorate is the favorite oxidizing agent
in :Michigan, because of the large proportion of chloride of calcium in
the liquor.
The product of this substance in the last three years is given below.
Product of b1·ornine in the United States front 1888 to 1890.
States.

1888.

1889.

I

1800.

I

l--------------------------------------- 1----------- ~-----

.

Potm.ds.

~J~~t·v·i~i£i~i~-:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~: ~i~

Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
Pennsylvania.................................. . .................
Total.................. .. ......... . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .

61, 609
100, 113

1

Pot;'llds.

1

Ponnd~.

gg; g~~ ~~~: f~~ I
45, 968 1 59. ti96 I

1

1

116,922

108,

154 1

-- ~ ---

307, 386

418, 891

I

387, 847

Th~ total value of the product in 1890 was $96,962, the price being
about 27 cents per pound on the average for that year. In the preceding years a syndicate of producers has kept the price comparatively
free from competition at 31 cents per pound.
The use of bromine as a disinfect~nt is increasing slowly. Of course
the bulk of the product goes into the manufacture of potassium and
sodium bromides.
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STABLE CONDITION OF THE INDUSTRY.

The manufacture of borax in this country has for the past three years
undergone little variation as regards either production made or net
profits realized, the product during this period having amounted to
nearly 9,000,000 pounds per annum. California and Nevada continue
to be the only sections of the United States in which this salt is manufactured in commercial quantities; nor is it made, except in a small way,
anywhere else on the Western continent, though a good deal of the crude
material is exported from the west coast of South America, mostly from
Chile and Peru. Some small shipments of the borate of lime have also
been made from a deposit of that mineral found east of the Andes, in
the States of La Plata.
Prod~wtion.-The annual and the total production of manufactured
borax made to date in the States of California and Nevada is exhibited
in the following table:
Borax produced in the United SlateB.
Years.

Pounds.

I

Years.

Pounds.

J

Years.

Pounds.

l----------1-- -----,l----------l------l\---------l-------l
Prior to 1873 . . .
1873 ............

1, 750, 000
2,000,000

J 879............
1880 ............

1, 581, 96G
3, 8G0.748

1

1885............
1886 ............

8, 000, 000
0,778,2!'0

i~~~:::::::::::: ~:~~~:~~~ ~~~~:::::::::::: !:~~~:~g~ I i~~~:::::::::::: ~:~~;;:~~~
1

1b76 ............
1877 ............
1878. ...........

5,180,810

3, 727,280

1883 ............
1884............

6,500,l00 1 188\l ............
7, 000,000 11890............

8,800,000

!l, 500,000

2, 802,800

Of the quantity of this salt manufactured prior to 1873 nearly the
whole was the product of the California and the American borax companies, operating in the localities hereinafter mentioned, three-fourths
of this quantity having been made by the California company.
The considerable falling off noted since 1887 is explained by the following statement of facts: During the six months that elapsed between
the date of the enactment of the present tariff law, in Jan nary, 1883, and
the first day of July, when it went into effect, the English dealers in
borax, in anticipation of higher prices ruling here, and with a view to
discouraging our home producers, sent to this country, while imports
were so free ffQIU duty, 51000 7000 pounds of bor~cic ~cid 7 the equiv~lent
~
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of 7,ooo,ooo pounds of the salt. .As our own m anufac1 urers kept on making meantime a large product, the price of borax, instead of advancing,
as was expected, declined, by reason of large accumulations on the
American market, to q. cents per pound, being less than cost of production. In this strait our home manufacturers entered into an arrangement whereby this output has, for the past three years, been curtailed
to the extent denoted by the figures given for these years respectively.
They could easily turn out here a great deal more of this salt, but selfpreservation requires that production should be restricted to somethil1g
like present figures.
DISCOVERY AND FIRST WORKINGS.

Although a brief account of the discovery and earlier workings of
the borate fields of California and Nevada has been given in previous
reports of this series, it may be in order to recapitulate the history ~f
this industry in these States and bring it to the present time.
The credit of having first discovered a workable deposit of borax on
the Pacific coast belongs to the late Dr. John A. Veatch, a skilled mineralogist and indefatigable explorer, who in his day made many other
important mineral discoveries, he having also contributed much valuable matter to the mining literature of California. Having detected
the presence of boracic acid in certain springs located in the northern
part of the State, Dr. Veatch spent much time exploring the adjacent
country in the hope of finding a deposit of borax that "-ould prove of
commercial value. Proceeding from one spring to another a little. boracic acid was found in nearly all, in the most of them hardly more than
a trace, but generally enough to keep alive the hope that inspired this
ti~eless devotee of science. After traveling hundreds of miles, much
of the distance being made on foot and under circumstances of great
discomfort, Dr. Veatch came upon an extensive deposit of the biborate
of soda, the material occurring in the form of crystals imbedded in the
mud at the bottom of a lagoon situated on the margin of Clear Jake,
Lake county, California. To this lagoon was afterwards given the
name 'Borax lake. Although this find occurred in 1856, not until1864
was any attempt made at working this deposit, the California Borax
Company having during the latter year commenced the business of
recovering these crystals and converting them into a marketable commodity, which process was conducted after the following manner:
Coffer dams, made of boiler iron, each 4 feet square by 6 feet deep,
and open at both ends, having been prepared, were suspended over the
water from pontoons and suddenly dropped, their weight carrying
them down through the softer mud to the , more compact clay below.
This done, the contents of these coffer darns were raised and thrown
into troughs, through which a stream of water being passed, the mud
and smaller crystals were washed out and returned to the lake, only
the ~re~f ~rstals being retained~ These latter were then dissolved in-
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hot water and recrystallized in tanks lined with lead, under which
treatment they .yielded their full 'veight of first-class borax, less the
weight of the small percentage of mud they contained.
The above was, of course, a very wasteful process, as the company at
the end of four years came to realize. Their stock of available material,
confined to the up}Jer 5 feet of mud, had by tllis time become depleted
to au extent that consideTably curtailed production, and even threatened it with entire cessation at no distant day, a denouement that was
finally precipitated by the occurrence of an excessive rainfall, which
so filled up the lake that further operations at that point became impracticable.
In this emergency the company transferred their labors to a small
pond near by, the water of which holds in solution the salts of soda in
the following proportions: Sodium carbonate, 75.4; sodium chloride,
8:3; sodium biborate, 16.3 per cent.
Neither the water here nor the mnd beneath contains any crystals.
Under these changed conditions a different method of treatment had
to be adopted from that before employed; nor did the company succeed in finding a method entirely adapted to these changed conditions,
even after much experimentation had been made. 'Vhat worked right
in laboratory practice failed to give satisfaction when tried on a large
scale. The plan of concentrating tile water by boiling and evaporating
the solution in small pans was finally adopted. Tile borax and the
carbonate were tllen crystallized together, after which the latter was
washed away, its greater solubility making this an easy matter. Some
4,000 of these evaporating pans, holding from 2 to 3 gaHons each, constituted a part of the plant here in use.
The California Borax Company continued work at this place until
1874, when they were obliged to suspend operations owing to the low
price of this salt consequent on the large production made at the newly
discovered salines in Nevada. During tl1e period they were at work
this eompany turned out a total of about one and a quarter million
pounds of refined borax, for which they received an average of 25 cents
per pound. Notwithstanding the higll price obtained for their product
the investment proved an unfortunate one for the company. ·
While the manufacture of borax was so struggling to obtain a foothold in California, a company of San Francisco capitalists undertook
the manufacture of this salt in Nevada, the site of their operations being a small circular lake situated nea.r Ragtown, Churchill county.
This lake, about 2 miles in circumference and very deep, is walled in
on every side but the southwest by steep banks, which spring up from
the narrow beach to a height of 200 feet or more. The slope of these
banks is as smooth and regular as the face uf an artificial mound, the
upper edge being on a level with the surface of the surrounding country. But for the absence of othet confirmatory evidence this lake, so
deep and nearly circul~r, ll1ight be sup:poseq tP pccupy th~ cr~ter Qf au
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extinct volcano. The water of this lake carries in solution a small percentage of boracic acid and chloride of sodium or common salt. The
region about abounds in "alkali fiats,'' shallow depressions, in which
the water during the wet season collects to a depth of a few inches,
and, evaporating, leaves a slight deposition of the above salts behind.
Much of the soil here appears, in fact, to be impregnated with these
and other saline substances. In the vicinity of this lake occurs a remarkable deposit of carbonate of soda, fully described in the Fourth
Annual Report of the California State Mineralogist. In utilizing the
water of this lake the plan was adopted of pumping it up into troughs,
through which it was carried out and discharged on an alkali fiat near
by and there evaporated, the crystallized borax being left behind. After
a short trial this enterprise was abandoned, the borax produced being
limited in quantity and of low grade, owing to the presence of the baser
salts and other impurities, there being in the neighborhood neither
fuel nor other facilities for refining the crude material on the spot. In
addition to these natural disadvantages there was manifested here, as
there had been at Borax lake, a surprising ignorance of the conditions
as well as of the methods of procedure requisite to success.
Proceeding to notice in the order of their occurrence these abortive
efforts at manufacturing borax on the Pacific Coast, the enterprise inaugurated at Sand Springs, in Nevada, next claims attention. At this
locality, situated on an extensive alkali fiat, in Churchill county, there
was put up by the American Borax Company, in the year 1870, reduction works having a capacity of one ton of the refined salt per day.
After operating these works for a period of about three years this company relinquished the business, mainly for the same cause~ that had
militated against their predecessors in the :field. About the same time,
or a little later, a small plant was put up on a deposit of the borates
similar to that at Sand Springs and situated 50 miles to the northwest
of that locality. Although near the line of the Central Pacific railroad, insuring the operators at that point cheap transportation, results
here did not differ from those previously reached in both California
and Nevada.
Before the last-mentioned company had closP-d its works the discovery of much richer as well as more extensive deposits of borax in
both of these States had served so to reduce the price of this commodity that it could no longer be profitably produced by any of the
parties previously engaged in its manufacttue on the coast.
Concerning the salines so discovered, their subsequent outfit, and
active workings, enough has been said in previous volumes of this series
to make unnecessary any detailed account of the same here. Every
year has seen some improvements made in the industry in the way of
more perfect appliances and processes, and through the introduction of
which, production has b~en so cheapened that the manufacturer has,
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without any material advance in the price of the salt, been able to realize a living profit where before he had failed to do so.
As the improvements above alluded to are well represented by what
has, during the year under review, been accomplished by the San Bernardino Borax Company, an article bearing on the subject is reproduced,
with slight omissions, from the last Annual Report of the California
State Mineralogist. As this article, prepared by Dr. Henry De Groot,
describes also the general features of the saline belonging to that company, tbe character of the crude material there obtained, and the manncr of its occurrence, together with the mechanisms and methods employed in its reduction, it may, in so far as the above particulars are
concerned, ue accepted a& describing with much accuracy this entire
class of properties.
THE SEARLES BORAX liiARSH.

This marsh is situated in the northwestern corner of San Bernardino
county, California, occupying a 1)0rtion of township 25 south, range 43
east, Mount Diablo meridian.
The site is distant from San Francisco southeast 500 miles; from San
Bernardino, the shire town of the county, due north 175 miles; and from
1\iojave, nearest station on the Southern Pacific railroad, northeast 72
miles; these distances being measured by the usually traveled routes.
Physical pecnliaritics and probable origin.-Locally considered, Searles'
marsh lies near the center of an extensive mountain-girdled plain, to
which the phrases ''alkali flat," "dry lake," " !:mlt bed," and" borax
marsh" have variously been applied. The contents and physical fea- ·
tures of this basin-shaped depression well justify the several names
that have been so applied to it. It is, in fact, a dry lake, the bed of which
has been filled up in part with the several substances named. Its contents do, in reality, consist of mud, alkali, salt, f.,nd borax, largely supplemented with volcanic sand. This depression, which has an elevation of 1, 700 feet above sea level, and an irregular oval shape, is about
10 miles long and 5 miles wide, its longitudinal axis stri~ing due north
and south. It is surrounded on every side but the south by high mountains, the Slate range bounding it on the east and north, and the Argus
range on the west, the view to the south being shut out by low mountains, conical peaks, and broken hills which break away to the southeast. Conspicuous in that direction stands a series of splintered buttes,
so slender and pointed that the name "Needles" has been applied to
them.
No doubt but this basin was once the bed of a deep and wide-extended lake, the remains of a former inland sea. The shore line of this
. lake is distinctly visible along the lower slopes of the surrounding mountains at an elevation of 600 feet above the surface of the marsh. Farther up, one above·the other, faint marks of former water lines can be
seen showing the different levels at which the surface of the ancient
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lake has stood. In the course of time this lake was extinguished, having been filled up with the wash from the adjacent mountains, originally
much taller than they are to-day.
What may have originally been the depth of this lake has not yet
been ascertained, borings put down 300 feet having failed to reach bed
rock.
Borings commenced in 1887 disclosed tl1e following underlying formations, the successive strata passed through having been observed and
noted by Superintendent Searles, who had the work in charge
1. Two feet of salt and tbenardite.
2. Four feet of clay and volcanic sand, containing a few crystals and
bunches of hanksite.
3. Eight feet of volcanic sand and black, tenacious clay, with bunches
of trona of black, shining luster, from inclosed mud.
4. Eight-foot stratum, consisting of volcanic sand containing glauberite, thenardite, and a few fiat hexagonal crystals of hanksite.
5. Twenty-eight feet of solid trona of uniform thickness-other borings
showing that this valuable mineral extends over a large area.
6. Twenty-foot stratum of black, slushy, soft mud, smelling strongly
of hydrosulphuric acid, in which there are layers of glauberite, soda,
and hanksite. The water has a density of 30 degrees Baume.
7. Two hundred and thirty feet (as far as explored) of brown clay,
mixed with volcanic sand and permeated with hydrosulphuric acid.
Overlying No.5 a thin stratum of a very hard material was encountered. Being difficult to penetrate and its character not recognized,
this was simply called "bard stu:fl'," its more exact nature being left for
future determination.
Whatever the agencies that in the first place scooped out the bed of
this lake, or however it came afterwards to be drained of its water, the
process by which it bas since been filled up, as well as the sources of its
wonderful enrichment, is well understood. The rocks of the surrounding region being mainly of volcanic origin, abound with the various
salts found in this marsh. As these rocks have undergone decomposition these salts, set free, have mingled with and become constituent
parts of the soil. The rains falling on this soil have carried it, together
with the salts it contained, down and deposited it in this central basin,
filling it up to the extent now seen. That this filling-up process must
have been slow in a climate marked by such extreme aridity, admits of
no question. The wash from the watershed of this basin is not large,
and would have been extremely limited but for the cloud-bursts that
occasionally occur on the surrounding mountains, and which in former
times were probably heavier and of more frequent occurrence than at
present. Only in excessive wet winters do more than a few small
streams flow down the ravines eroded in the rim of this basin, and these
dry up almost as soon as the rain ceaHes to fall. But the filling up of this
ancient lake has not been due solely to the soil washed in by the surface
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water. It bas been greatly hastened by the large quantities of dust
and sand swept in by the strong winds that ulow here periodiea1ly from
the west. While the solfataric action may have had something to do
with the produet.ion of these salts, it seems probable that their presence
here is mainly, if not ·wholly, due to the source above indicated.
As is the case with all salines of lilw character, this bas no outlet.
The water that comes into it can escape only by evaporation, which
process goes on here very rapidly for two-thirds of the year. 'Vh.ile
most of the water contained in this basin is subten:anean, a little during very wet winters accumulates and stands for a short time on portions of the surface. In no place, however, does it reach a depth of
more than a foot or t~o, hardly anywhere more than 3 or 4 inches.
Within the limits of the actively-producing portion of the marsh, which
covers an oblong area of about 1,700 acres, the water stands on a tract
of some 300 acres for a longer period than it does elsewhere, but even
here it nowhere reaches a depth of more than a foot. Between this
300-acre tract and the main flat lying a little lower, there interposes a
slight ridge which prevents the surface water from escaping to the lower
ground. This entire productive section is, in fact, slightly depressed
below the general level of the flat, to which circumstance, no doubt: its
greater fertility is due. As certain degrees of moisture are necessary
to maintain the process of capillary attraction, this goes on at this
lower point, to which the water gravitates, with greater steadiness and
activity than elsewhere.
After a slight winter rainfall, causing the water to subside to an
unusually low level, the restoration of these surface deposits goes on
slowly and may even be wholly arrested.
JJlineralsubstances found.- This water, which is of a dark brown color,
and strongly impregnated with alkali, has a density of 2so Baume.
The salts obtained from it by crystallization contain carbonate and
chloride and. biborate of sodium, with a large percentage of organic
matter. Summarized, the following minerals have been found associated
with the borax occurring in the Searles marsh: Anhydrite, calcite, celestite, cerargyrite, colemanite, dolomite, embolite, gay-lussite, glauberite,
gold, gypsum, halite, hanksite, natrone, soda, niter, sulphur, thenardite,
tineal, and trona, the most of these occurring, of course, in only minute
quantities. There is, however, reason to believe that hanksite will yet
be found abundantly, both here and in the other salines of this region.
The submerged tract above described is called the" crystal bed," the
mud below the water being full of large crystals, which occur in nests
at irregular intervals to a depth of 3 or 4 feet; many of these crystals,
which consist of carbonate of soda and common salt, with a considerable percentage of borate, are of large size, some of them measuring 7
inches in length. The water 15 feet below this stratum of mud contains,
according to Mr. C. N. Hake, who made, not long since, a careful examination of these deposits, carbonate of soda, borax, and salts of ammo:
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nia. The ground in the immediate vicinity, a dry hard crust about one
foot thick, contains, on the same authority:
Composition of g1'ound nem· Sem·les' marsh, Cal-ijo1·nia.
Per cent.
Sand..................................................................
Sulphate of soda......................................................
Common salt..........................................................
Carbonate of soda . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .
Borax.................................................................

50
16
12

10

12

The borax here occurs in the form of the borate of soda only, no ulexite
(borate of lime) having yet been found.
Gathering.-It is the overlying crust mentioned that constitutes the
raw material from which the refined borax is made. The method of
collecting it is as follows: When this crust, through the process of
efflorescence, ever active here, has gained a thickness of about 1 inch,
it is broken loose and scraped into windrows far enough apart to admit
the passage of carts between them, and into which it is shoveled and
carried to the factory located on the northwest margin of the flat 1 to 2
miles away. As soon as removed, this incrustation begins again to form,
the water charged with the saline particles brought to the surface by
capillary attraction evaporating and leaving these particles behind.
This process having been sufi'ered to go on for three or four years, a crust
thick enough for removal is again formed; the supposition being that
this incrustation, if removed, will, in like manner, go on reproducing
itself indefinitely. In order to determine the proportionate growths of
the various salts contained in this crust while undergoing this recuperative process, Mr. Hake took samples representing, respectively,
six months, two, three, and four years' growth. From the ground from
which these samples were taken, the crust has been removed several
times during the preceding twelve years.
The analyses of these samples gave the following results:
Composition of old and new m·usts at Sea1·les' borax marsh, California.
Four
Three
Six
Two
years'
months'
years'
years'
growth. growth. growth. growth.
1---------------1-----------Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
Sand...........................................
58. 0
55. 4
52. 4
53. 3
Carbonate of soda..............................
5. 2
5. 0
8. 1
8. 0
Sulphate of soda . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
H. 7
6. 7
16. 6
16. 0
Chloride of soda . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .
10. 9
20. 0
11. 1
11. 8
Bora...'C . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . • • . . . . . . . .. .. • . . .. . .
14. 2
12. 9
11. 8
10. 9
Totals . . .. . .. . . .. . • . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . .

100. 0

100.0

100.0

100.0

The above determination shows that the :first six months' growth is
richest in borax, and that the proportion of carbonate of soda to borax
increases regularly. The presence of so much sand as is here indicated
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is caused by the high winds that blow at intervals, bringing in great
quantities of that material from the mountains to the west. This sand,
it is supposed, facilitates the formation of the surface crust by keeping
the ground in a porous condition.
P.rocess of manufacture.-The crude stuff having been collected on
the marsh and hauled to the factory in the manner stated, is thrown on
the dumping ground close by, a stock of several thousand tons being
kept constantly on hand. As required, this material is carted into the
works and thrown into dissolving tanks filled with a boiling saline solution, and there kept until it is completely dissolved, free ammonia being
meantime copiously given off. The heat supplied to the tanks consists
of steam passed through a coil placed near their bottoms, this coil being
pierced with many minute holes for the escape of the steam. The various salts being dissolved, there is left at the bottom of the tank an insoluble residue, chie:fly•mud and sand. The hot solution having been
left about eight hours to settle and clarify, is run oft' into long wooden
crystallizing tanks and allowed to cool, which requires from five to nine
days, according to the temperature of the weather. The product of
the first crystallization is a somewhat impure article of borax, slightly
discolored by organic matter, and which is either sold as" concentrates"
or redissolved in boiling mother liquid, and the resultant solution
allowed to cool to 120° F. From the solution thus obtained borax of
a superior quality is made. By a system of careful experimentation
kept up for a year Superintendent Searles has succeeded in extracting
the borax from the crude material treated up to a high percentage,
very little of the salt being lost.
Reduction works.-While these are as complete perhaps as any extant, additional improvements are contemplated here, not, however,
with a view to increasing the output so much as effecting further economy in the manufacture of the salt. Although the present works are
capable of turning out over one hundred tons refined borax per month,
they are not run to their full capacity, a slightly restricted production
having been fOlmd expedient. The buildings occupied by the plant
consist of a dissolving, a concentrating, a refining, and a boiler and
engine house, and all those numerous other buildings required about an
establishment of this kind.
Fuel and water supply.-The fuel formerly used in these works consisted of greasewood and sagebrush, the only kinds found in the country. No trees grow here. For about three years an acceptable substitute for these shrubs has been found in crude petroleum, which, besides proving far more economical and less troublesome, affords a steadier heat.
The water used here for drinking and for feeding the boilers is obtained from a group of springs 7i miles distant in the Argus Mountains, whence it is brought in through iron pipes, being delivered at
the works under a 1,000-foot head. It is abundant and of excellent
quality, being soft and pure. The water required for other purposes is
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derived from artesian wells, of which 14, sunk on the border of the
marsh to a uniform depth of 55 feet, afford an ample supply. This
water, which flows steadily, rising from 5 to 10 feet above the surface,
contains about 1 per cent of carbonate of soda, strong traces of bora~
and salts of ammonia equal to about 18 grains per gallon. It answers
well for dissolving the crude material and for most other uses about
the works, in which the consumption is large.
Labor, 'wages, transportation, etc.-This company employs about 60
men in the several departments of the business, subdivided and paid
as follows: One foreman, $8 per day; 4 mechanics, each $4 per day;
50 laborers, each $2 per day; 2 teamsters, $100 per month; 3 persons
in the clerical force $150 per month, the company boarding all but the
latter. The sum paid out on labor account amounts to $50.,000 annually. Owing to favorable climatic conditions operations can be continued here nearly the whole year round. On an average not more
than one month in twelve is lost, the cause of stoppage being rains,
sandstorms, and repairs. It may here be observed that the wages paid
by the other borax companies operating on the Pacific coast do not vary
much from the above, except that they are as a general thing somewhat less.
For their transportation service this company requires about 50 animals, most of them being heavy draft mules. For hauling the raw
material from the marsh to the factory horses are Utjed. For transporting the manufactured article to Mojave, the shipping a,nd receiving
station on the Southern Pacific railroad, and bringing back supplies
mules are employed. Twenty of these animals constitute a team, which,
being attached to two large wagons coupled together and capable of
carrying a total of 15 tons, make the trip to Mojave, 72 miles distant, in
eight days. As the country to be traversed is an arid and sandy desert,
water having to be carried part of the way, freighting over it is attended with heavy expense, it costing the company more than twice as
much to get their products from their plant to Mojave as from that
place to Eastern markets.
The Pacific Coast Borax Oompany.-This company consists of a
consolidation, recently effected, of the Pacific Borax, Salt, and Soda
Company, the new organization taking in also the several properties
known as the Chetco borax mine of Oregon, the Death Valley and the
Amargosa borax deposits, the Calico borate mine, and the Alameda
refinery. The amount of marketable borax turned out by this company from their four salines now actively worked aggregated in the
present year (1890) about 6,000 tons, the most of it being the Calico,
1the Teel's marsh, and the Columbus marsh deposits, with a small contribution from the Chetco mine. Owing to change of ownership and
the many natural disadvantages under which they require to be worked,
nothing has for the past three years been done with either the Death
Valley or the Amargosa deposit.
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The Calico mine.-This deposit, situated in the Calico district, San
Bernardino county, California, is remarkable in that it occur~ in the
form of a vein or ledge, being exploited in the same manner as that
ciass of deposits. Though discovered in 1883, only for the past few
years has this mine been actively worked, the plan of operating here
being as follows: The crude material, which occurs intermixed with
shale, jasper, and carbonate of lime, is broken out, hoisted to the surface, and dumped into cars which carry it to the ore bins near by.
Taken from these it is loaded on wagons and hauled to the town of
Daggett and there shipped by rail to the company's .Alameda refinery,
located on the bay of San Francisco, where it undergoes final treatment, about 700 tons of the raw material being handled per month.
This material is priceite and carries about 34 per cent. boracic acid. In
stoping it out much blasting is required. .After being brought to the
surface it has to be carefully assorted, being intermixed with so much
foreign matter. The deposit is now believed to be extensive, as it
measures fully 4 feet between the walls and can be traced by the croppings for a distance of nearly 2 miles. This company employs at the
Calico mine 45 men and 45 animals, two 20-mule teams doing the hauling to Daggett. The entire labor force employed by them, the .Alameda
works included, amounts to about 150 men.
Rhodes marsh.-There were turned out here in the year 1890 about
700 tons of concentrated borax, the product being sacked and sold in
that shape or sent elsewhere for refining. This company employs
about 15 or 20 men, the most of them Indians, these latter being fount\
very serviceable hands. The company manufactures a considerable
quantity of common salt, which is used in the reduction of silver ores
at the several mills in the neighborhood.
The Preservaline Oompa,ny, an eastern incorporation, which has been
in existence about four years, has built a refinery on the Columbus
marsh at a point 12 miles east from the town of Columbus. The output, amounting to some 250 tons per year, is handled by the New York
Chemical Importing Company, which converts the most of it into a
"preservaline" for keeping meats and other food products, the efficacy of
this article being enhanced by the addition of certain other antiseptics.
This company, which employs about 20 men, undertook the manufacture of boracic acid, but finding the business unprofitable abandoned it
after having expended a considerable sum in the experiment. This acid
could be made on the Pacific coast were the present tariff on the imported article slightly increased.
_
The Ohetco deposit.-This is located in Curry county, Oregon, the
crude material, priceite, occurring in the shape of bowlders weighing
from a few ounces up to several hundred pounds. These being buried
irregularly in the earth, with little or no surface indications, the exploitation of the deposit becomes troublesome and costly, disadvan-
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tages that are measurably offset by the great richness of the material
and the facilities that exist at the spot for shipping it by sea. Professor Silliman, who carefully examined this mineral, obtained the
following mean of three analyses:
.Analysis of priceite j1·orn Chetco, Oregon.

,

I

Percent.

.Boracic acid ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lime..................................................................
Water .................. _____ ........................ ·-··--···-·····...
Alumina, salt, and oxide of iron.............. ......... ...... .... .. ...

18.29
. 96

49. 00

Total............................................................

100.08

31.83

The absence of soda distinguishes this mineral from ulexite and cryptomorphite, making it a new species, named after Prof. Thomas Price,
of San Francisco. Several hundred tons of this material have lately
been gathered and sent to the Alameda refinery, where it was treated
with excellent results. A hundred tons of it has also been reduced elsewhere to pure boracic acid. Notwithstanding the difficulty of working
it, this deposit is likely to prove valuable. Eight men are kept steadily
employe.d in the work of hunting after and getting it out. When ex-tracted it is shipped by sea to the Alameda works and there reduced.
The Saline Valley deposit.- A discovery of comparatively recent date
is located to the east of the White mountains, Inyo county, California,
being distant easterly60 miles from Alvord, a shipping station on the Carson and Colorado railroad. The marsh in which the crude material, the
borate of soda, occurs covers some 20,000 acres, though the more fertile
portion, so far as known, is confined to less tlian one-tenth that area.
Over much of this the borate of soda incrustation varies from 3 to 6
inches in thickness. The owners of this more fertile section, :Messrs.
Conn & Trudo, have erected here a plant after the usual style, having
a capacity of 40 tons concentrated per month. A working force of
thirty men is employed here. Water for these works is brought through
iron pipes from the mountains to ~he west, a distance of 1~ miles. Mesquhe trees, which make an excellent fuel, are abundant in the neighborhood. An average of eight assays of this crude material, made by
Mr. John Fleming, gave 66.83 per cent. boracic acid. During 1890
Messrs. Conn & Trudo turned out 400 tons of concentrated borax, with
nearly as much the preceding year.
While the borax industry on the Pacific coast is in a fairly prosperous condition, this would be changed should there occur any largely
increased production, as lower prices would inevitably follow, thereby
extinguishing the narrow profit margin that at present exists.
In this country the "spot" price of borax is understood to mean
price delivered on cars at shipment points on either of the transconti-·
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nental railroads. During the past year this pric<~ has been 6:! cents
per pound for the concentrated and 7 cents for the refined article, this
being for not less than car. load lots. Eastern prices exceed the above
by 1 to 1:! cents per pound. Latterly the most of the salt has been
shipped by rail directly east from points of production, only such amount
going to San Francisco as is intended for shipment by sea, plus con·
sumption on the Pacific coast, which latter is less than 100 tons.

GRAPHITE.
The production of graphite in 1889 amounted to 7,003 short tons of
crude mineral. The value of the product in its first selling conditiOn
was $72,662. In 1890 the product consisted of 1,000 tons from Michigan worth at the mines, $12,000; 500 tons from Pennsylvania and New
tJersey, marketed in pulverized form for $20,500, and 600,000 pounds
(estimated) of refined from the Ticonderoga, New York, mines worth
$45,000. The qualities of graphite differ widely. The uses and prices
depend upon the quality. The inferior qualities are used in the manufacture of paints, foumlry facings, crucibles, and lubricants. There is
no uniformity in the value per ton. The production of the finer grad~
used for lead pencils is limited to the Ticonderoga mines.
Gt·aphite impo1·ted into the United States front 1867 to 1890.
Unmanufactured.

Years ended-

I-Q-u_a_n-ti-ty-.-~V-a-lu-e-.- I~~~~J~c-

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1-- - - - --

J nne 30, 1867 ................................. .
1868 ................................. .
1869 . . ............................... .
1870 ................................ ..
1871. ................................ .
1872 ................................. .
1873 ................................. .
187-L ................................ .
1875 ................................ ..
187H ................................ ..
1877 ................................. .
1878 ................................. .
1879 ................................. .
1880 ................................ ..
1881. ............................... ..
1882 ................................. .
1883 ................................. .
188!. ................................ .
1885 ................................. .
1886 ................................. .
1887 ................................. .
Doc. 31, 1888 . ................................ .
1889 ................................. .
1890 ................................ ..

Total.

- ----

Cwt.
27,113
68,620
74,846
80,795
51,628
96,381
157,539
111,992
46,492
50,589
75 361
60:244
65,662
109,908
150, 927
150,421
154,893
144,086
110,462
83, 368
168,841
184,013
177,381
25ii, 955

$54,131
149,083
351, 004
269, 291
136,200
329,030
548,613
382,591
122,050
150, 709
204, 630
154,757
164,013
278,022
381,906
363,835
361,949
286,393
207,228
164, 111
331,621
353,990
378, 057
594,746

' '"''$833'
3, 754

17, 605
18,091
16,909
24, 637
22,941
31,674
25,536
21,721
1,863

$54,131
149,083
351,004
270,124
139, 954
329,030
548,613
382,591
122,050
168,314
222,721
171,666
188,650
300,963
413,640
389,371
383,670
288,256
207,228
164,111
331,621
353,990
378,057
594,746
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Ocher.-The total amount of ocher produced in 1889 was 15,158 short
tons, valued at $177,472. In 1890 the product was 17,555 short tons,
valued at $237,523. The domestic production of ochers, umbers, siennas,
and metallic paints has shown a decided increase in the past few years.
In "Mineral Resources of the United States, 1883-'84," the annual production of ocher was given at 7,000 tons, valued at $84,000. No reliable information regarding umber, sienna, and iron ore ground for paint
was obtainable at that time. Duriug the last two or three years operators have shown a greater amount of interest in the effort to publish
statistics, and in most instances give valuable assistance in the prosecution of the work. The statistics for 1890 are made up from direct returns
from all known producers. The values are not obtained from current
market reports, but represent the total amount received by producers
for their output. The results of the present investigation show that
the annual production of American ocher has increased 10,555 short
tons, or 150.8 per cent., since 1884. The value of the product in the
same time has increased from $84,000 to $237~523, or 182.8 per cent.
!From the following table the annual increase of this now important
industry since 1884 can be noted:
Annual p1·oducUon of ocher since 1884.
Years.

Short tons.

1884.. ______________ _
1885- - .. -- - - - - - - - - _188ti_ -_______________
1887 .. ---------------

7,000
3,950
6,300
8, 000

Value.

Short tons.

Years.

10, 000
15,158
17,555

$8!,000 1888.---------------·
43,575 1889----------------91,850 11890 ....•.......•••.. ,
75, 000

Value.
$120, 000
177, 4.72
237,523

I

Ocher is produced in a number of localities in the United States.
E>revious to 1889 no statistics of the production by States have been
~ublished. In the following tabJe the figures for that year are obtained
['Om the report of the Eleventh Census. Those for 1890 are compiled
om individual returns made to the Survey.
PTotlnction of ocher in 1889 and 1890, by States.
1889.

States.

Short tons.

1890.

Value.

Total.·----- ...... ------ .•......... ---
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'

~g~

15, 158

Value .

350
1, 000
800
7, 000
300
2, 200
365
4, 173

$4,100
15, 000
12,800
84,000
2, 700
30, 000
4, 4!l3
61, 458

~: ~g~

1, 367

22, 972

177,472

17, 555

237, 523

.Alabama--·---------------------------·--·
336
$3,500
Colorado. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50
150
Georgia.......... . .........................
2, 512
29, 720
Maryland..................................
Gl6
12,000
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SO
750
J\tlissouri ........................ __ . _...... _......... __ ...... _.. _
N e·w York .......................................... _. _ ... _.... _.
Pennsylvania----------------------·-·---7,922
10:3,707
Vermont----·----·-------·--------------·1,88!
7,800

~f:~~~~il~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::

Short tons.

1
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Exports and imports.-The first shipment of American ocher to Europe
is reported to have been made in December, 1890, from the mines of the
Cartersville Ocher Company, at Cartersville, Georgia, a consignment of
50 tons to England. The imports since 1867 are shown in the following
tables:
Ochm· imported f1·orn 1867 to 1883.
All
d. .
.Fiscal.years
groun m 011·
endmg
30
Juno Quantity.! Value.

11, 373
6, 949
65,344
H9, 240
] 21' 080
277, (l] 7
94, 245
98, 176
280, 517
63, 91<i
41 , 718
25, 674
17,649
91, 293
99, 431
159,281
137, 978

Mineral, French Otl1er, dry, notothand Paris green. erwise specified.

Quantity. ~ Value. Qunntity.! Value. Quantity. Value.

I PoundB.

Pounds.
1867 ..... --.
1868.. . .....
1869........
1870 . . . .....
1871. . . . . . . .
1872........
1873. . . . . . . .
1874. .. . .. . .
1875.... .. ..
1876 ... -....
1877...... ..
1878........
1879.... .. .•
1880 ...... -.
1881. . . . . . . .
1882. ... ....
1883 (a).....

Indian red and
Spanish brown.

$385 ...... - ....
333 ...... . ....
2, 496 2, 582, 335
6, 042 3, 377, 944
4, 465 2, 286, 930
9, 225 2, 810, 282
3, 850
135, 360
4, 623
26:l, 389
12,352 . G!6, oon
3, 365 I 1. 524, 989
2, 269 2. 17G, 631
1, 591 2, 314, 028
1,141 2, 873,550
4, 233 3, 655, 920
4, 676 3, 201, 880
7, 915 3, 789, 586
6, 143 1, 54.9, 968

.

Pou.nds.

$35,374 . . . . . . . . . .
11, 165 . . . . . . . . . .
31,624
8, 369
41 , 607
9, 618
40, 663
33, 4.88
38, 763
41, 4.22
2, 506
34, 382
3, 772
102,876
9, 714
64,910
19,555
21, 222
24, 218
27,687
23, 677
67, 655
26,929
17,598
32, 726
16, 154
30, 195
75, 465
34,136
18,293
13, 788
6, 972

Pounds.
$2, 083
500
2, 495
3, 444
11, 038
10, 341
8, 078
18, 153
13,506
5, 385
6, 724
14, 376
3, 114
3, 269
14, 648
2, 821
885

1, 430, 118 $9,923
3, 670,093 32,102
5, 379,478 39,546
3, 9:15, 97~ 32,593
2, 800, 148 24, 767
5, 64.5, B43 56, 680
3, 940, 785 51, 318
3, 212, 988 :15,365
3, 282, 4J51 37,929
3, 902, G4.6 47,405
3, 427,208 1 32,924
3, !HO, 947 33, 260
3, 792, 850 42.563
4, 602, 546 52, 120
3, 414, 704 46, 069
5, 5:l0, 204 68,106
7, 022, 615 90, 593

a Since 1883 classified as "dry" and" ground in oil."

Imports of ocher of all kinds f1·om 1884 to 1890.
Dry.
Years ended-

Quantity.

Ground in oil.
Value.

Potmds.

June 30, 1884 . .........
1885 ..........
Dec. 31, 1886 ......••..
1887 ..•....•..
1888 .•••.•..•.
1889 ..•.•••.•.
1890 .....•..•.

Quantity.
PoundB.

6, 164, 359
4, 98:!, 701
4, 939, 183
5, 957, 200
6, 574,608
5, 540,267

$63,973
51,499
53,593
58,162
64,123
52,502

108,966
79,666
112,784
54, 1<14
43,142
51,063

Total.

Value. Quantity.

Value.

PoundB.
$4,717
3, 616
6, 574
7,337
9, 690
9,072

.................. ............. ·····-·-··-· ..........

6, 273,325
5, 063,363
5, 051, 967
6, 011,304
6, 617,750
5, 591,330
6, 471,863

$68,690
55,115
60,167
65,499
73,813
61,574
71,953

Value.

lrnp01·ts of umber f1·om 1867 to 1890.
Years ended-

Quantity.

June 30, 1867 ...•••..

2, 147, 34.2
345, 173
570,771
708,825

Value.

Years ended-

Quantity.

$15,946
2, 750
6,159
6, 313
7, 064
18,203
8,414
6, 200
5,596
7,527
10,213
8,302

June 30, 1879 .••.•••.

986,105
1, 877,645
1, 475,835
1, 923,648
785,794
2, 946,675
1, 198,060
1, 262,930
2, 385,281
1,423, 80G
1, 555,070
1, 556,823

Pou.nds.

.

18ti8. ····-··
1869 .••.•••.
1870 .•••••••
1871.- •·••••
1872 ...•••••
1873 .••.•••.
1874 ...••••.
1875 .•..•••.
1876 ....•••.
1877 ..•..•••
1878 .••.•••.

47~392

1, 409,822
8!5, 601
729,864
513, 811

I

681,199 1

1, 101,422
1, 038,880

1880 .••.•••.
lf!81. ••••••.
1882 .•••••••
1883 .••.•••.
1884 .••••••.
1885 .•••••••
Dec. 31, 1886 .••••••.
1887 .••.•••.
1888 .•••••••
1889 •••.••••
1890 •••.••••

Pottnda.
$6,959
17,271
11,126
20,494
8,419
20,654
8, 504
9,187
16,536
14,684
20,887
19,329

Metallic paint.-The use of metallic paint continues to increase. The
total product in 1889 was 21,026 short tons, valued at $286,294. In
1890 the product was 24,177 tons, valued at $3401369. The returns for
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1887 showed a product of 12,000 tons worth $235,000, and those for
1888 a product of 14,000 valued at $280,000. From the above it will be
seen that while the product has increased over 100 per cent. since 1887
the value has increased only 45 per cent. Part of this comparative
decrease in value arises from the estimates for previous years, being
based upon the average market prices as quoted through technical
periodicals, while the values for 1889 and 1890 represent the total
amount actually received by the operators for their product. The following table shows the production for 1889 and 1890 by States:
P1·oduction of metallic paint in 1889 and 1890, by States.
1889.

1890.

States.
Product.
.AJ:~ ban1a...................................

Value.

Sho1·t tons.
3, 000

Product.

Value.

Sh01·t ton1 .
$30, 000 ..................... .
40
$480
1, 300
22,100
10
1il0
5, 224
72, 952
637
16, 341
8, 955
145, :l43
5, 386
46, 088
500
6,000
2, 125
31,035

California.................................. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Colorado...................................
90
2, ·500
New Jersey. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .
New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .
3, 658
63, 698
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
540
11, 123
Pennsylvania..............................
8, 849
128, Oi!6
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 057
24, 237
Vermont.........................................................
Wisconsin.................................
1, 832
26,700
Tota.l. .. . . . . . ... .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

21, 026

~~--24,177 340,369"

Venetian and Indian reds.-In addition to what are known as "metallic" red and brown paints, there were produced in the United States
in 1890, 4,000 short tons of Venetian and Indian "reds," valued at
$84,100. Mr. S. P. Wetherill, president of the S. P. Wetherill Company of Philadelphia, one of the two concerns engaged in the manufacture of these paints, states that the manufacture of Venetian red in
this country began about 1878 (a), and from its beginning the growth of
the demand has been gradual, as each barrel had to displace one of
English manufacture, and the prejudice in favor of the latter was very
strong.
The English reds with which the .American product competes are
made · from the same material (sulphate of iron), but by a different
process of manufacture. The .American market wa~ formerly entirely
dependent upon English manufactu~·es for their supply of what is
known in the trade as "English Venetian red;" that is, red of high
color which can only be made practically from sulphate of iron. Mr.
Wetherill adds that the cost of importing English red befor~t the
American works started was 3 cents per pound. .About one-third of
the Venetian red now used in this country is of domestic make and the
price has been reduced about 50 per cent. in the contest for trade. The
cost of the crude material is quite as cheap in this country as abroad,
and the domestic production is increasing every year, with the prospect
of eventually excluding the foreign article.
a No statistics of previous production have been published.
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White lead.-The product of white lead ip. 1890 was 155,272,115
pounds (or 77,636 short tons), valued at $9,382,967, against 84,000 tons
in 1888. The product for 1889 has not been determined in this investigation, though it is probable that the Census Office (division of manufactures) will publish the figures for that year. This subject was not
considered as coming within the scope of the mining investigation of
the Census Office, the limit in that division being reached with the production of pig lead. It is tolerably certain that the product of white
lead in 1889 was somewhat less than that of 1888, and more than that
of 1890. In 1889 the Corroders' Association or "Trust" was succeeded
by an incorporated company ocganized by the stockholders of the companies and members of the firms formerly in the trust. All but eight
of the former independent operators are now Incorporated in theN ationa! Lead Company, the various plants being operated as branches of
one corporation, with one central office and board of directors.
Red lead, litharge, and orange mineral.-The total product of red lead
in 1889 was 11,821,084 pounds, or 5,911 tons, valued at $726,844. Of
litharge there were 10,230,090 pounds, or 5,115 tons, worth $665,631.
The amount of orange mineral produced was 730,000 pounds, or 365 tons,
worth $48,000. No statistics of these three subjects have been published since 1887, when the combined product was estimated at 7,000
tons, though the amounts actually reported by producers for that year
were: red lead, 2,634 short tons; litharge, 1,492 short tons, and orange
mineral, 245. Th_e returns, however, were incomplete.
Red lead, white lead, and litharge imported j1·ont 1867 to 1890.
Year ended-

Red lead.
Quantity.

June 30,1867 ..•..••.
1868 ..... --1869 ......•.
1870 ..• ·- •. 1871. .....•.
1872 ....••••
1873 ........
1874. ···-···
1875. ··-· •••
1876.- ·-····
1877.- •..••.
1878 .. - ····1879.- ···••·
1880.- ····-1881. ...•••.
1882 ......•.
1883 ........
1884 ........
1885 ........
Dec. 31,1886 ...•••••
1887 .••••••.
1888 ..••••••
1889 ........
1890 ........

Value.

PoundB.
926,843
1, ~~1. 144
808,686
1, 042,813
1, 295,616
1, 513,794
1, 583,089
756,644
1. 048,713
749,918
387,260
170, 608
143,237
217, 033
212,423
288,946
249,145
265,693
216,449
597,247
371,299
529,665
522,026
450,402

White lead.
Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
$53,087
76,773
46,481
54,626
78,410
85,644
99,891
56,305
73,131
54,884
28,747
9,364
7,237
10,397
10,009
12,207
10,503
10,589
7,641
23,038
16,056
23,684
24,400
20,718

6, 63G, 508
7, 533, 225
8, 948,642
6, 228,285
8,337,842
7,153,978
6,331,373
4,771,509
4, 354,131
2,546, 766
2, 644,184
1, 759,608
1,274,196
1, 906,931
1, 068,030
1, 161, 889
1, 044,478
902,281
705,535
785,554
804,320
627,900
661,694
742,196

$430,805
455,698
515,783
365,706
483,392
4:!1, 477
408,986
323,926
295,642
175,776
174,844
113,638
76,061
107,104
60,132
64,493
58,588
67,918
40,437
57,340
58,602
49,903
56,875
57,659

Litharge.
Quantity.

Value.

PottndB.
230,382
250,615
187,333
97,398
70,889
66,544
40,799
25,687
15,767
47,054
40,331
28,190
38,495
27,389
63,058
54,592
34,850
54,183
35,283
51,409
35,908
62,211
41,230
48,283

$8,941
12,225
7, 767
4,442
3,870
3, 396
2,379
1,440
950
2,562
2,347
1,499
1,667
1,222
2,568
2,191
1, 312
1,797
1,091
1, 831
1,302
2, 248
1,412
2,146
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Whiting and Paris white.-These substances and terra alba are still
articles of import, as per the following tables:

~mly

Imports of whiting and Pa1·is white from 1867 to 1890.
Whitin~

and Paris
white, dry.

Years ended-

Quant,ity.
June 30, 1867 ..••.••.
1868. ·•··•••
1869 ..••••••
1870 ..••••••
1871. ...•••.
1872 . .•..•••
1873 .. •·•••·
1874 ..••.••.
1875 .....•..
1876 ..•.....
1877 ........
1878 ........

and Paris
white, dry.

Value.

Pounds.
8, 168, 123
5, 530,042
3, 438,396
;i, 650,728
5, 219,396
6, 392,717
6, 197, 017
3, 749,122
4, 170,569
2, 605,332
2, 390,333
1, 871,374

Whitin~

Years ended-

$40,879
19,390
17,289
27.293
24; 710
31,464
32,622
24,734
22,491
13,270
11,269
7, 903

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.

June 30, 1879 .••.••••

1, 365,867
1, 803,577
1, 974, !ll3
1, 722,711
2, 2Hi, 018
3, 910,829
1, 40], 783
770,248
~07, 281
407,065
1, 142,198
1, 636,490

1880 ..••••••
1881 ..•••••.
1882 ..•..••.
1883 ...•••••
1884 ..•.••..
1885 ....•.••
Dec. 31, 1886 ..•.....
1887 ...•.•••
1S88 ....••..
1889 ...•....
1890 ...•...•

$5,976
7,503
7,806
6,675
8, 3!)6
15,189
6,157
3,547
2,9!)9
1,679
3,768
6,387

Imports of terra alba f1'01n 1869 to 1890.
Not aluminous.
Years ended-

Quantity.

Pounds.
June 30, 1869.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . .

Value.

$7, 002.00
1870 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • . • . .
7. 911. 00
1871 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 133, 028. 00
1872 . . . • . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • • • . • . . .
6, 444.. 00
1873 . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . .
2, 2:15. 00
1874 . . .. • • . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . • . • . . . . .
1, 029. 00
1875............. .. • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1876 . . . • • • . . • . . • • . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . 27, 897. 00
1877.......................... . . . • • • • . . • • . 45, !71. 00
1878 . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . 33, 509. 00
1879.......................... . . . . • • . . • . . . 33, 250. 00
1880.......................... . .. . . . . • . • .. 34, 718. 00
1881 .. . • • .. .. • • • . .. .. • • . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . • .. 30, 186. 00
1882 . .. . .. • .. . .. . . • . • .. .. .. • ..
283, 946
1, 572. 00
1883 . . . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . .
149, 782
800. 00
1884 ..................................................
1885 .. .. . • . . .. . • • • • • .. • .. .. . . . . • .. . • . .. . • . . . • • .. .. .. ..

roo. "·

Aluminous.
Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
...•.•.•.......•••.•••.•
..••••.•.......•••••••••
.••.••••••.......••..•..
. . . • • • • • • . . . ••••
...•••..... : $44, 99-i: 00.
. . . • • • • • • • . . 56, 821. 00
. . . . • • . . . . . . 45, 726. 00
. . . . . • . . . . . . 20, 876. 00
. . . • . • ••• . . .
344. 75
. • • • • • • • • .. .
683. 46
. . •. •••. . . . .
7, 081. 30
. • .. .. • . . • . . 14, 737. 08
. .. .. . . . .. . .
9, 796. 56
12, 008, 101
30, 522. 37
10, 592, 552
19, 533. 00
10,066,496
25,187.89
20, 510, 540
41, 378. 21

ifti. ::::::EiH:i:::::::: m: ::::::::1: Em:::. ~:Hi: if 1:II:fi

BARYTES.
The amount ofbarytes produced in 1889 was 21,460 short tons, valued
at $106,313. The producing States were: Illinois, 200 tons; Missouri,
7,558 tons; North Carolina, 3,000 tons; and Virginia, 10,702 tons.
The product in 1890 was 21,911 tons. Of this amount Missouri produced 9,883 tons; North Carolina, 700 tons (a), and Virginia, 11,528
tons. There was no product from Illinois in 1890. The total value of
the product in 1890 was $86,505. In computing this the value of the
Missouri barytes is taken at the price paid at the mines by the St. Louis
manufacturers.
P1·oduct of crude barytes f1·om 1882 to 1890.
Years.

Quantity.

1882. . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . • . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • . . • • . . • • . . • • . . • . . . • • . . . . .
1883......... • . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • . . • . • . • . • . . • . . . • . . . • • • .
1884. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . • . • • . • • . . . . . . .
1885............ •. . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . .. . . • . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . •
1886... .. •. . . . . . . . .. . • .. •• . . ..• .. . .. . .• .••• .• . . . . •. . . .•. • . . . • • .. . . .
1887.. . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . • . • . . . . • • . . .
1888. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • . . . • . . • . . . • . . • • . • • . • . . • .
1889. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .... .. . . . •. . ..• .• . .•. •• ••.•.. .•. • . • ••....
1890........................................ .• • • . • • • • .• . • • • . • • . . • . .

Value.

ShO?·ttons.
22, 400
30, 240
28, 000
16, 800
11,200
16, 800
22, 400
21,460
21, 911

$80,000
108,000
100,000
75,000
50,000
75,000
110,000
106,313
86,505

Imp01·ts of bar·i um sulphate f1·o1n 1867 to 1889.
Manufactured.

Unmanufactured.

Years endedQuantity.

Value.

Pounds.
June 30,1867 .•.•.•..•...•....•••..•••.•••..
1868 .........•..........•....••••••
]869 ......••.••..••••.•.•••••.•.•.•
1870 .......••..•...•••••.•••••.•.••
1871. ..•..••.•••.•••••.••••••..•...
1872 ...•.•••.••..••.•.•••.•••.•••••
1873 ...•••.•••.....•••.•••••..•.•••
1874 ...•.•..•••••.•••••••••••.••••.
1875 .•••.•.••.••..••••••••••••••..••
1876 .•••••..••.••••••••••••••••.•..
1877 ....••..•••••.•••••••••••.•••••
1878 .............................. .
1879 ..••••.•••••.••••••••••••••.•••
1880 .•••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.
1881. •••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.
1882 ..••••.••.••..••.•.••••••.•.•••
1883 ..•..••.••.•••••..•...••••..••.
Dec. 31, 188·L •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.
1885 .•••••••.••••••••••••.••••••••.
1886 ..••••••••••••••..•••.••••••••.
1887 .•••.••••••..•••••.•••••••••••.
1888 ..•.•••••••••.••.•••.•••..•.••.
1889 .•••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••

14,968, 181
2, 755,547
1, 117,335
1, 684,916
1, 385,004
5, 804,098
6, 93!), 425
4, 788, !)66
2, 117,854
2, 655,349
2, 388,373
1, 366,857
453,333
4, 924,423
1, 518,322
562,300
411,666
3, 884,516
4, 095,287
3, 476,691
4, 057,831
3,821, 842
3, 601,506

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
$141,273
26,739
8, 565
12,917
9, 769
43,521
53, 75!)
42,235
17, 9!)5
25,325
19,273
10,340
3,496
37,374
11,471
3,856
2,489
24,671
20,606
18,338
19,769
17,135
22,458

•
5, 800, 816
7, 841, 715
6, 588, 872
10, 190, 848
6, 504, 975
13, 571, 206

$8, 044
13,567
8, 862
13, 205
9, 037
7, 660

a The total amount mined in North Carolina was 1,300 tons, but only 700 tons were
marketed.
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ASBESTOS.
The total amount of asbestos mined in the United States in 1889 and
marketed was 30 tons, valued at $1,800. In 1890 the product increased
to 71 tons, valued at $4,260. The production in each year was limited
to California. Asbestos mines are being developed in Wyoming, but
so far only a few tons have been mined and none 'of it has been marketed. A small amount obtained as a by-product in the quarrying of
soapstone at Easton, Pennsylvania, is not considered in the product.
The California product is manufactured into fire-proof paints and coatings, boiler and steam-pipe coverings, lubricants,-and cement. The form
of asbestos best adapted for the manufacture of fire-proof textile materials is more properly cbrysotile, a variety of serpentine, and which may
be distinguished from asbestos by yielding water when heated in a glass
tube. The fibers of asbestos are short and brittle, while those of chrysotile are flexible, slightly elastic, and of great tensile strength. The
most of the chrysotile used in the United States is produced in Canada,
and the rapid progress made in the utilization of the mineral may be
seen from the amount imported, as shown in the following table:
Asbestos imported from 1869 to 1890.
Years ended-

Unmanu- Manufacfactured.
tured.

-----------~ ·------1------

•

Total.
---

June 30, 1869 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . . . • . • • • . .
$310
$310
7
7
1870 ........... - ....... -- .......................... -- -- .. -.
1871 -- . - -- . - . --. ---.- -- - .... - . - .. -. - .. -- .•.. - . -- ... -- -----.
12
12
1872 ---- -· .................. -- .............. -· •... -- .... ·- ·----- ...•.. ·----- ..
1873 . ------ -- .. ----- . ----------- .. --- ... -- . --.- . .
$18
18
1874 ····································-········
152
152
1875 . -.--- ... - ......... -- ... -- ..•. -.-.- - .. - ... --.
4, 706
1, 077
5, 783
1876 .. -.- ............... - ... - .. - .•. - •.. --.-......
5, 485
396
5, 881
1877 .......................... - . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
1, 671
1, 550
3, 221
] 878 ...... -- ............ - ......... - .... - ... - .. - . .
3, 536
372
3, 908
1879 .. - .. - .. - .... - ........... - ......... - . . . . . . . . .
3, 204
4, 624
7, 828
9, 736
9, 736
1880 --- ....... -- .... -.-.- ............ - .... - .. -...
1881 ·············································
27,717 •
69
27,786
15,235
504
15,739
1882 .......•.....................................
24, 369
243
24, 612
1883 ..... - - .. -.- ..... - ....... - ..... -- .. -- ... -.. . .
48,755
1,185
49,940
1884 ···················-·························
Dec. 31, 1885 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
73, 026
617
73, 643
1886 . -- .. -- .. - ... -- .. -- ......... - ... - ... -.- .. -... 134, 193
932
135, l25
581
140, 845
1887 ... -- .......... -.-................. . . . . . . . . . . 140, 264
8, 126
176, 71/l
1888 .. - .....•..... - .. - - .. - --- .. - .... - -- . . . . . . . . . . 168, 584
1889 . - ...•.......... -.-- . - - ......... - ....... - . . . . 254, 239
9, 154
263, 393
5, 342
257' 879
1890 ...• - • - - -- . - -- . - - -- -- - . -- - - - - . - - - - - . - .... - - . . 252, 557
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SULPHUR.
The total product of crude sulphur in the U nitecl States in 1889 was
1,150 short tons, worth $7,850. The producing localities were Nevada
and Utah. In 1890, Utah produced 500 tons which was not placed on
the market. Nevada produced 260 tons of refined sulphur, worth $30
per ton, at \Vinnemucca. This value is much higher than the prices
at either the Atlantic or Pacific seaboards, owing to the fact that high
freight rates put it out of the way of competition. It supplies a local
demand and is principally consumed in the manufacture of sheep dip.
Work on the Louisiana properties is being prosecuted, but the
operators do not expect to have any product before 1893.
Sicily continues to furnish the bulk of the world's supply, lack of
facilities for mining and shipping Japanese sulphur keeping that source
of supply in the background. Practically all the sulphur exported from
Japan is shipped to San Francisco, and so does not compete with Sicilian
sulphur. During 1890 facilities for reclaiming sulphur from alkali waste
by the Chance process were introduced at a number of works in England,
Austria, and France. Some of this regained sulphur is said to have
been exported to the United States. In order to prevent the cutting
of prices among the alkali-makers using this process and consequent
unremunerative prices, a combination was formed in the shape of a
limited company which shall control the entire sale of the sulphur.
The following table shows the imports of sulphur for the years 1867
to 1890, inclusive:
Sulphur ·imported and entered for consu1nption in the United States, 1867 to 1890, inclusive.
Crude.
Years endedQuantity.

Value.

>'lowor> of
-phur.

Quantity.

•nl-

j

Value.

Rofined

I

Oro.(a)

·

Quantity. \ Value.

Total

value.

~alue.

-- --.June 30, 1867 ....
1868 .. -.
18G!l ....
1870 .. -.
1871. ...
1872.--.
1873 ....
1874 ....
1875.- ..
1876 ....
1877 ....
1878 ....
1879 ....
1880 ....
1881. ...
1882.- ..
1883 ..•.
1884 .•..
1885 ....
1886 ....
1887.- ..
Dec. 31, 1888 ....
1889 .. -.
1890 ....

..

Long tons.

Long tons.
24,544.10
18, 150.55
2:-l, 589. 6!)
27,379.60
36, 131.46
25,379.55
45,533.27
40,989.55
39,683.10
46,434.72
42,962.69
48,102.46
70, 370.28
87, 837.25
105,096.54
97, 50-!.15
94, 5H9. 75
105,112.19
96,839.44
117,538.35
96, 881. 55
98,252.15
135,933.00
162, 674. 00

$620,373
446,547
678,642
819,408
1, 212,448
764,798
1, 301,000
1, 260,491
1, 259, 472
1, 475, 250
1, 242,888
1, 179, 769
1, 575, 53H
2, 024, 121
2, 713,485
2, 627,402
2, 288,946
2, 242,697
1, 941,943
2, 237,989
l, 688,360
1, 581, 58H
2, 068,208
2, 762,953
~Latterly

110.05
16.48
96.59
76.34
65.54
35.97
55.29
51.08
17.83
41.07
116.34
158.71
137. 60
123.70
97.66
158.91
79.13
178.00
120.56
212.61
278.56
127.67
15.341
12.06

Long tons.

$5,509
250. 55 $10,915 . .......... $636,797
64.75
948
2, 721 .. ........... 450,216
645.04 27,149
4, 576
710,367
157.24
6, 528 $1,269
831,132
3, 927
3, 514
92.26
754 1, 221,044
4, 328
56.94
2, 492 . ............ 769,112
1, 822
2, 924
35.97
1, 497
1, 305,421
56.68
2, 694
2,403 . ............ 1, 265,588
891 ....................... .............. . ............. 1, 260,363
2,114
43.87
1, 927 . .............. 1, 47!l, 291
5, 873
1, 170.80 36,962 .. ........... 1, 285,723
149.51
7, 628
5, 935 .. ............. 1, 19H, 332
6, 509
68.94
2, 392 .. ............ 1, 584,434
158.36
5, 516
5, 262 .. ........... 2, 034,899
70.96
4, 226
2, 555 . ........... 2, 720,266
6, 926
58.58
2,196 . ............ 2, 636,524
115.33
4, 487 .. ............ 2, 296,695
3, 262
7, 869
126.00
4, 765 .. ............ 2, 255,331
5, 351
4,060 . ............. 1, 951,354
114.08
116.05
.......
83.54
9, 980
2, 383 - ----.- . 1, 700, 723
4, 202
27.02
734 ---.---. 1, 586, 519
1, 954
299 . - ••• --. 2, 070, 461
10.00 I
103.00
3, 060 1I . . . .
2, 767,731
l, 718 .

'·'"I

classed under head of pyrites.

,.,77

r250,605

o •••
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Statement by count1·ies and by customs districts, showing the irnports into the United States
of crude sulphur or brimstone each fiscal. year from 1876 to 1890.
1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
Countries whence exported
-----o·------1-----~------1----~------- ----------and customs districts
QuanQuan·
QuanQuan·
through which imported.
Value.
Value.
Value.
tity.
tity.
tity.
tity. Value.
1 - - - - - - - - - - -- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COUNTRIES.

Dutch West

Indies and

E~~!~da_::::::::::::

:::::::

Short
ton8.
1

'

5

1

~g

$ ~; ~ii

Scotlanil....................
24
Gibraltar .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, etc .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .
Italy ........................ 46, 941
Japan .............. :........
456
Portugal............ .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

Short
tons.

.... 425 · "$i4;ti3i . ...(1)' · · ..... $i6. · .... 2· · .. "$335.

910

472
290

. .. .. .. .. .

13, 231
160
3, 961
806
19, 287
7, 789 ................................. .

. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .

12
264 ................ .
41, 819 1, 194, 000 47, 494 1, 161, 367 64, 420 1, 4.53, 138
437
13, 137
256
7, 548
224
4, 528
. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .
467
10, 410

1, 439, 839
16, 291

Total .................. 48, 966 1, 473, 678

43,443 1, 242, 788 47, 922 1, 173, 156 65, 919 1. 487, 698

DISTRICTS.

Baltimore, Md .............. 5,157 $157,828
3, 882 $105,175 5:455 $138,202 6, 969 $157,243
Barnstable, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600
13, 780
BoRton !lnil Clmrlestown,
Mass ...................... 5, 031
154, 883
3, 931
101,215 5, 795
131,945 7, 841
173,506
Charleston, S. C .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
526
12,267
605
13,812
Delaware, Del .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
450
13, 500 .. .. .. .. .. . . • . .. .. • • .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .
890
21, 907
Huron, Mich...................................................
12
264 ............... ..
N ew11rk, N. J............... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1, 071
31, 802
462
13, 240
443
10, 175
New Orleans, La............
172
5, 705
150
4, 750 1....... .. .. .. . . ..
100
2, 087
New York, N.Y ............ 24,524
721,092 I 21,867
654,997 28,240
690,989 36,543
8~7. 193
PhilHdelpbia, Pa ............ 12,549
385,071
9, 216
256,224 6, 657
167,222 11, 704
2G3, 467
Providence, R I............
600
18,232
1, 739
45,487
519
11,479 ................ .
San Francisco, Cal..........
483
17,367
862
27,708
256
7, 548
224
4, 528
Savannah, Ga............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
725
15, 370 .........•........................
Total ................ 48,966 1, 473,678

43,443 1, 242,788 47,922 1, 173, 156 65,919 1,487,698
1

1

1882.

1881.

1880.

1883.

Countries whence exported ---------------~-------1----~------- l -----~-----and customs districts
QuanVal
through which imported. QuanValue. Quan·
Value. Qnan·
Value.
tity.
ue.
tity.
tity.
tity.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - COUNTRIES.

~~o1~~~a ::::::::::::::::::::

Short
tons.

36,!~

1, 66!

Short
tons.
..

Short
tons.

i; 668 · · ·$43; sii. · .. 755 · ··$2o; 294·

Sho1·t
tons.
13
3

$379
88

:France.. ....................
988
23, 580 .. .. .. . . .. • • .. • • ..
526
13, 770
858
34
:French West Indies...........................................
2
8 ................ .
Greece...................... . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .
500
13, 927 ............... ..
Italy ..... .................. . 80, 301 1, 862, 712 102, 771 2, 645, 293 92, 944 2, 504, 862 92, 861 2, 24-8, 870
.Japan .......................
282
4,744
691
16,253 2,!l80
66,356 1,038
23,714
San Domingo . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .
240
7, 875 ................ .
Spain....................... . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .
308
8, 637 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . •
500
12, 856
Spanish Possessions in .Af.
rica and adjacent islands.. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . ..
9
310
87
2, 030
Total. ................. 83,236 1, 927, 502 105,438 2, 713, 494 97, 9~6 2, 627,402 94,536 2, 288,795
1

DIS'I'RICTS.

Baltimore, Md .............. 13,827 $313,342 16,477 $430,917 13,781 $364,384 11,977 $286,4.38
Beaufort, S. C . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • .
540
13, 889 ....•............
Boston and Charlestown,
Mass ..................... 8, 207
183,486
8, 860
226,801 7, 467
194,317 7, 756
173, 569
Charleston, S.C............. 1, 061
25, 398
3, 065
78, 741 6, 025
161, 281 4, 051
106, 235
1tfidclletown, Conn.............................................
9
310 ................ .
N cw Orleans, La!...........
280
7, 121
100
2, 646
220
6, 516
428
10, 378
New York, N.Y ............ 46,657 1, 083,784 57,608 1, 463,082 46,531 1, 260,223 ;45, 385 1, 110,313
Pbilaclelpbia, Pa ............ 10, 679
254,892 17,987
477, 547 14, 839
408, 611 22, 772
549, O!l5
Providence, R. I ............ 1, 255
31, 155
650
17, 507 1, 244
33, 036
535
13,830
Richmond, Va . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
660
17, 760 ................ .
San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . 1, 270
28, 324
691
16, 253 6, 054
151, 234 1, 072
24, 572
l::iaYannah, Ga............... .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
586
15, 842
560
14, 365
Total .......•..•.......

83,2361,927,5o2 105,438 2.7i3.494J97.956 2,627,4o2194,536' 2,288,795
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Statement by conni?'ies and by cttstoms dist1·icts, showing tlw imports into the United State1
of cntde sztlphw· or brimstone each fiscal yea1· jTom 1876 to 1890-Continued.
1884(a).

1885.

1886.

1887.

Co~~~r~~~s~~~~~fi:~f~t~ted 1 - - - - c - - - - - - 1 - - - - , - - - - - 1 - - - - - : - - - - - 1 - - - : - - - - - 1
through which imported. Quan- Value. Q:uan- Value
Quan- Value. Quan- Value.
tity.
tity.
.
tity.
tity.
1 - - - - - - - - - -- 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COUNTRIES.
Sho1·t
Short
Short
Short
tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.
Belgium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
190
$4, 766
60
$1, 718 ..........•......
Danish West Indies............................................................
861
$5,250
England .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .
606
15, 084
81
2, 535
162
4, 437
France.........................................................................
290
6,951
Quellec, Ontario, Manitoua,
and the Northwest Territory................................................................
9 ................ .
Italy-···-------- ......... --~- ................ -~94, 370 1, 894, 8581112,283 2, 166,565 .89, 924 1, 588,146

~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::

1,

~~i

2~; ~g~ .-~~ ~~~- .. -~~·-~~~-!-~: ~~~- ---~~: ~~~-

Total ................ 105,14_3-=!2,242,678 96,841 1,941,943 117,396_ 2,237,332

97,3~-

1,688,360

DISTRICTS.

Baltimore, Ud............. 1 15, 037 $:l03, 226 14, 505 $285, 006 19, 3071 $364, 91)8 12, 547 $225, 669
l~arnstable,Mass ..........
650
16,163
480
11,040
1,617
35,3851,152
22,816
Bcaufort,S.C ..............
600
13,259
610
12,847 ................................... .
Bosto11 and Charlestown,
:Mass . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . 5, 294
112, 152 5, 125
99, 712
3, 681
69, 898 4, 850
85, 575
Champlain, N.Y.....................................................
9 ............... ..
Charlcstoil, S. C . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 125
1il2, 570 8, 525
169, 564 13, 350
265, 265 12, 420
220, 598
NewOrleans, La.............................
102
2,282
250
5,102 ................ .
New York, N.Y ........... 52,478 1, 135,725 45,537
909,123 58,758 1, 115, 519 46,711
792,114
1

l'llibdtlplli:t, l'a. .... .. .... 18, 7RG
401,568
Providellcc, R I...........
651
15. 517
San Francisco, CaL........ 5, 522
112, 5!J8
All other customs districts. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .

18,696
1, 840
1, 421

il81, 010
37,422
33, 937

15, 568
1, 265
3, 600

300,749 15,267
25, 930
600
5-l, 517 3, 176
.. . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .... .
660

269,216
11, 291
50, 521
10,560

Total. ................ 105,143 2, 242,678196,841 1, 941,943 117,396 2, 237, 3H2 97,38311,688,360
Countries whence exported
and cnstoms districts
through whichimported.

1888.

Quantity.

1889.

Value.

Quantity.

1890.

Value.

Quantity.

Value.

COUN'l'RIES.

Sho1·t tons.
Short tons.
Short tons.
Belgium....................
83
$1,993
180
$4,086
182
$3,995
Danish West Indies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550
9, 076
England....................
310
7, 200
305
8, 337
4, 898
101, 100
Scotland..................................................................
20
487
France ........................................................................................... .
Quebec, Ontario, etc ............................................................................ ..
Italy............ .... .. .. .. .
92,528 1, 499,720
123,260 1, 935,368
115,240
1, 800,585
Japan .... .. .... .. .... .. .. ..
6, 3il2
72,729
6, 446
77,853
21,031
221,316
Spain .......................................................................................... ..
Total ................ .

99, 253

1' 581, 582

130, 191

! 2, 025, 644

141, 921

2, 136, 559

DlS'l'RIC'l'S.

Baltimore, Md'.... ....... .. .
11, 989
$182,769
15,791
$234,693
21,198
$322,018
Barnstable, Mass ................................................................................ .
Beaufort, S.C...............
500
9, 000
600
9, 213 1--- ................... ..
Boston and Charlestown,
Mass .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
3, 760
62, 298
6, 446
104, 257
7, 410
135, 044
Champlain, N. Y .................... ......................................... .................. ..
Charleston, S. C . . . . . . . . . . . .
12, 005
199, 048
23, 377
364, 859
15, 752
255, 106
New Orleans, La............
200
3, 845 . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .
200
3, 397
New York, N. Y. . • • • . . • • . . .
50, 486
816, 286
60, 922
959, 872
66, 359
983. 754
Philadelphia, Pa...... .... ..
10,519
173,699
13,288
202,357
13,919
210,576
Providence, R I. .. .. . . . .. ..
1, 310
21, 012
570
8, 581
l, 240
19, 160
San Francisco, Cal..........
6, 352
78, 732
4, 539
57, 925
8, 223
87, 391
Savannah, Ga............... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .
2, 345
44, 244
5, 560
86, 826
Wilmington, N. C..........
1, 532
25,893
1, 753
28,443
2, 040
32,800
.All other customs districts .
600
9, 000
560
11, 200
20
487
Total.................

99, 253

1, 581,582

130, 191

" Sources not reported.

2, 025, 6441

141.921

2, 136,559

PYRITES.
Total product in 1889, 104,950 short tons; spot value, $202,119. '_rotal
product in 1890, 111,836 short tons; spot value, $273,7 ~5.
In the foregoing statements the pyrites included is only that which
is consumed in the production of sulphuric acid. The increasing use
of pyrites in the manufacture of acid is attested by the steady increase
in the production of the mineral in the past few years. With properly
constructed furnaces there can be little doubt that acid sufficiently pure
for commercial purposes may be economically prepared from pyrites
and compete successfully with that made from sulphur. For medicinal
or other purposes when chemically pure acid is essential pyrites will not
answer, owing to arsenic or other injurious impurities which are apt to be
contained in the ore and which are not eliminated in the process of manufacture. The Chicora Fertilizer Company, of Charleston, South Carolina, is reported as having constructed its new and extensive fertilizer
works so as to use pyrites entirely in the manufacture of acid. Other
large producers have gone so extensively into the use of pyrites that
the importations have increased and will probably increase still more
rapidly. In Mineral Resources for 1886 were published comparative
statements of the cost of acid produced respectively from sulphur and
pyrites.
Prod'uction of py1·ites in the United States from 1882 to 1890.
Years.

Quantity.

Value.

1882...............................................................
1883 ...... . ...................... - .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. ..
1884...............................................................
1885...... .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .
1886.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
1887............ . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .
1888...............................................................
1889 .............. . :...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .
1890.. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .

Short tons.
13, 4AO
28, 000
39, 200
54, 880
61, tiOO
58, 240
6\J, 851
104,950
111, 836

$72,000
137, 500
175,000
220,500
220,000
210,000
167,658
202,119
273,745

Imports of py1·ites containing not nw1·e than 3f per cent copper. (a)
Years.

Quantity.

Long tons.
16, 710
6,078
18~lfJ...............................................................
1,605
16, 578
1887.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . .
1884...............................................................
1885................................................................

Value.

$50.632
18,577
9, 771

49,661

a Previous to 1884 classed among sulphur ores; subseg_uent to 1887 classed among other iron ores.
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LITHOGRAPHIC STONE.
Up to the close of 1890 no lithographic stone bad been produced in the
United States except for testing purposes. Active preparations for the
development of properties said to contain lithbgraphic stone of good
quality were being made during the year in Blanco county, Texas, at
Fincastle, Virginia, and near Little Rock, Arkansas. The property in
Blanco county, Texas, is controlled by the Texas Lithographic Stone
Company, composed of New York men engaged in the lithographing
art. The resident superintendent is Mr. John A. Ropes, of Marble
Falls, Burnet county, Texas, who reports that the company has placed
on the grounds machinery for quarrying the stone, sawing it into slabs,
and dressing for immediate use.
No work has been done on the Arkansas deposit except to get out
samples for testing. The property is not favorably situated for shipping at present, being 80 miles from the railway, but on the line of two
pi'ojected roads. Mr. Eben W. Kimball, vice-president of the Bank of
Commerce of Little Rock, and who is interested in the property, states
that the stone has been subjected to tests by lithographing firms in
Philadelphia, St. Louis, and Nashville, and pronounced of excellent
quality, comparing very favorably with Bavarian stone. Large quantities are reported available, and work will begin as soon as transportation facilities are obtained.
The deposit near Fincastle, Virginia, was discovered in April, 1890,
by Mr. Alfred Beckley, of Fincastle. Mr. Beckley reports that the stone
is confined to a ridge about 10 miles long. The stone has been tested
by the Bell I.dthographing Company, of Washington, District of Columbia, the Maryland Lithographing Company, of Baltimore, Maryland,
and Johns & Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, with evidently satisfactory results.
Machinery suitable for quarrying is being placed upon the grounds, ·
and the projectors express themselves as confident of producing a
domestic stone which will fill all the requirements made upon it by the
lithographic art.
519
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Imports.-The imports of unengraved lithographic stone during late
years have been as follows:
Lithogmphio stone imported into the United States j1·orn 1868 to 1890.
Years ended-

Value.

Years ended-

Value.

June 30, 1868 .. --·------ •••.••••••

$13,258
17,044
14,225
21,311
36,146
44,937
36,902
41,963
47.101
44; 503
42,709
37,746

June 30, 1880 .••••••••••.•••.•••.

$56,310
77,894
111,925
104,313
128,035
5<t,022
71,009
83,182
113,365
78,077
105,288

18u9 .....•.•.•.•.••...•..
1870. ···-····· .....•..•..
1871. .•. - •.. -. - ...... - . - 1872 .••..••..•.••••••....
1873 .......•........ ·-·-·
1874..•..•...•••..•..•.•.
1875 ........••....•.•.•..
1876 ...••••••••••.••.•••.
1877.................... .
1878 ..•••..••••••.•••••••
1879 •.••..•••••••••••••••

1881. ................... .
1882 ..•••.••••••••••.•••.
1883 .•.•••. ···-··· ••.•••.
1884.................... .
1885.. ------------------1886.................... .
Dec. 31, 1887.................... .
1888..•••••.••••••••••••.
1889 ..••••.•••••••••.•••.
1890.• ------ •••••••••••••

MINERAL WATERS.
BY

A.

c.

PEALE.

The production of mineral waters for 1889 from 258 springs was
12,780,471 gallons, valued at $1,748,458. This was an increase of
3,201,823 gallons, and the increase in the value of the product was
$69,156.
For 1890 the total number of springs was increased to 273, and of ...
this number 220 springs have reported their sales, which amounted to
12,215,187 gallons, valued at $2,493,948. If for the 53 springs delinquent at the time of making up this report we estimate the product
and value at the same as given for 1889, we would have a total production of 15,691,650 gallons, with a valuation of $2,839,223.
In the tables, however, the delinquent springs have been estimated
at a little less than one-half the figures of 1889, giving for the totals the
following figures: 13,907,418 gallons, with a value of $2,GOO, 750. This
is an increase from 1889 of 1,126,677 gallons and an increase in value of
$852,292.
The total number of springs in the North Atlantic States reporting
sales in 1889 was 60, which was 18 more than reported the previous
year, and was only 4less than the total on the list for that year. In
1890 the number reporting is 43 out of a total of 66. The 60 springs
reporting in 1889 reported an increase of 1,249,665 gallons, with an
increase in value of $224,467 over the total for 1888.
In 1890 there is an increase of 936,610 in the number of gallons reported, and if the sales of the 14 nonreporting springs were included
it would doubtless be greater. There is, also, an increase of $703,937
in the total value of the water sold.
In the South Atlantic division the total number of springs increased
from 41 in 1888 to 47 for 1889, and for 1890 has increased to 51, six
new springs having been added and two taken from the list of 1889.
There are 12 springs from which no reports have been received, but the
39 reporting give an increase in value over the sales of the 47 reporting
in 1889.
The Northern Central States, from a total of 45 in 1888, increased to
86 in 1889, with an increase in production of over 4,000,000 gallons. In
. .1890 the list contains a total of 84, of whioh only 71 report, and the
total production reported is slightly less than for the previous year.
However, there is a considerable increase in the value of the pro621
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duction of the springs reporting as compared with the previous year.
Seven springs were added to the list of 1889 and nine taken from it.
In the Southern Central States one more spring for 1889 is added to
the number on the list as published in 1888, making the total 33. There
is also a slight increase in production, but a falling off in its value. For
1890 three springs were added, bringing the total up to 36. Of these,
however, only 30 have reported, and of course the figures are not as
much greater than those of the previous year, as would have been the
case had all reported.
The Western States and Territories in 1889 show a large increase in
the number of spring waters used commercially, as compared with 1888,
the number being 32 instead of 16. Notwithstanding this there was a
decrease of over 400,000 gallons in the production as reported. One
new spring is added to and one taken from the list for 1890, leaving
the total 32. Of these 25 have reported, and they report an increase
over the figures for 1889.
Production of mineral watm·s by States and Territ01·ies.
.;

States and Territories.

.Alabama ......•••..•..
.Arkansas•.....•.••....
California ...•....••..
Colorado ............•.
Connecticut ......••••
Georgia .......•..••...
lllinois ......•.....•..
Indiana .....•.....••••
Iowa ......•..••..•....
Kansas .....••.....•..
Kentucky ..••..•...•.
Maine .....•.••.•..•..
Maryland ....•.•..•...
Massachusetts ..•.....

1889.

sprii1gs
ofN=bor
reporting.

5

I

Product.

1890.

Value of
product.

Value of
product.

Profluct.

Gallons.

Gallons.

New Hampshire ..•...
New Mexico .....••...
New York .....•...••.
North Carolina •.•....
Ohio ..................
Oregon .........••....
Pennsylvania .. • ......
Rhode Island .........
South Carolina .......
Tennessee ............
Texas ................
Vermont. .............
Virginia ..............
Washin~to_n: .........
W !3St V 1-:guna ........
Wuwons1n ............
Other States (a) ......

3
14
8
3
3
10
8
5
9
5
8
4
8
7
2
14
2
4
21
11
11
2
12
2
2
4
14
3
22
3
4
20
5

24,380
110,200
808,625
304,600
4, 410
31, 120
2, 207, 216
125, 162
12, 780
245,033
121, 350
88i, 600
74, 160
1, 011,173
333, 345
8,870
289,720
60, 000
32, 700
1, 795, 543
70,644
251, 610
4, 800
275, 700
47, 000
50, 520
21 , 500
213, 700
16, 1..50
397, 395
113,748
21, 900
2, 292,910
513,907

$2,430
10, 020
252,241
87,400
2, 630
9,412
38, 697
9. 525
2,490
15,394
14,378
79, 060
12,057
63,622
67,987
1,174
23,270
4, 500
10, 225
239,875
19,431
26,696
1, 680
65, 163
2, 975
10,046
5,000
10,354
11,975
141,476
14, 943
5, 360
409, 179
77, 793

Total .....••...•.

258

12,780,471

1, 748,458

~i::{~1f.~~:::
::::::::
Nebraska . . . . ......... }

Number
of sprin gs
reporting.

3
5
12
7
2
4
7
8
5
7
5
7
2
8
6
2

{. · ·····- 3~-

12,500
$11, 130
97, 609
22,211
89, 786
258,722
445,435
92,125
1, 950
4, 700
66, 000
18,450
12,470
61,900
67, 823
7,487
55,440
8, 330
15, 114
251, 792
86,500
10,025
406,367
67, 590
1, 550
162
60,992
967,465
453,000
98,700
5,020
24,762
5, 260
45,100
. .. - . - .. .... - - . ........... ....
340,500
930, 000
17, 365
5, 357
631,254
2, 315,472
47,457
86, 009
13,246
82,290
.......... . ..... . ...... . .........
64,676
309, 420
2, 975
77,000
~

~

3
19
6
8
0
10
2
0 ............ . .....
85, 000
2
13
29l:i, 200
32,650
4
20
421, 466
23,248
2
6
28, 000
2, 623,068
20
5
1, 569,734
220

.................
17, 000
16,040
5, 575
158,016
3,943
6,850
489,399
162,283

12, 215, 187 1 2. 493,948

a For 1889 the States of Florida, Idaho, Minnesota, New Jersey, ancll:;outh Dakota are included; for
1890 the States of Florida, Idaho, Minnesota, Nebraska, and South Dakota are included, only one
spring reporting in each of these States.

•

Imports.-Prior to 1884 the Treasury Department did not diRtinguish
natural mineral waters from those that were artificial; since 1883 the
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distinction has been made, but the artificial waters have not been
classified according to the receptacles in which they have been imported.
The importation is shown in the two tables following, with a table of
exports appended.
In 1889 there was an increase in the imports of artificial waters, but
a decrease in the amount of natural mineral waters brought into the
country, although the value was slightly above that of 1888.
In 1890 the importation of natural mineral waters was very greatly
increased over that of 1889, while the importation of the artificial
waters decreased.
The amount of natural and artificial mineral waters exported is
trifling.
Mineral watm·s imported and entered fm· consmnption in the Unitefl States, 1867 to 1883,
inclusi·ve.
In bottles of 1
quart or less.

Fiscal years
ending
June 30-

In bottles in excess of 1 quart.

Not in bottles.

All, not artificial.

Qnautit:>. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.
Qua1·ts.
Ga.llons.
3, 792
$360
$lil7
370,610 $24,913
22, 819
2, 052
554
104
241, 702 18,438
9, 739
802
1, 042
245
344,691 25,635
18,025
1, 743
2, 063
508
43:3, 212 30,680
2,320
174
1, 336
141
470, 947 34, 604
639
116
892, 01il 67,951 .................. ..............
2, il26 .................. ...............
355
35,508
75
691 ................... ...........
95
16
7, 238
4,174
471 .................... .............
5
2
899
.................
..............
.
..................
.............
1,
25,758
22
1, 328 ................... .............. ...................
12,965
815 .................. ..............
8, 22!:1
28,440
2, 352 ................... ..............
3
4
207,554 19, 731 ................... .............. ................. ...........
150,326 11,850 ................... .............
55
26
152,277 17, 010 ................. ........... ............. .............
88,497
7, 054 . .................. .............. .. .................. ...............

Bottles.
1867--. ·- ---· •••
1868-- .. -- •..••.
1869--. -· ••. - ••.
1870--. ·- •••.••.
1871 ........................
1872--- ·- ••••• -.
1873- ...........
1874- -··· ••..••.
1875 ............
1876 ...... ----- .
1877 - .. ---.--. -1878 ............
1879 -···-- ··-·-·
1880 -.. - - • -- ••. 1881-----------U!82 --·········1883 ............

Total
value.

Gallons.

.................. ................
................... ..............
.................. ...............
. ................. ..............
... .................. .......... .... .

$25,410
20,594
26, 682
32; 9:ll
34,919
. ............. ...........
68,067
394,423 $98,151 100,552
109, 035 79, 789
80, 496
395, 956 101, 64(1 102,113
447, 646 134,889 136. 788
520,751 1U7, 4b8 168,808
883, 674 350,912 351, 727
798, 107 282, 1!)3 28l, 509
927, 759 285, 798 305, 529
1, 225,462 38:3, 616 395,492
1, 542,905 410, 105 427,115
1, 714,085 441,439 448,493

I1np01·ts fo1' yea1's 1884 to 1890 .

•

.Artificial mineral
waters.

Years ended-

June 30, 1884 .......................................... .
1885- -- . - .. -.. -- .. -- .... - - - - - ...... -- .... - .... .

Dec. 31, 1886 __ ................................. - ...... .

1887- .••••••••...•......••. -.--.--.-. ·- .•. ·---1888 ..••..••..••..•. ····--· ·---··· --······· ••. 1889- .. -- .......... - ... - ....... - ...•.. - .. - .. - ..
1890 .................. ---- ......... --.------ .. .

Gallons.

Value.

29,366
7, 972
62,464
13,885
12, 752
36, 404
22, 32B

$4, 5!-11
2,157
16, 815
4, 851
4,411
8, 771
7,133

Natural mineral
waters.
Gallons.

Value.

1, 505,298
1, 660,072
1, 618,960
1, 915, 511
1, 716, 461
1, 558,968
2, 322, Oi.J8

$362, 651
397, 875
354,242
385,906
341, 695
368.661
433; 281

Exports of natural m·ineral waters, of domestic prodnction, from tlze United States.
Value.

Fiscal years ending J nne 301875 ... - .. - --- • - . --- . - ................ .
1876.-.-. ··-···· ·••••••••••. -··· ·····-·
1879 .................................. .
1880 ----·-······------·--··----·---·---

$162
80
1,5~9

1, 486

Fiscal years ending June 301881 ...• --. -·.- ·---- ..•... - •.•• -- ··- •..
1882 .. - -- - - ........ - - .... - - ... - • - - •.•• 1883 ... - - ...... - - . - ••... - .. - - - - - - -- ... -

a None reported since 1883.

Value.
$1, 020
421
(a) 459
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Prod'llction of nat·u ral rnineml waters sold front 1883 to 1890.

Goographical division.

Gallons
sold.

Value,

Geographical division.

6

2, 470,670
312, 090
1, 435,809
1,441, 042
Hi9, 812

$282, no
64, !)73
323, GOO
139, 973
52,787

North Atlantic .... /
Sout h Atlantic....
North Central.....
South Central.....
W estern..........

40
34
38
29
12

129
Est.imated.. .. . . . . . 60

5, 820, 423
1, 700,000

863, 603
256,000

Estimated ....••...

153
62

Total.. ....... 18()

7, 529,423

1, 1]!), 603

1883.

North Atlantic....
South Atlantic....
North Central.....
So nth CentraL....
Western..........

G:tllons
sold.

Value.

2, 571,004
614-,041
1, 480,820
741, 080
1, 236, i:l24

$213,210
147,149
208, 217
87,946
288.737

1887.
38
27
37
21

'

~t~: ~~~

·

I

1888.

~0~~~. ~ 1~~~~~~~:::: ~~

945. 259
316; 204

TotaL ........ 215-l-~r1.~3

1884.
3

6, 64.'l, 269 1
1, 616, 3-!0

~~~: i~Y ~0~~~~ iN:~~it~:::: ~~

i: ~~~: ~~~

!t~: !~~

North Central..... 37
:.!, 070, 533
420, 515 , }l'orth Central..... 38
2, 002. 373
325, 8i:l!l
South CPntraL. ... 21
1, 526, 817
147,112 i Sonth Central..... 19
426,410
71,215
Western .......... __6__ ,_ _3_o7_,_5o_o_ _ _ _s._5,_2_
oo_ \Ve:s.' tern .......... _ 1_5__ ,__
1,_8_53_,_67_9_ _ _ 4_:.!.1_,_6_51_
,

1

129
7,715,328
1,084,14:!
146
8,828,G48 1 1,559,302
Estimate<l ......... _6_o __ ,__
2._5_oo_,_oo_o_ _ _3_7_5,_o_oo_ Estimated ......... _5_2 _, _ _7_5o_,_oo_o_.__1_2_J,_o_oo_
1

11

1

Total......... 189

10, 215, 328

1, 459,143

1885.

1

Total......... 198

0, 578, 648

1889.

North 11 tl:mtic....
South Atlanti c. . ..
North C('ntral.....
South Central.....
Western..........

51
32
45
31
10

2, 527. :no
908, 6!)2
2, 925,288
540,4:-:: 6
509,675

192. 605
237, ]53
446,211
74, 100
86,776

Estimated.........

169
55

7, 411,401
1, 737,000

1, 036, 845
276,000

Nort.h Atlanti c....
So nth Atlanti c ....
North CentraL....
South CentraL....
\Vesteru . .. .. . .. ..

1

1, 670, 303

I

60
47
86
33
32

4, lOfi, 464

646, 2i:l!l
6, 137,776
500,000
1, 389, 992

471, 575
198, OH2
60.! , 238
4:1. B56
431. 257

Total......... 258

12, 780, 471

1, 748, 458

5, 043,074
647, G25
5, 050, 413
604,571
869,504

1,175, 512
245,760
737,672
81,426
253,578

1890.

Total......... 224

9, 148, 401

1, 312, 845

1886.

North Atlantic....
South Atlantic....
North Central.....
South Central.....
Western ..........

49
38
40
31

14

2, 715,050
720,397
2, 048,914
822, 016
781,540

177,969
123, 517
401, 8Gl
58, 222
137,796

172
53

7, 037, 917
1, 862,400

89!), 365
384,705

Total. ........ 225

8, 950,317

1, 284,070

Estimated.........

North Atlantic....
South Atlant ic....
North Ccn tral. .. ..
South Central.....
Western..........
Estimated ........ .
Total ....... ..

55

an

71
30
25
220
53

I 12. 215, 1871
] ' 692, 231

mT.oo'"J

2. 493, 9.J.8
106,802
----1

2, 600,750

Alabama.-1889.-The number of springs on the list is not changed
from that of 1888. The springs reporting are: Bailey Springs, Bai1ey
Springs, Lauderdale county; Bladen Springs, Bladen Springs, Choctaw county; Healing Springs, Healing Springs, Washington county;
Jackson White Sulphur Springs, Jackson, Clarke county; Matchless
Mineral Water, Greenville, Butler county.
1890.-0nly three springs have reported for 1890. They are: Bailey
Springs, Bailey Springs, Lauderdale county; Healing Springs, Healing Springs, Washington county; .1\'IatchJess Mineral Spring, Greenville, Butler cmmty.
Arkansas.-1889.-0nly three springs report for 1889, although the
list for 1888 contained the names of five. The three reporting are:
Arkansas Lithia Springs, Hope, Hempstead county; Fairchild's Pot-
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ash Sulphur Springs, Potash Sulphur, Garland county; Mountain Valley Springs, Mountain Valley Springs, Garland county.
1890.-Two more springs are added for 1890, bringing the list up to
five, as in 1888. .All of these five report. They are: .Arkansas Lithia
Springs, Hope, Hempstead county; Fairchild's Potash Sulphur Springs,
Potash Sulphur, Garland county; Dovepark Spring, Dovepark, Hot
Spring county; Eureka Springs, Eureka Springs, Carroll county;
Mountain Valley Springs, Mountain Valley, Garland county.
Oal'ifornia.-1889.-Instead of nine springs, as in 1888, California has
fourteen on the list for 1889. They are the following: .A.zule Seltzer
Spring·s, San Jose, Santa Clara county; Bartlett Springs, Bartlett
Springs, Lake county; Byron Hot Springs, Byron Hot Springs, Contra
CoRta county; Castalian Mineral Water, Inyo county; Coronado Natural Mineral Water, Coronado, San .Diego county; El Toro Spring,
:Marin county; Geyser Soda and Litton Seltzer Springs, Sonoma county;
Hot Springs of Elsinore, City of Elsinore, San Diego county; Napa Soda
Springs, Napa Soda Springs, Napa county; Ojai Hot Springs, Ventura
county; Pacific Congress Springs, San Jose, Santa Clara county; Pacific Congress Springs, Saratoga, Santa Clara county; Paraiso Springs,
Paraiso Springs, Monterey county; Tolenas Springs, Fairfield, Solano
county; vVitter Springs, Lake county.
1890.-0ne new spring is added to and one ta.ken from the list, making
a total of fourteen; of these the following twelve report for 1890: .A.zule
Seltzer Spring, San Jose, Santa Clara county; Bartlett Springs, Bartlett Springs, Lake county; Castalian Mineral Water, Inyo county; Coronado Natural Mineral Water, Coronado, San Diego county; El Toro
Spring, Marin county; Geyser Soda and Litton Seltzer Springs, Sonoma county; Napa Soda Springs, Napa Soda Springs, Napa county;
Ojai Hot Springs, Ventura county; Paraiso Springs, Fairfield, Solano
county; rruscan Spring, Reel Bluft; Tehama county; Witter Springs,
Upper Lake, Lake county.
Oolorado.-1889.-Colorado's two springs of 1888 increased to eight in
1889; they are the following: Boulder Springs; Clark Magnetic Spriug,
Pueblo, Pueblo county; Fariss l\faguetic Well, Pueblo, Pueblo county;
Idaho :Mineral Spring, Idaho Springs, Clear Creek county; Little Ute
and Iron Duke Springs, Canon City, Fremont county; l\fanitou, Navajo, and Shoshone Springs, Manitou Springs, El Paso county; Seltzer
Springs, Springdale, Boulder county; Ute and Little Chief Iron
Springs, Manitou, El Paso county.
1890.-The number of springs on the list remains the same, and all
of the eight report their sales. They are: Boulder Springs, Boulder
Springs, Boulder county; Clark Magnetic Mineral Spring, Pueblo,
Pueblo county; Fariss Magnetic Well, Pueblo, Pueblo county; Idaho
Mineral Spring, Central City, Gilpin county; Little Ute and Iron Duke
Springs, Calion City, Fremont county; J\fanitou, Navajo, and Shoshone
Springs, Manitou, El Paso county; Seltzer Springs, Springdale, Boul-
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der county; Ute and Little Chief Iron Springs, Manitou, El Paso
county.
Connectimrt.-1889.-Three springs make up the list for Connecticut,
as follows: .Aspinock Springs, Putnam Heights, Windham county;
Oxford Chalybeate Spring, Oxford, New Haven county; Stafford Mineral Spring, Stafford Springs, Tolland county.
1890.-0nly two springs, viz, .Aspinoch Spring and Stafford Mineral
Spring, report sales.
Florida.-1889.-For the first time Florida is represented on the list
with one spring, viz: Cantoruent Spring, near Pensacola, Escambia
county, which reports also for 1890.
Georgia.-1889.-Three springs report. They are the following: Bowden Lithia and. Georgia Bromine-Lithia Springs, Lithia Springs, Douglas county; Daniels' Springs, Greene county; Hughes' Springs, Floyd
county.
1890.-0ne spring not on the list for 1889 is added, and all four report. They are: Bowden Lithia and Georgia Bromine-Lithia Springs,
Lithia Springs, Douglas county; Daniels' Springs, Greene county;
Hughes' Springs, Floyd county; Ponce de Leon Mineral Spring, .Atlanta, Fulton county.
Idaho.-1889 and 1890.-As in the preceding years, Idaho is represented by the Id.a nha Springs of Soda Springs, Bingham county.
lllinois.-1889.-Ten springs report for this year, whereas only four
reported in 1~88. The following are the ten springs: Black Hawk
Springs, Rock Island, Rock Island county; Diamond Mineral Spring,
Grantfork . Madison county; Glen Flora Mineral Spring, Waukegan,
Lake county; Hillsboro l\'Iineral Spring, Hillsboro, Montgomery county,
Kirkwood Mineral Spring, Kirkwood, Warren county; Peoria Magnetic .Artesian Spring, Peoria, Peoria county; Perry Springs, Perry
Springs, Pike county; Red .Avon Mineral Spring, Fulton county;
Sanicu1a Springs, Ottawa, La Salle county; Silver Springs, Greenup,
Cumberland county.
1890.-0ne spring is taken from the list, and reports have been received from the following: Black Hawk Springs, Rock Island, Rock
Island county; Diamond Mineral Spring, Grantfork, Madison county;
Kirkwood Mineral Spring, Kirkwood, Warren county; Peoria Magnetic
Artesian Spring, Peoria, Peoria county; Perry Springs, Perry Springs,
Pike county; Red .Avon :Mineral Spring, Fulton county; Sanicula
Springs, Ottawa, La Salle county.
Indiana.-1889.-Indiana's list increased from six in 1888 to eight in
1889. These are: .Ash Iron Springs, De Gonia, Warwick county; .
Buffalo Saline Well, Millport, Washington county; Elliot's Mineral
Spring, Shoals, Martin county; Kickapoo Magnetic Springs, Kickapoo,
Warren county; King Mineral Springs, Muddy Fork, Clark county;
Lodi .Artesian Well, Lodi, Fountain county; Magnetic Mineral Spring,
Terre Haute, Vigo county; West Baden Springs1 West Baden1 Oran~e
county.
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1890.-The number of springs on the list remains the same as for
1889, two springs being added and two taken from it. The springs reporting are: Elliot's Mineral Spring, l\iartin county; Kickapoo Magnetic Springs, Kickapoo, Warren county; King's Mineral Springs,
:Muddy Fork, Clark county; Lodi Artesian Well, Silverwood, Fountain
county; Magnetic Mineral Spring, Terre Haute, Vigo county; West
Baden Springs, West Baden, Orange county; French Lick Springs,
French Lick, Orange county; Indiana Mineral Springs, Indiana Mineral Springs, Warren county.
Iowa.-1889.-ln 1888 the list included three springs from this State;
two were added for 1889, making the total number for which reports were
received as follows: Black Hawk Springs, Salt Creek township, Davis
county; Cherokee Magnetic Mineral Spring, Cherokee, Cherokee county;
Lake View Medical Spring, Lake View, Sac county; Ottumwa Mineral
Springs, Ottumwa, Wapello county; White Sulphur Springs, White
Sulphur, Scott county.
1890.-0ne new spring is added to the list and reports were received
from the following: Black Hawk Springs, Salt Creek township, Davis
county; Cherokee l\iagnetic Mineral Spring, Cherokee, Cherokee county;
Ottumwa Mineral Springs, Ottumwa, Wapello county; White Sulphur
Springs, Scott county; Colfax l\iineral Water, Colfax, Jasper county.
Kansas.-1889.-ln 1888 Kansas had five springs reporting sales.
They bad increased in 1889 to nine, as follows: Blazing's Artesian Mineral Wells, Manhattan, Riley county; Boiling Springs, Mound Valley,
Labett,e county; Geuda Mineral Springs, Geuda Springs, Cowley
county; Great Spirit Springs, Cawker City, Mitchell county; Jewell
county Lithium Springs, Montrose, Jewell county; Osage Mission
Mineral Well, Osage }.fission, Neosho county; Providence Mineral
Wells, Providence, Butler county; Topeka Mineral Wells, Topeka,
Shawnee county; Wichita Mineral Spring, Wichita, Sedgwick County.
1890.-0ne new spring is added to the list and two are taken from it,
leaving the total eight. Seven report as follows: Blazing's Artesian
Mineral Wells, Manhattan, Riley county; Geuda Mineral Springs,
Geuda Springs, Cowley county; Great Spirit Springs, Cawker City,
Mitchell county; P,rovidence Mineral Wells, Providence, Butler county;
Topeka Mineral Wells, Topeka, Shawnee county; vVichita Mineral
Spring, Wichita, Sedgwick county; lola Mineral Well, lola, Allen
county.
J[entuclcy.-1889.-No change so far as number of springs reporting
is concerned is noted for 1888 to 1889. The following springs reported:
Anita Springs, La Grange, Oldham county; Bedford Springs, Bedford,
Trimble county; Blue Lick Springs, Blue Lick Springs, Nicholas
county; Crab Orchard Springs, Crab Orchard, Lincoln county; St.
Patrick's Well, Louisville, Jefferson county.
1890.-Kentucky's list remains the same for the previous year. The
following five springs report sales; Anita Springs, La Grange, Old-
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ham county; Bedford Springs, Bedford, Trimble county; Blue Lick
Springs, Blue Lick Springs, Nicholas county; Crab Orchard Springs,
Crab Orchard, Lincoln county; St. Patrick's Well, Louisville, Jefferson
county. '
Mctine.-1889.-The list for this year showed an increase of one spring
over those reporting for 1888. The following springs, eight in number,
reported: Hartford Cold Spring, Oxford county; Cold Bowling Spring,
York county; Keystone Spring, East Poland, Androscoggin county;
Old Point Indian Spring, Somerset county; Poland Spring, Poland,
Androscoggin county; Seal Rock Spring, Saco, York county; Underwood Springs, Falmouth Foreside,-Cumberland county; Windsor Mineral Spring, Androscoggin county.
1890.-0ne spring on the list of 1889 reports no sales for 1890 and
three springs new to the list are added, which makes the total number
ten. The springs reporting are seven in number, as follows: Barker
Mill Spring, Auburn, Androscoggin county; Crystal Springs, Auburn,
Androscoggin county; Keystone Spring, East Poland, Androscoggin
county; Poland Spring, South Poland, Androscoggin county; Underwood Springs, Falmouth Foreside, Cumberland county; Wilson Spring,
North Raymond, Cumberland county; Windsor Mineral Spring, Lewiston, Androscoggin county.
llfaryland.-1889.-Four springs reported, as against none fhr the
preceding year. They are the following: Cecil Spring, Cowentown,
Cecil county; Chattolanee Mineral Spring, Chattolanee, Baltimore
county; Flintstone Mineral Springs, Flintstone, Allegany county;
Strontia Mineral Spring, Brookland ville, Baltimore county.
1890.-0nly tw.o springs report. They are: Chattolanee Mineral
Spring, Chattolanee, Baltimore county; Flintstone Mineral Springs,
Flintstone, Allegany county.
Massachusetts.-1889.-Eight springs, an increase of two over 1888,
reported sales for this year. The following are the ones reporting:
Allandale Springs, West Roxbury, Suffolk county; Belmont Hill
Spring, Everett, Middlesex county; Belmont Natural Spring, Everett,
Middlesex county; Echo Grove Springs, West Lynn, Essex county;
Everett Crystal Spring, Everett, Middlesex county; Sheep Rock
Spring, Towell, Middlesex county; Simpson Spring, South Easton,
Bristol county; Undine Spring, Brighton, Suffolk county.
1890.-0ne spring is added to the list, and eight springs in all report
sales, as follows: Allendale Spring, West Roxbury, Suffolk county;
Belmont Hill Spring, Everett, Middlesex county; Belmont Natural
Spring, Belmont, Middlesex county; Everett Crystal Spring, Everett,
Middlesex county; Sheep Rock Spring, Towell, Middlesex county;
Simpson Spring, South Easton, Bristol county; Undine Spring,
Brighton, Suffolk county; Commonwealth Mineral Spring, Waltham,
Middlesex county.
Michigan.-1889.-Although but one spring reported sales in 1888
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there were seven reporting in 1889. They are the following: Americanus Well, Lansing, Ingham county; Eastman Springs, Benton Harbor, Berrien county; Magnetic Mineral Springs, Spring Lake, Ottawa
county; 1\1ount Clemens Original Mineral Springs, Mount Clemens,
:Macomb county; Salutaris Mineral Spring, Saint Clair Springs, Saint
Clair county; Ypsilanti Mineral Spring, Ypsilanti, Washtenaw county;
Zauber Wasser Spring, Hudson, Lenawee county.
1890.-There is no change in the list for 1890, but one of the springs
has sent no report. Those reporting are: Americanus Well, Lansing,
Ingham county; Eastman Springs, Benton Harbor, Berrien county;
Magnetic Mineral Springs, Spring Lake, Ottawa county; Mount
Clemens Original Mineral Springs, Mount Clemens, Macomb county;
Salutaris Mineral Spring, Saint Clair, St. Clair county; Zauber Wasser
Spring, Hud:.:;on, Lenawee county.
Minncsota.-1889.-The only spring reporting for this State in 1889
and 1890 is Inglewood Springs, Hennepin county.
Mississippi.-1889.-Instead of three springs, as in 1888, only the following two report for 1889: Brown's Wells, Copiah county, S. J.
Morehead, Brown's Wells post-office; Castilian Spring!S, near Durant,
Holmes county. The same two wells report for 1890.
llfissmu,i .-Tbe six springs of 1888 have more than doubled in 1889,
thirteen springs reporting, as follo~'S: Artesian White Sulphur Well,
Clinton, Henry county; B. B. Spring, Bowling Green, Pike county;
Blue I1ick Springs, Saline county; Eldorado Springs, Eldorado Springs,
Cedar county; Electric Springs, Johnson county; Haupt's Mineral
Spring, :Milan, Sullivan county; Lebanon Magnetic Spring, Laclede
county; Paris Springs, Paris Springs, Lawrence county; Randolph
Springs, Randolph Springs, Randolph county; Reed Springs, Clay
county; Reiger Mineral Springs, Mercer county; Sweet Springs, Sweet
Springs, Saline county; Young's Medical Well, corner Twenty-fifth and
Vine streets, Kansas City, Jackson county.
1890.-Three springs are taken from the list and seven springs have
sent returns, viz, B. B. Spring, Bowling Green, Pike county; Blue Lick
Spring, Saline county; Eldorado Springs, Eldorado Springs, Cedar
county; Paris Springs, Paris Springs, Lawrence county; Handolph
Springs, Randolph Springs, Randolph county; Reiger Springs, Mercer
county; Young's Medical Well,\~ arrensburg, Jackson county.
Neb1·rc,slca.-1889.-The Victoria Mineral Spring, Custer county, represents Nebraska for the first time on the list.
1890.-Nebraska is still represented on the list by the Victoria Mineral
Spring, Ouster county.
New Hampshire.-1889.-Two springs report, viz: Londonderry Lithia
Spring, Nashua, Rockingham county, and Milford Springs, Amherst
Station, Hillsboro county.
1800.-Three spri11gs report sales, namely, Londonderry Lithia
Spring~-; , Lol !Gon<lerry, Rockingham county; Milford S:prin~s, Amher~t
778 MIN-34
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Station, Hillsboro county; White Mountain Springs, Conway, Carroll
county.
New Jersey.-1889.-NewJersey for the first time is put upon the list
with one commercial water, viz: that fTom Kalium Springs, Collingswood, Camden county.
1890.-No reports have been received from New Jersey.
New Mexico.-1889.-Four springs make up New Mexico's list for
1889 instead of one, as in the previous year. The springs reporting
are: Aztec Springs, Santa Fe, Santa Fe county; Baca Springs, Coyote
district, Bernalillo county; Ojo Caliente Springs, Ojo Caliente, Taos
county; Soda Springs, near Albuquerque, Bernalillo county.
1890.-'.rhe list remains the same as for 1889, and the following three
are the only springs reporting: Aztec Springs, Santa Fe, Santa Fo
county; Ojo Caliente Springs, Ojo Caliente, Taos county; Soda Springs,
Coyote Canon, Bernalillo county.
New York.-1889.-Twenty-one springs made reports as compared
with seventeen in 1888. The springs reporting are: Crystal Springs,
Barrington, Yates county; Deep Rock Springs, Oswego City, Oswego
county; Empire Seneca Springs, Dunkirk, Chautauqua county; Geneva
Magnetic Mineral Springs, Geneva, Ontario county; Massena Springs,
Massena, St. Lawrence county; Oneita Springs, Utica, Oneida County;
White Sulphur Springs; Sharon Springs, Schoharie county.
Saratoga Springs, Saratoga county: Champion Springs, Columbia
Springs, Congress Springs, Empire Springs, Excelsior and Union
Springs, Hathorn Springs, High Rock Springs, Imperial Spring, New
Putnam Spring, Royal or New Putnam Spring, Patterson Spring,
Saratoga Carlsbad Spring, Saratoga Magnetic and Peerless Spriugs,
Saratoga Vichy Springs.
1890.-Nineteen of the twenty-six springs on the list for New York
send returns; five of these are new to the list for 1890, and one of the
springs of 1889 is taken from the list. The list reporting for 1890 is:
Cayuga Springs, Cayuga, Cayuga county; Deep Rock Springs, Oswego,
Oswego county; Miller's Geneva Mineral Spring, Geneva, Ontario
county; Massena Springs, Massena, St. Lawrence county; White Sulphur Springs, Sharon Springs, Schoharie county; Artesian Lithia
Springs, Ballston Spa, Saratoga county; White Sulphur Spring, Richfield Springs, Otsego county; Avon Spring, Avon, Livingston county;
Oak Orchard Acid Springs, Alabama, Genesee county.
Saratoga Springs, Saratoga county: Empire Springs, Excelsior and
Union Spring, Hathorn Springs, High Roclr Spring, Imperial Spring,
.Royal or New Putpam Spring, Saratoga Carlsbaq_ Spring, Saratog~
Vichy Springs, S~ratoga Kissingen Spring.
·
North Carolina~-1889.--:--The six springs on the list fQr 1888 have i~
creased to the following eleven: AU-Healing Spring, 4.-lexander county;
Ashley's Bromine and Arsenic Springs, Ashe county; Barium Springs,
:J3arium S~rings, Iredell county-; Black Mountairl Iro:p. ~nd .Alum,
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Springs, Black Mountain, Buncombe county; I-"emon Springs, Lemon
SI1ri11gs, l\foore eounty; Lincoln Lithia Springs, Lincolnton, Lincoln
county; Minnekahta Springs, Gaston county; Panacea Springs, near
Littleton, Halifax county; Park's .AJkaliue Springs (near Danville, Va.),
Caswell county; Seven Springs, Seven Springs, Wayne county; Shaw's
Healing Springs, Littleton, Hr1-bfax county.
1890.-0ne new spring is added to the list and one is taken from it.
Only the following six report, viz: Ashley's Bromine and 1-\._rsenic
Springs, Bristol, Ashe county; Barium Springs, Barium, Iredell county;
Lemon Springs, Lemon Springs, ·l\Ioore county; Lincoln Lithia Springs,
Lincolnton, Lincoln county; Park's Alkaline Springs, Caswell county
(post-office Danville, Virginia); Thomson's Brornine Arsenic Spring,
Crumpler, Ashe county.
Ohio.-1889.-The seven springs of 1888 have increased to eleven, from
all of vyhich reports have been received. They are: . .~dams County
Mineral Spring, Mineral Springs, Adams county; Belbrook Magnetic
Springs, Belbrook, Greene county; Crystal 1\Iineral Spring, Urbana,
Champaign county; Devonian l\Iineral Spring, Lorain, Lorain county;
Electro-Magnetic Springs, Fountain Park, Champ<tign county; Lenape
Spring, Delaware, Delaware county; Magnetic and Saline Spring,
Marysville, Union county; Ohio l\Iagnetic Springs, Magnetic Springs,
Union county; Rex Mineral Water, New Richmond, Clermont county;
Ripley Bromo-Lithia Spring, Ripley, Brown county; Sulphur Lick
Spring, Frankford, Ross county.
1890.-0ne sprin·g is taken from the list anu one added, which leaves
the total the same as for 1889. Only eight springs have reported, viz:
.Adams County Mineral Spring, l\Iineral Springs, Adams county; Crystal Mineral Spring, Urbana, Champaign county; Devonian Mineral
Spring, Lorain, Lorain county; Electro-lYiagnetic Springs, Fountain
Park, Champaign county; Rex :M ineral Spring, New Richmond, Clermont county; Ripley Bromo-Lithia Spring, Ripley, Brown county;
Sulphur Lick Spring, Anderson, Ross county; Magnetic and Saline
Spring, Marysville, Union county.
Oregon.-1889.-The following report: Wagner Soda Spring, Ashland,
.Jackson county; Wilhoit Spring, Clackamas county.
1890.-No reports have been received from Oregon.
Pennsylvanilt.-1889.-The three springs of the list for 1888 have increased to twelve. They are: Allegheny Spring, vVarren county; Bed.
ford Springs, Bedford, Bedford county; Black Barren Mineral Spring,
Pleasant Grove, Lancaster county; Corry Artesian Fountain, Corry,
Erie county; Cresson Springs, Cresson, Cambria county; Eureka Mineral Springs, Saegerstown, Crawford com1ty; Parker Magnetic Mineral
Springs, Gardeau, :M cKean county; Pavilion Springs, Wernersville,
Berks county; Pulaski Mineral Spring, Pulaski, Lawrence county;
Roscommon Springs, Wind Gap, Monroe county; Sizerville ~Iaguetic
.l~Eneral Spring, Sizerville, Cameron county; Susqw;~b.anna Sprin~ anq
.Kingsland Spring, Ett.sh, SusC!ue4~UIH1 COtlnty,
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1890.-0ne spring is taken from the list and ten springs report sales,
These springs are: Black Barren Mineral Spring, Pleasant Grove.
Lancaster county; Corry .Artesian Fountain, Corry, Erie county; Cresson Springs, Cresson, Cambria county; Eureka :Mineral Springs, Saegerstown, Crawford county; Parker Magnetic J\:'lineral Spring, Gardean, McKean county; Pavilion Springs, Reading, Berks county;
Pulaski Mineral Springs, Pulaski, Lawrence county; Roscommon
Springs, Wind Gap, Monroe county; Sizerville Magnetic Mineral
Spring, Sizerville, Cameron county; Susquehanna Spring and Kingsland Spring, Rush, Susquehanna county.
Rhode Island.-1889.-Both springs on Rhode Island's list report
sales. They are: Ochee Mineral and Medical Springs, Johnson, Providence county; Holly Springs, Woonsocket, Providence county.
1890.-Both localities report for this year, viz: Ochee Mineral and
Medical Springs, Johnson, Providence county; Holly Springs, vYoonsocket, Providence county.
South Carolina.-1889.-Two springs report sales, viz: Chick's Springs,
Chicks Springs, Greenville. county; Glen Springs, Glen Springs, Spartenburg county.
1890.-No reports have been received for 1890.
South Dctlcota.-1889.-South Dakota is represented for the first time
on the. list by Dakota Hot Springs, Fall River county, which reports
also for 1890.
Tennessee.-1889.-Four springs, a decrease of two from 1888, report.
They ~re: Estill Springs, Estill Springs, Fran'klin county; Idaho
Springs, near Clarksville, Montgomery county; Red Boiling Spriugs,
Red Boiling Springs, Macon county; Rhea Springs, Rhea Springs, Hhea
county..
1890.-0nly one of the springs on the list of 1889 has reported: Idaho
Springs, Clarksville, Montgomery county; and one, new to the list,
reports sales, viz: Tate Spring, Tate Spring, Grainger county.
Texas.-1889.-The number of springs reporting in 1889 is fourteen,
just double the number for 1888. They are: Capp's Well, Longview,
Gregg county; Dalby Springs, Texarkana, Bowie county; Elkhart
Mineral Well, near Elkhart, .Anderson county; Hym;on's Iron Mountain Springs, Marshall, Harrison county; Mineral Wells Springs, Mineral
Wells, Palo Pinto county; MontvaleSprings,Marshall,Harrison county;
Overall Mineral Well, Franklin, Robertson county; Page's Well, Georgetowr, Williamson county; Richards's Wells, Rockdale, Milam county;
Rosborough Springs, Marshall, Harrison county; Slack's Well, Fayette
county; Texas Sour Springs, Luling, Caldwell county; Tioga Mineral
Well, Tioga, Grayson county; Wooten Wells, Robertson county.
1890.-Thirteen springs report sales. They are: Capp's Well, Longview, Gregg county; Dalby Springs, Dalby Springs, Bowie county;
Elkhart J\!fineral Well, Elkhart, .Anderson county; Hynson's Iron
~~OIJ.ntaip. _,Spring, Marsl!-all~ Harrison ~ounty; Mineral Well S:prings7
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Mineral Wells, Palo Pinto county; Montvale Springs, Marshall, H arrison county; Overall Mineral Well, Franklin, Robertson county;
Richards' Wells, Rockdale, :Milam county; Rosborough Springs, lVIarshall, Harrison county; Slack's \Veil, Fayette county (post-office, Walder Depot, Gonzales county); Texas Sour Springs, Luling, Calcl well
county; Tioga Mineral Well, Tioga, Grayson county; Wooten Wells,
Robertson county.
Vermont.-1889.-The list of springs decreased from six in 1888 to
three, as follows: Alburg Sulphur and Lithia Springs, Alburg Springs,
Grand Isle county; Brunswick White Sulphur Springs, Brunswick,
Essex county; Clarendon Springs, Clarendon Springs, Rutland county.
1890.-0ne new spring is added to the list, making the total four for
the State, all reporting, as follows: Alburg Sulphur and Lithia Springs,
Alburg Springs, Grande Isle county; Brunswick White Sulphur
Spring, Brunswick, Essex county; Clarendon Springs, Clarendon, Hutland county; 1\'fissisquoi Springs, Sheldon, Franklin county.
Virginia.-1889.-Twenty-one springs reported sales. The following
is the list: Bear Lithia Springs, Elkton, Rockingham county; Blue
Ridge Springs, Blue Ride Springs, Botetourt county; Buffalo Lithia
Springs, Buffalo Lithia Springs, Mecklenburg county; Cove Lithia
Water, Wytheville, Wythe county; Farmville Lithia Springs, Farmville, Prince Edward county; Hot Springs, Hot Springs, Bath county;
Hunter's Pulaski Alum Springs, Walker's Creek, Pulaski county; Jordan White Sulphur Springs, Jordan Springs, Frederick county; lVIassanetta Springs, Massanetta Springs, Rockingham county; Osceola
Springs, near Pleasant Valley, Rockingham county; Otterburn Lithia
and Magnesia Springs, Amelia C. H., Amelia county; P::eonian Spring,
Loudoun county; Powhatan Lithia and Alum Spring, Powhatan, Powhatan county; Rawley Springs, Rawley Springs, Rockingham county;
Roanoke Red Sulphur Springs, Roanoke county; Rockbridge Alum
Springs, Alum Springs, Rockbridge county; Rockingham Springs,
McGaheysville, Rockingham county; Seven Springs, 2 miles northwest
ofGlade Springs, Washington county; Stribling Springs, Stribling
Springs, Augusta county; Virginia Arsenic Bromine and Lithia
Springs, near Allegheny Springs, Montgomery county; Wallawhatoola
Alum Springs, 1\fillboro Springs, Bath county; Wolf Trap Lithia
Springs, Wolf Trap Station, Halifax county.
1890.-By the addition of two new springs the list is increased to
twenty-three, and the following twenty report: Blue Ridge Springs,
Blue Ridge Springs, Botetourt county; Buffalo Lithia Springs, Buffalo
Lithia Springs, Mecklenburg county; Cove Lithia Springs, Wytheville,
Wythe county; Elk Lithia Spring, Elkton, Rockingham county; Farmville Lithia Springs, Farmville, Cumberland county; Hunter's Pulaski
Alum Springs, Walkers Creek, Pulaski county; Jordon vVhite Sulphur
Springs, Stephenson, Frederick county; Massanetta Springs, near Harrisonburg, Rockingham county; Osceola Springs, Harrisonburg, Rockingham county; Otterburn Lithia and Magnesia Spring, Amelia C. H.,
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Amelia county; Preonian Spring, Clarks Cap, Loudoun county; Roanoke Red Sulphur Springs, Catawba, Roanoke county; Rockbridge
Alum Springs, Goshen, Rockbridge county; Rockingham Springs,
McGaheysville, Rockingham county; Seven Springs, Abingdon, Washington county; Stribling Springs, Stribling Springs, Augusta county;
Virginia Arsenic, Bromine, and Lithia Springs, Christiansburg, Montgomery county; Wallawhatoola Alum Springs, Richmond, Bath
county; Wolf Trap Lithia Springs, Wolf Trap Station, Halifax county;
Shenandoah Alum Springs, Mount Jackson, Shenandoah county.
Washington.-1889.-The State of Washington presents a list of three
instead of one as in 1888. The springs reporting are: Cascade Springs,
Skamania county; Medical Lake, Medical Lake, Spokane county; Yakinia Soda Springs, North Yakima, Yakima county.
1890.-Two springs report as follows: Medical Lake, Medical Lake,
Spokane county; Yakima Soda Springs, North Yakima, Yakima
county.
West Virginia.-1889.-Four springs report for 1889, as follows: Capon Springs, Capon Springs, Hampshire county; Salt Sulphur Springs,
Salt Sulphur Springs, Monroe county; Triplett Springs, Willow Island,
Pleasant county; White Sulphur Springs, White Sulphur Springs,
Greenbrier county.
1890.-Two springs are added to the list and the total number report.
They are Red Sulphur Springs, Monroe county; Irondale Springs, In~
dependence, Preston county; Triplett Springs, Willow Island, Pleasant
county; White Sulphur Springs, White Sulphur Springs, Greenbrier
county; Capon Springs, Capon Springs, Hampshire county; Salt Sulphur Springs, Salt Sulphur Springs, Monroe county.
Wisconsin.-1889~-Twenty springs report in this year as compared
with the twelve in the list of 1888. The springs reported are: Allouez
Magnesia Mineral Spring, GreenBay,Brown county; Ashland Mineral
Spring, Ashland, Ashland county; Darlington Mineral Spring, Darlington, Lafayette county; Fort Crawford Spring, Prairie du Chien, Crawford county; Lebens Wasser Spring, Brown county; Salvator Mineral
Spring, Brown county; Shealtiel Springs, Waupaca, Waupaca county;
Sheboygan Springs, Sheboygan, Sheboygan county; Silver Sand Spring,
Milwaukee county; Vita Mineral Spring, Beaver Dam, Dodge county;
Nee-Ska-Ra Spring, Milwaukee, Milwaukee cou,nty.
Waukesha Springs, Waukesha county: The Alma Spring, Arcadian
Mineral Spring, Bethesda Mineral Springs, Clysmic Springs, Henk
Mineral Springs, Horeb Mineral Spring, Mineral Rock Spring, Waukesha Hygeia Mineral Spring, White Rock Mineral Spring.
1890.-Two springs are added to the list, and the name of the Alma
Springs at Waukesha is changed to Almanaris. The following twelve
springs report sales: Allouez Magnesia Mineral Spring, Green Bay,
Brown county; Darlington Mineral Spring, Darlington, Lafayette
county; Fort Crawford Spring, Prairie du Chien, Crawford county;
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Lebens Wasser Spring, Green Bay, Brown county; Salvator Mineral
Spring, Green Bay, Brown county; Shealtiel Mineral Spring, Farmington, Wa:upaca county; Sheboygan Springs, Sheboygan, Sheboygan
county; Silver Sand Spring, Milwaukee, Milwaukee county; N ee-Ska-Ra
Spring, Wauwatosa, Milwaukee county; Palmyra Springs, Palmyra,
Jefferson county; Rainbow Mineral Spring, Wautoma, Waushara
county; Vita Mineral Spring, Beaver Dam, Dodge county; Bethania
Mineral Springs, Osceola Mills, Polk county.
Waukesha Springs, Waukesha county.-A1manaris Spring, Arcadian
Spring, Bethesda :M ineral Spring, Henk Mineral Spring; Hygeia Mineral Spring; Mineral Rock Spring, White Rock Mineral Spring.
Sunwnary oj reports of mineral sp1'ings for 1890.
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681
266
731
230,268 171,253, 171,206,
11,30
Kansas _______ ----------------·--··- 5, 683
12,46
732
269
Kentucky ______________ ------------ 6, 56,68412,47
230,270 171,256, 171,206,
11,32
734
276
Louisiana __________________________ 678
-------- -------- ________ -------- -------Maryland ______ -------------·------ 6, 58,69012,49
11,33
230,272 171,263, 206,280
739
Massachusetts ______________________ 694
-------- -------- --------744
-------Michigan.--------------------------4,17,69512,50
11,34
230,279 171,270,171,206,
'i'45
284
Minnesota _______ -·---- ____________ 698
____________ ----~---- ________ -·-- -------11,29
11,29

146,205,
348
147,207
147,215
147,217
146,219
-------146,221
-------146,2'20
---- --··

1

~i1~~~~;.y~_ _======================== ~~~o. 699 i2;5i ___ ii;35 ___ 23o;28o- ~~~~272~ i7i;285- i47;226Montana _____________ ---·-· ________ 7, 61,75612,52,55 11, 36,39 230,282, 171,275, 171,289 147,228
286
754
Nebrasl{a --------------------------4,702
55
--------225
171,276, 171,282, 147,231
1755
292
Nevada __________________ ___________ ---------------- 40
-------- -------- -------- -------Ne'v Jersey ------------------------707
-------- ________________ 761
________ -------New Mexico ________________________ 6,62,75712,56
11,40
230,288 171,278, 171,282, 147,231
764
292
Ne'v York __________________________ 712
_______ -------- --------768
-------- -------NorLh Carolina ____________________ 7,713
59
41
________ 279,773 ________ 146,234
North Dakota,--------------------- 754
-----··· ------- -250
716
________ 147,234
Ohio ________________________________ 6,65,71812,59
11,43
230,289 171,281, 171,294, 146,235
775
297
Oregon _____________________________ 6,94,77312,66
11,45
230,294 171,288,171,206,146,240
778
301
Pennsylvania __ ------ ____ ------ ____ 4, 7, 12, 66, 76,8211,45,57 226,295, 168,290, 108, 170, 146,241,
G7, 7~2
300,314 31!:!, 780 206,301, 252
332
Rhode Island ______ ------------ ____ 6, 727
12,87
11
225
171,351, 171,206, ----····

~~~

~~~-----

South Carolina-------------------- 729
-------- -------- --------------Tennessee __________________________ 6,3±,72, 12,88
11,64
230,341 171,192, 171,206, 146
730
352,788 36~
1
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Coal, in Texas------------------------------. 74,733 12,89 11,67 230,347 171,357, 171,208, 147,.271
Utah·------------------------------· ~7:~4,7'73, 12,89
Vancouver Island---------------- 90

11,68

792
367
230,350 gk359, 208,374 147,272

-------- -------- -------- --------385

~fi~~ii~=================::::::::: •~~~. 739 12~so __ _ 11;69--- 236;352- 799
i~t 360, 377
i7i~ 2oii~ i4K 212·

Washington ______________________ 6,95,77512,99
West Virginia.-------------------· 6,83,74312,90

11,71

230,357 171,367,171,381,147,275
804
384
230,369 ~bi'373, 171,385 146,277

Wyoming---------------------- ____ 6, 85,75812,101

11,71

230,374

miners'wages,Alabama ------------Indian Territory. ____
Michigan ____________
Pennsylvania, bituminous regions.
Washington Territory.
Wyoming-----------mining accidents _____________________

11,70

~bk 380,

171,390 147,280

-------- -------- -------- --------203
-------- ----------------------------------------------- 260
---------------------------------------- 285
-------- -------- -------- -------- --- --- __ 337
________ 100
-------- 363
________ 104

107

126

--------377
27
254

382
225

255;299~ 265" ··--

387, 389

machines, advantages-------------- 136
-------- -------- --------253
methods·-----------···------- ________ 134
-------- -------- --------250
--------363
186,232 184,204,
wages ------------------------ 48,95 85
250,390
oil. (See Petroleum.)
184
prices_-------------------------------- 105
87
-------- 232,243 177
production, foreign, Australia------ 5
-------- 11
235
189
-------Austria-------- 5
13
11
235
-------- 28,208
Belgium------- 5,109
-------- 11
235
-------- Zil,208
Borneo----· ____________________ 11
235
189""""" 385 _____
British Colum- -------- ________ 11
235,367
bia.
France _________ 5,109 13
189
28,206,
11
235
208

-------169
242
-------22
22
-------22

Germany------ 5,109 13
11
235
189
28,208 21,22
Great Britain. 5
13
11
11, 235 189
32
20, 22
Hungary _______________ 13
11
235
189
28,208 22
India ___________ 5
-------- 11
235
-------- -----Italy-------- ... 109
13
11
235
-------- 28,208-- 22·· ---Japan __________ 5
-------- 11
____ -------Luxembourg __ -------- 13
11
====---- 208
28~268-- 22·----New Zealand __ ---------------- 11
235
189
-------- -------Nova Scotia ___ ......... -------- 11
~35
189
-------- -------Russia--------- 5,109 13
11
235
189
28,208 22
Spain .. --------5,109 13
11
235
189
28,208 22
Sweden ........ 5,109 13
11
225
189
28,208 22
Vancouver Is- 5
----··-- -------- -------- --------385
land.
17
of United States com- 5
28,208 22
-------- -------- 235
pared with other
countries.
semi-bituminous.
.... ---------------------------------------------sieve meshes, sizesPennsylvania
__________________________________________
•.•• ____ 780
318
___
___ .. 248
statistics, methods of collecting------------------------------------ ________ 168
strikes ... ----------------------------- 102
85
-------- -------- 186
205
-------·
summarY----------------------------- xr
1
1
2
2
3
3,6
tariff---------------------------------- 783
13
12
230
171
171
149
trade in Alabama .. ______ . __ ---- ____________ ---- ____ •••• ---- 237
203
- - ------ - - -- --··
181
155
Baltimore, Md ------------- 103
-------- -------- -------- 178
Boston, Mass-------------- 102
-------- -------- __.__.,._ __ 176
178
153
Buffalo, N. y _______________ 102,106 -------- --------260
181
185
157
Burlington, Iowa __________________ -------------------------------- 200
Chicago, Ill ................ 103,106 ---------------- ________ 182,237 192
162
Cincinnati. Ohio ___________ 103,106 ------- - _______________ _ 180,376 182,197 165
Cleveland, Ohio .. __________ 103
________________ ----··-- -------- 188
159
Cumberland, Md __________ _ ......... -------- 33
--------268
. ------ -------200
Davenport,
Iowa
__________ ---·
-----------------------Detroit, Mich
______________
---· ____
____ •••.
____________________ 184
181
190
Dubuque,Iowa _____________ -·-·---- ---------------- ________ 184
200
...••..
Duluth, Minn .. ____ ------ __ 103
: ....... ------ __________ •••. ____ 176,195 164
Erie,
Pa
____________________
103
····---- ----: ... -------- -------- 188
158
Fargo, N. Dak _________________ ·--- ________________________ 184
____________ ••••

~~iJ~l~i:;~~~~~~~ ==~~ :::: :::: :::: ~~~ ~ ::~::: :: =~~= ~~~~ ::::::F: : : : ~~~~
Kansas City, Mo ........... 103

-------- -------- ________ 185

200

~~~{~~!e~K":r===~~====
:::: ioa,· ioii- ==== :::: =~== ==== :::::::: is6 ___ --~r~~. 197
Michigan __________ ~-----··? ........ ,....................... ···----- 284

778 MIN--36

166

i6ir ----

••n···•
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Coal trade in Milwaukee, Wis.----·------ 103
-------- -------- -------- 182
Hl3
162
Minneapolis, Minn •• •••••. -------------------------------· 183
196
164
Missouri _________________ .. ---------------------------------------- 199, 207 iiii ____ _
Mobile, Ala---------------- 103
-------- ------- - -------- -------- 201
New Mexico __ __ .---------- ________ -------- -------- _______________ _ 293
New Orleans, La __________ 103,106 -------- ------- - ------- - 179
182,201 168
New York City-------- ____ 102
75
-------- 308
176
179
151
OhiO-----------------·--··--_ ·--- ------- - ---·--- - 290
285
297,300
Pacific coast _______________ -------- .... ___ _ -------- ------- - ---- - --- 177
Philadelphia ______________ _ ________________________________ 177
180
i53" ---·
f'ittsburg, Pa _____________ _ 106
87
-------- ________ 179
182
156
166
St. Louis, Mo _____________ _ 103,106 ------- - -------- -------- 185
198
164
St. Paul, Minn ______ , ______________ -------- -------- -------- 183
196
169
San Francisco, CaL ______ _ 94,106 ------- - 15
242
-------- 204
'l'ennessee .••••• ---- •••• ---- ________ •••• ___ _ ________________ 357
177
Texas---------------------- __ ______ -------- --------------- - 358
-------- -------Toledo, Ohio _______________ 103,106 -------- -------- -------- ------- - 189
169
Utah------------------ ···----------------------------------------- - 376
Washington------------------------------ - ------- - --------------- - 384
i 48 .....
value at mine------------------------ 2,89
--------28
--------232
4,170
292
washing------------------------------------- - 186
--------438
-------- ________ -------world's product ______________________ 108
257
11
235
18, 189 28, 208 22
Cobalt. _______________ ---- ______ ---- ---- ____ 421
544
361
174
130
108,620 124
domestic manufactures ___ ._ _______ 421
-------- ______________________ .. _____ _.. -------earthy---------------------------------------------- 362
________ 752,783 -------- -------extraction from ores .•••• ---------- ... _____ 547
____________ ---- ______ .. ------ __ ---- .. ,.
in California----------------------------------------------- ________ 705
-------- --------

gg~:C~fcut~=~=============~::::: ~~!· 753 ~!!

+i~

::::::

==== :::: ::::::::
=: ==== ====
Germany---------------------------------------- 364
-------- -------- ------- - -------Great Britain .••••••••••••••••... -------- 539
364
------------------------ -------Hungary •••••. ___________________ ---------------- 365
-------- -------- -------- -------Maryland------------------------ 692
544
--- - ---- --------741
------- 124----MissourL------------------------421,701 545
362
________ 753
Nevada----------------------------------- 545
361
171
756
108
124
New Mexico----------------------------- 545
•••••
• •••.. -------Pennsylvania •••••••••.•••••••••. -------- 546
:::::::: :: •.••• : :::::::: :_: _____ 124
Sweden-----------------·-------- 405
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------oreanalyses ------------------------ --------545
362
-------- -------- -------- -------oxid~~~~~t-~::=::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: ~~: _____ 364_____ i74- ---- :::::::: 2; ioii~-- i24--- -620

~~~~~\~::::::::::::::::::::::: 422 _____ 547 _____ 364_____

i75_____ gi

ii2o··--- izs··---

Nevada ----------------------. ____________________________________ ---- 620
124
prices _________________________ -------- -------- -------- 174
-------- 621
production _______ ------------ 423
546
363
174
7,130
2, 620
6,124
value _____________ 423
549
364
175
--------2,620
7,124
prices ____ --------------------------- 422
549
364
174
131
621
pyrites, Maryland ------------ _____________ ------ __ ------ __ ------ __ 741
------ ____ -----sources-------------------·--------544
________ 174
-------- 2-------- 2-------summary ___________________________ 421
xm
3,7,9
3,6,8
2,7,10' 2,8

cobalti~:~~====:::=::::=::::::::::=::::::::: i~r

~*~

Cocalico stone------------------------------------- ________
Coke---------------------------------------- 98
144
analyses, Alabama.---------- ________________ 156
Colorado ___________________ -------- 158
Illinois------------·-------- --------162
Indiana-----------------------------------Indian Territory---------- -------- 164
Kentucky-------------------------- 166
Ohio ________________________ -------- 172
Pennsylvania ______________ ........ 178,185,
187,189

i;-~~~e~-~~~::::::==::=:::::::

~b~'

200

~~~'

545

:::::::: 752·---- :::::::: ::::::::
428
581
------ .. 576
74
378
383
395
________ 391
------ .. ------ ______ ----------- -------- -------- -------- ----------------------- -------- -------- -------396
396
399
-------- --------------- --------400
261
--------398
402
411
________ --·----- -- ------ -------- -------·
103,106, •••••... 413
419
109

~~~~=~~-

:::: :::: ::::

::::::::
ii7 _____
Virginia ____________________ -----------------------· 423
-------- -------Washington---------··------------------------------ -------------- 426
West Virginia _____________ -------- 208
121
428
424,426, 429,432,
428
439
chemical and physical qualities ____ -----· __ --------------·--------- 396
-------consumption 1n France ----- ________ ------ __________ •••••. _. ------ .. 435
districts, Ohio ________________________ -------- ________ 94
406
407
4ia··--Pennsylvania ______________ -------- 175
96
408
409
414
Tennessee __________________ ........ 197
112
418,420 --------427
Wes t Virg inia _____________________ 207
120
424,428 422
427
establishments by States ____________ 98
149
77
381
386
397
exports---------------------------------·------------- 85
389
434
405

f~~~~t-~~~:-~~-~-_-_-_-_-_-_·:::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 84 _____ _~~~
inAl~b ama·-------------------- - ----- ________
AllZOU~ .... !r . 11!1••'11•• ,.,. . .. · ~ ..... ., ., ., .. . ... ~·"' .. .. ~ , •• 'l' .. ~

145,154 75,77

157

----------------------

-------·
.•• ___ _

·

393;435· 2o4;4o5· ::::::::

378,389 394

395,406 ....... .
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Col{e in Belgium--------------------------------------------------- 435
-------- -------- -------Colorado _______ ------ ____ ---------- 98
160
87
378,392 395
395,407 _______ _

~~~~~ia~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~ 98 ______ iiio-----75;77--- 378;393- ~~

395;4o8- ~:::::::

Great Britain--------------------------------------------- 430
------Illinois.---------------------------- 98
163
77,84
378,394 398 _____ 395,408Indiana ____________________________ 98
________ 77,84,90378,395 398
395,409
Iowa _______________________________________ 164
--------398
__
___
Indian Territory ____ ------ ________ ---- ____ 164
74,90
378,397 .. :::::~ 395, 4o9Kansas ______ ---------------- __ ---- -------- 165
77, 84,91378,398 401
395,410
Kentucky ______ -------------------- -------- 166
77, 84,91378,398 401
395,410
· Missouri. __________________________ ------------------------ 401
405
395,411
Montana .... ----------•------------ ________ 168
77,92
378,402 405
395,412
New Mexico ----------------------- -------- 170
77,93
378,402 406
395,412
Nova Scotia _______________________ ------------------------ 436
435
--- __
Ohio------------------------------- 98
171
75,77,93378,403 407
395~4i3Pennsylvania ---------------------72,98 175,196 77,96 378,421 383,409 375,414
Tennessee .......•••••..........•.. 98
196
77,111 342,378,352,383,395,425
417

Texas_______________________________
...• -------------------------- 98
-------- 77,116
--------378,421
Utah
-------- 202
378,422
Virginia _____ ---------------------- 98,742 204
77, 84, 355,378,
117
422
Washington _______________________ -------- 206
77,120 378,423
West Virginia _____________________ 98
207
77,120 !~,378,

-----------------------------

--------

420
421
425
--------441
383,421 395,425

383,422 395,426
383,422 395,427

Wisconsin _________ ---------------- -------- ________________ -------- ________ 395,441
manufacture, amount of coal used .. 98
151
83
387
391
404
cost, Flat Top region, -------- ---- ____________________________ 438
West Virginia.
percentage yield of 100
154
84
387
392
405
coal.
market _------ ____ ---------------- ____ 99
____________________ ---- ________ 198,403
ovens building ------- ______ ------ ____ ---- .•.. 150
79
383
388
400
Flat Top region, West Vir- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------435
ginia.
150
78
382
387
398
prices number-------------------------------_________________________________________ 152
81
385
390
402
Chicago, Ill __________ ---------- ------ __________ -------- ________________ 192
Connellsville, Pa -------------- 99
________________________ 412
416
Pittsburg, Pa __________________ -------- -------- -------- -------- ________ 182
pro(luction ---------------------------98
147,152 --------378,384 385,388 395
by States and Territories 98
152,157, 80, 97, 384
383
396,406,
196

101, 105,
111

415, 424,
428

in Aix la Chapelle ------- -------- ________ ---- ____________ 434
________ -------of the world--------------------------------------------- 434
-------- -------receipts, Pittsburg, Pa -------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- 183
St. Louis, Mo -------------- -------- ________ -------- -------- -------- 199
166
Soldenhof ovens, West Virginia ____ -------- 143
-------- -------- ------- · -------- -------southern, analyses.------------------ ________ · ________________________ 403
411
summary:_~~~~~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: i------- i------- 7
3-------4------- -------value __________________________________ 98
153
81
385
390
402
Coking coals, where found------------------------ 144
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------in Belgium __________________ ------------------------ 435
-------- -------- --------

g

~~~;;Fa~;;::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~~~- ____ 432_____ :::: :::~ :::: ~:::

tqe United States-------- 98
__ ---- ______ ---- -------- ________
processes--------------------------- ________________ -----------------------Colombia, gold _____________________________________ 319
-------- -------- ---~---petroleum------------------ ____________________________________________
platinum ________________________ -------- 567
-------- -------- -------silver----------------------------------- 319
-------- -------- -------Colophonite -------------------------------- --------747
-------- -------- -------Colora.do, agate---------------------------- 491
757
-------- -------- -------alabandite---------------------------------------------- ________ 712
alaskaite ------------------------748
-------- -------- ________ 707
altaite ---------------------------748
-------- ---·---- -----·-- 707
alum---------------------------- 606
t149
-------- -------- -------amazon
stone
___________________
495
7'24
-------- -------- -------amethyst ________________________ 491
------_

:~t~~~~i~e::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:g

~:::::::

396
436
-------- --------

47~

165
---------·-----------------------------------------------

-------·-------------------------·- ·
-----·---------------__

:::::::: ii~-=::: ~~----- ~~~::::: ii~=--==

antimonial sulphide of lead _______ ·-------------------- ________ 712
argentite ________ ---------------- 748
________________________ 707
arsenical fahlerz ________________________ -------- -------- --------712
arsenopyrite ____________________ 748
-------- -------- --------707
asbestos _________________________ -------- 913
--·-···- -------- ----·--asphaltum---------------------- 605
937
-------- -------- -------aventurine quartz ...•. ·--------~-------- 752
---------------- --------

-------- ----------- ___________ _
-------- --------------- --------------- -------·
-------- --------------- --------
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Colorado, bismuthinite ________________ ---- ------ __________ ------ __ -------- 707
-------- -------blast furnaces------------------ 121
-------- -------- -------___ _
bluestone ________________________ 753
.••••• _ -------- ________ 712:::::::: ::::::::
bornite __________ .••• ____________ 749
.••••• __ --·-··-- ---- ··-- 707
__ .••• __ -----· ••
brick production ________________ --------·····-----------·····--- 535,537 558
brochantite --------------------- -------- -------- -------- ••••••.. 707
-------- ------··
cairngorlll .••.•.•••• ------------490
----···- -------- -------- -------- -------- .•••••••
calcite--··········--····--------------------------------- ..••••.. 707
casalite ...••••••• --------··------ -------- -------- -------- --------708
cassiterite---------------------------------------------- 214
712
cement-----------------·"'-···--- ________ 674
_______ 564
601
:::::::: 462·····
cerargyrite .••••. ____ •••. ________ 749
________ ---··· ________ .. 707
.•.• ____ ---····cerussite ------····--------------749
-------- -------- ________ 707
-------- -------·
chalcanthite --------------------753
-------- ----···-- .••••... 712
-------- -------chalcedony--------------------- ________ 757
-------- -------- ------·· ----···- -------chalcocite _______________________ 749
-------- -------- .•••••.. 708
________ -------chalcopyrite-------------------- 749
-------- -------- .•••••.. 708
-------- -------chrysocolla ------------- .•••.•.. 753
________ -------- •••• ---- 712
------. _ ------ __
chrysoprase _____________________________ 760
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------cinnabar------------------------ 753
-------- -------- --------713
claY------------------------------751
701
-------- __ ______ 709
-------- _______ _
147,179
coaL.---------------------------- 6, 38, 12, 24, 11, 18, 230,243 11,171, 226
749
158
75, 83
212
Coal and Iron Company:
coal production _____________ 144
-------- --------247
214
234
coke ovens __________________________ 158
-------- ----·--- -----------------------iron and steel production .. 147
284
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------mines-----------------·---281
-------- -------- 219
________ ---------------_
coaliron-ore
fields, area.
______ ---- .. ---- 38
________________________
_______________
mines----------------------39
26,30,3422
________ 221
237
miners' wages _____________ 103
________ --------250
217
---production---------------- 44,48
37
24
~~30, 215,219 i7i;235- 179value at mines------------ <£8
38
11,26 226,236 171,212 236
cobalt----------------------------753
544
-------· ________ 713
coke ____________________ --------. 48,98
152, 157 77
378,392 383,395 395,407
397
establishments-------·----·------- 149
77
381
386
manufacture, coal used ____ -------- 151
83
387
391
404
ovens _______________________ -------- 150
79
382
387
400
400,407
production .••••• ------------------- 152,160 80
393
389
402
value---------------------·--------·· 153
81
385
390
copper .•.•••.•••••••••••••••••... 216,227, 329,341 210
112
69,708, 54
749,752
712
corundum .•••••••••••••••.•••••. ________ ---------------- ...•.... 713
-------cryolite __________________________ 608
954
..•••••..•••••.. -------- -------dechenite ..•..•••••.....•.....•.. 449
.•••••.. -------- -------- .••••... -------descloizite-----·----------------- 449
...•••.. --····-- .•••••.. -------- -------embolite ..••••..••...••.......... 750
--··---- .••••••. ---- •... 709
........

179

w··-···
--··-···
----------·····
----·--·
--------

-fahlerz,
:~~~ti:i::~~==~~==~~=:::
::::::::: 75ii" ---. :::::::: :::::::: ==== :::: ~6g
arsenical ______ ---- _____________ ------ ____ •••• __ .. ____ .. 712

:::::::: ::::::::

:::::::: ==== :::::::::::::: ~~~~~~~- 737··- -- :::::::: ====~=== ~~~-

____ :::::::: ::::::::

fire brick------------------------ 472,750 701

:~~~n~

galPna ---------------------------750
garnet·-----····----------------- 488
gold----------------------------- 172,176,
750
granite--····-------------------- 454
grctphite .•.. ---···--------------- 590,753
gypsum----··--·---------------- 528,753

--------570

____________ ••••
541,709 5G5

-------- ------·- --------709
-------- ----··-- 596
312
200
105

515
713
601,710,
713
hematite-·······-----------·---- 751
-------- ----···- •••.•••. 710,713
hessite ..••.••• -------------------751
-------- -------- --------710
idocrase .............. ___________ ........ 767
-------- -------- -------infusorial earth ..•...•. _______________________________ . _ •...••.. 713
1ron .....•....••.•••....•........ 129,144, ~2,281182
18
52,710
751
ores -------------------------751
279,283 -------- --------52,710
pyrites --------------------751
-------- --····-- ________ 711
jasper--------------------------- 492
760
----··-- -------- -------jet-----------·------------------- 497
780
-------- -------- -------kaolin--------------------------- ________________ -------- ________ -------lead .... -------------------------- 310,748,412,416, 250
140,144 105,712
751
419
smelting works. list _______________ ---------------- .••••••• -------lignite _________ ---- ______ ..•• ---- 43,749 ________ ---- ..•. ________ 708
limestone------------------------------------------····- .••• ____ 710
magnetite ----------------------751,753 ------------------------710,713
-------- --------538
-------- -------- f\86
812
----···- 622

:~~tl~~e_s_~~-r-~~::::: :::::::::::: 753----- :::::::: :::::::: 544· ···- gi~; ~6~,

-------- ----···-

--------374,383
-------- ---------------465,466
--------39
-------- --------------- ••••••••
____ ••••

15~33·--10,17

33
24,35
.••.•••• -------....••••.•••••••
-------- ...•••••
572
87
87
____ .••• ------ .•
--------373,384
••••..•. -------131

:::::::: k~·

713
massicot -------------··········· 751
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Colorado, mica _____________________________ 583,753 911
mineral waters __________________ -------- 980

:~w\;~:liit~-==================== ~~~

518
________ 713
--------715 ·
683

-------- -------626,630 522

~n

======-= ========
-------- ··------~f;~~l~ie~~~-=::=::::::::::::::::: 753_____ :::::::: ~~~----- :::::::: ii~' ::::::::::::::::
nickel ore----------------------- 404
539
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------obsidian _________________________________ 772
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------ocher----------·------- ---------------------------------------------------------- 508
oil shales
.••••••• ---------------------------------------------------·--- -------onyx
_____________________________________
757
-------- -------- 713
-------- --------------opal----------------------------- ________ 760
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------·
peacock ore ---------------------749
-------- -------- ________ 707
-------- -------peridot-------------------------- 492
petroleum _______ ---------------- 211

moss agate---------------------- 491

======== ======== ========
-------- -------- --------711

713

petzite.--------·--··--------------·------ 724,740
-------- -·-----648
-------- 580
---·---- -------phenacite ____________________ ---- 487
________________
710
pitchblende ---------------------752
-------- -------- ________ 712
-------- -------·
plaster of Paris _________________ 529
-------- -------- -------- -------- --------465
polybasite ----------------------- 751
____ ---- -------- ---- ____ 710
---- _______ _
potteries------------------------ ________ 702
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------precious stones----------------- --------724
-··----- -------- --------580
proustite ------------------------751
---------------- ________ 710
-------- -------pyrargyrite ---------------------751
-------· -------- --------710
-------- -------pyrites ___________________________ 498,751 -------- -------- --------707,711 -------- -------pyromorphite ___________________ 752
-------- -------- --------711
-------- -------pyrrhotite-------··-------------- 454,490, 752
-----·-- --------711
-------- -------752
quartz·---------·----------------752
755
--------596
711
-------- -------quicksilver---·--·····--------·-- 387
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------rose quartz ____ -----··----------- -------- 753
-------- -------- -------- -------- ---- ••••
ruby silver---------------------- 751
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------salt------------------------------ 541
843
--·-··-- •••••••• -------- -------- --------

::~~~l~~~-::::::::::::::::::::::: '~k 752 ========
sardonyx ________________________ --------757
schirmerite ---------------------752
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